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At the commencement of another year of editorial duties we beg

leave to offer our best wishes to our readers, together with our

hearty thanks for past favors. In accordance with the intention of

doing every thing in our power to improve the appearance and

character of the Railroad Journal, the reader will perceive that this

number appears in a new dress. The type does credit to the estab-

lishment of J. T. White, of this city. Although the expense incur-

red is great in proportion to the size of our estabhshment, we have
not hesitated to make an improvement so conducive to the comfort

of the reader and the satisfaction of our contributors. If the en-

couragement we have received is continued we shall not fail to in-
' "crease our efforts to merit it by every exertion in our power.

^ The review of the last volume renders us sensible of tlie great fa-

vors we have received from our friends, by whose kindness we have
been enabled to give on an average the half of each number in entire-

ly original matter. The number of communications now on hand

^
leads us to hope that there will be no falling off in this proportion.

-: The prosecution of internal improvements, of steam navigation

and manufacture, being absolutely necessary to our existence as a
commercial nation, insures a never failing supply of matters of in-

terest and importance on subjects coming within the province of
the Railroad Journal, and it is only necessary that those who are
concerned should aid by their contributions to the maintenance of
a work, which from its commencement has been identified with their

interests. •

The development of our national resources deserves a more at-

tentive consideration than it has hitherto received from those cn-
1

. i':-
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gaged in the cause of internal improvement. Our vast mineral

wealth and the products of the soil, capable of almost indefinite in-

. crease, furnish us with the means of extending our internal and ex-

ternal trade far beyond the present limits even without any increase

of population—while the recent census has shown the increase in

that respect to be abundantly sufficient to support our railroads, ca-

nals, and steamboats—and that a further gain in the same propor-

tion, will require a corresponding extension of the means of con-

veyance throughout the country.

For the American Rrailroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.

ON THE TRUE THEORY OF CRANK MOTION. By W, Mc Cle'llfld

Cushmauy Civil Engineer.
,

It is, I believe, a settled maxim of science, that that theory must

be wrong which disagrees with or does not explain the phenomena

of experience. Yet I know of no extant theory of the crank

which, when applied to the locomotive engine, does not totally fail

to solve the actual loss of effect produced by the operation of the

crank in those engines. See note Vol. 4, jo. 243.

For instance, some have contended that more than 1 part in 5 of

power, in these engines, is expended without any useful eflfect, ex-

clusive of friction, etc. Note 1. * v . i .

Others, again, that in general, no part of the power is lost in

crank motion, except that caused by extra friction, etc. While,

from whatever cause or causes arising, the fact is that rather less

than 1 part in 16 of power, or accurately '0.583 of the powers of

locomotive engines, is annulled or expressed without effect, through

the operation of the crank. So that at all events, the theory war-

ranted by ea^ricTice, has yet to be disclosed. ^

This unsettled state of the mode of action of a mechanical ar-

rangement of such universal use and importance in machinery, and

particularly in the grander movements of the steam engine, after so

long a period, it must be»admitted affords very decisive proof of its

abstruse character; but effects having adequate causes, and the

crank being an assemblage of levers of determinate lengths—of

use, solely, to change the alternate motion of the power into a ro-

tary motion—the causes of any loss of power actually attending its

operation are certainly susceptible of analysis ; and the influence

or efficacy of each of estimation a priori, etc. I cannot conse-

quently apprehend any difficulty, of an insuperable nature at least,

in the way of disclosing and confirming by facts drawn from expe-

rience, the general principle of action or theory of the crank : nor
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of being able to fix upon the amount of power lost through its op-

eration, under every circumstance of practice.

Now in crank motion (as indeed in all machinery) the effect pro-

ducible by the mfiving power must always be modified or reduced

by one or both of the following causes

:

1. Direct loss of power: from its not being applicable directly to

the end of the crank ; but from the nature of things, conveyed to it,

through the agency of a connecting rod, in lines oblique to the fixed

direction in vMch the power acts; whereby certain components of

the power itself are compulsorily expended in directions that can-

not contribute to the effect which otherwise would be produced by

the same expenditure of power. This fact alone, it will in the se-

quel be made to appear, originates the greater part of the actual

loss of power attending the production of rotar)' motion by means

of a crank. ^-
,•.::.:;;:-, ,v. ;,,:.! ::-, ::: ,.. .'.v/-\ ^-^^:-.. •:

^ :. . •-
,.

''
. . ,?..c':,

2, Indirect loss of power : from the resistance of friction at rub-

bing points, opposing the motion in proportion to the pressure upon

the surfaces in contact, their nature, etc.
'-

The aggregate influence of each of these general causes is made

up of several distinct items of loss taking place at different points.

But before entering in the main into the question, it will perhaps be

best to give a definite notion of what really constitutes loss ofpower.

For instance, it is true it is a necessary consequence of the laws

of motion, that the pressure exerted upon the end of the crank of

an engine must, at all events, be as much less than the power expend-

ed upon its pistons, as the velocity of the crank is greater than the

velocity of the pistons ; viz. in the ratio of half the circumference

of the circle described by the end of the crank to its diameter,

which corresponds to the length of stroke of the pistons. But the

fact of the pressure upon the crank being so much less than the

moving power by no means implies any loss ofpower, because, how-
ever much reduced, that pressure is exerted over a space just enough
greater than that described by the power to yield, in the same time,

the same total of effect as the power actuating the pistons yields.

If, therefore, the nature of crank gearing were such as to convey the

power of the pistons to the end of the crank (or indeed any other

. part of the machinery) without any further change than mere re-

duction of pressure inversely with the velocity of parts, it is clear

that the uss of the crank could not be attended with any non-effec-

tive expenditure of the moving power. ' '^ ^ •
" ""

In further illustration of this point, put I for the length of stroke

(=double the radius or throw of the crank) ; P for the power actu-
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'

atlng the pistons ; p for the pressure upon the end of the crank ;
^

'

and If for the arc of the quadrant to radius 1. Then as from

the nature of the connexion of parts, p must describe the space

2 tr I in the same time that P describes the space /, we should have •

7 J
-—r : : V : p and consequently o* 2 at / = P / which shows

that the total effect produced by the pressure upon the crank, would

in the case supposed, be perfectly identical with the total produced

by the power expended upon the pistons. ?
i

' * r

An actual loss of power or effect can, then, have no reference to

mere reduction of pressure upon the crank, in the ratio of its excess ,

of velocity over that of the piston ; but to somefurther change due

the nature of the gearing, causing portions of the force to be ex-

pended non-effectively, in transitu, etc. leaving but a residuum of

power actually operative upon the crank, less of course, in amount '

than that which has been represented by p. . j
.

. .
_

. ,-

So, in this case, (putting p' for the mean pressure actually effective

upon the crank,) since the pressure upon it w ould be p in case no

loss took place, we should evidently have - for the proportion of

effect produced to power expended ; and consequently .-

^ • p^_p'2mj _p'-2iel
-

"• p'^ p'2'ffl'
*" ~r~i~'

and hence, if we compare, indifferently, either the actual pressure ,

upon the crank with the pressure which would have been exerted

upon it, did no loss exist ; or, the moment of the actual pressure upon -

the crank with the moment of the power expended ; we shall in ei-

ther case obtain the true proportion of effect pj-oduced to power -

expended. Profiting accordingly by the liberty of choice in this

respect to consult simplicity, I will, in the first instance, consider

—

What amount of moment is regularly communicable from the pis-

tons ofan engine to the end of its crank, in the direction of its mo- ,'

tion ; and, afterwards, designate the proportion of power lost, by

contrasting that result with the moment of the po,wer expended,

agreeably to the foregoing principles.

Let then A 6, A' b\ etc. represent positions of the connecting rod

corresponding with h C, h' C, etc. positions of the crank ; dDD' the

fixed direction in which the force P, upon the pistons, alternates

;

and P' for the proportion of P communicated to the connecting rod. /

Put also M, for the total moment communicated to the crank in the

direction of its motion, during a complete revolution ; r = A B, the

length of connecting rod ; /, as before = 2 • Z> C, double the throw

of the crank or length of stroke of the pistons ; and z any arc (to
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radius 1,) corresponding with the angle made by the crank with

D C, reckoning from D, either in the upper or lower halfof the ro-

tary circle. Further let a b represent the very small arc of the

. .

'. :'-: '-:':':
'f:^-<}-y

]''::'':'' " jf

rotary circle run over by the end of the crank in an indefinitely

small space of time ; h c its projection upon the connecting rod, the

direction of the force P' ; B = the angle included between a h and

its projection h c ; and m the angle included between a h and the

direction of the motion of the crank, that is, between a 6 and the

tangent at 6. '•- "^^^^' •'

-

:. .

Suppose now P' the power communicated to the connecting rod,

impress upon the end of the crank the very small motion a 6, and R
such variable resistance as would, if applied to the end of the crank

directly in opposition to the motion of the crank, keep the force P'

in equilibrio. Then agreeably to mechanical principles, the moment

of the virtual velocity of P' is equal to the moment of the virtual

velocity of R, or since h c, the projection of a b upon the direction

of P' is the virtual velocity of the former ; and b a cos m, the projec-

tion a b upon the direction the resistance, that of the latter we
should have '' 6c*P' = 6a cosm R,

and consequently, since b a cos B = ba and cosine of the indefinitely

small angle w is = 1, . b a. cos B*P' = 6 a * R, ,.

,

for the relations of the power and resistance which must subsist

during a single impulse of the power, while the crank is running

over the extremely small arc represented hy a b.

Now a state of continued motion and of equilibrium, like that

which actually subsists in practice, is nothing more than a continu-

ed succession of impulses similar to the above ; and would evident-

ly be resolved, when all the values which the equation of momenta-
ry equilibrium would give, during an infinite number of successive

impulses of the power have been collected together. In my judg-

ment, a problem of this nature must elude every other mode of in-

vestigation but that sketched in my previous communication, to

which I have already alluded.

Our reasonings so far, have been with reference to a 6 as a very
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small finite arc ; but that arc is in fact, nothing else than the differ'

ential of z and we may accordingly write 6?z cos B* P' — d z' R,

instead of the last preceding equation. Taking the integral of

the second member, we have integral ofdzR = z x mean of all

the values of R • = z x the uniform amount of resistance to motion

presented by the load at the end of the crank, = 2 x mean pressure

communicated to the crank, in the direction of its motion. Because

the variable momentary resistance R equilibrating continually the

momentary impulses of the power does, of course, by that condition,

Coincide also in amount of resistance at all times with the amount of

power which has been expended effectively upon the crank ; and if

it did not, periodically at least, and at furthest on the termination of

each revolution of the crank, also afford a mean result agreeing pre-

cisely with that uniformly presented by the load moved ; the veloc-

ity of the crank would be accelerated or retarded, indefinitely, instead

of performing consecutive revolutions in equal times, which is the

actual state of things. Accordingly we should have J dzR^zp'

and consequently
; : :: : : ; ;^

which shows that the integral of the first member of the equation of

momentary equilibrium determines the amount of moment commu-

nicable from the pistons to the crank, etc. It is therefore only fur-

ther requisite to settle the limits between which the same mean
amount of moment will constantly be reproduced upon the crank, as

would be produced during any number of revolutions, and intigrate

this expression accordingly, in order to determine what amount of

moment is regularly ccmmunicable from the pistons of an engine to

the end of its crank, etc, y >^ , .
, ,

j

With this view let the mutations in the expression of the momen-

tary effect be traced throyghout the revolution of the crank. We
see, for instance, that at the point D, the beginning of the forward

stroke, cos B = cos 90^ = indicating what is manifestly the fact, that

in that position of the crank, the whole power is expended non-ef-

fectively. This is technically known as " a dead point." Tracing

it onward it will be seen to increase continually with the advance

of the piston, until arriving at the point M , where A B becomes

tangent to the rotary circle, cos B becomes a maximum, to wit = 1,

indicating that in that position P' has its greatest possible effect up-

on the crank, and the power consequently nearly fully effective.

The magnitude of cos B decreases continually from this point on-

wardi till arriving at D', we have again cos B = cos 90^ = 0, and the
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power ofcourse becomes a second time in the progress of (he stroke

entirely incapable of any useful effort. This is also a " dead point." ,

Hence it is clear that cos B may be expressed each way from the

point of maximum to the terminal points of the stroke, by a single

function of z and the data. But the projections of dz fall either

within or without the rotary circle according as it is taken upon

one or the other side of M ; and from this circumstance take very

different numerical values, in similar positions, upon cither side of

that point. Two functions, then, become requisite to express cos B
while the crank is in the upper half of its revolution ; and each of

^them of course requires separate intigration over the extent to

^which each function applies. ^ ^
^^

=

A similar series of mutations takes place on the return stroke of

the piston, while the crank is performing the lower half of its revo*

lution ; and distinct functions are here required, since the projec-

tions of rf z do not correspond in this half with those directly above;

but, falling reverse ways in reference to the rotary circle, will be

seen to have different values from those immediately above them.

The two required have also to be integrated seperately over the ex-

tent to which each applies. The amount of effect produced then in

the forward, is not exactly reproduced on the return stroke ; nor

is that produced forward of the points of maximum in either, re-

produced in the after part of the stroke ; so that it is impracticable

to arrest the integration sooner than the close of a full revolution

\of the crank. » '
i: v i I «:

- With regard to the immediate functions required, simple geome-

tric relations give the following equivalents of the angle represent-

."'edbyB: viz. •^;.'/^.: ; ->>:*' jn**-;
-'•"•'- '-^ •

1 ** for the arcD M, (90

—

tti)—3up ofsup (z+ A) = co.m—(z + A) =B.
'2** " , MI) , (90 +m)—(sup z—A) = m + (A—co.z)=B.
.^ « ^"^ D- M , (90--77i)--5up Z--A) =^m+(A—co.z)=B. '

v4** ** '

'
'' M' D, —(90—71) + sup {z+A)^m+ (co.z— A) = B,

|

^ So also with regard to P', the revolution of P the power actual-
!

ing the pistons into components along and at right angles to A B,

,»
gives P cos A = P' for the variable proportion of the power actu-

|

'ally communicated to the connecting rod. :^- :

^' ' T

Note 1. The fact aljove mentioned proves the necpssity of entirely new researches up* '

on this subject; but.ii may be here noted, in paaninii. that, tven a. louinatlie state olihinffs '

^^issumcd by J. A. Roebliog, (R. R. J, vol. 4, rage 162.) to ag-ee with that which aclva /y
exists wliercrver th'i cran't i-» employed in conaexon wiih the sieam engine, it is smU lia-
ble to this objection ; the same process of reasuiine he employs applied lo his effective or-
dinate would givefor theeffdci produced .2146; and thus we sho'ild have this remarkable
"'*'j j^ '^>ins^~*io wii : but I part lost and 1 pnrt ffieciive out of 5 6f power actually ex-
pended 1 or 4 parts lost and 4 parts effective out of 5 parts of power expended, each and all
•t one and the same time 1

(To be continued.) t .



d Advantages of a Railicat/.

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.

The following graphic description of the advantages of a railway

compared even with a river
^for transportation and travel is the sober

report, of " a joint special committee of the legislature of Massa-

chusetts."

The period is near at hand, when our legislature should entertain

the neglected subject of railways, and fix on some system by which

the State and its treasury will not be cursed with unprofitable works,

commenced and pursued with perseverance by designing politi-

cians. I am gratified to find by your last number, that " Fulton**

has thrown out a plan for consideration, which if adopted, will have

one great advantage, and save the State millions on millions. I

mean, the support by the State to private enterprize, where individ-

uals show confidence in their own projects, by ^r*^ disbursing their

own means to the extent of two-thirds of the cost of the proposed

work, to entitle the projectors of a railway, to a subscription risk by

the State of one-third its cost. The State should appoint one-

third of the directors ; with this check, there will be no fear that

their money will be squandered. Not so with works undertaken

and managed by the State, or general government. Witness the

Columbia railroad in Pennsylvania, where 80 miles have cost up-

wards of four millions of dollars badly located, with inclined planes

on a line, that will be superceeded by the Philadelphia and Reading
,

railroad. The State furnish the motive power, on the Pennsylvania

railroad, whilst individuals furnish the cars, and charge higher for

transportation, than any railroad within the writer's knowledge in

the United States.

As another instance of extravagant expenditure by the general

government, look to the Cumberland or National road, abandoned

by general consent, from its cost, government patronage, etc. etc.

The ground is yet, almost too hallowed to touch on canals made by
this State. This arises from our success with the Erie Canal, ow-

ing to its peculiar location, connecting as it does a rich State and

inland seas with the ocean. The period, however, has arrived, to

stop the extravagant expenditures in this State, on any new ca-

nals, and the sooner we razee the expenditure on the enlargement,

untill sane men prove that it is needed by the present generation

—

the better it will be for our tax-paying proportion of the communi-

ty. The Black River, Genesee, and Chenango canals, will share

the fate of the Blackstone, Middlesex and Farmington. Railways

will superceed them. J. E. B.

"Railways universally have created the means of their own sub-
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tenance, and have drawn to their tracks employment for their mo-

tion. If the beneficence of Providence had hollowed a channel

from our coast to the western lakes, and poured the floods of those

inland seas eastward to the ocean, the blessings would have been

too great for sufficient gratitude, as they would have been beyond

all computation. The river, swelled by tributary streams from

every valley, would have scattered wealth along its course. For

all practical purposes, the invention of art bestows better advanta-

*ges, and furnishes communication more easy and certain than the

bounty of nature could give. During the stern winter of our cli-

mate, the rivers are closed for one-third of the year with ice ; in

summer, they are exhausted for a nearly equal period ; their naviga-

tion is bounded by the hills that supply their fountains. The rail-

road is neither locked by cold, nor dried up by heat, nor confined by

ridges. Stretching out its arms to every town and village, it may
be extended beyond the highland barriers of water passage, and

beyond the lakes, until its iron bands clasp together in a net-work

of improvement overspreading the whole Union."

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.

PLAN FOR COXSTRUCTING RAILROADS. PropOSCd By Jokn A.

jRoeWing-, Civil Engineer.
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The friends of railroads are still in search of a mode of construe-

tion, which will form adequate tracks for the successful operation

of our improved locomotives. Many plans have been tried and

tested for years ; none, however, appears to have succeeded so as

to deserve a preference before all others. The same diversity of

opinion, which exists here as to the best mode of construction, pre-

vails also in Europe. •*>'! tr -I

In oVder to be able to adapt a construction most successfully to

the object, for which it is intended, it becomes first necessary to in-

vestigate the principle of its action. I do not pretend here to offer

any thing new } I wish only to draw the attention to some points,

which appear to deserve most consideration. One of the first con-

ditions of a railroad superstructure is, to offer sufficient resistance

to the vertical action of the ponderous machines, which are to move

over it at high velocities. The ordinary mode, which to a great

extent has been practised in tha United States, of supporting the

flat bar iron upon longitudinal timbers and these upon cross ties,

which again rest upon longitudinal mud-sills, did never give satis-

faction. By this system, unseasoned, and otherwise unprepared

timber is in large quantities buried into the road-bed without any

further provisions of preventing the timbers from scttHng irregular-

ly, or from being upheaved by the frost. The timber is moreover

placed in a situation which favors a speedy decay. Modifications

of this plan have been tried with some better success, still they leave
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much to improve yet. Stone block have also been used as founda-

tions for continuous bearing timbers. This was evidently an im-

provement, but not sufficient. A favorite mode of superstructure

for the T rail was and is yet, to support this rail by sleepers or cross-

ties at intervals, and to rest the sleepers loosely upon mud-sills.

This mode of construction appears to be the worst and weakest of

all. The tolerable good success, which some of these roads have

: had, should not be attributed to the manner of supporting the rail,

but the greater rigidity of the same, resulting from its improved

form and increased weight. The facility of repairs in substituting

fiew slippers in place of the old rotten ones, speaks in favor of this

system ; but the frequent necessity of such repairs is just one of its

chief faults. While such a road is working, it is all the while making,

i On all these roads are the foundations which are either timber or

stone, not laid deep enough to resist the action of the frost, nor are

they sufficient when the road-bed is softened by incessant rains.

Foundations of broken stone have to be made very thick, to be of

any service, and then they do not offer a uniform support. ' V

There is a difference of opinion with respect to the immediate

support of the iron rail. Flat bars have been found too insufficient

and are nearly abandoned. In speaking of rails therefore, we mean

edge rails or bridge rails, of the different forms. A support of the

iron rail is necessary. The nearer the supports are, the less the rail

will deflect vertically. A continuo.us support will therefore be the

best. The views of those Engineers who are still in favor of sup-

ports at intervals, are neither corroborated by experience nor theo-

ry. The best material for the immediate support of the iron rail

appears to be that, which with the necessary solidity for supporting

pressure, and stiffness, unites sufficient elasticity, to counteract the

impetuous effect of the great vertical pressure and concussions of

the heavy engines. Stone as immediate support is too rigid a ma-

terial ; it has too little elasticity and is too unyielding. Felt is there-

fore introduced between the chairs and stone blocks, where such are

used. By far the best material appears to be wood, as intermedi-

um between the iron rail and the stone foundation. Timber will

therefore always form an important material in the construction of

railroads, even where an abundance of the best stone blocks can be

had. Not only the effect of the intermediate timber upon the foun-

dation is advantageous, but all the railroad machinery will run

easier on a rail, resting upon timber, than on one resting solely on

stone. The tremulous motions and vibratory concussions will he

less on a timber support than on a stone support.
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Timber can be had in the United States cheap and in abundance.

Not so in Europe, where iron is often substituted in its place. Here

iron rails of less weight will suffice, if the continuous bearing tim-

bers are strong enough.

The question now arises, when timber is used in the construction,

at what place should it be applied in the greatest mass ? In answer,

it appears to me, that the continuous bearing should be made as

strong and large sized, as timber can be had ^i moderate prices. The

practice of using sawed scantling of 5 by 8 inches and the like for

bearings, has every thing against it, and will always make an insuf-

ficient road, unless the iron rail is very heavy. How can we ex-

pect from such sticks, to support quietly the tremendous weight of

a rapidly rolling engine of heavy character ? It is impossible.

In order to support great concussion, we must offer a massy and

compact resistance. Although a framing or connection of scantling

may contain as much quantity as a single heavy timber, yet the lat-

ter will resist all shocks and concussions more successfully than the

former, because in the single timber, the material is united, and re-

sists in a mass ; in a Connection of scantling however, the upper

timber has to bear the first effect of the concussion solely, and can

only transmit them to the rest below.

This view will be made clearer by the following illustration : A
strong man stretched upon a floor, may support an anvil on his

chest, while iron is hammered on it with sledges, One single stroke

with the sledge hammer, executed upon his bear chest, immediately,

would break his bones. But through the medium of the heav^ and

massive anvil, he is enabled to support a succession of blows unhurt.

The same principle may be applied to railroads. A heavy piece

of timber is required for the immediate support of the iron rail, in

, order to sustain the first effect of the concussions, produced by the

engine, and to transfer them to the foundation less injuriously. Or
the iron rail must be very heavy instead of the timber. But wood
is cheaper than iron. Instead of increasing the weight of the iron

rail a few pounds per yard, we may increase the size of the timber

considerably, and preserve it too. Another important advantage of

a heavy continuous bearing is, that the weight of the load, which

rests on a single point of the rail, is distributed over a greater ex-

tent of foundation in consequence of the stiffness of the timber.

The means we use to support heavy masses, must be also massive

in their nature, if they are to answer the purpose. The greatest

resistance should be where the exposure is greatest. Now the late-

ral motions, which are produced upon the rails, are far less than the

i.
-' I
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vertical motions, less provisions are therefore required to counter-

act them. Heavy continuous bearing timbers of 12 inches by 15 V;

inches, have in itself, lateral strength enough to require no more ties, <

than one of 12 inches square every ten feet. Thus the number of

pices is reduced and the construction and repairs simplified. ' ',

By the old system of supporting the edge rail on a sleeper every

3 or 4 feet, the number of pieces is multiplied. There they are ne-

cessary to support the rails. This support extends how^ever only

to a little distance to the side of the rail, as the small dimensions of

the ties will make them bend, if the foundation below the rail yields.

Any timber therefore between the rails, that is not necessary for

binding the track horizontally, is uselessly applied, as it will not

serve as vertical support efficienthj. The material for vertical sup-

port is most needed under the line of the rails, and outside of it no

more timber should be used than is requiredfor lateral strength.

The next important object is a proper foundation for the contin-

uous bearing timbers. Nothing less appears to me to answer the

purpose fully, than a regularly built dr}^ wall, made of large stones

with good beds. A stone filling between the rails or outside will

not increase the vertical strength of the work, it can only prevent

the lateral displacement. This however can be effected in another

manner, as will be shown below.

ju The walls should extend 4 feet into the road-bed, so as to be be-

low the reach of the frost or nearly so. They should rest on planks,

which will prevent their settling unequally. Such provisions ap-

pear to be sufficient for the support of heavy loads. ;? - ic ::

But another effect of the railroad machinery upon the road has to

be guarded against, and which is one of the most destructive in its

consequences. This is the recoiling ?iXid springing o^ ihe superstruc-

ture, after the heavy weight, which depresses it, has passed over.

Although this sinking and rising of the continuous bearing may be

hardly perceptible at the commencement, it w^ill increase and be-

come a fruitful source of destruction in its consequences. A road

may be perfect in all other respects, but if no provision is made, to

prevent the rising of the construction, it will become deranged..

But how is this to be avoided? r^.M ;> . ^ r

Mr. Brunei, it appers, was the first engineer, who has duly ap-

preciated this great source of derangement and has on the

great western railroad, in England, caused transom timbers to be
bolted to piles, and which serve the double purpose of supporting

the rail timber as well as prevent them from rising. The rail tim-

bers are bolted upon the transoms, and the piles are driven deep
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enough to resist the pressure from above as well as below. Al-

, though this plan serves the object for which it is intended, it will

hardly be imitated in this country in all its features. The princi-

ples by w^hich Mr. Brunei was guided in adopting that mode of con-

struction, appear to be correct. >i\- ,
' !-

The object of securing the track downwards, may also be attain-

ed, by anchoring the wooden ties, which may be 10 feet apart, by
' means of iron rods, to the pianks on which the walls rest. These

anchors may be about one inch thick, round iron, have a head at the

lower end and a good screwthread at the upper end. The wooden

ties are then held down by means of plates and screw nuts. The

rail timbers should not rest immediately on the walls, but on planks

inserted between. x\nother space of two inches is then left between

these planks and the rail timbers, which serves to drive in flat wood-

en wedges, for the purpose of forcing the rail timber up and the

foundation down. The wedges are to be made of the hardest

wood and driven in from both sides. The track can be very nice-

ly adjusted by means of the wedges and screws. Thus the whole

superstructure and walls are firmly imited into one. The great

weight of the mass will prevent all springing. The firm anchoring

will also prevent lateral motions to a great extent. All future ine-

qualities of the track are to be adjusted by screwing and wedging.

Diagram No. 1, at the head of this communication show the cross

section of such a construction as proposed. Diagram 2 shows

a side view. --^^- -^..-..- -. •. ..<v...,.-...,: .,«..: ..i'. v.. >,.:.-.,-.,.... ...;,.,

The walls in the side view^ are assumed 4 feet deep, with a base

of 21 inches, top 15 inches and a batter of three inches on each side.

The foundation planks are laid doubly and 16 inches by 3 inches.

About the anchors the best stones are used. In ihe first and fifth

course the stones meet at the anchor, in the second and top course,

grooves are cut in the stones to allow the free passage of the an-

chors. If not the whole of the timber is to be preserved, the

foundation planks, which will bej out of reach, should at least be se-

' cured from decay. The rail timbers are 15 inches by 12 inches.

The cross-ties are supposed to be 10 feet apart from centre to cen-

tre and 12 inches square* The iron rails are of the bridge rail

form, \vhich suits this superstructure best. An improvement would

be to screw straps of hard wood upon the rail timbers and fix the

rails upon the straps, as is done on the great western railroad. If

the iron rails are 20 feet long, the rail timbers should be either 20

or 30 feet long. Where two timbers meet, they are to be notched

half their thickness, the notches for the intermediate cross ties, how-
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ever should be only 4 inches deep. The upper corners of the rail

timbers may be champered off. The heads of the anchors rest .

against a plate of sheet iron. Another plate is placed under the

screw nut and so formed as to fit on one side upon the web ©r

>

the iron rail. The bridge rail is firmly fixed in its middle by two^

screws upon the rail timbers, and not upon the cross tie, where two-

timbers meet, so, that a screw^ is driven in each end ofa timber a few

inches off the tie. The other extent of the iron rail is secured up-

on the timber by spikes or screws so that the iron is allowed to ex-

pand and contract. The same plate which is laid under the screw

nut of the middle anchor, supports also the rail ends. This plate

may be cast with 3 projections. One projection in the middle serves

for the purpose of fitting in the grooves of the rail ends, and thus

securing them laterally. The others serve to confine the web of

the rails. This plate is let into the wood. The screw plate of the

anchor holds the webs of the rail ends down on one side, and on the

other side two other screws or spikes are driven. Thus the rail

ends are sufl[iciently secured.

On embankments the anchor screws should be made long enough

so that the rail timbers can be raised to the proper level, after the

embankment has become solid. Another course of stone or tim-

ber is then to be placed upon the wall under the rail timber. Where
the road-bed is formed in excavation of a slaty and porous nature,

there it may not be necessary to sink the walls 4 feet low, as such a

road will be naturally dry and not much effected by frost. The

forming of ditches for walls in solid excavation would be too ex-

pensive. In that case I would recommend neither walls nor an-

chors, but a coupled rail timber in place of a single one, resting

loosely upon the solid road-bed. A stone filling would in such a case

be necessary to prevent lateral displacement. -
, >^ . •

Where the walls are sunk low enough and the anchoring is firm, a

stone filling between the rails appears unnecessary. The super-

structure and the walls will be so strongly united, that the great

friction will prevent any lateral displacement. If a stone fiUing

or ballasting should be found advisable, it should not be put in be-

fore the whole work is settled and re-adjusted. The wedging could

afterwards be only performed from outside. : . . , .

The last adjustment should be eftected in the following manner.

A locomotive of the heaviest class is run upon the road and its

weight upon the driving v/heels increased one half at least. This

can be done by throwing the weight of the tender on it, and by load-

ing^ the i^latform before the fire, box with additional weight. While
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this heavy load rests upon the rails exactly over a tie, the anchor

screws are drawn tight, if the rails are too high. While this en-

gine is running slowly back and forward over a short extent of the

road, it is observed, if the rails are depressed or remain firm. By
alternate tightening or easing the wedges and screws, the whole

construction will be forced into a compact union, which cannot be

seriously effected by any future action of the locomotives.

If so adjusted and strengthened, it may reasonably be expected,

that such a road will present a perfectly smooth and regular track,

on which the railroad machinery will ply in the easiest manner and

without any jolting and jerking whatever. It is even thought that

the firm anchoring will not admit any derangement by the frost. A
slight re-adjustment, however, in the spring of the^year by tighten-

ing the wedges, will be attended with little cost.

The above plan is not suggested with the idea of offering any

thing like perfect. I wish it to be considered merely as a contribu-

tion to the general stock of practical means and ways already in

use.

The great objection to such a construction w^ill be its cost. But
since w^e cannot form a good substantial road without great cost, it

will be good economy to go to a heavy expense at once at the first

outset, and avoid endless repairs in the future. Such a road will

then be found the cheapest in the end.

Would it not be better, instead of grading roads for a double

track, where there is not sufl[icient business to be expected the first

20 years for a well managed single track, to form the bed only for

one track with suitable turn-outs, and to expend the money, thus

saved, upon a good superstructure ?

Paradoxical as it may appear, it can be practically demonstrated,

that with a moderate business, a single track, well regulated and man-
aged, will afford as much safety as a double track. A single track,

when managed improperly, will not work at all. Therefore a

thorough going system is indispensably necessary ; and if adhered

to at all times, it will fulfil all the conditions of a second track.

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.
;

THE LAWS OF TRADE APPLIED TO THE DETERMINATION OF THE MOST
ADVANTAGEOUS FARE FOR PASSENGERS ON RAILROADS. By CkarltS

£//«/, Jr. £s<7.. Civil Engineer.

If any explanation were needed for the publication of this paper, it is

probable that a sufilcient one might be offered in the fact that the railroads

now constructed, and in progress of construetion, in this country, will cost

from two to three hundred miliioas of dollars ; and that the tariff of char-
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ges are nearly always the result of the most vague conjecture, and fre-

quently such as greatly to reduce the revenue which they might be made

to yield. ^^ ^
•

The writer has elsewhere exposed the incorrectness of the present me-

thod of assessing the charges on heavy tonnage, and endeavored to offer the

means by which, it is believed, the proper rates may, on that part of the

business of the work, be determined with great certainty. The present

paper is intended to extend the application of the same principles to the

matter of fcires for passengers on railroads ; a question which is equally

susceptible of being subjected to a process of accurate reasoning, and which

I furnishes equally correct premises for the foundation of the argument.

I And if these premises have been justly assumed, and the conclusions fairly

deduced, it may be averred, without risk, of exaggeration, that the neg-

lect of the results obtained from them, induces a loss to the proprietors of

the railroads in this country alone, amounting annually to several millions

of dollars.

' The establishment of the tariff for an important improvement, is a mo-

mentous question for the company; and one which requires as careful an

investigation of the facts, and the exercise of as much sound judgment, as

any other which the engineer is likely to encounter in the course of his

professional practice. Ths most consummate skill may be applied in the

location and construction of the work and its appendages, and the entire

success of the enterprise may still be marred by the subsequent injudicious

^ administration of its affairs

| But it is not for the computation of the charges only that an attention to

^ the requirements of the laws of trade is essential to the prosperity of the

Jl undertaking. In deciding on the character and location of the work, and

adopting a system of transportation, it is equally imperative. It is as im-

possible to select the most appropriate plan of construction, and make
choice of the most advantageous location, without a proper regard to the

amount and nature of the business to be transacted, as it is to assess the

chirges without an attention to the cost of freight, and the value of the ar-

ticle to be conveyed. A road intended for the accommodation of a trade of

100,000 tons, or passengers, will generally be placed on very different

ground, and ought always to be built in an entirely different manner, from
those which would be adopted if a trade of but 10,000 tons were anticipat-

ed. In both cases, the inequalities of the natural surface must be more or
less removed, for the purpose of reducing the expense of transportation

; but
the outlay justifiable for this object is wholly governed by the vdue of the
object, which is dependent on the amount of trade. The heavy excavations
and embankments are made for the purpose of reducing the price of
freight; and if the trade be 100,000 tons, it will be worth 100.000 cents,

or 1000 dollars, per mile per annum, to reduce the cost of transportation
one cent per ton per mile. This sum is equivalent to a capital of some
16,000 dollars—the expense which might be incurred on each mile of ai

3
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road of such expectations, in order to reduce the freight the amount desig-

nated. But if the trade is to be only 10,000 tons, the same object, by this

reasoning, would only justify an outlay of about 1,600 dollars; and conse-

quently the road intended for the light trade would, of necessity, be placed

on very different ground from that which would be chosen for the other.

The outlay should never be more than commensurate with the object

for which it is incurred; and therefore, ihe first and most important data

to be plovided by the engineer, in the kicipiency of the enterprise placed

under his professional guidance are, the value of the object contemplated

by the undertaking—the amount of the trade expected to be accommodat-

ed—and the extent of its dependence on the arrangement which he dic-

tates ; data which can only be obtained and appreciated by an attention to

the laws to which the trade is subject.

The prosecution of these considerations will lead at once to the concla-

sion, that incalculable sums of money have been sunk on the improvements

of this country, in reducing the irregularities of surface on works of small

pretensions. That on such roads the grades ought to.be comparatively

steep; tunnels, deep cuts, and all similar expensive works should be avoid-

ed ; and the hills and valleys, for the passage of which they ase designed,

should be crossed by increasing the acclivity of the grades and the length

of the line. The superstructure, also, both of wood and iron, as well as

the location, should be adapted to the trade ; and the dimensions and

weight of the engines and cars should be governed by the same considera-

tions, and adapted to the intention of the road, and the character of its su-

perstructure. '' V .. V -. ' I'. J:'-

If the trade be great, the road must be made to correspond with it ; and

the foundation may then be immovable ; the rails of iron, the track ofgreat

width, the acclivities gentle, the velocity slow, and the weight and power

of the engines adequate to the movement of the heaviest trains. In the for-

mer case, the size of the engine might be limited to two or three tons ; and

in the latter, it may be extended to twenty or thirty. The cars on the light

road may be made for the accommodation of eight or ten passengers; and

on tho other, if we choose, they may resemble moving palaces, and be pro-

vided with almost all their comfort?.

All the arrangements must be subject to the control of the real or antici-

pated trade; and the character of the work, as well as the administration

of the affairs of the line, must depend on the application of the principles

which we have attempted to develope under the appellation of the " Laws

of Trade." Our present study relates to the latter department—the ad-

ministration of the line, in reference to the question of

The Fare for Passengers on Railroads.

The principles which have served for a guide to the results announced

in the preceding articles, are not less useful in the determination of the

charges proper to be levied on railroad passengers. There are, however,

ilifficuUiea to be encountered in this division of the subject, which do not
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I
always obtain in the discussion of the laws which govern the trade in heary

I
commodities of small value, previously considered; and which, though

\
they cannot be thought to leave the general results at all exceptionable may

j
render the employment of the formulse embarrassing in some particular ap-

I
plications. But yet, it is believed that by the division of the whole subject

between the question which has for its object the calculation of the charges

proper for particular lines, connecting important places, and the wider pro-

blem, to determine what should be the fares common to several connected

railroads, that their aggregate net revenue may be the greatest possible—it

will be relieved of many of its difficulties.

In reflecting on this problem, the first inquiry which presents itself is,

what are the circumstances which govern an individual in deciding on the

propriety of undertaking a journey % for if there be no law to which his de-

cision is subject, there can be none to govern the charges exacted for his

. conveyance. But, fortunately for our purpose, there is one very important

consideration which, in this commercial age, appears to control all the en-

terprises of man in civilized society, and to the application of which there

can be no exception made in favor of his travelling propensities. This is

the consideration of cos/, or hope of gairi. The profits of business, curiosi-

ty, or the prospect of pleasure, incites to embark on the voyage; and the

cost of the journey, whether it consists of the value of his time, th^ impor-

tance of his personal attention to his home affairs, the desire to yield to the

dictates of indolence, or the amount of his travelling expenses, urges the

party to remain. He reflects on these opposite considerations, and forms

his conclusions; and the result is, with very few exceptions, that he cannot

afford to set out if the cost of stage /arg5 will exceed a given sum. They
who are to transport him have no control over any item which enters into

his computation of the cost, but this; he puts his own estimate on the value

of all the other considerations, and balances the account as his judgment

and feelings admonish. And his final conclusion depends on the compari-

son of the sum which he thinks he can afl^ord to pay for his fare, with that

which the companies are disposed to exact. It matters not, for our present

purpose, what this limit, which he chooses to prescribe for himself, may
be—whether it amount to one dollar, or to twenty dollars— providing it be

admitted that there is a sum to which each individual, after considering all

the circumstances—all the charges—the advantages sought, and the incon-

veniences to which he will be exposed, limits the amount that be will rather

J pay for his fare than decline the trip.

An individual thus situated is in precisely the same condition with refer-

ence to the proposed excursion, as an article of merchandize in which he
trades; there is a certain sum which may be charged for his conveyance
without excluding him from the route; he will go if he is charged no
more than that sum, and if charged more he will remain;—just as he will
send his corn and lumber to market, if the charge for their conveyance
will authorize him to do it, or retain them in his warehouse or in bis for
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est, if the charge be higher than he can afford to pay. He makes the same

sort of calculation with reference to his journey as that which he institutes

in deciding on the propriety of shipping his goods.

And if we were now able to separate the public into classes, and fix ap-

propriate values on these classes, to represent the charges which they could

afford to pay-—as we can separate and value the different varieties of ton-

natre—the problem would be readily solved
;

for we would have then only;'

to apply the equations already deduced for heavy tonnage,* to each class,'

by inserting in the formulae the ascertained values of cr, and obtain from

them as many correct results as we should find varieties in the travelling

community. But in the present case, we cannot proceed in this way, since

we are compelled, by the constitution of society, to charge all—or at;least all

who receive the same accommodation—alike ; and consequently, before

the formulae could be employed, it would be incumbent on the company to

find, among all these infinite grades, that one which, if made the basis of

the tariff, would^ yield the highest revenue. The company do not, howev-

er, know whether the value which, represents this particuUir grade is a con-

stant quantity, or whether, as appears probable, it may not be a function of

the distance, or otherwise complicated.

To avoid these difficulties it will be necessary to pursue a different route*

and assume, as authorised by the preceding remarks, that in every town

on the line, or in every square mile of the country, there is a certain num-
ber of persons who can afford to make an excursion to some given point on

the railroad—as the great city from which it issues—providintr the cost of

the trip shall not exceed a given sum. That there is another number that

can afford to pay twice that amount—others three times that sum, and so

on, until we arrive at the limit which would almost preclude travelling' *

We will also assume that the number of individuals in each of these class-

es is the same ; or that there are three times as many who cannot afford

to pay three dollars as there are of those who are unable to pay one the

number of persons excluded being directly as the sum which represents

their grade ; or, it may be assumed that for every increase of the cost of
reaching the point in question, the number of passengers will be diminish-

ed
;
and that the diminution of the number will be proportional to the aug-

mentation of the cost.

The investigation, based on these premises, will embrace two distinct

cases, which appear to be the most important that are likely to be encoun-
tered in the course of the application of the principles to practical purpo.ses

The business of the line will be assumed to be constituted either of the
travel which proceeds from the large cities on the route, and which usu-
ally form the termini of the works of the separate companies ; or of that
which is thrown upon the main trunk by tributaries of greater or less con-
sequence.

• Efiajr on the Laws of Trade, p. 63—8.
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Thi^ discrimination is prompted by the consideration that it would seem

proper for the separate companies to regulate the charges to be exacted of

those who traverse their respective lines only; but that the rates to be le- ^
vied on the distant traveller, who purchases his ticket and pays his fare ^

••throu<yh," should be adjusted by the co-operation of all ihe parties. And

the questions proposed for solution are: 1st. To determine the proper

charges to be exacted of those who proceed from the cities on the line of

the road, and who, for the most part, will pay over one line only ; and 2d.

To ascertain the law which should govern the prices to be paid by passen-

gers who are brought to the principal route by its tributaries. These ques-

tions are too complicated to be treated without the aid of mathematical for-*

mulse, and we will therefore designate bj'

ir the greatest charge for conveyance which any grade of passengers

can afford to pay
J...»^;^;,^^

I

:>.,.:; ; : -> .u

C the gross charge per mile on the railroad; / ; . .;!-

; • 6 the freight or actual expenses per mile per passenger on the railroad
j

e the toll or clear profit per mile per passenger on the railroad
j

• /3 the charge for conveyance, per mile, on the tributary; -V .

h the distance from the assumed origin to the tributary. 'U
'

^V

Now, it is obviously proper to assume that if the fare on the road con-

necting two cities, as Philadelphia and Baltimore, were reduced to zero,

and the public were carried free ofcharge, the number of travellers pass-

ing over the road, exclusive of those brought to the line by tributaries

would be some constant quantity, T; and it has already been assumed that

for every increase of one cent in the charge, the number would be reduced

some. quantity represented by the co-efBcient, i. The whole number of

passengers proceeding from these cities will then be expressed by the

equation. .

;^"''"'''•' '• •^'^- T—Cht; ''^
(1)

since § A is the gross charge between the two places. The clear profit

which will be derived from the transportation of this number of persons
will then be represented by --

a quantity which will attain its maximum value when the condition impos-
ed by the equation. - -v : i7

1/T V -s-^': ---;/
-^''r-'-

'* = 2\T-''*)- (2)

^expressing the charge on each passenger, exclusive of the actual expenses
is fully satisfied. :"^

If to this quantity we add the actual expenses, S h, we shall obtain for
the proper value of the gross charge. ! . .

^*=2\T + ^^y --^ (3)

From which we conclude that under the circumstances assumed, the
gross charge which will yield the highest revenues on all the travellers
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who pass between the two cities, at which they reside, will be obtained by

adding half the actual expenses to a certain constant quantity.

The value of this quantity can readily be obtained by experiment. For

this purpose we are to note the reduction of the number of passengers pro-

duced by any augmentation of the fare; from which we derive, by suppos-

ing ihe increase or decrease of travel proportional to the variation of the

charges, the reduction caused by the whole charge €' h. This reduction,

added to the number actually obtained under that fare, will produce tho

T
value of T; and consequently of the ' fraction --— ^ ^

'^

* Now, the only objection to this ar;;,^ument is the assumption that the di-

minution of travel is proportional to the elevation ofthe charges on the line
;

a postulate which cannot be proved to be correct.
i,.

• ,* .--^.,s.v. ,-•,;- -

Indeed, it is probable that a given variation of the charge would produce

very different values for the co-efficient t, at the extreme limits of the sums

designating the elevations of the grades. But it is to be recollected that

the equation can never be applied at these limits; since in practice the

charges can never descend as low as 5 A, or the actual expense of convey-

ance, nor ascend as high as the sum which would justify the establishment

of a rival. The space through which the charge can possible range, is

confined within certain bounds, not very well defined, it is true, but still,

sufficiently restricted to destroy the chance of any material error arising

from this source. And consequently within these bounds it appears safe

toassume that the increase or rfccr^asg of travel (not the travel) will be

proportional to the elevation or depression of the charges.

According to the form of equation (1) there is a certain charge for con-

veyance so high that, if exacted, passengers would be entirely excluded,

and we should therefore have, T — ^ ht = o ; from which would be im-

T
mediately deduced —= ^^ the value of the highest grade in the commu-

nity. -,.^:_^' -^^;:,,:.-

In fixing on the sum which represents the ability of this highest gradJ

if we choose to make use of this expression, we should not, of course, be

governed by the occasional passenger whose wealth will authorize him to

pay almost any sum for ihe gratification of his Aincy. The expression can-

not be extended beyond the class of which the number is sufficient to con-

tribute materially to the support of the work. It is not, however, essential

to the attainment of the greatest income that the determination of this point

should be very accurate; and for the object now in view—the discovery of

the proper methodof graduating the tariflf— it is a matter of still less con-

sequence. ^ •"

In passing to the second, and more important, problem which we have

proposed to investigate, we will assume that when the charges for fare

both on the main line and its tributary, are zero, the number of passengers

received from each mile of the latter will be represented by any constan
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quantity T ; and that for every increase of the whole cost of conveyance to

the place of destination, amountingr loa unit of price, the number of passen--

gars will be diminished the quantity t; we shall then have, for the reduc-

tion of the number of passengers furnished by any increment of space d z,

situated at the distance x from the main line, due to a charge € per mile

for fare on the railroad, and /3 on the tributary, ^_^':^^f.r^ '.

(Qh + x^)tdx; >
.
.^

and, consequently, for t^e differential of the whole number supplied by the

tributary, the expression
, „.

dl^ = Tdx— {^h^-x^)tdx. '" ' -

''
'

''

The intergral of this expression will represent the whole number of pas-

sengers, of every grade, supplied by the space consisting of a: miles, meas-

ured from the main line alongr the tributary ; and we shall therefore obtain

by performing the integration, for the value of this quantity ^ . .,-..^ -
.

N = T a;-^€ A x + /3 y)<.
-"--"^

(4)

Now, the highest grade of passengers supposed to come on the work by

T
the branch in question, as we have already seen, is <)r = — i

^^ ^"® grade

which renders the quantity T— it' t equal to zero. And ifwe deduct from

this value of <, the whole charge for conveyance on the main line, the re-

mamder, —
-— ^ fi <^vill stand for the sum that the portion ofthe community

represented by -r can afford to pay for conveyance on the tributary after

paying the charge on the main line.

The distance which this grade can afford to travel on the tributary, will

be represented by the quotient obtained in dividing this sum by the charge

"per mile for conveyance on the tributary—a quotient which is expressed

by the equation ,

t
— gA

i8 .
•

If we now substitute this value of a: in the above value of the number of

passengers furnished by the tributary, we shall obtain the new equation

T2 €AT .
§2 AM

+ = N. (5)
'Zjit (d ' 2(3

relieved of the quantity x, and completely expressing the number of tra-

vellers of all grades, destined to the assumed origin, thrown upon the rail-

road by the tributary under consideration. And if we now multiply this

xjuantity by c, the toll or clear profit per mile, and substitute 0+ c in place

ofg,—differentiate the expression, and place it, as required by the rule,

£qual to zero, we shall arrive at the condition represented by the equation

Ta 2T6 6^ /4T A 6\ , V""^-

^ 3 \^ht 3 /^ AM^ ^kt
w^--^-'»--\->-,

i r
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This is a quadratic equation, from which we obtain, after clearfftg it of

the radical, for the toll or clear profit to be derived from each passenger,

' C*=1(I-W);
,

(6)

where the charge is understood to apply to the whole distance A, through

which the passenger is carried. By adding to this quantity 5 A, or the ac-

tual expense of conveyance by railroad, we shall obtain,

for the gross charge which should be levied in order to obtain the highest

dividend; an equation which again shows that the whole charge which

should be exacted of any passenger is a constant quantity augmented by

two-thirds the actual expense of his conveyance. ,- .-

(
Although there are numerous subordinate questions connected with this

problem, the two cases now examined cover the most important that can

arise in the application of these principles to practical purposes. The

equations resulting from the first will aid to frame the tariff on separate

lines; while those of the second may be applied to lines of greater length*

and constituted of a number of distinct interests. ' -I <;;-':>'• >.-'^'r'i

It is not, however, necessary to make this distinction, unless there be suf-

T
ficient reason to believe that the values of the fraction — differ essentially

for the two classes of travellers. This will be made manifest on a com-

parison of equations, (2) and (3) with (6) and (7); for we find by these

expressions that both the loll and gross charge obtained for the two cases

are of the same form, though diflTering slightly in value: and that the

amount of this difference is but one-sixth the whole charge—a sum entirely

too trifling too produce any appreciable efl^ect on the revenue of the work..

It is not pretended here to obtain the exact charge which would yield the

highest dividend, within ten or fifteen per cent. ; but it is the object to point

out a method by which to avoid the common errors of such tariffs—errors

which are not unfrequently five, and indeed much oftener more than ten

times that amount. The loss of revenue may be wholly imperceptible

when the deviation from the true charge is ten per cent. ; but it must be re-^

membered that for every dollar that is lost, on heavy tonnage, by an over-

charge, or an undercharge of ten per cent., there will be experienced a

loss of one hundred dollars for ten times that deviation. The loss increas-

es as the square of the departure from the charge which corresponds with

the maximum revenue* It is not essential to hit the exact mark, but it is

exceedingly dangerous—certain indeed to be followed by great loss—to de-

viate too wide from it.

Such are the equations for the computation of the rates which must be

* Essay on the Laws of Vrade^ p. 152.—The increase. is not so rapid in the present case,
but it is still very Rrest indeed.

y.r
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established when it is determined to enforce in practice a rigid adherence to

the principles which hive g-ovrerneJ the investigation. But, before propos-

ing a rule for general usage, it will be proper to notice a modification

which may be made in the formulae, and ascertain the probable consequen.

ces of its adoption. Occasion has already been found in the course of these

articles, to advent to that peculiarity of quantities which have attained a

maximum or minimum limit, of being very slightly effected by a consid-

erable increase or diminution of the value of the variable. In the ques-

tion under discussion the variable which affects the amount of the revenue

is the charge for toll ; and, in consequence of this property, if we increase

that quantity, as determined by the calculatbn now offered, any small

amount, although the number of passengers, of the grades that are influ-

enced by their travelling expenses, will be simultaneously reduced, the ad^

ditional tax levied on the remainder will be almost sufficient to compensate

for the loss due to the decrease of the number. Now, the whole charge

for toll is j^
^^''-

v^^^';-'" -•>
. ^'^^v'^^^^'"

^'
"'^'''^ypi:^'^:'> ^--Vv •^V-::i' r-l.V-^vV / -^

'^- "
,.

and if we observe the form of this quantity, we will perceive that an in-

• i&r^J^--

crease of this charge eqiiai to the second member, — , would amount for
o

any distance over which it would be possible, or desirable, to enter into a

general arrangement, to a sum too small to produce any sensible reduction

of the revenue. If, for instance, we assume six dollars for the value of

—

3

one cent per mile for that of d, and 500 miles for the distance h—which

last assumption is nearly equivalent to supposing that the arrangement is

adopted by all the companies between New York and Raleigh, N. C,

—

the effect of increasing the charge per passenger as suggested, the exact

value of -^t would be to increase the net income per passenger, or charge

for toll at that distance, but 37^ per cent. ; while it has been shown that

an increase much greater than this 'amount, on heavy tonnage, (Art. 2,)

would not essentially reduce the revenue,—and at 300 miles the increase

would be but 20 per cent., and the diminution of revenue nearlv impercep-

tible. :-X-:\yfA . :'^^r::,^y^U::J:.^-M^:- .t-'^v

We would, therefore, be authorized in permitting such a departure from
the formulae by these considerations alone, if there existed no other argu-

ment in its favor ; but it will be observed that the equation (6) was deduced
in the hypothesis that every individual using the line is more or less af-

fected by the charges ; an assumption which, although in this country al.

most universally true, is not without exceptions—for it must be admitted

that there is a portion, though a very small part, of the travelling com;
munity, scarcely influenced at all bv this consideration. We ha'\'« not the

4 .•.->.: -.-. v...
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means of estimating the actual or comparative number belonging to this

class; but there is cause to believe that the proportion which it bears to the

whole number of persons travelling increases materially with the increase

of distance. We also know that the effect of this modicum, if taken into

the account, would be to augment the charge for toll ; and, consequently,

if allowed for in the above expression ofthe net income per passenger, that

equation would assume the form . ; "^ ; S^* '^
i

;' "^V^^v^

• 6h 1'
t'..

-

' C A — "o "^ /" A — o

in which, as before observed, we neither know the form nor the exact value

-v^ :
i5 _ thoughof thejunction^ A—nor whether it* be greater or less than «

we do know that these quantities, besides being of opposite signs, are both

too small to have any serious effect on the revenue. This sum might even

be a positive quantity ; but for reasons already adduced in justification of

A h
the neglect of — , unless that positive quantity were one of v^ry considera*

A A
ble importance, and much greater than the negative quantity — , its neg-

lect would have no visible influence on tlie revenue. We will, therefore

be authorised to regard these quantities as very nearly equal ; and conse-*

quently neutralizing each other. The preceding equations (6) and (7)

will then become

If

for the value of the toll, or clear profit, per passenger, and

TT
6-4= -3-+ i*.

(8)

(9)

for the gross charge for conveyance. '

The rule which should be proposed for computing the tariff, will be

drawn from the formulae as modified by these considerations, and it may
be expressed in few words

—

add to the constant quantity which experiment

dictatesfor the profit per passenger, the actual cost of his transportation

—to obtain the gross charge to be exacted for his conveyance.

The objection which may be urged against the importance of these

equations, on the ground of the uncertainty which must attend any attempt

to determine a priori the exact value of the constant quantity which enters

them, is without force. It would be idle to expect any solution of the pro^^

blem which would entirely dispense with the exercise of a discriminating

judgment, or deprive experience of its usefulness. The formulae teach us

the law by which the charge must vary as the distance increases—and the

only unknown quantity may be accurately determined by one or two judi*,

cious trinls; without their assistance years of experience and the most ac-

curate observation^ will still leave the subject involved in the greatest un-

certainty.
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It will readily be perceived that, by the principles here advocated, there

may sometimes be good policy in making a distinction between the differ-

ent grades oftravellers carried on the road ; and in adapting the rates le-

vied upon each grade to its actual ability. But, it is probable that such

distinctions would be found productive of inconvenience sufficient in this

country, to limit them to two classes—the first consisting of those who Re-

gard cheapness as more important than the superior comforts and more se-

lect society offered in the better class of cars, and the second, of those who

are willing to pay something for these considerations. But the principles

already announced for the assessment of the charges will be applicable to

both these divisions;—they will each be required to pay, besides the actual

cost of their conveyance, a certain tax, proportional to their respective abili-

ty, to go towards the profit of the company ; and though the former part of

the charge will vary with the distance, the latter part will be the same,

whether the visitor to New York take the line at Baltimore, Richmond or

Raleigh. The utility of such discriminations is, however, very doubtful

unless made with a full appreciation of all the circumstances. '

It need scarcely be said, that in fixing the charges for a long route made

up of several distinct interests, an agreement between the companies com-

posing it, to prevent injustice from being done to either, is an assumed con-

dition. The method proposed aims for the maximum aggregate net in-

come; the equitable distribution of the proceeds among the companies, will

involve no difficulty, for the profits of any one line, derived from individu-

als who pay their fare over that line only, will, of course, belong exclu-

sively to that company ; but the profit.3 obtained from tickets over two or

more lines, will be divided among the several companies in proportion to

the number of miles of travel on them respectively.
, .

.

. It may also be observed that the application of the system is not to be

extended to roads so short that the quantity representing the profits would

be such as to justify the establishment of a rival. The actual value of this

constant must first be ascertained and applied to the distant travel ; and if

it amount to a higher sum than it would be deemed advisable to charge on

the separate roads, or than their charters would permit them to exact, they

would be at liberty to make the needful modifications. The retaliations

adopted on the lines taken separately, would be independent of those whicfi

would be applicable to the common interest.

It is not denied that there are plausible objections to the process which

has conducted to the conclusions presented in this paper ;
and that it may

not possess all the accuracy that is sometimes attainable in similar re-

searches. But it does, nevertheless, seem t6 be the nearest approach to a
rigorous solution of which the important, but complicated, problem is real-

ly susceptible.
^. , , ,.

,

^. ... . ^

Withal, the simplicity of the result alapls it peculiarly for general ate

and renders its application exceedingly easy on the longest and most com-

plicated lines. It is offered as an attempt to elucidate a subject which
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seems not yet to have occupied the attention of the profession, or of railroad

companies—but which possess the highest interest, both as a question of

profit, affecting the dividends due to the greatest investment of capital ever

made for any one object of public improvement
;
and as a question of po-

litical economy, involving the measure of the benefit to be derived from the

railroad system. •;;'•' '^
r.^ rlvvi..-''

Wilkmson^s Press.— It has long been a desideratum to obtain a rotary

printing press; and although several have been invented upon the rotary

principle, none has yet succeeded in adaptation to newspaper printing, nor
we believe to book printing, other than stereotype. Mr. Wilkinson has
devoted much time to this subject, and has at length constructed a machine,
which not only overcomes the objections that have prevented the success of

other machines, but which appears, in every desirable quality, to be supe-

rior to any press in use. In rapidity, accuracy, cheapness, both of con-

struction and of running, it is believed to be unrivalled, and if it works as'

well as it certainly promises to, we do not see but it will efTect a revolution

in the art. ,vy^- •. :^;>.:i''/u.vS:/';;;'vA-;r:'^ --v.^:^h''i .
.--^^/^ '^>^f^-

This press is capable, with less than one horse power, of throwing off

twenty thousand impression an hour, printed on both sides. The types

are set with the same facility as those in common use, and the contrivances

for taking the proofs, placing the matter on the cylinders on the press, are

such that all the operations can be performed as rapidly and as easily as

with the ordinary types and presses. One boy can attend the machine
with perfect ease. The machine is about six feet long, four feet high, and
of any required width ; it can be made, we should judge, for about a thou-

sand dollars.

Notwithstanding the almost incredible power of this press, it is simpler in

its construction than any power press in use; and herein is its gre^t

beauty. There are less than twenty wheels to drive the whole, and but

one stud (or unnecessary wheel, employed to connect the parts, without

driving any thing itself) This does not belong to the machine proper, but

connects it with the shears which cut the sheets ofT; for the paper is not

cut into sheets previous to being printed, but is placed upon the machine in

rolls. The shears cut it not quite in two, leaving sufficient tenacity for it

to roll up, but dividing it so far that it will easily separate by a slight jerk.

A register is attached which, counts the sheets as they come off.

The impression is as good as can be obtained on any press, and the types

are less liable to wear, or rather they wear uniformly, not battering the

edges. The machine now in operation will print three columns of the

width of the Journal, and four inches longer. The types are of a peculiar

construction, but can be cast as cheap as those ordinarily used. The com-
posing sticks and other materials are also of a different construction, but

not more costly. The machine, being so simple, it is not liable to get out

of order, and not expensive to repair when it does.

So completely had the inventor planned the whole that the machine was
built precisely according to the first draft, and required no alteration, but

performed on the first trial equal to the expectations that had been formed
of it. It may be called a perfect machine, and we can see nothing to pre-

vent it from going into general use.

—

Providence Journal.

Black Paint.—A paper recently read before the London society of arts,

of which extracts are given in the English papers, contains some infor-

mation that will be interesting: to ship owners and others. The author
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Mr. L. Thompson, states that black paint is in general very injurious to

the wood on which it is laid. He says that any one who will observe a

ship that has been for some time in a tropical climate will see the proof,

•it will be found that the wood round the fastenings is in a state of dtcay

while the white work is as sound as ever; the planks that are painted

black will be found split in all directions, while the Irecjuent necessity of

caulking a ship in that situation likewise adds to the common destruction;

and I am fully persuaded that a piece of wood painted white will be pre-

served from perishing as long again if exposed to the weather, as a similar

piece painted black, especially in a tropical climate." He adds

:

•' I have heard many men of considerable experience say, that black is

ffood fornothing on wood, as it possesses no body to exclude the weather.

This is indeed partly the case ;
but a far greater evil than this attends the

use of black paint, which ought entirely to exclude its use on any work

out of doors, viz: its property of absorbing heat. * * Wood having a

black surface will imbibe a considerable more heat in the same tempera-

ture of climate, than if that surface was white; from which circumstance

we may easily conclude that pores of wood of any nature will have a ten-

dency to expand and rond in all directions, when exposed under such cir-

cumstances. The water, of course, being admitted, causes a gradual pro-

gressive decay, which must be imperceptibly ipcreasing from every change

of weather." .-.^/^v ^--^ ^^^' '

^ Two circumstances that had fallen under the writer's observation, are

given in proof of this: -^'-i ly'i.::- y.^:^.-~-v
'•>'-. i. -^,-r ;.

-^ > - -

*'The first was the state of H. M. sloop Ringdove, condemned by sur-

vey at Halifax, N. S. in the year 1828. This brig has been on the West
India station for many years. On her being found defective and a survey

called, the report was to the effect that the wood round all the fastenings

was totally decayed in the wake of the black, while that in the wake of the

white was as sound as ever. The n£xt instance relates to H. M. ship Ex-
cellent, of 98 guns, (formerly the Boyne.) The ship is moored east ond

west, by bow and steam moorings, consequently th estarboard side is always

opposed to the effects of the sun, both in summer and winter. In this situ-

ation her sides were painted in the usual manner of a ship of war, viz :

black and white, of which by far the greater part is black
; this latter por-

tion on the starboard side I found it injpossible to keep tight; for, as often

as one leak was apparently stopped, another broke out, and thus baffled the

skill of all interested. =^'.'-:J--': r^AKr-^;-:-'^:^.'^-'^'^'

In the mean time, the side not exposed to the rays of the sun remained
perfectly sound. I then suggested to Mr. Kennaway, the master caulker

of H. M. dockyard at Portsmouth who had previously given the subject

consideration, the advan tages likely to be derived from altering the

color of the ship's side from black to white. Captain Hasting approved
of the alteration, the ship was painted a light drab color where it was black
before, upon which the leaks ceased, and she now has continued perfectly

tight for more than twelve months; and indeed, lean confidently state,

that the ship will last as long again in her present situation, as she had be-

gun to shrink and spUt to an astonishing extent when the outside surface
was black, which has entirely ceased since the color has been altered."

—

New York Post.

Wrought Iron Shafts.—One of the greatest improvements in steam nav-
igation is the introduction of the wrought iron shaft, which is now gener-
ally, if not altogether, used in Great Britain. Of the multitude of boats
running in the waters of the United States, we know of only one that has a

«
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wroijc^ht iron shaft, and that one is the floating palace called the Buflinor-

ton, C.tpt. Sherman's boat, on lake Champlain. This shaft was imported
from Scotland. It is with us an almost every day occurrence to hear of

the brersking- of the shaft of some steamboat, and when this is the case it is

generally followed by the breaking- of oth^r parts of the machinery, to the

amount, frequently, of some thousands of dollars, and th^ detention of lh«

boat. Under these circumstances, we rejoice to learn that the leading pro-

prietors of steamboats in Canada have determined to introduce the

wrought iron shafts; and we understand that the only reason why they

have not been broug-ht into use in this country was the want of machinery
to make them. That difficulty no longer exists. Yesterday we accepted

an invitation to visit the iron works of Mr. L. B. Ward, at the foot of 59th
street, on the North river. Here we spent some time in seeing the pro-

cess of manufacturing a shaft, which is twenty-three feet five inches long,

and in the manufacturing of which six thousand pounds of iron have been
used. The shaft will be finished in the course of the night, and will then

weigh upwards of four thousand pounds. The material used is the best

American iron, and in welding every care has been taken to make the

shaft complete and perfect. We are told that steamboat machinery, equal

to any in the favorite Britannic ships, can now be made in this city—per-

haps at a little more expense than in England or Scotland, but it can be
done, and well. Machinery is now making in New York for Russia and
Spain. The trip hammer which we saw at work on the shaft, at Mr.
Ward's, weighs thirteen thousand pounds, and is worked by a steam en-

gine of thirty horse power. The shaft is not suffered to cool from Monday
morning until Saturday night; two sets of workmen are employed, who
relieve each other at suitable intervals.

—

New York American.

American Mechanics.- -\i is stated that a company in Trieste, Austria,

have despatched an agent to buy the entire machinery of a flouring mill,

and to take it over to Trieste. Some* shipments of wheat having been

made to the United States from Austria in 1836, '37, it was ascertained by
those who sent it, that when it was ground up in this country, better flour

and more in quantity was produced than could be obtained from the same
quantity of wheat in Austria. The knowledge of this fact caused the mis-

sion of a special agent for the purpose above named. A New York pa-

per says—.
.;i, ;.;>,.;>. ^..^<---:. :.--v,^;'\i:^^^

The agent on his arrival in New York, contracted with the Lafayette

Burr Stone company, at the corner of Robinson and Washington streets,

to construct 8 run of mill-stones, of a sufficient size to turn out 500 bar-

rels of flour per day. These 16 stones ai*e now completed, and heve been

shipped. The running gear and the working gear have all been made in

this city, and the whole will cost about $15,000. A miller from Richmond
has also been engaged to go out to Austria, and work the mill three years.

A millwright also goes out to put up the mill. In short, this country fur-

nishes every thing connected with it except the frame of the mill.

This movement is but the first of a series towards an extensive business

to be done by the United States in the manufacture of mills and machinery

for European nations. Already has this country sent out to France, Eng-
land, Russia, Turkey, Austria and other European countries, frigates, steam-

ships, sailing vessels of all kinds, locomotives, steam engines, cotton gins,

printing presses, mill machines, and all kinds of improvements m every

description of machinery; and Mr. Cochran has supplied the Pacha of

Egypt with guns to carry on the war against the allied powers. We have

steam frigates on the stocks for Spain, one for Russia, in our waters, print-
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ing presses for the continent of Europe, just finishing at Hoe's foundry;

many chambered cannon just finished for the Pacha by Cochran; rifles

and guns of all kinds on the way to France; American cotton gins just

finished, and put up by an American in Manchester ; and in fact all sorts

of machinery making, and to be made, for the old world, by the enterpris-

ing, industrious and ingenious artisans of the new world/vv ... :

A Safety Beacon has been erected on the Goodwin Sands, by which it

is hoped to avert the dreadful loss of life by shipwreck, so often occurring

at that dangerous part of the British channel. It is thus described :

It consists of a column about forty feet above the level of the sea, having .

cleets and ropes attached to four of its sides, with holds for hands and feet.

At the summit of the column is attached a gallery of hexagon form, made

of trellis work, and capable of holding twenty persons at one time. Above

the gallery, and in continuation of the column, is a flag-stafT ten feet long, -

thus making the entire beacon fifty feet in height. The sides of the galle-

ry are so constructed as to enable the persons in it to be covered in with
.

sailcloth, which is reefed in and around it, and can be used at pleasure, as

also an awning to pass over it which is fixed to the flag-siafT, thus entirely

protecting any unfortunate marriner who may seek shelter on the column

from foul and tempestuous weather. A barrel of fresh water, together with

a painted bag enclosing a flag of distress, is stationed on the gallery, and

the words '\hoistthe flag," painted, in the languages of all nations, on boards

stationed round the inner part of the gallery, so that the foreigner as well

as the native seamen may be enabled to show a signal of distress, and ob-

tain help from shore, which is about seven miles from the beacon.

American Copper.—We are gratified to learn from a late number of

the Wisconsin Enquirer, that Messrs. W. Alvord and P. W. Thomas of

New Baltimore in that territory, have met with complete success in their

experiments on smelting copper ore. They constructed a very simple fur-

nace which cost ten dollars, in which they smelted on the 28th of Septem-

ber last, 2,500 pounds of ore, from which they obtained nearly 700 pounds
of good pig copper, pronounced, by competent judges, to be superior to the

South American pig copper. The time occupied in procuring from the

ore the above amount of copper, was only nine hours. Neither Mr. Al-
ford nor Mr. Thomas had had any experience in the business of smelting,

and the result is justly deemed a matter of great consequence to that Terri-

tory, which abounds in rich copper ore.

We import over three millions worth of copper annually, which we hope
ere long to obtain from our own mines, while we export largely this valu-
able metal. ^T:'<T-^''k- .-r-^r -•.:.'' ^-'^vr^

C&llinsville Axe Manufactory.—These works, for extent and complete
workmanship, have not a parallel in the States, nor in the world. The
number of axes and hatchets manufactured when the works are in full ope-
ration, are about eight hundred daily. All the axes undergo the most rigid
inspection and every one bears the stamp of" Collins & Co." In the ex-
cellency of the stock and complete finish, they have no where a superior.
The most curios part of the works is the press. This gigantic piece of

machinery receives the heated iron from the bar, and with a few motions
of its huge jaws, in the space of one minute, throws out the axe complete,
except steeling. It is then passed to the hands of the forger, still glowing
with heat, to receive the steel. i

The welding in of the steel is very speedily performed, and made ready
e grinder.

The principal forg:ing shop has twelve circular chiron v$ wiih 4 fires to
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each. All these fires, together with the temperers' fires, and several oth-

ers connected with the establishment are supplied with wind from a single

bellows. This is very large and powerful ; it occupies together with a

large water wheel and machinery, an entire building. The wind isj con-

veyed from the bellows in different directions, through large iron pip6s un-

der the ground, to the several shops and thence through smaller ones to

the forges.

Any person wishing a quantity of axes of any particular pattern, can
have them in one hour after the order

j
they will have passed through 12

classes of hands to be ready for delivery.

—

Springfield Republican.

Polytechnic Institution.—Two models of inventions, connected with the

all absorbing subject of travelling by steam on land and water, have re-

cently been deposited at the Polytechnic institution, in Regent street. One M
of these is a plan, devised by Dr. Spurgin, for preventing engines and r|

carriages running off* the rails, the greatest danger to which railway lo- -^

comotion is exposed. The alteration proposed by the inventor appears to

be at once simple, effective, and practicable. By elevating the line of a

rail a sufficient height above the ground, room will be gained to permit a

large portion of the body of the engine or carriage to go below the wheels .^

on which they travel, being affixed to their sides instead of underneath.

By this arrangement the centre of gravity will be much nearer the rail

than it is at present, and a greater portion of the danger of top-heavy im-

petus be avoided, as it will be almost a physical impossibility for a train

thus built to get off* the rails. This improvement ought to be looked to

immediately, as if effectual, it is certainly practicable. The other model
exhibits a scientific alteration in the common paddle wheel of a steamboat,

and, assuming that inventive genius should direct its energies towards the

improvement of this always objectionable means of propulsion, instead of

assisting to discover anew perfect method, we should say that great credit

is due lo the inventor, Mr. Stevens, of Woodford. His plan is this :—Ev-
ery float is the segment of a sector, and each coincides with the other ; in

fact, it is like nothing so much as a common ventilator in a window frame

or door. The inventor states that its construction is founded strictly on
theory, and that it possesses the greatest propelling effect, without any
backwater or vibratory motion. The institution closes for six weeks on
Saturday, in order to allow time for considerable additions and improve-

ments. ... >,.: .,

The Thames Tunnel.—The famous Thames tnnnel, as is well known,
is now near completion. The mode of egress, for foot passengers, is to be
by a spiral staircase. The carriage way is lobe spiral, and two hundred
feet in diameter. The gradients of the road will be about one foot in

twenty-five, forming an inclination by no means inconveniently steep.

The railroad between Boston and Salem has conveyed a million of per-

sons in the year it has been open, without injury to a single traveller.

Another Iron Steamboat.—The Louisville Gazette notices the construc-

tion of an iron steamboat in that city, which was launched a few weeks
since. The experiment made by the projectors of the Valley Forge has

been entirely successful. Its bottom is nearly, if not quite, proof against

snags, and escapes injury from bars and shallows altogether. Success at-

tend this new enterprise.

^l;7ro;;o5 -^The Britania has taken to Havre, from London, an iron

steamboat in five hundred and seventy-two pieces. This vessel, which is

intended for the Lake of Geneva, will be one hundred and thirty-three feet

long, and the materials are to be transported thither forthwith.
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/Our readers will perceive that the last number contains the fifth

and concluding essay on this subject, by our esteemed friend and

correspondent, Charles Ellet, Jr., C. E. We have more than once

offered our testimony to the service Mr. Ellet has rendered the pro-

fession and the public generally, in reducing the investigation of

this all important topic, to strict mathematical language, thereby

placing Kis demonstration, beyond the reach of doubt. '

Since welast noticed this subject we have had additional oppor-

tunities of ascertaining the necessity of correct principles for the

establishment of railroad tariffs, and the lamentable effects resulting

from a want of such principles. We were not aware that so much
ignorance actually existed on the part of those most concerned

—

the stockholders and directors of railroads. It is sufficient to say

that we have heard the doctrine boldly announced that the directors

of a road are not bound to afford any accommodations or induce-

ments to increase the traflic of a road, and that they have the right to

run their trains often or not at all, just as may suit their own views.

Of this we have more to say hereafter ; what we intend at pres-

ent, is to propose to Mr. Ellet, the subject for a supplementary essay
to those already published, viz., the investigation of the loss sustain-

ed by the working a road beneath its capacity—either by not run-
nmg a sufficient number of trains or by running trains not filled,

when a slight decrease in fare would fill them. We would further
suggest the introduction of another element, the increased traffic

caused by an increase in the accommodations of a road, particular-
ly in the vicinity of large cities. It is well known that in such
cases the number of persons making a permanent residence near a
City, is in direct proportion to the inducements offered, and that the
expression for the increase of business on such a road, must include

5 --.;r:.,
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as an element, the increase of population at one of the termini.

We are aware that this subject is incidentally mentioned in the pa-

pers of Mr. Ellet, but we propose the topic for more extended con-

sideration in a future number. 1 ;

I

;- -[')'

* ^
,

NEW FORM OF RAIL. -- i

We acknowledge with pleasure the receipt of a pamphlet, from

Benjamin H. Latrohe, Esq., C. E., containing a description of a

now form of rail, to be called the Z rail. • i >

The name of this gentleman, is at once sufficient to demand for

his improvement the consideration it deserves, and to distinguish it

from that class of inventions which is characterized rather by in-

genuity and curiosity, than by practicability and simplicity. Our

readers are aware that Mr. Latrobe has been employed to examine

the various modes of construction now in use, and that from his

own experience he is well qualified to propose improvements in

this most important part of railroads. In a future number we hope

to be able to give an outline, at least, of the peculiarities and adr

vantages of the Z rail.
-

. .

-

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.

ON THE TRUE THEORY OF CRANK MOTION. By W. Mc Clellaud

CiishmaUf Civil Engineer.
,

;, . .
(Continned from page 7.) '^

Recurring now to our general equation of equilibrium

/•d z cos B P' = zp

let tlie foregoing values ofB and P' be substituted instead of thera

in that equation, and values expressed in terms of z and data replac-

ed sine A and cos A ( = \/ 1 — sine A) ; it will then have taken an

integrable form. We have, however, yet to observe of that term

requiring integration by sines, that in actual cases the difference in

length between I and r will never be less than 2 to 5. Accordingly

performing the evolution, we get {. v .

sinez.r sme^ z r-T-r — sine* z ^r^^-- etc. : ;.

2r 16 r^ 256 r* : : :;

in which it is therefore clear that all terms except the first may be

disregarded for all purposes not entirely speculative. This amounts

to taking cos A = 1, in the terra in which it does not rise above the

lirst power, which again may clearly be done without injury to the

practical accuracy of the result, since from the smallness of the an-

gle A even when the position of the crank gives it its greatest value,

its cosine cannot diflfer materially from 1, and the difference is ofv

course in other positions still less worthy of consideration. Observ-

ing these points, we obtain the following expressions of the amount

ft
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such is the total amount of moment communicable to the end of the

crankf in the direction of its motion^ during a complete revolution.

And as the actual moment of the power during a revolution, or

double stroke of the pistons, is expressed by 2 x 2 P when radius

=* 1, we perceive that an amount of moment expresed by

I n
r(22 —sisinc2 z)^ + * -

]
must always be lost, in conveying the power for the piston to that

point. •

, \ : -^ :•

As previously shown, the actual moment compared with the mo»

ment of the power expended, determines the proportion of effect

prcduced, etc., that is : .
>'

. . :

'

will always designate the proportion of the power actually effective

upon the end of a crank, in the direction of its motion.

So also the actual amount of moment lost compared with the mo-

ment of the power expended, viz. * . {

will always designate the proportion of the power lost, or expend-

ed entirely without effect. '
'

''

Translating this result into words, we perceive then, that jVth of

the difference of the squares of the arc and sine of the arc, of the

maximum into the ratio of the throw of the crank to length of con-

necting rod, plus half the square of the same ratio into the arc of

the quadrant, will always give the true proportions of power lost

in conveying it from the pistons to the end of the crank. * r v

That the particular origin of the deficit of moment which has

been shown to exist, is as was previously asserted, is now easily

made apparent. For, taking the expression of that deficit, it is clear

that, as the length of connecting rod is increased, the loss of mo-

ment will diminish in amount ; and finally when the length is sup-

posed to be indefinitely great, we must have . | - > >

4 P— P ["(za.— sine2 z) • 4- |- o1= M
2 J

«• -

and consequently .. 4 P = M •

| ;, r . I ;
' il- ^ ^r

:

showing that, in that case, the amount of moment communicated

would be just equal to the moment of the power expended. Now
as the supposition which has been made with reference to length of

connecting rod amounts to nothing more than supposing the pow-

er to act directly upon the end of the crank in directions constant*

ly parallel (Note 2,) we perceive that the deficit of moment und

]
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corresponding loss of power is entirely attributable to the obliquity

of ths connecting rod with reference to the fixed direction of the

power.

To make application of the formula which has been established,

let I bs supposed = 16 inches, and r ~ 40 inches. Then since sine

A = cos z when the crank is at the position of the maximum, and

sine z ^ I = sine A r universally, we have

;-•:;:'.- sitie ^T 2r _ 80
';-:''':' --.y =t;^— tons — 77^=5.

^v-,
;-_-

J. .^. :...V;,
• ;,;; COS z 2 lb

for the tangent of the angle of the maximum, which accordingly

proves to be 78^ 41f ; also

;r=~^^x3-l4l6= l-3734; and-^=^=-4

Hence ;
. . —^p— =i(0464 + -1256)= -043 (1.)

Showing that in engines of such dimensions vefy nearly 4^ per cent

of their powers is expended without effect upon the crank.

I have previously established, experimentally, the total loss from

the crank in practice, for engines of precisely these dimensions, at

•0583 P. So that about | of the total loss of power, is entirely in-

dependant of friction of parts ; and is ascribable, exclusively, to the

influence of the first of the two general causes of loss of effect named

in setting out. •' I ' ' - 'A- '
•
'-^v .

-> - v
.

^^
•

; : *

With regard to the resistance of friction opposing the motion at

rubbing points, the second of the two general causes of the reduc-

tion of effect in crank motions :—the whole quantity of power ab-

stracted by friction is made up of the following distinct items, viz.

1°. Friction in the guides of the head of the piston rod, caused

by the reaction of the force communicated to the connecting rod

upon those guides. v? I" ^r. v ;'^---'-i.''\-^::-:y';.-:^;-':'^^ -

'^

2*^. Friction at the points of the connecting rod. '

"

3°. That taking place within the cylinder, and made up of the at-

trition of the piston in the cylinder, and of the slide valves, which
regulate the circulation of steam. ^. _; , ., ^ .

As to the amount of force abstracted by the reaction of the

power in the guides :—Let — represent the ratio of friction to

pressure between lubricated sufaces of iron : then as the degree of
direct pressure, at right angles to the guides, at any point of the

Stroke is expressed by P' sine A we must have
^^"^—VI'

for the corresponding proportion of friction ; or replacing P' by its

'Value P cos A, and putting a for the mean resistance we must have
for the total moment of resistance
• '

"

''-"', '
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/d{^l' i —cos z)
-

"
/

and consequently,

Theory of the Crank.

P sine A cos A

/ ^ ( T ^ •

1 cos z)
Psine A cos A

m =^l( 1 — cosz) a

writing now cos A = 1, for the same reason as before ; and limiting

the integration between z = o and z = 90^, because A is a maxi-

mum at the middle of the stroke and our equation would in conse-

quence give equal results upon either side ; we obtain, on taking

the integral

P 12
a = — • -?r~v.m 8/2

cos, as the value of m for such surfaces in machinery, is settled ex-

perimentally at 24, we may write, in general, for the mean resis-

tance from friction caused by the reaction of the power in the

guides of the piston head

*" ^~ 192/2"

Hence when Z = 16 and r = 40 we have

.16
a=

192
P = • 0008 P (2)

v; 2. With reference to the friction at the points of the connecting

rod :—Its direct influence at those points being necessarily dimin-

ished in the ratio of the radii of those points to the length of the

connecting rod, we should have, putting d for the mean diameter of

the points, f

24 r
a' = m r

for the general value of this item ; accordingly when (Z = 3 in. and

2 and r as before, we have a' = * 0030 P ^ (3)

, 3. The slide valves (shown at a: a: in the figure) worked alternate-

ly to and from by the eccentric, keep up at all times' communication

iwith the boiler and one side of the piston, and with the atmosphere

and the other side ; and being kept to their seat by the pressure of

steam, must subtract from the power a quantity proportionate to

their area, in virtue of friction between the surfaces sliding in con-

tact.

If then V — area of the slides ; 6 = diameter of the pistons ; s =
range of the slide ; u the pressure of steam per unit of surface

;

and —7 = the proportion of friction to pressure of the surfaces in

contact \ then as the slides accompany the motion of the piston, we

shall have — s for the moment of the resistance of the sHdes, and
m
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uifi ~ 'I for the moment of the pressure of steam upon the pistons,

each during equal intervals, to wit, the stroke of the piston. The

ratio of these two quantities will accordingly give the proportion of

resistance to power expended.^ We have accordingly v^ ^

u V
'

, '.'''

; iid^ie 1 m 6^ vl
: -'A * .v-^r'V - . t • •-

. .;.'.. -^ >:.:''•;/ • ; 2

for the general value of the resistance from friction of the slide

valves. And the friction of ground and polished surfaces of iron

being j\ the pressure when v=39 in. effective surface, 52=125, and

s—3 inches, as in the case of the engines which furnished the value

of the total loss, we have consequently :•;

v:.;. -i^' «''=TlSS^=-»«'^ :: vf > :^V: (4)

As to the remaining item, the resistance to the motion of the piston

from friction at the periphery of contact of its disc against the in-

terior of the cylinder, it is necessarily a constant quantity from the

construction of the discs ; and bearing consequently no relation to

the pressure of steam, it is impracticable to express it generally, in

terms of P. But the working pressure and the absolute amount of

H resistance, being in the case of these engines known, its amount in

;| the particular instance of such engines, may be easily established.

^ For the total resistance of an engine without any load, minus the

friction of its wheels, will be nearly the value of the absolute re-

'{ sistance from friction of the piston ; because the slide valves being
* kept to their seats by the pressure of steam upon them, cannot pre-

g sent any sensible resistance in such case ; and the friction of the

pivots, etc., when unloaded, is also inconsiderable, r-^^ -

Now the resistance of those engines unloaded exclusive of that

of their wheels amount on the average to about 50 lbs., and their

working pressure of steam, is about 60 lbs. per square inch, (effec-

tive.) We. have consequently ^ '•
•^;;;•:..^yc'>:^ •;<'

v---:^.-^-

&-^"'''.:''''^- "::'•':::'

':•-:' Vv":*'- ^- .:^:-
^'.:-.m^.::':^'-

Vi- /.'
'
:-.'rr -

'.

'

50:60X196 ::a"'=^^r^V77h=-0041 ; : (5)
60 X 196 ^ '

for the proportion of power abstracted on account of resistance

from friction at the periphery of contsict of the pistons of the en-

gines in question. '>iL . . •
.

Such, consequently, are the results of accurate estimation, a pri-

on, of the respective items of power lost in virtue of each of the
two general causes which always limit the effect producible upon
the crank by a given expenditure of power ; and these results when

.-.I;'-
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..; aggregated, ought to agree with the total loss obtained directly,

from experiment upon the engines themselves. '

'
^
--*

^

Recapitulating accordingly all foregoing results for this purpose^

we obtain from
. .

f Equa. (1,) the loss [direct] from deficit of momeiitum, etc., '0430

(2,) " [indirect] from friction caused by reaction

in the guides, etc., % r ., '0008

at points of connecting rod,
. ;

'0030 •

'-'
'[ -0072

.
" -0041

u

it

u
(3,)

(4.)

(5.)

((

U

u

H of slide valves, —

of the discs of the pistons.

- Total amount of power lost, * J - '0581?

Showing that in locomotive engines of the foregoing dimensions,

we ought, from due estimation of the influence of the two causes in-

separable from the action of the crank, to expect^ on actual trial, to

encounter a loss of power of '0581 P.
. |,

The total amount of loss, hy experiment^ in the case of engines of

precisely these dimensions, as stated in the note previously referred

to is accurately > •

\i^=-0583P;
8 15

or rather of P reduced to the fulcrum of the motion at the bearing

of the impelling wheels upon the rails, which amounts to the same

thing ; because the wheel and crank being connected together in

an invariable manner, no further change can take place in convey-

ing the eflfect from the end of the crank to the bearing upon the

rails, than mere reduction of pressure in proportion to velocity of

parts ; in which case, as previously shown, the effects produced at

each point are perfectly identical and convertible the one with the

^. other.
^'''""^''"

^ .':' :.:.-'— -t 'r^:\-_r-i:--:-,- ";l>'v.-
- '^'/..

The harmony of the results we have deduced from principle,

with fact as developed by experience, is then most remarkably com-

plete ;
{Note 3,) and nothing more is needed to verify the principle

of the formulae which have been investigated, and establish them

as being the proper constituent elements of the true theory of the

"crank. ''-'"_[:''.''' -^:- ''[^ ''[^ '^'
.

Albany Dec, 1840.' " ; I '.

Note 2. This is the case of mtnim«m /oss. However, from the nature of things, the
connectin2j rod mu?t always, in actual cases, be of very limited length; Jind rotation of
the crmk cannot consequently proceed without the aforementioned ot.'i^ui/y of the con-
necting rod, etc. So ihit practicall/ speaking, the casj of the minimum, in which the loss

toauld bt zero, is unattainable. It does admit, nevertheless, of a hii»lily important partial
application to practice which I may hereafter take occssion to elucidate.-

Note 3. Thp actual deviation of one of these results from the other is '0002 P, or 1 part
in 5000 ; which is less than a half pound Aroirdupoise upon thefull propelling power of ct

locomotive engine ; it would be difficult to point to any departmeiit of scieRtific invesuga'
tion where laws and principleai are so mintit.ly bjtne out by experience.
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^ EXAMINATION OF THE REPORT OF THE CANAL BOARD OF NEW YORK,

RESPECTING THE ENLARGEMENT OF THE ERIE CANAL, ETC., MADE

APRIL 11, l840,,::<-:i,.r:r'::v;V,l^;,.;;:: , ^--^r^t /'. .•,:"'-,:• " ;> v"

The report of the canal board which we propose to examine, dis-

cusses at length the project of the Erie canal enlargement, advocates

strongly its prosecution, and that of the canal system generally, and

endeavors to prove that the resources of the State are adequate for

r. the purpose. -.^_,, .^..,^.,^_.j .,._., -^, ,^...^- ^._ .^^ .^..,. ,.^^. .,.._.^_ ,

It is consequently devoted, a very considerable portion of it, to

an examination of the probable revenue from the canals for the

next seven years based upon the rate of increase for years past.

Its authors, although influenced by " a rigid determination to be

governed only by facts," have, as we think, by the singular man-

ner in which the subject has been treated, arrived at conclusions

which are untenable, not warranted by the premises, and from their

character, calculated to mislead, and produce great mischief and in-

justice. A." :.": ^^V2^:i:-:- ;-.•;.:•••>';:• ^ V ,'::••.

The Erie and Champlain canals, being the only canals from which

the State has derived a nett revenue, were opened for navigation

in 1825. .,^, ^,..^.,^^ .,.,-„-..... .,,,..,...,. -.... ,...:...-....

The tolls received annually from these works, after deducting the

' expenses of collection, are stated in the report as follows :

T: '^839,925,02 |1835 $1,395,306,26
'-''

849,032,07 |1836 ;}'']-•'p 1,504,384,05

; ? 786,236,64 |1837 i^f ;; : -^^ 1,233,648,84

; :; 763,527,91 11838 li^ ?^^
' ^ 1,365,506,80

':>: 990,842,96 |1839 '^
"
^<V ,;

1,537,532,92
' 1,187,139,00*1 ..:: r:---rr ':^P< :

1,059,006,36
I

'; S-}:- 816,134,920,30

1,317,258,33 'Deduct for 1831 486,350,73

1,305,573,14
i

""*
'

'^^^'''"'
^^ Total, ' $15,648,569,57

For the purpose of exhibiting at one view the annual revenue as

above, we have constructed the following diagram in which the

line A B is divided into equal parts, corresponding to the different

years from 1826 to 1846.

1826 :::;^'^"r;'
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The vertical lines as A C, etc, drawn from these points have their

length in proportion to the revenue for each year respective-

ly, and hence the curved line C H D represents the changes or fluc-

tuations of the revenue from 1826 to 1839. The continuation of

this line from I) to E exhibits the estimated revenue for the next

succeeding seven years agreeably to the report. '
-'

' "^'

For the fourteen years ending at D, the whole amount received

as above is $15,648,569,57. Making this the sum of an arithme-

tical series with 14 terms, of which the revenue for 1826 is the first

term, the average annual increase is found to be $42,743,07.

This gradual increase is represented by the right line C F from

which it appears that the revenue for 1839 exceeds the average for

that year, and of the years intermediate to 1826, seven are below

the average, and five only above. Comparing this average increase

continued to 1846 with the estimated revenue as given in the re-

port, and the result is as follows

:

Year.
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The total amount received on the supposition of a gradual in*

crease at the end of the seven years is less than the estimate of the

report by $4,363,240,00. \^ ; ^ >^:j .^^

The opinion is expressed in the report, p. 5, that " very great

changes in the permanent sources of our trade cannot be well an-

ticipated within seven years." In this we fully concur, and hence

are the more surprised at being told, p. 14, that this "Board find

every reason for believing that the estimate for the next seven years,

which they have given, will be more than realized. Indeed, it is

their firm belief that these estimates are underrated, and that the

arithmetical ratio of increase which they have presented is too nar-

row" eic, etc. J i :sw r.

It is, we think, quite obvious from an inspection of the diagram,

that the revenue for the next seven years cannot be represented by
the curved line D E unless " very great changes in the permanent

sources of trade," occur within that period.

Although the probability of this is denied in the report, yet very

considerable changes seem to be anticipated, viz. in the opening of

the Wabash canal, and Blossburgh railroad, the latter of which is

to furnish coal for transportation on the canals. ^

So long as the price of wood at the salt works in Onondaga

does not exceed $2,20 to $2,80 per cord, it is not easy to perceive

how coal from Blossburg can be used with profit in the manufac-

ture of salt. The coal mines of Blossburgh are as far from Syra-

cuse as those of Carbondale from New York city, and it is not proba-

ble that coal in the limited quantities in which it will be at first

used, can be afforded at Syracuse for less than $4,50 to $5,00 per

ton. Similar remarks will apply to its use for other purposes than

that of the manufacture of salt, and hence there is no very great

prospect of its being used to that extent on the line of the New
York canals for the ensuing seven years, as to make any great dif-

ference in the revenue of the canal in that period. There is most

certainly no well founded reason for supposing, in the language of

the report, p. 11, that the Blossburgh coal "may be brought even

to t^de water, and compete successfully with the foreign article.'*

The Wabash canal, with its branches extending into Ohio and
Indiana, will, when completed, add somewhat to the business and
revenue of the Erie canal, but it must not be forgotten that the

gradual increase in tolls which u)e have assumed is derivedfrom the

ratio of past years, during which time, the population of the country

immediately dependent upon the canals has been increasing in a

,
more rapid ratio than it will probably do for the next seven years.
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and the permanent sources of business have also greatly increased

by the construction ofimportant lateral and tributary works, among

which may be enumerated, the Oswego, Cayuga and Seneca, Che-

mung, Crooked Lake, Chenango, and Oneida Lake canals, the

Ohio State canal, the Ithaca and Owego, Rochester and Batavia,

and Lockport and Niagara Falls railroads, etc., each of which has

contributed materially to the tonnage and revenue of the Erie

canal. As to the increase in the revenue from the transportation

of salt to supply the States and Territories west, no accession from

this source greater than has heretofore been experienced can rea-

sonably be anticipated. That the traffic in this article will con-

tinue to increase we do not doubt, but not probably in a greater ra--

tio than hitherto. The brine springs of the Kenhawa and Mus-

kingum and also of the Kiskiminitas are now, as we are informed,

furnishing^ brine of much greater strength than formerly, being

drawn from a lower salt formation. Those upon the Grand river '

in Michigan promise to be very productive. These circumstances

combined with the very low price of fuel in those sections of the

country, may eventually exclude in a great measure the salt of New
York from the western market. • .

,

The writers of the report seem not to have \>een impressed with

the fact that during the period of the extraordinary advance in pri-

ces, through which the country has just passed, a practical reduction

was at the same time taking place in the tolls, the effect of which

was to draw to the canal a greater than ordinary amount of busi-

ness, and that this stimulus may lose gradually its effect as prices

again recede. The canal tolls have no reference to the value, for

the time being, of the articles transported, but are regulated solely

by the quantity. The toll of a barrel of flour for any given dis-

tance is the same, whatever may be its market price. Hence when
flour sells at $10, it pays only one half the relative amount of toll

that it does when worth only $5,00, and so of every other commo-
dity. The reduction in prices which is now taking place, conse-

quent upon a return to a sounder condition of the currency, will

produce the same practical effect upon the business of the canal that

an increase in the tolls would, under a different state of things, that

is, it will tend rather to prevent a rapid increase in the business

and consequently of the revenue of the canals.

Although we have examined the report with much care, we have

discovered no allusion to the circumstance bf the two lines of rail-

way, which are constructing from the Hudson to lake Erie, one of

which is now completed for two thirds of the distance, and upon
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which a large amount of freight is destined to be carried, which if

it does not diminish the revenue of the canal will prevent its being

as great as it otherwise would be. It is true, that at present, most

of the railway companies along the line of the canal are compelled

to pay tribute to the ^State for the privilege of carrying freight.

This most impolitic^and unjust state of things cannot long continue.

The line of railway, fromjits being available at all seasons, and from

the rapidity of the transit upon it, will carry merchandize to a very

considerable extent, even at higher rates than are charged upon the

'r*,..

canal.
' :^-l >

Flour and wheat and^other products of the country will also find

its way to market to some extent upon the railway. What effect

this will have upon the revenue of the canal when the disgraceful

plan of levying " black mail," to which we have alluded, is discontin-

ued by the State, can be easily anticipated. By recurring to the table

p. 50, appended to the report, it will be perceived that the amount of

tolls received on merchandize on the Erie canal in 1839 was $524,-

387,00. For flour and wheat $363,180,00, both together amount-

ing to two thirds of the whole revenue of the canal. Of these two

articles it will be safe'to say, that'a portion of the flour and wheat,

and a large portion of the merchandize, will be conveyed upon the

railway, which, with some other lighter and valuable articles will

abstract from the tolls of the canal, an amount probably equal to

$300,000, or not less than between one-fifth and one-fourth of the

whole revenue of the canal.

Much importance appears, in the report, to be attached to the fa-

ciHties to be afforded by the enlarged canal, in contributing to an

increase in the revenue, thus losing sight of the fact, that in all pro-

bability, the enlargement, if prosecuted with all available means,

cannot be completed within the seven years, and instead therefore

of aiding, will serve rather to embarrass the navigation for the

whole of that period.

Indeed, we find it stated in the report p. 34, that the work east of

Montezuma may be "completed within the next^we years,** and
that west of Montezuma " within two or three years" after complet-

ing the enlargement east of that point.

There is not, in any^view which can be taken of the subject, any
good reason for supposing that the calculations as it respects the

prospective revenue of the canals as given in the report, will be

realized.

We cannot forbear calling attention ^particularly to the fact that

the words of the report, do not agree with its figures. It is stated.
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p. 23, " that the certainty of an increase founded upon a strict arith-

metical proportion at least corresponding with that which has

uniformlyprevailed since the completion of the canals has been shown

to the satisfaction of every reasonable inquirer."

To the correctness of this remark we are ready to respond, but

the calculations in the report are not in harmony with it. The pro-

portion or ratio of increase, assumed in the report, is not an arith-

metical one, and varies very materially from that which has " uni-

formly prevailed since the completion of the canal," giving, as we
have already shown by the diagram, an aggregate amount of tolls

at the end of the seven years annexed in the estimate greater by over

four millions^ than it would be computed in a " strictly arithmetical

proportion^*

The probable annual expenditure for superintendence and repairs

of the canals is estimated in the report at $500,000, and as a reason

for the sufficiency of this estimate it is stated, p. 16, that "the im-

proved construction of the enlarged canal will render it less liable

to injury, etc," evidently forgeting, that during the whole seven

years for which the estimate is made, the enlargement will still be

going on, and that the expense for repairs consequent, upon the pre-

servation, of an uninterrupted navigation in the old channel, while

the work is being executed will probably be greater than it would

be under any other circumstances.

The present Erie canal was constructed with stone locks and

culverts and with aqueducts, either of stone or supported upon

stone piers and abutments. The expense for repairs have been

caused mainly by ruptures or breaches in the banks and by re-

moval of deposits from the bed of the canal and repair's of the

towing paths, rather than by any defects or weakness in the

mechanical work. The pressure and volume of water being

trebled upon the enlarged canal, casualties of the description first

named, will be more likely to occur, producing much greater dam-

age in proportion, and the expenditures for the other items, will

also undoubtedly be increased by the enlargement. The " total an-

nual charge on the revenues" is estimated in the report at $1,131,-

250, p. 15. This sum assumes the " annual average charge for su-

perintendence and repairs" of all the State canals at $500,000.

Although we believe this to be much less than would be estimated

by " a timid capitalist inquiring into the profit and security of a

proposed investment," yet we will take the estimate of the board

as above, viz: $1,131,250, which for seven years is $7,918,750
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The estimated receipts from tolls for seven years, as

above, amounts to

Deduct the principal of the debt redeemable in 1845 and

1846,

Leaving a surplus of only $113,311

According to the estimate in the report this surplus is 4,476,551 !

!

Illusory as the estimate of the report evidently is, yet it is made

the basis on v^rhich is predicated the ability of the State, p. 23,

to pay the interest on an increase of the State debt "of 15 mil-

lions at 6 per cent, or 21 millions at 5 per cent, incurred during

the next seven years, and yet to leave large surpluses^^ ! ! It is more-

over stated that " in addition to all this, causes have been pointed

out which must produce an augmentation of our canal revenues

much beyond the arithmetical proportion of former years," or in

other words that the anticipated surplus will positively exceed the

amount above stated of $4,476,551. To this most strange conclu-

sion the board have satisfactorily to themselves arrived by " rigidly

confining themselves to a cold and severe analysis of figures and to

the application of facts that no one can controverts^ ! I !

Since the presentation of the report, the legislature have author-

ized loans to the amount of about $4,000,000 00 of which sum

$2,500,000 is appropriated to the enlargement. These loans are

not payable, it is true, within the next seven years ; the interest,

however must be met, which at 5^ per cent, is $220,000 00 per an-

num, or for seven years equal to $1,540,000 00

To pay this there remains only the surplus above 1 13,31 1 00

Leaving a balance unprpvided for, of $1,426,689 00

Assuming therefore that no more appropriations are made and
debts contracted for the next seven years, and that our estimate of

the probable revenue is correct, the tolls remaining unchanged, the

State will be compelled, in order to meet existing obligations ta

raise by tax, the sum of $1,427,589 00.

It will not do however, to assume that no more debts will be con-

tracted—the enlargement of the Erie canal is to cost some twenty
millions more than has already been expended. The report says,

/

p. 34, that " the completion of the work to Montezuma will cost

$10,693,903 00," and that the division west "will require $7,203,-

040 00 in addition to the work now under contract," the latter

"amounting to $1,908,253 00," making in all, for the enlargement

alone, full twenty millions. The Genessee valley and Black River
canals, will require at least five millions more. The Chemung ca-

nal, and enlargement of the Oswego and Cayuga, and Seneca canals
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will need some four millions, making, in order to carry out the ca-

nal system on the plan already commenced, without regard to the aid

to be afforded to railroads, full thirty millions in all. The most of

this large sum will be needed within the seven year^ embraced in the

estimate of the board, the interest accruing on which, prior to the

expiration of the seven years, must be added to the amount to be

raised by tax as above stated, or otnerwise, new loans must he made
lo pay interest In the above calculation the interest on loans to

railroad companies which the State may be compelled to pay is

omitted, as also the interest on debts contracted for the construction

of such railroads as may be undertaken by the State within the

seven years included in the estimate of the board.

Is it not plain that the board have overlooked in their estimate,,

considerations of the greatest importance ? That if even their own
extravagant estimates of revenue should hf possibility be realized^

it would be wholly inadequate to meet the liabilities of the State in

the payment of interest alone, the principal of the debts contracted

remaining meanwhile, untouched and undiminished ?

The evidence that the enlargement of the Erie canal and the con-

struction of the other canals in progress, cannot be prosecuted in

the manner recommended by the board, and the necessary aid be

given to their works, without resort to new loans, or to taxation to

raise large sums to pay interest before the expiration of seven years

is so overwhelming, that we cannot imagine how any sober reflect-

„

ing mind can fail to perceive, or will hesitate to acknowledge its en-

tire conviction of the truth of our remarks.

While the funds of the State are being lavished without measure

upon the enlargement of the Erie canal, is it reasonable to suppose,

or safe to conclude, that other sections of the State hitherto much
less favored, will quietly submit ta a sacrifice of their own dearest

interests ? Will they not rather by a united and firm stand, demand^

-and successfullyy that those works in which they have an immediate*

interest and which have the strong claims of utility, necessity and

justice to recommend them, should participate in some degree in the

bounty of the State ?

That such a result is not only probable but inevitable, will not, we
think be denied. Whatever may be the debt of the State, its faith

once plighted, must be redeemed. The fair fame of the Empire

State must not be tarnished by any act derogatory to its integrity

and honor.

Whenever the period shaU arrive in which the resources of the

State shall be found inadequate to meet its engagements, what, we
will ask, will probably be the answer of the noFth, the east and th#
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south, to the question which will then be raissd as to the mode of

providing for liquidating the debt ? Will they not say to the west,

and to the canal counties in particular, that since it has been mainly

for your benefit that this great debt has been contracted, instead of

submitting to taxation we will insist that the tolls be raised upon

the canal ? In such a state of things it is not difficult to predict, that

the west, being most dependent upon the canal will be the greatest

sufferers. In their efforts, therefore, to monopolize the revenues of

the State, let them beware lest they heap coMs of fire upon their

own heads to be atoned for hereafter by years of penance.

We would here discontinue our remarks upon the report, but

there are some statements so much at variance with the views en-

tertained by us, and withal so inconsistent, that we cannot forbear

bestowing upon them a passing notice.

It is well known that very much of the tonnage of the Erie ca-

nal is furnished by the lateral, or branch canals, and that in return

much passes from the former to the latter. The great expense and

delay of trans-shipment between the boats of the different canals,

is not noticed in the report ; on the contrary, we have the follow-

ing, p. 42. '-i^l"

" For all commercial purposes the diminution of the cost of trans-

portation on a canal, one half, is equivalent to a reduction of its

length one half. In that sense the enlargement of the channel from

Albany to Montezuma (at which point, the coal of Pennsylvania

sent through the Chemung canal, will be received on the Erie ca-

nal,) will operate to reduce the present distance of 206 miles, be-

tween these two points to 103 miles ; and in the like sense the com-
pletion of the enlargement, from Albany to Buffalo, will abridge

its total length from 384 to 182 miles; and thus bring lake Erie

with all its growing commerce .within half of its present distance

from the tide waters of the Hudson"" !

!

"'

From this we understand that the Bo^its on the enlarged Erie ca-

nal are to be moved with double the speed at half the present cost,

or, that time is of no consequence in commercial operations ! ! We
are to understand, also, that notwithstanding the loss and extra ex-

pense of trans-shiping coal at Montezuma there is to be a gain for

all commercial purposes, in the transportation of this article to mar-
ket equal to a saving of half the distance from Montezuma to the

Hudson !

!

Among the reasons originally assigned, in favor of the enlarge-

ment of the Erie canal, it was stated that it would reduce the cost

of transportation 50 per cent. The Board, p. 47, have endorsed
and reiterated this statement.

r
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It was undoubtedly upon the truth of this that their conclusions

as above quoted, relative to the effect of the enlargempnt in reduc-

ing the distance one half, was made.

Let us see how well the opinions thus advanced, will stand the

te^ of an examination.

The expense of transportation upon the canal is made up of three

distinct items. .

1st, The tolls, which average upon heavy freights per ton

per mile, nearly

2d, Cost of transportation average as above, about

3d, The profits to the forwarders, not less than

r-^

1 cent

- 1 cent

^ cent

2{ centsTotal per ton per mile, - - ' - .

'.

By recurring to the reports from whence the Board derive their

views, it will be seen that the anticipated saving of 50 per cent, ap-

plies exclusively to the second of the above items, making the an-

ticipated saving per ton per mile for heavy goods on the average

about 5 mills or less than one-fourth of the whole cost of transpor-

tation instead of one half as the Board have assumed.

The declaration, therefore, which we have quoted from the re-

port, relative to the reduction in distance is very wide of the truth,

and will be still further removed, when it is understood that the

saving upon the second item as above, instead of being 50 per cent,

will probably not exceed 25 or 30 per cent, at the utmost.

It is worthy of remark, that the canal Board do not enter into

the investigation of the subject of the necessity of the enlargement

to accommodate the increasing business upon it. The project ap-

pears to them to be meritorious principally from its effect in cheap-

ening transportation, but they do not tell us, that the anticipated

saving in the cost of transportation consists mainly in the saving in

tractile power, which depends upon the ratio of the dimensions of

the boat to that of the canal, and which may be attained to nearly

as great a degree of perfection on a small canal as on a large one,

and could have been attained without all this immense expenditure.

They do not tell us either, that with half the cost of the enlarge-

ment to Buffalo, a navigation might have been opened with lake

Erie, via lake Ontario, presenting only half the extent of canal na-

vigation and which would have been the cheapest and most expedi-

tious of all possible navigable routes for the transmission of the

western trade.

Before concluding this communication we must advert to a pas-

gage in the report, p. 28, where it is stated, that " A more ample

supply of water on the western division from lake Erie to the Sen-
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eca river, a distance of 1 49 miles, is to he secured, by giving to the

level between Lockport and Rochester an increase both of width '

and declivity, and the channel through the mountain ridge at

Lockport, now but 30 feet wide is to be increased to 62 feet with

vertical sides." The enlargement of the channel at Lockport is to

be extended as we understand, to 90 feet width of surface and 9

feet in depth ; being 20 ft. wider and 2 ft. deeper than the average

dimensions of the enlarged canal. From Lockport the dimensions '

will diminish gradually towards Rochester to the size of 70 by 7.

East of Rochester it is proposed to construct a large reservoir, to -:

be supplied from the flood waters of the Genessee river. What
addition those alterations together with the extra cutting through

the mountain ridge at Lockport, will make to the toUl cost of the

enlargement, we leave our readers to judge. It is to be regretted

that the reports upon the subject by the Engineer department were

not forthcoming at the Ijist session of the legislature. That the ex- .

pense will be very great, there can be no doubt, and it is incurred

for what ? " To render it unnecessary, (to use the language of

the report) longer to divert the waters of the Genessee river from

the mills at Rochester, which has occasioned great injury to the

manufacturing interests of that city, and a consequent loss of reve-

nue to the canal " ! ! And this is the reason why the people of the

State are to be taxed some hundreds of thousands of dollars more,

to perfect the extravagant project of the enlargement of the Erie

canal—viz. that the wheat of the west may be floured at Rochester

in preference to being ground at the Little Falls or the Cohoes or at

any other of the numerous points where water power is to be found

on or near the line of the Erie canal

!

From Rochester to Buffalo including the aqueduct across the

Genessee river, the enlargement is to cost by the estimate, $6,000,-

000. The present canal cost* $2,000,000, making $8,000,000. Why
it may be asked should this small remote portion of the State be

thus partaking so largely of the bounty of the legislature, while

other important sections are languishing through neglect, and their

great and favorite projects, either wholly discarded, or put off* with

a miserable pittance, in the shape of a loan of the credit of the

State, but barely sufficient to prevent them from being abandoned
altogether ?

It is a matter of deep regret, that the resources of the

great State of New York are so injudiciously applied—that its

great wealth and strength are, if not wholly wasted, perverted

to selfish purposes, and bestowed with little regard to the necessity

of the expenditure, or with apparently little consideration as to
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whether they are expended in a manner to accomplish the greatest

possible good.

We are fully convinced that this state of things cannot long con-

tinue. The signs of the times, are ominous of an approaching cri-

sis, when the internal improvement system of the State, will be

thoroughly anylized, and when, as we trust, such a reform will be

effected, as will place it beyond the reach of perversion to political

or merely selfish purposes, > -: s^ ,, ...... ...

r;.t.»«irX^

.2^^
(Communicated.)

* PHILADELPHIA AND POTTSVILLE RAILROAD.

. We take pleasure in presenting to our readers the following

extract from a notice of this work in a late number of the Pottsville

Journal, and are truly glad to learn from other sources the expec-

tation held out of this road being able to aid in delivering coal at

tide water in the summer of 1841 will be realized. The coal con-

sumers are paying pretty severely in this season for their fuel, and

there is every prospect of a high price in the coming season, unless

this additional avenue can be made to aid in the supply.

" This important link in our internal improvements, that is to con-

nect this place (Pottsville) with the emporium of the Stater, has been

rapidly progressing, and will probably be completed and opened

sometime in the month of July next.

The bridges and other works have been put up in the most substan-

tial manner, and great attention has been paid to durability and

strength. The opening of the road will be the commencement of a

new era in the coal business. The long mooted question will then

be decided as to which mode of transportation will offer the great-

est facihties and most advantageous to the coal operators. One
thing is certain, that the railroad company will afford every facility

in their power to induce our operators to transport their coal by

the railroad in preference to the canal, delivered on the Delaware,

where the company have already prepared commodious and exten-

sive wharves for the reception of coal and accommodation of ves-

sels waiting to load.

When we consider the vast amount of coal, merchandize, travel-
^

ling and produce that will pass over this road, and the durable man-

ner in which it has been constructed, we cannot but think that it

will be a source of immense, advantage to our region, and of a hand-

some profit to the stockholders.

Much credit is due to the company for their untiring exertions

to bring the road to an early completion, and so far they have been
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eminently successful. They have continued the work on the road

without intermission during a period of the greatest embarrassment

in the monetary affairs of the country, and that has never been

equalled. '

-

•k r

To the Editors of the Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine. ' *-' ^ -
'- '

'-

X'^^St'"'-''^ Philadelphia, January 6, 1841. ''

Gentlemen :—I inclose to you a communication which is already -

published in several of our Gazettes, and which, for the sake of ex- ;
;"

tending its publicity, I would be gratified to see favored by you

with a place in your Journal. The facts it states are important; '

and although they bring to me no conviction I had not before,—fo r)

others they may afford stronger evidence than they have before ;

had, and induce an adoption of what may be to their advantage.

PRESERVATION OF WOOD AND CORDAGE.
. >f

'

To divest vegetable matter of its tendency to decay and impart to ft pro-

longed duration, is very generally desirable
;
and the following additional

testimonials in favor of an easy and cheap method of effecting it, which • v

has for some time been before the public, will probably form an interest- :

ing article of intelligence to a very large part of the community. > r

:> Timber and cordage, from their extensive usefulness, must become prin- ;

cipal subjects of its application
;
but their seems to be no reason why can- - V>

vass and all cloths and fabrics of vegetable material, when preservation is

the object of attainment, may not share its benefits.
, >

The first of the testimonials referred to, is a certificate given to the pa-

tentee by the city commissioners and city carpenter of Philadelphia, to the

following effect

:

I

ol^-^ Philadelphia, Dec. 7th, 1840.

" Dr. Edward Earle— Sir—We have examined the condition of that

portion of the wooden pavement in Chestnut street, which is betweea ; ^
"

5th and 6th street^—and that in 6th street, between Chestnut and George Jf/
streets—and are enabled t1o make the following representation:

, These pavements were laid down, at the same time, in the summer of
'1839—about 18 moths ago. They are of blocks of hemlock, 6 inches
square by 18 inches long, and perfectly identical as to the kind and quality
of timber.

The first—those in Chestnut street—were laid without having under-
gone any previous treatment to preserve them, and arc now so far in a ^
state of decay as to require renewal in many places. ' ^j

'

\ ..

The second—those in sixth street—before being piit down, wereprepar- :•-

ed according to your process for the preservation of timber from decay
j

and are at this time perfectly firm and sound. We have not been able to ^

discover a single block of them exhibiting the slightest tendency towards
decomposition. -^^

4',-S'' A. D. Traquair, President. li? i "

W t» T. K. Wallace, City commissioner. ^t

Enoch Thorn, City carpenter. :

The above pavements were laid by authority of the committee on public ^

highways, for the purpose of testing the eflect of this process. The cer-
tificate shows the result.
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The second tesimonial is communicated by the president of the Dela-

ware and Hudson canal and railroad conjpany.

! : "Office of the Del. and Hudson Canal Co.)
New York, Dec. 30, 1840. S

Dr. Edward Earle—Dear Sir—I have received a letter from James
Archabald, Esq. our chief engineer, in charge of our mines and railroad,

and I annex an extractJrom it : Very truly yours,

; ' - ' . ^ ' John Wurts, President.

Extract of a letter from James Archbald, Esq., dated Dec. 14, 1840.

"1 have tested the durability (as far as time permitted^ of Dr. Earle's

saturated rope; and find it thus far in a perfectly souna condition ; and
apparently as little afTected by rot as a peice put along with it saturated

with corrosive sublimate ; while rope of the same kind that was not pre-

pared has became completely rotten—and I am thus far perfectly satisfied

that the durability of rope will be very much increased by being prepared

in the manner that this has been. We are now making experiments which
will rot first, the rope saturated with the corrosive sublimate or that satu-

rated with the sulphates. The doctor, however, must recollect that we
know nothing relative to what he did with the rope to preserve it, and that

before we can judge properly between the merits of his preparation and
that of Kyan, we must know something about it."

The above has reference to several pieces of rope, (some prepared by
my process, the others unprepared) sent by me to Mr. Wurts, and by him
to M. Archbald to be subjected to the test of a fungus-pit. Mr. Archbald
speaks with prudent reserve of the experiment, as he was not personally a

witness of the preparation of the rope, and only presumes it, on my autho-

rity, to have been prepared with the sulphates of iron and copper. To
satisfy his scruples, if really entertained, he has been instructed in a mode
of ascertaining the fact, which cannot fail him.

The immediate object of the above experiment has been to ascertain the

increased durability that the process by the sulphates of iron and copper is

capable of imparting to the ropes used on the inclined planes of railroads

and whether it would, for s^ich purposes, prove equal to treatment with

corrosive sublimate, which has been found effectual,

.-.-... Edward Earls.
Philadelphia, Jan. 4,1841.

•/ : ::<-

For the American Railroad Journal and 3Iechanics' Magazine.
*

"

A writer upon arches in the New Edinburgh Encyclopedia re-

marks that the arch of equilibration is not what it purports to be

;

but the gross blunders he commits in quoting the demonstration,

proves conclusively that he did not understand it ; and I will un-

dertake to convict any one who objects to it, of a total ignorance

of it. Here then is a challenge to all the world. If you understand

the demonstration you will be fully satisfied that it gives you the

only arch for strength in any structure, and, on the other hand,

if you think it is not so, I will show any one who does not under-

stand the subject that you know nothing about it. Emmerson,

Simpson, Hutton, Greggory and a writer in Rees' Encyclopedia,

and others, have all examined the demonstration in question, and
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pronounced it correct, though now and then to some it has proved,

I admit, a stumbUng block. j

-

To Professors Strong, Gill, and Anderson, who are known to be

not second to any mathematicians of the age, I am much indebted

for aid in my mathematical researclies ; and even upon this very

subject, and I can therefore speak for them in this case. They will

not condemn what they have taken so much gratuitous labor to ex-

plain. Who then is it that advises the erection of circular and el-

liptic arches in the structure of the Croton aqueduct ? Every arch

that has been there put up requires about one-fourth more weight
^g|

than it has upon its hances. I have petitioned the common council ^
of our city to take the opinion of some of our eminent mathemati-

cians upon the subject. Give.us the names of those who approve

of such arches and then we shall know who to meet upon the pa-

ges of our public journals. Do the engineers act wholly upon their

own responsibility in this case ? If so, then I presume they will not

hesitate to let us know that they understand what the arch of equi-

libration is ; and when they do so, they may expect that all objec-

tions they may have to offer to it will be properly answered. .

The public should have the opportunity of looking at both sides

of this question. Let it be fairly treated, and my word for it, those

who object to the arch in question shall be convicted of a total ig-

noranceofit. ^' *'^ ^^-^

Mathematicians will say that in bringing this subject up as I have

done, I have performed my duty ; and the common council of our

city should exhonerate themselves from all responsibility in this

case by putting it where it ought to be—upon our professors of

mathematics ; and if they, or a majority of those in this vicinity

condemn the equilibrated arch they must answer in their charac-

ters, to those of all countries who now are or may be hereafter

judges of the subject.^ v
.=

'.i '
'

It is no answer in this case to say that the circular arch will stand.

It accidentally does so in most cases, I admit, but no thanks are due

upon that account to the design or the architect ; for the pressure

falls where no provision is made for it, and the vousoirs or arch

stones are entirely useless.

In a word, if Prof. A, B, or C, shall say the circular or elliptic arch

is proper in this case, let him take the responsibility and give us his

name, so that the common council of our city may be justified in

saying to posterity—^we have done our duty—we are not presumed
to be judges of this subject ourselves, and have therefore left it with
those whom this community, recognises to be so ; and if they have

undertaken here what they do not understand, the fault is not ours.

i
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To conclude, why should not humbug and deception be exposed

in this case as well as in any other one. I say, the commissioners

and engineers of the Croton aqueduct are listening in regard to

the subject before us, to improper counsels ; and in this move-

ment, I am supported, as the Croton aqueduct committee of the com-

mon council well know, by some of the first characters of this city

;

and loe— I say emphatically we shall not be satisfied with any thing

short of an invitation from that common council for the mathemati-

cians of this vicinity to give their opinion in the premises, and then

we shall know whom to meet, and if this cannot be obtained from

the present board we shall be very likely to apply to the next one.

fi
vS---' • Oliver Smith.

, New Locomotive Engine.—^We are indebted to Messrs. Bald-

win, Vail & Hufty, for a drawing and description of a new
freight engine. The peculiarity consists in connecting the four

front wheels with the large drivers. By this arrangement all the

wheels are converted into drivers, and the whole weight of the en-

gine is used to procure adhesion, while the advantage of the four

wheels adapting themselves to the curves of the road is still retained.

It will be seen at once that this form of engine has decided ad-,

vantages over the ordinary six wheel locomotive, particularly where

great adhesion is required in case of heavy freight and severe

grades, or short curves, v . - .

'\
; ^V !-!\{ ' J" ?•

We have received a communication from our correspondent in

St. Louis, in regard to gas works, etc. If possible the information

desired will appear in the Journal, but we fear that we cannot com-

ply with this request as punctually as with his last, in regard to

wooden pavements. • ^ ,-:--:
.
.-'"

* ;^ ;;'^,> :

-:*'

Our readers will perceive that this, and the last number, are al-

most entirely made up of original matter. We have omitted our

usual extracts from domestic and foreign journals, to make room
for the favors of our correspondents, who will please except our

best thanks, for their valuable communications.

engineer's office western and ATLANTIC RAIAROAD, MARIETTA,
OCTOBER 15, 1840.

Gentlemen— I hare the honor to submit a report of operations on the

Western and Atlantic railroad, during the 3d quarter of 1840. The ac-

companying documents will explain in detail, the nature and cost of the
work executed.

From the quarterly return herewith submitted, it appears that the work
done since the 1st of July, consists of 299,306 cubic yards of excavation

and embankment, 3612 perches of masonry in bridges and culverts, 309,975
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feet, board measure, of bridge timber delivered, 18 trestle piers framed, and ;•

5 erected, 672 feet of bridging erected, besides 511 feet of superstructure

of bridge framed and prepared for raising. The amount paid for which,

accordfng td contracts, is $71,597 42. In addition to this expenditure,

there appears on the return, as payable oh account of repairing finished

sections, $4,343 88.

From the abstract of final estimates, it appears that the grading of six

sections, and the masonry of two bridges, viz : Etowah and Arms,' have ^
been finished during the quarter. The amount of reserved balances paid

on their completion has been $18,834. ;.
.
-

The total amount expended up to this date, from the commencement of

operations, including surveys, location, construction, repairs, the engineer

service, and various contingencies, is $1,792,479 50. - v v >

The amount that will probably ^e required to complete the grading, -

masonry, and bridging of the road, according to existing contracts, is as f
follows: . .^•. : . 'i.^

- , -: . i .., .- i

For the 1st, 2d and 3d divisions, Vn^V •/ ^ :
'

. ^ T ^ .. V;^^;f^t87,040 00 r

For the 4th division, '
' '^i:y\^>'-':\^^;.fj. 42^032 00 ; j

For the 5th do. not including the tunnel, :.;-
1^

? 196^304 00 ^^
"
*

For the tunnel through Little Blue Ridge, :
r ;:^ .:{.;;< i^^, 84,303 00

For contingencies on the same, ^v •v^^~;4'^' '/^ 10,000 00 V
For the Tennessee divisioiy ^>;r— ^--^ -c..;:^^'. V . ^^ r ^^v<•^;^vl > - ^ 70,499 00 ; •

Making the total amount required for the at)ove mention-' .*- ^^,
1 tioned purposes, $590,078 00
Many circumstances have contribUed to restrain vigorous operations "

qi

during the last quarter—among these is the terrible sickness which has \ ^
pervaded the region adjoining the Tennessee line, embracing.the principal

part ofour work in progress.

iThe amount expended for repairs of sections completed under the con-

tract made prior to December, 1839, is $14,468 48.

,
When we take into consideration the immense height and depth of many •

of our embankments and cuts—the unprecedented rains of the last winter i

and spring falling upon green embankments built during a very dry sea- . c

son, we have cause to congratulate ourselves upon the small expenditure <

which has been necessary under this head. Moreover, we must consider
this expenditure advantageous, as tending to "diminish, in a great degree, the
cost of keeping Up the road after the superstructure shall be laid. Indeed
a superstructure of Kyanized timber, laid upon banks consolidated by the v

settling of years, and carefully repaired by ramming into the breaches
choice material, will be 6o firm and durable, that the cost of repairs, usual-
ly a heavy item of expense on a new road, will be quite inconsiderable.

To furnish you with details of information respecting the operations '

during the last quarter, 1 extract from the reports of the resident engineers. /
|

Mr. Stockton in charge of the 1st, 2d, and part of the 3d division, reports ^ •

'

as follows:

" Since the date of my last quarterly report, sections No. 13 and 14 of the
second division, and section No. 7 of the ScTdivision, have been completed ;

-

and accepted
;
the masonry of the Etowah and Arms viaducts have also ,: ;

been completed and accepted, and final estimates on each rendered. The ^;

masonry of the Vinning viaduct is progressing rapidly, and gives every in- " v*

dication of being well and substantially executed. The foundation of the -

Eastern abutment of the Noonday viaduct has been excavated, and in a few 4

days the contractor for laying the masonry, will commence operations,
when the work will be prosecuted with all reasonable despatch. During
ihe past month a small culvert has been introduced on the 1 1th section of
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the second division, in order to draw off the large quantity of surface water

which collects in the vicinity of that section, after all heavy rains. The
masonry and other work connected with the construction of this culvert,

was done by the repairing party on that part of the railroad^ and charged

to repairs. The taring and sanding of the flooring of the Chattahoochee

viaduct, has been seriously delayed during the past month, owing to the

unfavorable weather which has prevailed. About two thirds of the floor-

ing remains in an unfinished state, but a large force is now actively en-

gaged in its completion. An attempt was made to complete the caulking of

the above, prior to covering the same with sand and tar. This plan, how-
ever, did not succeed, the action of the sun and rain causing the seams of

the floor to open to such an extent, that a recaulking of the same became
necessary. A verbal contract for such amounnt of tar as may be required

to complete the above, has been made, to be delivered as wanted, and on
terms according with the lowest price yet paid for tar on this work.

"All of the repairing parties have been discharged from this part of the

road, except two, which are now employed in the vicinity of Allatoona,

and on the Franklin embankment. It has been a leading object to restore

the heaviest embankments to their proper grade, and by the constrnction

of the proper centre and traverse drains, to place them in a state to with,

stand the rains, etc. of the ensuing winter. A recent inspection of this part

of the road, warrants me in the assertion, that with but a trifling exception

on the 14th and 18th sections of the second division, the embankments are

in a good state of preservation."

V Mr. L. Tilton, temporarily charged with thesnperintendanceof the 4tb,

and part of tHeSd division, reports, that, "Upon the fifth residency a re-

pairing force has been employed for the last month. Its operations have

thus far been confined to the 20th section, where, in consequence of the

banks having settled much more than could have been anticipated at the

time they were made, a large amount of work was required to raise them
to the necessary height. Owing to the same cause, considerable labor will

be required upon several other sections; but should the weather prove fa-

vorable, and an efficient force be employed, the completion of the heaviest

portion within the present and ensuing months, may be reasonably antici-

pated.

" The grading required upon the 25th and 26th sections of the third di-

vision, in order to raise the embankments to the requisite height, as indi-

cated by the last spring freshet, has been contracted for by Messrs Keef
and Whitesides, and that on the fourth section of the fourth division, by
Hitchcock & Co. The masonry upon the latter section remains in nearly

the same state as at the beginning of the quarter, the contractor having

been obliged to leave the work on account of sickness. It is expected that

he will resume operations in a few dayd, and proceed with the work as

rapidly as possible. The framing of the bridge for this section, as well as

that part for the 25th section of the third division, is completed, and w^re
the masonry finished, would be raised immediately.

" Towards the completion of the piers and abutments of the Oostanau-

ley bridge, though a return of masonry, etc. appears in the quarterly ab-

stract, nothing has been done except the quarrying of a few perches of

rock. In explanation of this return, it may be proper to observe, that a

new and accurate calculation of the whole amount of work done, showed
that there remained to be returned, the number of perches therein specified^

as also the allowance for dressing pier ends and coping, in a manner supe-

rior to that called for by the terms of the original contact.

" Upon the masonry of the other parts of the sixth ^idency, nothing
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has been done except upon that on the 25th section, which is progressing

slowly, arid will probably be completed within the present month.
• There now remains unfinished the masonry of eight bridges and arch

culverts ; in every case, except at the crossing of Swamp Creek on the

19lh section, it is more or less advanced.

" The number of sections, the grading of which is unfinished, including

three on the fifth residency upon which the grade is to be raised, is eleven ;

six of which, together with the masonry on the 1 llh, 17th, and 20th sec-

tion, have been abandoned within the quater, and statements sho»ving the

amount of work done, and that remaining to be done, in each case presen-

ted. Favorable proposals for grading the 17th and 20th of the above sec- -

tions, have been received, but the former has not been let, as it is understood

that it has not, as yet, been formally relinquished by the original contractor."

Allan Campbell, Esq., the resident engineer of the fifth division, reports

asiollow;
" The work generally has progressed very slowly most of the contrac-

tors having been, engaged with small forces. It is unnecessary again to

enter into a description of the nature of the excavations on the several sec-

tions, as the full account given in my last report, is applicable to the work
since done except in a few instances.

" In the deep cut approach at the western extremity of the tunnel, a ma-
terial of softer nature than that met near the surface, has been found, as the

depth of cutting increases, particularly at that portion immediately adjoin-

ing the tunnel. Some annoyance has been experienced by the contractor

in the prosecution of these excavations, from the appearance of water, aris-

ing doubtless from springs having their origin at some higher part of the

ridge ; and although it percolates through the sides and bottom of the cut in

scarcely perceptible streams, yet tends to render somewhat difficult of re-

moval, a material otherwise so very favorable. In a dryer season, it is not

improbable that the water here spoken, of would disappear altogether.

This approach, (the westren.) is how excavated to a level with the roof of

the tunnel, and it requires but little more work to prepar for the commence-
ment of the heading.

•' In the eastern approach, the material excavated continues to be only

hard. It is, however, favorable for the operation of tunnelling.

"Three sections of the division, viz: the 9th, Uth, and 13th, will pro-

bably be completed within the ensuing month.

"I would urge upon your consideration
;
the importance of providing for

the execution of the culvert masonry yet undisposed of The prices now
allowed are not sufficient to induce responsible contractors to undertake it.

It is plain that one uniform price, ( as at present established, ) will not

meet the object. What may afford a fair remuneration in one locality, may
be entirely inadequate in others.

• While upon the subject of masonry, it may not be improper to remark
that the above observations, as to the inadequacy of the prices which have
been fixed as the standard on this part of the road, are applicable also to

the bridge masonry, but with much greater weight. Abutments which are

to sustain the pressure of an immense body of earth, and peirs subject to

severe shocks from flood-wood in time of freshets, should be built in the

most substantial and permanent manner. To effect this desirable object,

sufficent inducements should be held out to responsible men, who will ex-

ecute the work faithfully, and in accordance with their contracts.

" A large amount of masonry yet remains to be executed on this division.

That it will be greatly to the interest of the State to increase the rates of

peices fixed for this kind of work, and in proportion to the facilities for

procuring stone, lime, sand &c., I am firmly convinced."

^- .*
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Since the date of Mr. Caoipbell's report, the excavation of the western

approach to the tunnel through little Blue Ridge, has discovered at a dis-

tance of 200 feet from the entrance to the tunnel, a stratum of blue lime-

stone 10 feet above the grade line lying with such a dip as will pass above

the roof of the tunnel near its entrance. Present appearances in the exca-ir

vation of the approach, lead us to anticipate, that the tunnel will pass al*v.

most entirely through rock. The contractor is preparing to lay a tempo-Vv

rary track for the removal of the earth from the eastern approach, to form

the adjoining embankment. Iron rail, car wheels, spikes, etc., for this

purpose, with which the state is bound, by contract, to supply him, are now
in course of delivery ai the tunnel.

In reference to contracts for masonry, I would wish to impress you with

the importance of a good execution of this branch of construction. Econ-^"

omy is of course to be regarded, but not so strictly as to lose sight of the

advantages of permanency. The taste which governs the execution of

public works in our country, is not so refined as to demand much of the or-

namental in our structures. We may therefore discard, this object, and con-

fine ourselves to consideration of durability. This end cannot be attained,

without employing good material, and securing the services of good work-
men. I do not hesitate to say, that the standard of prices now fixed for

bridge masonry, is too low to encourage competent men to undertake and
execute faithfully, contracts of this kind. In these matters, excess of liber-

ality is less dangerous than unwise economy.
Before making a decision to adopt the Kyanizing process with the tim-

ber for our superstructure, it would be advisable to investigate the claims

of Dr. Earle's system of preserving wood. The short time that has elaps-

ed since his discovery of the process, has not afTorded a fair experience

concerning it. Experiments are now in progress, under the direction of

the general government, for testing its efficacy, by exposing timber thus

prepared, to artificial causes of decay. The cheapness of the materials

used, the sulphates of iron and copper, (the common green and blue vitrol

of commerce,) leads us to anticipate that it will be a cheaper mode of pre-

serving wood, than Mr. Kyan's process, in which corrosive sublimate, a
costly article, is employed. It certainly would be unwise in us not to avail

ourselves of scientific discoveries, applicable to our purposes, and we are

admonished by experience, of the great cost of renewals and repairs of

wooden superstructures, to adopt some means of diminishing this expense.

I would recommend the adoption of some process for preserving the timber

send in our bridges, as well as in the superstructure of our road.

As the time for making some decision respecting our future plans of

operation approaches, it is proper to bring to your consideration the neces-

sity of early action with regard to our superstructure. We shall require

about 1 1,000,000 feet board measure of timber, for a single track. The
'facilities afforded by the neighboring country for furnishing lumber, are SO

.extensive, and to avoid delay, preparation should be made for its delivery

sometime before it may be actually needed—moreover, the Byanizing pro-

cess requires the construction of suitable vats at convenient points along the

\line of the road. A contract for 1 1 Or 12,000 tons of iron will require

a long time for its fulfilment. In view of all these facts, an early consider-

ation of the subject is respectfully suggested.

While on the subject of preparing materials for our superstructure, I

would earnestly recommend to you that some engineer officer of our corps

be detailed for a mission to England, for the actual purchase of the iron

that will be required. The advantages of a thorough inspection of our

rails in the course of their manufac*"*^^ -'•e obvious. Moreover, we shall
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thus be enabled to avail ourselves of those improvements in details, of plans

for depots, ware houses, and in the arrangements for working roads, which

have been adopted in the public works of Great Britain. This plan would

also saue the usual heavy charges for commissions by the purchasing agents.

Our work has recently been struggling against financial embarrass-

ments. It needs no argument to prove that our present currency will not

answer our purposes under existing laws. The bonds of the State paid

to the contractors for work done are at a heavy discount. We must look

to the next legislature to remove this embarrassment. The present is an

important crisis in the affairs of our State. When, in 183G, Georgia

awoke from her inglorious lethargy, and issued her fiat; ' there shall be

a railroad communication to the valley of the Mississippi," the friends of

internal improvement, the friends of our country, warmly anticipated the

glorious results of energetic action. Were 50,000 square miles of territory

to be selected^from the map of the United States, as combining the great ad-

vantages of position with the elements of prosperity, the boundaries of the

selection would nearly coincide with the boundaries of Georgia. Occu-^

pying a salient angle of the continent with her fine navigable streams af^^

fording easy access to the Atlantic on one side, and the Gulfon the other

—

'>'

a main tributary of the mighty Mississippi almost touching her northern

border—an easy passage through her territory to avoid the dangerous cir-

cuit of Florida, in connecting the maratime transit from the east with the

whole coast of the gulf of Mexico—a connection with the great west in-

comparably easier than is afforded by the territory of any other State—rich

in resources richer in prospect—why should Georgia halt or hesitate in

her onward march to her proper station. We have reached the threshold

of success and their should be no faltering. The alternative is presented

to us of a retrogade movement to our old position of supine insignificance,

or the fruition of our high hopes of the prosperity of our country.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, Your obedient servant.

Jas. S. Williams, Chief Engineer.

Creation of Freight, by Low Rates.—[Frora the 6th report to the Brit-

ish Parliament.] Answer to Question No. 3843. I consider the present

rates on railroads excessive. Even 30s a ton, for the conveyance of our
glass, is double what it ought to be.

Question No. 2844. Do you state that with reference to the charges on
yourselves, or the excessive profit the railway company is making by the
charges ? Answer : I do not think they are making a profit by it. I think
it is a mistake. I think they would receive a much greater amount by
charging a much lower tonnage, than they do at present. 1 conceive that
it will be found and that all experience will prove, that there would be
an enormous increase of traffic, which does not at present exist, in conse-

quence of a reduction of the rates. I have considered, that we get no
goods from London, in consequence of the high rates. We use a large
quantity of brimstone and large quantities of various other articles, of
which, in consequence of the very high rates, along the canal and railroad,
we never think of inquiring the prices in London

;
and yet, London is

probably the best place perhaps, for purchasing such articles. Laro-e
quantities of those articles are imported into London, and we could often
get theiinf cheaper in London than in Liverpool. Some years ago, we
made communication to the Grand Junction canal company that we could
get chalk from Harefield, 16 miles from London, that cost us then 25s per
on. By making arrangements with the Grand Junction canal company
and other canals, we have got that article down to 12s per ton. The coo-
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sequence is, we use this article in our manufacture, and perhaps get 1500 -
,'

tons a year from Harefied, which would never have come at all, but for that

->.reduction. We should have otherwise used the limestone of our immedi-

ate neighborhood. The same with regard to sand. We used to gel that

from Lynn, which cost us 40s per ton. We afterwards got it from the

Isle of Wight at 30s per ton. It was found to exist on the line of the :

.

Grand Junction canal and instead of charging us at the usual rate of 16s

a ton, they charged us 2s 6d a ton. We thus got the cost reduced from

40s to 15s; and by that means, we are enable to carry on our manufac-

ture, and but for those low charges, our manufactory would probably have
no existence. Ours is the first house which has ever established a manu-
factory of window glass in that part of the kingdom. All the manufacto^

'

ries for articles of that description are on the coast. The efTect of these

reductions has been that the Grand Junction canal company have received

considerable sums for the transmission of those articles at very low rates,

whereas if they had kept up their rates, they would never have come on

their canals.

—

To the editor of the Daily Evening Transcript. Sir : Permit a stran-I

ger from the " far west" to express the peculiar satisfaction which the pe-

rusal of an article in your paper of yesterday—noticing the project of a

railroad from Boston to St. Louis—afforded one who has for some years

past taken a deep interest in the subject of a continuous line of steam com
munication from the extreme east to the remotest west of our magnificent

continent. It encourages a hope that b. portion at least, of the press of this

city of "steady habits" is not indisposed to extend its co-operation towards

advancing a western communication with points more remote than are cir-

cumscribed by the limits of your own State. In a short time, a continuous

line of railroad will have been completed from Boston to the eastern shore

of lake Michigan. This being done, o. direct \me of communication be-

tween Boston and the rich and flourishing Territories of Iowa 6nd Wis-
consin will have been completed—^excepting only a distance of 150 miles,

between lake Michigan and the Mississippi. Over this ground the gen-

eral government has commenced the survey and location of a railroad

;

and its friends are anxious that the work should not be retarded for want of ^ "

the influence which a favorable expression of regard on the part of those

most interested, would be calculated to produce. The question then re-

solves itself into this : " Does Boston sufficiently appreciate the importance

of a direct line of steam communication with fertile regions of the Upper
Mississippi, to aid her distant brethren in asking Congress to prosecute

without delay, that portion of the work (above referred to) lying within the

limits of the Territory of Wisconsin. Fearing I have already trespassed

too far upon your valuable space, I close for the present ; hoping that you
may deem my subject not unworthy some attention. I am sir, very Re- ;

spectfuUy, Your obedient servant. Iowa.
'

Our citizens are wide awake to the importance, in a national point of

view, as well as to themselves and to the millions of citizens on the long

line—of a continuous railroad communication from Boston to the far west. ^ '
,

They consider such an enterprise as worthy of the patronage of Congress. . . v

They accordingly, at the last session, caused a petition, signed by a mass .;,

of our active men, to be presented by J. Q,. Adams, requesting the grant of '^ ;v

public lands to aid in the enterprise, all along the long line. This -p^t-rff^..:-^^

tion like many others for purposes of national importance, was lost in the • :-;,^^^^-^^^^

fog of Presidential electioneering. We trust, however, that it will be ta-

ken up at an early day, and be treated as the best measure for the nation-

al defence, the carrying of the mails, the advancing the price of public

lands, and the advance of the morals and of the prosperiry of the country.
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From the proceediDgs of the annual meeting of the western railroad

• corporation^

FARE ON RAILROADS.
..
( i,;" < J;

^ The railroad system of Massachusetts is becoming daily of greater im-
portance. But few years have elapsed since the first feeble efforts were
made to establish the Worcester, road and many were the clouds which ob-

' scured its early prospects. Some predicted it could not resist a northern

winter; that it would be buried in the drifting snow ; that its cost would
vastly exceed the estimate, and the travel would not support it.

, That if

ever feasible, it was in advance of the age. At one period in its history, a
i' meeting was called to arrest its progress ; and there is no doubt, that many

of its most zealous advocates would have sold their dividends for three per
' cent, per annum. But the road was carried through and crowned with
': success. The enterprise has been followed by others, and new avenues

for trade are now diverging in every direction from Boston, overleapiog the

harries with which nature has shut out the trade of the interior^

and daily widening the circle of our commerce. On the one side we have
reached Taunton, Providence and Stonington, and are now pressing on
towards New Bedford, Fall River and Nantucket ; towns hitherto suppli-

ed by New York* On the other we have reached Worcester; are open*

inga new route through the manufacturing region of Connecticut, to Nor-
wich and New London, and from Worcester are rapidly approaching the

great and fertile valley of the Connecticut and the mighty west.

On the northi we are slowly progressing towards Concord, BarHngton
and Montreal. On the north-east, we are advancing towards Exeter, Do-
ver, Somersworth, Berwick, Rochester, Centre Harbor and Haverhill,

Coos and upper Vermont ; and on the east, beyond Salem, and towaids-

Newburyport, Portsmouth and Portland. - ' .

The railroads in this State, will, within a year froni this date, have ab-

sorbed a capital of eleven millions of dollars, and their united length will

be 300 miles. While we admire these Herculean undertakings, achieved
' in so brief a period by so small a State, with so great an outlay of capital

and so little foreign assistance, and while we congratulate ourselves that

they promise so good a return to the capitalist, and so great facilities to

travellers, it is well to pause for a moment and consider whether they have
answered all the expectations of the public, and are administered in a man-
ner most conducive to the interest of the stockholders. To the citizens of

Boston, this inquiry is particularly interesting, since its prosperity has be-

come in a great measure identified with these railroads. Not only are her

; citizens the principal stockholders, but these roads all converge towards

Boston, as a focal point, and there they are soon to connect with the line

of steam packets, about to be established between Boston and LievrpooL

When these roads were first contemplated, and the charters asked of the

'legislature, the public were promised, not only a rapid passage, but also a
; great redaction in the charges for freight and passage. Has the latter pro-

. mise been fulfiled :

; It is with regret that we answer this question in the negative. Before
* railroads were established, the usual charge for stage travelling in thia

Commonweahh, i?aried from 4 to 5 cents per mile. For this compensa-

tion, the driver called for the traveller at his residence, received his trunk

and left him at his hotel or dwelling at the end of the route. Several of

our leading railroads have made little or no reduction from this charge *

one of them, in particular, which has enjoyed a more liberal share of pub-
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lie patronage than it bids fair to receive in future, seems merely to have v

aimed at destroying all competition and rivalry by its despatch, without •

any calculation of the benefits it would confer upon the public, or the re-

munerating patronage it would receive, from a proper reduction.

1 do not hesitate to take the ground, that the present charges are too
'

high, both for the interest of the stockholders and the public. It is a gen- ;

.

eral principle, recognized by all intelligent statesmen, that the demand for ;

.'

luxuries increases more rapidly than the cost declines, when the reduction

of price occurs. The aggregate value of the sugar, and tea and coffe, sold
,

•

in England at a low price, greatly exceds the value of the same article* ;

sold in the same market, when higher prices ruled.

Cheap amusements are the order of the day. At this moment, an asso-

f

elation is forming in London, to build a concert room to accommodate
;

8,000 persons, at a shilling each, with a veiw to profit ; and while oar own "

'

concert rooms are nearly empty at a charge of a dollar, we see every week
more than 10,000 people attending our music upon the common. Loco- *

motion is the favorite recreation of Americans, and a healthful, innocent,

and improving amusement. It is a recreation equally acceptable to the '

rich and the poor, and which all will enjoy in proportion to their ability .r ;

In a country where families increase so rapidly as in ours, and were the.,; .

growth of new villages, and cities, and manufactories, call the sons and .

daughters from the paternal home, the claims of kindred induce travelling* y

and the oppressive heat of summer attracts crowds from the cities into the

interior, whose visits are retuned during other seasons of the year.

To illustrate the fondness for locomotion, and the degree to which it pre- , ,.

vails, where the price permits, it is merely necessary to advert to the fact, ;

that on the 4th of July last, 7000 people passed over the Eastern Railroad, _

at an average charge of 43 cents each, and 2000 made an excursion to ,

Nahant, with music, in a single steamer, at a charge of 25 cents each way.

Or we might instance the lines of omnibuses to Roxbury, whose low rates

haves increased the travel at least a thousand per cent. Travelling, then,

with us, is both a luxury and necessary, and must be progressive as the

price declines. It is observed,that, in this country, great equality of condi-V ; ,

tion prevails, and the income of the farmer and the artisan falls but little C; a

short of the receipt of the the professions. All classes travel more or less
J
-^

and as travelling is reduced so that it shall cease to be an expensive luxury, ... -:':

they will resort to this pleasing excitement in preference to all others. The ' v
.:

expeiment of low fares has been successfully tried iu Belgium, by the go- "
\

vernment of that country, a rate has been adopted averaging I cent to 1^
cents per mile, and the result is an increase of many hundred per cent. In

Belgium, some clases of passengers are carried at the rate of eight mills 'v
.

per mile, and by the publication of the.Chevalier de Gerstner, it appears, ,:>
that these low rates furnish a fair income to the State, although the cost of ^

•

the Belgium roads is double that of the agerage of American railroads, l,

and the cost of sending a train over them is at least equal to the cost of a "'

train moving over our own railroads. Instead of adopting the liberal and :r
enlightened policy of Belgium, the directors of our roads seem to have in 'v

most instances, aimed at extracting as much as possible from each passen- ^'

ger;—to have supposed they have done all that was politic or advisable, ;:\;

if they have put down the competition of the stage and the baggage wagon
; /-^

to have gone upon the assumption, that they have accomplished every thing, /-I

if they have received the existing travel, and the gain incident to increased

speed, without taking at all into account, the vast travel they might call

into existence by a reduced rate of fare, or the attendant benefits they might
confer upon Boston and the State.
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Our readers are aware doubtless of the amount of damage to

public works by the late severe freshet, which has spread destruci-*

;

tion over a greater extent of country than any like disaster formany
years. Bridges without number have been destroyed, and several

canals have suffered severely, but none so itiuch as the Lehigh ca-

nal. The embankment at the dam of the Croton aqueduct has been

swept away to ar considerable extent, and the disaster in that vicini-

ty, besides the immense destruction of property, was accompanied
"

by loss of life. It is not our intention to enter into a detail of these

misfortunes—for the present we desire simpl}^ to draw attention to

one particular topic connected with them, from which instruction

may be drawn.

In all freshets, avid particularly in that \Vhich has so lately taken

place, it will be found that while the severest loss has been in bridg-

es, these structures themselves have very greatly increased the

damage to other property besides destroying other bridges. The

reason of this is obvious enough. In a narrow gorge an ordinary

bridge, with its piers, soon forms with the ice and drift wood, a

dam which restrains the flood only until it has reached a suflicient

height to sweep every obstacle before it, and then rushing on with

the accumulated fragments of mills, houses, bridges, etc., to the next

obstruction. The same process is repeated until nothing can re-

sist its fury. •...;.;; ... ^-.- ^ ,\.;::;:'.:.: .:
_

'

- We need hardly say, that in all such situations we would recom- ;

mend the erection of wire suspension bridges—^m most cases the

cheapest that can be built—offering no obstruction to the flood, and

frequently aflbrding superior accommodation by crossing at a

; height impracticable in any other form of bridge. The action of
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ice, at all times unfavorable to ordinary bridges, is almost certain

destruction whenever its removal is accompanied by freshets. We
had occasion last year to call the attention of our readers to the

damage sustained by this cause, and to recommend the same reme-

dy we now propose.

We can only account for the slow introduction of the more im-

proved form of suspension bridge, by the want of popular informa-

tion. The members of the profession are well acquainted with the

advantages of this form of construction, having the experience of

the European engineers before their eyes. The suspension bridge,

although attempted at an early date in this country, has found but

few admirers in its present highly perfected state, and it is now the

duty of engineers to urge the attention of those interested, to the best

models.

We could not do justice to this subject without advising our rea-

ders to turn to the papers of Mr* Ellet, who has done more thaa

any one else to spread information likely to be useful throughout

the country. We hope he will not lose the present opportunity ta

press the matter in the public prints.

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.

THE MOTION OP BODIES ON C JRVED INCLINED PLANES, AND THE CON-
TROVERSY, PENDING ON THE " THEORY OF THE CRANK," SET-
TLED.

The Theory of the Crank, as offered by " Fulton," and his objec-

tions to my demonstration, which has been the cause of a series of
arguments in the Journal, has induced me to investigate the motion-

of bodies on curved inclined planes more attentively than I have

done before, in order to arrive if possible, at a conclusion, which

when applied to the crank motion, would, from the close analogy of

the two cases, bring the matter in dispute to a satisfactory issue.

'

The following demonstration to that effect has forced itself upoa
me as correct..

L..'.

Suppose ab Cj represent a series of inclines, meeting at 5, c, and
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P, a rolling body, arrived at C, The direction of the body P will

then be changed from c btob a, ;
.v'

If the direction of the plane c b was not changed, but continued

by b e, the moving force of the body P, and which may also be de-

signated by P, would continue in an accelerated proportion ac-

cording to the laws of gravitation.

Let the force, with which the body would continue upon the

plane b a, be represented by the line b e, itself, then we can, by form-

ing the parallelogram of forces &, d, e, /, resolve this force into the

two forces b d, vertical to the plane b d, and b f, in the direction of

the plane 6 a. x.. =. i^-

It is evident, that the force b d, will have no influence upon the

motion of the body P, in the direction of the plane b «, and that all

the force, left for the motion of the body in that direction, is repre-

sented by the line & /*.
.

b f, being less than b e, we see that a loss of power is occurred by
the transition of P, from the plane c 6, to the plane b a, and that thij

loss is representented by the vertical b d. ^ ''A^ --':
/(.

'i': Let us denote the angle a 6 c, by x , ^

^;' The force b e, by P,
' The force b /, with which the body will move over b a, be mark*

ed Ft then will be , r=P.cos oc.

Now let us suppose, the two straight planes b c, and b a, instead of

meeting at an angle at 6, be connected by a curved incline, h gy to

which the two planes b c, and b fl, form tangents. Then the angle

h gb, which here takes the place of x , is reduced to nought ; and as

r. F=P. cos X
and the cosine of nought is equal to the radius, which is here assum-

ed to be 1, we get F=P. ' . ;.

Therefore the force F, with which the body begins to move over

the curve g A, is not diminished and equal to the power it had at-

tained when arrived at g. . X>iV

;••,••*
v. •-•;.; \
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And from this, I am obliged to acknowledge as a general princi-

ple : " That there is no loss of power attended with the motion on

curved inclines." .
,

And from the close analogy, which exists between this case and

the motion of bodies in curved lines generally. I also admit as a gen-

eral law :
" That no loss of power is sustained by the change from

a straight into a rotary motion, or any other curved motion, leaving

friction and all other considerations out of view." j
^ . . .

^^

The same principle applied to the crank I do likewise admit, " that

there can be no loss of power connected with the use of the crank,

arising from its circular motion."

Although I can, as yet, not altogether reconcile my views to " Ful-

tonV* demonstration, and to his last remarks, in reply to me, I feel

still bound to say, that I consider myself indebted to the calm and

methodical reasoning of that gentleman^ for the conclusion I have

now arrived at.
•

.v I

John A. Roebling, Civil Engineer,

Harrisburgf December 1840.

For the American Rrailroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.

MAGNETIC MERIDIAN.

A book has been recently published which is entitled " The Ar^

chitecture of the Heavens," and in which the author, who appears

to have been competent for the task, has collected many of the tel-

escopic observations of the Herschels and of other eminent astrono-

mers upon the regions above us ; and, among other things, we are

told in the volume in question, that the telescope bringsJo view

' w«4 r^- •
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many large and somewhat globate masses of matter in the space

around us which appear to be in a very rare state ; and such is sup-

posed by men like the great Laplace, to have been the original con-

dition of all the bodies of the solar system. The matter of which

the earth consists, for instance, is supposed by the most judicious

physicians of the age, as appears from their publications, to have

been once extended even beyond the orbit of the moon ; and to

have been gradually condensed to its present dimensions. During

this condensation latent caloric was evolved from the matter of

which we are speaking, and thus rendered free ; and in this latter

state, it is supposed to exist now, to a great amount in the interior

of the earth ; so as to have long since transformed, and to keep the

whole in a state of fusion ; and, it may be remarked in passing, that,

according to this theory, mudh of the external crust of the earth

which js called secondary, never became hot enough to be wholly .

melted, and is consequently, in reality of a. primary character.

Another remark we have to make by way of introducing our

principal subject is, that the circumstance that the rotation of the

earth changes the position of the masses of iron near the poles or

extremities of its axes but little, while it changes that of those in the

vicinity of its equator very much, is a sufficient reason why the

magnetic needle should lie as w^e find it to do, and not in an east-

wardly and westwardly direction.

Suppose the.matter of the earth to have once extended to the cir-

cle at a in the accompanying diagram ; and that the particle, at a

moved to b in the time of one hour. Let it settle, in consequence

of condensation to c, and it would tend to move the same distance,

and even a little further, though that circumstance needs not to be

taken into consideration now, to d in the same time. Or, in other

words, its tendency to preserve its real velocity would increase its

angular one, and that increased angular motion it would communi-

cate in part to what we shall suppose to be melted matter at e ; but,

from that matter it would soon break, and leave the same behind it

in its motion upon the common axis. . / >;^ : ^^^: . v

Again, the matter at e would cool to solidity and contract enough

to enable it to move faster than would the nucle w, within it, but not

enough we may properly suppose, to cause it to move even so fast

as does the coat or envelope c, which surrounds it. And something

like this we do actually observe in the concentric rings of the planet

. Saturn ; and, if a segment were cut from each polar region of the

earth by a plane passing at right angles to its axis, the remainder

would probably exhibit to a distant spectator the same appearance

which Saturn now does. 7 ;v

^"^^-^
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We have further to remark before coming to the point at which

we are aiming that from the 19th volume of the Franklin Journal of

Science, page 231, it appears that iron at a red heat has no effect

upon the magnetic needle ; and, consequently, in the case before us

we must pay no attention to the melted mass which constitutes

the nucle n though we may observe in passing that it will be sub-

ject to the same tides as are the fluids upon the earth's surface ; and

those tides will probably rub occasionally against the rough por-

tions upon the interior surface of the coat £, which surrounds them

;

and furthermore the rough portion upon the exterior surface of the

same coat €, may come occasionally in contact with those of the in-

terior surface of the coat c, which lies above it ; and thus electricity

may be developed ; and possibly^ this may be the cause of the polar

auroras, as well as of the chemical or electric action, which endoge-

ologisis are inclined to think gives rise to the metalic veins that

are found in the earth. ^' * ^

. Furthermore we have to remark that the metals in the interior of

the earth are prcbaUy so mixed together, that the whole mass is

equally fused, though when they cool down to a certain temperature

a chemical or electric action takes ^\^ce perhaps, and separates them

into crystals or veins ; and thus, in my humble opinion, we can im-

agine something correctly respecting the formation of granite and

other primitive rocks. •
; ( - i - ^ .

The figures 1 , 2, 3, 4, etc., in the diagram already referred to, in-

dicate masses of iron in the northern portion, suppose for the mo-

ment of the coats c and e ; and the resultant of these attractions

gives to the magnetic needle a certain direction, we suppose for eve-

ry different point upon the earth ; but soon their relative position

is changed, as 1 and 2, in the coat c, move faster than do 3 and 4 in

the coat e ; and this will give to the magnetic meridian of any place,

as we actually find to be true, sometimes a westwardly, and then

again an eastwardly declination. That is, when 3 and 4 are above

the horizon'bf an observer at the equator, their motion will be vela-

lively westwardly ; and consequently, the northern portion of his

magnetic meridian, if it is not counteracted by a southern influence,

will decline to the west ; but when they are below his horizon,

which may be some hundreds of years afterward, i\iQ\T relative mo-

tion will be eastwardly ; and the same portion of his magnetic me-,

ridian not being counteracted as above mentioned, will decline to

\)[iQ east.
- '""^X: ". -'^i^-v-'S-^^ ::-;/;.:•.:.

J:- ^v » ^.

It is well settled by observations, the particulars of which arc

recorded in our scientific journals, that the resultant of attraction

\

5*1
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above mentioned, is not the same geographical point for all, and

perhaps not, unless accidentally, for any two places upon the earth.

That is, suppose the figure before us to be a direct or orthographic

perspective projection of the northern or southern hemisphere, n be-

ing the pole, the concentric circles, parallels of latitude, and the line

f g n, a. part of a meridian. If the needle at /, points to g, the same

at h or kf would not point there, as indicated by the dotted lines,

but perhaps in the direction /i I, and A w*

, According to this theory the variation of the magnetic meridian

of any place upon the earth will be periodic ; but it does not thence

follow that it will be uniform ; nor does it follow for a certainty

perhaps, that we shall ever ascertain how much faster the coat Cr

moves than does the coat c, or the nucle n, upon the common axis.

At any rate, it is easy to imagine many formidable difficulties that

would be likely to present themselves to such an inquiry. . .,

The polar auroras have an obvious influence, as appears from the

testimony of many observers upon the magnetic needle ; and be-

yond this we know quite as little about them as we do of the trains

of comets, and that is well known to be little enough. Professor

Twining gives us, in the 32d volume of the American Journal of

Science, some reasons for supposing them to be much higher than

is the atmosphere which surrounds the earth ; but this needs con-

firmation. The fact is, they appear to be something like the rain-

bow, identical to no two individuals. Perhaps the phenomeny in

question may prove to be electricity emenating in a certain man-
ner from the earth, and evolving light pursuant to some law in the

higher regions of the atmosphere above us. Brewster, the great

optician, says, according to the 34th volume of the American Jour-

nal of Science, that the light in question does not appear to be re-

fleeted but rcdlatedy or emitted to us.

Since penning the above I find in Hutton's Mathematical Dic-

tionary that the opinion of Dr. Halley respecting the variation of

the magnetic meridian are very similar to mine ; and would have

been doubtless identical with it, had he taken into consideration as

I have done, the opinion now prevalent respecting the history and

^jM*esent state of the earth, > ' f
f

'

,-^._\: ... \

' Oliver Smith.

THREE GREAT LINES OF RAILWAYS, EXTENDING FROM THE CITY OF
NEW YORK, TO THE UPPER LAKES,

In the absence of a more full description of the three main lines

of railways to the upper lakes, with a fourth branching off at Syra-

cuse by Oswego, lake Ontario, and the Welland canal to lake Erie^
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the followinghasty sketch is given of the enviable portion of(he OAif

of New York, to maintain her commercial supremacy. , / ; r

This is exhibited, and strongly illustrated in the profiles of the

routes and distances from this city. :

j

:
^ ^

From New York, by Philadelphia to lake Erie, k f 534 miles.

From the same by Piermont to Dunkirk,on lake Erie, 484 "

Ditto by the way of Albany, to Buffalo 470 "

Ditto Ditto to Oswego ^ 315 "

Since we have perfected a continuous line of railway from Jer-

sey city by Trenton to Philadelphia, over nearly level ground, it is

ascertained, that with the advantage of a large passenger business,

and a goodedge raiZt/;^?/—merchandize may be transported so cheap,

as to make New York the seaport of Philadelphia—certainly for

the importation of valuable merchandize^ *

It will be perceived, that the position assumed by Mr N. Biddle,

at the State convention at Williamsport in 1838, " That PhiladeU

phia is 100 miles nearer to tide waters, from the upper lakes, then the

city of New York" is not correct. This statement, however, was

made at the period when judge Wright's first survey stated the dis-

tance from lake Erie, to Tappan at 483 miles, and to the city hall

508 miles. The distance has since been reduced, 25 miles, also the

grades, and inclined planes dispensed with. From the city hall ta

Dunkirk, as survey of E. F. Johnson, is 484 miles/ /' ^ "
^'i

Since a continuous line of railway from Jersey City, by Brufts-*

wick and Trenton to Philadelphia has been completed, with the

prospect of its being continued to the village of Erie, by Sunbury

and the Clarion summit, it is safe to assume, that the best market

for the products of Pennsylvania, will be found in the city of

New York, and the best outlet to and from the ocean, for at least

four months in the year, will be through the narrows, at New York.

Not so with the line of railways extending from Boston, by Albany

to Buffalo^ The city of New York, without a continuous line of

railways to Albany and Troy, constructed within the limits of our

State and jurisdiction, and under one charter, will have less to boast

of, than will the statesmen of Massachusetts in their western rail-

road. They will have a road less in distance from Boston to the

upper lakes, than the boasted hne of Pennsylvania.
i ;

Heretofore there has been a singular delusion that has engrossed

the minds of a large proportion of the citizens of New York, in

relation to the Erie, or southern railroad. It has been presented to

th^ public, as being of the first consequence to the city of New
York, to secure the entire western trade, to " compete with Penn-
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sylvania" while the competition with Boston has been lost sight of

entirely. It has only been brought to our consideration, since Bos-

ton enterprize has borrowed the Dutch bonds of Albany, and pur-

chased their charter, to complete their Western railroad from West
stockbridge, to the outlet of the Erie canal. A road, (as Mr. E.

H. Derby of Boston, observed, from the steps of our Capitol,) " that

will bring Albany within ten hours of Boston, and miU virtually make
it a sea port on the Atlantic.^* ^

We contend that the subject of reaching the upper lakes by the

most direct route, has not been properly considered by our citizens.

We admit that the construction of the New York and Erie railroad

is of the first importance to people a fertile tract of country, through

which it runs, and to connect us with the coal and iron districts of

Pennsylvania. These reasons, should be urged by its friends, for

its construction.
,
A glance, however, at the profile of this road,

with its numerous summits, sharp grades, and it* termination, 25

miles fi'om this city, on the loest side of the Hudson, will make it a

mixed line, by railway and steamboats, and of course expensive.

This will probably preclude its competing with the line from the

village of Erie by Sunbury to Philadelphia, and from thence to

New York. It certainly cannot compete with the more favored -

line from the centre of this city by Albany to Buffalo with a dis-

tance of only 470 miles, and easy grades, much less with the route

by Syracuse and Oswego to lake Ontario. The distance on this

line is only 168 miles, from the lakes to tide waters, or 315 from

Oswego to the city hall. This line has advantages, that must defy

all competition when its advantages are developed by the construc-

tion of 35 miles of railroad from Syracuse to Oswego.

This route must share largely with Buffalo in the western trade.

For all practical purposes, ^^the trade of the up)pcr lakes is now let

down into lake Ontario'* by the Welland canal. -

'

It will be perceived, that by the Ontario route there will be a

savino- of about l50 miles in tolls and transportation, and a greater

u^e of natural waters, after the goods are shipped. With this ad-

vantage, there cannot be a question but that the city of New York

can successfully compete with Philadelphia for the western trade,

and offer a more certain market for the sale of western produce. ^

Without the prompt construction of permanent railway from

this city to Albany, equal to that constructing by the citizens of

Massachusetts, from Boston to, the outlet of the western trade,

through the valley of the Mohawk by Albany, it is evident, that a

large portion of our present trade will be diverted from us. We
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have more to fear from eastern enterprize, sinee the advantageous

introduction of railways, than is admitted by 6ur citizens, who de-

pend on river transportation, to compete with our neighbors.

J ^ -s r*
'

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.

In the structure of the Croton aqueduct there are some arches

which are elliptic while the rest are circular ones ; and the latter

have about one-fourth more of weighjt upon their hances than the

fomer have ; and yet, according to the reasoning of some, they are

6o«Ajust right!!! ;
i

• ..-i ;-;•>
Did you ever hear, candid reader, of such ridiculous rigmarole

before ? The arch of equilibration is no arch of equilibration at all,

while the elliptic and circular ones, though differing about one-

quarter the one from the other, are hoth, it is contended, exactly

correct ! To be serious, would it not be advisable to put such rea-

soners into a straight jacket,- and send them to the lunatic asylum X

Perhaps you will ask me what I expect to gain by such articles

as this, and the one in the last number of this Journal, respecting the

Croton aqueduct ? Sir—^I shall gain this :—^I shall vindicate the sci-

entific honor of my country, I shall defend the mathematicians of

this vicinity from the imputation of being ignorant of this subject';

and we have Adrain, Strong, Gill, Anderson, Ward, O'Shanessey,*

and others of no inconsiderable eminence, within 15 miles around

us. I shall give the Aragos, the Youngs and the Ivories of Europe

to understand that we know something, and perhaps as much as they

do, of the properties of curved lines ; and that the genius of Amer-
ican science did not die with our revered Bowditch. In short, I

shall show to the world, that if the worst of all arches must be

adopted in the aqueduct bridge which is now being erected over the

Harlem river, the reason is not that we have not among us our full

proportion of individuals who know how to construct the proper

ones. This I am sure of gaining, and perhaps it will be all that I

shall be able to accomplish in this case ; and even this, insignificant

as it may appear to some, will be in my estimation, " glory enough''

for one little eflfort. ^; .
t : :

'

It must be borne in mind that the mathematicians of this vicinity

•will not interfere in this case unless they are properly called upon

to do so. I requested the American Institute to give this call, and

they promptly, and doubtless very justly, voted that it would not be

proper for them, being as they] are, not a scientific institution, to

do so. The same request I have made to the Mechanics* Institute

of this city, and expect the same answer from them. Supported
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by a considerable number among the first characters here, I

; have petitioned the common council of this city to take the opinion

of some of our eminent mathematicians upon the subject before us,

and report thereon, in order that the public as well as their honora-

ble body may be enabled to act understand ingly in any further

steps which may be thought proper in the premises ; and several in-

dividuals of both boards, and of both political parties, have assured

me that they shall be decidedly in favor of doing so.

Gentlemen of the common cduncil of our city—you will bear in

mind' that I cannot appear before your body to give explanations,

and must therefore give them in this way, if I give them at all. You
must be aware that you are not presumed to be judges of this sub-

ject yourselves, and that, consequently, it is not your opinion which

is asked respecting it. Give us the opinion of those who are know^n

to be so, and then the public can do in this case as they please ;

and if they find occasion to apply to our State legislature for per-

mission to have arches different from those which are intended to

I

be erected in the structure in question they can do so. But you

must be fully sensible, gentlemen, that no such application would be

of any avail without your concurrence ; and shall it be said, during

all future ages, that our common council for 1840-1, refused so small

a request, supported as it is known to be, by many of our most re-

spectable citizens ? Bear in mind that this opinion will cost the

city nothing. I know what it will be, in case it is taken ; and I wish it

laid before the public officially and formally so that the authors of

it may consider themselves responsible for it to posterity as well as

to their cotemporaries. The work in question w^ill be always more

or less criticised by individuals from all countries ; and the fact,

whether the constructors did or did not understand the properties

of an arch, will be obvious to the scientific observer ; and the same

pen w^hich records that fact will be very likely to learn either from

tradition or written documents, the success of this application. So

that the common council of the city of New York for 1840-41 are

in the way, at least, of having their names immortalized, either for

refusing to give, or for actually giving to science affair hearing.

Yes, the remotest posterity, being probably enabled^to single them

out by means of this very circumstance, will look back upoji them

with either contempt or respect. And can an individual of that

body hesitate for a moment in choosing which of these he will have

his memory to meet ? V^.
^ ^ ^ "

A copy of this article will be $ent to each of the gentlemen who

have been here mentioned ; and it is presumed that, acquiescing in the
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demonstration under consideration, he will perceive no occasion to

object to the liberty here taken with his name. Should any one,

however, whether among them or not so, be of the opinion that the

equilibrated arch is not what it purports to be, it is hoped he will

give his objections in this Journal, and they shall be properly an-

sw^ered. Neither the writer in the New Edinburgh Encyclopedia

who was referred to in my other article of which I have herein

spoken, nor Mr. Robison in the Encyclopedia Britanica, whose di-

rections the engineers appear to be following in the case before us,

gives any reasons for his wholesale remark in effect, that modern

science claims more in this case than is due to her ; but besides

their gross blunders in quoting the analysis which obtains the intrade

when the extrade is given, they make assertions, both of them, in

regard to equilibrating a given arch by the synthetic method, which

are very far, as I can point out to any competent judge of the sub-

ject, from being correct. I

But what do you mean, it may be still asked, by equilibrating an

arch ? I mean, placing the vousoirs so that the line of thrust, com-

mencing at the crown or key stone, will pass from one to another,

and thus fall upon the spring or top of the pier. Such is not the

case in regard to any arch in the structure of the Croton aqueduct

;

but in all of them, the line in question runs above the vousoirs and

top of the pier into the loose masonry or, perhaps, loose earth,

where no provision is made for it. and consequently, it is merely

by accident that those arches stand. The vousoirs, so far as the

thrust is concerned, are entirely useless, and might be removed,

provided they were placed upon the top, so as to give the same pres-

sure downward which they now do. Whatever they effect, is due,

not to their form and position, as the case should be, but solely to

the stiffness of the material of which they consist. Do you ask, who
says so ? My answer is, I will convict any one who does not say so,

the individual himself being judge, of a total ignorance of the sub-

ject. Give us the investigation here requested. It shall cost the

city nothing ; and the arches that will be thus agreed upon for the

Harlem bridge, will contain less masonry and consequently be less

expensive than would the ones which are now for that purpose in-

tended, and be as much stronger than they would be as a perfect

arch is stronger than is a mere pile of stones and of earth that are
thrown indiscriminately together., ^, :\:. ^,. ^^

Now look for a moment at the progress of science. Descartes
^rst applied equations to curves. Dr. Hook suggested the catenary

as an equilibrated arch of the simplest character. Newton, and a

, ^
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few years after him; and independently of liim, Leibniz discovered

the calculus. Simpson, and perhaps some others before him, ap-

plied that mode of analysis to the equilibration of an arch ; and the

universality of that application was completed about fifty years

since by Hutton, and it remains for us, not only to apply the prin-

ciples thus developed to given cases, but to defend them, and show

the objector that he does not understand the subject.

V Oliver Smith.

FARE ON RAILROADS.
,

(Continued from page 64.) ^ '
"-

. -

Is my assumption correct, that the present rates are too high both for

the interests of the stockholders and the public? I will endeavor to show
that it is capable of demonstration. The eastern railroad is a case in point.

This road has been in operation nearly a year. Its cost has much ex-

ceeded the average cost of roads, and as it runs along the seaboard, lis prin-

cipal dependence must be on passengers
;
yet the directors have boldly

tried the experiment of a low rate of fare, and have tried it with complete
success. The ratio of increase has been vastly greater than any route;

and singular as itrnay appear, the passengers who weekly enter the city

by this eastern road, exceed in number those who enter by all the] other

railroads. And this road, with little or no income from freight, with an
expensive ferry, is already earning more than ten per cent, per annum.
What is the cause of this immense travel, this wonderful increase ? It

must be ascribed to the reduced rate of charge; and so well persuaded of

this fact are the intelligent directors of the road, that they have a further

reduction in serious contemplation, and the public need not be surprised if

they soon lower the cliarge to Salem to 25 cents. What will those old
gentlemen say to this who predicted at the ©pening of the road the rate

. would rise to a dollar ? They must feel they were a little behind the aee.
There is one prevalent mistake upon these subjects. Men reason from ex-
perience in stagecoaches, not in railroads; the latter are nt)veliies in

which few have had experience. Now it is susceptible of proof that no
stage coach carrying passengers and their trunks any considerable dis-

tannce, can live at a charge less than three cents per mile; but a railroad

whose trains shall average two hundred passengers, may pay its expenses
at a charge of half a cent per mile, it having been well ascertained by the
Chevalier de Gerstner, in his recent tour through the United States, that
the cost of sending a train over a railroad is the same throughout Belgium
and the United States, viz., $1 per mile, and a single train can easily
transport two hundred passengers. It may be assumed, therefore, that a
railroad which can command 200 passengers to a train, may transport
them 100 miles at an expense of 50 cents each, and in such cases may car-
ry them without loss at one-sixth part of the expense of each to to a stage
coach. This difference allows great leeway for a reduction from the stao-e

.
coach rate, and it is apparent that a road may prove profitable in a popu-
lous country at the low rate of a cent per mile ; and as there is «carcely
any limit to the capacity of a railway for transporting passengers, it follows
of course that a population sufHcient in numbers and wealth to supply tra-

^ vellers, is all that is requisite to insure the success of a railway at a very
low rate of fare. I would not advocate, in the present state of our popula-
iion, the adoption of this extreme low rate, but I would contend that three
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cents per mile should be the highest charge upon any of the railways of

Massachusetts, and that this rate should be occasionally reduced when we
are to compete with our sister States on nearly equal terms for the trade of
the interior. But it may be said that the Providence road, with high char-

ges.has thus far made the highest dividends. This is true, but it does not

affect the truth of my position, for its success is obviously ascribable to

other causes. It has derived an immense patronage from the steamboat
competion on the Sound. It is at present the only feasible route between
New York and Boston. Its supply of passengers to and from New York

^is water borne through the Sound at a charge varying from 3-4ths of a
cent to 2 1-4 cents per mile, and accomplishing the principal part of the

distance at a low rate, they reluctantly pay the extra tax of the Providence
road ; but this high rate invites competition, and has conduced wonderfully to

the building of the Norwich road
; and the opening of the latter must soon

reduce the rate, or leave the Providence road a beggarly account of empty .

cars. The Providence road will then, if it reduces, hold a divided empire
over the New York travel, securing of course a considerable proportion of

it, as it is most direct ; but it will find in this very reduction a new scource of

imcome in the general increase of travel. Let the rate between Boston and
Providence be reduced, as it should be, to $1,25 for passage, and the charge
for freight reduced to $2 1-2 per ton, about the rate now charged by the,

Lowell road, and the reduction will produce a wonderful accession of, pat-

ronage; the local travel along the route and between the terminii will won-.,

derfully increase. When the Providence trader can come to Boston and
;^

buy his goods at less expense of time and money at New York, he will,'

come often, will buy large quantities of merchandize here, and send it home
over the road, which he is deterred from doing now by the high rate of.

charges. At present he can send his goods from New York to Provi-

dence, 180 miles, for less than one half the price charged for 43 miles only

on the Providence road
;
and who sees a Providence customer in Boston ?

This road, for the purposes of commerce, has thus far been of little or no
service to Boston, and one may almost imagine he can see a New York
influence in its management ; for the New Yorker, in his private specula-

tions, keeps constantly in view the prosperity of the city he inhabits.

What bearing has the history of the Worcester road upon this subject? v

The Directors originally put the fare at $1 50, and subsequently, at a pe-

riod of great depression, raised the rate to $2. A little experience has .

shown that they gained nothing by the advance. Many were deterred from

travelling; stages bifjjm to interfere with the road, and not a few of the

early friends and patrons of the road became disaffected ; and the result has

been that the directd^s have recently found it the wisest policy to recede lo

the original rate ; and e%n this will be found too high* when the Western

road shall connect it with those great channels of travel, the valley of the

Connecticut and the Mohawk. Thus far this road has come in contact

with a sparse population only ;
it will soon reach too of the great arteries

of travel, and it will depend in a great measure upon the directors of the

Worcester and Western road, whether this travel shall be directed to

Boston.

The rates of freight differ upon our several roads
;
upon the Lowell and

Worcester roads they are lowest, viz : on the Lowell a little less and on

the Worcester a little over 8 cents per ton a mile; on the Providence as

high as twelve cents per ton a mile, or fifty per cent, more than the

Lowell, and Worcester, beside an extra charge on many specific articles
;

this operates as a heavy tax on the transit of merchandize, and materially

checks the transportation upon the road. But it may be urged railroads
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derive their principal profit from passengers, they can make little or noth-

. ing upon freight . To a certain extent this may be true . If the charges*

are so nigh that little is forwarded, and a train capable of carrying 100 tons,

is daily sent over the road with 20 or 30 only, liitle profit can be made, as

the expense of the train is not materially diminished by the reduction of

the quantity, except with respect to the charges of lading, unlading, and
-weighing. •-''t^- v '^-- -'"^

-f
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On the Lowell road full trains arc sent evry day over the road and, it

has almost entirely superseded the canal. It may be inferred, from there-

cent reports to the Legislature, that the' entire expense of transportin a

ton over this road does not exceed 82 cents, and as the expense of weighing,

] lading and unlading and delivery, may be estimated at 37^ cents per ton,

the actual cost of transportation cannot much exceed 45 cents per ton, and

possbly is less. Thus conducted, the road derives a net profit of about

$50,000 a year from its freight, a large part of its income, materially ac-

' commodsting the public and greatly enlarging its own revenue. Suppos-

ing the rate of expense to be the same on the Providence road, the actual

cost of sending a full train of merchandize over the road, would be about

$1 06 per ton, and a charge of $2 40 per ton, which is the steamboat charge

from New York to Providence, nearly 200 miles, would afford a liberal

return. It is estimated now, that not one-fifth of the merchandize passing

between Boston and New York, goes over this road ; a large proportion of

the traffic between Canton and the various towns on the route and the sea-

board, is conducted by wagons, and the present charges must operate nearly

as an interdict on the trade between Boston, Providence, and Taunton. The
latter towns receive iheir supplies by water much cheaper from New York
than Boston, and when the New Bedford road is opened, her position will

V be similar. Let the rate be reduced at least one half, and an active and bust-

ling commerce must spring up between these flourishing towns, a great

accession of freight be received by the road, and this collateral benefit

gained, that every ton of freight will secure additional passengers. Thus
. far the Worcester road has had an apology for charging as above because

; no sufficient return freights offer at Worcester. While the ascending

trains average 48 tons, the descending trains bring but 12 back, the cost of

transportation is ofcourse enhanced. When the road leaches Springfield,

a low rate for descending produce and goods will doubtless command fulJ

trains, and a proportionate reduction may be made. An average charge of

: $4 or $5 per tan from Boston to Springfield, will be proportionate to the

sum indicated fftrnke- Providence road, and it is to be hoped that this or a
^ lower rate will be ad'd^^d.

The great Western road«of Massachusetts rapidly approaches comple-
tion. Within six weeks it will Jbe opened to Springfield, and the fertile

; and extensive valley of the Connecticut will at length find an eastren out-

.; let. The ensuing year will witness the completion of this road to the
Hudson, its connexion with the railways and canals of New York, and it

may sifely be predicted, that within the year 1841, the traveller and the
mail will pass from Boston to Detroit within sixty hours. The importance
of this road, is, and has been appreciated by the public, and deep solicitude

has been felt for its success. All doubts as to its completion seem now to

be dispelled
;
the persevering spirit of its originators, the liberal aid of

. the State and the judicious management by the directors of their scrip in
- London, insure its successfuU progress. >v ^: : :

j-

Neither can any doubt remain as to the wonderful despatch it will give
> both to travel and trade. The question which now arises, is not whether it

shall be finished, but how it shall be made most available to the shareholder
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aOd the public. The management of the road, when finished, is full as im*
portant as itsconstrnction. In vain will the millions invested in this costly

enterprise have been expended, if the charges shall be such as to prevent or
materially restrict iis use.

There is a community of interest between the entire State and the share-

holders, that this road should conciliate to Boston the trade of the valley of
the Connecticut, and a liberal share of the commerce of the North and
West.
The success of this noble avenue must very much depend upon success-

ful rivalry of Boston with New York, for the trade of the vast and fertile

regions bordering on the Connecticut, ihe Mohawk and the lakes. It is

easy to demonstrate, that this traffic cannot be conciliated unless a low
scale of chagres must be adopted

;
and the profit of the road must spring

» from a moderate per centage upon a large amount of business. ::.

With such a scale, only, can Boston compete successfully with New
York. This gieat avenue to the west passes within twenty-eight miles of

Hartford, the present head of navigation, and at Springffield strikes a point

easily accessible from New York. The distance from Springfield to

New York is but 125 miles, and the fare by the river steamboats to New
York, is but $3, viz $1 to Hartford, and $2 from Hartford to New York.

Will it answer, then to put the fare between Boston and Springfield a-

bove $3? If the country trader, descending the valley of the Connecticut,

and arriving at Springfield, shall find that he can reach New York at a
less rate than Boston, and can bring his merchandize from the former at a
less freight than from the latter, towards which will he turn his face? It

requires no astrologer to answer this question. But let the fares be the

same, and let the charge of freight be even a trifle more from Boston by
the railroad, the latter will have this advantage; it is 30 miles nearer Spring-

field, the journey may be accomplished in six hours only, and merchan-
dize received the same day it is purchased. In distance, as well in winter,

facilities, Boston will have the superiority, and this must be maintained by
a cautious adjustment of the tolls. Still more important will this become,

when the Western road shall strike Hudson River, and tap that immense
stream of traffic and travel which now brings so rich a tribute into our sis-

ter city, New York, When the entire road shall be finished, ten hours

will suffice to carry the traveller from Boston to the Hudson, the same pe-

riod required by the fleetest steamboat for its passage down the Hudson.

Through the entire year, then, the road, with respect to speed, will compare

probably with the Hudson, and will not, like the Hudson, be sealed up by

winter. But the usual cost of a passage on the Hudson is but $3, from

Albany to New York; and 15 or 20,000 passengers who are weekly born

between Hudson, Albany and New York, in fifteen spacious steamers and

seven barges, which daily ply between these points, besides the crowds who
sail in the fleets of sloops that whiten the river, pay no more.^

This travel is constantly increasing; every link completed in the west-

ern chain of roads gives a contribution to it, and every village planted in

the west adds its tribute. How is a fair porportion of this travel to be

drawn over the western road ? It can be drawn by a low rate of tolls

only.

Some gentlemen of fortune, who have travelled, but have not studied this

subject, will reply that a small diflference in charges will not aflfect the

travel; that if they wished to visit Boston, they should not be controlled by

one or two dollars excess ofcharge. A man of fortune might not regard it

but the majority of our travellers are not men of fortune; they understand

the uses and value of money, and attach a value to the fractions of a dpi-
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lar; they forge! riot the maxim of the sage and philosophic Franklioi that

a " penny saved is a penny gained ;" and where different markets offer

equal attractions, they are determined by the difference of cost.

The suggestion I am about to make is a startling one, but, after due re-

flection, I am satisfied it is correct. I would propose that a concerted ar-

rangement be made by the three companies who form the chain of roads

from Boston to Albany, to put the fare for the entire route at $3 as soon as

the roads are finished. The roads will compete, both in speed and ia

price, with the Hudson ; and I contend this rate will give to the entire

route the greatest income. The cost of sending a train over a railway is,

according to the Chevalier de Gerstner, both in Belgium and America, $1
per ratle, and such train may with ease carry 250 passegers, Weighing,
and with their baggage, but 20 tons. The whole cost of sending this traia

from Boston to Albany, 200 miles, will be but $200 ; and if the trains

should be so arranged ( as they may be )to average 200 passengers, the

entire expense will be but one dollar per passage, leaving a clear piofit of

$2 per head at a charge of three dollars. At this rate, 6000 passengers

per week, the n^umber which travels over our Eastern road, would give a
tiet income of $624,000 per year, independent of freight, or 9 1-2 per cent,

per annjm on the entire cost of the three roads.

The Worcester having been estimated to cost $1,700,000
~ ~~'

v:- :--;." 4,200,000

. ^:v/^/.#:--:-f ::;/::':^^ ^.;: - 700,000

The Western,

The Albany,

.. -^ . ..:.:.. :..:. ^^.^-^-.^y^.^-.

$6,600,000
And at this rate, with corresponding rates of freight, it is safe to predict

the number of passengers would exceed 6000 per week, or 500 each way
per diem. If this computation be accurate, the road could well afford to

transport merchandize at a moderate advance on the estimated expense of

sending it on full trains, and a double track would soon become necessary

to prevent an excess of profit over the rates indicated by the charters.

This result is brilliant indeed, but its very brilliancy may alarm the rea-

der, can such moJerate, such inconsiderable charges produce such immense
results. To avert the suspicion of being a theorist or a visionary, 1 will

endeavor to anticipate and to answer the objections which may be made.
And first would there be travel enough to furnish 9000 passengers per
week 1 I answer, the estimate is too low. What route in New England
compares with the Hudson in amount of travel and trade. A careful com-
putation rates the present travel on that stream at 15,000 per week, and in

the natural course of things, it must increase next year. Is it not safe to pre-

sume that a route to Boston equally cheap and expeditious, will command
one fourth that amount of travel? Why not? Boston is the seat of the

domestic manufactures; may be bought here five percent, cheaper than in

New York; it is the centre of the fisheries, and two hundred miles nearer

England, with which it will soon be United by a semi-monthly line of steam-

ers. It is the best mart for Western produce. If the travel between the

Hudson and Boston should be but 4000 per week, surely 2000 per week is

a low estimate for the local travel, when the fare falls to less than two cents

per mile, half the present rate on the Worcester rOad. Is the eastern route

to be compiared with this? Can the little towns of Lyrin, Salem Danvers^

Newburyport and Portsmouth, furnish more than three times the travel

which will be supplied by the valley of the Connecticut, and the flourish-

ing counties which line the road. Instead of 6000, the presumption is thit

the number will be 8000 or 9000 per week. Again can a train carry 20d
passengers over the high grades of the road ? The weight of such passen-
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gers and baggage would not exceed 16 tons, and one of the improved etr*'

ginesjust finished for the Western road, as an experiment; and if it should be

retarded at all inscending the high grades, which are but of moderate len-

gth, its superior power would make up the loss of time on the level and de-

scending portions of the route.

Have I not taken repairs and contingent expenses into account? In the

estimate of a dollar per mile by the Chevalier de Gerstner, as the cost of a

train, I understand the wear and tear of the engine and cars, and other cur-

rent expenses,, to be included ; but if they are not, the profits of freight

must be more than sufficient to cover them and the repairs of the road, fea-

ving the net income from passengers a clear revenue.

The act of the Legislature granting the last loan to the Western road",

virtually restricts the income to seven per cent, and the proprietors can
gain nothing if the income should exceed six, inasmuch as the loan of the

State is at 5 per cent., and the income of the road at 6 per cent., would pay
the interest on th-e loan to the State, and 7 per cent, to the proprietors, part-

ly by the creation of sinking fund. As respects the Western road, there-

fore, my calculations of profit may be reduced OTie third, and still rhe high-

est rate of revenue permitted by law, be realized by the stockholders. I do

not hesitate, therefore, to propose, that on the opening of the Western road
to Springfield, the fare from Worcester to Springfield be put at $1 50 or

less, and the charge for freight at $2 00, and that efTorts be made to bring

the Worcester road into a corresponding arrangement.

The directors of the Worcester road are beginning to appreciate the

benefits of low fares : their receipts during July have averaged Jibout

$5000 per week, at the reduced rates, being $1000 per week more than
their average receipts during the past year. Although a portion of this

may be ascribed to the summer travel, it warrants me in saying they have
increased their revenue by the reduction of their charges;, and my knov/-

ledge of the intelligence and liberality of this Board, assures me that they

will cheerfully make an equitable arrangement as to tolls with the directors

of the Western road. A further reduction of fare and freight, attendant on
the opening of the Norwich and Western roads, would unquestionably

bring a great accession of travel to the Worcester line, and swell its 1000
passengers per week at $2, to thousands at reduced fares. But if there

were a doubt as to the policy of establishing such rates on the Western
road, the wishes of the shareholders should be consulted, and those Wishcs
are decidedly In favor of the experiment. Who are the proprietors of the

road? They are the enterprising merchants,. manufacturers, and artisans of
Massachusetts ; they took their shares not with a veiw to profit, but the ad-

vancement of commerce, and the development ofthe resources of the State
;

their interests are identified with the interests of the public, and whatever
promotes the one conduces the other.

The interests of the public point to reduced rate of fares ; I trust they
will be consulted.

. . ; -. . . :. f D.\ \"

'

railroIds in the united states. By L. Klein, Civil Engineer..

(Continued from page 368.)

RAILROADS IN NEW JERSEY, DELAWARE, AND MARYLAND.

The railroads in New Jersey were constructed by private individual's

without any assistance on the part of the State; the most prominent of
them is the Camden and Amboy railroad, which is the longest and has
been constructed at a great expense. Nearly parallel with the same, and
at a small distance only, runs another railroad, and both serve to connea
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the two largest and most important cities ofthe United States—New York
and Philadelphia. The railroads in this State have all a single track, the

width of which is four feet ten inches. They are used for the transporta-

tion of both passengers and freight.

There is only one railroad in the State of Delaware, connecting the

Delaware river with the Chesapeake bay. It has a double track, and was
commenced as early as 1830. A par^oflhe Philadelphia, Wilmington,
and Baltimore railroad, also passes through this Slate.

In the State of Maryland a great deal has been accomplished in regard

to railroads. In 1828 one of the most stupendous works in the Union

—

the Baltimore and Ohig railroad—was commenced; other railroads of

great importance have been undertaken, and are for the greatest part fin-

ished. The State government has contributed much to promote the intro-

duction of railroads, by granting loans or taking stock to a very large

amount; and the city of Baltimore, aware of the incalculable advantages

it n^ust derive from being the centre of so many improvements, has liber-

ally contributed its share to the same object. Nearly alllhe railroads in

this State are of a very permaneut construction, with a heavy T rail, and
the superstructure resting upon a solid foundation ; but owing to the na-

ture of the country through which they pass, very heavy grades had fre-

quently to be adopted. The grading is done for a double track, but only a
sinjrle track is laid down. The width is four feet eight and a half inches.

Remarks.—Of the Paterson and Hudson, and Camden and Woodbury,
railroads, the cost of construction has not been ascertained, as also oi thp
Elkridge atid Annapolis railroad. "jr-j^: ^ - •

-

The Wilmington and Susquehanna, and Baltimore and Port Deposit,

railroads, form with the Philadelphia and Wilmington, railroad (see State

of Pennsylvania) only ow« line, denominated the Philadelphia, Wilming-
ton and Baltimore ra'lroad; the total cost of the whole is, 3,930,000 dollars,

and the number of locomotives, 14.

In the following summary statement of the railroads in the States of

New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland, the cost of the Paterson and Hud-
son, Camden and Woodbury, and Elkridge and Annapolis, railroads, has

only been estimated ; their length being inconsiderable compared with the

total length of all the roads; the general results cannot be much influenc-

ed, should the estimate be a little too high or too low.

Name of
Statej

New Jersey.

Delaware.

Marylflnd.

7

1

8

16

2.1

E2
O Q.

•5 «

Ovm

192

16

273}

196

16
749i

JO

o >

£ 3
3 O

^_
37

6
44

Amount of
capital ex-
pended-

481i961f!l g7 |l8,347,UUt

5,o47,U0C

400,000
l2.40n,onr

Amount re-

quired for
completion.

Total cost of
railroads

lUU.UOO

10,600.000

I

28,826
2.5.000

30,700

10,70o,0j0jij,O47 000l30,2l8

5,647,000

400.000
2?^.000.000

Aver-
age cost
per mile

According to the above statement, there are now sixtren railroads in these

three Atlantic States, with an aggregate length of 961-J- miles, of which

481} miles are already in operation, or nearly onehalfof the whole length.

The number of locomotives f^mployed upon 471} miles of railroads is eigh-

ty-seven, being at the rate of one engine for every 5.4 miles of road.

The Sum oif 18,347,000 dollars has already been expended, and 10.700,-

000 dollars more will be required to put in operation the still unfinished

parts of several lines ; of the 961} miles of railroads the average cost per

inile will then be 30,000 dollars. ^
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RAILROADS IN THE EASTERN STATES.

The railroads in the New England States, principally those in the State

of Massachusetts, are not only among the most solid and best constructed,

but at the same time the most prosperous and profitable in the United

States. They were all constructed by private companies ; to several of

which loans were granted on the part of the States. The oldest railroad

not only in these, but in the whole United States, is the Quincy railroad,

near Boston, completed in 1827. The longest will be the Western rail-

road, extending from Worcester to West Stockbridge, a distance of 117
miles; Nearly all the railroads in the eastern States have been graded for .'

a double track, but with the exception of the Boston and Lowell railroad,

only a single track has been laid down. The superstructure consists most-

ly of wooden cross lies upon mud sills, supporting a heavy iron rail of 'r

from forty to fifty lbs. per yard. The width of track is uniformly four feet X
eififht and a half inches.

With the exception of a few short branches, locomotive steampower is •:

used upon all the railroads for the transportation of passengers and goods.

The income which is derived principally from the conveyance of pas- -

sengers, is on most of these roads very considerable, and will average fif-

teen per cent, annually, on the cost of construction, although the latter is
.

higher here than of the railroads in other States.

By an existing law, the railroad corporations in the State of Massachu- ^

setts have to make annual reports of the operations of their roads to the ;

legislature. Much information may be derived from these reports, which /

would, however, be still more useful by containing more detailed data, prin-

cipally in regard to the expenditures on the lines.

The foregoing statement is prepared from information attained mostly ia

the winter of 1839, and is therefore not complete
; corrections were made /.

from the reports, so as to show the progress of the works up to the end of
.

1839.

Remarks.—Of the Nashua and Lowell railroadnine milesare in Mas-
sachusetts, and five and a quarter in New Hampshire. Of the Boston and
Portsmouth, twenty-five and three-fourths miles are in Massachusetts, and "

nine in New Hampshire. The Providence and Stonington railroad is .

nearly entirely in Rhode Island. Of the Norwich and Worcester railroad :

'

eighteen miles are in Massachusetts, the remainder in Connecticut.

In giving a summary statement of the railroads in each of the States of

New England, the cost of construction of those which are located in two .

States has been divided in proportion to the length of the line in each of y

them, as there are no data for a more correct repartition.
;

Nameof
State.

Maine,

N Hampshire,

Massachusetts,

Rhode Island,

Connecticut,

o

1

1

14

1

3

20

a
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end of 1839, and the other 168 miles were in progress. Sixty-nine loco-

motive engines are employed upon 436 miles of roads, or at an average of

one engine upon 6^ miles. ' i-;- '<'^:c^"4'"'%i^:^ :t ^'' <i:^ \-:--

The total amount of capital already expended for railroads in New Eng-
land is tl6,315,000, of which $11,100,000 were expended in Massachu-
Belts alone ; with an additional sum of $3,735,000 all the railroads hither-

to commenced will be completed and the total expenditure will amount to^

$20,050,000, equal to $33,195 per mile at an average.

In order to give a more general snn>mary view of all the railroads in

the different States of the Union, the following statement contains a raca-

pitulation of the number and length of railroads in operation and progress

in each of the States, of the number of locomotives empiloyed thereon, the

capital expended and that required to complete the works in progress, the

total cost of the railroads when completed, and the average cost per mile.

Name of
S tate.

v.- •
, ^
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As accurately as could be ascertained, (he total amount expended oh all

the works, up,lo the end of 1 839, was $97,630,440, the amount still requir-

ed to complete the works that were commenced, was $74,477,500, and the

total expenditure for railroadj, when all the works in proirrcss will be com-
pleted, will be $172,107,940. If this latter sum be divided by 9378J (the

length in miles of all the 181 railroads) we obtain $18,351 as the average

cost per mile of railroad with a single track,* including buildings, fixtures

and outfit.

Many of the railroads in progress will, perhaps, cost more than has been
estimated for, but even if the actual cost should exceed the estimates by
$15,000,000, the average cost per mile of railroad will not be more than

$20,000.
Mr. D. Stevenson in his "Sketch of Civil Engineering in North Ameri"

ca,^^ (London, 1838,) gives a list of all the railroads completed and in pro-

gress in 1837. According to his statement, there were at that time 1652J-
niiles of railroads in operation, and 2,700 miles in progress. The ex-

tent of railroads put into operation since 1837, or during the last three

years, is therefore 1680 miles, being at an average of 560 miles per year;

it must, however, be remarked that the extent of railroads put into opera-

tion in 1839 was less than might have been expected, owing to the difficul-

ty of raising loans iti Europe. If only half the length of lines which were
graded had been completed, the number of miles in operation at the end of

1839 would have exceeded 4100, as was anticipated by the late Chevalier

jfle Gerstner.
(To be continued.)

,

illNTH REPORT OF F. R. rtASSLER, AS SUPERINTENDENT OF THE SUR-

VEY OF THE COAST OF THE UNITED STATES, and of the construc-

tion of Standa^rds of Weights and Measures, rendering account of
the loorks of 1840;

1. The task of the coast survey for the present year, as well as that for

the construction of standards of weights and measures, has been in part

fitated, and intimated in my last yearly report ; it has been pursued with all

attention and diligence, it was somewhat more complicated than in the pre-

ceding years, as maj-^ well be expected to be inherent in such kind of works
in proportion as they progress.

2. Notwithstanding the calculations consequent to the primary and se-

condary triangulations, are always carried on immediately after the field

work, and in proportionas the data are obtained, a full repetition of these-

ties of calculations was required, and occupied several calculators all last

winter, principally on account of the special task of executing the map of

the harbor and neighborhood of New York, and by the bringing together

upon the, so called, register maps, the full connections of the works, for fu-

ture use ; of these it was required to begin a second sheet for the part of

the country south of Rnritan bay, to the mouth of the Delaware, which
will receive considerable filling up, by the works of last summer.

3. The projection, and reduction of the map of New York, was begunl

upon the scale of 1 to 30,000, in duplicate, by two assistants separately,

both equally reducing from the original topographical maps, resulting from

the plane-table works; these two original reductions will verify each other

and prevent accidental errors, each of them will have its particular useful

des;iiiatioo, which will appear in future.

4. The detail topography of the surveys in the field being grounded upon

• Compared with the total lenf?th of all the railroads, the length of those with a double

track is ineon!«i'icrab!c.



the triangulation, it is proper that the reduction of the results of it be again

grounded upon the same, whenever any part of the work shall be brought
into execution, for the construction of a map. To obtain this aim I adopt

the following new method; all the triangle points beino placed in the pro-

jection, made for the map, by their latitude and longitude resulting from
the accurate calculations, just mentioned, by their rectangular ordinates, re-

ferring to the nearest sides of the respective quadrilateres of the projection, .

the lines of triangles tnerefrom resulting upon the map, are used as abscis-

ses, to which every detail point is referred by its rectangular ordinate, re-

ferred to the triangle sides.

''5. This operation is very satisfactorily executed by rules and rectangular

triangles, divided one set upon the scale of the original, the other Set upon
that of the map to be executed. By this means the union of the great

number o{ detail maps, which in a large work con(;ur in a reduced map,
is obtained with the greatest accuracy, and the most ease, therefore also ce*

lerity.

I make this detailed stitement, because the indication of this method may '

be of service to gentlemen, who may have similar works to execute.
*' 6. The copper-plates for this map, which had been ordered in Vienna'

'

(Austria) have arrived in due time, by the kind assistance of the United
States consul Sch.w^artz at that place. '

K''-^^ -i^

7. All the works here slated have of course required consfderable of my
personal attention and attendance, they arc now in full. active, and regular,"

progress; adding to this the propriety of finally executing and comparing
the number of standards of yards, upon which I have had the satisfaction

to report to the treasury department the lOlh of July last, there was suffi-

cient good ground for me, to delay my going out in the fields to measure
angles for the main triangulation, until later in the season

;
some of my as-

sistants being engaged, during that time in reconnoitring preliminarily for

appropriate station points for these triangles, at the same time that they

pursued the secondary triangulation, a work which would have cost to me
a considerable loss of time, in travelling abou^. the country, which 1 con-

sidered far better employed in the manner I did.

» 8. This latter part of the season in which I am now engaged at the main
triangulation, has hitherto been very favorable, and promises to continue so

still onwards; this is so much more desirable as the nature of the country

presents considerable difficulties by its configuration. If the weather of

the coming season \Vill allow it, I shall keep the field for the measurement
of angles for the main triangles as long as ever possible, after whigh I in-

tend stiU, under the favor of the woods being free of leaves,to reconnoitre •

myself for the discovery of more-southern points for the main triangulation.

C 9. The elevations on either side of the valley of the Delaware, through
which the main triangulation must necessarily pass, as has been already

stated in my first plan of operation, are so little promintnt, the one over

the other, that it is difficult to find such as are elevated enough over the

others, to afford a view to a sufficient distance, clear from intervening inter--

ruption. This occasions of course frequent cuttings of wood upon many
hills, which are not always easily acceded to by the owners.

10. The denser atmosphere of the lower countries, and particularly the

circumstance consequent thereto ; that the rays of light between distant ob-

jects pass nearer to the surface of the earth, form a considerable impedi-

'

njent to the good vision required for the work ;
even the heliotropes, which

render so essential services ift the triangulation in general, by their< light

penetrating through a denser atmosphere than any signal, become by it in-

conveniently large, and diflTused. The heliotropes had to b« not offly con-
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siderably multiplied, on account of the number of stations requiring tbem
but also I gave them a new form, easier transportable, and of liitle >^ oik in

the construction, and the mirrors of the older ont s were reduced, by dia*

phrams, to less than one-third of their &ize, to circles of about ooe inch di-

ameter, this size proved far better nppropriated to the shorter dictunce ol

the triangle poir^ts, and diminished very much the so inconvenient irradia-

tion, which the larger square mirrors present in a denser atmosphere.

11. Two sectHidary triangulation parties were engaged this year, as ha-

bitual, the oiie following mainly the country west of the Delaware, and
southerly to the head of the Chesapeake bay, over which triangles are laid

out farther so^illi than last year, the irregular conformaiion of the elevated

parts of thiit country, and their generally more extended flat tops, lead nat-

urally to equally irregular combinations of the triangles. These works
therefore include all the State of Delaware, and parts of PennaylvaDia,

New Jersey and Maryland. •

12. The monumentsof the Mason and Dixon line, which are met i*i the

course of this work, were found up, and triangles projoctcd, by which they

will be united to the general triangulaiion, which may afterwards be pur-

sued further southerly and westerly, as well for the purely scientific pur-

pose stated in my former report,ns otherwise. It appears that some of the

principal monuments at the north end of the line have been nioved^ and in

general that not much attention has been paid to them since a long time
;

there is however still information enough obtainable for the approximate

verification of the scientific result, which, I mentioned as the only ufe pro-

per for the coast survey work, to make of these monuments, for ifeey do

not enter into consideration in that work in their quality of limits.

13. The other secondary triangulation party was engaged in the south-

ern part of New Jersey, laying out a triangulation, from some lines of the

other party near the Delaware, towards the Atlantic to the east, and towards

the southern extremity to Cape May.
By these triangles the detail works of the Jersey shore, of which the to-

pography had been survey last year, will be joined to the main triangu-

lation, which, as above stated, must pass the shortest way through the val-

ley of the Delaware; and the further continuation of the survey of the

Jersey shore, as well for the topography, as for the hydrography, will be

grounded upon them in the ne.xt operations of that kind, as well on the
side of the Atlantic, as on the side of the Delaware.

The absence of all prominent elevations, and the tvooded state of oil ex-

cept the lower valleys, renders these operations very tedious and timecon*

wiming. j4 :

1 4 As stated in my last report, there were yet some parts of the topog-

raphy in Coi>necticut and Rhode Island : that had not been reached by the

works of the previous years, on account of the close attention which was
always given to the wants of the naval parties in the Long Island sound,

whom it was necessary to supply constantly with the elments required for

their works; the topography of these parts have been filled up this year,

and also what remained of the parts of New Jersey to the southwest of
Raritan bay, and a part on the Hudson river, yet needed to fill up the m»p
of New York.

15. K^tex the completion of these works, the topographical parties were
tirmed, stdifTorent times, upon the ports of New Jersey between the for-

merly established shore lines of the bay of New York, or rather Rar-
itan, on the north, and the last year's work on Barnegat bay, and that

neighborhood, to the east, as^far south »s the strength of the parties allowed

to extend th*ir tasks.

-r

1
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16. In this part of The work will necessarily also be included a part ot

Pennsylvania in which it has been necessary by the configuration of the

-country to step over with the main trianguiation, so much the more: as an

important seaport Philadelphia and its approaches and communications,

with the northern parts of the country, forma very essential pan of the sur-

vey of the coast in that neighborhood.

17. Two naval parties were employed again this year, as formerly,' but

each of them had two vessels, instead of one as before, the two additional

vessels were transferred to the coast survey from the revenue service, one

to each party, they are both very well spoken of by the officers having
command of the parties, as well appropriated to that service etc; the ex-

penses occasioned by their purchase, their repairs and fitting up appro-

priately for the service in that work, occasioned of course additonal ex-

pensef, which had not been taken into consideration in forming the last

year's estimate for the coast survey appropriation, thence contributed con-

siderably to the diminution of the balance of funds now in hand for the

coast survey work.

18. Both the naval parties had, like the topographical parties, still to fill

up small portions of their work, at the eastern extremity of their former

works, on both sides of Long Island sound. The one in Fisher's sound,

and the other about Block Island, and the eastern extremity of Long Island

These tasks were only of short duration, and of course executed the

first. ... .

-

" •

19. The variations which all seacoasts, and particularly those of our
country are subject to in the depth of their channels, made it proper to in-

quire if any chan<re had occurred in the depth of the northern channel of

the bay of New York, discovered by this coast survey ; this channel was
therefore sounded a<rain in the whole of its separate course ; the result was
fully satisfactory, indicating rather a small deepening of the channel, than

any diminution of depth, so that full reliance may be placed upon its per-

manency.
I

.

23. At th^ first bL»ginning of the works of the coast survey, I had intend-

ed to carry on constant observations of the declination of the magnetic nee-'

die, and its variation, at the stations of the main trianguiation, by whjch
some data might be obtained, at different parts of the cost, upon this im-

portant element of this guide of the navigator, but the general press of the

work not allowing to devote time for this purpose, the plan was abandoned
ofiT the first year; so much the rather as the main stations lay most gen-'

crally nvore inland, than an adequate conclusion, upon the bearing of the

needle on the approaches to the shore, could not fairly be drawn from,

them.

21. But I consider it proper, and advantageous: that at the entrance

of the principal ports, such observations should be made once, for a cenafin

time, as will give a proper fixed epoch, wi^thcorres})onding determinations

for this element; such as may be used and referred to in future; and
which it will therefore be possible to bring to permanent usefulness, by
the guidance of the results of the regular series of observations of the mag-
n^'tic needle, by which its theory is now so extensively investigated. Such
observations may so much the rather be expected to become use.^ul, asa^
regular magnetic observatory is now established at the Girard College in

Philadelphia, as it would be desirable to establish also at other places in

this country, in systematic order.

22. With this view there has been made, during the greatest part of last

summer, a regular series of observations of the declination of the magnetic

needle, at a place near the entrance of the harbor of New York, with t
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needle of one foot length arranged for inversion, and constructed for this

purpose already in 1813. • «

if The observations were made by observing the magnetic bearing of one

of the lines of the triangles of the survey; this will (ninifeh the magnetic

azimuth of that line, while the terrestritl azimuth of it is given by the sur-

vey, the difference between them is the declination of the magnetic needle.

23. From out of the harbor of New York an excursion lor soundings

has been made till thirty miles from the shore, in search of accidental

notable differences of soundings, which might occur, nothing deserving of

special notice has as yet been found, but such investigations are of course

to be continued in future.

24. The same naval party executed also, at the same time, with the

smaller vessel belonging to it, the soundings of the bays along the outer

shore of New Jersey, of Shrewsbury, Barnegal, Tuckertown, and Little

Egg harbor about as far as the topography had been extended in that part

last year, and elements had been given for the naval operations, to attach

the soundings to the topography ; the outer shore of that part of the sea-

coast was of course investigated and sounded at the same time.

25. The other naval party, after having finished its work in FisherV
sound, was occupied in the river and bay of the Delaware ; regular series

of observations of the tide were made at different stiuions from Philadel-

phia to Cape Henlopen, the whole distance was besides reconnoitred with

the view preparatory to the full survey, and accurate determinations of

soundings, this will then be grounded upon the points of the two secondary

triangulations which embrace more porticularly that river and bay, and

those of the topographical survey, to be made of the two shores, simultane-

ously with these works, like this has been practised for the Long Island

sound, and the other inland waters, hitherto surveyed.

26. This survey will require peculiar attention on account of the varia-

bility of the courses of the tides, which are different in ebb and in flood,

besides their being much varied by the winds, and other circumstances, by
which the channels are most likely constantly varied, either temporarily or

permanently, so that no chart at present existing is trusted to present any
accuracy, though, however, that may have been the case at the time of

their construction.

27. When I was in Philadelphia in 1806, Mr. J. J. de Ferrer, a scien-

tific gentleman as well known in this country as in Europe and South
America, and I, were consulted upon the means of removing a bar then

forminsT near Fort Mifflin, which was thought to endanger the navis'atioo

of the port by permanency; we were both equally of opinion that it would
remove itself, by the nature and course of the working of the river, by
being removed step by step down the river, until it should find a proper

place to lodge its ground, and that so much the rather as a dam, then

making at the Jersey shore of the river, with other views, appeared to

me to have a tendency to promote this removal of the bar, from its then most
unfavorable place; according to all informations this has been the case ever

since, and the remains of this former deposite have almost disappeared in

distributing themselves in the different opportune places which they met
underways.

28. In the view of these circumstances it is evident, that there will be no
just comparison possible to be established between the results of the present

survey, and the older ones, made at different epochs, the ceritude which the

results, to be obtained by the present survey shall give, will therefore be the

most important result; establishing a determined state of the river, at a
determined epoch of time; perhaps the comparison of it with the older

1^
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works may lead to, or at least furnish sbrne data for, what might be called

the history of the changes of the river, from wliioh conclusions might be

drawn advantao^eous for the future.

- 29. The special principles upon which the instruments used in the coast

survey have been constructed, have cqntinutKi always to be very advanta-

geous and appropriate; the shop established in the office, necessary to .

maintain them constantly in good serviceable order, has furnished besides

a number of instruments, and implements, of much superior accuracy, and
adaptedness than would have been obtainable in any other way, besides that

being always at hand, and every minute ready for such calls as cannot fail ^

to occur constantly in such a work ; the gain in time is an additional
;

advantage of great economy, it is therefore of essential benefit, and con-

•

tinually in AjU activity. ^.;r:.'<r:i^/^-^:'_/^-.'.r::p:^i^':'-

'2- Much of the parts forming in aoioe measure materials for the works,

have been procured, others ordered since more or less time, and not yet

received, I have so much more hopes to receive them before the next yearly :

report, as I have had occasion to cause them to be pressed at their place of
construction itself

30. Several years ago propositions were made on the part ofthe State of
Maryland, upon whose territory the coast survry has now entered, to par-

.

take in thesur-ey of the coast, bv certain arrangements with the Treasury
Department, the principal character of which would be : that the triangu-

lation ofthe coast survey should be made to extend, ai the expense of the

Government, farther inland, so as to serve ns guide ^ir the survey of the

State, while the State would, in compensition of this, bear the expense of

the whole of the topographical surveys, within its limits, to communicate
them to the coast survey; the whole remaining under the same direction,

and being carried on upon the same principles as the coast survey htis been
hitherto. - f <t- '

, 31. A similar proposition was made in 1817 by the Stntfe of New Jersey, V

when the coast sjrvey was begun in that Slate, but the interruption of the'

coast survey at that time interrupted the negotiaticn. The double advantage
that might result from such arrangements, with Stsies part'y covered by the

coast survey, appears to me very evident, both in respect to the more
economical manner in which by this mutual assistance the works would'
be made, as by the evidently greater perfec tion of both works, resulting

from the greater extension of a regular system; it would equally tend to

accelerate generally the final execution of boih so desirable works. -r

32. If any proposition having a tendency lo that effect, should be made
by the State of Maryland, I wish to recommend it to the favorable considera-

tion of the dfipartment; nearer particulars can be matured at thp time,

when the .subject would be agitated, and the advantages to be obtained will

then be nearer developed. *:• i?i u^s ^ r

33. In relation to the amount of appropriation, which it is desirable to /

propose to Congress to grant for the coast survey expenses for the next vear,

I take the liberty to propose again the same amount of ^100,000, which
Congress has been so kind as to grant the two last years, it will appear by
this report as well as by the general tenor of the work, and the state ia •

which it is now, that its progress is just steadily going, adequate to that
"

amount of expenditure, the appropriation being generally nearest expended
fully by the time a new appropriation is made, and if any reduction would
be required in the general establishment now existing for the work, it

would prove a much greater disadvantage, and in fact actual loss, than the

amount retained by a lesser appropriation would warrant, or make advisa-

ble to expose the work to particularly at the present momentaneous state of

tl
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it. { have also no doubt but Congress will willingly grpant it, upon the

confiJence which I believe exists in Congress that the grants made for this

worlc have always betn applied with all possible economy, to the best

aivuiitiige of the country, and that the work executed by their means are of

great value for the general interest of the country, and adequate to the

gram in;ide fur it.

Upon the construction of standards of iceights and measures, v-^

\' 1. Since my last yearly report upon this part of my works, which is

always, like now, added to that U|)on the coast survey works, I have had
the honor to address to the Treasury Department a letter announcing the

readiness lor delivery of forty-one yards fully adjusted; having there also

said a few words upon the other parts of the works relating to the con-

struction of standards of weights and measures, I shall here take the liberty

to refer to that letter for the most part of the account which might be given

of these works since last year's report, and relate only what referred to the

contiiiuation since then.

2. The direction of the Treasury Department received in consequence

of the above letter, having been : to send to certain named custom-houses

eighteen of the yards thus finished, they w-ere placed in proper packing-

boxes, with pnper wrapped around their inside mahogany fitting-boxes, and
delivered to thecollector of the customs at Alexandria, to forward according

to their respective directions. The other twenty-three were equally

packed, and prepared for delivery, the names oi the Slates for whom they

arc intended are inscribed upon them ; they are therefore ready to be for-

warded, when called for, upon the invitation which the Treasury Depart-

ment has directed to these States.

3. The quantity of standards of weights, and the yards for the Stales,

just stated, fully ready and on hand in the office, all reported upon, made
it desirable to make room for the other works now on hand, which required

the full room again by their incre ise ; with that view I took the liberty to

propose, to deliver all this work, fully ready, and reported upon, into some
of the vaults of the Treasury Depaitment, for safe keeping; upon the

answer of the Treasury Department acceding to this preposition, I delivered

seventy-nine boxt^s of full sets of standard weights, packed ready for for-

warding, which were deposited into a vault sehcled in the Treasury De-
partmf-nt. Among these are yet several sets belo7iging to States irko have
not yet called for thern, upon repeated invitations. At the same lime there

were deposited in this vault the twenty-three boxes of standard yards des-

lined for States, the names of which they are inscribed with. The number
of boxes deposited being thereby eighty-two, and the whole number of

boxes delivered on that occasion, including the yards for the custom-houses,

were one hundred and twenty. This gave room in the office to establish

more order, and the free motion necessary to carry on the works still to

be done. i;-;'/ jc

4. The works which I stated in my letter of July as in hamJ, and yet to

be executed, have gone on sinpe, in the full proportion to the time elapsed,

and will continue at the same rate henceforward.

5. In the winter it will be proper to take up again the revision of the

liquii-capacity, measures by weighing, up to their final adjustment, (but

the boxes, which shall contain them when finished, are not yet made.)

After these operations, which will still occupy some time, it will be possi-

ble to beirin the adjustment of the half bushels, of which the mechanical

work is finished, and which are placed in the boxes already made for them.

These two operations of adjustment will be the most tedious of the whole
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work, the great atlemion to be paid to the redaction for physical influencrs

in the weighing, with the daily renewed distilled water, requires much
attention, and the long-to-be-continued equal strain of attention in the same-

ness of weighing, are very fatiguing labor, to which no interest of variation

or means of verifying the works, by varying the mothods of operaiinfr, cnn

be applied, like 1 did in the smaller weighings, by iniroducing a conibi-

natory method, which excites some interest, at the same time that the in-

dependent mutual verification, which it affords, relieves the mind of the

operator from the anxiety accompanying such operations, upon their Suc-

cess in accuracy; the masses to be weighed are too large to admit combi-

nation, which besides would become too complicated an operation. It can
therefore also not be expected that they can progress with great celerity, or

be pressed onwards in a hurried manner.

6. The plate-glass covers for all the capacity-measures, ordered at the

pLite-glass factory of St. Gaubin, have arrived in due time, and are fully

satisfactory; by this the whole of this pirt of the establishment of stand-

ards, will present {he most complete, and extensive systematic collection,

that the present state of means, and knowledge admits, and as accurate as

the wants of any transactions of the society requires.

F. R. Hassler.
Station Mount Holly, N. J., Nov. 17, 1840.

^'Pennsylvania legislature.—Mr. Johnson, chairman of the inland naviga-

tion and internal improvement committee, reported a bill to continue the

improvements of the State, of which the followinGf are items : :>

To pay debts due for repairs done before November 1, 1840. $268,003
For repairs upon lines of Canals and Railroads, as follows :

For Delaware Division. .- .. . $140,000
Philadelphia and Columbia Railroad. ^: - ,^.,/\.:- -'-'iO:-- 40,000

J Eastern division. ^'^'''\':^^^-'^'^
•f'^-'-

' 20,000

:|
Juniata Division. ^ • 0> ;ft ^ 50,000

J Allegheny Portage Railroad. v..Jv^. 25.000

^: Western Division. li^^i^' V 70,000
: Beaver do. 10,000

Susquehanna do. > ]- 50,000
North Branch do. /.-^'^y^T-^-J::^ 50,000
West Branch do. . \ 25.000

French Creek Feeder. 40,000
Debts due on Sinnemahoning Extension. 1,206

Towards the construction of Reservoirs at the east and west

terminations of the Portage Railroad. 150,000

For damages, pay of Canal Commissioners, Appraisers, Enyj,

ginpers, &c. . , • 50,000
For new work on finished lines. -• ' 80,000

For motive power on Portage Railroad. ;- 25,000

To the Shenango and Conneaut line of Erie Extension. ^^^ 600,000

To the Tioga and Tunkhannock fine of North Branch Exten-

sion, 600,000

To the Sinnemahoning E.Ktenston of the West Branch Canal, 100,000

For Allegheny Feeder,
,

100,000

To Wisconisc'o Canal, . 100,000

For second track and to avoid Inclined Plane at Coli>mbia, 75,000

To complete Dam at Farrandsville, 25,000

The Governor is authorized and required to subscribe for 750 shares of

the Union Canal Stock, and give negotiable certificates of loan to the

amount of 6150,000 inpayment thereof
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'

Also, for lOOU shares of the Bald Eagle and Spring Creek Navigatioir

Company.
The Governor is also authorized, in case of extraordinary freshets, to:,

borrow jnoney on the faith of the Commonwealth.
Mr. Dunlap, from the same committee, reported a bill authorizing the

New York and Erie railroad company to extend their road through a part

of Susquehanna county in this State.

The Works of Antiquity compared icith the Ohio Canal.—Nothing is

more common than to hear people speak of the immense works of antiquity,

and assert that there is nothing of the present day that will compar with

them, and It is customary to hear them say that it must have taken cenii^,

ries to have completed even a single work. Now let us compare the works
of the ancients with that of the moderns. Take for instance the great pyra-

mind of Cheops in Egypt. It is estimated to contain six millions of tons

of Granite and that it would take all the ships, steamboats and vessels in

the world to carry it at one cargo. Now this is all very true, but it was
built by a country numbering thirteen millions inhabitants. The Ohio.

Canal is 209 miles long, of an average width of 40 feet, and must have in-

volved the excavation of upwards of 8 millions tons of earth, besides the

stone necessary to build about 140 locks, containing 5 millions cubic feet of

cut stone, to say nothing of limber necessary for lock-gates, dams, etc. The
Ohio canal was built by a free State, containing a population of less than

one million, in the short space of six years and a half! Nowhow long

would it have taken the people of Ohio, numbering fifteen hundred thou-

sand, to have built the pyramid of Cheops? Answer, about iico yean
and ten daps. ^.:;..,:..r,. .-".-v:- ;;:.> :\i^..- v^: r

*^^"- -i:'^

' Railway Talking Machine.—A late English journal in referring to the

London and Blackwall railroad, mrntions a "talking machine" construct-

ed with galvanic wires, by means of which conversation could be carried

on between London and Blackwall with the greatest ease and precision.

By way of illustrating the efficiency of this talking machine Mr. Stephen-

son said that he went to the station in London one day to inquire for one of

-

his assistants. He was not there, but the attendant said that he would in- -

quire if he was at the other end of the line
;
he did so

;
in a few seconds

the answer was that he was not there. But about five minutes afterward
'

the talkinsr machine informed him in London that his assistant had arrived

at the Blackwall terminus; upon which' he instructed the attendant to say
by the same agency, •* tt-ll him to come here directly." In ten minutes from v

that time he arrivpd, the distance being nearly seven miles. If the dis-

tance were 100 miles the conversation could be carried on just as readily,
"

for the communication travelled at the ratL- of 20 miles a second.

—

N. Y.

Times. .••.:.:-^ =:•;•. ': -\v-v^
.
VTr-'V^; '..-W-^;::. •

Steam Navigation between Bremen and New Yorl-.—We are extremely

glad to inform our readers (says the Philadelphia Standard) that the regu-

lar steam navigatFon between the Hanseatic town of Bremen and New
York, will probably commence in the spring. The steamer which is to be
bnili in Bremen, for that purpose, will be of 1000 tons. The shares were
subscribed for in two days. But one shareholder belongs to an old family

of the city, all the rest, the German papers say, are men originally from

the country,*who rpade their own fortunes.

The ship Isaac Newton, now loading at this port for Hamburg, has on
board two of iVorriV Locomotive Engines, worth some twenty-fjve thousand

dollars, destined fcr i rr.ilroad in Prussia.

—

Ne%ff York American.

;'V>' •'-''.;'.•...
.

'.-... ..: ..•'• *-^-^.l"
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PROFILES OF THE THREE GREAT RAIL-ROAD ROUTES EXTENDING FROM NEW-YORK CITY TO LAKE ERIE
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..•:-„ .. ., ELECTRICITY OF STEAM. -•
;

Much curiosity has of late been excited by the announcement of

the development of electricity from a steam boiler at a colliery near

New Castle in England. Several gentlemen have made numerous

experiments upon these boilers and more recently similar pheno-

mena have been noticed in other instances, whenever the suitable

precautions have been taken. Instead of encumbering our pages

with the mere copy of these experiments, many of thein being

identical—we purpose giving an outline of all that has been ob-

served.

In the month of October, one of the workmen employed at the

above mentioned establishment, perceived a sensation similar to

a prick when touching some part of the safety valve. Supposing

that he had struck the iron without being aware of it, no particu-

lar notice was taken of the fact, until on its repetition it was ascer-

tained that a spark had passed between the finger and the iron.

Upon trial, it was found that to produce the spark, it was neces-

sary that some part of the body should be exposed to a jet of steam

issuing with considerable force, from a small leak near the safety

valve. These circumstances being communicated to several scien-

tific gentlemen, experiments were made, which resulted in the de-

termination of the following facts.

On touching various parts of the boiler with a metal, no spark

was visible until the hand or some portion of the persoi: v;as expos-

ed to the jet of steam, and the larger the exposed surface, the bright-
'

er was the spark. When some good conductor, such as a shovel or

a collector armed with pointed wires was introduced into the steam,

the sparks were quite long and brilliant, sufficient to charge a ley-

13 . r

'4,

1
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denjar quite rapidly and to inflame combustibles placed on cotton,

etc. In all these experiments it was found that the electricity was

positive. The pressure of the steam seemed to have a direct effect

upon the quantity of electricity, causing it to increase or diminish as

the closing or opening of the safety valve produced a change in the

pressure. At the time of the experiments the working pressure

was 35 lbs. to the inch. It was soon found that these phenomena,

depended upon no peculiarity in the structure or condition of the

boiler, all that was necessary to their repetition being a jet of high

steam unmixed with water or condensed vapor. Locomotive as

well as stationary engines have been tried with complete success.

The same experiments have been repeated at the United States

Mint in Philadelphia, and with the same results.

The cause of the development of this immense quantity of elec-

tricity, appears to be generally ascribed to the condensation of

steam. One thing is certain, that true gaseous steam when issuing

with great velocity, is so poor a conductor as to allow of the return

of little or none of the electricity developed, while the steam from

a gauge cock by its mixture with the spray of water—and that from

a jet of low pressure by its immediate return to vernacular vapor,

prove such good conductors as to destroy all evidence of electric

excitement. v- i v- /?<(,f.'v
'

'•
.

^ It might be supposed that the oxidatic of the conductor by the

jet of steam might be the source of much if not all of the electri-

city, but this is disproved by the experiments at the United States

Mint where a large bar of 400 ounces of fine gold on being used as

a conductor gave the same results as other metals. The human
body v/hen employed as a conductor likewise disproves this suppo-

sition, as no chemical effects can then take place, the smaller quan-

tity of electricity developed depending upon the inferior conducting

power of the human body as compared with metals.

A far more reasonable hypothesis is, that the electricity arises

from the friction between the jet of steam and the atmosphere or

orifice of the boiler ; this however, is refuted by an experiment in

which the steam is condensed in a coil of tube kept cool by the

usual arrangement, the manifestation of electricity are said to

have been as abundant as ever. On our own minds the evidence

and experiments adduced to prove that friction is not the agent,

have not produced entire conviction, on the contrary some of them

seem rather to favor this notion than otherwise.

That the formation or condensation of steam should produce

electric excitement is not surprising as experiments have been made
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long since, which go to show that every change of condition from *Jn

liquid to gaseous and vice versa is attended by electrical pheno-

mena. These experiments were made on a very small scale, and

have not received the approbation of men of science in general.

But the careful investigation of these phenomena on so large a scale

as is offered by the steam engine induces us to hope that the ques-

tion may soon be settled. When this subject was discussed at a

meeting of the American Philosophical Society, several cases were

mentioned in which sparks of considerable size were drawn from

a stove accidentally insulated and in which anthracite was burning.

These cases were brought to afford an analogy to those in which

electricity was developed during the formation or condensation of

steam.

The question has been asked by many, whether all this has any

thing to do with the explosion of steam boilers, we answer decided-

ly, nothing whatever, for it needs but little knowledge of the princi-

ples of electricity or chemistry, to inform us that even supposing

the existence of an explosive compound inside of the boiler, no ex-

plosion could take place from the highest charge that could be com-

municated to an insulated boiler, while in fact boilers are scarcely

if ever insulated, and then the electricity of steam can cause a spark

to take place under the most favorable circumstances only on the

outside of the boiler. It is very probable however, that many of

the appearances of flame at the moment of explosion have been

caused by the spontaneous discharge of a cloud of vapor rendered

highly electrical by the immense quantity of very high steam sud-

denly and simultaneously condensed ; the phenomen?. therefore in

this supposition is the effect and not the cause of the explosion.

It has been the fashion in modern times to ascribe nearly all the

phenomena of nature, to the agency of electricity, the misconcep-

tion of the vulgar, and the prejudice of philosophers have alike tend-

ed to this end—consequently no new experiment or discovery, in

which electricity has the least to do, is ever suffered to escape uni-

versal attention, but is generally taxed in some way or other to ac-

count for half the phenomena of the universe, sometimes for all of

them. The popular nature of these experiments upon the electri-

city of steam have led and probably will lead to many wise and

learned (?) disquisitions by those who know little or nothing about

the matter.

RAILROADS FROM NEW YORK CITY TO LAKE ERIE.

In this number is presented to the readers of the Journal, a profile

of the great railroad route, leading from New York city to lake^

Erie by the way of Albany.
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VNlOO Railroads from New York City to Lake Erie.

V This route is arranged into eight divisions, for each of which

there is a separate act of incorporation as follows :— ^>^- .t -'jigf^?;

„..,,: , . Distance
in miles.
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per mile. This may be connected with the New York and Albany

road by the continuation of the latter to Troy, and will increase

the distance to Buffalo about 6 miles, making 465 in all from New
York city.

The Utica and Schenectada railroad is graded for a double

track, and has a do^^ble track superstructure for one-fourth of the

distance.

The Utica and Syracuse road is graded for a single track one

half of its length and Has a single track superstructure. The re-

maining half is a single track supported upon piles. The expense

of this road would seem to show that on ordinary ground but little

if any thing is saved in the first cost by the piling system, while the

ultimate expense is probably increased.

The Auburn and Syracuse railroad is graded for a double

track in the most permanent manner. The amount of perishable

material in the road-bed not exceeding in value $4000. It passes

probably over the most difficult ground between Albany and Buf-

falo, and has a single track superstructure.

The Auburn and Rochester road so far as completed is graded for

a single track, with a single track superstructure. The course

which it pursues is not very direct, in consequence of which the

distance from Syracuse to Rochester is full 1 3 miles further than it

would have been if the route near the Erie canal had been taken.

The Tonawanda road is graded for a single track and has a sin-

gle track superstructure. This road has been in operation about 6

years.

All the roads above mentioned have a timber superstructure, the

timber rail being surmounted by an iron bar or plate 2^ by f to |
inches. This is in fact the plan adopted upon all the railroads

in the State, with the exception of the Long Island railroad and

the New York and Erie road. The work upon the unfinished por-

tions of the Auburn and Rochester road is in progress, and arrange-

ments are making for the construction of the portion between Bata-

via and Buffalo. This road is represented in the profile as passing

through Attica. It seems to be the determination now to carry it on
the direct route, which lessens the distance 9 or 10 miles, making the

total distance from Buffalo to New York city, as above 461 miles

;

or to tide water and steam navigation on the Hudson at Albany
only 314 miles. This is by far the shortest and most favorable

route for connecting lake Erie with the tide waters of the At-

lantic.

. Several of the railway companies between Albany and Buffalo

are subject to restrictions in the transportation of freight and pas-
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sengers. The Utica and Schenectada company, are not permitted

to carry freight on any terms, and can charge only four cents per

mile for passengers. The Syracuse and Utica, Auburn and Syra-

cuse and^ Auburn and Rochester companies, are permitted to carry

freight by paying to the State the same tolls that the State would

have received, had the freight passed upon the c|inal. These com-

panies are not allowed to charge over five cents per mile for each

passenger.

The restrictions as it regards the conveyance of freight, evinces

an illiberal and short-sighted policy on the part of the State, and

the more so, as the State is squandering millions in the enlargement

of the Erie canal. ^ ':r?j ^^iu? i\

One-third of the money which it will cost the State to make this

enlargement would build an entire new double track, solid iron

railroad from Buffalo to Albany—which, if located on gi'ound as

favorable as that occupied by the canal, making the line level or

descending from Buffalo to Albany, would have double the capacity

of the canal when enlarged, convey freight at less cost to the pub-

lic in one-fifth of the time, and afford a greater revenue to the State.

The construction of a railway from Albany to Buffalo, to be ope-

rated by locomotive steam power, was urged instead of the canal,

in the first instance, by Col. John Stevens of Hoboken, N. Jersey,

in 1812. The arguments which he adduced were never refuted

—

and notwithstanding iron railroads had then never been used for

the general purposes of trade and travel, and had never been ope-

rated by locomotive steam power, it is surprising how very Bear

the engine proposed by Col.. Stevens approximated in the dimen-

sion of its several parts and degree of steam pressure to those now
in successful operation on most of our railroads.

The road from New York to Albany has been commenced, and

a large portion of it has been put under contract for grading, ex-

tending through West Chester, Putnam and Dutchess counties.

Its progress for several years past has been retarded—first, by an

unfavorable report of an Engineer,* who represented that a route

could not be obtained within the limits of the State without resort

to a tunnel or inclined planes, operated by stationary steam or horse

power.—secondly, by the derangement which has for some time pre-

vailed in the monetary tiffairs of the country, and thirdly,by the oppo-

sition from rival interests, particularly from the New York and Har-

lem railroad company. This latter opposition has, within the last year

presented itself in a new form, by an unexpected claim on the part

of that company to the exclusive right to Westchester county.

The N. Y. and Harlem railroad company is in possesgion of a

Judge Wright.
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road upon New York Island 7^ miles long, which is greatly in

debt and does not pay interest and expenses, having cost over

1,200,000 dollars.

That company is so deeply involved, that if they had the exclusive

right; which they pretend to have to Westchester county, they could

not, in all pi'obability, construct a road through it. Their opposi-

tion must, therefore, be attributed to a desire to raise their credit

and extricate themselves from present difficulties by coercing an

arrangement with the N. Y. and Albany company, on terms as fa-

vorable to themselves as possible. :^ 'M-

/. Notwithstanding these embarrassments, the New York and Al-

bany railroad, has continued to advance and will be pressed stea-

dily forward to a completion, and there is now little doubt, that ere

two or three years at most have elapsed, there will be a continuous

line of railroad in operation from New York city to lake Erie

by the way of Albany, on a route much superior, in a topographi-

cal and commercial view, to any other which can be adopted.

This route will also be connected, in the same time, with steam navi-

gation on lakes Ontario and Champlain by a branch of 35 miles

to the former and 40 miles in length to the latter, and also with the

railways of New England. v: ; '

ESTIMATE OF COST PER ANNUM, OR SEASON, OF RUNNING A FIRST

class steamboat, between Albany and New York—average passage

both ways eleven Jiours. .-; ;, ;i -, . :- /

Cost of boat $70,000, at 7 pr. ct. per annum, $4,900

Wear and tear of ditto, at 12 per cent per annum. 8,400

Fuel, 40 cords per trip, for 240 trips in 8 months, at the /.

average price of wood in Albany $6 and N. York $5, 52,800

Insurance or $70,000 at 3 per cent, 2,100

Wharfage, agencies packing, tiller ropes, printing bill, etc. 3,000

Wages, to wit

:

jFVr*< Captain, for the year, :4?4^i; ^^K^^^ < $1,500 . ^

; Second ditto,
. \ • ' •;'^^ i^ 1»000

2 Pilots, to relieve,
' ^^_'\ -'--- :y:-^'y'^<^^^\- y i^qq y

- 2 Engineers, do, 1500

6 Firemen—8 months, at $20 each, ; .J,; a . 960 *

10 Deck hands, do ^^^1- i:;^ lOOO .

Steward of supplies, - A >;". / 80o
.

..v

: 12 Waiters at $15 each, 8 months, " >' J;^^; 1440 - j"
:

10,300

Total expenses for one season, or $339 per trip
j ;. $81,500
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The above estimate has been reviewed by practical men connect-

ed with the steamboats on the North river, who gave the principal

items, anrl particulars of wages. Should the estimate of wood, be

considered too high, let 20 per cent be deducted—still each trip

would cost $295
Every expense of motive power, according to de Gerstner

and others, will be covered by one dollar per mile, per trip,*

for an engine and train, to carry 800 passengers from the '^

city of New York to Albany, at the rate of 25 cents per

hour—to include stoppages—equal to $147
It will thus be perceived, that five hours less in time, and fifty

per cent less in the cost of transportating a passenger, may be ac*

complished, on the completion of a good edge railway, compared

with the steamboats on the river. ... J. E. B.

Great Performance of a Locomotive Engine.-^—On Friday last,

the 5th inst., the locomotive engine ' Hechens and Harrison,' built by Messrs.

Baldwin, Vail & Hufty, hauled to Phiadelphia, over the Philadelphia and

Reading Railroad, one hundred and two burden cars, loaded with

the following articles of freight:— 1479 bbls. of flour, 49 tons ofiron, 1163
bushels of grain, 12 tons of wiskej', oil and ship stuff, and sundry other

freight, amounting in all to 251^ tons of 2240 lbs. weight of cars 168 tons,

making total weight of 419^ tons of 2240 lbs. by the engine. The aver-

age running time of the train was lOf miles per hour. Weight of en-

gine with water and fuel, 12 tons ;
weight on driving wheels, with vvatef,

fuel and two men, 6j tons.

As the above was the regular freight train, transporting the ordinary

business of the road, and no experimental trip, no account was kept of the

quantity of fuel or water used by the engine. Length of train 1201 feet:

longest continuous level over which the above train was hauled, at a speed

of 10^ miles per hour, 9 I-IO miles.— ?/. -S. Gazette. "
;

Hartford and Springfield Railroad.—We learn that five dif-

ferent routes have been surveyed between Hartford and Springfield, and
that the Engineer will make his report to the General Committee havinjf

charge of the undertaking, at their meeting in Hartford to-day. In the

mean, time we are informed by a Hartford gentleman, that 20 of the 24
miles can be run in a continous straight line, with no grade exceeding 25
feet to a mile. No Railroad in New England, it is believed, can show
such a line. When this short section of 24 miles is made, there will be a
Railroad the whole distance from New Haven to Boston, and also (on the

completion of the Western Railroad) from New H^ven to Albany.

Long Island Railroad.—Thirty miles of this road are completed

and in active operation. Twenty miles further are graded in part; the re-

maining distance is forty-five miles, making in all ninety-five miles. The
Company has e.xpended of its own funds upwards of four hundred thou-

sand dollars. This sum has not yet been reialized ; but the Company is

about to receive and apply it, and is it comtemplated that by the 1st of Sep'

tember next, the whole amount of the loan will have been expended, and
that at that time or soon thereafter, twenty additional miles will be comple-

ted and in operation. •
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Second report op the DiREdt^RS op the new york and erie rail-

road COMPANY, TO THE STOCKHOLDERS.

—

Fchruary 3d, 1840.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the New York &
Erie Railroad Company, at their Office, No. 34 Wall street, on the

3d day of February, 1841, the following Report having been read

by the President, was adopted, and ordered to be printed and dis-

tributed to the Stockholders. . . ,. ' •

The Directors had it in view to submit the present Report to the

Stockholders on the occasion of opening the Eastern Division of

their road ; but that event having been hindered by delay in the

arrival of a part of the requisite iron, and the eflects of an extra-

ordinary storm having occasioned a further postponement, they

trust that a notice of their proceedings, of the progress of their

undertaking, and of various matters relating thereto, will be ac-

ceptable at the present time.

It being about five years since the date of the first Report, a

reference to the principal events of that period will be expected.

The consideration that the Southern tier of counties had just

grounds of reliance, recognized and sanctioned by the Legislature

during the construction of the Erie canal, for timely and liberal

aid from the State towards opening for them a thoroughfare from

the city of New York to lake Erie, entered largely into the view

of those who originally proposed the construction of this road.

The project of a State road, brought forward under the auspices

of Governor Clinton, and surveyed in 1825, had failed for want of

harmony in relation to Us details ; soon after which, the subject of

Railways began to attract the attention and confidence of the pub-

lic. In 1832 the charter of this company was granted. In 1834

the route of the road was surveyed, under the authority and at the

expense of the State ; and in 183G the Legislature granted to the

Company, in aid of its construction, a loan of the credit of the State

for three millions of dollars.

The law pledging this aid provided for the issue of the loan in

large instalments, on the completion of specified Divisions of the

road. The Division on which, under that act, the work was com-

menced in 1835, extended fr(yn the Hudson & Delaware canal to

the Chenango river, and required on the part of the Company an

expenditure of about two millions of dollars, before any portion of

the loan could be received.

The commercial and financial embarrassments which commenced
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about the close of 183G, occasioned a suspension of the work until

1838, when the Legislature so modified the law as to authorize the

: issue of SI 00,000 of State stock for every like sum which had been

or should thereafter be collected, on the stock of the Company, and

expended on their undertaking
;
provided, that prior to any such

. issues, ten miles of the road at the Eastern and ten miles at the

Western termination should be located and put under contract.

The then Board of Directors accepted this law, and in August,

1838, entered into contracts for the grading, bridging and masonry

of the prescribed portions of the road.

Of collections on the stock of the Company expended on the

road, the amount up to the close of 1838, was $346,237.50, which

entitled the Company to receive only 8300,000 of State stock until

the further sum of 853,702.50 should be collected and expended.

It however appeared that the contracts on the two portions of

ten miles each, including the pier in the Hudson, land and damages,

engineering, and contingencies, would amount to not less than

$350,000. A loss of $55,000 v/as incurred on the sale of the

$300,000 of 4| per cent. State stock first received ; so that for dis-'

charging these contracts there was a deficiency of means to the

extent of about $ 1 00,000. ;
; , -; ' r

Owing to the continued pressure of commercial embarrassment Sy

it was deemed inexpedient to call on the Stockholders in the city

for further payment?, until a more favorable state of things should

occur.

A disposition was nevcrthelei^s manifested by the inhabitants of

several of the interior counties, to subscribe to the stock of the

Company, and to pay instalments thereon, on condition that por-

tions of the road in such counties should be put under contract ;

which disposition was encouraged by resolutions of the Board of

Directors, and by a circular issued with their sanction.

Subscriptions in several of the counties were accordingly made,

and pursuant to the stipulations of the Company, an instalment

having been paid on the shares subscribed in Rockland and Orange

counties contracts were entered into in July, 1839, for the grading

and masonry of thirty-five miles of the road, extending from the ten

miles previously contracted for in Rockland, county to the village'

of Goshen, and for a short distance near Middletown.
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The collections on these subscriptions, added to balances received

of instalments previously called on other stock, extended the amount

of receipts on the stock of the Company, and of expenditures

thereof before the close of the year, to something over 8400,000

;

and therefore entitled the Company to the fourth instalment of

^100,000 of State stock, vk^hich was accordingly issued in De-

cember, 1839. -.;,;|; ../•;-• ^. ;-,-. ;v -'•--'• :•: c;*.v

Pursuant to the same views and understandings, contracts were

entered into in February, 1840, for the construction, chiefly with

piles, of one hundred and seventeen miles of the road between

Binghamton and Hornellsville, denominated the Susquehanna

Division. ,,,,,;: j:- :^.v -/..-^Ci^v^ u^:,;^;...-;;^^../ C- -> ;: : . \,^^&C-

In April, 1840, the Legislature further so modified the previous

laws, as to authorize the issue to the Company of 8100,000 of State

stock for each 8100,000 previously collected on the stock of the

Company ; and the like sum of $100,000 for every sum of 850,000

which should thereafter be collected on their stock, and expended

in the construction of the road, till the issues amounted to 83,000,000.

Under this act four instalments of 8100,000 each, of State stock,

bearing interest at the rate of .5i per cent., were received and ex-

pended in the course of IS 10 : the construction of the road on the

Eastern and Susquehanna Divisions, was diligently prosecuted

:

the graduation, including masonry and bridging, of ten miles at the

Western termination, was finished: that of forty-seven miles in

the counties of Rockland and Orange, so nearly perfected as to

receive the superstructure, which was provided and most of it laid

:

the pier in the Hudson, at Piermont, was enlarged : part of the

buildings required at that station and at Goshen, were erected

:

5000 tons of heavy edge rails, with the necessary chairs and

spikes, were purchased : three locomotive engines, weighing fifteen

tons each, and four large eight wheeled passenger and a number of

freight cars were also purchased, with other requisites for putting

the road in operation from Piermont to Goshen : thirty miles of the

road on the Susquehanna Division were prepared for the super-

structure, besides one of the larger class of bridges : and the entire

line of the road west of Goshen, excepting forty miles on the Dela-

ware and ten miles near Dunkirk, which had previously been

located, was re-surveyed, and most of it prepared for final location.

Since the passage of the law of April last, collections on the stock

of the Company, up to the present datf, have been received and
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duly expended, to the amount of about .$220,000 ; entitling the

Company to $400,000 of the State loan, of which sum $200,000

have been received since the 1st of January, 1841. ^ ...v ^v; :. '-

During these proceedings, the attention of numerous individuals

of this and neighboring States, has been drawn to the subject of the

road, its route and relations, the plan of construction, and the affairs

and prospects of the Company ; and a growing confidence on the part

of those interested, and of others, who have taken the trouble to in-

quire, has been abundantly manifested.
|

• «^";. '•'T'-'vnt.

In the course of the year, it appeared probable, that the work not

already let, might be put under contract on satisfactory terms, and

to parties who, after due examination, would be disposed to sub-

scribe to the stock of the Company. Proposals were accordingly

received, and contracts have been concluded for grading the road-

way from Middlctown, near Goshen, to the mouth of Calicoon

creek, on the Delaware river, a distance of sixty-five miles ; for com-

pleting the unfinished sections on the forty miles between the lattei

point and Deposit, of which, about thirty miles were graded, un-

der the contracts of 1835; and for constructing about one hundred

and twenty-four miles, extending west from Hornellsville to the

ten miles previously completed near Dunkirk.
-t--.':.

The parties with whom these extensive and important contracts

have been made, are of the ablest, most experienced, and most in-

telligent contractors in the country. They have examined the

route, claims and prospects of the road, and have shown their con-

fidence in the undertaking, and their satis(action with the plans and

views upon which it is conducted, by subscribing for stock of the

company equal, in some instances, to one-third, and in others, to

three-eighths of the amount of their contracts, on which they pro-

pose to pay instalments as their work proceeds ; and they are be-

lieved to be well able to hold their stock, make the necessary ad-

vances, and complete the payments on it, by the time thei? work
shall be accomplished. . .

.i;,
:= -^ -v: •• rt-

In these, and all other instances of subscriptions by parties with

whom ftbntractsfor labor or materials have been made, the stock is

regarded and taken as fully equivalent to cash. In no instance,

has any higher pricebeen paid to those who have subscribed for

stock, than would have been paid, had no such subsciiption

taken place. On the contrary-, it has in numerous instances hap-

pened, that higher prices have been paid to persons who refused to
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gubscribe for stock, than have been paid to stockholders, for Hkc ma-

terials and work. This results from the most obvious considerations,

and involves nothing incredible or surprising. Those who have ex-

amined the route and plan of the road, the character and resources

of the country through which it passes ; its very moderate cost, and

its relations to the rivers, canals, railways and routes, which inter-

sect it, and to the commercial capital of the country on the Atlantic,

and to the lakes, and regions of the west ; have perfect confidence in

the safety, productiveness, and value of the stock, and regarding

their subscriptions as the best investment they can make, are dis-

posed to limit them only by their ability to hold the stock till the

road is completed. Those, likewise, who reside near the road, who
desire, and are interested it its progress, and are friendly to, and

have confidence in the measures adopted by the Company, are dis-

posed to aid in its construction, not only by subscribing to the

stock, but by furnishing materials and labor at the most moderate

prices ; whereas, those who, from ignorance, selfishness, or otter

causes, are unfriendly or indifferent, will neither subscribe for stock,

nor furnish materials or labor without the highest prices attainable

under the circumstances which occasionally render it necessary tq

obtain supplies from them. '

Passing from this rapid sketch of their operations, the Directors

proceed to state more particularly ; .,
,

:.. .

I.—: THE PROGRESS AND STATE OF THE WORK.

The following portions of the roadway are graded and otherwise

prepared for the superstructure : viz.

From Hudson river at Piermont to Goshen, on which Miles,

the superstructure is mostly laid, .-
- - 45

Near Middletown, ....,.*' >...(, . . 2

On the Delaware, between Deposit and Calicoon creek,

forty miles put under contract in 1835, and suspended

in 1837, about, I w .;.'- v:-:v.f« - _ 30

On the Susquehanna, between Owego and Hornellsvillc, 30

At Dunkirk, ^ .'^t" V^f '; '!*!/:r ^n^ -^^-^ '-' - lO

Portions note under Contract.

Opi the Susquehanna Division 117 miles, less 30 graded, 87

i7i:ii^^M:t^- ^>;•: '.: ; ^ ;.,;v''}t^W;,i'^-:
'•

-''^v; •'•; , ^-/^ '
; Carried foruYird. 87
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-
- 1

Brovglit fGncarcl, 87 117

On the Western Division 134 miles, less 10 graded, 124

On the Delaware Division, between Deposit and Calicoon -

'

creek, 40 miles, less 30 graded, - - - - 10 -^

On the Delaware and Eastern Division, between Calicoon

creek and Middlctown, - - - - - 65

West of the Wallkill, between Goshen and Middletown, 2

.,

' "•>;, :'_ ..-I v.-. : 288

Portions remaining to he put under Contract. .

Between Binghamton and Deposit, estimated at - 38 „

Between Goshen and the Wallkill, - . - - 3
- 41

Total length of the road, supposing the shortest line from

Binghamton to Deposit to be adopted, - '

f-;
- 446

II. OF THE EXPENDITURES ANP LIABILITIES OF THE COMPANY.

The amount expended up to the close of 1838, was 8384,219.73

The expenditures in 1839, amounted to - - 306,939.79

Ditto, in 1840, to ...
^ 535,900.13

^1,227,115.65

At the close of 1840, the liabilities of the Company for work
done and for materials furnished on the road, and for iron, loco-

motives, cars, and other requisites, amounted to not less than

$500,900, to protect which, further collections on their stock were

in progress.

The amount of stock subscribed in the counties on

the Susquehanna Division of the road in 1840, in- •'.'

eluding previous subscriptions, which were render- -,,

cd obligatory by the action of the Company in

closing contracts for that Division, is estimated at $ 350,000

on which more than S80,000 have been collected.

The amount subscribed, with reference to the con- '

tracts on the Western Division, including previ- .:

ous subscriptions, rendered obligatory by these

contracts, is estimated at - - - - - 300,000

The amount subscribed within the same period, with .>' v rj

reference to the construction of the road from

Cem-icd forward, $ 650,040
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-^
- ' ^

'^-'''^
• '

''- ' Brought forward, $ 650,000

Middletown to Calicoon creek, and the completion

of unfinished sections on the Delaware Division,

^ is estimated at -; r:'ii'-/'::»:-'.'-^r.:^''-'^'^-^y':\.-'^. 400,000

Subscriptions in 1840, by capitalists of the highest

respectability in London - - - - - 75,000

Balances due on subscriptions in the county of Or-

ange, which became obligatory on the contracts . .

being closed in July 1839, for grading the road ,
''•'

from the line of Rockland to Goshen, and which \ ^

were payable as the work advanced, amounting to

about - - - 25.000

. :; Making '^•l'y'^-.^j-}^C-'^:i:-;' .^:.': . 61,150,000

mdepcndently of the oi'iginal subscriptions to the
;. .

capital stock. ; .

m.-^OF THE ROUTE, SURVEYS AND RELATIONS OF THE ROAD.
.

The route is in all respects, most eligible for a work of such ex-

tent. Proceeding westwardly, from the harbor of New York, it

traverses eleven counties within tliis State, its course being nearly

midway between, and eighty to one hundred and twenty miles dis-

tant from the Erie canal, and the canals which extend westward

from Philadelphia. The physical character of the country pre-

cludes the construction of any rival work within fifty miles or

more on either side ; while the numerous streams and valleys which

are intersected, afford great advantages of access to adjacent dis-

tricts on the right and left. ; ^
'^

' ^ ; > '; •

The road will therefore, naturally, command the travel and ton-

nage of a very wide and extended region, comprising twenty-five

or thirty thousand square miles, and a numerous population, besides

a large proportion of the travel and traffic of the lakes and western

States. ; j:
-'^ ; -' '

'. v- ' ^v -;• • ;':."-- '
-

The line, moreover, has the advantage on more than three quar-

ters of the whole distance, of being laid in the valleys of rivers, and

other considerable streams, as the Ramapo, the Delaware, the

Susquehanna, the Chemung, the Canisteo, the Genessce, and the Alle-

gany rivers, and their tributaries, where the grades are extremely

favorable, and the soil in the valleys west of the Delaware, adapted

to the use of piles. ^ '^^-^^
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Cixccpung tnc portions previously located, surveys of the entirci

line of the road have been performed within the past year, includ-

ing careful and in some instances, very laborious examinations of

different routes. It was the object of these surveys to improve the

line as far as possible in respect to its length, grades, curvature,

adaptation to the use of piles, economy of construction, and sus-

ceptibility of further amendment with reference to an additional

track ; the Directors having had it specially in view to establish the

location where it ought to be, on supposition of the road hereafter

attaining all the importance as a thoroughfare of trade and travel,

which the most sanguine have anticipated for it, and at the same

time to secure the construction of a single track with the utmost

practicable economy. • , >: ,.
, i

;;;';

The original survey by Judge Wright, which possessed extraor-

dinary merit, and entitled him to the enduring gratitude and respect

of the Company, exhibited a line four hundred and eighty-three

miles in length ; but at the same time indicated the most important

points where further examinations would probably result in short-

ening the distance, and in securing other advantages. Between

his survey in 1834, and the close of 1838, re-surveys of the" whole

line and of different routes on portions of it, costing in the aggre-

gate more than $100,000, resulted in little inore than a confirmation

of,the recommendations and suggestions contained in his Report to

the Legislature.

_V- y ,

-•- -
• ..^l.'- ^-,. i--V

,

The surveys and examinations of the last year, leave no room to

doubt but that the line selected from Piermont to Deposit, one

hundred and fifty-seven miles, and from Binghamton to Dunkirk,

two hundred and fifty-one miles, is, taking every important con-

sideration, present and prospective, into view, the best that can be

obtained. Its 'length, allowing thirty-eight miles for the distance

from Deposit to Binghamton, is four hundred and forty-six miles.

It admits of a convenient and advantageous distribution into Di-

visions, to be worked respectively by locomotives adapted in weight

to the ruling grades of the several portions. )
-

. - s

Next in importance to the route and location of tlie road, are its

relations to other avenues and sources of travel and business.

Under this head it is obvious, first to notice its relation to the city

of New York, the great mart for the products of this and the west-

ern States, and of the merchandize to be transported in return, for

consumption in the interior ; where, fronj the cast and south, the
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great lines of travel meet, and where emigrants, and other passen-

gers from Europe, for the most part make their landing in the coun-

try. When it is considered that the road extends, by the shortest

practicable line, from this city to lake Erie ; that it is designed for

the transport of heavy tonnage, as well as of passengers ; that it

will be open for use throughout the year ; that the plan of its con-

struction will render it competent to any conceivable amount of busi-

ness,and that passengers may with safety be transported over it front

one extremity to the other, in eighteen or twenty hours ; the impor-

tance of its connexion with this metropolis, and the value of its local

effects here in obviating the disadvantages of a northern climate, and

rendering business as active,and supplies as cheap, in the winter as in

the sununer months, cannot fail to be apparent. (See appendix,

Note A.) ,,.-..;,„....;., -.^, - _-- :.--:{!-„--.,

It has been supposed by some, that the termination of the road

on the western shore of the Hudson, about twenty miles from this

city, would prove disadvantageous, at least for some five or six

weeks of the winter season ; and in anticipation of such an objec-

tion, provision was made in the charter for extending the line to

the city, from a point opposite to the Company's pier. Belov.^ that

point however, there is seldom, even temporarily, more obstruction

from ice than on the ferries opposite to the city. The present

winter, owing to the quantity of ice and the occurrence of severe

storms, has occasioned difficulties as formidable as are likely to oc-

cur hereafter. Nevertheless, the company's boat has regularly per-

formed her daily trips, and by her punctuality and success, has re-

moved all doubt, and established full confidence, of the safety and

advantage of this mode of Communication with the road.

« 't'^'li .'-ii-f'.Jf ijs-^r'^^ ^^yf^' =7::'-'
'

'•

The pier; which extends ai)6ut 4000 feet into the Hudson, forms

ia safe and valuable harbor, in connection with abundant space for

iall the accommodations of a depot.

Proceeding westwardly, the road passes through the valley of

the Ramapo, and a region of the most valuable iron ores, and di-

vides the county of Orange into nearly equal parts. From Goshen,

situate near the centi'e of the county, railways are proposed to

Newburgh, distant about twenty miles : to the line of New Jersey,

in a southwesterly direction ; and to the north, through Kingston,

Saugertics, and Catskill to Albany ; of which the two former have

been chartered. Near tiic western boundary of Orange, the line

approaches the Delaware river, and intersects the Hudson and Del- .

15
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..:-. ..V I
"./

aware canal, which extends from the Hiutson river, near Kingston,

to the Anthracite coal beds of Pennsylvania.
,.

. , . .

In the' county of Delawarey a railroad is proposed from Delhi, or

from Walton, to Deposit.

In Broome county, the road intersects the Chenango fcanal, which

extends from the Erie canal at Utica to the Sustjuclianna river

;

and also the line of a proposed railway from Utica to the Susque-

hanna, which has been chartered and surveyed ; and another from

Binghamton through Cortland and Onondaga counties, to Syracuse,^

and thence to Lake Ontario at Oswego, which has been chartered,

and which, in connection with this road, will offer the most direct

and eligible route from this city to Upper Canada.

At Owego, in the county of Tioga, a connection occurs with the

Ithaca and Owego railroad, which extends from the Susquehanna

to Cayuga lake, by the navigation of which, it forms an important

route from the Erie canal. Near Tioga point, a connection is an-

ticipated with the North Branch canal in Pennsylvania.

In the county of Chemung, the road intersects the Chemung canal

at Elmira. The same point is contemplated as the termination of a

railroad, which is in part constructed, from Williamsport in Penn-

sylvania, a distance of about seventy-five miles. To perfect a

continuous line of railways from Philadelphia to Elmira, and thence,

by the road of this Company, to lake Erie, is a principal object of

this road.
, ;?? - i^ *'•;>,: _•., ; •

It is supposed by some, (who of course are not aware ho\v much
the grades have been reduted, &tid the line shortened, on the eastern

half of this road, since the original survey,) that on (he completion
'•

of such continuous line from Philadelphia to Elmira, the distance *

and amount of rise and fall between these two points, will be less

than between Elmira and the eastern fefmination of this road ; and
;

that both trade and travel will therefore be diverted from this route

to Philadelphia. An examination of the subject has removed all

apprehension of danger from this source. The distance fronfj El-^

mira to tK^ llirdson at Piermont, supposing the most eligible line

from Binghamton to Deposit to be adopted, is two hundred and
j

fifty-two miles, and the aggregate of ascents and descents, 3820 ieet.

The intenal hrtweeft Piermont and this city is cnlitlcd to be re-

garded only a? a ferry.
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TrcHXi Williamsport to Philadelphia, several routes are projeciea

and partly constructed ; of which the most direct is that by way
of Sunbury, Pottsville and Reading. Of this line, one hundred

and fifty-one miles are nearly finished. Its length from Philadel-

phia to Elmira is two hundred and fifty-eight miles, and its rise

and fall 5050 feet. It is moreover encumbered with nine formi-

tjlable inclined planes, on which stationary power will be required,

.and is therefore not eligible for general trade or passengers.

The next route in point of distance, is that via the Muncy Hills,

Catawissa, and Reading, of which the length is two hundred and

sixty-five miles, and the rise and fall 5530 feet ; of this one hundred

and fifty-two miles are completed, or far advanced. The third is

a modification of the last mentioned route, and passes from Wil-

liamsport to Catawissa, by the valleys of the West and North

Branch, instead of crossing the Muncy Hills. It is longer than

those above referred to, but has less elevation to encounter, its

length being two hundred and eighty-three miles, and its rise and

fall 4630 feet ; one hundred and fifty-two miles are nearly finished.

The only remaining route passes down the Susquehanna to Harris-

burg, and thence by way of liancaster to Philadelphia, of which

the length is two hundred and seventy-eight miles, the rise and

fall 4790 feet, and the portion finished, one hundred and twenty*

six miles.

Each of these different routes is in the hands of four or five dis-

tinct companies, and of course subject to the disadvantages inci-.

dental to separate interests and diverse modes of superstructure

and management. The first is placed out of the pale of comparison

by its inclined planes. The second is thirteen miles longer, has 1710

feet more of rise and fall, and cannot, from the arrangement of itsj

grades and curves, be worked so economically. The third iy

longer by thirty-one miles, and has 810 feet more of rise and fall.

The fourth has an excess in length of twenty-six miles, and in rise

and fall of 970 feet. v. Vi«^^

^'^
--.i--.:':;/- . ..>^:. :,.'-- v-r.'_

Our roa4 therefore, in view of this brief statement, to say

nothing of its uniform character and management, or of the pref-

erence due to New York as a market, can be considered in no

hazard of a diversion of its business by the lines in question, while

as routes both of travel and transport from Philadelpliia to lako

Erie, and for the conveyance of coal and of iron from the district

north of Williamsport, the Pennsylvania works will be largely

tributary to the productiveness of the road of this Company. .
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At Corning, in the county of Steuben, the railway, forty miles

in length, from Blossburg in Pennsylvania, occupied chiefly in the

transport of bituminous coal, terminates in the line of this road

:

which also, at the same place, intersects a navigable feeder of the

Chemung canal. From Painted Post or Erwin, near the junc-

tion of the Canistco with the Conhocton river, a railroadis pro-

posed to be connected with this, extending up the valley of the

Conhocton to the village of Bath, and thence to the Crooked lake.

In the county of Allegany, at Cuba, the line of the road crqsses

the Genessee Valley canal, whicli extends frqm the Erie canal at

Rochester, to the Allegany river, a distance of one hundred and

seven miles. At Hinsdale, in Cattaraugus county, this road will

connect with a Railroad which has been chartered extending along

the valley of the Ichua to Buffalo.

The line passing down the Olean creek, in the county of Catta-

raugus, approaches the Allegany river, along the northerly side of

which it extends about thirty miles. At Olean a connection will be

formed with works, to be hereafter constructed, extending thirty miles

pp the valley of the Allegany tp valuable beds of bituminous coal.

From the termination at Dunkirk, on the shore of lake Erie, a

railroad has been chartered and surveyed to Buffalo, forty-two

miles ; and another is proposed in the opposite direction, to be ex-

tended along the Southern shore of the lake, into the State of

Ohio ; from the Eastern border of which State, a continuous line

of railroads has been chartered, and portions of- it constructed,

through Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Illinois, to the Mississippi,

opposite to St. Louis, to be intersected in Illinois, by a route from

the city of Cairo, at the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi. .

'^ The harbor of Dunkirk is spacious and secure. It is open

earlier, and occasionally, some weeks earlier in the spring and

later in.the autumn than that of Buffalo. (See appendix. Note B.)

This brief notice of the relations of this work to those natural

and artificial avenues which intersect its route, and are already

open, or arc confidently anticipated, may serve in some degree to

indicate its probable command of business, and its high claims to

the confidence of its proprietors and of the public. ' ».
/•

Oil lij ut

An examination of a map of this and the adjoining States, will

how that most of the routes of travel and transport above noticed,

are intersected nearly at right angles, which sufficiently charac-

terises them as tributaries instead of rivals. Their aggregate

length is far greater than that of the main avenue. Those extend-

ing to the right will supply for distribution in the Southern, th«k

salt, lime, gypsur.-:, and various manufactures and products of the
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Northern copnties of this State ; vyhile those approaching from the

South and West, will furnish for transport from numerous points,

anthracite and bituminous coal, iron, and the products of agricul-

ture and of the forest.

IV. OF THE COST OF THE WORK. '.^'-
i: ,

The former estimates, as revised in 1835 and 1836, of the cost of

constructing the work with a light superstructure and common
plate rail, amounted to $0,000,000. In these estimates, however,

)and damages, depot buildings, water stations, and some other

^tems, were omitted. Were the road, after being prepared under

the contracts which have been made for grading and piling, to be

finished with a superstructure like that formerly proposed, the cost

would not exceed the amount above represented. ^^^ -

v'-l^r'i

In the estimates above referred to, the cost of grading and pre-

paring the road for the superstructure, amounted to $3,900,075.

Under the contracts which have been made, and to the extc<it of

about one-third executed, and which cover the entire line, except

the section between Binghamton and Deposit, about thirty-eight

or forty miles, with an estimate supposed to be liberal for that sec-

tion, the cost of grading, piling, bridging, masonry, etc., to prepare

the road for the superstructure, will amount to $3,840,000. The
character of the work, however, which has been, and is to be, ex-

ecuted under these contracts, is deemed to be in some respects much
superior to that contemplated in the original estimates, so as to

adapt it, with an edge rail, to the use of locomotives of double the

weight formerly intended, and to the conveyance of proportionately

heavier loads. The masonry is accordingly more solid and perma-

nent ; the bridges are stronger, and in some instances, the grades are

improved, and the line shortened, at considerable additional expense.

The adoption of piles in the construction of nearly two hundred

miles of the road-way, is likewise deemed a great advantage over

the ordinary method of grading. The piles used are generally of

white oak, about twelve inches in diameter. They are driven by
steam power, five feet apart from center to center, to such depth

in all cases as to secure them from the effects of frost, and with such •

force as to leave them in no danger of settling under the pressure of

any load. The tops of the piles being protected by timbers wide

enough to -cover them, it is supposed that they may endure about

twelve or fifteen years. They form a road of uniformly even sur-

face throughout the year, which is not liable to be obstructed by
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snow, and while they continue sound, will be subject to little or no

expense for repairs. The difference between a piled and graded

road for annual repairs wiJJ, it is believed, be sufficient in five or

six years to defray the entire cost of renewing the piles ; while the

expense of working such a road, owing to the constant evenness

and good condition of the rails, will be very considerably less than

is commonly incurred on graded roacs ^3ee appendix, Note C.)

But though the preparation y,2 mc loaa-Ded is not expected to

fcost more than was formerly contemplated, a very important change

has been made in the plan and character of the superstructure,

which will materially enhance its expense. The Directors being,

after due investigation, satisfied that the ordinary plate rail and

light timber formerly proposed, would be inadequate to the objects

and business of this road, and in every point of view inexpedient,

adgpteJ an edge rail, of the most approved form, weighing fifty-six

pounds per lineal yard, which, with the requisite chairs and spikes,

will cost, delivered and distributed on the road, about $0800 per

mile of single track. This rail, instead of being supported only on

cross ties, laid at intervals of three to five feet, as is the case on other

roads, is to be laid on heavy longitudinal sills, connected by cross-

ties framed into the upper surface. These, sills, by giving to the

iron a continuous bearing, contribute greatlj' tp the sU'f^i^th and

safety of the track.
. <;

The cost of this superstructure, including all materials excepting

iron, with the labor of framing and laying it down, and laying the

rails, will be about $1900 per mile, making the entire cost of the

i^ails, chairs, spikes, timber and workinanship, 68700 per mile.

Supposing the length of single track required in the first instance,

"with the necessary side tracks and turns-out, to be five hundred miles,

the cost of iron alone, will, on the plan adopted, be $3,400,000 ; and

of timber, workmanship, etc., $950,000, making $4,350,000, which

is 74 per cent, more than was formerly allowed for the entire cost

of the superstructure.

For the satisfaction of those who are not aware of the considera-

tions which justify so enlarged an expenditure, it may be useful to

refer to the experience of others on this subject.

The heaviest wrought iron rails in use in England, prior to tlic

construction of the Liverpool and Manchester railway, were those

on the Stockton and Darlington road, which weighed but twenty-

eight pounds to the yard ; and proved to be much too light for
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general traffic, and unsafe for rapid travef. Rails, therefore, weigh-

ing thirty-five pounds to the yard, were adopted ; but these alsa

proving insufficient, were removed and others of sixty-four pounds
were substituted, which still remain in use.

Profiting by the e«cperience of the last mentioned Company, the

Directors of the Liverpool and Manchester road adopted in the

first instance a rail of thirty-five pounds, then the heaviest which had

been used in England. A single year proved its insufficiency, and

it was speedily followed by one of forty-four pounds, which again

gave place to a different pattern, weighing fifty pounds per yard.

A very few of the latter remain at present on the road, those now
in use being chiefly of four different patterns, weighing respectively

sixty, sixty-two, seventy, and seventy-five pounds per yard. Ex-
perience thus induced improvements in the construction, and an

increase in the weight and cost of rails, until the vast strength of the

forms of section now most approved, was attained.

Per Yard.

The rails laid on the Midland Counties road, weighed 78 lbs.

Those laid on the Eastern Counties road, 76 lbs.

Those on the London and Birmingham, the London and

Southampton, and London and Brighton roads, 75 lbs.

Those on the North Eastern Counties road, 69 lbs.

Those on the North Midland^ and the Manchester and • ^,

Birmingham roads, ' jm^- ;?? . . : 65 lbs.

Those on the Great North of England road, %':~ 62 lbs.

Those on the Great Westernj now in progress, 56 lbs.

Of these, one only, is as light as that adopted for this road ; and in

that instance, as in ours, the rail has a continuous bearing on a longi-

tudinal sill ; while all the others are supported on chairs, at intervals

of three to five feet, weighing froni twenty to over thirty lbs. each.

In this eouiitry, likewise, the results of experience abundantly

show, that wherever it is an object to construct a railway, it is to the

last degree desirable to obtain a heavy rail. On several roads where

a light bar was originally laid, it has been replaced by one better

adapted safely to permit rapid travelling, to sustain the severe shocks

incident to a heavy trade, and to admit of constant and economical

use ; of such, the Columbia, Newcastle arid Frenchtown, Baltimore

and Ohio, and others, might be referred to as instances.
~

The following statement of the cOst of superstructure, with heary
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rails on several roads, is extracted from a pamphlet published by

B. H. Latrobe. The author does not give the actual cost in the

several instances, but the calculated cost of the different plans of

superstructure, at a tariff of prices, which he deems a fair average

for this country.
'

j; .

" Baltimore and Susquehanna,

Stonington and Providence, v" -

New Jersey,

Boston and Worcester, - - - -

Long Island, .----.
Baltimore and Ohio, . . . i

Boston and Providence, ....
Washington Branch, ....
Philadelphia and Reading, -

Baltimore and Deposit, - - - -

Camden and Amboy, - . - -

Wilmington and Susquehanna,

Newcastle and Frenchtown,
' - . '-i - -^ - •

Average of the above,

New York and Erie, - - . -

It was believed that with a plate rail, the road would be wholly in-

adequate to the travel and transport which it ought, and, if properly

constructed, assuredly would command ; that it would be unsafe

for passengers, would be subject to enormous expense for repairs;

and could not be economically used for the conveyance of tonnage

;

whereas, with a heavy rail, it would be competent to all its objects,

could be worked with economy, would require but a moderate ex-

pense for repairs, and would be so much more productive and val-

uable, as to justify the confidence necessary to render it easier to

accomplish its consti-uction on the plan of an enlarged expenditure;

than to carry out that originally proposed.

The cost of land and damages will be unusually small, probably

not exceeding an average of $500 per mile ; about three-fourths of

the whole line, and suitable sites for depots being released without

chai'ge, and further gratuitous cessions being anticipated. Other

donations of land having been made of the value, probably, of

61,000,000, and certainly more than sufficient to cover the cost of

land for the roadway, this item is not brought into view in the fol^

lowing estimate of the cost of the work, viz:

$11,556 per mile.
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t^'or preparing the roadway for the superstructure, which

includes grading, piling, masonry, bridging, fencing,

and superintendence, ----- $3,840,000

For iron rails and appendages delivered and distributed, 3,400,000

For timber and workmanship for superstructure,
^"vj

950,000

For locomotives and cars sufficient for the first opera- '^
,

.vj

tions on the road, - - - - .^ . ., 400,000

For passenger and freight depots, machine shops,

water stations, engine houses, and other riecessary

buildings, - - - . . i . 200,000

For interest and contingencies, - - - - 210,000

i9,000,000

In view of this estimate, which is so far founded on actual con-

tracts, experience, and ascertained facts, as to be deemed worthy of

bonfidcnce, it is apparent that further resources of capital than are

yet at the disposal of the Company, will be required; The Directors

rely on the stock of the Company, after large allowance for the dis-

astrous consequences, to many of the original subscribers, of the

conflagration in this city in December 1835, and the COmmcrfcial

revulsion of the ensuing years, for at least $3,000,000. The loan

of the State heretofore granted, is of the like amount ; ahd they

trust that the progress, condition, and promise of the undertaking,

will be such, before the close of the present year, ks to leave no doubt

of the exjisdiency, safety, and public utility, of such further aid from

the State, as the speedy completion of the work shall require;

The contracts for grading and preparing the roadway, includin<T

the superstructure of wood, on about tv, o hundred and forty miles,

require the execution of those parts of the work within two years
;

the payments for which, will be discharged by collections on tJic

stock of the Company, dnd the proceeds of State stock yet to be

received under the existing law. The further needful i*es6urces will

bo required for the purchaso of iron. On the plan of preparing tho

roadway within two year;;, or thereabouts, it is highly desirable that

the Company should be enabled to contract for the iron rails, of

which about 35,000 torts arc yet warited, and for locomotives and

cars:, in the course of tho present year, on account of the length of

time required for th.cir manufacture, and delivery on the line of the

road. The importance of the entire line being put in use, and ren-

^tered productive within the shortest possible period, after the road-

bed is prepared, ia apparent i : ^ ?.v: .,
:r._^!-^
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;:...:v/.'vsrfn: (NOTE A.) -i^vt^H-^!^ '

To E. Lord, Esq., President of the New York and Erie Rail' Roarf

Company :

—

Sir—The subjorned statistical tables, having a bearing on inattef

connected with the great work of in-ternal improvements in which

you are engaged, 1 have prepared with much care, and respectfully

submit the sanie for the conskte ration of the stockholders of your
Company, and the j)nblic. Your oi)etiient servant,

EDWIN WILLIAMS, ^^
Compiler of the New York Annual Kegister.

, New York, February 3d, 1841. i,.

1

—

^^nnual consumption of counlry product in the city of Acw Yorl^ji

The following is an approximate estimate of the annual amount
of sales of articles of country procfuce in the city of New York for

the eonsumpiion o( the itdiabitants.

Fresh Heef,
*•. Veal, -

Mtitton and Land), -

l»ork, -

Poultry, Game, Eggs, Sic,

M
((

Salted liecf, Pork and Hams,
Veiretahles and fruit,

MiTk,

Butter Cheese and Lard,

Flour, Meal and other Breail Stuffs,

Hay and Oats,

Fuel, (Wood &. Coal) exclusive of Steamboat Fuel, 2,500,000

Articles njt enumerated, . _ . 580,000

$1,4';€^,000

365,700
- 335,000

600,000

1,000,000

1 ,200,000
1,3'00,000

1,000,000

l,5O0iOOO

3,000,000

750,000

$15,500,000
• The ab.)ve is not intended to rncIuJe building materials.

The opening of a new avenue for supplying our markets, such
KS the New York and Erit.' Rail Koad", which passes through a sec-

tion of counity well adapted to the fnrnislirng of most of the above
articles, would doubtless have the tlfrct of reducing pi ices by in-

creasing the abundance of sii|)p!ies. This reduction may be safely

estimated to average ten per eeri!. on the above amoiint, thus saving

annually to the inliabrtauts of thrs city, a million and a hallof dollars.

. v.. 2 —Increase of nopxilution, ^c, in the Rail Road Counties. y.-\

'• Increase of populafron and wealth in the counties traveised by
the New York and Erre liail Road, and of adjacent counties and
parts of counties in this .State, as shown by the census of 1830 and
1&40, and th • taxed valuation of real and personal c^ta^c m the i-imic

\ear6 ;

—
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Counties traversed.
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2d Period—From the opening of the Erie Canal, in 1825, to the

completion of the Ohio Canal :

1825, §5101,160,046

1826, ]07,477,781
-•' ;837, 1]2,211,92Q
«' 1828, 114,019.533

1829, $1] 2,526,016

3830, 125,288,518

1831, 139,280,214

1832, ] 46,302,61

8

3d Period—From the completion of the Oliio Canal, in 1832, Iq'

tjie present time

:

„

,, 1833, $166,495,187
;, ;834, 186,548,511

1835, 218,723,703

483q, 309,500,920

1837,

1838,

]839,

1840,

$263,747,350
264,152,941

266,882,430

252,135,515

N. B- During the latter period, namely, since 1832, about 470
miles of Rail Road have been coiii[)leted and put in operation in

this Sti^te, besides about 2,500 njU-s of Rail Roads in other States.

Thus it will appear that since the introduction of the Rail Road Sys-

tem, the value of real and personal property in the city of New Yorlv

has increased over one hundred millions aj (lollars.

The amount of tonnage of Canal boats passing and repassing

Utica, on the Erie Canal, for one year, it is ascertained, is greater

than that of all the foreign and domestic shipping entering and
clearing at the port of New York. (See R. R. J. Vol. 4, J^o. \')

2r—Chronological Table of the ^^ssessed Value of Real Estate only, in

the city of J^ew York^for a series of years :

Year. Real Estate.
'^- 1817/ - * :^>/ - $57,799,435 ,

': 1820, - - -
-

'
- ' - • - 52,062,858 '.

. 1823,/ . - r ^ . \ 50,184,229
'' 1825, - -• - - ^'^-r- 58,425,395

1828, - - - t

'

77,139,880 r

1831, - - - . . 95,716,485
1833,-' • - ' ' -^v^^. '^,. 114,124,566
1834, - - ^ ^^^ V '

•

123,249,280
1836, - - - - 233,742,303 .

• 1839, - - - . 196,940,134
1840, - - . . - 187,121,714
'

, .

- .
-

• ..i^'

Increase of valqe pf real egtqte in this city, since 1831, over 91 piil-

lions of dollars.
, .

ip*^

Assessed value of personal estate in 1840,

1833,
«* it i*

$65,013,801
52,366,976

Increase,
. $12,646,825
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Extract from a report to the stochlioldcrs of the Camden and Am-
hoy Railroad Company, dated January 20th, 1840:

—

" Two years since, at the request of some market people in New
Jersey, a line called the Pea Lin6, with two cars, was occasionally

started from Camden to New York, %yith no other view or cxjxjc-

tation than the accommodation of a very uscfol and respectable

class of men. This line has steadily increased, until it has become
profitable beyond all expectation. During the past year, it has been
running dj^ily, sometimes taking with it as many as sixteen cars, la-

den at the appropriate season with Peas, Peaches, Potatoes, Aspara-

gus, Cabbages, Live Stock ; and upon one occasion, (incredible as

it may seem) thirty tons of Green Corn. This, confiected with

the gradual increase on the other lines, w^ill enable you to judge
what you may fairly expect in a few years hence ; always bearing '

in mind, that the expenses do not increase in the same ratio with
the receipts, because the same capital can do a larger business, whilst

the interest to be paid remains the same."

-' :t

(NOTE B.) :

/ : ., ; DUNKIRK HARBOR.

Extract from the documents accompanying the Presidents Message
to Congress, of December, 1837.

" The importance of the harbor of Dunkirk, in a commercial
point of view, has heretofore been fully set forth. The surface en-

closed by the government works, will be about two hundred and
eighty acres, of which there are eighty acres of excellent anchor-
age, with clay bottom ; and there is wharf room sufficient for the

transaction of a very large business. It occupies a position near-

ly midway between Buffalo and Erie. It is extremely valuable as

a port of refuge, and has been much resorted to for that purpose
by steamboats and sail vessels ; and it has been selected for the

termination of the New York and Erie Railroad through the south-

ern tier of counties of the State of New York ; a work, the com-
pletion of which wiJJ at once place it among the chief harbors on
the shores of lake Erie. The number of steamboats and sail ves-

sels touching at this port has, during the past season, greatly in-

creased. Prom the opening of the navigation, on the 5th May, to

the 30th September, 1837, the number of arrivals of steamboats

was 630, whose probable tonnage amounted to 183,177 tons, and
the number of passengers to 78,700. During the same period, the

number of arrivals of sloops and schooners was 103. Shipping to

the amount of 778 tons is owned at the port."

The above is taken from the annual report of T. S. Brown, Gen-
eral Superintendent of the U. S. works at tlie east end of lake Erie.

The distance from Dunkirk to Piermont, on the Hudson river,

by the line of the New York and Erie Railroad, is 446 miles. In-

cluding the ferry, the whole distance to New York city does not
exceed 468 miles.
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From Buffalo, by the way of Albany, to New York, the distance

by railroad will be about the same, viz :

—

Buffalo and Batavia Railroad, (via. Attica,)

Batavia and Rochester ' . - - ;

Rochester and Auburn ^' . - - 78
Auburn and Syracuse " - - - 26
Syracuse and Utica " ^

39 miles.

32 " ;

Utica and Schenectady
Schenectady and Albany
Albany and New York u

'•it

54 '^

IG «

149 "

^

Total, - - "rJ 472 miles,

Dunkirk is 42 miles west of Buffalo, on the south shore of lake

Erie, and its harbor is occasionally open many days, and even
weeks, curlier in the spring and later in the fall.

The line of the NcAy York and Erie Railroad being entirely in

the hands of one Company, the principle of charging less per mile

in proportion as the distance travelled is greater, may be brought
into action, and will, doubtless, result in great advantage both to

the public and to the Company. Passengers from Dunkirk to

New York city, for instance, may be charged 12 dollars, which will

be about 2~ cents per mile ; whereas, way passengers travelling

100. miles or less, may be charged 4 cent's per mile. As the super-

structure will be heavy and substantial, passengers by quick trains

may with certainty and safety go from Dunkirk to New York in

from 20 to 24 hours, or at the average speed of 20 miles an hour,

including stope.

If we compare this with the state of things at present existing

on the northern line, and which will probably continue for a con-
siderable time to come, we shall see that there, in consequence of
there being eight different corporations, each of which, until comr
pelled by some strong inducement to the contrary, will charge the

full rate of 4 cents per mile, the price of the passage from Buffalo

to New York will be from 17 to 19 dollars,—the former sum allow-

ing for a deduction by the competition of the ^orth river steam-=

boats. As the track on the northern line consists of the light plate

bar, the speed cnanot exceed 15 miles per hour; and the time oc-
cupied, including the unavoidable detentions resulting from so many
different proprietorships, the ferry at Albany, etc., cannot be less

than 36 hours. The New York and Erie Railroad, therefore, at

the first commencement of its operations, may very well be able to

offer to passengers from lake Erie and the western States, the in-

ducement of a saving of five dollars in expense, and twelve hours
in time.

H•^^5 ••
• >

:
v> :v. (NOTE C.) '^ '-'^' '

'

'^

Description of the manner in which it is proposed to construct the

track of the New York and Erie Railroad, on those portions not

already laid. The part between Goshen and Piermont has been
made on tlie same principles, with some modification of the details.

The Iron Rails are of the H form, with heavy heads. They^
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ttre 3^ inches high, 4 inches wide on the base, and weigh 56 lbs.

per Hneal yard. Both sides are ahke, in order to admit of rever-

sion, if symptoms of failure are perceived in those parts exposed to

the action of the wheels.

The rails are to be supported on continuous bearings of timber,

twelve inches broad eight inches thick, and as long as can be con-

veniently obtained. They must be scraphed at the ends, so that

no irregular elevation or depression of either stick can take place

at a joint. They will break joints with each other, and with the

iron rails ; and will be bound together, at every six feet on curves,

and at every eight feet on tangents,by cross ties of plank, seven and
a half feet long, three inches thick, and seven inches wide, fitted ac-

curately into notches two and a half inches deep, on the upper side

(jf the longitudinal timbers,and secured by a treenail, or pin of oak,
two inches in diameter. The position of the base of the rail havj

ing been then accurately marked out on the cross ties, notches half'

an inch deep and four inches wide will be cut in them, so as to let

the rail rest continuously on the longitudinal timbers, the edges of
tthich must be addiced down to shed the rain. . >

'

The rails are secured from any motion, except that due to thcf

expansion and contraction of the metal, by appropriate chairs of
cast iron at the joints ; and are fastened to the timbers by brad
headed spikes, half an inch square and five and a half inches long,

one c(f which is required for every eighteen inches.
. :^i

Where timber of suitable quality is found on the line of the road,

it may be hewn on two sides instead of being sawed square. In
such cases it must be got out nine inches thick, and counter hewn
On the upper surface before being laid. vl;; . -'fi^-^

it will be noticed that by this plan of road, each bearing tinfber

l-ests continuously on the ground, and at the same time supports

continuously the iron rail. The cross ties too, have a double ac-

tion ; binding together the longitudinal bearers, and also connect-

ing the rails, by the notches into which their bases are fitted. By
placing the ties on the upper side of the bearers instead of the low-
tr, the connexion is" made at the point where its efficiency is great-

est and most riecessaf-y, and as no part of the vertical support is

derived from the ties, the dimensions proposed for them will be
found sufficients

The drainage of the track will be effected by a ditch between
the longitudinal timbers, for which the width between the rails af-

fords ample room ; and cross drains at suitable distances will carry
off the water. The centre drain, will be sunk lower than the cross

ties, so as not to interfere with them.

< The following extract from an English A\Titer, Mr. John Rey-
nolds, explains very satisfactorily the disadvantages of the ordina-

ry modes of constructing railways, and accotmts iw some mea-
sure for the great weight which the latest patrerns of British rails

exhibit.

" The principle of continuous bearings, avoids the chief obstacle

to durability, which pertains to the plaii of sujjports at intervals.
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whether they be blocks or sleepers, viz. the alternation of flexible

.spaces and rigid ])oints, which, (even if the supports maintain an
exact level,) produces in carriages moving rapidly over them, a se-

ries of concussions, as the wheels successively impinge on the rigid

or supported parts of the rails. Also, however small may be the

deflexion of the rail between its points of support, those points be-

coriic fulcra, on which it acts as a lever, to raise or shake the sup-

ports next beyond them. When the supports assume irregular

heights, (which is the usual case,) not only are the above evils

greatly aggravated, but the rail acts upon every support as a
spring beam, tending to jerk it up, or loosen its fastenings."

Where a piled road is adopted, (which will be the case on more
than two hundred miles of the Susquehanna and Western Divis-

ions,) a similar superstructure is proposed, with the necessary

inodifications for connecting it firmly and securely to the heads of
the piles.

The width of track on the New York and Eric Railroad is six

feet, and the distance between the tracks (where two lines are laid,)

is seven feet. These dimensions admit of wider and more com-
modious cars being used with safety, than can be adopted for roacts

6f the ordinary width. The first class passenger cars already built

for this I'oad, are believed to be equal to any hitherto constructed

in the United States, with regard to beauty and finish, and superior

in all the an-angcments and appliances requisite for comfort and
case. They are eleven feet wide, and thirty-six feet long, and arc

mounted on eight wheels. Those intended for ^ntlemen, will

accommodate comfortably seventy-eight persons. The ladies' cars

have drawing and retiring rooms of ample dimensions.

The second class cars, intended for the use of emigrants, and
others desirous of travelling at a low rate, and willing to accept of
cheaper accommodations, will be capable of carrying one hundred
persons.

*'*••'-":*'*• (To be continued.)

New Locomotive.—Mr. Ross Winnns of Baltimore, has completed a
locomotive engine of great power. The engine has been constructed with

a veiw to adapting it to the purpose of transportation. Its weight, when
in running condition, is nineteen and a third ton?, equally distributed on
eight wheels, all which are driving or propelling wheels

; hence the ad-

hession of the entire weight of the machine is made subservient to its trac-

tive power. The boiler, of the upright description with vertical tubes, is

peculiarly adapted to the use off coal, has G50 tubes and 20 square feet of fire

grate. The cylinders are 14 inches in diameter and 24 inch Sroke.

Franki.ix Railroad.—The Hagerstown Torchlight states that the

section of the above road between the Pennsylvania State Line and Hagers-
town is completed, and the cars commenced running upon it on Wednes-
day. The occasion was duly celebrated by the citizens of Chambersburg
and Hagerstown.

—

Baltimore American.

Quicker Yet.— The new Locomotive, "Owasco," with one passenger

car, went from Auburn and Syracuse on Thursday last, distance 26 miles,

in 52 minutes. This is the quickest trip ever made on the road. The en-

gine Wi)8 built by Messrs. Dennis, Thomas and Wood of this place, and is

Superior a3 a price of perfect mechanism to any thing wc ever have seth.

r- .

---- '#' ••"
,-*^ "i-;.-'^-, ;^ '..:...,-:-
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We are again indebted to our esteemed friend, Joseph E. Bloom-

field, Esq. for two valuable communications. One is an abstract of

the Annual Report of the Railroads in Massachusetts, accompanied

by the tabular arrangement of their statistics, in continuation of the

series which Mr. B. has prepared for our Journal for several years

past. The value of these tables is shown by the frequency with

which they are quoted—not always with the proper acknowledg-

ment of the source whence they are derived.

We would request attention to the formula proposed by Mr.

B. for the proper distribution of the several items of expense, for

want of which, many reports are greatly curtailed in their useful-

ness. We shall always cheerfully give place to any such statistics

when furnished. .
? 1^'

'_. The other communication is an abstract of a report made to the

legislature by the Utica and Schenectady Railroad Company, and

furnishes interesting data—as coming fix)m a road devoted entirely

to the transpoi't of passengers.

In furnishing these articles, Mr. Bloomfield has added another to

the many obligations of a similar nature which have so often placed

us in his debt, and has also set an example which is worthy of be-

ing followed.

To t^'e Editors of the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.

I continue at your request, the tables of preceding years, present-

ing the receipts, expenses, and dividends, on the several i*ailroads

of Massachusetts in use, to 1st January, 1841.

To make it more acceptable, and to arrive at thefoUowing re-

sults, I have introduced the receipts and expenses, for four years

of the three principal roads, the longest in use. i _- ,•<; ;
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It will be perceived, that Massachusetts has completed

329^ miles of railroad, at a cost of • 1 $12,111,136

62j miles from Springfield to West Stockbridge, is
'

estimated to cost, complete, 1' 8,218,056

381 miles from the State line, to Albany, being,

the continuation of the western raUroad—es-

estimatedy^ 1,412,804

16,742,00ft430 will cost, - -

In addition to the above, there has been expei&ded on

the Boston and Portland railroad, 523,091

Total,' '"*'''r - - - 7,266,091

The line of road from Boston, via, Worcester, Springfield _

and West Stockbridge to Albany, with a distance

of 200 miles, is estimated to cost $8,582,530, and to

be completed in 1 842. With all its fixtures for 2lfreighting busi'

ness, it will cost $9000,000—or $45,000 per mile for a single track.

The average nett earnings of the three principal roads, to wit,

the Boston and Lowell, the Worcester and the Providence, rail-

roads, for the last four years, have equalled eight per cent, with a
yearly surplus to renew their superstructures.

During the construction of these railways not a dollar has been

expended by the State, or individuals, on a new canal in Massachu-

setts, while those great works—in their day—the Middlesex and the

Blackstone canals, have nearly fallen into disuse. The Hamp-
den and Farmington canal, in Connecticut, has not received tolls

sufficient to keep itself in repair. It is now proposed, to turn its

bed into a railroad, to prevent a total loss to its stockholders. The
extension of the New Haven railroad to Sptingfield, parallel to it,

is expected to entirely supercede it.

It is to be regretted, by the friends of railways, that the official

annual reports, from which the annexed table is constructed, are

not classed with more order, for the benefit of the railway system.

The repairs, and expense of running the engines, with their num-

ber on each road, should be kept separate from the coaches, and the

cars—these again should be divided,—the items of fuel, oil, wages

for engine drivers and brakemen—salaries of agents, office and inci-

dental expenses, should be so arranged, as to arrive at the cost of

motive power, per mile, to operate the road, for freight as well as

for passengers. The report should state the number of way and

through passengers :—the tons of goods carried,—the rate for freight

and passengers per mile, with the whole distance run by the en.-
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gines. In the infancy of our railroad management, we would do

well to follow the English plan on this subject, and report them in

tabularform to the Railroad Journal. '> :.'/• y^^r-tj^: ,::' ;:• .'^>i;

The following results taken from the table, may be interesting to

other roads for comparison.

The average cost of repairs, to both engine and cars, on all the

roads, per mile, per annum, is $438
Ditto, of the road, (a large portion just finishad,) * 384

Ditto (exclusive of the western railroad, which road is only in

part opened, and should not be introduced into the calcula-' "^'
,

-»; > tion the repairs for engines and cars,) on the other roads

•-
'; will then be found to be, per mile, per annum, 540

Ditto, for repairs to road-bed and superstructure, 474
Ditto for oil, fuel, wages and incidental expenses,

,
1742

The total average of annual expenses per mile, per anmim, of

all the railroads in operation in Massachusetts. 2785

This average expense per mile, per annum, is high compared

with the Utica and Schenectada railroad, which is $1408. This

sum, is the average per annum of the expenses on that road for

four years and 5 months, for 78 miles, 22 miles of which, is a double

track.

It will be perceived, that it has cost in Massachusetts $1,732,353

To receive from freight, mails and passengers 3,634,980

From freight and the mails, received ; ]; 1,248,874

From passengers there has been received ^ - 2,386,106

The expences are 47 per cent, of the receipts. The freight,

compared with passengers, is as 1 to 2, V^ -

The percentage of increase of freight, on the Boston and Lowell

railroad, is yearly 20 per cent, for four years. On passengers, only

3 per cent per annum. r J r/ -.rtit '

.1 The receipts for 1840—on the Boston and Providence railroad, fell

off $48,281, compared with 1837, whilst the Boston and Worcester

railroad, during the same period, increased from $210,047, to 267,

547, the increase, $57,500, being from passengers. This is to be at-

tributed to the extension of the Western railroad 54^ miles to Spring-

field—and the opening of the Norwich and Worcester railroad 58

miles. The increase from passengers on the Boston and Providence

railroad, in 1837, $193,469, compared with the last year, $134,331 ;

shows that the receipts on the Boston and Worcester railroad is

entirely from passengers from the Providence railroad. It should

be taken into consideration, that last year, was one of unusual dull-
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ness for trade and travel, ^e first opening of the Norwich and

Worcester road from its novelty, no doubt, increased the travel over

it, to the prejudice of the Providence railroad. Low fares, and

quick time, will get it back.

The increase of receipts on the Eastern railroad, at the test of
** low fares," was 50 per cent, both on freight ana passengers. On
the Taunton Branch, the increase on freight the last year^compared

with 1839 was 78 per cent. On the Nashua and Lowell cailroad,

during the same period, the increase on freight (its main support,)

was 150 per cent, whilst its receipts for passengers, fell off 3 per

cent. These three last named roads have been in operation only

three years ; although short roads, they appear to have yielded their

stock holders 6 to 7 per cent from their commencement. Cotton,

flour, tobacco, and bulki/ articles, of every description, are carried

over these roads, at cheap rates. The rates will gradually be

reduced by competition, and the introduction of more capital, to

purchase improved engines, to carry freight at reduced cost for

motive power. . -

.

An instance is presented, from the receipts on the Chrand Junc-

tion Railuxiy, in England, for the last six months, of 1839 compared

with 1840. .
i

Six months, 1839.

Receipt from coaches, £187,476
do. Goods, 35,220

Six months, 1840.

Receipt from coaches, £188,620
do. Goods, 40,934

do. Live stock, 3,607i do. Live stock, 3,008,

232,563

99,627

- 226,304
Expenses, ^ " 107,880lExpenses,

Nine thousand pounds was saved, in the motive power, while

the receipts were increased £14,512 during the same period.

—

On the Uticaand Schenectady railroad, the expenses for locomotive

engines in 1837, to carry 139,000 in passengers, was $13,315

In 1840, to carry 174,441 passengers, 9,164

Fuel for engines, offices, shops, 1837, 36,853

d6 do. 1840, 18,933
Many other examples could be quoted. Experience is gradually

reducing our expense*. It is ascertained, that on lines where
there is a sufficient passenger business to pay the expenses and in-

terest on the cost of the road, that with a small addition of capital

in motive power, railways can transport cheaper than canals,

both being free of toll, and taxes. This will be the result^ on
the line of the Erie canal so soon as there is a track, with a good
edge rail, from Albany to Buffalo. Respectfully,

Jos. E. Bloomfield.
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:V,:For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.

rXICA AND SCHENECTADY RAILROAD. '

The report of this important passenger railroad, in answer to a

resolution of the assembly of the 5th of February, is replete with

practical information. It is highly desirable, that all railway com-

panies imitate the example, of stating the repairs and expenses of

running the engines, separate from repairs to both coaches, and

cars. These two items, should be separate, where there is a mixed

business of freighting, and passengers. This is necessary to arrive

at the cost of transporting a passenger, as well as of a ton of goods,

a mile.

The report is defective, in not giving the number of engines,

coaches and cars, in use on the road, as well as the number of miles

run by each locomotive, with the separate, and aggregate repairs

to each. It is understood the engines are eight, of eight tons,

from Baldwin's factory, of the 2d class, the cars, about 45.

In a former report, the distance from Schenectady, to Utica is

stated at 78 miles with 22 miles of turn outs—twenty miles are in

the centre of the road, making 100 of single track. The entire

cost of this road " for roadway, fencing, grading, and superstruc-

ture, buildings and other fixtures, engines and coaches, and all other

charges, incidental to construction account, as well as the purchase

of the Mohawk turnpike, from the commencement of the pre-

liminary survey, on the road, September 1833 to December 31,

1840, is -; v.; {$1,901,785,21

The capital stock of the company is -] 2,000,000,00

There has been paid, in capital dividends, r 1,800,000

The amount of dividends made and paid since Feb-

ruary 1, 1837, to December 31, 1840, has been

The amount received for the transportation of pas-

sengers from August 2, 1836, to December 31,

1840, is
'

; 2^^

For the mail and other items, -rs -

The number of through passengers carried per each year during

4 years and 5 months, is as follows

:

Total.

389,547

334,522

By a table in the report,of the ordinary expenses of the road,

from which we derive the following results, it will be perceived,

917,000

1,497,640

$121,000

1836
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that it cost $551,958,23, to transport 724,069 through and way
passengers, for which $1,618,840 was received. The expenses of

the road is 33 per cent, on the receipts. This is an instacne of a

well managed railroad. It reflects great credit on the superintend-

ant, Mr. Young, who deserves the salary of $5000 per annum, which

we perceive is allowed, by the liberality of an intelligent board of

directors. ,,."-•. • ^

-V; ..; :\

-

--r'''- ^:.-:^-<pr-:!-
'

•
.":-

The average expenses per mile, per annum, calling the length of

road 100 miles, is the very moderate sum of $1248, or $1408 per

mile, for 78 miles.

Of this, the expense for locomotive engines is 192 per mife.

** Repairs of locomotive engines, 95 "

"
- Repairs of coaches and cars, 60 "'-;".

:;^'S^* 'Oil for engines coaches, machinery, etc. 32 ** >^ ^ •

;,£-: >#;:i.: puel, :-!Vj.-;v:-.v ...- ^%.;-:;c---.-.: 243
"^'-v,'-

^ M ; : Maintenance of ways and fixtures 303 " - i .

,. It should be taken into consideration, that this road has a light,

flat iron bar. The cost per mile, after deducting the cost of right

of way, and cost of Mohawk turnpike is about $18,000. The rig?it

of way, about $5000 per mile.

Six of the principal railroads in Massachusetts, 161 miles in

length, at the average cost of $44,000 per mile, in part with

double tracks, received in 1839, for passengers $682,385, and for

freight $343,1 90,=$ 1,025,628. The total expenses, to receive this

sum wEis 435,867, or 43 per cent. The average of the last four

years, is 47 percent. >^;:>;;;^4^^;^ . !;;^ ; ^-5^i'-:

There is a striking fact presented by the report of the Utica and

Schenectady railroad, to wit, the fare of the road for the 78 miles

is $3 for each through passenger, and the way passengers about in

the same proportion. The receipts from the through passengers is

$1,168,641 or nearly in the proportion of three to one for way

$328,999. It should be noted, that the Erie canal, with packet boats

and the Mohawk and Turnpike run parallel with the railroad. The
railroad is not pennitted to carry extra baggage, unless free, nor

goods except in the winter, and charged with canal tolls ! !

!

It is to be hoped that this restriction on commerce, will be done

away with, and that individual enterprise w^ill be permitted to com-

pete with the present State monopo^ of transportation on the Erie

canal, or that the enlargement will he abandoned. ; i,-
; <^:! r' -

J. E. Bloomfield. '

,

-
. •

:;•:•_:-"•-:'-' ' '': -^iii- ^-J-
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New York and Erie Railroad Report. IW^ ;

SECOND REPORT OP THE DIRECTORS OF THE NEW YORK AND ERIC

BAiLROAD COMPANY, TO THE STOCKHOLDERS.

—

Fefnuory Sd, 1841;

-; / " :

*" (Continued from page 128.) ^ -.

,y v.— OF THE PROBABLE INCOME OF THE ROAD. ^. j

Instead of proposing simply an estimate of the probable number

of passengers on this road, connected as it is, at its extremities, with

the greatest sources and facilities of travel in the country, and

throughout its whole extent, with tributaries from the right and left,

or of the quantity of tonnage it may command, it seems appropriate

to observe, that it occupies a route which is exempt from all hazard

of competition ; that it will accommodate an extent of country far

larger than that which supplies the business of the Erie canal ; that

it is adapted to the object of tonnage as well as to that of travel

;

that besides the ordinary products of agriculture and manufactures, -

it will have large resources of business in the transport of minerals

and lumber ; and that the population within such distance of it, bb

to be relied on for its support, will not be less numerous than that

which contributes to the tolls, freight and travel, on the Erie canals

and the works near its borders.
, , .^

To illustrate the consideration last above mentioned, the follow-
;

ihg statements are submitted in the belief that the results will justi-

fy the utmost confidence in the productiveness and value of the

work. .,...,, ^ i

Statement of the population, by the census of 1840, of the coun-

ties traversed by the road, and of adjacent counties, and parts of

counties, to which it will be the most convenient route of commu-
nication with the city of New York.

'f-r COUNTIES THROUGH WHICH THE LINE EXTENDS. ^ .

•-Rockland, 4;-^ ^^'^r--^:-:'.-^-' --^-;^-' 11,874
' '"^^^-.

Orange, ^^>)-:'5ir^-;^;-^k-::--^v-^ 50,733 ;tv:^^;

Sullivan, iv"*:;f - j ^ ^^ 15,630 "
J "^

Delaware, ''-*''-->'f •^'*--- ^•;if;^';\ i'v-X^^ -'_ 'C^''

Broome, - - - .-r'r'^'i^f^^'^

Tioga, ^r.-.4, ir,^^-:,-,: ^. ..*-.: ^^^^^^^
- 20,350 ;.^.-,;^^.:

Chemung, ' i ;^ i .; *^ ^: v
^""^

- 20,731
•?-*'

Steuben, - . . V. ; r;^ ^ . 45,992

Allegany, - .
•''^J-:;^,;!!^

" " 40,926;^;^,.^
(Cattaraugus, - . y\'-%:--'^\/,m^-^^ . . 28,803
Ghautauque, - t -r .. i; ; > i . * ;'•;•/; 47,641 -

18
340,38S
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ADJACENT COUNTIES IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK. fj»;; i?>.

. Two-thirds of Otsego,

^ Chenango,

Cortland, - - -

Tompkins,

One-third of Cayuga, -

One-third of Seneca,

Yates, - - , •

^One-quarter of Ontario,

One-half of Livingston,

,, One-half of Genesee,

^; One-quarter of Erie, -

44,248

40,778

24,605

38,113

16,787

8,289

20,442

10,875

17,855

28,305

15,788

266,085

606,470

Adjacent border counties of Pennsylvania, viz : Erie,

, Warren, McKean, Potter, Tioga, Bradford, Susque-

:'-: hanna, Luzerne, Wayne, and Pike, and parts of some

others ; and in New Jersey, parts of Sussex, Passaic,

y- and Bergen, estimated at - - - - 230,00a

836,470

Under the influence of the construction and use of the „

road, the increase in the above counties, in the next *

five years, may be safely estimated at 20 per cent., or 167,294

1,003,764

The foregoing statement is made with reference to the state of

things when the road is completed, and comprises considerable num-

bers within this State, which at present contribute to the support of

the Erie canal, through the Chenango and Chemung canals, and by

various land routes ; for all which there is room for adequate allow-

ance in the ensuing calculations.

By the census of 1830, it appears that the number of

inhabitants in the above mentioned counties, and parts

of counties, in this State was •. . - - -

Increase in ten years, 27 per cent., or -

••<

477,823

128,647

606,470

..•-.r.^t^-^ - ^-^* . J-.A'a-
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The increase in the State at large, during the same period, exclu-

ding the city of New York, was 23 J per cent. ; and in the city of

New York, 50^ per cent.

In the eleven counties traversed by the road, the num-

^ ber of inhabitants in 1830, was — ,« ..«.

V Increase in ten years, 30 per cent., or - -

The number of acres of land taxed in the aforesaid coun-

ties, and parts of counties, in this State in 1839, was

The number of acres taxed in the canal counties, and

parts of counties, represented in the following state-

ment, was, in 1839, - - - - -

262,433

77,952

340^85

8,781,765

6,631,055

N.

Statement of the population in 1840, of the counties which are

traversed by, and other counties and parts of counties, which now
are, and will, it is assumed, continue after the road is completed, to

be tributary to the Erie canal. ,...,... > .

Schenectady, - -
'

One-third of Otsego,

Montgomery and Fulton,
'

Herkimer, •., ':-;: -

Oneida, - - -

Madison, .;-; •? v
, |^

Oswego, - - -

Onondaga, - - -

Two-thirds of Cayuga,

Two-thirds of Seneca,

Wayne, - - .

Three-fourths of Ontario,

Monroe, - - -

One-half of Livingston, -

Orleans, - - -

One-half of Gtenesee,

Niagara, - - -

Three-fourths of Erie,

:-> -. m-.

17,233

17,124

43,839

37,378

85,327

40,067

43,820

67,914

33,575

16,579

42,160

31,876

51,912

17,855

25,015

28,305

31,114

46,615

•' --/^ii' k

"'m.

The number in the same counties, and parts of countieg,

in 1830, was -------,
And in 1835, the number was - - - - ' -

677,70&

648,205

646,197
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Increase in ten years, from 1830 to 1840, 23| per cent.

Increase in five years, from 1835 tq 1340, 5 per cent.

With an increase of 5 per cent, in the next five years, the

number will be - - - - - - - 711,593

If to 677,708 be added the inhabitants of the city and vicinity of

Albany, say 32,292, making 710,000, an increase of 7 per cent,

thereon in five years, will make an aggregate, in round numbers, of

750,000.

The very moderate increase above noticed, of 5 per cent., be-

tween 1835 and 1840, is most probably to be accounted for, by sup-

posing that the effect of the canal in drawing population within

reach of its facilities, and in enhancing the price of farm lands from

four or five, to fifty, eighty, or an hundred dollars per acre, according

to position, had been realized prior to 1835 ; while the extraordi-

nary increase of 30 per cent, in ten years in the counties on the line

of the road, indicates that the anticipation of that work, added to

the very low price of lands in those counties, had induced emigration

thither.

If to the population to be immediately accommodated

by the railroad, as above stated, viz : - - - 836,470

be added that of the city ofNew York, in 1840, viz

:

312,832

and that of Brooklyn and vicinity, say - - . 45,718

The aggregate will be - - - - - 4 1,195,010

The increase of which, in the next five years, supposing ' •
'

-

the road to be completed and in full operation within ' - '

that period, may be safely estimated at 25 per cent.,

making, in round numbers, - - : vr, - - 1,500,000

It is, therefore, abundantly manifest that a population not less, but

more numerous than that by which the canal and its route is used^

js to be accommodated, and relied on for the support of this road.

Now the tolls annually collected on the Erie canal and

its branches, exclusive of the Champlain canal, amount

in round numbers, to
. , . ., $1,500,000

The cost of freight on the canal, is at least three times

as much as the tolls, or 4,500,000
'

The amount of fares paid by the population using the
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..U.:canal for passage in boats, and on the rail and other

roads along its route, cannot be estimated at less than : - ^^0-

three dollars each per annum. The population using :
5>^

the canal route at the present time, may be estimated .

'

with sufficient accuracy by adding to the number in
, >, 3

the canal counties, as above stated, viz : 710,000, for a. „ vV?

those from other counties, and parts of counties, vs^ho, ^ ./.j

through branch canals, and otherwise, now use the I

route of the Erie canal more or less, both for travel .

and transport, a number equal to about one half of -v

the 606,470 assigned to the railroad within this State,

making in round numbers, 1,000,000 ; which at three" >: .
':

dollars each, amounts, per annum, to - - $3,000,000

Total, - - $9,000,000

which is equal to an average of nine dollars each, per

annum, for travel and transport on that route, or . -^^;

about 12 per cent, of the value of the commodities

transported. /, •
-i

In 1839, 1,435,713 tons were transported on the canals, valued at

$73,399,764, on which the tolls received amounted to $1,616,382, of

which $113,753 were collected on the Champlain canal. , ,

The tolls actually collected on the canal, being the basis of this

estimate, and the results, being, after large allowances, sufficient to

justify the inferences to be made from them, it is immaterial whether

the numbers stated as now using the canal, or the rates of fares

paid, be exact or not. No reason is perceived why it may not be

safely taken as a basis of calculation with reference to the railroad

and the southern tier of counties. The inhabitants of these coun-

ties are not less industrious or less enterprising than those of the

counties which border the canal. Their lands for all the purposes of

agriculture, with exceptions in respect to wheat, are superior to

those of the canal counties ; their climate is more uniformly salu-

brious ; and in their rivers, their forests, and their minerals, the dif-

ference is still more widely in their favor. If there be a reason, it

is not apparent, why they should not have occasion to travel as much,

and as far, as their northern neighbors, to procure for themselves a

like quantity of supplies, and to pay for them by sending their pro-

ducts to market ; or why they should not be able and willing to

pay as much annually, for travel and transport, if favored with fa-

cilities adapted to all their objects, interests and wishes, and availa-
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ble from the Atlantic to the lake, in winter as well as summer. If

the products of their agriculture are at present less, their lumber

and their minerals are far more abundant. The railway will, to

say the least, furnish them facilities of travel and transport as much
'

more eligible and convenient than any others within their reach, as

the canal and the road, along its route, do those using and support-

ing them. For through passengers passing west from the city of

New York, and east from the lakes and western States, the prospects

of the road cannot well be deemed inferior to those of the canal

route, whether distance, time, expense, or comfort be most regarded.

There would seem then to be nothing very extravagant in antici-
'•

pating for this road, which will be competent to as much business,
'

and combines all the objects of the canal and the rail and other roads

on its borders, an amount of income not vastly disproportioned

to the amount paid for tolls, freight and travel on that route as above

represented.

To those, however, who may think it most prudent to suppose the

Inhabitants of the southern counties to have fewer wants than their

neighbors, less ability to supply them, and less occasion and leisure

for travel, it may be more satisfactory to estimate their payments

for the same objects at six, or at four and a half, instead of nine

dollars each, per annum. At six dollars each for 800,000 the

amount would be $4,800,000. At four dollars and fifty cents, it

would be, $3,600,000. , ^ .. ^. . _

Supposing then that a single track of the road finished in the best

manner, with a heavy edge rail, and competently furnished with en-

gines, cars, and all the requisite appurtenances should cost $9,000,000,

the above estimate of six dollars for each inhabitant, deducting

one-third, or $1,600,000 for expenses, which is deemed more than

suflicient for such a road, would give an annual net income, on the

cost, of thirty-five per cent. At four dollars and fifty cents each, the

net income would be over twenty-six per cent, per annum. If

only three dollars each be assumed, which would require the suppo-

sition that the travel and business of this population, would be but

one-third as much as of that on the route of the canal, the net in- -

come, after deducting one-third for expenses, would amount to

about eighteen per cent, per annum.

The result, in either of these cases, may appear preposterous to

those who without informing themselves of the reason* why some

. .-J.-.
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roads and some canals pay dividends, and others do not, or why long

ones may be productive, and short ones unproductive, reason and de-

cide only from vv^hat they happen to know of some unfortunate work,

' ; constructed at an expense largely disproportioned to its object, lo-

cated where, in the nature of things, it could command but a meagre

amount of business, defective in its strength, or other qualities

requisite to economy and success in using it, and subjected to the

: necessity of a sharp competition for whatever business it obtains.

Such persons reason and decide like the emigrant, who having

heard of feather beds as a substitute for straw, put their claims to

the test by reclining on the floor with a single feather under him.
' The experiment satisfied him that if one feather afforded so little

relief or so sensibly increased his fatigue, a bed full would be intol-

erable and fatal. Such logic is easily understood and is therefore

current. It is put forth with the honest gravity of ignorance, or

the solemn arrogance , and impudence of hypocrisy, and whether
' designed to caution or betray, is surprisingly fruitful of mischief.

If sleeping on one feather is tiresome and distressing, what prudent

man, who desires repose, or values life, would venture on a bed

containing thousands of them ? If a short road does not pay, what

can be plainer than that a longer one must be bad in proportion to

its length.

The reasoning of this description and degree of merit, by which

the original expenditures on the Erie canal were assailed and dis-

credited, abounded in conversation and in print, especially among

.
those who, of all the people in the State, were most interested

in the construction and success of that work, and, therefore, most

concerned to understand and to sustain its claims to confidence. It

proceeded not from any knowledge on their part of any of the ele-

ments of calculation involved in the undertaking, but issued spon-

taneously from the state of their minds, and would doubtless be ex-

, hibited in like abundance now, had the project of that work been

: delayed, and were it but partially accomplished. '-'- "^.

To judge of the claims of any such undertaking, and especially

of railroads, because they offer the greatest facilities for travel, and

. likewise for transport, when properly constructed for that object, it

- is essential to inquire, first and chiefly, to what number of people

will the work in question afford the most satisfactory means of
travel and business? This may involve two subordinate inqui*

rie« ; one, whether, and to what extent, the route is exposed to com-

petition ? the other, as to the tendency of the work to augment and
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multiply the employments and business of those who are relied on

for its support, and to attract further accessions to the population;

(See appendix. Note D.) ^

Where there are people enough for its support, a road adapted to

their purposes, and so conditioned as to command their patronage,

will of course be productive. The number of people to be served

is, in connection with the length of the road, a far safer basis of

calculation than any general or theoretical estimate of passengers

and tonnage. There may be a great difference on different routes

in the variety and extent of the employments and business of the

people ; and a more numerous population may be required on some

routes than on others, to afford daily a sufficient number of passen-

gers, in addition to their tonnage, to support a road. On a route

through a salubrious and inviting country, occupied by a prosperous

and increasing population, and affording scope and objects for ten

times their numbers, a railway is a far safer investment than on a

route which, though equally populous at the outset, presents no new
objects of enterprize, or other inducements to immigration. On a

road long enough to yield, on an average, $5 for each passenger,

two hundred passengers a day, with their tonnage, would probably

yield a better income on the same capital, than twenty-five hundred

per day on a short road, yielding but fifty cents a passenger. A
road requires a given number of passengers yearly, with their ton-

nage, to render it productive. If there are on its route people

enough, their character, circumstances and employments being con-

sidered, to supply that number of passengers, and if growing num-

bers and patronage are in the given case to be relied on, in connec-

tion with the use and influence of such road, its success is certain. *

'" Such a case is presented by this road. There is no mode of

estimate or calculation on such a route, occupied by such a popula-

tion, that will not justify all that need be claimed or presumed for

this. .. .. , . , ,,v -. - _.^...v.. -
:,

,

One consideration has, however, been omitted, which merits

notice, and which, from its important bearing on the subject, did not

escape the attention of the intelligeni and practical men who have

added most liberally to the subscriptions of the past year ; namely,-

that on all that portion of the cost of the work which is discharged

by capital borrowed, the annual dividend is limited by the rate of

interest on the loan ; consequently the dividends on the Company's

stock will be larger in proportion as the earnings of the road exceed
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ihe fate of interest on the loan. Thus, if the income of the road it

equal to 10 per cent, on its cost, it will pay 6 per cent, on two-.third9

of the amount, and 18 per cent, on the balance. '^s: v;-*^

Aware of the operation of this method, and of the security it

gives at once to stockholders and to the lenders of capital, railway

companies in England, in cases where the density of the population

insures an abundant income, even on roads costing ten to twenty

times as much per mile as this will cost, and where they find no

difficulty in disposing of their stock to any required amount at a-$,

J)remium, limit the issue of shares to a portion of the expenditure^

and supply the balance by loansi (See appendix. Note E.)

It may still be gratifying to some to have before then! ah esti*

mate of the number of passengers required at a given charge for ;'

fare to support this road. .,^,-^,y^,t,.^.^^... t^ ^ . • .^^.^

If then, there should be, including way and through pas-

sengers* a number equal to one hundred and five

through each way per day, making for both ways

sixty-six thousand a year, at $12 each for four hun-

dred and fifty miles, or about two and a half cents "^

per mile, the receipts would amount to ,,,,•:' ...t , $792,00d

And if the interest on $6,000,000, at 5^ per cent, be de- - ^ ;f r„,

ducted, viz : * ">" >^::^i1. -fr-'^'^- :
>:'^-"

.
:>V •; 'Ai" " $330,000

the remainder, - - - » - - . $462,000

will divide over 1$ per cent, on $3,000,000 of stock. -

^ •

At $18 each, or four cents per mile-, the balance will ' *~r^f

divide 28 per cent, on $3,000,000. '^-.^^^k-: :r-:~.^.mijn

If the number of passengers be equal to one hundred --^iH-x^-'^^M^i

and fifty through each way per day, or one hundred

thousand a year, the receipts at $12 each for fare,

would amount to $1,200,000

and interest be deducted as before, viz : - '* 330,000

t/;>f>^I'

the remainder, - - * ? - :i»r*,i*ft $870,000

will divide 29 per cent, on $3,000,000 of stock. t

And at $18 each» the balance will divide 49 per cen|«^^ gs ; ; n^ *n»^

on th« stock. :-k^%^\
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Should the city of New York, the counties on the route,

and the regions beyond, furnish passengers equiva-

lent only to fifty through each way per day, or thirty-
"

three thousand a year, the receipts at $18 each, or

four cents per mile^ the rate usual on other roads, *

would amount to - -%'•.'- > v^

interest being deducted as above, .
- .•• - , .•

the balance, - - - - - - - ' •

.

will divide about 9 per ceht. on $3,000,000. , ,

$594,000

330,000

264,000

95,776

86,823

182,599

As an illustration of the matters involved in these esti-

mates, it may be observed that on the Utica and

Schenectady railroad, seventy-eight miles in length,

the number of through passengers in 1839, was r ;

and of way passengers, - - - -; r , - -

Total, - - - - - - -

equal to 125,102 through passengers ; the fare through being $3, or

a fraction short of four cents per mile. It is understood.that the

passengers transported on that road are estimated at not more than

one-fourth of the whole number that pass between Utica and

Schenectady, on the canal and otherwise, per annum. .
-

.../,.--.:-..:.. :.a\\. i'i.:.A-

The expenses of the year amounted to less than 30 per cent, of

the receipts. The balance, after deducting all expenses, amounted

to more than 15 per cent, on their capital. Had half of their capi-

tal been borrowed at 6 per cent., the earnings of the year, after

paying the interest on the loan, would have divided 25 per cent, on

the stock ; or paid off the loan in four years of like receipts ; or

divided 10 per cent., per annum, and paid off the loan in six years.

The number of through passengers, as stated above, divided by

the number of miles in the road, gives an average equal to 1604

passengers per mile yearly, 134 per mile per month, and 31 per

mile per week.

100,000 through on this road would give 224 passengers per mile

yearly, 19 pier mile per month and 4J per mile per week.

66,000 through would give 147 passengers per mile yearly, 12

per mile per month, and 3 per mile per week.

33,000 through would give 73 passengers per mile yearly, 6 per

mile per month, and 1
' per mile per week.

On the Boston and Worcester road, 41 miles in length, the ave-

nge in 1839 would be 2195 passengers per mile yearly, 183 per mile

per flienth, and 42 per mile per week.
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On the Boston and Lowell, 26i miles in length, in 1838, 4905

passengers per mile yearly, 409 per mile per month, and 94 per mile

per week.

i
On the Camden and Amboy, 61 miles in length, in 1839, 2984

passengers per mile yearly, 249 per mile per month, and 57 per

mile per week.

Utica and Syracuse, 53 miles in length, in 1839, 2302 passenger*

per mile yearly, 192 per mile per month, and 44 per mile per week.
- •«' '""'

; - ..• .,- -:-s
- - -.,. '* •-

The number of way passengers on the Utica and Schenectady

railroad amounted in 1839, to 86,823. The gross revenue derived

from them, was $87,979,57, amounting to $1,01 for each individual

;

and as the charge for a through passage is $3, it is seen that the

way passengers travelled on an average one-third the length of the

road. It may be assumed as nearly self evident, that in a country

occupied by a population distributed evenly over its surface, and

having a uniformity of character and "pursuits, the railroads which

traverse it will receive numbers of way passengers proportional to

their lengths ; that is, a straight road two hundred miles long, will

have twice as many way passengers as a road one hundred miles long.

If we apply this principle to the case of the New York and Erie

railroad, we may estimate the number of its way passengers from

that on the Utica and Schenectady road, in the following man-

ner, viz

:

5

Miles. Miles. \ : t ; ;, -^ ^.ii'^-~

78 : 446 : : 86,823 : 496,449=number of way passengers on

the New York and Erie railroad. If we suppose the distance tra-

velled by the above number of persons to be the same in proportion

as on the Utica and Schenectady railroad, the average journey for

each will be one hundred and forty-eight miles. At four cents per

mile the sum paid would be $5,92, and the amount per annum re-

ceived from all the way passengers would be $2,938,978,08.

^
•--

. To illustrate this view of the subject still further, we will make a

similar estimate from data furnished by the Utica and Syracuse

railroad. The length of this work is fifty-three miles ; the number
of way passengers in 1839 was 55,802, who paid on an average

seventy-three cents each, the price for a through passage being $2.

By extending the calculations as above, we shall find that the num-

ber of way passengers on the New York and Erie railroad would,

at the same rate, be 469,579, and the sum received from them,.

^3,056,969. ^
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The amounts obtained in these calculations agree sufficiently to

dhow that with regard to the railroads cited, the rule that the num-

bers of way passengers are as the lengths, holds good.

The mean of the two results is about $3,000,000, from which, if

we were to deduct one-third for expenses, we should have a net

receipt of $2,000,000 on way passengers alone ; equal to 22 per

cent, on the capital ; or if two-thirds of the cost of the work were

defrayed from loans, at 5^ per cent., the income on the remaining

83,000,000 of stock would be 55 per cent, per annum. In other

words, if the New York and Erie railroad shall receive as many

Voay passengers in proportion as the Utica and Schenectady, and

Utica and Syracuse railroads, the net earnings might be more than

sufficient to pay 5j per cent, on $6,000,000 of loans, and 50 per

cent, on $3,000,000 of stock, and this, without taking into account

the profits on through passengers, on freight, or on the transpor-

tation of the mail.

f Nothing can illustrate more forcibly than this the advantages

which long roads possess over short ones. The results obtained

may seem extravagant, and it is not intended to be asserted that

they will from the first be realized ; but when it is remembered

that the Utica and Schenectady railroad has to the north of it a

country which, as yet, yields very few passengers, and that on the

south side it is in immediate contact with the Erie canal, which,

during seven months of the active portion of the year divides with

it the way business, and that the Utica and Syracuse railroad, hav-^

ing the same competition with the canal to sustain, has also the

inconvenience of being constructed for nearly half its length across

swamps, which are at present uninhabitable, whereas the New
York and Erie railroad is every where free from these disadvan-

tages, it cannot be deemed unreasonable that we should expect to

profit to a very considerable extent from the principle above set

forth. .
,

The Boston and Lowell road is one of th6 best in the country,

and is worked as cheap, or cheaper, than any other, in proportion

to its length. But it is short, and notwithstanding its heavy business,

both in passengers and tonnage, pays but about 9 per cent, per an-

num oo its cost.

Of the railroad stocks in England, which are offered for sale, as

quoted in the London Mining Journal, Railway and Commercial

Gazette, of 26tb December^ 1840, all those which appertain to mil-
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ways, of which the length is thirty miles or more, and which have

been completed and in operation one year or more, are at a pre-

mium: viz. :^~' '^:':':...:iuS't-.^~:r^^r:'fApr{.:.:.^,:.:i^ '^•'.

Stockton and Darlington, 38 miles, including branches; opened,

1825; price, £275 per £100 paid up; premium, 175 per cent,

v Liverpool and Manchester, 31 miles; opened, 1830, price, £185
' per £100 paid up ; premium, 85 per cent.

Grand Junction, 82^ miles ; opened, 1837; price, £212 per £lQO
paid up ;

premium, 112 per cent.

London and Birmingham, 112 miles; opened, 1838; price, £169
' per £90 paid up ; premium, 87^ per cent. -

"^^

London and Southwestern, 76f miles; opened, 1838 and 1840;

price, £54 per £30 paid up ; premium, 40i per cent.
r«?:.

.

Great Western, 117| miles, of which 63^ are finished ; opened, 1838

and 1840 ;
price, £89 per £65 paid up ;

premium, 37 per cent.

Newcastle and Carlisle, 61 miles; opened, 1839; £105 per £lCO

paid up ; premium, 5 per cent. ^-/-J^^^^-'ir': <;; :-'

The stocks of a number of other roads which exceed thirty

miles in length, up to one hundred and twenty-six miles, are quoted

at various rates below par, but most of them are but partially con-

structed, and none of them had been completed and opened prior

to 1840,

Of the numerous roads which are less than thirty miles in length,

the stocks, without exception, are quoted below par. ..;_>. ^

Analogous to this, is the experience on this side of the Atlantic.

> Though the cost of roads here is comparatively small, and their

character, as to routes, grades, curves, and superstructure, is quite

various, it is believed that not more than two or three that are

forty miles or more in length, and have been finished and in use

twelve months, are unproductive, among which, the only one in

- New England or New York, is that from Stonington to Providence.

Their earnings vary from 6 to 15 per cent. Some shorter roads are

known to be productive, but it is deemed quite safe, and due to the

subject, to state that of the roads which are completed and in use,

those which are not productive are short ones. (See appendix.

Note F.)

The report of the weatem railroad corporation of Massachusetts,

dated March 1840, states that the net income of the railroads, fin-
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ished in that Commonwealth, average over 8 per cent, per annum,

on their cost.

In 1839, the net income of the Utica and Schenectady road was

15 per cent.; of the Utica and Syracuse, 14 per cent.; of the

Camden and Amboy, 13{ per cent

The foregoing estimates of passengers on this road, are made on

the supposition that the freight both ways, would pay the repairs,

and all other expenses, which may be taken at one-third of the re-

ceipts, or assuming the largest of these estimates, at $400,000 a

year. '

'-' '--
•

-'•^ " '-"'"'
"' *'

'••J'"-

On the Erie canal, in 1839, about 160,000 tons of merchandise,

products of animals, seeds, etc., were transported, of the value of

$45,000,000, as stated in the report of the commissioners ; and

about 340,000 tons of manufactures, vegetable food, etc., exclusive

of lumber, valued at $17,000,000, making 500,000 tons of the above

mentioned articles, valued at $02,000,000.

The 160,000 tons of merchandize averaged in value, $280 per ton,

and would, it may be reasonably presumed, be transported on a

railway properly constructed for tonnage, in preference even to an

adjacent canal, on account of its value, the difference of time occu-

pied in its passage, certainty of calculation as to its arrival, less

risk of damage, convenience in respect to the engagements and af-

fairs of those owning ti, and other considerations of more or less

force in different cases. ... •
. ; . l- :*VV*-''v *

The 340,000 tons of manufactures, etc., averaged In value about

$50 per ton, and would assuredly be transported on a railway on

the shortest route to market were there no canal on such route.

Let it then be supposed, that of the above descriptions of articles,

quantities should be transported on this road, equal only to 100,000

tons through per annum, and that the rate of profit on the transit

of them should be one cent per ton per mile, the net receipts in }

such case, would be $450,000, or more than enough to defray the
^

supposed amount of annual expenses.

Or if by being in operation 5 months of the year more than the

canal, 50,000 tons of merchandize for the interior of this, and the .

-

western and southwestern States, should be tranportod over the road

at a profit of two cents per ton per mile, the like sum of $450,000

would be received. -.

It is therefore deemed as plain as success elsewhere or here can

make it, that excluding all reliance on lumber, coal, and other min-

erals, there is room for the highest confidence of an abundant in-

come. It is believed however, th?it when the road is in full opera-

:^^iM
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tion, from 100,000 to 200,000 tons of coal, and a like quantity of

lumber, will be transported on it, on an average, 150 miles; and

that the number of passengers and the whole amount of tonnage

will very far exceed the highest of the preceding estimates.
; ;.

That the undertaking should nevertheless be decried, opposed
'

and ridiculed, openly and secretly, elsewhere and here, is neither^

surprising nor discouraging ; and the Directors accordingly have'

seen no occasion for noticing the calumnious accusations and asser-

tions which have appeared from time to time in some of the papers

of this city. They cheerfully submit their proceedings to the

judgment of the Stockholders, and leave it to the citizens of New.
York to consider the bearing of this work on their landed property,

their commercial affairs and prospects, their trade with the West-

ern States, the winter supplies of their market, and on the resolved

sagacious, and far reaching competition of Boston, sustained, as it

is, and will be, by ample resources of capital, intelligence and un-'^"'

tiring effort, which without such an avenue to the West, might
''

prove more than equal to the natural advantages of the harbor of

Sandy Hook.,

By order of the Board of Directors. f-j

. .. ,-^ ; ; ...» Eleazar Lord, President.

-v..:-,:-' -;•./ (NOTED.) ,-:- _.^- \
TOLLS ON COMMOIf ROADS INCREASED BY .RAILROADS. ff.

"The report of the minister of public works in Belgium, states a
remarkable fact, and one at variance with the anticipations of most
persons. It was supposed that this new mode of transport, intro- ^'.

duced to the extent now practised in Belgium, would destroy the

old, and that the use of horses and ordinary carriages would be
superseded. Such is not the fact. On the contrary, while rail-

roads have been, in succession, extending themselves over the

whole of the soil of Belgium, the produce of the tolls on the ordi-

nary roads, instead of diminishing, has progressively increased.

In proof of this, the following statement of the produce of the tolls

is given:

—

:>^:.:*'::-/v»> 2,447,985^v
-•

- - - 2,584,791 ; -^

- - - - 2,759,543 ivi
10 months, 2,749,301 ^ ;J

Mr. Nothomb makes a comparison of the advantages to the pub- >

1831,
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lie, in time and money, between the old mode of travelling by dili*'

gences, and the rate of travelling under the new tariff, which went
into operation in 1839.

The average result is a saving of half the time, and of 33 pef ^

cent, in the price.

The saving in price is thus subdivided: in diligences 15 pel*

cent. ; chars-a-bancs 30 per cent. ; wagons 60 per cent. It is the

lower class who profit most by the establishment of railroads.

They not only find the means of transport, which were abnost

denied them before, but they find the means of labor increased. It

is officially stated in this report that the building of the railroads of
Belgium has produced the result of increasing the produce of all

the indirect taxes."
it ~

INCREASE OP PASSENGERS BY THE UStABLISHMENT OP RAILWAYS.

" From Baron Charles Dupin's Report on the Paris and Orleans

railway. Experience has proved both in France and abroad, that

in a short space of time the facility, expedition, and economy
afforded by railways more than doubles the number of passengers

and the quantity of merchandize.

In order to support such statements, we will quote the foUowng
facts relative to the railways of Belgium, England, and Scotland,

in positions of extreme difference, and giving rise to a variation in

the returns which far exceeded all anticipations."

" Comparison of the number of travellers conveyed daily through-

out the whole, or a portion of the line :

—

Railways. Before the establishment. After the estahlishmentt

Manchester and Liverpool, 400 - - i,620

Stockton and Darlington, 130 ^ - 630 / ^Xr

Newcastle and Carlisle, 90 - - :v .> 500 -.-v ^

Arbroath and Forfar, '^."IHHv ^^ •n 200 t " ^v

Brussels and Antwerp, 200 - - 3,000

Increase of the number of passengers by the establishment of a
^'

Railway :

Liverpool and Manchester, *" , '- ^
-, - ; -,: 300 per cent* .-

Stockton and Darlington, » . . 380 per cent.

,

Newcastle and Carlisle, «. . 455 per cent. ....

Arbroath and Forfar, .' . . . 900 per cent. .

Brussels and Antwerp, ... 1,400 per cent.

Thus, even taking as a criterion the road on which the propor-

'

tional increase is least of all, we still find that the number of passen- ,

gers will increase not only 100 but 300 per cent. The transport of

'

merchandise will experience a similarly rapid increase. .

Progress in the conveyance of merchandize by Railway, compared I

to that of passengers :

—

^

Year. , Passengers. -: - • Tons. ^

1834, . '. 924,063 . r . 22,909

136, . . 1,248,552 • / 161,501

1888, . 1,535,189 . .^ 274,808
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Thus while the number of passengers has increased 60 per cent.

in four years, in the same time the quantity of goods increased 1,100

percent."

Extract from a late official report on English Railways, made to the

French Government^ by Edward Teisserence, Us agent, charged with

the special duty ofmaking a study of these Railways :—
"The Darlington Railway has produced, by its low rate of pas-

jsa^e an of freight, a complete revolution, in the region of country

which it traverses. It has increased the value of land 100 or 200

|)er cent. By these lo,w rates, the freight, estimated at 80,000 tons

has been increased to 640,000 tons. The passengers estimated, at

4,000, have been increased to 200,000." ,,., .
^

The following extract on the influence of Railways in developing the

resources of a country, is takenfrom the second report of the Irish Rail-

way Commissioners.
: 5;^

•' On the Newcastle and Carlisle road, prior to the Railway, the

whole number of persons the public coaches were licensed to carry

in a week was 343, or both ways 686; now the average daily

number of passengers by Railway for the whole length, viz: 61

8-10 miles, is 228, or 1,596 in the week. > : ^

.

The number of passengers on the Dundee and Newtyle line,

exceeds at this time 50,000 annually ; the estimated number of per-

sons who performed the same journey previous to the opening of

the Railway having been 4,000.

Previous to the opening of the Railway between Liverpool and
Manchester, |bere were about 400 passengers per day, or 146,000

per year, travelling between those places by coaches ; whereas the

present number by Railway alone, exceeds 500,000.

In foreign countries the results arising from the same cause, are

equally, if not more striking. The number of persons who usually

passed by the road between Brussels and Antwerp, was 75,000 iu

the year ; but since the Rdil Road has been opened from the

former place to Malines it has increased to 500,000 ; and since it

was carried all through to Antwerp, the nunjber has exceeded a

tniiiion. The opening of a branch from Malines to Termonde, ap-

pears to have added 200,000 to the latter number ; so that the

?assenger traffic of that Rail Road, superseding a road traffic of only

3,000 persons, now amounts to l,ti00,000.

It is remarkable, that on this, as on most other Rail Roads, the
greatest number of passengers are those who travel short distances,

being as two to one compared with those who go the whole distance.

Th\s appears from a statement read by Mr. Loch, before the Sta-

tistical Society of Manchester, showing that between April 30th and
August 15th, 1836, 122,417 persons travelled the whole distance,

and 244,884 short distances; chiefly to and from Maliucs."
20
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(NOTEE.)
The following is a statement of the whole cost^ {including the amount

raised by loans,) the lengths, the cost per mile, etc., of a few of the prin-

cipal railways of Great Britain. In every instance, the cost which is

given, includes the whole capital outlay, for roadway, buildings, cars^

locomotives, etc. etc. Thepound Sterling has been taken at ^4,84. .

LIVERPOOL AND MANCHESTER.
Cost up to the 30th June, 1840, ^6,810,717, of which $3,726,195

is in stock, and the remainder has been raised by loans.

The length of the road is 30 66-100 miles.

The cost per mile has been $222,137.

The whole capital of the company, on the 30th June, 1840, inclu-

ding some items not properly chargeable to roadway and worksy

was $6,847,665. The earnings for the previous six months were at

the rate of 8 4-10 per cent, on this capital, per annum. Whenever
the dividends exceed 10 per cent, per annum, the tolls are by law to

be reduced.

There are three tunnels at Liverpool, the aggregate length of

which, amounts to 4506 yards, and which have cost more than

$1,500,000. , ...
;,; I

..;,.,
,

STOCKTON AND DARLINGTON.
.'•Cost $1,210,000: viz: Stock, $736,000, and loans, $484,000.

Length of the main line, 25.38 miles. -

. Four short branches, 12.75 "

Total, 38.13 "

The cost per mile, including the branches, has been $31,733. Thi6'

dividends are .£14 per each .£100 share per annum, of which £10
per cent, is divided among the stockholders, and £4 per cent, is

retained as a sinking fund. This road and its branches are useel

chiefly lor the transportation of coal. Locomotive engines run on

24 miles ; the remainder being worked by stationary engines and

horsepower, s v . .y>: I >.:

GRAND JUNCTION. V;..

The cost to the 30th of June, 1839, was $9,300,000. ^
"

;
: 1

Length (from Birmingham to Newton,) 82 63-100 miles. ;^.

Cost per mile, $112,550. v •

The whole amount of the company's stock at the present time/

(all in shares or parts of shares,) including the cost of branches is

1$0,664,335.

The net profits, during the years 1838 and 1839. were 8 6-10

per cent, per annum. * 4 '

LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM.
The cost to the 30th of June, 1840, was $27,580,135, viz:

stock, $15,125,000, and loans, $12,455,135.

f--
The length of the road is 112 1-4 miles.

• The cost per mile has been, $245,702. £#
This road yields a profit of about 9 per cent, per annum, on the

" paid up capital. The gross income for the year ending 30th June,
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1840, was $3,326,583, of which the receipts from passengers alone,

were $2,446,5 1 8. The cost of land has been $30,000 per mile.

LONDON AND SOUTHWESTERN, (oR LONDON AND SOUTHAMPTON.)

Cost $9,943,228, viz : in shares, $6,776,000 ; in loans,

$3,167,228. " !-.;..-: ^;:^::^-,:--':; :: ^: :.

Length, 76 7-10 miles. . - ; ^ > c. i.^

Cost per mile, $129,639. ' ;- -:''^';'^^:

GREAT WESTERN, - '^

This road is not yet completed. The amount expended up to

the 30th June, 1840, was $21,819,494.

The whole length of the road will be 11 7 4-10 miles, of which

75 miles are now in use, viz : 63 miles at the London end and IB
miles at the Bristol end. ^^

It is estimated that this road will cost upwards of jC50,000 per
mile, say upwards $242,000
The average number of passengers per day, on the London end

of the line, lor the last two and a half years, has been upwards of

1500. Up to the 30th June, 1840, the amount paid for lands and
expenses relating thereto, was $3,475,449, being at the rate of

more than $2,420 per acre, or $29,000 per mile.

NEWCASTLE AND CARLISLE. ' »

Probable cost, $4,598,000, that being the amount authorized by
parliament to be raised. Of this there is in stock, about $2,613,600,

jthe remainder having been raised by loans.

The length of the road is 61 83-100 miles. .; :
•

'

i

. The cost per mile, has been $74,360.

J^eiD York, 3d February, 1841. .. • ;
^

• • RAILWAY PROPERTY AS AN INVESTMENT.
• "' A correspondent calls our attention to the extraordinary increase

in the value of railway property, which has taken place within the

last six months. Comparing the quotations in our share list of the

14th December last, with those of the 13th inst, it will be seen that

upon twenty lines this increase amounts to upwards of eight million$

Sterling ! Thus the Great Western shares in that period have risen

52i per share, namely, from 10 discount to 42 premium, equal to

1,300,000/. upon the 25,000 original shares ; the new shares have

risen from 5 discount to twenty premium, equal to 62S,000/.--»-

making afltogether 1,925,000/. upon the old and new shares. The
London and Birmingham shares have in like manner risen from 50
premium to 99 premium, equal to 1,225,000/. upon the 25,000
original shares ; the quarter shares have risen from 22 to 30 pre-

mium, equal to 200,000/. ; and the new shares have risen 13/., equal

to 405,950/. ; making altogether upon the shares a sum of 1,830,950/.

The shares of the other lines in the following table, are computed
in the same manner :

Great Western, . r^vfi;':;t^ £1,925,000
London and Birmingham, . ,v':^^^:^V; ;: 1»830,950

Grand Junction, . . fnS:i-$^-- 829,000
London and Southwestern, . i %.^:^^% :, 612,000
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•" Eastern Counties, '; . . . .
' 488,000

North Midland, • . . . 420,000
London and Brighton, .... 360,000

' Manchester and Leeds, . , . 312.000
Midland Counties, .... 240,000
Manchester and Birmingham, . . i 180,000

London and Crovdon, . . .
^

'- 165,000
Great North of England, . . . 150,000

~ \ London and Biackwall 120,000
York and North Midland, ... ,, 120,000
Birmingham and Gloucester, . . . 95,000
Chester and Crewe, . ... 90,000
Bristol and Exeter, . . , . 90,000
Cheltenham and Great Western,. . . -. 75,000
Birmingham and Derby, . . . . 63,000

• .' London and Greenwich, . . . 60,000

£8,224,950
These results connot fail, as our correspondent remarks, to be

most graiifying to Railway proprietors, as showing that public

opinion has undergone a change; that railways are no longer viewed

with suspicion as the mere speculations of a day, to be spoken of

jn the same breath with Spanish bonds, &c.', but that they are re-

garded as real and valuable investments in the soil."

—

Railway

Times.

DANGERS OP RAILROAD TRAVELLING.
"It is ascertained by experiment, that the danger of loss of life on

on average Railroad trip is about 1 to 4,000,000. The follow-

ing data on which this conclusion is founded, are copied from a late

British publication: . ' , . . ,..

Name of Railway. Xn. of Milts. No of Pas. No. of Accidents.

London and Birmingham, IQ.llO.iGS 54l.3fiO 3 cases ofcontusions, no deaths, (1)
Grand Junction, 97i* 2l4,0Gl 2 cases slight do, • (2)

^
Kenyan and LeigH^ } 3.923,012 508,763 2 deaths, 3 slight contusions (2)

Newcastle and CdrTisle,
>. ^ • 61* 8,540,75') 5 deaths four fractures. (4)

Endinburgh and Dalkieth, 8* l,r>57,642 one arm broken,

Stockton and Darlington, 2,213,681 3.>7,205 none, "::..•,;.>>
Great Western, 4,100,538 230,408 none, • •

'

Liverpool and Manchester, 31* 3,521,820 8 deaths, no fractures, (5)

Dublin and Kingston, G» 26,410,152 5 deaths and contusions to pas'gcrs,

London and Greenwich, 484,000 2,880,417 one passenger slightly bruised.

Length of road.
,

(n None of these accidents occurred to actual passengers. '• • | '.,'•?•;' ^ ^Mv'-.
(2S None of these accidents occurred to actual passengers. '

.
".

fr») None of the persons killed were passengers.

(4) One of the persons killed was a passenger.

(5) The whole of these were passeneers; one of them a sergeant in charge pf a de-

serter, who jumped off the carriaje whilst in motion ; the sergeant jumped aftpr him to

retake him, but was so much injured that he died ; three others got out and walked on

the road and were killed ; the rest suffered by collisions oftwo trains, at different times.

These include all the casualties fiom the very commencement of the working of tho

line."
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•1 (NOTE F.). V.v;«i...vv, ;-.;.-- --.^.

Statement of the cost, annual expenditures, receipts, etc., of several

railvoays in the United Slates.
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It appears, from the above table, that at the end of 1839 thenurri'

ber of railroads completed and in progress in twenty-four States

of the Union, in which this kind of improvement has already b^en
introduced, amounted to 181, of which 3332 1-2 miles were opened
and in use; 1707 1-2 miles besides were graded and ready for the

superstructure, and the total length of all the lines undertaken was
not less than 9378 1-2 miles.

The number of Locomotive Engines employed upon all the railr

roads in the United States, was at that time 463, (about one Loco^
motive for every seven miles of road.)"

Reading, Pa., Feb'y. 10, 1841.

Messrs. Baldwin, Vail & Hufty,
Gentlemen:--! send you enclosed a statement of the performance of the

*' Hichens & Harrison" engine built by you for the Philadelphia and Rea-

din£ir Railroad, which will add to the already well deserved reputation of

engines of your construction.

Very respectfully yours,

/ . . . v G- A. NicoLLs, i'

Supt. Transp'tn. P. & R. Railroad.

Statement of the performance of the Locomotive Engine " Hichens &
Harrison," built by Messrs. Baldwin, Vail & Hufty, for the Philadelphia

and Reading Railroad

—

On February 9th, 1841, the above engine hauled over the Reading
Railroad, 54^ miles in length, from Reading to its intersection with the

Columbia Railroad, a train of one hundred and five loaded burden cars,

loaded with 1318 barrels of flour, 870 kegs of nails and spikes, 635 bush-

els of grain, 63 tons of blooms and bar iron, 20 cords of wood, 8 casks of

oil, and sundry other articles of freight, amounting in all to 308^ tons of

2240 lbs.

Weight of the 105 cars, 173 tons, making a total gross weight of 481 j
tons of 2240 lbs., equal to one million seventy-eiffht thousand five hundred
and sixty pounds hauled by the engine, not including her own or her ten-

der's weight. Cars all 4 wheeled ; wheels 3 feet dia., lard and tallow

only used in boxes; whole length of train 1260 feet, or 60 less than one-

fourth of a mile. Running time 4 hours 54 minutes, making an average
speed of 11 1-10 miles per hour.

Total quantity of fuel consumed 2.51 cords of oak wood. Total quantity

of water evaporated 1804 gallons. Oil used by engine and tender 7
quarts, oiling before starting. Longest continous level over which the

above train was hauled, 9 1-10 miles. Her speed with the train on this

level 10 9-10 miles per hour. Weight of engine, empty, 23,250 lbs.; with
water and fuel, 26,710 lbs. Weight on driving wheels, with water, fuel

and two men, 14,120 lbs. Cylinder 12^ in. dia., 16 in. stroke. Driving

wheels 4 ft. diameter. The above road has no ascending grade from

Jleading towards Phiadelphia, with the exception of a half a mile at

its lower terminus or intersection with the Columbia Railroad, graded at

26j feet per mile, on which grade the train was slopped.

The profile of the road from Reading to this point is divided into levels,

varying from 1600 feet to 9 1-10 miles in length, and descending grades of

from 1^ to 19 feet per mile, the latter being the heaviest grade on the

.road.

Total length of level line between the above points 27 8-10 miles. Tor

tal fall, from where the train was started to where it was stopped, 214 fecj,
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Shortest radius of curvature on the road 819 feet; 1840 of curve struck

Ivith this radius.

The engine started the above train on a level without any assistance, and

gradually increased her speed to the average rate above mentiondd.

She worked with great ease to herself during the whole trip, and haul-

ed the train for the last 14 miles, 10 of which were level, over rails in very

bad order, owing to a light snow storm which moistened without wetting

their surface, the effect of which in diminishing the adhesion and power of

the engine practical engineers can well understand and appreciate.

The above performance is believed to be unsurpassed, and the train to

be the longest and heaviest ever hauled by one engine on any railroad in

Great Britain or America.

Reading, Pa., Feb. 10th, 1841. / -
^-

Great and Judicious Reduction of Railroad Fare.—We announce with

pleasure the following good news, for travellers, farmers and invalids.

The directors of the South-Carolina Canal and Railroad Company, after

much deliberation on the policy and expediency of the measure, have de-

termined to remodel and reduced the rate of passage money and freight, on
the road to Hamburgh, in compliance with the recommendation of a com-
mittee charged with the subject. The following is the scale of reduction-

Fare through, from and to Charleston and Hamburgh, $8 instead of $10—
shorter distance, and from one intermediate station to another, on the line,

6 cents per mile instead of 7^ cents. Carriages, having two horses, con-

veyed through, for $20 instead of $40, with the privilege of a servant tof

each pair of horses, carriages, gigs and sulkeys, &c., for a less distance

than through the whole line, to be charged from 25 to 40 per cent below
the present rates, according to distance, number, &c. Servants and child-

ren, under 12 years of age, half price.

It is also comtemplated to appropriate a car (as soon as practicable) ex-

pressly for the accommodation of those, whose means, inclinations, or in-

firmities, may lead them to prefer it, at two-thirds or one half the full pri-

ces. It has moreover been determined to provide cars, for the speedy tran-

sportation to the city of the marketable products of the country, such as

fruit, poultry,eggs, butter, &c., and to return as promtly with a supply of

sea-board luxuries, such as fish, oysters. West India fuit, ice, &c., to regale

the palates of our country friends. Lastly, in order to encourage excur-

sions for pleasure or health, a ticket, purchased for any distance on the road,

is to entitle the party to return, the same day, free of charge; a privilege

which will doubtless be highly valued by the party of pleasure, for a day
at Woodstock, or other seat of rual attraction, the man of business, and
especially the sportsman and the invalid. Those regulations are to be car-

ried into effect, say from the 5th to the 8th inst.

\ We have also been informed that the Company have at last effected an
arrangment with the authorities in Augusta, by means of which they are

to enjoy, in petuity, the right of passing the Savannah River, and estabish-

ing a depot in that city.

OCMULGEE AND FLINT RIVER RAILROAD.

It will probably be a matter of news to most of our readers to learn the
name and location of the project of such a work ; and, also, that it is in a
fair way to be caried into actual being and existence. There has been
granted, a charter for a Railroad from Albany, Baker County, on the Flint

River, to the Ocmulgee, in Irwin County. We can inform those ignoTani
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on this subject, that the Company has been formed-^all the stock taken—

•

and the Road surveyed and located, and the work ready to be Commenced.
The route, as might he anticipated, is very favorable. The work to ter-

minate on the Ocmulgee, at Mobley's Bluff, a short distance above Jack-

sonville. Th'- length of the Ruad will be seventy -si.K miles. It is pro-

posed, to complete it for present use with wood rails, and for horse power
only.—This can be done at a very moderate expense : and as business may
increase, locomotive power may be introduced. The region of country it

will connect with our cities on the Atlantic coast, is fertile and productive

of our great staple ; and it will tend to a great extent, to concentrate trade

and provide a market for our produce, within our own borders, which here-

tofore hiis found one in another State,—Macon Messenger, 21st inst.

natVral steel ore. ^'l'^

In the town of Duane Franklin Co, State of New York, a mine of Na-
tural steel ore has been opened, and worked, from which, without any ad-

ditional substance the Messrs Duane who occupy a large blast furnace in,

that, town have, the present season, cast a variety of edge tools, such as

axes, hatchets, adzes, plane irons, knives, chisels, tailors and tinman's shears

&c, &c, which all prove to be first rate tools, having a fine edge, and when
well polished, showing a lustre equal to the best cast steel. The ore was
smelted in the blast furnace and run into pigs, from which the tools were
cast. The oftener the metal is re-melted the better the steel becomes, as fire

does not injure its qualities as it does in manufactured steel. When first

cast, the metal is remarkably soft, yielding readily to the file or turning

chisel, and is capable of being tempered to any required degree of hard-

ness—so as to resist even the file. It has all the properties of the best cost

steel, nor can these properties be injured by fire as in other steel ; but if the

temper is missed you may repeat the operation as often as necessary with-

out injuring the steel qualities.

Messrs, Livingston & Lyman, 32 Commerce street, have some of these

tools, were they may be seen and tried. ^-.1 v'

The Liverpool correspondent of the N. York, Times thus describes a
work by which a railroad is carried over a town :

List week was completed the greatest work of its kind, ever executed in

this country. This is the Stockport Viaduct. The contractors being

Liverpool men ( John Tompkinson and Samuel and James Holme, buil-

ders, ) hundreds of people from this place went on December 21st to veiw
its completion.

The Manchester and Birmingham direct line of railway now runs over,

not through, the town of Stockport. The arches literally stride over that

large town. Standing in a valley, in Chesire, the town of Stockport is toof

low for the level of the railroad. Mr. Buck, the engineer, had the first

stone laid on the 10th of March, 1839, and the last, or capstone, on the

21st of December, 1840. Thus, in 21 months was completed a viaduct,'

based on the solid rock, of 30 arches—26 of 63 feet span and 4 of 29 feet

span: The length is 1786 feet. It stands 111 feet above the Mersey
which flows beneath, and is thus 6 feet higher than the Menai bridge.

The foundation, in the sandstone, is six feet deep, and 9 feet of stone work
above ground. From thence to the springing of the arches the peirs are

of brickwork, and the huge bends of the same material. Brick was used,

as less likely, when well made, to chip, splinter, or decay. The quantity of

bricks used amounted to 11,000,000, there were also used 400,000 cubic

feet of Stone, and the whole cost 70,000.Z The utmost settling in the whole
work, after taking the wooden supporters from the arches, is half an inch.
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Owing to a multiplicity of causes, our Journal has not reached

subscribers at the proper time. Among them, we may mention

changes in our printing office, which have contributed to the present

delay, but will enable us to afford still greater facilities for the

future. >--v"^^:- r ;-:;-';--: '"-A.:.
f;-'

A large number of communications are on hand, and will appear

as rapidly as possible.

Communications have been received from Messrs. Rockbury,

Latrobe, Earle, Olmstead, Smith and Cushman, also, from Smeaton.

We are much indebted for several very excellent articles, and have

to apologise for the delay in presenting them to our readers.!

We are also under obligations to Messrs. Fessenden and Schlat-

ter, for valuable documents which have been kindly forwarded with

great promptness. i

We take great pleasure in presenting the following paper ojf Mr.

Roebling, on the subject of Suspension Bridges. The labors of

Mr. Ellet, have contributed to bring this matter into general notice,

aup we are glad to find that other Engineers are turning the|ir at-

tention in that direction. No time can be more suitable fojr the

discussion of Suspension Bridges, and we hope soon to seej this

class of structure coming into general favor.

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.

SOME REMARKS ON SUSPENSION BRIDGES, AND ON THE COMPARAlTIVB

MERITS OF CABLE ANd'cHAIN BRIDGES. By J. A. RochUng, Civil

Engineer. No. 1.

The subject of suspension bridges is beginning to engage th^ at-

tention of the profession. To cause public opinion to incline in fa-

vor of this species of structure, can only be accomplished by the
21
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cuccessful erection of some good specimens] The ocular demon-
stration they will offer^ will advance this cause more than all trea-

tises. Among the profession, however, this matter cannot be too

much discussed, provided the discussion is carried on by men who
are famiUar with the features of the system, . |

The writer takes this occasion to remark that he has, ever since

the introduction of suspension bridges apon the continent, made
himself intimate with the system, that he had some excellent op-

portunities of becoming practically acquainted with the details of

construction, and that he has, with devoted interest, taken notice of

all the improvements which have gradually been introduced.

Chain bridges originated in their improved form in England, and

were, in the course of a few years, introduced into France and

Germany. The material of which the chains in most of these

bridges are manufactured, is common iron. The bars, composing^

the links, are generally about 15 feet long, 4 inches deep, and three-

fourths of an inch thick, therefore presenting a sectional area of
3 square inches.

; w^:..,... ,,^.,. ,.

The difficulty of insuring the iron in such dimeraJons of an uni-

form and even quality and strength throughout, is obvious, and hence

the large quantity of iron expended in chains to insure strength

and safety. The general practice has been to allow from 16 to

20,000 lbs. per square inch, as the maximum strain to which chains

should be subjected in the most trying case. This is rather less thaa

one-third of the actual strength of iron bars. A far greater allow-

ance of strength is made for the suspension rods, which are more

liable to be seriously affected than the chains. Experience and fa-

tal accidents which have occurred to some carefully planned and

executed suspension bridges have proved that the usual allowance

of strength for the chains and rods is not by any means too ample.

With the exception of some accidents which were the results of

defects in the bars, and which only prove that the latter had not

been sufficiently examined and tested, it can be shown that the most

serious injuries to which suspension bridges may be subjected, can

be guarded against more successfully by some alterations in the

system, and by resorting to some simple expedients, than by a mere

increase of strength in the chains.

On the occasion of the erection of several suspension bridges

over the arms of the Danube, in the city of Vienna, a body of sci-

entific Engineers undertook a series of experiments on the strength

of different sorts of iron, steel and wire. The actual capacity of

iron to sustain a powerful strain uninjured, does not so much con-

sist in it» ultimate tenacity as in its elasMcity. A bar of good ir<m

;:..:r|
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may sastain a strain which approaches the limits of its strength

without breaking, but a succession of such trials, which are beyond

its elastic capacity, will gradually stretch it permanently, and cause

: at last a rupture.

Any strain upon a bar of iron, no matter how trifling, will produce

an actual elongation of its fibres. Owing to the elastic quality of

iron, the fibres will contract again as soon as the cause of the strain

is removed. But this will only take place to a certain extent.

The extent of the elongation to which the fibres may be subjected

without having their power of contracting at all impaired, is the

limit of elasticity on which we can safely rely. Therefore, iron

' should never be strained beyond this limit. This rate of elasticity

in common bar iron amounts to about one third of itii ultimate

strength. If, therefore, thirty tons are required to break a bar of

iron of one square inch, the strain it can support without injury,

will amount to ten tons. If this strain is frequently repeated,

and applied for a considerable length of time, it should be reduced

to eight tons or even less. ^^ - • ^ •

'
' *

'

The result of the experiments at Vienna was, that the Engineers

decided in favor of steel as the material to be used for the chains

;

the elastic power of this metal, and the greater uniformity of its

grain, being so much superior to that of iron, that greater strength

and safety could be obtained for less expense by using it instead of

iron. It is proper to remark here that the steel used in these bridges

was manufactured of natural steel ore, and cost but little more than

iron. .

Note.—Natural steel ore is found in sibundance in Austria, and in

the famous mining districts of Seigerland, in Prussia. A few re-

marks on the Muessener mountain in the latter district may not be

uninteresting to those who intend to visit the continent and the

river Rhine, from whence they can easily reach the celebrated steel

mine at Muessen. The steel ore has no resemblance to common
iron ore, and looks more like crystalize feldspar than any

thing else. The mine at Muessen where this ore is found in its

greatest purity, has been worked since time immemorial, and it is

computed, that when the ore is exhausted, the mere pillars, which
are now left to support the roofs, will furnish a supply for many
centuries more. . \

This mine is not worked in the common way, and has a remark-

able appearance. The visiter descends a broad flight of steps,

arched over at a convenient height to walk upright. Arr* fed at

the floor of the gallery, he finds himself at the entrance o a mag-
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Since these steel suspension bridges were constructed, wire cables

in place of chains were more generally introduced by the French

Engineers, and grai^ually prevailed over the whole continent.

The superiority of wire cables over chains cannot be contested
.

for one moment, why the English Engineers still cling to the old sys-

tem, after they have seen the principle of wire cables successfully

tested, and particularly after they have witnessed the success of the

Friburg bridge, which exceeds the Vienna bridge in boldness. Why,
after so much experience, they do not abandon the use of chains, is

to me truly a matter of astonishment.

The ultimate strength of wire as used in cable bridges, is two-

thirds greater than that of iron bars as used for chains. The pro-

portion of elasticity to the ultimate strength is greater in wire than

in iron. 52,000 lbs. may be relied on with safety, as the extent of

the elasticity of wire per square inch.

On the other hand, iron is much cheaper in the form of bars of

several square inches section, than in the form of wires of i inch

thick. But the manufacture of wire cables is a great deal simpler

and cheaper than the manufacture of chains. The cost of a wire

cable bridge will generally be found less than of a chain bridge

of the same strength. But there are some peculiar features belong-

ing to the cable system which i^ould decide in its favor even at an

advance of cost.

The process of wire drawing, imparts to the iron a great unifor-

mity of grain. If a strand is made of good iron, and sound at it*

ends, it is generally good throughout. Unsound places are mostly

visible on the surface. The toughness of wire strands is easily

examined by testing the two ends. The actual test of all the strands

throughout can likewise easily be effected.

A cable is constituted of a great number of wires. Admitting-

now that a few unsound strands, in spite of all care and vigilance,

nificient hall and succession of halls, with dome shaped ceiling*

supported by pillars. These excavations have been made in the

solid ore, and the effect of the reflection of the light, when properly

illvminated, from the milUons of crystals of ore composing the

walls, all around, is very beautiful and fairy-like. This sight is

worth a trip of 100 miles to enjoy.

The South American market, and part of the West India mar-

ket is largely supplied with all sorts of implements and cutlery,

made of this natural steel ore.

[It may be well to remark that a similar ore is not uncommon in

the Upited States. [Ed. R. R. J.]

- "^<i-^- ^^
.
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should find their way into a cable, their number would be too small

to affect the strength of the whole materially. All the single wires

are coated with a durable varnish, and the finished cable is coated

again, and may be effectually protected against the influences of the

weather by a tight wrapping throughout. The wrapping has also

the advantage of preventing the unequal expansion and contraction

of the inner and outer wires, when exposed to the rays of the sun,

and sudden changes of temperature. Cables can in this manner be
more effectually protected against oxidation, than chains of bar iron.

The beauty of a well manufactured cable is, that all the component

parts are uniformly placed and equally strong throughout. Each
single strand bears exactly its portion, and thus the greatest strength

. is effected by the least amount of material. ? - v , ^ I

The floor of a chain bridge is suspended by vertical iron bars, in

cable bridges these suspenders are formed by small wire cables, which

should always have an inclined position. Even where a chain bridge

should be found preferable to a cable bridge, the suspenders should

be invariably made of wire. Wire suspenders are pliable, and will

easily move with the floor, when set in motion by the wind. The
fastenings of the suspenders at the two ends cannot give away ; but

it has frequently occurred on chain bridges, that the heads of the

suspension rods have been snapped off in consequence of the wrest-

irjg and twisting. ..

|

I will notice here the remarks of Colonel Pasley upon the effect

of storms, communicated in the Transactions of the Institute of Civil

Engineers :

—

" By the hurricane of October 11, 1835, one-third part of the road-

way of the Suspension Bridge at Montrose (410 feet span,) with a
very small exception, was carried away. The suspension rods on

the west side were either broken or very much bent, but the

chains, 4 in number, and extending in two parallel lines, of two

tiers each, appeared perfect. It is our opinion, based on observa-

tions, that the motions which a bridge experiences, are not lateral,

but longitudinal. The Hammersmith suspension bridge does not

appear to be subject to these longitudinal motions, even in a most

violent gale, and this is amply accounted for by the longitudinal

trussing which is there adopted. The idea, that these longitudinal

motions, and the injuries to the road-ways of suspension bridges,

are owing to the violent action of the wind from below, is con-

firmed by what Colonel Pasley witnessed in Nov. 1836, at the

Chatham Dock Yard. One side of the roof of a shed for ship

building, was raised up and down repeatedly, until at last, a large

portion of it, about 40 to 50 feet, was floated up like a sheet of
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papei-, and carried to a distance of 50 yards. Such being the

violence of the wind, we may readily conceive that the continual

extension and compression to which the suspension rods must be

subject, by the rise And fall of the road-way, is prevented in the

Hammersmith bridge, by four lines of strong trussing along the

whole length of the road-way, firmly connected to the bearers below

No similar trussing exists in the Menai, the Montrose, or any other

suspension bridges which Colonel Pasley has seen. The rise and

fall of the platform of the Menai bridge is confidently stated to be

three feet in ordinary gales, so that unless some similar trussing be

employed, it may reasonably be expected that this bridge will be

seriously injured in some future hurricane. The peculiar con-

struction of the suspenders in several pieces, with joints, is a source

of security to this bridge which the others do not possess. The

author believes that no suspension bridge of 400 feet betwixt the

piers can be considered secure without two inflexible lines of lon-

gitudinal trussings from pier to pier."
t ;

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magaz:ne.

PRESERVATION OF TIMBER.

The following is copied from an informal report made by Mr.

R. M. Bouton, the intelligent director of the " process" for the U.

S; ordinance department, at the Watervliet arsenal, N. Y. ; where,

during the last summer and autumn, he has been employed in pre-

paring a large quantity of timber for the public service. The

official report, intended to be made, being delayed by the unfinished

state of some experiments thought necessary to its completion

;

these facts and inferences are given in anticipation, by Mr. Bouton,

with full assurance of their general correctness.

1. That the cost of the process, embracing the mineral salts,

labor, and fuel employed, need not exceed a half to two and a-half

cents per cubic foot of timber ; varying with circumstances which

need not be here particularized.

2. That different kinds of timber receive the benefits of the

process in different degrees of facility and time ; the latter extend-

tending from 24 or 48 hours to 3 or 4 days, or more.

Chestnut, hemlock, black walnut, ash, elm, oak, birch, hickory,

maple, white wood and pine, are aflfected by it with variations of

time and facility pretty much in the order in which they stand.

3. That the density of the wood is evidently increased ; yet

that it works well, and without injury to tools.

4. That toughness is also decidedly increased in ash, elm and

hickory, (as actual employment of these woods at the arsenal has
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already proved) ; and, by inference, that other kinds of lumber will

be similarly affected.

5. That the strength also of the three kinds, just specified, is

certainly increased ; affording a legitimate conclusion in favor of

others. U |

6. That the effects produced on green and seasoned timber are

not ascertained to be importantly different. . . |

7. That, in short, all the sensible manifestations of timlber, thus

treated, indicate very important improvement ; which is confirmed

by the use of several, as already stated ; while no evidence what-

ever is afforded of deterioration, or of diminution of any valua-

ble property."

To these specifications, Mr. Bouton adds his unreserved opinion

that " this process will be proved, by experience, fully equal to the

purposes intended."
*

I

It is gratifying to be able to add to other evidences, long before

the public, in favor of this process, the testimony of this gen-

tleman so well known for his intelligence, and cautious and correct

observation. And, as connected with the above, I would refer

for other strong testimony on the subject, to the No. of this Journal

for January 15th, p. 53.

Edward Earle,

Phila. Feb. 27, 1841,

Cr° The improved apparatus, which I have lately adopted for

the process, may be constructed to suit any purpose, and of va-

rious costs—from $75 to $250 ; the last of which is equal, with

suitable tanks, to the preparation of 2000 to 3000 cubic feet, at

m operation.
f

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.

February, 1841.

In a late number of the Journal, I observe an attempt by " Fulton,'*

to reduce to something like a uniform plan, the future prosecution

of improvements within the State. Whether that he proposes be

the very best that might be propounded or not, I think it must be

admitted to be, in itself a laudable effort to do what is very much

needed ; and that, at lest, most of his suggestions and provisions are

judiciously conceived.

It is very evident that Fulton's bias is strongly in favor of rail-

roads in preference to canals,—a subject of which, in the phrase of

good Sir Roger, " much might be said on both sides ;" and then, pro-

bably, it would be agreed, by compromise, that neither the one nor

the other but that both are best. , So I think. But however this
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may be—many canals are already constructed, especially in our own
State, and are very efficiently doing their duty. They therefore

must be maintained ; but if experience has taught that railroads are,

on the whole, to be preferred, we shall not be wise in neglecting its

lesson in our future undertakings. That the State should be a stock-

holder in every railroad, and should exercise, in many respects, a

chief agency andcontroling influence, is a prominent position of F.

and is urged with force. Much expansion might be given to the

few strong reasons to which he has confined himself; and his doc-

trine is, in the main, so sound that I would hold to it under State-

exigences much more considerable than those which exist. • In the

view, indeed, we are permitted to take of our financial condition

—

especially, if we make that view prospective—'there can be no hesi-

tation in admitting both the policy and prudence of the State's ex-

tending liberal aid to every such undertaking that promises a fair

result. These modes of intercommunication between distant points

of the State, and of intercourse and connection with other States,

are fraught with advantages of which experience, hitherto, has given

us but a glimpse ;—of which it is hardly possible, indeed, to form a

sober-seeming estimate. In my own anticipations of their impor-

tance and productiveness I might suspect myself of overstepping

good discretion, were I not sustained—it might be more proper

to say prompted—by the example of Governor Seward in his late

message to the Senate and House of Representatives. In that able

and Statesmanlike paper, of which it is difficult to determine wheth-'

er intelligence or benevolence,—the soundness of his head or the

goodness of his heart—is the prominent feature—his excellency has

traced a view of our future prosperity, and internal commerce as

unlimited almost as the west itself—whither he directs it.

If the revival, he seems to think at hand, should come indeed, and

bring with it a " distribution of surplus revenue" from the sales of

our national territory,—what advantages and blessings may we not

expect from the judicious appropriation of them to such objects as

he has recommended !—of these, internal improvement is a principle

one ; which already is becoming paramount to most others. The

present and succeeding years are likely to be busy in such work

;

for the spirit of improvement has gone forth with an impetus not

likely to be arrested, and will receive fresh vigor from the constant

succession of its own accomplishments ; for our country, extensive

in territory and rich in various wealth, presents so broad a surface

and so many excitements to the industry and enterprise of its pos-

sessors, that it were a sort of " sullenness against nature" not to avail

ourselves of her overtures ;—and such is not our character. It is a
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fact however, which ought not to be passed without remark, that

. our public works have been executed with less regard to permanence

than there is reason to believe they might and, if might, they cer-

tainly ought to be.

Already pretty largely a contributor, and likely to be more so,

—

to those improvements, and prompted by more than selfish feelings

to desire their progress and success,—I will here suggest, as supple-

mentary to " Fulton," what ought to be, if practicable, a part of

: every such undertaking in order to secure to them a continuance of

.public favor.

Next, in importance, to the construction of a canal or railroad at

;
all, should be the care to secure its duration ;—that it be so done

and with such, materials, that the outlay be not lost in early failure

- from delapidation or decay. For it is a maxim worthy of general

; acceptation, that what is worth being done is worthy of beiilg well-

done. To this purpose, therefore, whether the work be a cjEinal or

railroad—-the timber to be used in the construction should beiselect-

. ed with judgment ; and this should be one of the earliest proVisions

of the company, that it may be as thoroughly seasoned as possible

before it is subjected to the destructive alternations of the weather

in its destined positioni and become, as it generally does, th^ most

active consumer of those profits vi^hich, otherwise, might con^itute

a most satisfactory dividend to the stockholders. Nor, if thejre be

any scientific mode of treating it to insure its duration, that can be

relied on, ought it to be neglected, unless, indeed, the cost of! such

treatment be more than commensurate with its advantages. Other

'occupations have compelled inattention to this matter ; but I collect

from occasional notice of them in the Gazettes, as well as from the

^

** Railroad Journal," that there are several well-accredited methods

of accomplishing this very desirable purpose, and that one of them

is being extensively employed by the war department at the Water-

vUet' Arsenal in this State. This would imply a preference of it by

that department—whether for efficiency or economy or both might

be easily ascertained, and deserves inquiry by those whose appro-

priate duty it may be. Effect and ecomomy being the motilve of

preference, I would propose that the State (supposed to be al-

ready a Stockholder according to the suggestion of "Fulton,**) au-

thorize an inquiry into it by a competent person, and also bear such

share of the expense of employing it as shall be equal to its interest

as a stockholder, viz., if one-third, then one-third, etc., and to ihsure

to the timber the full benefit of a proper application of it, that the

same competent person be appointed by the ^ta),p to 4i^ct and;*!'

22 "

"•""'
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perintend it. This would relieve the individual stockholders of

much of the expense, while, to the State, it would be annihilated by

being only an extension of the right it may be supposed to have ac-

quired for the use of the process on works wholly and exclusively

of the State. If timber may, by such means, be made to endure

two, three, or perhaps four times as long as otherwise it would, and

at an expense of one-sixth or one-eighth of its first cost, as is rep-^

resented—-would the State, as a stockholder, consent to forego so

great advantage, or an individual decline his proportion of a charge

to be returned to him in, often, multiplied amount ?

This is altogether deserving early attention, that the advantages

of such a method, if it be ascertained to exist, nmy not be lost to

those works which are now in progress and about to be. Nor can

I conceive a more judicious appropriation that the State could

make than of such a sum as may be supposed necessary to secure

the right to use it as here suggested. One other particular I will

advert to as I have not seen it recommended before, which, also^

ought to be subject to the control of the State j and that, of all rail-

roads henceforth to be constructed, the tracks should be of a uni-

form width. The conveniences resulting from such agreement are

too obvious and multiform to require enumeration. But this sug-

gestion is offered on the presumption that the State becomes, as it is

greatly to be hoped she will, a party to all future constructions of
this kind*

Philo Fulton.

V Chatham Centre, Columbia county, N. Y. )

- January 26, 1841. i ^
To the Editors of the American ftailroad Journal, and Mechanics' Magazine.

Gentlemen :—I would say a word about a communication that

appeared in your Journal of the 1st October, signed by J. E. B., rel^

ative to the cost of depots and grounds for railways.

Your correspondent, J. E. B., either misunderstands the report*

of the engineers of the (Mass.) Western R. R, or he has not paid

enough attention to it. He says, ** The Western R. R. Co. of Mass., , >

over the mountains and rocks of Berkshire, have paid at the average

rate of $1700 per mile, or about $200 per acre," and adds that the

general width of railroads is 4 rods or about 8 acres to the mile.

The laws of Mass. alow R. R. companies to take 5 rods and they

always do take 5 rods, even when the grade of the railroad runs

along on the surface of the ground—thus making about 10 acres to-

the mile. Again, the Western R. R. is nearly as often fifteen rods-

wide as .5 rods, in Berkfihire county—varying from 10 acres to the

mile to 00 acvsr
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Tou see that I am reducing Mr. J. £. B's $200 per acre, prettj

fast ; but I have not done yet—to proceed

—

The report of the engineers does not separate Berkshire county

from the rest of the line west of Springfield in the average cost per

mile of the land—consequently it is hardly fair to take the average

cost per mile of their whole western part of the line, which is very

much raised bygoing through many valuable farms nearer to Spring-

field, and apply it to the " mountains and rocks of Berkshire,** be-

sides, when a railroad passes through such a large and thriving town

as Pittsfield, the average rate is raised considerably, and a railroad

in Mass., goes through a more thickly settled country, land more

valuable for building lots, manufacturing and other purposes than

the wide spread territory of New York. Again—the $1700 per

mile includes the cost of land, the building and keeping in repair

fences, moving buildings and a few other items. Aboot $600 per

mile should be allowed for fencing and keeping it in repair—from

90 cts. to $1 per rod. Between Springfield and Chester, a distance

of 30 miles, no less than twenty-eight buildings were moved—other

instances might be given where buildings were moved at a great

expense.

I think, Messrs. Editors, that the actual cost of the land—(land

-only)—may be set down a considerably nearer $2 per acre than

^200—two than two hundred.

^0: - ^ • - -m :^

For the American RaiIroadJourn«1, and Mechanics^ Magazine.

' A BRIDGE AT THE FALLS OF NIAGARA. -ls*> .

Messrs. Editors :—On visiting the Falls of Niagara, much as

the mind of man is struck with astonishment and awe at the

vastness and sublimity of the scenery, at, and in the vicinity of

the "thunder water," the magnificent and indescribable work of

nature : he feels not a little surprise and admiration in viewing

the power which his own species has displayed in constructing a

safe and permanent bridge over a very considerable and rapid

portion of the cataract from the American shore to Goat Island.

A person who has never been engaged in such constructions,

marvels much at the success of that undertaking, and leaves the

scene, under the impression that the work must be the ne plus ultra

of bridge making, and retires, satisfied that he has seen and passed

over, probably, the most extraordinary viaduct in the world. The
ambitious engineer, or bridge architect, however, investigating the

plan, which was put into successful operation at that point, examine^
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other places in the vicinity, to find whether he could not construct

a rival work, the very existence of which would carry his name

down to the most remote posterity. Forgetting the romance of the

mighty cataract, he contemplates the hydrostatic power which it

presents. He sets imaginary water wheels in motion, five hundred

feet in circumference, and in his mind creates a poetical saw mill

with power sufficient to cut the British possessions into small scan-

tlings. He looks forward to the time when manufacturers will erect

machinery sufficient to employ every drop of the waterfall, (as they

have already almost done at Rochester) and two populous cities

spring up on the opposing shores, rivaling each other in metropoli-

tan magnificence. He is now employed by air-created, town coun-

cil's as engineer of the cities, and required to build a bridge across

the Niagara river above the awful abyss ! But how in the name of

wonder can this be done ?

Indulging in this species of castle, (or rather) bridge building,

on a recent visit to the Falls, a plan occurred to me, Messrs. Editor,

which carried out, I am very certain, would accomplish this appa-

rently monstrous undertaking, and piers of a bridge could actually

be erected on the very brink of the horse shoe precipice.

To effect the object, I should proceed as follows :

—

On the smooth water, as short a distance above the rapids as

possible, I would endeavor to find a point where both shores are

precipitous—and at this place I should build a sort of wharf-like

abutment of timber and earth on both sides of the river, and oppo-

site each other. I should then construct a number of caissons on

the shore, in such form as that they might be joined together in re-

gular concatenation, and fit each other at the joints so as to be

water tight. The lower part of the chain of caissons should be formed

so as to fit as nearly as practicable the bottom of the river on a

line between the two abutments above mentioned. I should now
launch these structures into the stream, and floating them to their

destined position, sink them for the purpose of forming a temporary

dam across it.

Previous to the above operation, I shall have procured and pre-

pared materials sufficient to raise the piers of my bridge above the

reach of the water of Niagara, and also to erect centering for the

arches of such a character as would not be interfered with on the

current. These preparations having been made, the shortest time

in which the piers and centering could be erected by a force applied

to it. Night and day should be calculated, and then the Ni^ara
TiVer idiould be gauged with the utmost accuracy.
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I should now ascertain, the superficial area of lake Erie, and also

the areas of planes parallel to it, bounded by the shores, but 1, 2, 3,

&c., to 6 feet higher than its present surface ; and taking the quan-

tity of water which falls at the great Niagara leap ; discover by

calculation, the height which that quantity, falling into the lake

would raise it above its present level, during the time which would

be required in the erection of the piers and centering. To this

height, I should raise the temporary dam, and then proceed with

masonry at the Falls.

Supposing the dam to be constructed, and made nearly water

tight, the water below it would very soon disappear over the pre-

cipice and leave the bottom of the stream comparatively bare, at

least sufficiently so not to interfere with the operations. Against

this plan there might be an objection urged, that raising the lake

would very materially damage buildings, storehouses, wharves, etc.

at other cities erected close to the waters edge, and possibly the

Erie canal below Buffalo might be interfered with. But it appears

to me, without, however, having made any calculation that it would

require at least four weeks for the natural supplies of Lake Erie

to raise it four feet, (a period amply sufficient, with skilful engineers

and mechanics to complete the operation required) and there is

scarcely any part of the shore of Lake Erie which I have seen,

where so small a rise upon previous notice having been given, that

it would take place, could be productive of serious consequences.

The whole project, you will perceive, Mr. Editor, is given vaguely

and with no particular data whereon to base minute calcula-

tions. The principles on which it could be carried into effect, are

all that is necessary to set forth at present, in order to convey an

idea of its practicabilities.

Very extensive and minute surveys of the lake shore, should, of
course be made, and, also, calculations of probable damages and
other estimate of the cost should be gone into. I merely submit the

project to your readers as a matter of amusement, for the time at

• which such a work would be needed is too far distant to require ua

to consider the subject with any other motive.

At a half-hazard guess I should estimate the cost of a permanent
shore bridge, erected on a line tangent to the horse shoe Fall of Nia-

gara, from the British shore to Goat Island—including surveys and
all other contingencies—at one million, five hundred thousand

dollars. Smeaton.
West Greenville, Pa, JuTU 18^1, :%l^^:

> -- - r . :^- .. .>,i ,2,, t. *
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' Description of a new form of edge rail, to be called thv
Z RAIL, WITH ITS SUPPORTS, FASTENINGS, ETC. Making wUh it «

part of a railway track of a new construction—With estimates of the

strtyiglh and stiffness of fhe rail, etc.—and of the cost of the track—
and a comparison of it in these particulars, with otherforms ofrailway.

The undersigned solicits the attention of his professional brethren, and
of others interested in the impTovement of the railway, to what he presents

under the above head. Although great progress has been made in the

•advance of this important structure towards perfection, under the impulse
which it has received from the united talents and industry of the body of

Engineers and Mechanics, who have been for the last ten years emulating
each other in its improvement, still, it must be conft'ssed, that perfection

has not yet been reached. Daily experience upon the best railways of

Europe and America, exhibits defects for which remedies are sought in

e-nch successive new work that is constructed. In laboring, along with
the rest of his profession, to detect and remove these imperfections, the un-

dersigned, in the range of thought which these oflTorts involved, has had
presented to his mind the novel idea which he now offers, and which ap-

pears to him to be entitled to be regarded as at lea.it a further step in the

course, if not an arrival at, the goal. He is aware that the railway, like

every other machine, having a single object in view, is yet capable of

assuming a variety of forms, all of which may in a measure, produce the

desired result. It is, however, no less true, that among these forms, one
must be better than all the rest, and to it its competitors must ultimately

give away. Among the T, the H, and the inverted j[j or Bridge rails, one
won Id at last supersede its fellows; and the course of things is already

tending fast to a selection and preference of one of the three. The ques-

tion being, upon which does the choice promise to light, the undersigned

would venture the opinion, that it will fall on the last of the three;—not

because it is theoretically the best form of section, but because it will wear
the best in its practical use—,on account of its better supported top, and the

greater spread of its base, and the greater facility it affords for making the

joinings good. But supposing the question of the best form of iron rail

seitled, as between the three sections just mentioned, in favor of the Bridge
Tail, the best manner of supporting it comes up still for decision

; and
herein the opinions of Engineers will find room for many differences.

Some will advocate the entire rejection of timber, and others its very free

employment, in the substrurture of the track. In the first of these ex-

tremes, the English Engineers were, until recently, to be found ; but they

are now becoming aware of the great value of wood as a component part

of the railway structure both for the means it affords of making it a con-

nected piece of framing, and for the relief from concussion and jar, which
its elasticity yields to the machinery and to itself These excellent pro-"

,

perties are beginning to be jusly esteemed as more than a full compensa-

tion for the perishabiility of timber; and since the profession in Great

Britain, wheie durability in all public works is so highly prized, and
aimed at in total disregard of first cost, is showing this disposition to patron-

ize this perishable material, from a conviction of its superior advantages in

other respects, it may be, it is thought, fairly inferred from present appear-

ances, that the wood and iron] will supersede the stone and iron railway.
^

Looking, then at America, a glance at the railways of New England,

where expense of construction has been, as in Old England, but lightly

regarded in comparison with economy of repairs, confirms the inference

just drawn ; for upon but one of the railways of the Eastern States arc
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stone supports employed, and that one of the earliest opened in that section

of the Union.

This general conclusion in favor of timber being admitted, there are

Btill important questions open respecting the details, and the first of them

is, whether the wood should be so disposed as to give the rail a continuous

bearing or not. And it is apprehended that this point will not remain

long in dispute, and will be decided in the affirnwitive; for it can be sbowa
that the continuous bearing does not necessarily involve the use of more
timber, (in obtaining equal strength of structure,) while it gives great ad-

ditional support to the rail ao^ainst all the strains to which it can be sub-

jected. Starting, then, from this last point, even if it be a little in advance

of tt»a«moMS professional opinion at this moment, the undersigned offers

his new form of rail, to which the continuous bearing is necessary, without

much fear that it will on that account, be condemned in its comparisoa

with sections of rail to which such a support is not absolutely essential.

Description, etc.—The accompanyinsr drawing exhibits the plan ia

its details, allowance being made for the (ollowing mo.lifications, which
have recommended themselves for adoption since the drawing was printed,^

viz:—The rail, siring piece and undersil are made 21 instead of 18 feet

long—the string piece is sunk 1 inch instead of ^ into the cross-tie, and
the foot of the rail descends | of an inch into the tie, instead of resting on
Its upper surface.

The Track now described, will consist of the longitudinal under-sills,

(a, a) 3 X 10 inches in the section, with cross-ties (b, b) 3^x6 and 7 feet

long, placed upon them at intervals of 3 feet from centre to centre, and
upon the cross-ties notched 1 inrh deep to receive them, will rest the string

pieces (c, c) (of the trapezoidal section shown) 3 inches wide at top, 5f at

bottom, and 5 inches deep. A treenail 1^ inches diamater, is driven verti-

cally through the 3 timbers at each cross-tie, excepting the ties on which,

the string pieces join, where there are two treenails of 1 inch diameter.

Both under-sill and string piece are 21 feet long, and break joints with

the rail, (also 21 feet long) and with each other. The section of the rail

(d, d) resembles the letter Z, the head or upper table being turned to the

one side of the stem, and the foot or lower table to the apposite side. The
rail is placed against the inner side of the string piece, with the upper table

lapping over the upper and inner edge of the string piece, and thus bearing-

on the top of the latter ; and the lower table resting upon the cross ties

notched down f of an inch to receive it. A continuous top bearing on the

string piece, and detached bottom bearings on the cross-tif s, are thus ob-

tained. The rail is held against the upright inner side of the string piece

by horizontal screw bolts (e, e) every 3 feet, which pass through the stem
of the rail about midway between its top and bottom, and through the string-

piece ; the head of the bolt bearing against the rail, and the nut, with a
thin washer, against an open morticed seat in the outer slope of the string-

piece. These bolts (being 9 to each bar of 21 feet) are placed at points

midway between the cross-ties, excepting the two in each bar at its end,

which come over the cross-ties on which the joints of the rail occur. The
rail is further confined laterally at its foot, by the shoulder of the notch into

which it descends, and also held down by a hook headed spike (f, f) driven

vertically into each cross-tie. At each joining of the rails, a cast iron joint

plate (g, g) is let into the cross-lie, to increase the bearing of the rails at
these weaker points; this plate having on the outside a ledge to confine
the feet of the rails, and two holes in it to permit the spikes lapping: over
thea, to be driven downwards into the tie. The track thus constructed,
will rest on a bed of broken stone, sand or grayel ballasting, 10 feet wi4e
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at bottom, 8 feet at top, and 12 inches deep, which will be filled up to the

top of the cross-tie, and 1 inch above the bottom of the string piece, and
leave a depth of 5^ inches below the under sill for drainage, etc.

The rail is intended to weigh 45 lbs. per yard—its whole depth is 5
inches, thickness of stem ^ of and inch—top bearing for the tread of the

wheel 11 inches, total breadth of upper table 2
J-
inches—breadth of bearing

of upper table on the string piece li inches—breadth of foot inclusive of

stem l^g inches—the whole breadth of the upper and lower bearing sur-

faces dy'^ inches—bolt hole in the stem ^ of an inch diameter.

The proposed rail, and the structure of which ii is a part, will admit, of

course, of a variety of proportions. The forms and sizes of the several

parts shown in the preceding description and annexed drawing, are con-*

sidered suitable and sufficient for a track intended for the heaviest tonnage
and highest speeds. It is hardly necessary to say, that the rail and its

fastenings, in combination with the string piece and cross-tie, form the only

subjects of claim to invention; as the under sill, ballasting, attachment by
treenails, and even the trapezoidal form of the string piece (for economy of

timber) are none of them new elements of the railway structure.*

Estimated strength and stiffness of the rail and cost or
THE TRACK.—In calculating the load and deflection of the rail and string

piece, the well known, formulae of Professor Barlow, contained in his ex-

cellent work on the strength of materials, published in 1839, have been
employed; and as they are based upon correct principles of mathematical

analysis, skilfully applied to carefully conducted experiments, they are en-

titled to the confidence of the prolession. >

The strength of the rail, for a bearing of 30 inches (taken at the dear
distance between the cross-ties, which are supposed to be 3 feet from cen-

tre to centre) is ascertained by the rules just mentioned to be Sj'g tons ; or in

other words, this is the load which the rail will sustain at the middle of

the bearing without impairing the elasticity of the iron. From this, how-
ever, will be deducted the fraction of j\ of a ton, to compensate for the

effect of the bolt hole in the barman ample deduction) and the strength will

remain equal to 8 tons. This last is about 15 per cent, (considered, and

correctly, by Barlow, to be sufficient) beyond the double of the mean strain

which the bar will be subjected to, assuming that strain to be 3^ tons press-

ing through a single wheel. The strength of the string piece, regarded

as a rectangular beam of 5 inches deep and 4 inches wide, is found from

the formuae of the same writer, to be 2y\'p tons, which acting with that of

the rail, makes a conjoint strength of lOyVo ^oi^s. This quantity of 2-j*^'^

tons, does not indeed represent the full strength of the string piece (or what
it would bear within the limits of its elasticity) but merely the additional

weight applied to the middle of the rail (and thiough it uniformly, or nearly

so, diffused over the siring piece) which would be necessary to bend the

string piece under the rail, as much as the rail itself will bend under the

* The rtH BS shown in the drawing, has a slope given to the under side of the upper
table, in order to make it a little stronger in its connection with the stem. This makes a
corresponding slope in the part of the top of the siring piece, forming the seat of the rail.

The inclination (though not at all essential to the plan,) is not enough to do any harm /
«s the fruition of the wood and iron would suffice of itself to prevent sliding. The slop-

ing seat of the rail may be easily an(t quickly prepared, and the corner of the strins piece

rounded, bf a planing tool with a properly shaped cutter. It is well known to be necessa-

ry to dress tgeneraliy with an adze) the top of the string piece for the common plate rail, to

amend imperfect sawing. The string piece of the Z rail will be readily sawed into its tra-

pezoidal form at the mill. The open mortice forming the shoulder of the nut of the screw
Dolt, will be cut so as to drain itself ol water falling into it. The trenail head maybe
caulked and pitched, to keep the water out, or driven obliquely so as to put iis upper end un-
der the top of the rail. In other details of construction, iinprovetn«nts ra^y perhaps be

made upon the plan now presettted, retainiirg it^ general features.
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above weight of 8 tons. The rail and strinrr piece, therefore, together

form a beam capable of supporting nearly 10^ tons for an indefinite time
—a degree of strength mu^h more than sufficient for every possible

exigency.

The deflection of the rail alone, under the above load of 8 tons, will be
.035 or -^^ part of an inch, but combined with the string piece it will be
but .027 or Jy of an inch ; for as a load of lO^Vg tons is necessary, as just

stated, to produce the former deflection in the rail and string piece acting

together, so a load of 8 tons (the assumed maximum) will produce in them
only the latter deflection. These results exhibit a very stiff", as well as

strong rail, and in the comparisons to be presently made between the Z
rail and other rails, it will be seen how considerable an advantage the

former possesses in regard to combined strength and stiffness over rails of

similar weight with itself Stiffness is a very important property in a rail,

more so, indeed, than ultimate strength, which is seldom or never called

into action, as the rigidity of the bar diminishes the deflections between
the supports, which subtract from the efficiency of the moving power, and
give more vertical motion to the machinery. A rail supported on wood,
let it be as stiff as it may, will have a sufficient relief from concussion in

the compressibility of the timber.

The estimated cost per mile of sincfle track of the proposed railway, is

as follows : the scale of prices contained in the subjoined note being ap-

plied to the several items of material and workmanship.*
Ballasting, 1,725 perches of25 cubic feet, at 87| cents, §1,509 37
Under sills, in 21 feet lengths, 2G,400 feet board measure.
String pieces, do. 19,800 ^v^

"

-^iillv"^ ^:.

40,200 do. at $25 per IVL 1,155 00
Cross-ties, 1,760, at 20 cents each, ..... 352 OO
Tree tiails, 4,024, 1 do. 40 24
Screw bolts, nuts and washers, 4,527, weighing | lb cach= ) .„_ .,.

3,335 lbs. at 12 cents, - - - - - . . ^
407 40

Hook headed spikes, 4,024, wg. } lb. each= 1,341 lbs. at 9 cts., 120 69
Joint plates, 503, wg. 3 lbs. each= 1,509 lbs. at 4^ cts., - G7 90
Rails, 70/^ tons, at $70 per ton, - - - ' - - - 4,949 70
Workmanship of laying track, at $2,75 per rod, - ^ - 880 00

X
; Total per mile,

; > - ' ">\ :-i .;>':-'; ; '- 69,482 30

: No allowance is added for turn-outs, sidings and road crossings, such as

would be proper in an estimate for actual construction, as the extent and

The foIIowinR prices are assumed as a fair and full average for the. whole United
States, at the present time. In many parts of the country all the matsrials specified can
be procured at cheaper rates ; but on the other hand, there are many districts in the inte-

rior where they will cost more, on acceunt of the expense of transportation, want of saw
mills to cut the timber and other causes of enhancement of ])• ice. At all events, the ope-
ration of the present scale of prices will be impartial in the comparisons of cott contained
in the tabular view of the several railway structures exhibited further on-
Sawed timber, $25 per M. feet, board measure.
Cross- ties, from 20 to 45 cents a piece, according to the size. :> .•;. : .

.

Treenails, 1 cent a piece. ';. ,
~

Ballasting, STJ cents per perch of 2.5 cubic feet. • •
'

Screw bolts, from 12 to 16 cents per lb., according to the size. i : ^ ;

Spikes, 9 cents per lb. ,"/>:?;;>:;'-.... '. \'" ''

Castings, 4J cents per lb.
.^

| >.
,

..

Rails, $70 per ton. •. ;;
^ viv -.'[

Workmanship, front S2 62J to $3 per rod, according to plan of track. ' ^.- f

These prices including delivery and distribution of materials along the line of road, rea-

dy for use.

23 v--. ..r
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cost of these accessories must depend upon the special circumstances of
each case.

The statements exhibiting above the strength and stiffness of the rail

and string piece, and the view of the general stability of the track afforded

by a scrutiny of the plan as shown in the preceding descriptive drawing
and estimates, and in the subsequent comparative table, will, it is believed^

satisfy others, as they have the undersigned, that no line of railway, how-
ever great its business, will be likely to require a structure of greater

strength than the one here presented. There may, however, be lines of

lighter business, for which a lighter construction would answer; and in

reference to such, the undersigned would express a belief, that a rail of the

form he proposes, and weighing not more than 35 lbs. per yard, would
form, in combination with the timbers of the present plan, a track of abun-

dant strength.* Such a reduction in the weight of the rail, and an appro-

priate corresponding diminution in that of the fastenings, and a small one
in the cost of workmanship, would (all other things remaining as above))

leave the cost of the track $8,176 per mile. If, in addition, however, to

these curtailments of qucmtity in the materials just specified, we reduce, as

we may for many localities, (especially in the sandy districts of the sea-

board) the cost of ballasting to 37i cents per perch, and that of lumber ta

818 per 1000, cross-ties to 17 cents, and workmanship to $2,50 per Pod

—

the cost of the modified plan per mile, would be but $6,897.

The plan and probable cost of the proposed new track having nowbeeu
fully exhibited, the undersigned proceeds to speak of the advantages which
he believes it offers, and by which he hopes it will recommend itself to the

favor of those whom he addresses. And in respect to the comparisons with

other plans which follow, he begs permission to assure the eminent engi-

neers who originated them, that he means not to detract, in the smallest

degree, from the merit which belongs to their design and execution
;
but

on the other hand, fully acknowledges his own obligations to them for the

services which they have severally afforded him in maturing his own in-

vention. Indeed, the new idea which he now presents to the profession, is

but the offspring of his studious consideration, and comparison with each

other, of all the forms of railway structure known to him; and it »viil be
seen thu he, (without intending to apply to himself, the language above ad*-

dressed to his professional brethren,) includes the work which he himself

projected and constructed (the Baltimore and Port Deposit railroad) among-
those in which there exists room for improvement. And in making this

general acknowledgment, he is happy to offer a more particular one of in-

debtedness to his friend, John Edgar Thompson, Esqr'., chief engineer of

The rail thus reduced in weight, would have a head and foot nearlv as heavy as the 45
lb. bar, but its statn would be reduced to i inch in thickness, and to 4 inches in total
depth. The strength of the rail alone would be then, for a 30 inch bearing, 5.72 tons, with
a deflection of .060—and the united strength of rail and string piece with that deflec-
tion, would be 9 85- 100 tons, which, indeed, falls but little short of the similar result, with
the 45 lb. rail. The reason of this is, that the greater deflection of the 35 lb. rail permits
the timber to be strained to the full limit of its strength—which the stifl^er 45 lb. bar would
not allow. The advantage then, of the heavier rail is, that of the total strength of rail

and string piece, the rail constitutes 76 per cent, while the lighter rail contributes but 58
per cent, to the aggregale strength of itself and the string piece. It is obviously desirable,
that the least perishable rnaterial (viz. the iron bar) should possess the larger share of the
united strength. Heavy timbers will give great strength with short bearings, and this is

the kind of strength which the plate rail track may possess, but it will not con.pensate for
the want of stability and stiflTness in the iron bar; and the best proportion between the
wood and iron of a track is, that in which the wood has just bulk and weight enough to
give sufficient bearing surfaces to iherail and its fasteninefs, to prevent the crippling of
itseH under the strains to which it submits. In the Washington Branch, and Baltimore
and Port Oeposite Roads, there is more timber than is necessary, (see the tabular compari-
son below) and hence the excess of strength in the rail and spring piece, shown in the ninth
column of that tsble.
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the Georgia railroad, from whose ingenious suggestion of a T rail, with

its stem confined between two string pieces bolted horizontally together, ho

first derived the idea of the Z rail and its accompanying support of timber.

The following is a brief enumeration of the particulars' in which the un-

•dersio-ned considers his new rail an improvement upon the previous forms

•of the edge rail :

—

1st. The lateral support given by the string piece to the rail, aided by
the lateral strength given to the stem of the latter by the foot or lower web,

permits the bar to be made thin and deep without the danger to which the

stem of the T rail is subject, of buckling, or bending sidewise, under verti-

cal pressure. Greater strength and stiffness is thus attained in the Z rail,

with a given weight of metal, than in the plain T rail—and also than in

the H rail, or Bridge rail; for in both of the latter sections, the width ne-

cessarily given to the base, for stability of position on its support, prevents

the extension of the depth of the bar, sufficiently for the attainment of the

strongest and stifTcst form.

2d. The mode of connection between the Z rail and its string piece,

makes the latter supply the place of the heavy and expensive chair de-

manded by the T rail, while the Z rail still enjoys (and in a still greater

degree than the T rail) the superior strength and stiffness due to the depth

of its section.

3d. The same mode of connection gives a continuous support to the up-

per table, which is not had by any other form of section. And this sup-

port not only extends the bearing surface on the wood, but immediately

upholds, by an elastic cushion, that part of the head which, in the T and
H rails, is so subject to crush, split off and wear away under the wheels

;

a defect of these sections which will, it is believed, occasion ultimately

their entire disuse.

4th. The position of the rail on the inside of the string piece, makes the

resistance of the rail to theoutwardlateralthrust of the flanges, as great as

that of the string piece itself, a result which cannot be obtained so simply,

effectually and economically, by any of the modes of fastening the rail on
the top of the string piece, which must be employed with the H, or Bridge
sections. The push of the flange against the rail, it is well known, is the

force to be provided against, and this provision is made in the Z rail by the

mere effect of its peculiar form ; while other rails must be kept laterally in

place by auxiliary attachments of iron, the bearing surfaces of which being

individually small, must be multiplied expensively and injuriously to the

wood, by wounding it at their points of insertion. The fastenings which
attach the Z rail to the string piece, are subjected to little or no strain by
the side action of the wheels, and are therefore left to the sole duty of main-

taining the contact of the bar with its supporting beam, for the preserva-

tion of the joint action of the two in resistance to vertical pressure, and se-

curing the correct line ofthe road.

5th. The attachments of the rail to the string piece by a number of bolts

passing through both, efficiently resists the tendency to endwise move-
ment in the rail, the prevention of which has heretofore been so imperfect-

ly guarded against. The contraction and expansion of the bar will be pro-

vided for, by the elastic yield of the wood at the bolt holes.

6th. The lining of the inner edges of the rails at the joints, and the

springing of the bars to, and their maintenance in, the curve of the road,

will be effectually secured by the horizontal attachments of the rail and
string piece. The importance and the difficulty of these adjustments m ust

be acknowledged. The difficulty of making the tops of the bars fall in the

same horizontal place, is occasioned by the unavoidable differences in their
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heights. The simplest and best way of compensating these discrepancitis

is, probably, to raise by a detached elevation, ihe part of the cast chair or

joint plate on which each of the uniting rails i* to rest, and then the high-

est of the two bars can, by a proper tool, have its seat reduced by the

amount of the excess in lis height. This compensation will be required

for the Z rail as for all eJge rails. But the lateral adjustment of the rails

to a line at the joints will, in the Z ra'l, be effected simply by ihe screwing

of the stem against the string piece ; for after this is done the break, if any,

which may show itself in the line of the inner edges, must be produced by
a difference in the thicknesses of the slender stems of the two contiguous

rails, which, (unlike the variation in their heights) must be inappreciably

small. In the broad base of the H rail as much room exists for discrepan-

cies in the width as in the height of the bar, and where the lateral align-

ment of the rails is effected through the lower web, it is very liable to

imperfection. The T rail is less subject to this difficulty than the H rail,

and the Bridge rail (in consequence of the fiicility afforded by the hollow
in its base, and into which the chair may be made to go up) still less than

either
;
but the Z rail (it is considered) is the least liable to it of all. And

in regard to the bending the bars to, and retaining them in, the line of cur-

vature, the advantage of the Z rail over the H, and the Bridge rail, is ob-

vious
; both from the more moderate lateral stiffness of the Z rail, and the

moie direct action and extended resisting surface and adjustibility of its

fastenings. The wide bases of the H and jQ rails on which their strength

and stability mainly depend, render them, it is welf known, very difficult

to deflect in curves, and next to impossible to prevent them from returning

to the condition of cAonZ*- from that of arcs, into which they had been tem-

porarily forced in the construction of the track. The great increase of re-

sistance and concussion in the passage of trains through curves stiuated in

this way, need not be demonstrated.

7th. The Z form of the section is the best adapted to bear the action of

the wheels, the coned part of which, nearest the flangfe, imparting the

most intense pressure, is received immediately by the stem of the rail, in

which resides the main strength of every rail bar. In the T and H rails

the stem is chiefly acted on through the inner ledge of the upper table, with

a twisting action, unfavorable to the resistance of the bar; this part of the

head suffering also much more severely from the wheel than the outer

ledge. In the bridge rail, the inner leg or half of the stem receives the

principal action
;
the outer one being strained to a less extent—an ine-

quality injurious to the strength and wear of the rail.

8th. The simplicity of form of the Z rail section must make the rolling

of it easier and cheaper than that of any other edge rail ; while the disposi-

tion of the fibres and lamince of the bar is as favorable as possible to

strength and the endurance of wear.*

9th. In efficiency, accessibility and capability of adjustment, the fasten-

ings of the Z rail track possess, it is thought, strong points of superiority.

The heavy strains and shocks to which railways are subject, and the con-

sequent disposition of the numerous parts composing their structure, to give
way and work, one with another, renders it very important that the attach-

ments of those parts should be constantly open to inspection and verv ac-

cessible. Fastening capable of being readily tightened after working loose,

such as keys or screw bolts, are preferable therefore to spikes, or simple
screws without nuts. But screw bolts used to fasten rails on the top of a

• This opinion lias been confirmed by that of a'profcssional i:cntleman ofgreat practical
experience, -ii ilie manufacture of railway bars.
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timber support, must have either head or nut under the timber and buried

in the ballasting, or filling of the track. In either case the bolt is much
more difficult of inspection and adjustment, or removal, than the horizon-

tal bolt of the Z rail.

10th. The new proposed track is finally recommended by ecojnomy ia
^ the first cost and subsequent repairs, when contrasted with any knpwn form
:' of track of equal strength of co?istruction.

In the " comparative table" below, there are three tracks, viz : the Phila-

[ delphia and Reading, the Washington branch, and the Balimore ^nd Port

Deposit, which are nearly identical with the Z rail track of 45 1 lbs. per

yard, in estimated cost—while three others, viz : the Camden andi Amboy,
the Newcastle and Frenchtown, and the Wilmington and Susquehanna,

, fall short of it by from $350 to $750 per mile. The comparison of

y strength, stiffness and general stability between these tracks and the Z rail

track (45 lbs. per yard) which is contained in the columns of that table,

Irom the 8th to the 16th inclusive, will however, justify the claim iof great-

er economy of construction and repairs in behalf of the latter. Ahd if we
,. go to the Z rail track of 35 lbs. per yard, we see an actual saving of $567

per mile in first cost, over the cheapest of the others, and with, atf, thingt

considered, a stronger structure; for the strength of the track, as |a combi-
nation of parts, does not depend solely on the strength of the rail, but large-

ly on the stability of the connections of all the parts, in which pajrticulars

,. (as shown in the 14th and 15th columns) the lighter Z"rail is seen to be
much better provided than the tracks with which it is here compared.
To facilitate (he formation of correct opinions in regard to the propriety

of the preceding claims to improvement upon existing forms of tfack, the

undersigned has prepared the following tabular view of the principle de-

tails of proportion and construction, in a number ofthe best built Railways
of the United States. The report jointly made in January, 183fe, by J.

. Knight, Esq. and himself has furnished most of the information h^re made
use of The strength and stiffness of the several railway bars have been

. calculated by Barlows's formulae. The amounts of timber in each track

and of iron fastenings, have in some cases been but approximately estimated,

but with not much error, it is believed, in any case. The resistances to

vertical, lateral and longitudinal movement, are also estimated for each
plan with (it is thought) but little variation from those actually obtaining in

fact, and in every instance, with the most favorable suppositions! for the
several tracks, that their form of construction seemed to justify.

{
In the

column o{ estimated cost, is contained an estimate of the expense| of con-

structing each description of track, under the same circumstaijices and

i by the same scale of prices (the one contained in the note to page 1 77 ;) as if

;. a railroad company, being about to adopt a plan of track, were to exercise

its choice among all those here presented, and compare their several costs

by the same set of measures of value. But it must be noted, that jin order
to a fairer comparison than could have been made upon these plains, pre-

• cisely as they were, in fact, constructed upon the several works tp which
•. they belong, there has been added an undersill 3x 10 inches, to those

which are, in fact, without this support for their cross ties; and a bed of
ballasting 8 feet wide at top and 10 feet at bottom, and one foot thick, has

,, been included as a part of the cost of each. With these exceptions, each
plan is estimated just it was in reality laid down, (with due allowances for

possible imperfections in the information of the undersigned.) The tracks

brought into the comparison are those only in whicj^ the supports of the

rail are of limber, and several important railways more recently laid than
those of the table, such as the western and eastern railways of Massachu.
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setts, the Norwich and Worcester, New Haven and Hartford, etc., have

been necessarily omitted for want of specific information respecting them

—but it is not believed that their introduction would materially affect the

conclusion which the undersigned would draw from the comparison io

hand. He has added to the railways of the several companies enumera-

ted, a projected plan of a track in which a Bridge rail of45 lbs. per yard, is

exhibited, with a continuous bearing or string piece; and he designed thi»

track (in which he believes the Bridge rail is perhaps shown as advanta-

geously as possible) for special comparison with the proposed track, ia

which the Z rail is alike in weight.

The manner in which the several columns of the foregoing table have
been calculated, may be sufficiently obvious without explanation, but it will

not be amiss to offer some remarks upon the mode in which the 13th, 14th,

15th and 16th were obtained.

The 13th column contains the actual bearing surface of the rail, per

running yard, in square inches, on the cross ties or string piece, or both,

assumino" an average breadth for the ties.

The I4th column shows the number (per yard) of square inches of sur-

face in the timber supports,, which resists the lateral displacement of the

rail ; and, in arriving at this particular, the method employed has been to

multiply the breadth of each spike or bolt, (brought into action by the late-

ral push of the wheels) by half the distance to which it penetrates the

timber, as in resisting a force applied at one end of and at right angles to

it, the fastenings may be supposed to revolve upon the middle of that part

of its length, which is grasped by the wood, and consequently only one
halfof that length opposes itself to motion in the direction of the impelling

force, while the resistance of the other half is of the nature of a fulcrum
of motion.

The 15th column exhibits the surface of resistance to longitudinal

movement of the bar. In estimating it, this principal was proceeded upon
;

that the only efficient incorporation of the bar, with its substructure of tim-

ber, is an attachment of , the requisite strength, either in the centre of the

bar, where there is no movement of contraction and expansion in the iron

itself, (and where the rail may and should be rigidly fixed if possible) or
if at any other point of the bar attachments are introduced, they must be
such, that on moving to and fro with the iron, in its process of longitudinal

extension and shrinkage, from alternations of temperature, they will all the

time retain their character of points of resistance. Now, the only way in

which this last condition can be practically fulfilled, is to fix firmly to the
rail, (so that no motion will exist between them) the bolt or spike, etc.,

which constitutes the fastening, and to let the movement of the fastening

(during the contraction and expansion of the rail) take place within the
wood which it perforates. And if this motion among the fibres of the tim-

ber is to so small an extent, as to leave their elasticity unimpaired by the in-

termitting compression to which they are subjected, then the perforation

containing the fastening will not be enlarged, but will continue to grasp
the spike or bolt firmly, and afford (in all states of the bar, as to tempera-
ture and length) the desired resistance to movement lengthwise of the track

by the action of the trains. Now, in examining the attachments intended

to provide against longitudinal movement, in the various rails of the table,

it is found that (excepting those of the Port Deposit rail and Z rail) they
consist of a fastening either in the middle or at the end of the bar, or at

both of these points—where it is in the middle alone, it acts efficiently to

the extent of its surface of resistance, or where it is at the end alone, if
does the same, though permitting more opening of the points of the bars
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but where it is botii in the middle and at the end, there is no assistmce

rendered by the latter to the former, excepting- when the bar is at its utmost

expansion by heat, at which moment alone, the two fastening will act to-

gether ; and this is because the end fastening is not firmly attached to the

rail, but is fixed fist in the wood, and room is left for the advance and re-

treat of the end of the bar towards and away from the fastening. For these

reasons, I have allowed all the rails (excepting the two just mentioned) the

benefit of but one point af attachment in each bar, in calculating their re-

sistance to endwise movement. But the Port Deposit rail and the Z 'rail,

whose fastenings are placed at regular distances apart throughout the en-

tire length of the bar, have all those fastenings attached firmly to the rail,

and moving with it under its changes of length ; and at the same time they

are held by the wood of the string piece with a resistance constant, but suf-

ficiently yielding to permit the elongation and shortening of the rail. All

of the attachments of those last rails are therefore permanently efficient, if,

as it is believed,* the varying compression of the wood by the spikes and

bolts, is not sufficient to destroy its elasticity. These rails are therefore,

considered, as complying with the condition above expressed, as necessary

to an effectual attuchment of the bar to its substructure of wood, by a num-
ber of points, with a view to prevent endwise movement. It is true, now,
that the H and the Bridge rails are capable of the same sort of attachments,

for notches as frequent as may be wished, might be cut out of the feet of

the rail, to embrace the shank of the spike. But such a resort would seri-

ously weaken the rail at a every such point of attachment. And as the Z
rail has also a foot which may be similarly notched to receive the spike, it

would still be enabled to retain its present relative superiority, in regard to a

resistance to longitudinal movement.

In the Baltimore and Ohio new track, the resistance to longitudinal

movement is estimated by the strength of attachment of the cross tie, in the

middle of the bar, to the U7ider sill, (by means of the treenail) and not by
that of the rail to the cross tie, because the former is the weaker fasten-

ing of the two, and if the bar moved, it would carry the cross tie with it, (as

in fact it has done.) The resistance of the ballasting to the movement of

the cross tie, is not counted as an aid
; for the motion to be guarded against

for the preservation of good joints, is so very small, that so loose a material

as the filling of the traek, would be totally inefficient to check it. And
herein is one reason of the necessity of an undersill, and the advantage of

a string piece, which being closely butted together cannot move endwise
;

and thus give an abutment to the fastenings for retaining the bar from a

similar movement.

The 16th column represents the radios between tho virtual or effective

bearing surfaces of the several rails
; derived from compounding their ac-

tual supporting areas with the numbers expressing their deflections under

the same load. Of the correctness of this mode of comparison, there can, it

is thought be no doubt, as the pressures upon the wood through the iron

bars, are longitudinally diffused in precise proportion to the relative stiff-

ness ofthose bars, - . : , :
• • .: ..

-. -._. i. / -. .

The wood on each side of each bolt or spike hole, will be compressed to an e^^ vnt
proportional to its distance from the middle of the bar. For a rail of about ao fee*, fon"
the movement of the end of the bar, (if confined at the middle) between the pro'^ji^le ex-
tremes of temperature, would be a full 12th part of an inch ; and this bolt r „

'ju„ j,Q|g
would be compressed alternately on each side l-24th part of an inch, whicV

;»' would pro-
bably bear without permanent enlargement. This would be the e.rtr ^, compression
however, the average being but the one half or l-4Sih of an inch, w'^j(.^jjg ^j,^d might
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^he stability of a railway track, like that of any other piece o^ framing

or machinery, must be proportioned to the values of the resistances it pre-

sents to the s'^vtral strains to which it is subjected. This being granted,

as it must be, the undersignecl feels himself warranted in nppealing to the

above tabuhr statement, as furnishing demonstration that the track which

he has designed, is superior, in ail the elements of stability, to any of its pre-

decessors. In bearing surface to withstand vertical pressure, it is twice as

well provided as the track which approaches nearest to it, and nine limes

, better than the one which falls most short of it.

Its resistance to lateral movement, is Ij- times that of the track which
comes the closest to it, and 8 times that of the one most behind it.

In the counteraction of longitudinal motion, it is belter than the best of

its competitors by nearly 50, and than the worst by 400 per cent.

Now, that improvement in these particulars in the present structures is

wanted, the experience of every railroad company must have taught. The
best and most expensively constructed railways of the country, cannot be

closely inspected without it being perceived, that the connections of their

parts are too weak to withstand the action of their locomotive machinery.

To a greater or less extent, in ail those which have come under the exam-
ination of the undersigned, the wooden suppoits are crushed, the iron rails

forced aside, and the joints either entirely closed or too widely opened.

Spikes, bolts, and other fastenings frequently give way, and where the main-

tenance of an accurate adjustment of the track is aimed at, much expense
of material and labor is incurred in replacing them

;
while the expedients

resorted to, for restoring the deranged adjustments, cripple the timbi-r, and
convert the originally handsome structure into an unsitrhtly piece of patch-

work. There may be lines of railway, which have, in a measure, escap-

ed these derangements; but has the trade and lavel upon them been as yet

very trying?

•f There certainly cannot well bo too much strength given to a rail track,

provided a sufficient elasticity is preserved to relieve to a certain extent the

concussions, which are destructive of the machinery. In this latter view,

wood should be preferred to stone, as a support for the rails, although stone

would afford theoretically the most strensjih in the connections.

In the 8th column of the table, showing the weioht in tons that each rail

will bear, it will be seen, that while the T rails of 38 lbs. per yard are

quite weak, as well as the Bridge rail of 40 lbs. per yard, and still more
the Square rail of the same weijjhl (to which last, the strine piece is in-

deed absolutely necessary) those of the H pattern. (9 in number) varying
from 40 to 58^ lbs. per yard, exhibit a great degree of strength for their

respective weights—3 of them reaching 12^ tons, and 1 of theni 10^ tons

—

4 of them from 7| to 8| tons, and the li^rhtest of them 5 tons. It must be ob-

served of these rails, that in estimating the strength by Barlow's rules, the

whole breadth of the lower web was used in the calculation, althoujh that

writer intimates a doubt founded upon one of his experiments, whether in

such sections, the outer portions of the base add much to the strength of
the bar. Admitting, however, that they do (notwithstanding the profes-

sor's doubt) contribute fully as much as the calculation supposes, it is con-

sidered that it would be much better to submit to a reduction of strength in

the^e bars, by removing some of the metal from the lower web, in order to

strengthening with it the upper table, which is dispronoriionatf iy light.*

But then, as the breadth of base in these bars is not too great for stability,

.
• The English Kneinecrs seem to be verwne towards a preference of the Bridge see-

tion over the T and H sections, on account of tne destructibility of the upper table of the
latter forms of bar..

24 "
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it could not be reduced without reducing also the height, and this agaii.

wouM diminish their strength and sliffriess. It is true that the prespni ap

par* nt strength of these lails is jupt-rfluously great; a strength of 8 tone

(which tlie Z rail has independent of its string pitce, and lUj with it) b»-

ing all sufficient. No change, however, which could he mode in the pro

portions of the H rail, as exhibited in the bars in queiition, would make its

top as well able to endure the wear of the wheels as that of the Biidge
rail. The lat'er indeed is neither so strong nor siiffa form of section, but

as has been said before, will prove practically the best rail of the two, and
between it, therefore, and the Z rail, the undersigned believes that the ques-

tion lies. The superior strength and stiffness of the Z rail, then, suffering

no drawback from the weakness of its upper table, w hich is as well or bet-

ter supported than that of the Bridge rail, should it not obtain the pre-

ference, unless some other objections can be established against it, whicb
overbalances its advantages in those particulars?

Here, then, appears the proper place to notice some of the objections to

the Z rail, which may occur to others as they present themselves to the un-
dersigned while maturing his plans.

It may strike those who examine it, that the dependence of the Z rai?

on the string piece for lateral support and maintenance in its upright posi-

tion is objectionable. But when it is considered that on the string piece it

is equally dependent for vertical support, like any other rail of continuous

bearing on wood, the difficulty seeins to disappear. The Z rail indeed

hangs by its top on the inner edge of the string piece, just as the common
plate rail rests thereon. The Z rail may, in fact, te regarded as on iron

plating of the top and inside of stringer
; as long as the latter retains its

stability, so long will the former—and we know that the stringer of the

plate rail track would stand \erywell, if it did not crush under the weights
from which its thin bar protects it so poorly. But it will be said, that the

Z rail does not bear on the string piece alone, but also on the cross tie. True,
and if the latter bearing acted, or sustained the whole weight independently

of the former, the string piece would thi n perform the office of a simple

side support. This it would, indeed, be entirely roniretent to ; but in fact it

must of necessity bear the vertical pressure of the lail nlso, in consequence
of the intended insufficiency of the tie, to sustain it unaided. The beating
area upon the tie is but 9 square inches per running yerd of rail, a surface

experimentally known to be too sn:all to risist compression fn the haidest

woods we have.* Should, then, the bearing of the rail, through defective

fitting of the parts in construction, be thrown at first on the tie, it will soon
become compressed under the travel, so as to bring the top bearing of the

mil on the stringer into action^ and where the Initer bearing is perfect in

the first instance; but afterwasds withdrawn by shrinkage of the tiwber, the

rail gradually indenting the tie as the stringer recedes, will follow the latter

and maintain the constant harmony of the two bearings. This expected

result depends upon such simple and obvious principles of niechanicul ac-

tion, that the undersigned cannot feel hesiiotion in his confidence of its oc-

currence. The amount of shrinkage in the string piece, wjll not exceed

about i of an inch in extrrme cases, and this much, the tie will assuredly

compress. The c;ist iron plate at the joints, extends tlie tie bearings there,

but not more than the rail requires from its greater weakness at those points.;

There are, then, the best resisons to belit ve, that the rail and string piece

will act together as a single beam, whose propoitional height and width

The locust ties upon the new track of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, when the
bearing area is 28 inches per ruuning yard, have all become more or less indenttd by the
base of the rail.
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«nd connection with its supports, will give it all the stability of position

that can be desired. The string piece being fitted close and confined in

the notch of the tie by atreenul, it is proposed to compensate for the srriall

shriukao-e of tiie foriner, by driving a thin wedge between it and the outer

shouiier of the notch, so as to keep the gauge of ihe track from widening.
.

Any other form of rail resting on lop of a siring piece, would equally in-

deed require this adjustment. The impression, then, that the dependence

of the Z rail on its string piece is, in reality, greater than that of any other

flection of bar, supported by a continuous bearing, will, it is believed, be re-

, moved by reflection from the minds of those who may naturally recieve it

from a slight examination of the subject, and their ultimate conclusion, it

is thougrht, will be, that the Z rail holds, on the other hand, the best possi-
f

."

ble position with respect to the timber with which it is connected, and that

it will suffer no more from the decay of the wood than will any other rail,
'

upheld in any other manner by a similar material.

Thef 6th column of the preceding table, exhibiting the quantity of timber

in e«ch track, will show that the advantage of a very limited employment

of wool, supposed to belong to the heavy class of rails, is not, in fact, real-

ized by them; as with two of the most weighty and best laid of them, viz: .

the Long Island and the Stonington rails, there is employed from 60 to

80,0J0 feet, board measure, per mile—the average between which, would be .

come up to by the Boston and Providence, and Baltimore and Susquehan- ' •

na rail, if they were furnished, like theother two, with an undersill. The '

able Engineers who pi mned these railways, have, in the two first men-
tioned, which were the latest executed, shown their approval of the use of

about that quintity of timber (70.000 feet, board measure) per mile, and
with much less, no stable construction can be effected, even with the use of

the heaviest iron. The quiniity of wood in the Z rail track is about

68.000 feet, being slightly within this limit. The projected track for a
Bridge rail of 45 lbs. pr. yard, has 78.000 ft. Both of these rails have a con-

tinuous -bearing upon string pieces, yet they average very little more
timber per mile than the heaviest rails with detached bearings. In fact, '

there is a proportion, and that not an inverse, but direct one, which
should b*? tnaintained between the weight of the rail, and of the frame work ..

connected with it. Nor in giving a continuous bearing to the rail, need •

the quantity x)f limber be^ necessarily in«".reased ; for the undersill may be

proportionably lightened and the number of ties diminished, if a siring

piece be employed. The existing prejudice against the strinor piece, found-
ed on the idea that it 'encumbers the track with an extra quantity of a
perishable material, must therefore give way, and the continuous timber
bearing will come into permanent favor. If, moreover, the hopes now
strongly felt, of extending greatly the durability of wood, by the application

of the process of Kyan and others, b^' realized, the sole valid objection to

the use of timbc'r in railways will be removed and all its advantages be en-

joyed without a drawback. Yet, as wood is destructible not by rot alone,
but also by wear and tear, it will still be necessary to guard against these ,

1 liter agents, by providing abundant surfaces of resistance to the several '

strains upon the framing, and the structure which best accomplishes this *

object will ultimately and justly be the favorite.
""

The undesigned now respectfully commends the subject of the precedingr

remarks to the enlightened judgment of those to whom he has addressed
them. In treating of his own invention, he has necessarily, and as he
hopes not altogether unprofitably to himself and others, been led into the
discussion of several points of general interest respecting the construction
of railway tracks, and this has extended his observations to a greater
length than he designed. He cannot better conclude thera than by an ex-
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pression of the cheerfulness with which he will abide by the decision which
the Civil Engineers of the United States shall pronounce upon the merits

of the plan he has presented, and he asks the favor of ihern to communi-
cate to him, as early as their leisure will permit, their individual views of
its claims to favor and adoption.

Ben J. H. Latrobe,
Baltimore, December \Oth, 1840. Civil Engineer.

Steam Engines.—We have received a copy of the annual report of the
canal comm-'ssioners of Pennsylvania. Among the documents threto ap-
pended, is the report of the superintendent of motive power on the Phila-

delphia and Columbia railroad, in which an engine built by Mr. Ross
Winans, of this city, is spoken of in the most flattering terms, which ap-

plies not only to the particular ensfine, but to the class of engines built by
Mr. Winans. We extract the following from the report: "In addition

to the difil-rent engines of the ordinary construction purchased by the under-

signed is one built by Ross Winans, of Baltimore, which, as well as others,

was contracted for by a resolution of the board, previous to the date of my
last report. The general principle upon which this engine is constructed,

is similar to the one which, by the order of my predecessor, has been

placed on the roid near a year before my appointment. It is, however,
entirely different in its proportions.

'•This engine was constructed by special orders, as an experiment in the

use of anthracite coal as a fuel to generate steam; and on trial, has met all

my anticipations. It is very laro-e and heavy, vvith more than double the

power of any other machine on the load. It burns anthracite coal exclu-

sively, and from the additional space of fire box, obtained by its increased

size, has idvantaoes in the use of that article, which is not and which cnn-

not be possessed by any orther plan of engine. It is intended exclusively

for the transportation of heavy trains of burthen cars. It will haul dou-

ble the ordinary traip, but owing to its great weight, must be run very slow-

ly over the road."

We have understood that this engine rests its entire weight on four pro-

pelling wheels, each wheel supporting about the same weight as each one
of the two propelling wheels ot" the largest class six wheel engines on the

Philadelphia and Columbia road. The engine last built by Mr, Winans,
and which we have before noticed, is still more powerful than the one spo-

ken of in the report; but having overcome the difficulty that has hereto-

fore been deemed insurmountable, of placing eight wheels under his en-

gine, and connecting the motive power with all of them, so as to get the
adhesion of the entire weight, without having a weight on any one wheel,

which is oppressive to the road. The engine now furnished weighs
19 33-iOO tons, when in running condition, and is mounted on eight pro-

pelling wheels, which divide the weight equally among them, putting

2 42-100 on each wheel. The passenger engines of Norris' construction,

in such extensive use, weigh about 10 tons when in running condition,

but as they have only two propelling wheels, the greatest adhesion which
they can render available is that resulting from 6 70-100 tons resting on

the driving wheels, which is but little more than one-third the adhesion ob-

tained by Mr. Winans' eight wheel engine, while the weight on each dri-

ving wheel of the Norris is 3 35100 tons, nearly a ton more than the

weight on each wheel of the eight wheel engine. The power of every loco-

motive ensjioe is limited by the greatest adhesion of its wheels on the rails;

the adhesion is directly as the weight resting on the propelling wheels col-

lectively. The greater the weight bearing on any one wheel the more de-

Btructive to the jroad. The greatest economy in transportation results from
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the use of the most powerful engines that can he employed, consistent tvith

the strength, and chiractcrof the road, on which tht-y fire to run; hence
the advantiges of increasing the nmnbet of propelling wheels.

An aci-ount was publishc'd a fc-w days since in a Phiiadelhia paper of a
gross load of 481^ tons being drawn over the Philabelphia an'l Reading
railroid by an enj^ine hiiilt by Messrs. Baldwin, Vail and Hufty, the
weiyht of whiih is staled to be 1 1 92- 1 00 tons, and the weight on the dri-

ving wheels 6 30- 100 tons. As this is less than one-ihird the weight on
the driving wheels of Mr. Winans' eight wheel en^'ine, which has been
shown to work to the full extent of its adhesion, it follows thit it would be
capible of taking over the Reading road three times the amount of the load
above named.
The report above mentioned states a fact which gives to Mr. Winans' en-

gine great recomrnend.ition. It is with reference to fire from locomotive
engines. E.xtract from the report: "But I am constrained to say. that 1

am now satisfied thit public opinion his always placed a mistaken estimate
on the security in engines, the fuel of which was exclusively mineral coal,

against firing property in the vincinity of the road. One year's expe-
rience has settled that question in the mind of every one who has paid any
attention to the subject. It is true, if all the engines on the road were con-
structed on the sime plan as those made by Ross Winans, of Baltimore,
with vertical biilers an! tubes, or flues, an J a constant or uniform draft,

then there would he no danger from fire. But with the ordinary engine,
the draft of which is creited bv the exhaust steam of the engine itself, there
is nor can be no security against fire."

-
' BALTIMORE MECHANICS.

In our piper of the 19th ult. we touched brieflv on the ingenuity, skill

and industry of th" mechanics of Baltimore, and incidentally noticed the

locomotive engine constructed by our townsman, Ross Winans, with a
promise that, atafuure diy, we would give a more minute description

of the machine, with its advantages over en:jines of ordinary construction.

We now proceed to comply with our promise.

The engio'^ is constructed with a view to adapting it to the purposes

of transportation. Its weight, when in running condition, is nineteen

and a third tons, equally distributed on eight wheels, all of which are

drivinjj or propelling wheels; hence the adhesion of the entire weight
of the rnichin-^ is m ide subservient to its tractive power. The boiler is of

the uoriirht description, with vertical tub.^s, is peculiirly adapted to the

use of coil, has 650 tubes and 20 squire feet of fire grate. The cylin-

ders are 14^ inches in diameter and 24 in stroke. A highly important

feature of the machine is, that while it has eight propellin? wheels and
is admirably adapted to the traversincj of curves of the shortert radius

common on railroads, (say 3 to 40J feet,) it is simple, compact and per-

manent in its construction to a degree that would scarcely be deemed pos-

sible without an inspection of the engine; it havin? a decided advantage

in this respect over the generality of engines in this country, having one

and two pairs of drawing wheels only.

The appearance of the engine is remarkably plain, pleasing and im-

posing, while it is entirely without ornament, except the comeliness of its

outline, and the superiority of its workmanship, which is of the very

best description. Amon? the practical advantages which this engine has,

compared with the best of others known to the public, are the following:

Theadhesion is double, and consequently the load taken, or the amount of

business performed is double, while the weight on .any one wheel is not
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more, and in most cases considerably Jess than any engine possessing

half its power. Thus the expense of men in attendance on the engine'

and train is reduced to one half in proportion to the work performed
and a relief is afforded to the road which will result in the diminution

of its repairs. The unusual power of the engine and amount of work
performed by the per day produces a material decrease in the amount of

iut'i required for a given amount of goods transported. The great weight
and strength of the various parts of the machine, (which is permitted by
the weight being equally distributed on so many bearing points on the

road,) will m.inifestly diminish the repairs of the machine in proportion to

its useful effect.

Agiiin : this description of engine will enable roads with heavy grades

to be worked with an efficiency which has not before been obtained, for

reasons which will be manifest to engineers. The engine in question

was constrljcted with particular reference to the character and purposes of
the Bihimore and Ohio Ruilroad, with a view to affording that company
the means of testing fully and practically on their road the great advan-
tages which were expecteJ to result from the employment of engines of

such power, provided the weight could be equally distributed on eight

propelling wheels, combined with a simple, permanent and practicable ar-

rangement and mode of causing the ensine to traverse the numerous
curves of that road with the requisite facility and safety. This Mr.Winans
has accomplished to a degree, which few, if any besides himself, believed

possible until the engine was put on the road, so that little more, if any
thing is desirable in that respect.

The several trips which Mr. Winans has made with the -engine to

Harper's Ferry and back with heavy* loads, to ascertain whether all was -

as he wished previous to his Ciilling the attention of the company to the
subject, have, so fir as ihey go, fully supported the most favorable opinions

entertained in reference to the advantages and saving to result from the

employment of such class of engines. Mr. Winans has now offered his

en<jine to the railroad company, for the purpose of enabling them to test

fully its properties, and to compare its advantages and economy in the

workmg of the road with those of the several descriptions of the most
approved plan of engines known in their employ, previous to the compa- ,

ny's taking measures to procure the additional engines required on their '.

completion of the road to Cumberland, which it is expected will be ac- •

cornplished in the next eighteen or twenty months.

This oflTer of Mr. Winans the company will no doubt most cordially
'

embrace, as it comes most opportunely to enable them to complete the

comparisons between the most promising engines extant, which they

have been pursuing for several y^ars, to enable them to act understandingly

in a matter of much importance to the successful and profitab'e working
of the road as that of selecting the plan of engine best suited to its re-

quirement, j- i:;:

NEW LONDON, NORWICH, AND WORCESTER RAILROAD. !

We publish below the proceedings of a meeting of the citizens

of New London, convened at the City Hotel on the 25th ult., for

the purpose of conferrimg on the suljject of extending the Norwich
and Worcester Railroad to this city. We understand that in pur-

suance of the wishes of the meeting, as expressed by a vote, the

Committee proceeded to Norwich, and had an interview with the

directors of the company, by whom they were received with kind-

ness and cordiality. In the course of a friendly and frank discus-
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sion of the subject, the directors gave the Committee to understand

that they were not at fji'esent prepared to extend the road, but if,

upon further trial, it should be found that the Road, as at present

estabUshed, will not afford that accommodation to the public which

it was designed to aiford, they will then be happy to confer with

the committee, and to meet the views of the citizens of New
London as expressed in the resolutions pubUshed below.

The committee appointed by the meeting will continue organ-

ized, and our citizens may be assured, from the character of the

gentlemen composing it, that they will be watchful of the interests

ofNew London, in case that an extension of the road should become
necessary, while they will avoid throwing any obstacle in the way
of our Norwich friends, who deserve much praise from this commu-
nity for their perseverance in bringing so near to perfection a

work, which to us, as well as so the whole public, is even in its pre-

sent state, of great and increasing value and convenience. We can

assure our neighbors of Norwich that they have no unkind feelings

to meet on the part of New London in perfecting the work at its

present terminus, and it is only in case that this should be found im-

practicable that the citizens of New London would wish to move in

the matter.

The inhabitants of the city of New London having convened,

in pursuance of public notice, on Thursday, the 25th ult., at the

City Hotel, for the purpose of conferring upon the subject of con-

tinuing the Norwich and Worcester Railroad to this city, the

meeting organized by appointing Ebenezer Learned, Esq., Chair-

man, and George C. Wilson, Esq., Secretary. >v.:v;.i -^r>i..V

On motion of Gen. Isham, the following resolutions were present-

ed, and after being ably sustained by him and by Thomas S. Perkins,

Esq., were unanimously adopted.

Whereas, it is understood by this meeting, that the directors and
company of the Norwich and Worcester Railroad contemplate the

extension of their road from its present termination in the city of
Norwich, to some other convenient point upon the waters of
Long Island Sound ; and whereas, it is also understood, that the

citizens of Norwich accede to the contemplated extension of the

road, it is therefore

Resolved, That Messrs. Jonathan Coit, Francis Allyn, Charles
A. Lewis, Noyes Billings, John Brandegee and Acors Barnes be
and hereby are appointed a committee to communicate with the
officers of said company, and to procure such information as to

their plans and views in i elation thereunto as said committee may
be able to obtain, and to communicate such information to the
inhabitants of this city.

Resolved, That this meeting do highly appreciate the enterprize
and perseverance of the citizens of Norwich in thus far effecting

the important work above referred to ; and we do express our firm
conviction that an extension of the road to New London will be
advantageous to that city, as well as to this, and that such an
extension would greatly increase the income of the company.

Resolved, That the gentlemen composing the above mentioned
eommittee be requested to ascertain the necessary facts with the
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least possible delay, and if they deem it expedient, to proceed
immediately to Norwich, Worcester and Boston, and that they be
authorised to communicate to the cfficers of the Norwich and
Worcester Railroad Co. and to such other persons as to the said com-
mittee may seem expedient, the above resoluti ;ns, with full assu-

rances of a disposition on ;the part of the inhabitants of this city
to co-operate in extending the road of said company to this city

should said company propose so to do.

Attest, Ebenezer Learned, Chairman,
•

. . ' > George C. Wilson, Secretary.

New London, Feb 25, 1841. ^- ' ?. ".. ^

ACCIDENTS ON RAILWAYS.
To the list we gave last week of railways, the miles run, and

accidents which have occurred, we have to add the returns of the
following :

—

The Great Western has run 29,200,000 miles, carried 1,520,000
passengers, without any accident, lata! or otherwise, to a passenger,

from its opening, 2 years and three months.
The Brandling Junction has run 92,876 miles, and carried

617,000 passengers without any fatal, and only two trifling acci-

dents, neither of which prevented the parties from going about their

usual business, in 12 months, to the 5th instant.

The Bolton and Lehigh has run 223,480 miles ; carried 674,870"

passengers in
9-J^

years, to the 15th September, with the following

accidents :—one passenger, attempting to get into the train when
it was starting, got his loot bruised ; another, who had got upon a
waggon going otf with the train, was thrown oflf and had his arm
injured ; a third had a slight contusion occasioned by a collision

;

and a fourth was killed by jumping off' a train going at full speed,

in consequence, as it was believed, of his being intoxicated. The
only accidents attributable to the railway are obviously the " slight

contusion," and the iujured arm.
The Dundee and Arbroath, opened October the 8th, 1S38, (now

23 months) has, to the 1st September inst., carried 378,043 pas-

sengers, (the miles run not stated) with the following solitary acci-

dent, namely, the breaking of the leg of a passengEr who had,

contrary to the regulations, got into the luggage waggon.
The Arbroath and Forfar was opened January the 3td, 1839; .

(now 20 months) and has run 69,C00 miles, and carried 175,000 ;

passengers, to September 10th. One accident only has happened ;

that is, a passenger broke his leg by jumping off" the train while in

motion.

Thus are added to our former list, from these five railways,

only one of which is a large passenger line, 3,365,000 passengers

carried, and on four only of the lines 29,575,000 miles run, without
J

one fatal accident, and only two slight bruises fairly attributable ;

to the railways ; for we repudiate all accidents which the drunken ^

or headstrong ways of men, violating orders and rules, bring upon
themselves. The account, therefore, will stand thus ; about 256
millions of miles have been run, and 14 millions of persons car-

ried, with only two fatal accidents from the railway system.
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same ccs3 with suspension bridges. When a high wind blows side-

ways against the floor and railings of a suspension bridge, an cs-

ciilating motion to a small extent will soon be produced. The ir-

regular puccession of gusts of wind, which but seldom will corre-

spond with the oscillations of the bridge, will be the very means of

stopping them ; and thus mar.y a bridge has withstood the fury of

gales unhurt.

But suppose, while the bridge is oscillating to a great extent, an-

other furious strcnm of air happens to strike it, just at the time it

is moving in the same direction, the effect which then will be pro-

duced cannot fail to be destructive.
; ,:

, ]. . ,
-

i, a"

Thus, we see that a mere calculation of the effect of wind upon-

a body when suspended, will give a result far short of what actually

may and has taken place.

Vertical currents of air may be, no doubt, as violent as horizon-

tal currents; but the former will never do much harm to a well-con-

structed bridge.

The experience in suspension bridges was very limited at the

time Mr. Telford displayed the power of his genius by the erection

of the ncbic JMenai. No provisions were made by him to secure

the platform against the action of vertical currents, although the

position of that bridge admits of the most effectual application of

remedies which will never fail. i .

Mr. Brunei, jr., was the first who applied the proper means to

guard against the effect of vertical currents, and to a certain extent

also against side currents, in the construction of a suspension bridge

on the Isle of Bcui ben, where hurricanes are of frequent occur-

rence.— (>'ee Navier^s Memoir sur les Pcnts Suspcndres.) In this

bridge the platform is held down by stages, fastened by the lower

ends to reversely-curved chains, the ends of which are secured in

the piers and abutments. Thus the platform is completely secured

vertically. At the same time the ends of these reversed chains re-

cede from the bridge horizontally, and act as diagonal stays in the

latter direction.

The same expedient can be applied to the Menai bridge more ef-

fectually, as the floor is elevated nearly 100 feet above the water.

This, together with strong cast iron parapets, and a better con-

structed floor, would no doubt insure the safety of this noble work
for all ages to come.

Chains are suspended in vertical planes, and when put into a
swinging motion, cease to cfi'er a uniform support to the suspension

rods.

Cables artt, and should always b« suspended in inclined, or rather
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icurved inclined planes ; but this cannot be done with chains. Here-

in consists one of the main superiorities of cibles over chains.

The plane ?, in which the cables are suspended, being inclined to-

wards each other, give at once to the floor a horizontal stability,

espacially at the middle of the bridge, where it is nnst needed. It

requires a wind of great force even to displace a platform thus sus-

pended, to any extent, and regular oscillations are next to impos-

sible.

This principle of inclining the cables may, in situations exposed

to frequent storms, be carried out to a greater extent than it has

been. It is necessary, however, in such cases, that the cables should

be supported by towers, and not single unconnected columns, as

they have a tendency to thrust the latter towards each other.

The Friburg bridge is suspended by four cables of 5^ inches

each in diameter. Two cables are placed on each side. There is,

however, no practical difficulty in uniting any number of cables

into one single cable, so that there may be but one cable on each

side, to which all the suspenders on that side are attached. A sin-

gle cable will be superior to a pair of cables when displaced by

lateral forces. The arrangement of the cables in iii^lined planes is

also rendered easier, when but one cable is formed, than .when they

are collected into pairs.
'

1

In order to increase the vertical stability of suspension bridges

of a great span, it will be useful to bring the weight of the cables

into action by connecting them with the floor at intervals, either

by timbers or cast iron pipes, which may include the suspenders.

The floor then cannot be raised at any place without lifting a con-

siderable portion of the cables and of the whole bridge.

The greatest trial to which a suspension bridge may be subjected,

next to storms, is the march of a body of soldiers, moving over it

in regular file and step. A crowd of people, moving promiscuous-

ly, will not produce a strain so severe as the momentum of a much

smaller body of men, the united weight of which is rising and /ail-

ing at regular intervals. In the latter case, a regular vertical oscil-

lation of the platform longitudinally will take place, and the mo-

mentum of the load will unite with the momentum of a great por-

tion of the bridge, in producing shocks w'lich greatly exceed the

strain produced by a promiscuously moving loa'J. Heavy railways

and stiflT connections between the floor and cables, and a stiff" floor,

will contribute much to counteract such effects.

» Large bodies of troops, when moving over such bridges, should

always be ordered out of step. Several accidents produced by the

above cause are now on record.
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' The above remarks have not been made with a view of bringing

suspension bridges into discredit. To impute such a motive to me
would be unjust. No one can be a greater admirer of the system

than myself. Tlie superiority of these structures, and especially

cable bridges, over all other kind of bridges, needs no argument of

mine. Abler men have established this long ago.

In speaking of the weak points of the system, I have only in-

tended lo show how much caution is necessary in planning and exe-

cuting a suspension bridge in order to insure perfect safety. It ap-

pears that the destruction of so many wooden bridges by the late

freshets, would urge the adoption of a system which is beyond the

reach of ice and floods. But, to insure the successful introduction

of cable bridges into the United States, their erection, and es-

pecially the construction of the iirst specimen, shoul 1 not be left

to mere mechanics. No modern improvement has profited more

by the aid of science than the system of suspension bridges. And
we see that all the noble and bold structures of this kind which

have been put up in Europe, were planned and executed under the

immediate superintendence of the most eminent Engineers, whose

practical judgment was aided by a rich store of scientific knowl-

edge.

For the American Railroad Journal, and Mfchanics' Magazine.

I "depots and ground for railways." ^ > ^ ;.

.
Messrs. Editors :—You were good enough to call my attention

to a correspondent at Chatham Centre, with the remark that he was
an Engineer, but you were not at liberty to gjve his name.

It is to be regretted that your correspondent has not used his pen

to advance the cause of Railways, instead of making an unimpor-

tant and incorrect criticism on the article in your paper of the 1st

October, 1840, with the above caption.

I trust a plain statement of the cost of land, depots, damages^

&c., for the Western Railroad, on which I have reason to believe

he hias been engaged, will put him to the blush, if he will read the

last report, as well as the previous ones, on this important thorough-

fare. 1 shall quote from the last report, to prove that I am correct

in all the essentials of the article referred to. It is introduced as

follows :

—

" Few Railroad Companies, at the commencement of their

works, are aware of the extent of ground required for the accom-

modation and cover of their engiives, for their cars, workshops,

wood and station houses, &c. The consequence is, in the outset

the Directors secure but partial accommodations, and afterward*
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have to pay extravagant prices, when their power by the charter to

take land for the purposes of the road, by appraisement, is ex-

hausted by non-user. They are then at the tender merci ;s of in-

dividuals, who are generally as heartless as the corporation they

have to deal with ; and any advantag3 that cin be taken of a 'soul-

less company' is consid'3reJ fair, although ths construction of the

road is the miin value ifiven to their property.

" We are led to make these remarks from reading the reports of

the Camden and Amboy Railroad Company, where the items of

real estate, 4and, damages, for the right of way and necessary

^rouftrf, is stated at $371,769, or $4,041 per mile." I

The cdst on several other roads is then noticed for " depots and

groundfor ways" varying from $2,000 to $7,000, with the remark,

(which appears to have excited the ire and criticism of your cor-

respondent) :
" The Western Railroad Company of Massachusetts,

over the mountains and rocks of Berkshire, have paid at the aver-

age rate of $1,700 per mile, or above $200 per acre, taking the

general width of railways, 4 rods, or about 8 acres." We ask,

what average of $1,700 per mile?—of course the whole road.

What general average width of railroads ? Four rods.

Your correspondent makes some long shots, wide of the mark,

when he states, " The Western Railroad is nearly as often 15 rods

wide as 5 rods in Berkshire county—varying from ten to thirty

acres to the mile."
'

|

This, however, let me remark, has nothing to do with the ques-

tion ; nor his subsequent remark, '* I think, Messrs. Editors, that

the actual cost of the land (land only) may be set down considera-

bly nearer $2 per acre than $200."

Let us look into the truth of this assertion, from facts drawn from

the " Annual Reports of the Railroad Corporations in the State of
Massachusettsfor 1840."

At page 54, treating of the cost, in detail, of the Western Rail-

road, for 54^ miles east of the Connecticut river, we find that "de-

pot lands, for eleven stations, 20 acres, cost $5,543," (or $277 per

acre.) Again, " land, damages, and fencing, including lands for

changes of highways, expenses of reference, cost $89,023," or equaj

to $1,730 per mile, or above $200 per mile. To these items we
have to add, for " depot buildings, including repair, shop and ma-
chinery at Springfield, aqueduct, furniture for station houses, and
fixtures, $73,500," or $3,080 per mile.

Let me refer now to " the estimates of the cost of the Western
Railroad u)€st of the Connecticut river, for 62j miles. What do
we find at page 61 ? " Depot lands, at ten stations, $5,041, with
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land damages [rigSt of way] und fencing, $89,453," or S2,220 per

mile, instead of $],7C0.

The Massachii52tls report remarks, pag3 63 [which supports the

doctrine advanced Oct., 1840], "In 1S3S it was supposed that lands

for depots would b3 given west, as it had been, in most cases, east,

of the river ; but the company were conip3lled to pay for this ob-

ject"— !!!—?
Again, on the same page :

** The present depot arrangements at

Boston are found to be wholly inadequate * * "— " The increas-

ing business at Springfield would also require considerable addi-

tions to the accommodations of that station beyond those already

estimated for and provided."

In treating of the cost and estimate for the continuation of the

Western Railroad from the New York State line to Albany, with

reference to land damages and depots, the report says, pages 70

and 72

:

^ ,.. - •

; V

" On reviewing the estimates of the former Engineer, nothing is

found included for the cost of purchasing and grading a depot at

Greenbush, &c. Tne estimate for the roadway proved to be very

inadequate."

The estimates (page 72) for " land, dspots, and fences," for 38

miles, is stated to be $190,070, or $4,990 per mile ; this does not

include " the depot in Albany and steam ferry-boat, $65,000." Lit-

tle is ventured in stating, that these estimates are much within ex-

pected payments, simply from the Albany and West Stockbridge

Railroad not getting the right of way bafore they sold out to the

Western Railroad, who put the road under contract, with hot haste,

to occupy the ground, ere they had secured the titles on which to

construct it. The article criticised was written to inculcate the

doctrine, that it was necessary, as a step of the first consequence,

in building railwrys, to get " the right of way and ground for

depots," ere a company placed themselves " at the tender mercies

of individuals." I a'so had the desire to add my mite, in aid of

the valuable essay of William R. Casey, C. E., first published in

your Journal of 1st Oct., 1839, on this subject.

In my remarks on " the Rocky Mountains of B3rkshire," no

disparagement was intended to that rich manufacturing county, by

the introduction of its valuable rocks of granite and marble. That

;Som3 of her rocks are sufficiently hard to make a road through of

only two rods in width, we think soms of the contractors will tes-

tify to. What your correspondent, or the Western Railroad, will

<io with 1 5 rods of land in width for the roadbed, in that or other

regions, except to get dirt for embankments, we leave him to inform
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us. Certainly not 15 rods, nor are 5 rods necessarj' for the railway

tracks, although 4 rods is generally taken
; yet few roads occupy 3

rods. Where there are flats and high embankments required, it

may be cheaper to buy 15 rods in width, to get earih, for short dis-

tances ; but for the tracks of a railway, it is preposterous.

.

'
".'

L--' " -^ J. E. B.

' There appears to be no greater desideratum in railroad machi-

nery than an efficient spark arrester. The description of the in-

vention of Mr. Daniel Matthew appears to satisfy this most im-

portant want ; and, judging from the favorable notices in various

quarters, and also from the experiments which are described, we
cannot but consider that he has rendered valuable services to the

travelling communities, as well as to railroad companies.

The following statement is from a course of exprriments made on the

Utica and Shenectady Railroad withane*- SPARK ARRESTER and

CHIMNEY, reeently patented by David Matthew, Engineer of motive

power on said road, viz

:

Two locomotive engines started with ten cars each behind the engine

and tender, on the 4th and 5th days of February inst., with an open box
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two feet square, placed on the third car, or between 25 and 30 feet behind

the tender, the bottom of which was covered with fine dry gun powder, and

fluted ill such manner as to prevent the possibility of the powder gathering

in one place, the crevicfs in the bottom bfingall the time kept full.

1st Trial. Engine No. 2, run 30 miles before the powder took fire. ^

Engine No. 4, run 148 miles before the powder took fire. .

2d. Trial. Engine No. 2, run 48 miles before the powder took fire.

Engine No. 4. run 1 15 miles before the powder took fire.

^ 3J. Tiial. Engine No. 2, run up and down the whole line of the road,

being 156 miles, and did not stt the jowder on fire. The experiment was

stopped in corisequ* nee of snow. The foregoing e-xperirnents were made

wilfi the powder all the time in the same exposed situation ; weather clear

and mild
;
the engiius using hard and soft wood, and running at the rate

of 20 miles per hour.

The above mentioned Chimneys and Spark Arresters are warranted to

be equal as todriniglit to any open top, without any spark arrester, of the

sanie diameter and length, and will not gum or clog up so as to stop the

diauglit of the fire, eiil.er running or standing, as the subscriber has used

the same kind on thf U. and S. R. R. for nearly two years past.

N. B. The Chimneys and Spark Ariesiers menticned above, and the

right of usii g the sau e. may I e had at the following rates, delivert d in Al-

bany or Scheneftidy : For a 14 inch pipe, $150, w ith the casing large

enouiih to hold 12 or 14 bushels of sparks or cinders. Larger sizes in

proportion, inert asing- about $5 per inch in diamtter. Railroad Com-
panies about to piirchiise, are respectfully invited to make a trial of the

above Spark Arrester. Apply to

DAVID MATTHEW, Engineer --^

of Molive Power, V. tj- /S. R. R, >

'' Schenectady, Feb. \0, \U0. ... ,.
.

...;''

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.

CoHOEs, i^e6r««ry 17, 1841.

Gentlemen :

—

Having, by request of two gentlemen, been a witness of some

experiments made by them to ascertain the loss in changing a rec-

tilinear motion into an alternate one, or rather to ascertain the dif-

ference in the power required to move a body a given distance in

alternate movements, I take the liberty to send you the results of

the experiments.

It appears from the trials that a power that can move two pounds

each four feet per second, one of which has a constant rectilinear

motion and the other a reciprocal motion, can only move the two

pounds in one mass in the latter motion 2 ,Yo feet per second, and

the single pound alone, moved in the same manner, only 5 *

" feet

per second.
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It is believed the difference would exceed the above results were

the apparatus more perfect.- ?•,'';; ^3-- ; "
" * -'^ .'

It is proper that I should inform you why they were Induced to

make these experiments. They are the inventors of a rotary steam

engine, in which the force of the steam acts constantly in a direct

manner upon two rotary pistons ; they believe their engine has an

advantage over the reciprocating engine in consequence of the

alternate movement of the piston of the latter; hence the experi-

'ments. '-- '-'" -'"'' ••-:••--'-.-"'-• --^ -^^ - .^';-' 'rV

The gentlemen are William H. Baker and Samuel H. Baldwin.

They are to renew the experiments as soon as convenient, with a

more perfect machine, when I will send you a description of the

method of experimenting. i-^^ :.r:/^ :. ^ . ,v;-:

7v-r;-.- -,. ,-,-;• :j,,v-.; v<^ :^-v> Respectfully, \ ,.;;:
I

: ^ v ChariiEs a. Olmsted, v

We are exceedingly sorry that so large a list of errors should be

selected as the following from the late communication of jNIr. Cush-

man—but in the first place, the " copy" was of the most intricate

kind, full of complicated formula) ; and in the next place, Mr.

C. is not particularly careful in distinguishing signs or letters re-

sembling each other,
.^rt,

.

The proof was sent to Mr. C, and the Journal was delayed

some time in order that we might hear from him, and we were at

last obliged to go to press without receiving Mr. C.'s proof—but

not until it had been carefully read three or four times in the office.

The communication we received from Mr. Cushman, together

with the errata, is such as we cannot publish, and would not notice,

were it not necessary to publish the errata themselves.

ERRATA.

Page 2nd, 26th line, " expressed" has been misprinted for expended.

7th S2nd
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.
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•

' V •

" 28th" "points" ? y >»
^^
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pivots

88th 3d " "a^. r^r^r * a ^. i—cos z)
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. Our readers may remember that some time since we commenced

Copying a series of articles on the Steam Engine from the Am.
Repertory. As they referred to articles inserted or copied into our

Journal, we thought it best to give them entire, and when concluded

to answer them. We soon found, however, that we were encum-

bering our pages to no purpose, and that no person of any preten-

sions to science would deem an answer necessary.

Several of the wholesale assertions of this writer have beer*

taken up by various writers in the Am. Repertory. The annexed

communication, which we take the liberty of copying from that

Journal, is in answer to one of them.

We would beg leave to ask, however, whether this writer wha
labours so earnestly to deprecate the labors of our mechanics, is

not himself a foreigner, with strong prejudices, and therefore not

the most suitable judge among our own artisans ?

GREAT WESTERN AND NORTH AMERICA.'

The indefatigable writer " On the Steam Engine," whose peculiar
ideas on the properties of steam occupy such a prominent and am^
pie space in the pages of the American Repertory, having in the
last number so far departed from truth as absolutely to assert that
in the engines of one of the best steamboats on the Hudson River,
*^ only half as much effect is obtained from a ton of fuel as in those

C07istructe.d on the other side of the Atlantic,'^ I feel called upon to
trouble its readers with a few remarks, to expose the absurdity of
a statement evidently advanced for the purpose of inducing a belief

that the gratuitous supposition of an existing ignorance of the ad-
vantages of expansive steam is really borne out by fact.

The foundations on which the bold assertien is made, that a given
quantity of fuel is twice as effective in the Great Western as in

the North America, are as follows:—^" The Great Western con-
sumes 28 tons of bituminous coals per 24 hours ; the North Amer-
ica, 10 tons anthracite coals in 10 hours," (or 24 tons per 24 hours.)
" The heating power of the fuel in each vessel" is next shown " to
be very nearly the same ; and it is further added, that *' a trifling

difference is of little value in our argument."—(See Repertory for
January.)
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The average speed of the two vessels on which the calculations

are made, is, for the Great Western 8^5 miles, and for the North
America 14*5 miles per hour ; and the respective resistances^ ac^

cording to well known laws, are correctly stated to be in the

ratio of 70'25 to 210*25, for equal sections, displacement, &c. ; and
further, the average displacement of the Great Western is estima-

ted at five times that of the North America. On these grounds our

acute writer exclaims :
" Can we then doubt that the fuel it fully

twice as efficient in the Great Western as in the North America ?**

The assumed fact, that in consequence of the Great Western
having five times greater displacement than the North America, the

resistance of the former, at any given speed, will also be five times

greater, I will suppose to be correct, in order to avoid a very lengthy

demonstration, only observing that the average immersed midship
section of the Great Western is four times that of the North Amer-
ica, and her superficial measurement less than 2j times that of the

latter.

The heating " power" (eflfect) of the fuel consumed in both ves-

sels (28 tons bituminous coals in the Great Western, and 24 tons

of anthracise in the North America) being stated to be alike, it

follows that the effect produced in the former vessel ought to be
twice as great as in the latter ; or, in other words, that her engines

ought to be twice as powerful in order to justify the assertion that
*' a ton of fuel in the Great Western is twice as effective as in the

North America." A very short demonstration will convince the

reader of the utter fallacy of this assertion.

The resistance opposed to the progress of the North America,
being to that of the Great Western, for equal displacement, section,

&c. as 210 to 70, owing to the difference in speed ; and their re^

spective displacements being as 1 to 5, it follows that the relative

resistance of the Great Western will be 5x70=350, and that of
the North America 210. But the latter vessel will pass over a
space of i4*5 miles, whilst the former passes over 8*5 miles. Hence,
the relative force necessary to be exerted during equal periods, will

be, for the Great Western 8-5x350=2975, and for the North
America 14*5X210=3045. Thus proving that the power of the

North America's engines absolutely exceeds that of the Great Wes-
tern, and also that the consumption of 24 tons of anthracite coals

in the former actually produces a greater effect than 28 tons of
bituminous coals in the latter ! With such a result, deduced en-

tirely from his own premises, our profound writer " On the Steam
Engine" assures the readers of the American Repertory that the

North America, which he styles " one of the proudest achievements
of American engineers," is so defective that only one half the effect

is produced by a given quantity of fuel, as compared to the Great
Western !

I forbear to animadvert on the loose reasoning which has led to

such erroneous conclusions on a subject of grave importance

;

though I cannot refrain from observing, that the pompous style

forms a striking contrast to the unsoundness of the views expressed

;

and I may be permitted to express an opinion, that the readers* of
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the American Repertory would be benefited in a much higher de-

gree by the many important practical facts communicated by the

industrious writer " On the Steam Engine," if they were altogether

unaccompanied by his comments. . J. E.
New-York, 20th January, 1841.

PROSPKCTIVE VIEW OF PENNSYLVANIA IN RELATION TO HER SYS-

TEM OF INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS, WITH SPECIAL REGARD TO THK
PROPOSED PHILADELPHIA AND PITTSBURG RAILROAD.—NO. 1.

«

In these days of commercial gloom and prostration of business, it be-

hoves us to look calmly at the resources which are at our command to

repair our sunken fortunes, and nn which we can mainly rely for the stable

basis of our future national welfare.

As an agricultural district, Pennsylvania certainly ranks high, but can,

in the nature of things, never become as important as some of the Western
States will in the course of time. We have good soil enough to sup-

port a large population, but we never will have much to spare after supply-

ing our- home market.

As a commercial State, we cannot boast, to speak the truth, of occupying
a very enviable position ; some of our sister States have great advantages
over us in that respect, and it is vain to deny it.

What great source of wealth is then left to Pennsylvania above other

Sections of the Union? We answer, her immense mineral wealth, and
conseque7ii facilities for manufacturing.
The mineral resources of Pennsylvania cannot be easily over estimated,

when we look at the immense wealth which Great Britain has amassed by
properly developing her resources, and thus making the wants of other,

nations subservient to her interests. The position in which England now
stands to almost the whole ot the globe, Pennsylvania is destined to assume,
at least relative to the Continent of America.
To show what an important bearing a judicious improvement system

has upon the success of mining and manufacturing operations, we need
only point to Great Britain. The unparalleled progress of that country is

to a very great extent owing to its ficilities of intercommunication. Good
turnpike roads, canals and railroads, are looked upon as the artificial

arteries of a country through which the products of industry^ are flowing
in all directions.

Distances have been and can still more be reduced by the application of
steam. The improvements in railroad and locomotive engines will, it

appears, contribute as much to the advancement of our country as all the
other improvements of a modern origin together.

L<"t us complete our Erie E.xtension and North Branch Canals, which,
whfn finished, will both contribute largely to the successful development of
our resources, and will enable our improvements to pay for themselves.

The particular attention of our readers, however, is here called on to

take into due consideration the vast importance of establishing a conti-

nuous line of railroad from our eastern metropolis to the Birmingham of
the west.

The Columbia, Harrisburg, and Lancaster Rail road, form a continuous
line to Harrisburg, a distance of lOG miles; 242 miles remain to be con-

structed from Harrisburg to Pittsburg to make the connection complete
between the Delaware and the head of the Ohio river, at a total distance of
348 miles; and this can be accomplished at a moderate expense, not ex-

ceeding the average cost of good railroads in the Eastern States, and
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•without a single iiiclined plane, and no grades exceeding 45 feet

per mile.

We feel it our duty to dwell upon this important matter at some length,

and to endeavor to make the citizens of Pennsylvania, and especially those

of Philadelphia and Pittsburg, aware of the highly interesting fact, now
established by actual survey, that withiyi our own borders, and nearly

through the centre of the State, a route for a continuous railroad exists

which can boldly challenge all the other States in the Union, without a sin-

ffle exception, and which can successfully compete with all rival routes

which have already been established, or may yet be between the tide of the

Atlantic Ocean and the Mississippi Valley !

By the citizens of Philadelphia this important news ought to be hailed

with joy, as by this fact, if the advantage is taken in time, the cuirent

of trade may once more be turned in their favor, and may be made to flow

permanently. '
-^

It will be remembered that during the extra session of 1839, a law was
passed and the sum of $30,000 appropriated for the purpose of making
surveys for a continuous railroad from Harrisburg to Pittsburg, and
Charles L. Schlatter, Esq., was appointed to conduct these surveys. A
further sum of $15,000 was granted by the next legislature, and the report

of the engineer is now being published.

Being fully aw^ake to the important influence which the improvement
system of our Commonwealth has exercised upon our commerce and indus-

try in its present infant state, and will continue to exercise still more when
properly developed, we have watched these movements Avith an intense

anxiety.

We were aware of the popular opinion which then prevailed to a great

extent, and was even countenanced by some engineers of standing, that no
continuous route for a railroad could be established within the borders of

our State, of a reasonable length, without resorting to inclined planes and
other objectionable expedients. We entertained these apprehensions our-

selves, to some extent, and were therefore most anxious for the result of

these extensive surveys, which it appears have been carried on in a syste-

matical manner ever since 1839.

So much greater was our surprise when we learned by the late report of
the Canal Commissioners, that not only a route for a continuous railroad

from Harrisburg to Pittsburg, had been found entirely practicable without

any inclined planes, but that the distance and grades are far less than the

most sanguine could have anticipated. We say now, that we have just

cause to congratulate ourselves upon a discovery, which, if it be pursued
at an early period, will in its train of consequences bestow benefits upon
our community of the most durable kind.

But we imagine we hear many exclaim, " How visionary, bow impracti-

cable at the present time !—another internal improvement bubble—and
such a gigantic undertaking !—two hundred and forty-two miles of railroad,

which, when estimated at the actual average cost of our well constructed

eastern railroads, will require about eight millions of dollars to complete
and put in running order ! The Stale already in debt too deeply, and here

comes up another mad scheme, calculated to plunge us eight millions

deeper
!"

We hear all these objections, and have duly considered them before we
formed our conclusions. But we entreat you to reflect calmly before

you decide—and at the same time, we appeal to your patriotism as Penn-
sylvanians.

The matter which we present to your consideration, fellow citizens,
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cannot be urged in terms too strong or too expressive. A longer disregard,

we apprehend, threatens to injure the future prosperity of a large portion

of our State, and of our commercial metropolis in particular. We solicit

your full attention, not to phraseology and exclamations, but to matters of

fact, with which alone we pretend to deal in thus appealing to you.

Can we look on calmly any longer and see how Baltimore is striving to

bring her harbor within twenty hrours reach of Pittsburg, by the Baltimore

and Ohio Railroad? The whole line of this important work is now con-

structed or under contract as far as Cumberland. A few years more, and
that enterprising company will have finished a continuous line to Pittsburg

and a branch to Wheeling. Philadelphia will then see, that the whole of

her winter trade and the greater part of her spring and fall goods, and
three-fourths of all the travellers will take their way from Pittsburg to

Baltimore, and vice; versa, instead of following the old accustomed channel

to Philadelphia.

The completion of the Tide Water Canal, has already turned a large

portion of our internal commerce in favor of Baltimore. This was the

natural consequence of an artificial cause, and we cannot prevent it, since

that cause is established on a correct principle. But since we have it in

our power to call forth other agencies, which will work wonders in our

favor, it is but onr own folly, if we allow our rivals to crush our interests

by their greater sagacity and foresight.

It is not the mere effect of the propensity of acquiring filthy lucre, which
makes nations rival each other in commerce and industry. The philan-

thropist and philosopher takes a higher stand, in viewing the active strife

thus carried on honorably between different sections of a common country,

and between distant nations and climes. It is the activity of commerce and
industry, and the constant intercourse in consequence of it, by which the

dormant faculties of mankind are called forth to act, and contribute largely

to advance the cause of humanity, and develope the infinite resources of

rational enjoyment and gratification.

It will not do for Pensylvania to stay behind the age of enterprise, and
to wait till it is too late to commence. We all know how difficult it is to

divert a trade from an old accustomed channel, where it has been fostered

for years. And we also know, with certainty, that the population and con-

sequent business will not decrease, but increase in a certain, though mo-?

derate ratio. Our communications should, therefore, be planned with a

view to the future, and the revenues to be expected may be justly anticipated

to •' 'ease in proportion to the rising population.

ir-a

NORRIs's LOCOMOTIVE ESTABLISHMENT.

We have the pleasure, this morning, through the kindness of Mr. Nor-
ris, of presenting our readers with an account of his extensive establish-

ment for the manufacture of Locomotive Engines.

The factory of Mr. Norris is situated on Bush Hill, a little north of the

Columbia Railroad. The ground occupied by the buildings is computed,
in the aggregate, to be at least an acre and a half. The buildings are sep-

arated by Schuylkill Sixth street, which runs through them. On the

east side of the street is the main building, with the blacksmith shop
brass casting, and file cutting establishment ; and on the west side is the

carpi nter's shop, pattern maker's shop and boiler house, to the latter of

which is attached a blacksmith shop. The buildings are rather irregularly

situated, but the establishment combines within itself every facility for the

performance of work.

The main building is about one hundred and fifty feet long, by forty
'
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Wide. On the first floor, a track is laid down dn the south side, and here

the' engines are put together. Along the northern side, benches for the

workmen are ranged. At the western end of the room, are lathes of eve-

ry description, all of them driven by steam, and so arranged by machinery,

that they require but little attendance after being once set. Some of them
are of very ingenious construction ; and we regret that our limited space

will not permit a particular description of them. In this room were some
truck frames. They are composed entirely of heavy wrought iron, and
are specimens of great skill and neatness in forging. The machinery in

this building is driven by a steam engine, which is placed in the cellar.

The steam power is carried a considerable distance across the street, and into

the boiler house, where it is used to drive a boring mill and punching ma-
chines.

In the second story, a busy and enlivening scene was presented—the

room being filled with workmen engaged in preparing the various parts

of the engine. The workmen's benches are arranged round the sides of

the room, and down the middle. A large quantity of work was in a state

of forwardness, while the number and variety of tools in use was immense.

This is called the finishing room.

In the third story, the lighter parts of the work are performed. In both

the last nimed rooms, we saw some beautiful specimens of work, both in

iron and brass. To the south of this building, is the foundry for brass

castings, and the file cutter's shop. In the yard is a powerful engine,

worked by steam, and having attached to it a large reel of hose, so that, in

case of the occurrence of a fire, it can be promptly extinguished. Run-
ning in a parallel line with the main building, is the shop where the en-

gines, after being put together, are tried, so as to insure their being perfect,

before sent away. Near this is the blacksmith shop, said to be one of the

best in America. The number of forges in constant operation is twenty-

seven ; and at one of them, the frame of a locomotive was being forged.

It is one of the improvements of Mr. Norris, that the frames of his engines
are made of heavy wrought iron, in one piece. The forging of them is

very difficult indeed. There will, in a short time, be erected here a trip

hammer capable of faggoting a bar of iron six inches in diameter. The
blacksmith shop has a front both on Sixth and Fairview street, and is ad-

mirably constructed for the admissin of light and air, as also for the imme-
diate escape of smoke. In a room to the north of this are very heavy
lathes, for the turning of wheel tires; and also a horizontal lathe, for bor-

ing the centres of wheels, as also the eccentrics for driving wheels. Mr.
Norris is about putting up a stationary engine, for the purpose of driving

the whole of the machinery of the establishment by steam, as also by
means of the fan, to furnish, blast for the forges.

On the west side of the street, on the first floor, is the carpenter shop,

where all the wood work necessary for an engine is made, as also the heavy
frames for the tenders. In the second story is the pattern shop, and here we
saw a diminutive locomotive engine, complete in every particular, and cap-

able of drawing five tons on a level road. It is intended for the Royal
Conservatory at Berlin. It is, even to the smallest part, an exact copy of
the larger class. From this room we passed into the boiler shop. This
room is of large dimensions, and is filled with boilers in various stages

of forwardness. One of them, intended for an engine which is to go to

Berlin, was made of copper. Around the room, forges are placed at con-
venient distances, for the purpose of heating the boiler rivets, or any other
part of the boiler which may be necessary. Attached to this is a black-
smith's shop, but the work done in it is exclusivesly for the boiler shop.
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The work done at this establishment has a great and justly acquired re'

putation. Not only in our own country, but throughout Europe, the name
of Mr. Norris has been made known, and his engines tried. From the

period of the establishment of this factory, Mr. Norris has made and sent

off one hundred and forty-two engines; and of these there have gone

—

To Germany, 2.

To Austria, 5, and 2 yet to go. ,.-,',
.;

To Prussia, 7, and 10 yet to go, '\ ,> /w .':.

To England, 16. '
:, -vr-if

'

To Cuba, ;; ;. 7, and 6 yet to go. !^.

'.V;-^:
To Canada, 1.

The number of workmen now employed is three hundred ; but there ia

ample room for four hundred and fifty. It is calculated that, independent

of the boiler, they can complete an engine'in seventeen working days ; and
in the ordinary course of work, can perform all the work required on an
engine in the space of one month. I

The veiw of this factory has afforded us unmingled pleasure. Exten-
sive as it is, it shows us but an example of what individual enterprise can
accomplish. Establishments of this kind are a credit, not only to the city

in which they are located, but also to the State, and should be supported by
all who have at heart its honor and well-being. .,

PROGRESS OF CIVIL ENGINEERING.

Account of Dircks^ Patent Improned Metallic Railway Wheels with

Wood-faced Tyre, read by Mr. Henry Dircks, before the Me-
chanical Section of the British Association, at Glasgow, Sept. 19,

1840. And also before tJie Polytechnic Society, at Liverpool, Oct.

8, 1840.

As an introduction to the observations immediately relating to

the improved wheel which is the subject of the present communi-
cation, a few preliminary observations may serve to make its

nature and advantages more generally understood.

Wooden wheels were originally in common use on railways

;

these were afterwards superseded by the extensive use of cast iron

wheels ; and both of these descriptions of wheels were much
improved by manufacturing them with wrought iron tyres. Mo-
difications of these wheels are still in use on the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway, the wooden wheels having the nave of cast

iron, and the spokes and rim of wood, the tyre being of wrought
iron. On the London and Birmingham Railway, cast iron wheels
are extensively used. On the Continent of Europe, and in America,
cast iron wheels are seemingly employed by preference ; and are

no doubt quite as safe for travelling, where great speed is not
practised.

In England, a decided prefereuce is given to wrought iron

wheels, in which this metal is used throughout, with the exception

of the boss being cast around the ends of the spokes. The latest

improvement on these has been the making of the entire wheel,
including the bo«s, of wrought iron.

The wheels now in general use derive their chief novelty from
the construction and placement of the spokes, with a view to obtain

elasticity, strength, and durability. One variety which does not
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come under this denomination, is the plate wheel, supposed on its

introduction to possess some peculiar advantage in overcoming a
supposed resistance of the atmosphere. Except, however, in rela-

tion to variations in size, the present wheels are little more than

varieties in pattern. The common diameter of carriage and wagcn
wheels is three feet, and the largest driving wheels for locomotives

are those employed on the Great Western Railway, being six or
seven feet in diameter, though at one time they were made as large

as ten feet.

The action of an iron wheel on an iron rail, though derived from
a rolling motion, can only be compared to a series of blows, and the

rebound occasioned by iron striking iron is well known to be consi-

derably greater than is produced by striking wood on iron. To
this simple fact we may trace the tremulous motion occasioned by
iron wheels on an iron railroad; and when, by any trifling acci-

dent, as an inequality from the rising of one end of a rail, or some-
times even from small flinty pebbles getting on the rail, the rebound
is not more fearful than dangerous. The tremulous motion of the

rail just adverted to renders it necessary in most cases to lay the

rails on wooden sleepers. As an illustration of what is meant, it

may be mentioned that on the Dublin and Kingstown Railway the

rails were originally laid on granite sleepers, but the tremor was
so great as to loosen the rails, and occasion serious fears from the

consequent damage sustained by engines and carriages passing
along the line. It was, therefore, ultimately agreed to take up the

granite and lay down longitudinal wooden sleepers, a work of con-
siderable labor and expense. In some cases the nature of the soil

or sub-soil may allow the use of stone blocks ; and where they
can be applied with safety, they are preferred, for the reason that

a road laid on stxjne blocks can be kept up at a lower rate than one
laid on wooden sleepers ; and, as has been endeavored to be clearly

shown, the only reason for laying the stone aside, arises from
the tremor imparted to the rail by iron wheels as at present used.

We shall now^ proceed to a description of the improved metallic

wheel with wood-faced tyre, showing its advantages in connection
with the preceding observations. The construction of the wheel
may be understood by imagining a spoked wheel with a deep
channelled tyre. The wheel may be nia(le either of cast or wrought
iron, it having been ascertained that tyre bars can be rolled to the

required pattern. In this channelled tyre are inserted blocks of
Afric^ii oak, measuring about four inches by three and a half inches,

solidified by filling the pores with unctuous preparations ; thereby
counteracting the effects of wet by capillary attraction,—to which,
by this means, it becomes impervious, and at the same time is not
liable to unequal contraction and expansion. The blocks of w-ood
are cut to the requisite form to fit very exactly in the external cir-

cular channel of the wheel, with the grain placed vertically through-

out, forming a complete facing of wood. There are about from
twenty-eight to thirty of these blocks round each wheel, where
they are retained in their place by one or two bolts passing through
each, the two sides of the channel having corresponding holes
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drilled through them for this purpose; t^te bolts are then weff

rivetted. After being so fitted, the wheel is turned in the usual

manner. The wheel, when finished, has all the appearance of a
common railway wheel, but with a rather deeper rim, the tyre

faced with wood, and the flange of iron. Woods of various quali-

ties may be use!, whether hard or soft, requiring different chemical

preparations according to their porosity, and in some instances re-

quiring to be compressed.

The several advantages which this wheel possesses, are

—

1. That the wood facing will wear a considerable time without

requiring any repair.

2. That the wood can be refaced, by turning it up again in the

lathe, as practised with worn iron tyres.

3. That the tyre can be refaced with wood at little expense, and
at afar less loss of time than usual. In the operations of re-facing

these wheels, or putting in new wood, the work can be perform d
without the labor and cost of renewing the wheels from the

axles, which in the keying and unkeying is known to be very
troublesome.*

4. That in regard to their working, it is the opinion of practical

engineers, confirmed by actnal experiment, that they will work
smoother, easier, and, as some have expressed it, more " sweetly'*

than iron-tyred wheels ; with the advantage of going well in wet
weather, even upon inclines,—having sufficient adhesion to the rail,

without dropping sand to assist them in this respect, as practised

when iron wheels are used.

5. That another and very important result will be, that the rails

themselves will suffer less wear by using this kind of wheel, and
that the fastenings, sleepers, and blocks will receive considera-

bly less injury, and thereby favor the laying of railroads on stone

blocks, wherever they are considered to be most desirable.

f

A metalic wheel with a wood-faced tyre, which is the principle

of this construction, obviates most, if not all, the difficulties which
have been experienced, whether in the use of wooden, cast iron,

or even wrought iron wheels. Cast iron wheels may, indeed, now
be considered not far short of being equal to wrought iron wheels,

for safety and durability, with all the superiority of which the ap-

plication is susceptible. They are also neither clumsy nor inelegant

in form, and are capable of being made to any pattern, even for

carriage wheels for common roads. It may, therefore, very possibly

occur that they will have the effect to bring cast iron wheels into

as general use and as much reputation here as on the continent.

This new conslruciion and simple adoption of wood makes ex-

cellent driving wheels for locomotives ; it may be readily stopped,

by using a cast iron brake, and does not undergo that wear,
which might be expected from the friction it then has on the

As in every thing affecting railways, it is a desideratum to decrease the expenses as
much as possible, ii may h(ie Le rictiticiud tl.at ilme Ifei cbfi irtn whtels. wiih
wood-faced tyres and wrought iron axits couiplele, can be made much cheaper than the'
generahiy of wheels.

t On hnes situated like the Greenwich Railway and the Blackwall Railway, wood-
faced wheels would diminish much of th« noise which at present^ is. a source of general
complaint.
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rail. The wood, by use, becomes exceedingly close and firm,

acquiring a surface not easily distinguishable from metal in ap-

pearance.

—

Civ. Eng. <^ Arch. Jour. -

'Specification of a Patent for a new ComYnation of Ingredients to

'' be used as a Substitute far Oil, for Burning in Limps ; granted
to Isaiah Jennings, ciYy of New-York, December Z\st, 1839.

To all whom it may concern, be it known, that I, Isaiah Jennings,

of the city of New York, have invented or discovered a new com-
bination of ingredients to be used as a substitute for oil and other

combustible ingredients, for burning in the various kinds of lamps
now in use ; and I do hereby declare that the following is a full

and exact description thereof.

In the process of distilling whisli:ey for making alcohol, or hfgh
wines, it is now the practice with -some distillers to commence the

operation by subjecting the whiskey in the still to a much more in-

tense degree of heat than heretofore, and as the progress of rectifica-

tion proceeds to lower the fire to the ordinary temperature. The
effect of this high temperature is, in the first instance, to drive over
a liquor possessed of peculiar properties, intimiitely related to those

ofthe essential oils. The quantity of this liquor obtained from differ-

ent parcels of whiskey will differ, but I think that it will vary but lit-

tle from two or three gallons to the hundred gallons of common whis-

key. Its specific gravity is the same, as nearly as may be, with
. that of spirits of turpentine, and its reaction is, in many cases, sim-

ilar. It is extremely high flavored, and brings over with it all the

highly odorous matter contained in the whiskey, and has, conse-

quently, an offensive smell. The reason for adopting this process

by the distiller, is, that by driving over this oil, or spirit, which I shall

designate by the name of oil of whiskey, the trouble and loss conse-

quent upon rectification by charcoal, are avoided, and an equally

pure spirit is obtained.

I have been thus particular in the foregoing description, as this

peculiar kind of oil or spirit possessess the property of rendering
alcohol and spirits of turpentine capable of combining with each
other in proportions in which they do not combine when it is not

present ; and will also cause spirits of turpentine to combine with
."whiskey, or ordinary proof spirit.

In making my new compound, the spirits of turpentine may be
the predominating ingredient, which cannot be the case when the

compound of this spirit with alcohol is used alone. The propor-

tions may, of course, admit of some variation, but the following is

preferred. Two parts of spirits of turpentine ; one of alcohol of
93° above proof, and one of oil of whiskey. Should alcohol of
higher proof be used, the proportion of spirits of turpentine may
be increased, but this is not deemed desirable. Tne advantage de-

rived from this oil of whiskey is such, that were it not added, as

above, the alcohol must exceed the turpentine in the proportion of
about five to one.

I sometimes combine the oil of whiskey with sperm, or other oil,

with turpentine, and with alcohol, or with the sperm oil alone

;
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which last combination will take place in any proportions. When
I use the four ingredients I prefer to take about four parts of the

oil of whiskey, one of sperm or other oil, one spirits of turpentine,

and one of alcohol.

The fluid which I have denominated oil of whiskey, has, hereto-

fore, been thrown away as worthless, but I have, as aboved stated,

applied it to a highly useful purpose, and obtained a combustible

fluid affording a brilliant light, at a cost far below that of the ingre-

dients now in use, and which, when combined, as above stated, has

not its offensive smell developed, but burns without odour.

What I claim as my invention or discovery, in the above named
combination of ingredients, is the use and employment of what I

have denominated oil of whiskey with spirits of turpentine, alcohol,

or lamp oil, in the manner, and for the purpose, herein set forth.

Isaiah Jennings.

:-': In July, 1839, an article was brought to us for examination under

the name of " Oil of Rum," which appears to be the same substance,

so ingeniously applied by Mr. Jennings. A few experiments satis-

fied us that it was not, as had been supposed, impure spirits, but

rather an oil containing a small quantity of alcohol, and perhaps

water. It is also exceedingly pungent ; sufficiently so to scent a

large apartment when a vial containing a few ounces was opened

for a short time. The taste was quite as fiery as that of alcohol.

By some accident it was tried in a spirit lamp, and found to give a

great heat, and in the proper management produced no smoke. It

appears that the present mode of distillation has led to the discov-

ery of a separation of this oil, and it is not improbable that its uses

may be greatly extended, while its absence from the spirits will

greatly improve the quality of the latter.

The following article on the same substance contains much inter-

esting information.—[Ed.]

On the Potatoe Spirit Oil of the French Chemists. By James
Apjohn, M. D., M. R. I. A., Professor of Chemistry in the Royal
College of Surgeons, Dublin.*

In December, 1838, I received from my friend Mr. Scanlan a
specimen of an oily fluid which had been given him by Mr. Bow-
erbank, an eminent London rectifier, and which the latter gentleman
had found in small quantity in the faints or weak spirit drawn off

towards the close of the rectification of common whiskey. Shortly
previous to this time, Mr. Coftey, the inventor of the celebrated

patent still, had observed the same substance at the extensive distil-

lery of Sir Felix Booth ; and upon coming over to Dublin, and vis-

iting the establishment of Mr. Busby at Blockpitts in this city, Mr.
Scanlan had the satisfaction of recognizing this same oil in the

faint vessel, constituting a thin stratum resting upon the surface of
the remainder of the fluid.

*. Communicated by the Author.
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The oil obtained from Mr. Busby's concern had a reddish-brown

color, owing to dissolved vegetable matter, and its specific gravity

Was '8401, that of the faints on which it rested being "9269. Sha-
• ken in a graduated tube with an equal bulk of water, its volume
was reduced 20 per cent., and the water upon distillation yielded

alcohol. To insulate the oil, therefore, the following method was
adopted.

The fluid obtained from the faint receiver was first washed with
an equal bulk of water ; then shaken in a bottle with an equal

weight of pulverized and anhydrous carbonate of potash, and finally

distilled from a glass retort, the condensation being effected by Lie-

big's tube refrigeratory. It began to boil at 202'^, after which the

temperature rose gradually until it became 268°, at which it con-

tinued until the whole of the oil was nearly over. The fluid first

drawn off was set apart, as still containing alcohol, and that alone

reserved for further purification which distilled over at 268©. This
portion was redistilled. The ebullition commenced a little over
267°, and in less than a minute rose to 268", at which point it con-

tinued until the rectification was nearly completed. The first and
last portions being rejected, the middle portion, or that which came
over 268", was set apart for experiment.

The oil thus procured is a perfectly colorless liquid, destitute of
all viscidity. The specific gravity is "8 138, and, as has been already

observed, it boils steadily at 268^ ; cooled to —6°, it does not con-

geal. With rectified spirit it is miscible in all proportions, its spe-

cific gravity being thus augmented, and its boiling point lowered.

It is immiscible with water, but nevertheless, when agitated with
this liquid, it absoi'bs an appreciable quantity of it. It has a pun-
gent and peculiar odor, and a sharp, biting taste, somewhat similar

to that of the oil of cloves. When gently heated it readily takes

fire upon approaching to it a lighted taper, and burns with a clear

flame, unaccompanied by smoke. It is an excellent solvent for the

fats, and also for resinous substances. Camphor, for example, is

readily dissolved by it ; and the same may be said even of copal,

if a gentle heat be applied. Potash is taken up by it in considera-

ble quantity, oil of vitriol gives it a crimson color. To determine
its composition the following experiments were made ;

(1.) 4'24 grains of oil burned in the usual manner with oxide of
copper gave of water 5*06 grains, and of carbonic acid 10*42 grains.

(2.) 7"71 grains gave of water 9*22 grains, and of carbonic acid

19"12 grains.

(S.) 6'63 grains gave of water 805 grains, and of carbonic acid

16*26 grains. -

The following are the results deducible from these experiments :

(1.) C^*) (3.)

Carbon 67*96 68*59 67*84 i<:vi

Hydrogen 13*25 , 13-28 13*48

Oxygen 18*79 18*13 18*68

t '

100 100 100

The means of the numbers yielded by the three experiments are
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given underneath in column («). The numbers in column (6.) are the
quotients of the corresponding ones in {(i.) divided by the respec-

tive atomic weig'Us of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, and those in

column (c.) are others in the same ratio with the quotients.
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fthd pressure = 30. But as this weighs 10*264 grains, 100 cubic

inches of it would weigh 97*298 grains. The specific gravity, there-

.K?.-.- 97-298 -f>: •^^y.^.>j;.-t,^-.-- ; ::• •:!

fbre, of the vapor Is = 3*137.
]

31*0117
'''

Now if the composition of the oil be C5 Hg O,, the specific

gravity got by adding together the products of the densities of the

vapors of the different elements by the number of atoms of each
would be 3*072. But we have here so close a correspondence be-

tween experiment and calculation, that no doubt can remain as to

the correctness of the basis on which the latter rests, or that the

true formula for the oil is that already assigned.

These experiments were made in the winter of 1839, and at the

time I had concluded them I was under the impression that the oil,

to which they relate, was a new substance, or rather one which had
not been previously described. In some time after, however, upon
looking over the second part of Mr. Graham's Elements of Chemis-
try, which had been sent me by the author, I was much surprised at

finding at page 134, in a table of the volumes of atoms in the gas-

eous state, mention made of a substance under the designation of
" oil of the ardent spirit from potatoes," to which he attributed the

very same formula and density of vapor which I had found to

belong to the oil found in grain-whiskey, in the examination of
which I had been recently engaged. 7 ':v'::::-^:.:-:i:-^' ; v

Anxious to investigate the matter furlher, pnd to ascertain if the

two oils were certainly the same, I looked into Berzelius's System,
and the 5th volume of the Traite de Chimie, appliquee aux Arts, by
Dumas, devoted to the subject of organic chemistry, but could not

find any mention in either of the essential oil froin potatoe spirit

alluded to by Graham. Upon, however, turning to Dr. Thomson's
recent volume on vegetable chemistry, I found, page 481, a notice

of this fluid, and references to the 30th and 56th volumes of the

Annales de Chim. et de Fhijs., in the former of which its origin and
properties are described by Pelletier, and in the latter of which its

analysis is detailed by M. Dumas. The properties I find ascribed

by these chemists to the potatoe spirit of oil are precisely those

which belong to that which I have examined from corn-whiskey, the

only diflference being that Pelletier represents its specific gravity

as *821, whereas I have found that of the oil I obtained from Mr.
Scanlan but "813, a difference, however, easily explained by the

circumstance of his not having taken the necessary steps for ren-

dering the fluid he examined perfectly free from water and alcohol.

The analytic results also of M. Dumas are nearly identical with
mine, approaching, however, more nearly, as might indeed be ex-

pected from his great skill in this department of chemistry, to the

formula Cj Hg O, which he adopts, and which Professor Graham
has taken from his memoir. I may lastly mention, as a very unu-
sual coincidence, that the specific gravity of its vapor, as obtained
by Dumas, is 3*147, or but unity in the second place of decimals
greater than what has resulted for the corn-spirit oil from my ex-

periments.
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We thus arrive at the conclusion, that the two fluids are identical,

or that the oil which has hitherto been considered as peculiar to po-

tatoe spirit, occurs also in that which is developed during the fer-

mentation of grain. From this latter source it admits of being

procured in great quantity. When first observed by Mr. Coffey at

Sir Felix Booth's, there was an inch of it in the faint receiver, and
from the niameter of the vessel he estimated its total amount at 50
gallons. This is the quantity produced at that establishment every
fortnight, the excise laws compelling the distiller to distil and brew
alternately, and a week being generally consumed in each process.

The whiskey manufactured some years ago contained a consider-

able quantity of this oil, and owed to its presence a great deal of
the pungency of taste by which it was distinguished.

From its high boiling point, and the nature of the stills at present

used, but a very small portion of this substance now passes over,

and hence the reason why the spirit at present made is, as compared
with the product of the old processes, less disagreeable to the pal-

ate, and probably less injurious to the constitution. It is no doubt
owing to the same cause, viz., an improvement in the process of dis-

tillation, that this oil has at length been noticed in the distillers'

faints. Upon the old system of manufacture the greater portion

of it was driven over, and was held dissolved by the spirit into

which it was thus introduced ; but with the modern stills, particu-

larly that devised by Mr. Coffey, nothing having so high a boiling

point as this oil can by possibility pass into the part of the apparatus

where the spirit is condensed. With respect to the maimer in

/vhich the substance originates, whether It exists ready-formed in

• he materials subjected to fermentation, or is a product of the pro-

cess, I am not aware of any facts calculated to tiecide such a ques-

tion. As, however, it is found in the fermented wash of both corn

antf potatoes, it may be presumed to be derived fn;m the starchy

principle which is common to both.

The potatoe spirit oil, as it has lytherto been called, has I find of

late attracted much attention. Pelletier, from some rough experi-

ments upon it with acids, threw out ihc conjecture that it was more
analogous to alcohol than to the true volatile oils, and this opinion

would seem to have been in some degree adopted by Dumas. More
recently {Ann. de Chimie et de Phys., Jan., 1839) M. Auguste Ca-
hours has revived this opinion, and concluded it to be one of the

group including alcohol, pyroxylic spirit, and acetone, and has even
succeeded in procuring from it a carbo-hydrogen, in which the

elements are, as usual, associated in the ratio of atom and atom.

M. Cahours represents potatoe oil by the formula C, ^ H, , 0,H-HO,
which nlakes it as to composition perfectly analogous to ordinary

alcohol. The carbo-hydrogen C,j 11,^ he insulated by distilling

the oil from anhydrous phosphoric acid. He calls it amylene, and
finds the specific gravity of its vapor to be 4*904, so that an atom
of it gives but one volume of vapor ; a circumstance in which, as

Cahours observes, it agrees with Dr. Kane's mesitylene, Cg H3,but
differs from the carbohydrogens which occur in alcohol and pyrox-

ylic spirit. By acting on potatoe oil with sulphuric acid and chlo-
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rlne, Cahours obtained compounds corresponding perfectly with

those yielded by alcohol when similarly treated. These researches

give additional interest to the discovery of this fluid in grain-fer-

mented wash, and in such quantity as to be much more than adequate

to meet any demand for it with a view to the interests of science.

I may here observe, that I should have long since presented this

notice to the Academy, but for the following reasons.

There is another oily substance having, at common temperatures,

the consistence of butter, which is long known to exist in the faints

of grain spirit, and in smaller quantity in the spirit itself. Upon
looking through systematic treatises on chemistry, I found that this

oil had been very imperfectly described, and that, in particular, no
experiments had been made with the view of determining its com-
position. I had therefore resolved to submit it to an accurate ex-

amination and analysis, and to keep back what I had ascertained

in reference to the fluid oil until I had completed my invostigations

into the nature and constitution of that which is a soft solid at com-
mon temperatures. In this investigation I had made some progress,

when my attention was directed to a paper by Liebig and Pelouze,

in the 63rd volume of the Ann. de Ckim. et dt Phijs., in which, with
their usual ability, they develope the nature of a butyraceous or fatty

product which they had received from M. Deleschamps, and which
comes over towards the close of the process of distilling wines
with a view to the production of eau de vie or brandy. This oil

they found to be a mixture of an acid which they called oenanthic

acid, and of a compound of this acid with the oxide of aethyle,

that is, of oenanthic acid and oenanthic aether. Upon peru-

sing this paper I saw at once, from the experiments 1 had
already made, that the fatty oil of grain and spirit was iden-

tical with this mixture, with the exception that some third olea-

ginous material was present, which Liebig and Pelouze had not

found in what.they had operated upon. Upon this third substance

I have made some experiments, the results of which I shall probably
at some future period submit to the Academy. I have resolved, how-
ever, no longer to defer giving publicity to my experiments identi-

fying the fluid oils of grain and potatoe spirit, having had my
attention drawn by Dr. Kane to a recent volume of Poggendorff's

Annalen, containing a paper by M. Mulder, in which I find myself
anticipated on the other point ; and the butter of corn spirit is sat-

isfactorily shown to be what I had concluded it to be, not entirely

from my own experiments, but from a comparison of them with the

researches of Pelouze and Liebig. Mulder also notices the third

principle which is associated witti the oenanthic acid and oenanthic

aether, and des' ribes it under the name of oleum siticum. The object,

therefore, of the present communication is much more limited than
it was originally intended to be, professing only to announce the

detection of the potatoe-spirit oil of Pelletier and Dumas in fer-

mented infusions of the mixed grains employed by the distiller.

But as Mulder conceived his discovery of sufficient interest to ius-

tify him in giving it to the scientfiic world, I shall, I trust, be pardon-
ed for bringing an analogous fact under the notice of the Academy.

28
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The importance of the Ohio and Chesapeake Canal, as one of

the great works of the Union, has induced us to devote more

than usual space to the Report of Mr. Morris.

That portion which relates to the tunnel will be found highly

interesting, as descriptive of one of the largest works of this charac-

ter in the United States. .

report of ellwood morris, chief engineer of the chesapeake
and ohio canal.

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Line,

December Blsi, 1840.

To the President and Directors of the Chesapeake and Ohia Canal.

Gentlemen ;—Pursuant loyoar order of December 15th, 1840, direct-

in? me to repon,— l^l. Gener.illy upon the state of the work above dam
No. 6.--2nd. Upon its probable aggregate cost, and the amount of work
now done and to be done, &?. &c.

I have the honor ti subinii the following report, which, though somewhat
more general, will be found to comprise the 1st head of your instructions.

And with a view to perspicuity, l propose to treat the subjects considered

in three divisions :

1.—Entering succinctly into the history and design of the work, viewing
it as a route connecting the Wt stern waters with the sea.

2.—Treating of the canal now under construction from Cumberland, 50
miles dawn stream to diim No. G.

3.—Noticing briefly the condition and prospects of the finished Canal, now
navigated up stream from Georgetown to dam No. 6, 8 distance of 134
miles. -._ . ' ; •/''.:-.:;'";.;..

Work done during all 1S40, upon the 50 miles of uTiJinished Canal below
Cumberland.

- "••; : ,- WORK DONE. -
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From wTii;h deduct work done January 1st, 1841, 2,614.75T

And by thit estimate there will now be required to complete

the canal an expen ditureof 1.825,900

Bat my personal knowledge of the exact state of the unfinisLed line,

together with the procuress already made in the estimate I shall her-after

present, justifies me in the confident expectation that, by dispensing with

some works not absolutely necessary— by building the remaining locks of

rubble stone masonry (a mode not equal to that now adopted, but better

suited to your financial condition)—by modifying the construction of som«
other works, and—by the probable reduced rates at which, wiih present

prospects, the remaining work could now be let, an economical and judi-

cious outlay upon the works, of a sum not exceeding $1,600,000 more,

would enable you within 2 or 2^ years, to open the n;\vigation of the canal

from the Cumberland dam, throughout the 50 miles now unfinished, and
thereby to complete the long anticipated continuons navigation from the

county seat of Allegany, to tide water within the District of Columbia.

I.

—

On the General Design of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal.

The topography of the continent of North Afnerica, southward of the

great chain of lakes, is remarkably simple in its general features; it con-

sists o{ one magnificent valley—that of the Mississippi—of two mountain
ranges—the Rocky Mountains, and the Alleganies—and of two sea

slopes—the eastern draining into the Atlantic, and the western into the

Pacific Ocean.
Ab'jut three centuries ago. civilization first set foot upon the Atlantic

Slope, and extending her domain gradually along the seaboard^ it is

scarcely a single century since the first settlements were planted be-

yond the Alleganies, in the eastern margin of the great valley referred to.

But within this short period, our enterprising countrymen have extended
themselves so rapidly, as now to occupy the whole eastern slope of the

Mississippi valley and a portion of the western. The great central valley

having been mainly peopled by immigration from the Atlantic slope, and
much of the foreign trade in articles of western consumption being still

carried on throuo;h the Atlantic seaports, which afforded reciprocally a

market for the products of western industry; it was very natural that our
countrymen, both in the East and West, should early contemplate perfecting

the communications between their old and new homes, even by subduing
the obstacle, which nature had upreared in those numerous mountain ranges
known as the Alleganies. Accordingly, we witness the great States of the

seaboard, at immense expense, vieing with each other in establishing

mignificent lines of transportation, to secure to themselv;^s, as far as practi-

cable, the traffic of that vast basin from which they are separated by the lofty

crests of the Apalachian chain., } -<

Stupendous are the birriers interposed hv nature, but dazzling the sMike

they play for—costly must be the honorable stiife, but splendid the reward
accruing to that State which shall ulti.nately possess the most perfect line of

west^>rn comujunication.

The trade with the great West naturally divides itself into two distinct

branches—one light, detnandins: expedition, the other heavy, in which time
IS less an object ; with extraordinary facilities for both, nature has singu-
larly favored Maryland.
These advantages were early perceived and appreciated, hy those valiant

men who led the chivalry of the seaboard, in that ill-starred march, which
terminated on the fatal field near Fort Durjuesne! where Braddock fell a
victim to his inexperience in woodland warfare.
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There was one commander in that army whose quick eye was ever
ready to note topography for fiuure ust—who had aiitt'cedetitly pursued

his humble occupation of surveyor upon the margin of the Potomac, having
' been for some lime foited upon the present farm df Mr. G<or<re Catleit,

about 8 miles below yourtunnnel—and whose comprehensive mind quickly

,
grasped the advantage ofTered by the valley of the Potomac as a western

route, owing to that stream severing in succession every one of the

numerous rock^ ranges, known by the general name of the Allegany
Mountains.

This officer—Washington himself—was the early and steadfast patron

of improvements upon the line of the Potomac ; and soon after the revolu-

tionary peace, in fact on the 22nd of December, 1784, we find General
Washington silting aschairmm of a joint commission of Maryland and
Virginia, to take into consideration the propriety of improving the naviga-

tion of the Potomac to a point high upstream, and thence opening a road

to join the western waters.

This commission recommended to the Legislatures of the two States the

appropriation of a sum of money towards rendering tlie Potomac navigable

10 a point considerably west of Cumberland ; thence to form a road cleared

80 feet wide to the Dunker bottom, on the Cheat river, and thence to form
a batteau navigation to the Monongahela.

This action clearly indicates that Washington and his compatriots looked
Jpon the improvement of the Potomac merely as forming a link in a great
route west.

At that early period no one believed it practicable to surmount the Alle-

gany by a continuous navigation
;
the demonstiation of this momen;pus fact

was reserved for those able officers of Engineers, who, under the direction

of the U. S. Board of Internal Improvements, made in 1826, the preliminary

surveys for the present Cnesapeake and Ohio Canul, and who then esta-

blished, in a most scientific and conclusive manner, that the Alleganv sum-
mit of this work actually possesses a command of water ample to rtieet the

exigencies of trade.

In 1784 the Potomac Co. was chartered by the commonwealths of Ma-
ryland and Virginia, who subsequently commenctd operations under that

charter, and effected an essential amelioration of the navigation of the river,

especially at the Great and Little Falls
;
but their improvements being

found in 40 years to fall far behind the wants of the country, they were
superseded in 1824 by the charter of the present Chesapeake and Ohio
Canal Company, to whom all the rights, interests, and privileges of the

Potomac Company were ceded by a deed of surrender, dated the 16th of

May, 18^5.

The Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company was orsranized in 1825, and
on the 4th day of July, 1828, the first ground was broken upon the canal,

by his Exf-ellency John Quiocy Adams, then Chief Magistrate of the

Republic; since that day, wiih various fortune, this great work has strug-

gled onward, deserted within a few years by all her early patrons, except

the commonwealth of Maryland, in whose bosom alone she has of late

been fostered.

Alihouf^h this important enterprise isevidently destined for many 5'earsto

be nothing more than the Georgetown and Cumberland— or at the most, the

Baltimore and Cumberland canal

—

still as it was originally designed to con-

nect the western waters with the sea, by an artificial navigation, and as the

day will come when Maryland will find herself free from debt, and ready

perhaps to reap the fruits of her geographical position, it may be as well

to notice briefly the physical advantages which nature has lavished on this
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state, by laying through her bosom the only western route, possessinjr a
siiminit Sijfficientiv well watered to £fii;irantee tlip niainteiiunce of a cotiti-

nuous navigration across the mnuritiins; which by its superior economy
in the carriage of the heavy and slow trade, would iiievitihly enable its

proprietor to disregard and overthrow the competition of all the rival lines

in such a traffic.

Whoever studies a map of the United Slates, will perceive these facts

—

the Erie Canal turns the north eastern flank of the Ap ilachinn chain, by an
admirable water route; whils' Tennessee and Georgia with their improve-

ments turning its flink in the south western quarter, have been coaipelled

to resort to railroads; and of ail the western lines of transport buween
.? these limits, surmounting the crests of the Allegany, none are pra -ticable

'?• without a riihvay portag^e—save the Maryland route a'one
;

with this line,

but two can by any possibility enter into competition, :inl these are the Penn-
sylvania and Virginia routes, the relative ad vantiges of which will be per-

ceived by a comparison of the following tabular statements.

' ' '' VIRGINIA ROUTE,-
'-'''

'^ *
V^

From tide water on the seaboard to sleainboat navigation on the tees-

tern watcrx.

TERMINI.

'»i-? i*^

Richmond to Covington,
Covington to the Kanawha,

O
- a

- o

Canal
railr'd.

Tide water at Richmond to
steam navigation on KanawhaJ

a
3

a'

3

239
133

3
3

o —
S ?

Mixed 377

1987

1987

H
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The above information has been deduced from the ref orts of the Canal

Commissioners of Pfnnsylviir.ia.

'^ ' MARYLAND ROUTE, •

'
- J" •

From tide uater on the seaboard to steamboat navigation on the uestern

waters.

TERMINI.

Baltimore to Georpefown,
Georgetown to Piitsbur^,

•e »

3 2,

Canal
Caniil

r
n
3
w
3*

5
3

CD

Tide wster at Baltimore to

steam navigation at Pittsburg,
Simph

45

341

386

a 2.
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necessarily contract its dimensions, and it will then have a water way of

19 feet wide, and 7 feet maxiinura depth, a solid tow path of 5 feet clear

width, guarded by a brick parapet, and the soffit of the aich at the crown
will be 17 feet above the water[line of the canal—ihusoflering a convenient

and ample navigation for the transit of single boats or boats in a single line.

The excavation hewn throughout its course from the solid rock, has

been carried on by means of two sets of working shahs, wrought by horse

gins, the shafts being 183 and 122 feetderp respectively
;
and hIso by open

drift from the south portal, where the excavat( d materials were carried out

upon a railroad laid on the tunnel bottom, and thrown away as spoil bank
in the river. r -

^

The excavation has been uniformly advanced bybl.isting in two breasts,

first, the heading, being a cut of 12^ feet high next to the lunni 1; and sec-

ond, the bottoming, being a thor(jUj>h cut of 13 f»et deep, extending from
the floor of the heading to bottom of canal, or rather to the bottom of the

tunnel, which is one foot below.

Upon the 5th day of June, 1840, the heading, which by day and night

(Sundays excepted) had been wroucrht, without intermission, since June,

1837, was comp'eted and opened by effecting a junction btt.\een tne work-

ing proceeding north from the soulhem pnital.and that driving south from

the deep working shafts: the other shaft workings having been finished in

the year 1839.

This junction took place at a point 1503 feet inward from the south por-

tal, and 340 feet deep, beneath the surfice of the ground. Upon clt^a ring

the way for the instruments of the Enirineer, it was found that all the lines

and levels previously given in the several workings, under all the disad-

vantages caused by a transfer of levels down the shafts, by the smr.ke of

powder and by the darkness, -erified and coincided with extraordinary

precision, whilst the meeting of the workings was exact.

Very little trouble has been experienced in ventilating the workings of

this tunnel; no artificial n)eans having ever been either needed or resoited

to, except an occasional fire at the feet of the shafts, or in their man holes.

The working shafts, having been sunk in pair?, 15 fert clear apart, and
joined by suitable man holes, there was never any difficulty in producing a
circulation of air by the aid of fire, or in dirt ctin<r the pneumatic current

at will, either up or down a p;iiticuiar sh ift. And so pure was the air in

the heading, at 1500 feet from the south or open }ort:il, where no air

shaft or artificial ven'.ilation wns ever required, that I entertain not the

least doubt that a tunnel of the dimensions of this one miijht be driven in

such material, from an open portal, nt^ar half a mile under ground, without
other ventil ition than would be produced by the natural currents of air

from the open end. The British miners, in their coal workings, regard

300 yards lineal as the maximum length to be piven to drifts without air

shafts
;
but experience here indicates that, in works of this size, penetrating

a material which engenders no deUterious g-as, 500 yards lineal may be
drivpn with entire safety, and perhaps even far exceeded.

In November, 1839. when the two main workings had approximated
within 600 feet of each o'her. and were respectively 325 and 310 feet deep
under ground, the sound of the blasts in both workings was reciprocally

heard in each, through the intervening mass of solid rock, resembling a
dull tap with a hammer; and when they had attained a distance of 150
feet apart, the sound of the advancing hammers of the miners could be
heard through.

The drainage of this tunnel has never been very great, not having, at

any time, exceeded an average of four cubic feet of water per minute.
As but 1,502 feet lineal of the full section of bottoming now remains to
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be done, the tunnel excavation is in su'h a state of progress that, by pTfSa*

iny it vigorously, th<-ie would be no difficulty in bringing it alone to com-
pletion in 18 months; and inasmuch as the arching could and ought to be

commenced bi fore the excavation is all removfd, (because the packing be-

hind and over the arch is to be supplied by the spoil of the boltoming,) if

the manufacture of brick, which has bei n too longdclayed, was promptly
commenced, the arch and tow path could be finished, and the tunnel thrown
op' n to th'- n.ivigation within 30 months.

It was long hoped that aiching this work would either be dispensed with
entirely, or at the mott, that a short arch at the portals would be sufficient

;

but such is the character of the material, the absence of coherence between
the strata, and so extensive the fails of rock from the roof, which are con-

tinual y taking place, that, having carefuUy watched this work from its

very inception, I have come to the decided conviction that a thorough arch

is indispensable to the safe and unmierrupti d transit of boats.

As it has betn imasined by some that the arching would require a long
time, it may be as well to give an outline of the plan upon which I have

long contemplated proceeding \yiih this portion of the work, and by the

execution of which I have entire confidt nee that, with a heavy force, this

formidable arch, the ugh 3,1 18 feet long, and requiring about three and a
half millions of bricks, can beconstrmted in a single year: the bricks being

prepaied beforehand and delivered at the portals.

By the experiment of Col. Pasley, of the Royal Engineers, of Mr.
Brunei and others, the cohesive power of cement has been demoiistraled to

be so gn-at, that from 20 to 30 bricks, with their lonsest dimension verti-

cal, have been stuck out horizontally from a wall, by adding successively a
brick at a time as soon as the cement joint of the preceding one had set.

Acting upon the principle of cohesiveness here developed, possessed, as

it is in an etninent degree by the hydraulic cemtnt of the Potomac, which
I contemplate using in the arch at least, without any admixture of sand, in

order to procure a quicker set and firmer bond, I propose,

1— With a srong force, to raise both side walls up to the springing line

of the arch.

2— In sections of, sny 5000 feet, by reverse moulds and without center-

ing, to carry up the arch on both sides to the angle of repose, and bringing

into play the coherence of the cement, even above it, say to an angle of 40
or even 45 degrees, as may be determined at the time.

3—By a system of dei.iched centres, framed to leave open about 30 de-

grees of the crown, each supporting three feet lineal of the arch, and leaving

an interval of four or more teet to be sustained by the cohesive power of

the cement, to carry up the spandrels of the arch to an angle of 75 degrees

or within 15 decrees of the crown on each side.

4—By a very light centre, (capable of being handled by two men,) to

key up the crown in sections of 2 feet, shifting the centre crown continually,

(upon a platform carried by the detached system,) as each successive section

of the crown is keyed up and packed.

Those who are conversant with practical afTairs, will at once perceive

that, by working in long sections, course by course successively, the cement

will Set in one p.irt whilst the workmen are engaged at another; and that

by the division of labor indicated in the above outline, a very large force

can be employed upon the arch, and so organized as to finish <ach part in

detail; the most tedious portion, that of keying up, being limited, by the

mode of operation, to 30 degrees of the crown alone, or but one-sixth of the

semi-circle, can be advanced by working only from a single point, at the

rate of 10 feet lineal per day.

(Tb be concluded in ournext.)
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It is a common remark, that those subjects which appear most

familiar, are those upon which we have least accurate information.

Railroads are striking illustrations of this, at least as far as the

non-professional public are Concerned. It is true that a few gen-

eral notions are current, but these are rather poetical representa-

tions of what Railroads ought, or are to be, rather than correct de-

lineations of the actual state of the system. To those who, from

the duties of their profession, or from constant intercourse with

well-informed persons, are familiar with the subject, it may appear
" that we have underrated the amount of popular intelligence in re-

gard to Railroads—but an attentive examination will prove that

our statement is correct. The daily papers, although in some in-

stances affording praiseworthy exceptions, are generally far too

^ inaccurate in their general notices, while a conversation with Rail-

road Directors themselves will often confirm us in the opinion that

sound information is often most scarce where it is most needed.

But the best evidence of the truth of our position is to be found in

the avidity with which the most erroneous statements are copied

and promulgated without any correction, and sometimes with the

most fulsome praise of the " soundness of the views," the " happy

generalizations,*' etcw

We have been led to these remarks by observing the effect of an

article on the " Railroads of the United States," published some

time since in " Hunt's Merchants' Magazine," a journal in general

remarkable for the accuracy and usefulness of the information it

contains. This article, upon which we intend making some com-

ments, has been extensively noticed, without (as far as we have

known) a single correction, and in two instances has been, in part,

29 . ...... . - ......
'
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literally copied into the columns of daily papers as editorial, aftcl

in once case without even noticing the source whence it was takeil>

This was more remarkable, a» the portion extracted contained the

chief errors of the original. / ".;
I

The article in question contains a rather turgid, but tolerably

correct, view of the capabilities and prospects of the Railroad sys-

tem. The outline of the grand routes, either projected or executed,

is correct in its statements, and decidedly good. But what wc
most seriously object to, and, unfortunately, the very portion which

has attracted most notice, is a general view of the great expense

and unprofitableness of Railroads. We give the passage entire*

The Italics are our own. .1
" As regards the productiveness of Railroads, thus far, in the

United States, to their stockholders, be they States or individuals^

it is clear that as yet they have in general yielded but little profit,

considering the amount of their cost. This cost is depending, of
course, upon various local circumstances, such as the configuration

of the territory through which they pass, the amount of excavation

required, and the rocky or mellow nature of the soil. But even
establishing the fact, which must be conceded by everybody, that

railroads must occupy the place of ordinary roads, still the popula*

tion of the country must grow much more dense
; production, trade,

commerce, and transportation, must be much augmented before
they can all be very profitable sources of investment. Their cost

is generally/ great. Besides the expense of making the ground
nearly level wherever they pass, which is not required in ordinary
roads, ihe construction of tunnels through solid rocks, and of throw^
ing viaducts across rapid streams, a firm foundation must be made
along the whole line of their tracks, either of wood or stone,

wrought out at considerable cost. These tracks must, moreover, be

bound in a continuous line with thick bars of iron, cast in a peculiar

form, and up to this period, for the most part imported from
abroad. To this may be added the expense of the engines, which
is not generally less than several thousands of dollars ; the passen-
ger cars, which are constructed with great beauty, and enriched
with the same adornments that are required in the most costly pri-

vate saloon ; the wages of experienced engineers, and their attend-

ants ; and the sum paid to individuals for the user of the land
through which they pass, and for the wood which propels their

engines. It must be evident that the cost of these tracks, running^

through long lines of distance, must in a short time be accumulated
to a large sum, and a great amount of travel must be required, even-

to pay their expenses. Yet it is well knoivn, that only afew lines of
railroads in the United States have yielded dividends to their stock-

holders. It is to be hoped, however, that one important item will

be saved by the non-importation of iron from abroad, as mountains
of that mineral now slumber upon our land, inviting the pickaxe
of the miner. ;
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It would be unnecessary to point out to the professional reader

rthe errors of this paragraph, did we not desire to embrace the op-

portunity of insisting upon the duty of Engineers to render the

public a service, and advance the character of their own profes-

sion, by more frequent communications in our daily papers, and

other journals intended for popular circulation.

It is well known, to Engineers, if not to financiers, that some of

the best stocks now in the market are those of Railroads, which

have never been down to par since their completion. The readers

of the Railroad Journal have been so frequently presented with il-

lustrations of this important fact, that they need not to be convin-.

ced of what is already so evident. , "
..

V The next passage which we quote is a fair sample of the general

style of the article. ; j ;- .^ r ;

5 " The next consideration which naturally comes before the mind
in measuring the advantages of railroads, compared with other

means of transportation, is their danger, contrasted with other

roads. To be driven along through plains and valleys, some-

times within three inches of jaggy points of rock, at the rate of
twenty-five miles an hour, (but more generally at the rate of fifteen

miles,) often verging near the borders of deep rivers or steep ra- .

vines, by the power of strong engines, which, if they should run
off their narrow track, would be as unmangeable as the steed of
Mazeppa, and much more terrific in their struggles, is a matter, the

danger of which is to be well weighed, before it is quietly submit-

ted to ; and in order to adjudge the risk, we only have to compare
it with that of ordinary roads. The common roads, it is well

known, cannot be travelled without the chances of accident, at-

tended with injury. For example, the common road is often

rough, and filled with obstacles ; the carriage to which the horse is

attached may break down or be upset ; or the buckles and straps

which confine him may give way and affright the animal ; or the

carriage, placed high upon its axle, may be overturned. On the

other hand, the railroad cars, which in England ordinarily travel

twenty-five miles an hour, and in this country sixteen miles, are, in

the first place, perhaps, more dangerous from this very momentum.
The boiler may explode, the car run off its track, or a mischievous

boy may place an obstacle which will obstruct the passage of the

cars, or remove one of the bars ; the train may crash against the

points of rock that constitute the walls of its tunnels, or rush off

one of the steep embankments which border it. Yet the engines,

boiling with ambition, and seemingly with rage, have no latent pas'

sions, like those of the frightened or maddened horse ; the track is

A level track, easily to be coursed by the naked eye, for a long dis-

tance, and the engines are usually provided with large shovels,

which throw off from the path any obstacle which might oppose
its progress. Besides, the engine at full speed can be stopped, at

the distance of two hundred yards ; and even were the cars de-
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raolished by concussion, the train behind would, if it kept upon the

track, sustain only a temporary shock or delay. But we have ac-

curate data of the actual amount of the loss of life by railroads in

England, from well authenticated official reports, running down to

November of 1838 ; and from these reports it appears that in that

country there have been only ten passengers killed, out of forty-

four millions transported,"

It is much to be regretted that, in treating a subject which re-,

quires the plainest language and the strictest adherence to fact, sa

much poetical imagery should have been used. There is, and there

has been, no greater enemy to the cause of internal improvement

than the unbounded exaggeration which has Characterized the lan-

guage of those who, without knowing much of the matter, have

ventured to say a great deal. No sensible man will give credence

to that which appears to need such extravagant puffery ; and the

time has arrived when the discussion of Railroads and Internal

Improvement must be rather mathematical than poetical.

Specification of a Patent granted to Henry Montague Grover, 0/
*? Boveney, Buckingham, for an intended method of retarding and siopf'
*' ing Railway Trains. [Enrolled Nov. 2, J 840.]

The " mpthod" here patented, if not an improved, is at least an abun*

dantly "sinirular" one. From the lower frame of the carriage or truck, a

wooden block or box is suspended by a bar link, within about half an
inch, more or hss, of the wheel ; this box contains a large soft iron horse-

shoe, enveloped for iron helices for converting into a powerful electro mag«
net when its good offices are required. From these helices, wires pro--

ceed up into the carriage where a galvanic battery is situated, and with

which they can be connected at pleasure. Should any accident or other

circumst:ince render it expedient to retard or stop the train, connecting the

wires with the battery, converts the horse-shoe into a powerful itjagnet,

which, hanging within a "striking distance," catches hold of the rim of

the iron wheel, pressinsf itself and the wooden box against it, afler the matit

ner of the brakes usually employed. The patentee states that these electro-

rnagnetic brakes may be applied to one or more of the wheels of a train,

or the apparatus may be afiplied to one wheel, and its action transmitted to

other wheels by means of l.-vers. We apprehend Mr. Green has greatly

underrated the extent of pow< r required to arrest the progress of railway

trains, and the electro-magnetic power capable of being obtained by the

means he proposes

—

Mech. Mag.

Specification of a patent granted to William Peirce, of James's

Place, Hnxton. for impro cements in the construction of Locks and
Keys. [Enrolled Nov. 2, 1840.]

These locks, which are upon Barron's principle, with numerous tum-
blers, are furnished with a detector, consisting of a sliding bolt acted upon
by anyone or all of the tumblers; the opposite end of this sliding bolt is

joinied to a small lever, mounted on a suitable axis. Within a tube, op-

posite the lower part of the key- hole, a dart, or sharp-edged punch is placed
upon a stron? spiral spring; there is a notch on the under side of the

idart, in which the detector level rests, and holds the dart down upon thp
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compressed spring. On attempting to open the lock with any but the ori-

ginal key, one or other of the tumblers is over lifted, which, acting on the

detector level, releases the dart or punch which flits out through the key-

hole, wounding the hand that holds the key. The face of the punch being

in the form of a letter or figure, inflicts a wound that for several weeks iden-

tifies the aggressor ; these locks have therefore been termed Identifying

Detector Locks.

In order to prevent the accumulation of dirt, &c., within the pipe of the

key, a metal stop is fitted so as to work freely within it, being kept flush

with the end of the pipe by means of an internal spiral spring, which yields

to the pin of the lock when in use.

The claim is,— 1st. The mode of constructing detecting locks, 2nd.

The mode of applying spring stops to keys.

—

Mech. Mag.

For an Excavating Machine ; Joseph Hanchett, Coldwater, Branch Co.,

Michigan, February 28.

"The nature of this, invention consists in combining together a common
wagon, with a rising and falling frame containing a plough for loosening

the earth, and turning the same into the buckets of a revolving vertical

wheel placed behind the forward plough, and at the side of another plough;

which elevates the earth and deposites it at the side of the excava-

tion, or into a box or receiver on said wagon, or into a cart. Also in shap-

ing the side of the ditch by trail cutters behind; the whole being drawn
forward by animal power." The claim is to "the before described combi-

nation and arrangement of the elevating wheel, ploughs, adjustable frame,

and inclined trail cutters, for excavating and cutting ditches.''

This "plan will, we are convinced, add another to the many abortive at-

tempts which have been made to construct excavating machines for ditch-

ing and embanking, or for loading the excavated earth into carts, or other

vehicles. We are aware that there are in operation some very useful ma-
chines for excavating, but we do not know of any completely successful

effort to accomplish the purposes proposed by that before us. The object is

one of great importance, particularly in the prairie regions, and there are

several individuals now at work, seeking to obviate the objections to the

machines heretofore essayed. We think that they are, in general, aiming
at more than they will be able to efTect, but doubt not that some va^able
improvement will be made in this department of engineering.

—

Jour.

Frank. Inst.

Metallic Relief Engraving.— 1. Take a tablet of plaster of Pari^
and, having heated it, apply wax for absorption to all the faces save that

on which you intend your drawing to be, and to that one apply your draw-
ing, executed with lithographic ink, on lithographic transfer paper. Let
the side of the tablet on which is the transferred drawing be now dipped
in weak acid and water, and then permitted to absorb a solution of sulphate
of copper. By electro-metallurgy a deposition of copper can he made on
all parts stained with the sulphate. Ere this coating be too thick, let the
tablet be removed from the vessel in which this last operation has been
carried on, washed carefully, dried, and a mixture of isinglass and gin be
poured on it; its redundancy be gently blotted off with blotting paper till

the surface be level (i. e., the copper lines and isinglass cement be of the
satne height) : again, let the deposition take place, and again its succeeding
operation ; after which let common black lead be rubbed over the whole
surface ; and the deposition being removed, a copper mould, from which a
type metal block may be subsequently cast, is now formed.
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2. Draw with a pen dipped in warm isinglass colored cement, and whe»
}rour drawinjGT be dry, for an instant expose it to steam, and then coat it with
eaf gold. Proceei by electro-metallurgy, as in last method, and no cast

is necessary.

—

Atheneum.

Artesian Wells in the Oasis of Thebes.—M. Ayme, a French chemical
manufacturer, has been nominated by the Viceroy of Egypt civil and mil-

itary governor of the whole of the Oasis. This Oasis is 23 leagues in

length, and from two to four in breadth. That of Garbe, where there is.

also an alum manufacture, is about 20 leagues in extent. These two
. Oases contain, it is said, some excellent soil, calculated for raising indigo,

cotton, sugar, and madder; they are studded with Artesian wells, which
have been noticed by Arago. The ancient inhabitants used to dig square
wells through the superficial vegetable soil, clay, marl, and marly clay,

down to the limestone, from 20 to 25 metres in depth. The last rock
contains the water which supplies the wells, and is called by the Arabs
Agar el muya. In the rock, holes were bored from four to eight inches

in diameter. These holes were fitt(>d with a block df sandstone supplied

with an iron ring, in order to stop the supply, when there was danger of
inundating the country.

Wonderjul Artesian Well.— At last, after seven years assiduous toil and
boring, to the depth of 1700 feet! on the 26th February, M. Mulct, the

engineer, who had persevered against all discouragements in the enter-

prise, was rewarded, at the moment of withdrawing the iron rod, (as thick

as an ordinary axletree,) with a copious gush of warm water. At the

sight of it he exclaimed, not unlike the Greeks under Xenophon, on reach-

ing the sea, " Water ! water !" and in his working clothes rushed to the

Town Hall, where the municipality were in session, and bursting into their

midst, repeated "Water! water!" and they in turn cried "Huzza for

Mulot r
The site of this remarkable well, which continued to pour forth a full

and constant stream, was at the public slaughter-house, near the barrier

of Grenelle. 'Mulot was honored with a decoration in consequence of his

success. He is to be employed in piercing three other such wellji.

Crowds of curious persons had continued to visit the wonder, all carry-

ing away in vials and bottles portions of water, and some shaving them-

selves in public with the warm fluid. Ministers had also visited it. The
water will, it is supposed, suffice for the supply of the neighborhood of

Chaillot, of the Military School, and the Invalides. Warm baths for the

accommodation of the people are to be constructed and supplied from this

source. ^e

' Yiincing Copper and Brass.—M. Boettiger has succeeded in covering

plates and wires of copper, brass, pins, &c., with a brilliant coating of zinc.

His method is as follows:—Granulated zinc is prepared by pouring the

fused metal into a heated iron mortar, and stirring it rapidly with the pestle

until it is solidified. The metal thus granulated is placed in a porcelain

capsule, or in some other non-metallic vessel. A saturated solution of sal-

ammoniac is poured over it; the mixture is boiled; the objects to be ren-

dered white are now placed in it, previously dipped in dilute hydrochloric

acid: in a few minutes they are covered with a brilliant coating of zinc,

which it is very difficult to remove by friction. The galvanic action is

thus explained:—The double chloride of zinc and ammonium formed" is

decomposed by the zinc and the plate of copper; the chlorine disengaged

from the sal-ammoniac goes to the zinc ;
the ammonium is disengaged in

the form of gas, and the undecomposed sal-ammoniac combines with the
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chloride of zinc to form the double chloride, a very soluble and easily de-
'

composed salt. If, then, an exotss of zinc exists in the solution in contact

with the electro-negative copper, the salt is decomposed into its elements,;

and the reduced zinc is deposited on the tiegative copper.— Athcneum. ?

History of Steamboats.—The following facts, which are conden- i

sed by the Baltimore Sun from a lecture recently delivered before the

Baltimore Mercantile Association, will prove interesting: "In England,"

although the use of labor saving machinery had begun to be entertained by

many ingenious minds, yet its full development was at once stifled by the y

poor workmen, on [the one hand, lest they should lose the means of ob-v
taining bread for their families, and by the alarm which the rich enter- ;

-tained lest the poor thus deprived of employment should be thrown upon:
them for maintenance. But in America no such retarding motives were

;:

in operation. There was work for a hundred hands were there was but

one pair of hands to perform it. And this necessity developed the gtnius

of invention for which the people of this country have become so remarka-

ble. The brief history given by the lecturer of various inventions origi-

nated or successfully applied in the United States, was highly interesting,

and the description of the descent of the first steamboat on the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers, during the earthquake of 1811, held the audience in

almost breathless attention. The credit of having first applied vertical

paddle wheels to the sides of a boat, and for having first constructed a boatr
upon this principle, Mr. Latrobe contended, should be shared with
Mr. Rosevelt and Mr. Stevens; from the former of whom, he thinks,

the principle now so successfully applided to steamboats was obtained by
Chancellor Livingston and communicated to Mr. Fulton while Mr. Liv-
ingston was Minister to France. And had Mr. Fulton delayed but a few-

weeks his successful trial upon the Hudson, Mr. Stevens would have had
all the honor which now attaches to Mr. Fulton, for he was also building a
boat on the same principle, and finished it but a few weeks after Robert Ful-
ton's experiment with his boat. The original idea of vertical paddle
wheels applied to the centre of a boat is so curious that we will give it as

mentioned by the lecturer. Mr. Rosevelt, of New York, the same who
built the first steamboat on the western waters, and with his family descend-
ed the Ohio and Mississippi, during the fearful earthquake of 1811, while
a boy, amusing himself with making and launching tiny vessels, cutout of
a shingle the rude form of a boat; across the centre of this he laid a small
shaft, which projected over the side of his boat, he attached wheels with
four arms, similar to the wind mills which the boys are in the habit of ma-
king. Around the shaft he wrapped a piece of twine, and then to the end
of the twine attached a bent hickory spring. He then placed his little ves-

sel in the stream, and had the delight to see, that as the spring moved and
drew upon the thread and unwound it, the wheels were set in motion and
the boat moved forward upon the water. This was some twenty years be-
fore Fulton's successful trial upon the Hudson. After this, and before Mr.
Fulton was known in this matter, Chancellor Livingston, Mr. Rosevelt, and
Mr. Stevens, of Hoboken, were jointly engaged in the endeavor successful-
ly to apply steam to the propelling of boats. The lecturer said that he had
in his possession the correspondence which passed between these indivi-

duals at the time their experiments were in progress. Mr. Rosevelt wish-
ed to apply the wheels vertically, and at the sides ; but the Chancellor's
idea was that the true principle was in the horizontal wheel, applied to the
stern. The latter overruled, and thus the boat was constructed, and piu in
motion in the bay of New York. It proved to be a failure, as its speed
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was only about three miles per hour. The partnership was Iheh abandon-

ed ;
when Mr. Rosevelt applied his principle to the same boat, and found it

• to work admirably. But the boat was too weak to bear the central applica-

tion ot' power, and was racked so as to be unfit for use. Mr. R. then aban-

doned the prosecution of the matter for other and more pressing concerns.

About this time Mr. Livingston was sent as Minister to France, and there

met with Mr. Fulton. Encouraged by Mr. Livingston, the latter made
many experiments upon the Seine, not however, with the power applied ac-

cording to Mr. Rosevelt's idea
; but in all he was successful. He finally,

in New Yoik, turned his attention to the vertical paddle wheels centrally ap-

plied, and succeeded.''

Franklin Railroad.—The Hagerstown Torchlight slates that the

section of the above road between the Pennsylvania State Line and
Hiigerstown is completed, and the cars commenced runnig upon it on
Wednesday. The occasion was duly celebrated by the citizens of

Chambersburg and Hagerstown.

—

Baltimore American.

duicKER Yet.—The new Locomotive, " Owasco," with one passen-

ger car went from Auburn to Syracuse on Thursday last, distance

26 miles, in 52 minutes. This is the quickest trip ever made on the

road. The engine was built by Messrs. Dennis, Thomas and Wood
of this place, and is superior as a piece of perfect mechanism to any
thing we ever have seen.

—

Cayuga Tocsin.

; ; . [From the American RepertoryJ

j; , .. : ericksson's propeller.
Steamship Clarion, off Sandy Hook, April 14, 1841.

Capt. J. Erricsson—
Dear Sir

:

—The following memoranda of time and distance I

send you by the pilot, who is now about to leave us.

Left the Pier No. 1, North River, with a fresh breeze from

the S.W., at ........ .

Passed Quarantine, Staten Island, at . » . . .

Fort Richmond, a strong flood tide against us all the time, .

Passed ship Louisiana bound out, under all sail, at .

Engine making from 41 to 42 revolutions per minute, and

working as smooth as oil. I feel no more jar or annoy-

ance while writing this than you would feel in your room «

at the Astor.
'

Passed buoy off the Upper Middle, at . . . . . 4 20

Passed beacon on Romer, bearing E.N.E., distance 1-4 mile, 4 30

Sandy Hook light house bearing W., distance 2 miles, and

the pilot takes his leave of us, . . . . . . 5 00

We have not loosed a sail yet, and have had a fine chance to stow

our anchors, &c., and get all ready for sea. I have not time to say

more. Yours, &c.,. E. Duni»,
Comm'r Steamship Clarion.

h.
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ship at 4h. 50m., Sandv Hook light bearing west 2 mites. Distance
sailed, 21 miles in 2 hours 47 minutes, without canvass, against a
head wind and tide, with occasional snow squalls.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

John Turnure, Pilot.
New York, April 15, 1841.

The report of the following experiments having been alluded to

in our Journal, and the testimony of one party having been given,

we proceed to publish all the details, and in a future No. an exam-

ination of the subject may be expected.

[From the Journal of the Franklin Institute.l
'

NOTES OF AN EXPERIMENT WITH LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES. BY GEOROB
W. WA.ISTLER, ESQ., CIV. ENG. W. R. R.

It is the custom to speak and write of locomotive engines in re-

ference to their power, almost exclusively ; hence we frequently

see in the public prints notice of the performances of engines where
the extraordinary results (if they be extraordinary) are set forth to

show the superior power of the engine, and accompanied too with
remarks calculated, if not intended, to lead the reader to beUeve
that the builder, by some invention or peculiar mode of construc-

tion of his own, had succeeded in producing a greater effect from
the same cause than had heretofore been accomplished.

That one engine may be of superior power to another of course
is true

;
just as true as that one house may be of greater capacity

than another, and for the same reason ; because it is built to order
on a large plan ; but it must be equally true that an engine can have
no greater power than is due to the capzcity cf its boiler togenerate
steam, and that the effect produced by th^s puvvor can b ^ no greater

than is due to the available weight of the engine for adhesion. Yet
it is sometimes stated that the engines of one maker with less

available weight (weight on the driving wheels) than those of any
other maker, have superior power and will draw much heavier
loads.

To those at all acquainted with the present state of the locomo-
tive engines, and the mode of construction pursued by almost all

makers, both in this country and in Europe, to whom the causes for

effect are obviously of so definite a nature, and so perfectly limited

in every case—being subject to order—such statements and asser-

tions seem strange and unaccountable ; it is in fact to say that one
pound used as a power will produce a greater effect than another

pound,*or more distinctly, that the gravity of one pound is greater

than the gravity of another pound ; and it must be attributed to the

apparent inutility of contradicting such absurdities that these state-

ments have been permitted to pass unnoticed. But since it is so

apparent that few, if any, will take the trouble to investigate and
understand the causes and effects in this machine, but rather treat

all questions relating to it as matters of veracity, apparently regard-
less of the absence of all probability or even possibility of such ef-

fects from such causes, I am induced to offer the result of a recent
30
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trial on this road of two engines of different makers to ascertairl

their relative effective power.
I am the more induced to this, because I conceive the growing

faith in these oft repeated and undenied "statements of superior and
peculiar power, is not only injurious to the builders themselves, but
to the true interests of railroad companies.

It is of serious injury to railroad companies, because it induces
them, in the expectation of rapid improvements, to limit themselves
too closely in their first outfit, and then in the expectation of pro-
curii^ something of superior and peculiar power, they are induced
to go from maker to maker as each may set forth such claims ; thus
collecting a variety of pattern destructive of that uniformity in the

several parts of the engine, which by affording the facility of shift-

ing parts from one to another, or applying parts common to all, is

so essential to the economy and despatch of the operations of the

road. This variety of pattern and make on any road creates ai»

equal variety of opinion and prejudice among the agents of the
road, for and against engines of different makers, equally prejudi-

cial to the maker and the company ; when in fact there may not,

and among makers of reputation (so far as power is concerned^
there is not any other difference than may be the result of the ar-

chitectural fancy of the builder, sufficient, however, to destroy all

uniformity; and I am fully of opinion that this uniformity is of such-

importance, that all deviations should be avoided until the advanta-

ges of a change ai'e of such an obvious nature as to render a total

change desirable.

I presume the advantages of this uniformity in the parts of en-
gines cannot be doubted. I have no hesitation in saying (and my
experience leads me to it) that a given number of engines with per-

fect uniformity of parts, permitting the immediate shifting of partsr

from one to another, will perform more, much more work than the

same number equally good in themselves, but all differing from each
other, and that there are great advantages, t oo, in having all the

engines on one road of the same make, I think, will be admitted^

when, wherever this is found to be the case on any road ; there you
find the engines in the best order, and enjoying the best reputation ;

and whether this be the effect of the prejudices of those who use

them, or their faith and natural pride in the good qualities of their

engines where all are alike, instead of the variety of opinion, and
equally natural prejudice in favor or against engines of particular

makers where all are different ; the public is there less incommoded,
and the company less prejudiced by the delays consequent upon acci-

dents to, or defects in the engines.

Another injurious effect upon railroad companies, and likely to

be more serious in its consequences is, that this faith in the superior

zxiA peculiar power of engines, leads to expectations of almost un-

limited effects ; at least to such extent that almost any grade could

be ascended without the least inconvenience : in short, expectations

that could never be realized without some special dispensation of
the law of gravity ; yet in conformity with these expectations, it is

frequently urged that roads should be constructed (with reference to*
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cheapness) to conform nearly to the natural surface of the groundU
regardless of steep grades, since engines had been invented, or cer-

tainly soon would be, with power to ascend the steepest as easily as.

they had heretofore on a level—and engineers are not unfrequently

placed in the embarrassing predicament to be overwhelmed with

facts and statements ! in relation to the superior and mysterious ef-

fects of engines, depriving them of the immutabiUty of nature's law
of gravity to found an argument on.

The locomotive is a steam engine of the most simple form, and
the general plan of construction pursued by almost all makers is

essentially (so far as power is concerned) the same. The boilers,

the source of power in all, are similar,* being cylindrical, hori-

zontal and tubular ; the only difference being that some have square
or rectangular furnaces, and others have circular or rounded fur-

naces ; each, however, being able to generate steam sufficient to

overcome the adhesion due to the weight of the engine ; indeed,

this is understood by all good makers to be a necessary condi-

tion, and all that I am acquainted with accomplish it.

The reciprocating motion of the piston is applied directly by
means of slides, and a connecting rod to produce a circular motion
of the wheels, either by a crank in the wheel axle, or (which is the

same) to a pin in the spoke of the wheel ; the effect is precisely the

same in both, and if the adhesion between the wheel and the rail

be greater than the resistance to progressive motion . of the engine

and train (from friction and gravity) then will the whole advance ;

but if it be not, and there be steam power sufficient to overcome
what adhesion there may be (and all engines have this power)
then will the engine and train remain stationary, while the wheels
turn round, slipping on the rails ; and no additional application of
steam power can cause it to advance ; to say otherwise would be
to say, that if I (having strength sufficient) should break a lever in

attempting to lift a weight, another, because he has greater strength^

could lift the weight with the same lever !

Yet this is what the public are made in a great measure to believe

by the statements we so frequently see of the extraordinary perfor-

mances of engines. It must be clear then, that the limit to the

power of any locomotive engine to propel trains is the adhesionjif
its driving wheels to the rails, which adhesion is at all times, and
under all circumstances, in proportion to the weight on the driving

wheels ; and although this adhesion is not the same (in amount) un-
der all circumstances, varying as it is well known, with the condi-

tion of the rails, as effected by the state of the weather, &c. ; yet it

is always the same with all engines under the same circumstances ;

hence the relative effective power of any two engines—power to

propel trains—must be strictly in proportion to the volwle toeight on
ike respective driving wheels of each ; which will be seen to corres-

pond with the result of the trial.

I give you the statement as made at the time, officially, to the

* This is not strictly correct, vertical tubulir boilers are used on engines in Maryland to
& considerable extent, and various forms have been adopted in England for the boilers of
looomotiveB on both common, and railroads. Com. Pub.
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'resident of the Corporation, for the information of the Board of
3irectors.

Engineers' Office, Western Railroad, )

Springfield, August 24th, 1840.
)

f Thomas B. Wales, Esq., President W. R. R. Corporation.

Dear Sir :—In accordance with the leave granted'to Mr. Richard
ImHy, by vote of the Board of Directors of the 11th of April

last, to place an engine on this road for trial, he arrived at our depot
here on Thursday afternoon, with a locomotive engine, constructed

by Mr. WilHam Norris, of Philadelphia ; the engine is of the lar-

gest class ; on eight wheels, four being drivers of four feet diame-

, ter ; her cylinders are twelve and a hzilf inches diameter, and length

of stroke twenty inches.

It was arranged that the trial should be made next moring with
this engine, to ascertain what load she could draw up the plane on
this road, next to our depot here

;
(it being the maximum grade

tasi of the Connecticut river) and also to see if one of the corpora-

tion engines could draw up the same plane an equal load in pro-

portion to the weight on its drivers.

The foot of this plane intersects the level through the depot yard
about two hundred feet from the passenger house, and rising at the

rate of 60 feet per mile for 8,200 feet, then at the rate of 66 feet

per mile for 2000 feet, then at the rate of 46 feet per mile for 700
feet, and thence to the top, at the rate of 60 feet per mile, is two
and forty-four hundredths miles in length.

The engines being ready with full tenders of wood and water,

and steam up, were brought to the platform scales to be weighed

:

the object being not only to ascertain ihe whole weight of each en-

gine, but what portion of the whole weight is brought to bear on
the driving wheels of each ; it is known too, that when the steam is

applied to give motion to the engine, the effect is to alter the distri-

bution of the vv;:ight of t^^e engine between the forward and driv-

ing wheels, relievinsr the former of a portion of their weight and
placing it on the latter. Measures were taken in the weighing to

ascertain the extent of this change ; this was done by placing each
engine, first, with the forward wheels on the platform scales ; the

tender, being attached to the engine, was chained to the track to

prevent the advance of the engine when the steam was let upon
the piston, that the effect might be exhibited by the scales

;

this eflbct was to relieve the forward wheels of a part of their

weight.

The driving wheels were next placed on the platform, the ten-

der chained to the track as before, and the steam applied ; the ef-

fect was to increase the weight on the driving wheels.

The results of the weighing are as follows :

—

Engine " America," built by Norris.

Weight on driving wheels, 17,550 lbs.

Po. forward wheels, 11,590

Total weight of engine, 29,140 lbs,
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Weight of Tendert {eight wheeled) tvood and water.

Weight on forward truck, 13,050 lbs.

Do. hind truck, 12,870

Total weight of tender, t^^
"

25,920 lbs.

Weighing under Pressu-e of Steanu

Weight on forward wheels without steam, 11,590 lbs.

Do. do. do. with steam, y j Vrv 0,650

Difference, ^ ;:^ . . 1,940

Weight on driving wheels without stean^fl ;.';>-•.- . :^ 18,620

Do. do. do. with steam, ,:.;^' 20,010

(': Difference, v. -ivr 1,390 .

After this engine had performed her trip, she was placed again

on the platform scales, it having been observed that she worked
under higher pressure of steam up the plane than when on the plat-

form at the first weighing ; at this weighing the result was as

Allows :

—

:: .• : ;; .XS;,;?^'"

Weight on the driving wheels without steam, 19,220

Do. do. do. do. with steam, 21,070

;. \ . ./ Diflference, - - - • " 1,850

It will be seen that these several weighings differ in their results

;

this may be attributed, in part, (in the cases where the weights of
the same parts of the engine differ when weighed without the action

of steam) to a different state of the water in the boiler, and to the

fact that at the first weighing of the driving wheels, the engineer
and fireman were both off the foot board ; but I am inclined to be-

lieve from the very great difference between the first and last weigh-
ing, which last was made with great care, that there must have been
some error in reading off the first weight.

The difference in the weights under the pressure of steam may
be attributed to the different positions of the cranks at the time of
weighing, since the effect would vary from a maximum to nothing,

depending upon their position.

Taking the weights, however, as they were recorded. .i*

The first weight of the drivers without steam was 17,550 lbs..

Add weight taken from forward wheels by first weigh-
ing with steam, 1,940

Total weight on drivers in operation by first weighing 19,490
Second Weighing.—On drivers with steam, 20,010
Third Weighing.—On drivers with steam, ...-.<. 21,070

f
- ——___

3)60,570

Mean weight on drivers in operafffon 20,100
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Engine " Suffolk^ built at Lowell.

Weight on drivers,

Do. on forward wheels,

Total weight of engine.

Tender (four wheeled) wood and water,

Weighing under Pressure of Steam.

Weight on drivers without steam,

Do. do. with steam, '^-^''^S:. ,:'^^|

Difference, .,

Weight on forward wheels without steam, :'* f
Do. do. do. with steam, •

• ^.. Difference, "-

First Weighing.

Weight on drivers without steam.

And weight taken from forward wheels,

Total weight on drivers in operation, first weighing,

Second Weighing.
,

Weight on drivers without steam.

16,150 lbs.

7,480

23,630

14,000

16,075 lbs.

17,150

1,075

7,480

5,700

1,780

16,150 lbs.

1,780

17,930

17,150

-, 2)35,080

17,540Mean weight on drivers in operation,

The effective weight (weight on the drivers) of the

"America," Norris' engine, is 20,190 lbs.

That of the " Suffolk," Lowell, is 17,540

Immediately after the weighing was completed, the " America'*

was attached to a train, consisting of twenty-seven cars, and started

on the level at the foot of the plane within about 400 feet of the

plane, commenced ascending with a velocity of about seven miles

per hour ; ascended about one mile, gradually diminishing the ve-

locity until the adhesion of the drivers being overcome, the wheels
slipped, and the train stopped, not being able to proceed further up
the plane with the load ; returned with the train down the plane to

the starting station. Mr. Imly was requested to take such load as

he thought the engine would take up the plane at a speed not less

than six miles per hour ; he detached six cars; started again with
twenty-one cars, gross weight, 259,698 lbs. ; with this load she as-

<5ended the plane, with steadiness to the top in twenty-six minutes,

.being at the rate of 5.63 miles per hour.

The engine returned again, with this load, to the starting place,

when the " Suffolk" (Lowell) was attached to the same train, leaving

off four cars, taking seventeen cars, gross weight, 198,042 lbs. ; with
this load she ascended the plane to-the top in 14| minutes, being at

the rate of 9.92 miles per hour.
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It was supposed when this trial was made, that the train would
give a load to this engine equal to that taken by the " America," in

proportion to their effective weights ; but it was found, after weigh-

ing the cars, that the load was deficient.

The ** Suffolk" was again attached to the train, with nineteen

cars; gross weight, 234,218 lbs.; with this load she ascended the

plane to its top in 21^ minutes, being at the rate of 6.8 miles

per hour.

The whole load of the " America's" train, Tender included, was

Tender, 25,920 lbs,

21 cars, 259,698 •

Total, 285,618

That of the " Suffolk's" train. Tender included, was
Tender, 14,000

19 cars, 234,218

Total, 248,218 l-V;:)

Effective weiglit of the " America,*' 20,190 - :

Do. do. do. "Suffalk," 17,540 :",:;-:;
17,540X885,612

Then = 248,129 lbs., the load the "Suffolk"

2,190

should have taken; she did take 248,218 lbs., thus showing that the

effect produced by each engine, except in speed, was as it should
be, equal.

The greater speed of the " Suffolk" is most probably due to the
greator diameter of her driving wheels : as the velocity of both trains

was such—being small—the difference between them may not have
materially effected the resistance.

The engine " Suffolk" is on four wheels, two of which are driv-

ers, four and a half feet diameter. Cylinder twelve inches in diame*
ter, and eighteen inches stroke. Pressure of steam in the boiler,

ninety pounds. Pressure of steam in the boiler of the ** America,*^

one hundred and thirty pounds.

RBPOAT OF THE TRIAL OF THB ENGINE AMERICA, FROM BOSTON TO
SPRINGFIELD, WEDNESDAY, t9TIf AUGUST, 1840.

The undersigned a miniority of the committee appointed to attend the

trial of an engine, made by William Norris, Esq., of Philadelphia, and
who were also charged with a communication, from George W. Whistler,

Esq , respecting the engines and cars required for the railroad west of the

Connecticut, respectfully report,

—

That on Wednesday, the 19th of Aagust last, an engine made by Mr.
Norris, called the "America," accomfMinied by an eight wheel tender

•rrived in Boston, and was attached to a train of thirty seven freicht cars

taken indiscriminately from those in use, in the Western and Worcester
Bail roads.

The *• Eagine" was a beautiful piece of workmanship, encircled by aii'
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rica,"—And it is also proper to remark, that the freight cars were not in

perfect order, several of the wheels, causing an excess of friction by coming
in contact with the sides of the cars, and the line of the draft being rather

too high for the engine, while the Worcester Road is considered out of

line ; and there was reason to believe that if the road had been in good
order, the " America" could have carried the same load with greater speed,

and without the aid of sand, in a train of eight wheel cars, of approved mo-
dern construction.

The weather continuing fine, Mr. Imlay, the agent of Mr. Norris, con-

cluded to try the engine on the Western Railroad, with the same train of

freight cars and lading she had drawn from Boston, and a single passen-

ger car.

With these she ascended the grade of 42 feet at New Worcester, but

stopped at or near the summit, the load being too heavy. At this point the

agent detached 5 freight cars, laden with plaister weighing together 58,483
Jbs., and a passenger car, leaving the lend attached to the "America"
423,624 lbs., of which rather more than 130 tons was merchandise. With
this she started upon the grade, and proceeded to Charlton, passing over the
summit level, which is the highest point between Boston and Springfield, in

a very handsome style. Her time from Clapvilie to Charlton, 4^ miles, as

taken with great care by the undersigned, was 39 minutes over an ascend-

ing grade, the entire distance, no part of which, as he is informed, was less

than 30 feet, and 2^ miles of which was 48 feet to the mile. Her average
speed, from Clappville to Charlton, was 6f miles per hour, and her lowest

rate, near the summit, was about 4j miles per hour. ^^

Although this performance fell short of the sanguine expectation of Mr.
Norris, it was highly creditable to the Engine, and very satisfactory to the

miniority of your committee. It demonstrates to his entire satisfjiction, that

such an engine will carry with ease, from Boston to Springfield, a load

exceeding 100 tons of merchandise, as an ordinary daily duty. And he
was the more, gratified with the performance of the America in passing

the Charlton summit, with more than 130 net tons of merchandise,

when he recurs to the fact, that our engineer, no longer since than March
last, reported to the committee of investigation of the stockholders of this

company, that the engines now in use on tht> Western Road, were compe-
tent to drr.w 59 tons between Boston and Springfield, and have, as he is

informed in no instance drawn over 70 tons over the road. And he is satisfied,

that we may now assume, as a basis, for estimating the cost of transporta-

tion, between Boston and Springfield, that at least 100 tons may be drawn
in a train. After passing the high grades, on the Western Railroad, your
committee considered their duties performed, and separated, after delega-

ting to Mr. Jackson the office of attending to the weight ofthe engine, who
proceeding to Springfield, and ascertained her weight to be 29,140 lbs., the

weight upon her four drivers, when at rest, to be 18,620 lbs.

On the day after the arrival of the " America" and her train at Spring-

field, and in the absenceof all the Committee, except Mr. Jackson, it was pro-

posed to try her on the 66 feet grade, at Springfield, and with one of the

Lowell Engines, the "Suffolk." This trial was made, and the result, is

given in the annexed report of the Enijineer.by which it appears, that the

America carried up the plane, including 21 cars and tpndt^r, "a load of

285,618 lbs." in 26 minutes, and the "Suffolk" a load of 248.218 lbs. in
21 J^ minutes, by which it would appear that the "Suffolk" performed as

much in proportion to the weight on the drivers as the America, and in
less time.

The latter is also reported to hare worked with a pressure of 130 lbs. to
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the inch, while the Sufiblk worked with a pressure of 90. If this experi-

raent, tried in the absence of a majority of the tZ)ommittee, be a test of their

comparative power, it would appear that the America possessed no decided

advantage over the Sufiblk with respect to power;: bmtbe miniority of your
committee is not prepared to decide upon a single expjsriment, which may
he, and often is fallacious, A'here comparisons are instituted and a predilec-

' tion for one or tbeother engine may inftucnce the judgment ; and he places

less reliance on this experiment, inasmuch as the Suffolk performed far more
than she had done in her former trials while the America performed less;

the load carried by her over the Charlton Summit the day previous being,

by a computation made by the miniority of the Committee, equivalent to a
load of 340,000 lbs. on the Springfield Plane, over which she carried

285,618 lbs.

The miniority of your committee cannot acquiesce in the results or re-

commendations of Mr. Jackson appended to- the report of the majority,

considering it altogether unjust to assume as a basis, for the ealculatioik

lade by him, the weight upon the drivers of the America, after her descent

from the Plane, and the weight upon the drivers of the Suffolk, before her-

ascent. Strict justice required that they should be weighed under the same
circumstances.

Neither can he concede that the weight upon the drivers is the sole

. measure of the power of a locomotive, having satisfied himself that (hough
an important element in furnishing poAver, its efRcacy is materially in*

creased or diminished by the steam power of the engine, the arrangement,
and construction o( the mechanism, the proportion and adaptation of the

parts of the Hiachine, the line of draft, and the mode of applying the ^

power.

With respect to the America, it was apparent that she moved with great -

ease, both to herself and the road, that her motion being more equal, was lass

injurious than that of all four wheel engines, both to herself and the rail,

while she is less liable to fly the track.

The undersigned has also been informed by the directors of numerous
railroads, that the construction of the NorrisEngineis far less complicated

than that of the Lowell Engine, and that, of course, they are far less liable '

to expensive repairs, and when injured, are more easily repaired. And it'

is important to remark that the repairs of our locomotives consume a large

portion of the profits of our railroads^ And he would consider it altoge>

ther impolitic upon a road which must require a large number of engines^

to order more until a thorough investigation has been made into their

comparative merits. To determine with accuracy the relative powere
of the " Lowell" and " Norris" Engines, further trials must be requi-

site.

And these trials and further inquii'ies are al.<!o requisite, to show their

comparative consumption of fuel and other qualities, among which the
minority of your committee consider a liability to expensive repairs or free-

dom from such liability, most material. And he is led to dwell more partp-

eularly on this subject, because he is informed that the average expense of

keeping the Lowell Engines in repair, on the Eastern Railroad, is at least

$15,00 per annnm, while Mr. Norris will guarantee his for $500 each per
year.

He would, therefore, recommend the trial of farther experimente, and
would particularly recommend that a load of 100 tons of merchandise in

30 cars be provided at Worcester, and the same be drawn from Worcester
to Charlton on the same day by the Suffolk and America, and that an ac-

curate account he kept of the time and fuel consumed by each ; and before
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leaving this subject, he would remark that it would be doingf injustice to

the SuSblk, did be not «ay that her performance on the Springfield Plane
was highly creditable to her, and indicates that she may possibly draw a
much targer load over the Charlton summit than was originally antici-

pated. With respect to the other subject confided to your committee, the re-

port of Major Whistler respecting the engine and cars required for the

route west of the Connecticut, he would unite with the majority in report-

ing, that it is expedient to order four eight-wheel passenger cars, as recom-
mended by Major Whistler, and would farther recommend that two of

these cars be provided with water closets, and saloon for ladies, and that all

. he furnished with the vibrating plates in use on the railroads in the Middle
States.

With respect to the freight cars, the minority of your Committee haa
made diligent inquiry, and has ascertained that the four wheel freight car

is now gradually going out of use, and it is generally regarded in Pennsyl-
vania, Maryland, and the Southern States, as much inferior to the eight

wheel freight car.

The principal objections made upon our road to the eight wheel freight

cars, are two. First, that they maybe too large for the amount forwarded

to the way depots. Second, that they require more labor to move them at

the different stations.

With respect to the first objection, he would remark, that we already
have at least single freight cars, which seems to be a liberal provision for

the side depots, where little business is transacted, while the business at

these depots, is increasing, and must continue to increase.

With respect to the second objection, he believes that it arises from the

clumsy and defective construction of the few double cars in use in this sec-

tion of the country, which has disaffected the operatives at the depots, and
if these objections could not be easily obviated, the double cars are reported

to have such decided advantages, that they are entitled to a preference. A
good car of this description will carry from 10 to 12 tons of merchandise,

with less jar and injury to the freight than a single one; is more conve-

nient for stowage ; will conform to the curves of the road, diminish the

length of the trains, and the resistance of the wind, and do least injury to

the track, will also be safer, and less liable to fly the track. He would,

therefore, recommend that the committee and engineer be requested to pro-

cure from Pennsylvania, or Maryland, a double car of the most approved
construction, and an order to be given to our manufacturers here to make 19

more to correspond.

With respect to the engines to be used west of the river, it should be

borne in mind, that we shall doubtless have occasion for a considerable

length of time to use 15 milps of the track of the Hudson and Berkshire

Road, the flat bar rail of which is entirely inadequate to sustain a four

wheel engine with 4 tons on each driver, and if we should order engines

similar to those in use east of the Connecticut, they could not pass *

from Pittsfield to Albany. As the number upon our road will beincreased

by the addition of two new engines from Lowell, and during the com-
ing winter, it is not probable that more than one train per day will be

required between Springfield and Chester, they would respectfully re-

commend that no more engines be ordered until farther experimeuts

have been made, and farther information obtained, as to the costs of

r^airs. /

All which is respectfully submitted by
(Signed) E. Hamet Dsttsr.

A Minority of the Committee y
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ON THE PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRO-MAGNETIC MACHINES.

Professor Jacobi, of St. Petersburg, infers, from his experiments,
the following laws in reference to the magnetism developed by the
application of the galvanic current.

1. The amount of magnetism produced in malleable iron by a
galvanic current is proportioned to the force of the current.

2. The thickness of the wire composing a helix, and surrounding
an iron rod, is of no consequence, provided the number of turns

of the helix, and the force of the current, remain the same. •

.

With thin wires, however, a more powerful galvanic battery must v

be used, in order to overcome the resistance in the conductors.

3. Generally, in practice, the influence of the coil may be ne-

glected.

4. The total action of the electro-magnetic helix upon the iron

rod, or core, is equal to the sum of the effects produced by each -

coil separately.

5. The maximum of magnetic effect is obtained from a gal-

vanic current, when the total resistance of the conducting wire, ..

which forms the helix, is equal to the total resistance of the battery.

6. When the diameter of the iron cylinder forming the core of
the helix is increased, the length remaining the same, the force of
magnetism developed by a given current is increased in the same
proportion.

7. A variation in the length of the core only influences the

result by admitting a greater number of turns of the helix upon it.

8. The attraction of electro-magnets is proportional to the

square of the force of the galvanic current, by which they are •

formed.
In the last trials made in propelling a boat twenty-eight feet long,

'

seven and a half wide, and drawing two feet and three quarters

of water, on the Neva, a velocity of three miles an hour was
kept up. The boat carried twelve to fourteen persons. Professor

Jacobi remarks that this is the velocity attained by the first

steamboat.

In reference to the practical application of electro-magnetic

power. Professor Jacobi gives the following rules. 1st. The max- ;

imum of mechanical effect is proportional to the square of the num-
ber of voltaic elements, multiplied by the square of the electro- ,

motive force, and divided by the resistance of the voltaic circuit.

The co-efficient by which these values must be multiplied to give

the ctfect, depends upon the quality of the iron forming the electro-

magnets, the form and arrangement of the rods, and the distance

between their ends. A battery of platinum and zinc plates pro-

duces two or three times the effect of a similar one of copper and
zinc. 2nd. The force of the machine varying directly as the square

of the number of coils in the helix, and the velocity inversely as

the same square, the maximum power is independent of this number.

It is also independent of the dimensions of the electro-magnetic

rods. 3rd. The attractive force of the electro-magnets, or pressure

of the machine is proportional to the square of the force of the

current. 4th. The economic effect, or the available power divided
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by the consumption of zinc, is expressed by the relation between
the electro-motive force and the co-efficient spoken of under the

first head. 5th., The consumption of zinc while the machine is at

rest is double that when producing the maximum effect.

Professor Jacobi concludes his remarks thus :

—

" I consider that there will not be niuch difficulty in determining
with sufficient precision the duty of one pound of zinc, by its

transformation into the sulphate, in the same manner that in the

steam engine, the duty of one bushel of coal serves as a measure to

estimate the effect of different combinations.* The future use and
application of electro-magnetic machines appears to me quite cer-

tain, especially as the mere trials and vague ideas which have hi-

therto prevailed in the construction of these machines, have now
at length yielded to the precise and definite laws which are confor-

mable to the general laws which nature is accstomed to observe
with strictness whenever the question of effects and their causes

arise. In viewing, on the other hand, a chemical effect, the interme-

diate term scarcely presents itself In its present case, it is magnetic
electricity, the admirable discovery of Faraday, which we should

consider as the regulating power, or, as it may be styled, the logic

of electro-magnetic machines."

* It may be recollected by our readers that we pointed out a

method by which the expense of working an electro-magnetic en-

gine might be estimated in our article upon that subject, published

in 1839. It is gratifying to find that men of science are pointing

to this as the true method to ascertain the real progress of the

invention. That the *' duty" may be ascertained from the same

data is but a consequence of the positions of Prof. Jacobi.

A PROSPECTIVE VIEW OF PENNSYLAANIA IN RELATION TO H«R SYS-

TEM OF INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS, WITH SPECIAL REGARD TO THE
PROPOSED PHILADELPHIA AND PITTSBURG RAILROAD. No. 2.

:' The natural advantag^es which have decided the location of commercial

cities, and have administered to their growth and prosperity, it is true will

always continue to operate in their favor. The easier access of Balti-

more to the sea constitutes one of its natural superiorities over Philadelphia.

But, on (he other hand, we must admit, on the authority of experience, that

such natural advantages may, in a very considerable degree, be counter-

balanced, first, by the influence of superior capital, and secondly by the

effect of artificial communications. >/

_

Steamships may reach as readily the port of Philadelphia as the port

of Baltimore, or other commercial places, and we can by means of rail-

roads form ail the connection with the interior we may desire.

Let us now look into the merits of the proposed route for a continuous

railroad from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh, and examine what its prospects

are when compared with rival routes.

The distance by the Baltimore and Ohio railroad from Baltimore to

Pittsburg, according to the last report of the engineers on that work, will

be three hundred and forty miles. There are numerous steep grades upon

that line, particularly in the mountain section. There occurs on the east-
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em slope of the Alleghany mountain a grade of sixty-six feet per mile of
twenty-two miles in length. A similar steep grade will occupy the west-

ern slope, but only to a small extent. There are also steep gradients and
short curves between Harper's Ferry and Baltimore.

Now, according to the report of the engineer, the distance from Harris-
burg to Pittsburg, by the preferred route, called the middle route, which
runs up the valley of the Juniata and Little Juniata, and ascends by the

slopse of the latter stream the summit of the Alleghany mountain, thence

descends to Ebensburg, and pursuing the valley of the Black Lick, cioss-

es the Conemaugh river below Blairsville, and continues in a very direct

course through the county of Westmoreland, and by the valley of the

Monongahela, finally reaches Pittsburg. The whole distance by this

route is two hundred and forty-two miles, and adding to it the distance

from Philadelphia to Harrisburg, of one hundred and sixty miles, we have
the total distance from Philadelphia to Pittsburg, three hundred and forty-

eight miles, with no grades exceeding forty-five feet per mile, and but a
very moderate proportion of curvature.

We understand, however, from a private conversation with the Engi-
neer, that there are reasons to believe that a farther saving of distance of

about ten miles may be effected by more minute surveys, and thus the whole
distance would be reduced to three hundred and thirty-eight miles, two
miles less in distance than the line from Baltimore to Pittsburg. But we
all know, that in comparing two lines of railroad, we have to consider the

gradients as well as the distance.

The total rise and fall on the Philadelphia and Pittsburg line will be
considerably less than on the Baltimore and Ohio line, and the grades on
the former route are not as variable as on the latter. Thus it is establish-

ed by the Engineers that the virtual distance from Baltimore to Pittsburg

will be greater than from Philadelphia to Pittsburg, and that, therefore,

Philadelphia can compete successfully with Baltimore in the advantage-

ous transportation of goods and passengers to the west, vice versa.

Now let us turn our attention to New York. This commercial empo-
rium has been aroused from its lethargy by the efforts of Boston in form-

ing a continuous railroad communication to the lakes, and is now actively

engaged in prosecuting with vigor the New York and Erie Railroad and
the New York and Albany Railroad, and the good earnest which they

show in this cause, leaves liUle doubt that these two lines will be comple-

ted at an early period.
'

It is stated by Mr. Schlatter, that when Cleveland on Lake Erie, is ta-

ken as the western termination of the different routes, the distance from
New York to Cleveland by the New York and Erie Railroad, and thence

by the Lake, is 654 miles. The distance from Cleveland to Pittsburg by
railroad is estimated at one hundred and thirty miles, which makes the to-

tal distance from Philadelphia to Cleveland four hundred and seventy-

eight miles, therefore one hundred and seventy-six miles less than from

New York to Cleveland. At the same time, it should be remembered
that the grades upon the New York and Erie Railroad will be less favora-

ble than upon the Philadelphia and Pittsburg Railroad.

The nearest route from New York to Phiadelphia is eighty-five miles.

Add to this four kundredand seventy-eight miles, and we have the total

distance from New York to Cleveland, via Philadelphia and Pittsburg,

five hundred and sixty-five miles, therefore ninety-one miles less than the

distance by the New York and Erie Railroad.

What inferences are we to draw from these important facts % Nothioff

Itanthat, in the natural course of things, when a continuous line of rail-
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road shall be establibsed from Piladeiphia to Cleveland, via Pittsburg.'the

New York merchants will send their goods to the west by way of Phila-

delphia, and that the Philadelphia merchants who import their goods di-

rectly, will have a decided advantage over those of New York.
The construction 'of a railroad from Pittsburg to Cleveland, will, there

is no doubt, be undertaken as soon as the Harrisburg and Pittsburg Rail-

road is commenced. But even before that work should be completed, the

conveyance of goods and passengers from Pittsburg to Cleveland can be ef-

fected by the Beaver Division Cross Cut and Ohio Canal at an increase of

distance of about twenty-five miles.

We should therefore bear in mind that the transportation of goods and
passengers by railroad from the east to the Ohio river and the lakes, will

chiefly take place upon the Philadelphia and Pittsburg Railroad. New
York cannot help, in this respect, to pay a heavy tribute to Philadelphia.

Thus the citizens of our metropolis will have it in their power to control a
very large amount of the western trade, if they choose, and are willing to

do their duty.

The reason why Cleveland is taken as a point for the lake trade, is ob-

vious^ The harbor of that city is open at an earlier period than all the

other ports on the lake. Railroad lines are in comtemplation from Cleve-

land farther west, and we shall eventually have a continuous line from
Philadelphia to Chicago and to the Mississippi.

When the town of Erie is assumed as the terminus of different rival

routes, and we suppose a branch of the Philadelphia and Pittsburg Rail-

road should leave the main line at the mouth of the Black Lick, and thence
following the Kiskeminetas and ascending by the Bufialoe Creek, and fol-

lowing the direction to Franklin and Meadville, terminate at Erie, then the

total distance from Philadelphia to Erie by this route is estimated at about
four hundred and eighty miles, which estimate will not be far from the

truth.

-. On the other hand, the length of the New York and Erie Railroad is

four hundred and eighty-four miles. Adding to this the fifty miles distance

from Dunkirk, (which is the termination of the New York and Erie line,)

to the town of Erie, we have five hundred and thirty-four miles as the to-

tal distance from New Yorlc to the latter place, via New York and Erie
Railroad.

The difference of distance in favor of the Philadelphia route over the

New York route would therefore be fifty-four miles.

Considerations of so vast importance should certainly not be trifled with
;

they deserve to be carefully weighed in order that we may be enabled to

arrive at sound conclusions. We should not leave to chance what we have
in our power by well directed eflforisto control.

The city of Boston is trying her utmost to complete a continuous line

of railroad to the lakes, and another year will have accomplished this gi-

gtintic undertaking.

The distance from Boston to Albany by the Worcester and the Western
Railroad will be two hundred miles. The distance from Albany to Buf-
falo and thence to Cleveland is five hundred and twenty-five miles, which
makes the total distance from Boston to Cleveland seven hundred and twen-

ty-eight miles, or two hundred and fifty miles more than from Philadel-

phia to Cleveland. Boston therefore cannot begin to compete with Phila-

delphia for the Cleveland and far western trade. Is this not also a strong
argument in favor of establishing a line of steamers between Philadelphia

and Europe? Is Philadelphia determined to become paralyzed by the ener-

getic efforts of her neighbors, and this, too without even making an effort
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to compete? The tendency of the present nge is evidently progressive.
While we are surrounded on all sides by active vigor and intellect we cannot
pause to reflect, but we muxt go on, and reflect while on our march.

report of ellwood morris, chief engineer of* the chesapeake
and ohio canal.

Chesapeake and Ohio CanalLine,
V ,.-;r -v;.;-v

. ...v,. December 3lst, 1840. z

(Conchided from our last No.)

Some curiosity having been expressed with regard to the probable deten--

tion at, and the mode of transit through the tunnel, 1 propose, before dismiss-

ing this subject, to dwell briefly upon both.

The canal for some distance both in approaching and leaving the tunnel,

has from economical considerations been planned with a single boatway, a»
follows :

Feet.

Canal contracted to a single boatway adjacent to the sooth
portal, 200

Tunnel, (in length) 3118
Canal contracted to a single boatway adjacent to the north

portal, 894

:..-1
:

'

Totnl length of canal contracted to a single boatway, 4212
The speed of loaded boats upon canals is usually taken at 2^ miles per"

hour, and this may be considered as the maximum pace of fully freighted

boats. Owing to the contraction of the waterway and other causes in the

tunnel, the progress of boats in their transit through will be slower than

Upon the open canal, and will not probably exceed the rate of
2-J-

miles per
hour, or 198 feet per minute.

A single passage through a lock of 8 feet maybe practically regarded

as requiring upon an average 5 minutes, and an alternate or cross passage

of two boats 10 minutes.

Hence with single locks (which case only I shall here consider) if the

canal were working at its utmost capacity, it would, upon the supposition*;

of uniform motion, bear upon its bosom during the season of trade, an as-

'

cending and a descending procession of boats moving at intervals of 10
minutes apart, passing each other alternately, and locking in alternation:

consequently 12 boats, or 6 proceeding in each direction, would. pass a -•

fixed point during every hot:r.

Having thus premised, I will observe that it is so evident that in order ;"

to save time, boats must pass the tunnel in convoys of several, that it is un-

necessary to establish that fact in calculation; the only question is how-

many boats ought each convoy tocons'istof when the canal is working at

its maximum rate with single locks, arid consequently when boats are suc-

cessively arriving at both portals, at intervals of 10 minutes apart?

The answer is—that the proper number will depend directly upon the :

time requisite to move twice through the contracted canal and draw out past
'

a waiting convoy, or in fact directly upon double the length of the single

boatway and convoy in waiting.

For the sake of brevity, I will assume the length necessary to accom-

modate a waiting convoy at 1200 feet; then as this convoy, by lying along-

the beam side, would contract the canal to a single boatway for that dis-

tance, we shall have

:

Fe*t.

Length of tunnel and canal constructed to a single boatway, 4212
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Length of Convoy in waiting^, (and also conlracling the canal) 1200 -

Total l^^ngth of single boalway in effect, 5412
NoiV to traverse 5412 ft-ei, twice, or 10,824 ftet, at our assumed pace of

2| miles p^r hour, or 198 ft. per minute. v\ouKI require 55 nnnutes, and al-

loyings minuses fur Stirling ttie convoys, at t oth ends and for lost lime, we
shill h-avri ;,s ih*:; p^riol occupied in a doulde transit, 6U minutes.

To prevent n)e( ting, eviJent'y no boais c;m be permitted 4o < nter either

portal trorn the moment i convoy in one direciion Ie:tv»-s, until the return-,

ing one tnovinor jn the otht r lias draw n out of the tunnel
;
hi nee if we inia?-

in^- a boat to a.iive at one portal the instant a convoy has d^paited, she

would be compelled to wait 60 minutes I.efore her time (or passage, ns the

le:ider of the nex^ convoy would ariive: durin? this space of time 6 boats

would collect, anj that is the proper maximum numbtr for a convoy to

pass this tunnel upon the hypothesis assumed. s! \

If the canal had double locks, the convoy shou'd consist of 11 or 12

bo its, and the passages still be hourly. Bo;its then ought to be passed

throU',rh this tunnel both ways al everi/ hour, and wub an active trade it

would be necessary to have a superintendent stationed at e?ich portal to re-

guliue the hourly transits, and perhaps also to proviJe gites or some other

barrier under his control, to be opened hourly to admit the entrance and
exit of convoys. ..i>^v;' •<> - i'.:;|^:;:

Th*' hours fi.ved for the transit of convoys both ways should be regularly

notified to the boatmen in print

—

thus:

Desceading convoys will leave the south, portal of the tunnel at 8 A. M.

;

9 A. M. ; 10 A. M. ; &c.

Ascending convoys will leave the north portal of the tunnel at 8^ A. M.

;

9^ A. M. ; lOA A. xM.; &c.

AH boits prpsenting themselves for passnge, to conform strictly to the

instructions of the tunnel superintendents, and haul into such positions as

they \n-\y indicate. If boats should arrive at either portal when no con-

voy was foiming at the other, and no boats then e in sight, a g5'stem of

signals could easily be concerted to communicate luai u."!, and the arriving

boat in such case be allowed by the superintendent to proceed without any
delay.

It is evident from what has been said that the utmost detention that any
boat can experif^nce will be 60 minutes, whilst a boat arriving just as a
convoy in the same direction was settinsr out, would join its rear, and not be
detained at all ; hence the average detention may be assumed at thirty mi-

nutes, which enables us to ascertain the real or effective saving in distance

caused by the adoption of the tunnel route for the canal, in lieu of that located

around the Pawpaw Bends.

Mihs.
A canal around the Pawpaw Bends would be in lentgh, 6§-

The tunnel line (including cuts, &c.) is, to the same points, l^

The saving in measured distance being 5 .•p

Now, during the 30 minutes average detention, a boat proceeding at the .

"^

rate of 2^ miles per hour, would move upon the open canal 1| miles;

therefore, the virtual saving of distance produced by the tunnel route, when
equated by the average loss of time is, 5 miles minus \\ miles or 3^ miles*

saved in efiect.

* Strictly the virtual saving would be a little less, owing to the greater speed upon tha
open canaL

32
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Such are thptheoretiral rrsults upon a fixed hypothesis, that estahTrsfrffsW

limits of thi.s subj-i't, vvhiihol course in pralicre will bt* riiodifiid by inaHJT

causes; and I will now dismiss the matlrr with the obsHrvafion, thiit ihotigh

tliededurlions in this rnnnection might be both more briefly jiBd vigorously
developed by niaihematiciil (ormuia, vet I havf preferred the more (umiiiujr

explanations given above as best suited to the present purpose.
• * .?,-• •

i •

Sufumary of the Locks and htiiels on the 50 Miles.

No. of Level
.. beio*v Cu.ii-

btrland.
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Cubic feet.

Itt the north branch, 19.6-10 cubic feet, per second, or per

minute, .-/;:; ;.C? . > 1176

fa Wills' Creek, 3.6-10 ; ditto
' per minute, 216

Total ninningsupply per minute, enteringthe pool of the Cum-
berland dam, in Septetnber, 1838,

*

1392
Theabove gauge o( the north branch, though tnken with much care, was

made by transverse sections and average veloi^ities. upon an uneven site; it

may, thefefore, possibly err in deficiency: still, with a reasonable allow-

ance for error, it in licates that the supply of water at Cumheiland wjll be,

ill very dry reasons, entirely in^tdequaie even to supply the natural con-

sumptioa of the canal, without providing for the lockage of the trade. U*. ;'"

This will more clearly appear, by considering the probable wants of the

canal, exclusive of lockage : to arrive at a proximate valuation of which we
must recur to experience elsewhere.

*

; .;;

With this view I have comp-lecl the following table, from a report of

Frederick C. Mills, Esq., chief engin.ci of the Geanessee Valley Canal,

uiidelO'the canal comuiissionsrs •>! New \ trk. nni-ii date of January 23d,

1840. whereirf he gives a general surmiary oi ihjse practical examinations

which have induced the ablest engineer-- u that quarter lo jidopt as the

measure of the loss of water upon cm-ils, from every source of con-

sumption (except lockage,) the rate of 100 cubic ft. per mile and per minute.

TABLE. , ^:>,>w.^..::..,

Compiled from the Report of F C MilU, Es'j., Chief Engineer of the

Gennessee Valley Canal, Ncu-' Y' ', 1840.

Consumption of Water upon finished Canals in New York—causto by f vaporation, filtra-

tion, and the ieakat^e and waste at the mechanical struclureci, as aiceitained by the fol-

lowing Civil Engineers :—

•• AUTHORITIES.
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an accurate calculation of the probable U'ants of the Gennessee Valley

canal on 31^ iniltS of its length, which is to be supplied chiefly fiorn re-

servoirs—being in fact desi^nfd to guide the expenditiito of a largrsurn of

money in such works, tht^y no doubt received all that care and attentioa

which an important object densianded, and which justifies an entire reliance

upon Mr. Talcott's results.

Some persons mjy flatter themselves with the hope, that the consump-
tion of wat^r upon the Cnesapeake and Ohio Cannl m.iy possibly be l^^ss

than the above quotations would indicate: for my own part, the investiga-

tions of the skilful and experienced eno-ineers of New York, verified as

they have been by practice, command my confiJence, and induce me with-

out hesitation to assume, thiit this canal, like others elsewhere, will need,

besides its lockage water, a supply from every feeder, equivalent to 100 cu-

bic feet per minute, for evi ry mile of distance fed.

To introduce an intermediate feeder from the Potomac, into the canal,

between the mouth of the south branch and Cumberland, would, as the

work has been planned, be impracticable without great expense ; after pass-

insr Eviil's creek there, the neighborhcod of the mouth of the South

Br inch is the first place where a further supply of water can be in-

troduced.

From Cumberland to the South Branch, by the line of the canal, is near

lO-*- miles: this then is the distance to be fed from the drainage of the val-

ley of the North branch.

Let us now consider the probable amount of water required for lockage

;

the whole of which, for the thoroa^h trade, must be supplied from the 75th,

or Cumberland level; and for this I shall assume the number of boats ply-

ing each day upon the canal near Cumberland at 120, (the same number
adopted by the U. S. Engineers :) 60 being supposed to arrive and 60 to

dt part each day, their lockages being assumed to take place independently,

and not by the "alternate passage."* These boats, if of 75 tons, would
be competent to carry dovvnwaid, during the navigable season, one million

of tons, and would draw from the Cumberland dam per dav, for lockage

120 times the prism of lifl of lock. No. 75, of which, in the face of a pro-

bable deficiency of water, I fin I. with surprise, the lift to be established at

10 feel, the maximum in use upon the canal. ^ ^<

Lockage water required for the assumed trade.

100 X 15 X 10 X 120 = 1,800,000 cubic feet per day, or 1,250 cubic feet

per minute.

Consequently, with such a trade, the wants of the canal from Cumber-
land to the South Branch, would require, to satisfy every cause of consump-
tion, the following uniform supply of water :

Cubic feet.

Per minute for lockasre, at 120 locks full per day, 1,250
Per minute, for all other sources of loss upon 19j mil^s, at 100

cubic feet per mile and per minute, 1.950

Demand of the canal per minute, . 3,200

Supply of running water entering the Cumberland dam in the

driest seasons (as before stated) per micute, 1,392

Deficiency per minute, during extreme droughts, 1,808

ft is proper to remark that we are dealing with extremes in this connec-

tion ;
for in oidinary seasons I doubt not that the supply of water at Cum-

* Thifl assumption is made in order to cover the maximum expense of water, though I
doubt not that during an active trade many " alternate passagett" would b« made.
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berland will be enough to enable a moderate use of the canal, as low down
as the South Branch. It is only in droughts that it would so completily

fail to supply the trade. And if it be asked how, upon such occasions, this

prodigious dry weather deficiency is to be made up? trie answer is, only by
reservoirs upon Evitt's or Wills' creek, or both : for to introduce Evitt's

creek as an ordinary feeder, whereby 432 cubic feet per minute nnVht pos-

sibly be added to the supply, would not reach the root of the evil, and
would still, in dry weather, leavea large deficiency unprovided for.

It would, however, be prudent policy to defer the construction of any of
these auxiliary works, until, by the opening of the cmal, its exact consump-
tion (clear" of lockage) can be ascertained by actual experiment. i.

The probable deficiency of water in the North Branch at Cumberland, to

supply the consuti>ption of the canal and the lockage of the trade upon 19^

miles, or in dry seasons even the consumption alone upon that length ofcanal,

indicates most clearly that unless the traffic upon this work is to be left,

like the navigation of the river, dependant upon the cIouJs, an intermediate

feeder between Cumberland and dam No. 6, will (to m ike the improve-
ment perfect) be indispensablft, even at the very first opening of the navi-

gation of the new canal ; and .iccordingly, whenever the directors are pre-

pared to extend their operations, the intermediate feeder ought, in this

view, to be one of the very first works let: for the idea of putting the c:inal

into complete use through the nvedium of the Cumberland dam nlone, must,

it seems to me. in the face of the facts set f )rth, he necessarily abandon-
ed : though a considerable Spring and Autumn trade might be thus main-

tained. •;.:^,o.v-^ ,..,- -.ji-;.-
, ....-'.-sv'r^ •;.::;

3

—

On thr Condition and Prospects of the Finished Canal, now Navigated
"* 134 Miles Upstream from Georgetown to Dam No. 6. :/''•!

It is gratifying to be able to state that upon the finished part of the canal

during the past year, brfeaches hive been less fr^eq'ient than heretofoie;

thus indicating that the stibility of the Banks is frradually auiftnentine by
time, arid the continual strengthening of weak points by repair, as fast as

thev display themselves by leaks or brf>aches.

The 4th division, bring the 27| miles next below dam No. 6, (with the

exception of that work proving more leaky than was expected.) has during
the past v«ar fully retained its reputation for fidelity of construction, the

mvigation for the time it was open bavin?, like that of last year, remairfed

entirely uninterrupted ; it must however be rem irked that this division has
never yet b-'en tested by a full head of wiiter. The costly improve-
ments upon this part of the line made during this ye.ir, at the pool four

miles below Hanro^k. and in the limestone district near Prateis Neck
have (I understand) thus far answered the expectations which were formed
of their utility.

The two extensive pools upon the 4th division, at Mrs. Bevans'. 4 miles

below Hancock, and at Fort Frederick below Licking Creek, especi.illy

the latter, will need additions to their embankments to enable them to carry
safely 5 feet water; the banks should receive more internal base, be aug-
mented in height, and armed upon their faces with a Riprap ; the superin-

tendent of the 4th division has been injudiciously directing his attention to

these points.

The necessity of elevating the Towpath Bank of the Fort Frederick
Pool, and protecting its interior face with rock, will be gathered from a
mere statement of the fact that it is about 2 miles long in a right line and
20 feet deeper more, giving manifestly both scope and depth enough to

enable a heavy gale of wind to create a sea, which I apprehend deeply
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freirrhtefl canal b.)afs \vi!lsompiimrs find it difficult to wenther: these surgcf
rushing with violence a^ninsl the tovvpalh, would evidently breach it very
soon, it ntt provided with a suitable d'J nee.

EvHry objection which can be properly urged against River Siackwater
Piiols, (except current) lies with much greater force ajjainsl that at Fort
Frederick, because the luter runs in a straijrht line, and is therefore liable

to be swept by gabs from end to end ; whereas a river pool is almost al-

ways land locked by its own curvature, it being a rare instance in which
the wind would have a fuir sweep over 2 miles lineal of water where the

depth at thesim*; tirne appro.vim ited to 20 fe' t
;
even the very tre< s which

fiinge a river bank would shield the pool to leewarl: and it is a well

known fact that a gale of wind, to raise fornj'dabi** waves, mu.-^t have both

free range of surface and d-'ptii of water to operate up<»n ; for depth is ne-

cessirv fitr the action of thr)se peculiir os-ill itions which form waves, and
scope is requisite to give time for. tlie rushing air to draw the particles of
w Iter into motion.

There is, however, another important advantage which pools within a
canal must always possess over a river sbu-k wat' r. and this is, that the

level of the can il water remaining fixed, the towpath of course is never
liable to overflow.

A vicious plan of taking earth fi)r repairs from places already weak,
(merely bvcaiiseth^- land bapp'^ns to belong to the company,) has occasion-

ally npun sudden emergencies been practised—indeed necessarily so—by
the superintend' rits.

The remedy for this is pi lin : the company ought at suitable points upon
the be<ira side of the canal, to acquire by purchase small lots of ground,

whence earth could he convenif^ntly taken for repairs; and as a general

rule, no material should ever be excavated for that purpose between the

canal .and the river, for in addiiidn to the earth in such places being less

accessible, its removal has a direct tendency to weaken the earth works of

the canal.

So prodigious is the leakage of dam No. 4, 5 and 6, in their present im-

perfectly gravelled state, that during the past summer the water in their

pools subsided so far bt^low their respective combs, that for several weeks it

Was impcissible to introduce more than about, 18 inches depth of water

over the mitre sills of the Guard Locks, though their gates were thrown
wide open for the purpose.

Of course the navigation upon the feeder levels of these dams could

not be maintained, and was necessarily suspended for some time. Tbia
resiilt was not unexpected at dams No. 4 and 5, but certainly unlook-

ed for at dam No. 6, which, having b»en built in a much more care-

ful and costly manner, it was reasonable to expect it to be more retentive

of water.

Candor, however, requires the remark, that neither of these dams have

ever yet been gravelled to a necessary exten', which, if properly done„

ought to prevent leakage sufficiently, and whi h I would respectrnlly ad-

vise, should be completely done at the tariiest
f
racticable period, 8S the

annual exposure of the dans to the' summer's sun must, of necessity, cause

the rolXo destroy ihem with great rapidity.

Under present circumst .nces, the jtaks in each of these dams seem to be

just about sufficitnl to pass und»-r a head of 15 feet, the entire sumirer flow

of the the Potomac during a dry St ason leaving 5 feet of the crest of each

work exposed for some weeks in almost every year. This indicates dam
No. 6 to be the tightest of the three, as the river is considerably smaller ut

its site than il is at the locations of others.
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The heavy^ice frpshet of February, 1840, nna;le a Inrge brearh in dam
No. 4, which has.been successfoily repiiit d duiinfj the sun intr ii»»d au-

tumn, by the superimenJent of the 3J division; who has njso rrphicfd a
large portion of the ddwn stPi^atn sh -alhing (which hud been injur' d) with

ini-h plank, which will be a deciJed improv. mfnt, as the old 3 in< h
sheathing was entirely too light to withstand the irenu'ndous reaction of

drift which the fiijuro of the dam caUji^s to tike place durinff frei^hets with

extraordinary violence, both Ut-Tt^ and at dam No. 5. Indeed ii renuiins to

be seen whether even the 6 inch sheathing will prove entirely successfiil in

resisting those assaults which a raJical delfCi in the tigure of the overfall

profile necessarily produces.

Ii was to have been expected that the inainienince of dams of sufficient

dimensions and extent to bridie a river so fornii.Jable during freshets, and
rapid in its downward course from the mountains, would be expensive: it

will not therefore be a disippointment to know that the d;iy is not far dis-

tant when both dams No. 4 and 5 will need extensive repairs; and this

p-riod has not be. n a liale hastened by the summer exposure before allu-

ded to. Whenever ihese laroe repairs are male, which ought to be taken

in hand in time, I would recommend that the profile of those worlcs should

be altered, so that the overfall may be nearly perpendipuia'" which will des-

troy the reaction that now takes place during floods.
.; />

'I'he exp-rience of the l.ist few years indicates, in a decided manner, that

the traffic of the country bordering upon the Potomac, or what may be
called the '' way trade,^' will be able to pay all the expenses of the compa-
ny and keepthe can;i! in repair. This is a very satisfactory prospect, as it

will leave the tolls upon the thorough trade from Cuniberiand, to enter the

treasury of the company unencutnbered by charges; and hence all the re-

venue so derived will be clear profit.

With the view of elucidating some of the subjects treated in this report,

1 addressed a few interrogatories to the four Superintendents of finished

canal, vvhich, with the responses of those officers, 1 have embodied
for the information of the Directors, in the following tabular statement.

(See next page.)

As it appears from ihis table (nnd from my own knowledge) that

never more than 4 to 4j feet water has ytt been maintairud in the 4th

Division, and as from its costly and careful construction we have a rijibt to

<?xpect that it will better carry 5 fett water than any plrt of the canal, I ac-

cordingly respectfully advise that the Superintendtnl of the 4lh Division

be instructed, upon the op'Uiing of the n.iviiration in 1841. or soon there-

after, to put up all the levels bi tween Darns No. 5 and 6, to the full depth

of "Jive jfeet,^^ and to maintain that d^'pth dun'ngthe navigable sprsod.

I had intended to have gone carefully over the finished work, and per-

sonally examined every part of it in ?. thorough nianner, previous to ma-
king this report ; but a want of sufficient time upon the present occasion ab-

solutely precluded me from piittinjr that purpose into eX(cution,and has
compelled me to content mvse f with furnishing much more meagre infor-

mation concerning the finished canal, than had been either designed or

wished. •

:?^S

:

In conclusion. I may observe genenlly of fbp 134 miles of canal nowna-
vigable, that with trifling exceptions, its coii,diUoii is good, and its pros-

pects satisfactory. "t"
^

All which is respectfully submitted by i^v
Your most obedient servant,

Ellwood Morris,
' Chief Engineer, r
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. ; i -. ;' PERFORMANCE OP LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES. •: "- w
There can be no better evidence of the recent improvements

in the construction of Locomotive Engines, than the narrow Hmits

within which the maximum efforts of the ensrines of the best con-

struction are confined. Hence there arises a keen contest for the

superiority, and when the data of the performance are not com-

plete, and they seldom, if ever are, it is no difficult matter for

eithet party to show by the aid of apparently very exact calcula-

tions, that they have carried off the palm. The reports of the ma-

jority and minority of a committee appointed by the Western rail-

road Corporation, to attend the trial of the " America," built by

Mr. William Norris, of Philadelphia, are striking illustrations of

this fact. Our readers have had laid before them two statements

containing the substance of the report of the majority of the com-

mittee (the report itself not being in our possession) and that of the

minority. , -i* ':
;

- i

Before proceeding to discuss these papers we beg leave to olTer

a few remarks upon the observations appended to one of these

statements by George W.Whistler, Esq., Civ. Eng.W. railroad. The
positk>n taken by Mr. Whistler is this, that the effective power of

*any two engines is in direct proportion to the available weight for

adhesion, or in other words, to the weight upon the driving wheels.

This, we presume, no one will pretend to dispute, but we are not

quite so willing to agree with the inference which we understand to

be drawn, viz., that all engines being built upon nearly the same

principles, and producing their effective power merely by the weight

upon the drivers, there is no reason why we should attribute a

peculiar power to engines of any particular construction. Now al-

o

A
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though we are perfectly willing to admit the absurdity of suppos'ng

that there can be a peculiar power of adhesion or counter gravita-

tion, yet we must confess that the experiments (admitting them

to be correct) do prove a peculiar power of increasing the weight

of the drivers in the Norris Engine. We are opposed to all

mystification upon such subjects, and there is no doubt that wher-

ever it has been attempted, discredit has been attached to state-

ments really true. We have taken some little pains to inquire into

the peculiar construction of several of the different engines in use,

and feel satisfied that it is easy to account for the extraordinary

power which certain engines have of producing a greater adhesion

than the ordinary observation would lead us to expect, or even

than the most careful w<^ighing would indicate. It is no business

of ours to publishwhat engine makers have to keep secret, although

we are not indebted to them for the discovery. The thing is so

evident that any one may notice it. We have said that we are op-

posed to mystification, and were ^here any necessity,we should feel

no hesitation in discussing the matter very freely. Having labored

against popular prejudice, to prove that American Locomotives

were equal, if not superior in construction to those made abroad, it

would be unfair to decry any one of the many well made patterns

in use among us. We have no interest in any ooe of them, ajid

are very glad to see them all do their best. - 1 :

- At the trial on the Western railroad the engines used were the

" America" built by Mr. William Norris, of Philadelphia, and the

** Suffolk" built at Lowell. The loads drawn over a grade of 66

feet to the mile, prove that they were both well built engines, and

capable of answering the purpose of a heavy traffic. The effective

power of these as estimated by the majority of the committee was
ascertained by an experiment which we conceive to have been

improper for that purpose, and that such was the fact we shall

endeavor to prove from the experiments themselves.

The mode of connection in the tender of the America led the

committee to suppose that when in action, an additional, weight

would be thrownuponthe drivers. To verify this, the engine and ten-

der were made fast, and the drivers were weighed under a full head

of steam, the forward wheels were likewise weighed under the

same circumstances. This operation was-repeated upon the " Suf-

folk." The results are as follows

:

, ^^ ,

America.

Weight on forward wheels, without steam, 11,590 lbs.

Do. |do. do. with steam, 9,650

'
Difference, — 1,940
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Weight on driving wheels toithout steam.

Do. dp. do. tyeZA steam,
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Moreover the friction upon different portions of the wheels may
differ considerably and vary the result, as the actual velocity at

the time of taking the weight may be greater or less than the ave-

rage velocity of the engine upon the road. In the second place,,

apart from all fluctuations during the continuance of the same en-

gine upon the platform, the comparison between two engines can

never be exact. Can it be as certain that the tangential point upon

the platform is precisely the same?—and if it is not the same how
can we estimate the difference of the friction at different points ? a

spot of oil or a slight irregularity in the point of support would

materially vitiate the results. If in weighing the same engine a dif-

ference of 1 ,060 lbs. occurs,may not the comparison of engines of dis-

similar size and construction, vary several thousand pounds? In this

experiment the diameter of the drivers was not the same—another

source of error. The tenders were chained to the track—and being

of entirely dift'erent patterns, the circumstances were totally unlike

in the two cases and undoubtedly produced a still greater departure

from the truth. • -• / ^ -^
: f'> > .

: Ifwe had two simple and perfectly made machines, with polished

wheels bearing upon a polished surface, weighing but a few

ounces and both as nearly alike ^s the most skilful workman could

make them, an experiment analogous to the one we are discussing

might give results differing but a few grains. Instead of this we
have not ounces but tons ; engines of different size, weight and con-

struction, the surfaces in contact purposely left unpolished, and in

short every source of error carried out to the extreme case, and not

one single mitigation to be found.

But it is by no means necessary to resort to theoretical conside-

rations in order to prove the unsatisfactory nature of the experi-

ment, the results actually obtained are sufficient to overthrow any

deductions made from them. It will be seen that in both cases the

increase of weight upon the drivers is less than the diminution of

weight upon the forward wheels, or in other words that the entire'

weight of both engines was diminished while under a full head of

steam, the America losing 550 pounds and the Suffolk 705 pounds ;

a result worthy of further consideration, as it still encourages " ex-

pectations that could never be realised without some special dis-

pensation of the law of gravity." It cannot be said that these are

trifling discrepancies, for the amount is in one case y^/^ and in the

other -rV; J of the very effect which these experiments are intended

to prove. If the palpable and evident error is from about one half

to three-fourths, how much of the remainder is to be allowed for aU

other sources of inaccuracy ?
^

i
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A more striking proof of the great caution necessary in trust-

ing to the most elaborate calculations, is to be found in the different

deductions from the same data in the two statements of Messrs.

Whistler and Jackson. The former has proved that in proportion

to the adhesive force the performance of each engine, was as it

should be—equal. The latter has proved that in proportion to the

weight upon the drivers the Suffolk carried 16,314 pounds more than

the America ! ! showing the Suffolk to have possessed in this trial

a " peculiar power" (independent of adhesion) to the amount of 8

tons and over.

But notwithstanding the close calculations of these perform-

ances, one important datum is omitted, and never hinted at.

We refer to the gravity of the engines which on an inclined plane

is part of the load as much as that of the tender or ofone of the cars.

The difference of the weight of the two locomotives is either 5,510

or 7,180 pounds as the first or second weight of the America is

taken. This should have been added to the load of the America

making an increase of about 3 tons.

The pressure in the boiler is only mentioned ^t the end of the

paper, as being 90 pounds in the Suffolk, and 130 pounds in the

America, whether this is intended as the average or not we cannot

say, it certainly is not meant to state that this was the uniform

pressure throughout the trial as this is manifestly impossible.

We have thus minutely criticized these reports as they are put

forth for the very purpose of disabusing popular prejudice, and aim-

ing at great exactness, it is necessary that such exactness should

be established before the results can be relied upon. One thing is

^certain, that what is intended to be proved is not proved, and the^

whole argument and calculation falls to the ground. If the obser-

vations of Mr. Jackson are correct, there is such a thing as a pe-

culiar power of engines independent of adhesion, as shown in the

Suffolk, and therefore those who are in search of such a power can

justly appeal to his statement to prove its reality. But if Mr.

Whistler is correct, the addition of three tons extra weight carried

up by the America destroys the balance and give a peculiar power

to the America, showing a total disagreement of any of the results

• drawn fronuthe experiments. •

' It may be thought that we have devoted too much time and space

to the consideration of this subject, but when the importance of the

discussion is considered, our professional readers will agree with

us that it is of the highest importance, and deserving strict scru-

tiny. When popular error and absurd expectations are to be proven
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upon the community, by those who produce facts which they claim

to be strict and without the influence of such error and absurdity,

a disproof of these facts is rather apt to increase the popular pre-

judice. Hence the caution with which such facts are promulgated

should be extreme, and a good case made out before coming out.

If any of our remarks, which have been written in haste, and

without much opportunity for revision, should be found inaccu-

rate, we shall be greatly obliged for a correction. We always

have professed and always have felt a desire for the promulgation

of the truth, and are not the less inclined to it, when the correction

of our own errors leads to such a result.

i-.-^r -i--^,')^.

NEW YORK AND ERIE RAILROAD.

In a previous number we described the most northern of the

three great railroad routes from New York city to Lake Erie,

and presented profiles of each.

We now propose to make some remarks historical as well as

descriptive relative to the second of the routes named, distinguished

as the New York and Erie Road.

The attention of the public was first drawn to this route in the

year 1839 by a pamphlet from the pen of W. C. Redfield, Esq. of

New York city, a gentleman of enlarged views and scientific at^

tainments, in ^v^^ich he proposed the construction of a railway*

with a view of opening " a free communication at all seasons of

the year between the Atlantic States and the Great Valley of the

Mississippi." The city of New York on the East, and a point

north of St. Louis, in the heart of the most fertile portion of the

Mississippi Valley on the West, and designated as the two most

important points to be united, and it was believed that a route

nearly direct between these points could be obtained, which would
pass north of the main body of the Allegany mountains, through

the southern counties of New York, the northern portions of Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois &c. •' .

In May of the same year this project was examinned by E; F,

Johnson, Esq. Civil Engineer, who took the same general view of

the subject with Mr. Redfield, and in a communication prepared

by him for publication discussed the merits of the project, entering

at the same time somewhat in detail into a comparison of the rela-

tive merits of Railways and Canals.

The conclusion to which Mr. Johnson arrived on this latter sub-

ject may be stated in his own words as follows.

" That railways as a means of inter-communication, possess pro-

perties which in many situations will render them superior to
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Canals, and that with reference to the United States, Railways when
properly constructed, will be found the most valuable and effective,

and that ultimately when their merits become better known and

more fully appreciated, by far the greater portion of the inland

trade will be conducted upon them." • -v" ^j^ ^ ,;! ,1/ ^c<i:r ;

; This declaration it will be observed was made within three years

after the completion of the Erie canal and when the capabili-

ties of railways as a means of general traffic and travel had not

been tested by experience. It is, indeed, worthy of note, how near-

ly this prediction has been verified in the lapse of only 12 years.

The railways now in operation in the United States exceed 3000

miles in extent, and yield according to the statistics of De Gerstner,

on the average 5^ per cent on their cost, after paying all expenses,

and those in progress amount in the aggregate to about 2000 miles,

Ifvhile the canals at present constructing do not exceed, probably, one-

fourth of that distance, and those which are completed are unable,

with two or three exceptions, to sustain themselves and pay even a

moderate interest on their cost.

!
To return now to our subject, Mr. Redfield published a second

edition of his pamphlet in 1830, and in the same year a communi-

cation appeared in the Journal of Commerce from De Witt Clin-

ton, Civil Engineer, in which a large portion of JVIr. Johnson's re-

marks were embodied. , .

;

The latter were soon after published in foil, in the Stateman,

edited by Jno. I. Mumford, and subsequently were published by

Mr. Johnson in pamphlet form, and distributed throughout the State

at his own expense. . s. y JiVj^^

In 1831, the doctrine of internal improvement, by the general

government, finding as it then did, considerable favor with the ad-

ittinistration. Engineer Clinton was employed to make a reconnoi-

sance of the country from the Hudson to the Mississippi, along the

route of the proposed railway. His report was rendered in 1832,

and exhibited in a satisfactory manner, the practicability of the

undertaking, although the gneral features of the portion of the line

within the State of New York were not quite as favorable as the

friends of the projept had anticipated. L.v

In 1832, the charter of the New York and Erie Railroad Compa-

ny was obtained, at the instance of several leading men in the city of

New York, and in the interior of the State. This was the first

important movement towards the accomplishment of the projected

great line of railway, leading westward from New York city.

In 1834 the Legislature appropriated $15,000 towards a survey
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of the route. This survey was entrusted to B. Wright, Esq.,

whose report was made to the Legislature in the winter following.

By this survey the distance from Tappan to Lake Erie was 483

cniles, which with 24 miles to continue it to the city, made 507

miles for the length of the road, which distance it was stated might

be reduced 10 to 15 miles or say, 495 miles in all. The cost of the

road for a single track from Tappan to Lake Erie, was estimated at

$4,762,260 or about $10,000 per mile. The survey proceeded from

the Hudson river to the Ramapo near the New Jersey line, thence

along the Ramapo valley, crossing the Delaware and Hudson canal,

through the interior of Sullivan county to the Delaware river

—

along that river to Deposit—thence across to the Susquehanna at

Binghamton and along the valley of that river, the Chemung, Can-

isteo and Allegany to lake Erie. The maximum acclivity of the

grade lines on this road varied from 60 to 100 feet per mile, with

an inclined plane for the use of stationary power near lake Erie

of 506 feet elevation- „ ; \,r i

In August, 1835, Moncure Robinson and Jonathan Knight, Esq.,

Civil Engineers, were called to consult with JudgeWright. These

gentlemen did not undertake to suggest any changes in the route

surveyed, but in their joint report recommended the use of auxilia-

ry engines upon the steeper grades, the construction of a tunnel at

the Shawangunk ridge and the avoidance, if possible, of the in-

clined plane near lake Erie.

The estimated cost of the road was increased, and in this consul-

tation $315,000, making the total $5,077,200.

It may not be amiss to stop a moment here, to say that it was in

this year, that the celebrated act was passed, for the prosecution of

the most hopeless project ever undertaken in the State, viz. the en-

largement of the Erie canal—this year is famous, also, for the ex-

parte report made by the Engineers then in the employ of the

State, on the comparative merits of canals and railroads, giving of

course the preference to the former.

Both the enlargement project and the report, were at the time se-.

verely criticised, the former in pamphlet form, and the latter in the

Railroad Journal, the authorship of both which productions has

been attributed to Engineer Johnson.

In the fall of tbis year, the grading of forty miles of the New
York and Erie Railroad, from Calicoon to Deposit, along the Dela-

ware river was advertised for and put under contract. The company
also fixed the termini of the road at Tappan (now Piermont) on

the Hudson river and at Dunkirk on lake Erie. The duties of
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President of the company at this time, devolved upon Jas. G. King,

Esq., of New York. The subscriptions amounted to $2,382,00 and

the first annual report of the company veas issued.

In 1836 the Legislature granted to the company a loan of the

credit of the State to the amount of $3,000,000, which the company

was to receive in two or three instalments, as certain divisions of

the road should be completed.

This act of the Legislature gave to the New York and Erie Rail-

road a permanent place among the leading public works of the

State. :
•

'^.\^^'W^:- ;:''':? • v^py-

Its ultimate construction was considered by its friends no longer

doubtful, and as this event is an important one in its history, we
shall avail ourselves of the circumstance, to tei-minale our remarks

here for the present, to be resumed, however, in the next number.

The great length of the following report, has obliged us to

present to our readers only those portions which give general

views. It will be seen that great advantages will result from this

investigation, to the present line of road, by doing away with all

the inclined planes. ^' .r-^^.: - .. r :-
-

^ v '/

The successful examination of this intricate portion of coun-

try reflects great credit upon Mr. Schlatter, and his principal

assistants, Messrs. Stocker, Fox and RochUng, who are deservedly

complimented in the report. '

SECOND REPORT OF CHARLES L. SCmATTER, PRINCIPAL ENGINEER
IN THE SERVICE OF THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, TO THE CANAL
COMMISSIONERS, RELATIVE TO -THE CONTINUOUS RAILROAD FROM

r KARRISBURG TO PITTSBURG, (Read in Senate, Jan. 15, 1841.) ;

To the President and Board of Canul Commissioners

:

; ]

Gentlemen :—Since my appointment of August 1, 1839, as En-
gineer, directing the surveys for a continuous railroad from Harris-

burg to Pittsburg, instrumental examinations and locations upon the
several routes, which were selected as presenting the most favorable

features for a line of railroad, without iaclined planes, have exceed-
ed one thousand and sixty miles. Reconnoisances, to" a great ex-

tent, have also been made on nearly cdl the routes which were
recommended to my notice by citizens residing in the several

counties, lying between the Susquehanna river and Pittsburg. I

regret exceedmgly, that I am not able to say all the routes, for 1 was
most anxious that every one between the Susquehanna river and
Pittsburg, which upon reconnoisance, appeared at all practicable,

should be submitted to the test of instrumental examination, if only
for the purpose of satisfying the minds of those citizens who are
interested in the course of the projected railroad, and who call

loudly for such information as will convince them, either that they
have recommended the course of the best route on which the rail-

34
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road should be constructed, or that they have been mistaken in their
,

conclusions, when beHeving that the most feasible route is that in

which they are interested.

The limited amount of the funds appropriated, prevented me
from extending the surveys as far as I had intended ; but by con-

fining myself to what appeared the most practicable routes, I

have been enabled to complete continuous lines from Harrisburg,

to Pittsburg, by three grand routes, designated in my report of
last year, as the Northern, Middle and Southern routes.

A recapitulation of the prominent features of these routes, wilf

prevent the necessity of referring to the description given in my
report to your Board, December 27, 1839.

A more minute detail will be given hereafter, whilst describing

the progress of the surveys on each route.

THE NORTHERN ROUTE

commences at Harrisburg, and follows the valley of the Susque^
hanna to Northumberland, thence by the West Branch to the mouth
of the Bald Eagle creek, and by the valley of the Bald Eagle, and
one of its tributaries, to the summit of the Allegany mountain^

where it passes through a depression known as Emigh's Gap, from
thence descending the western slope of the mountain, it crosses

the Moshannon creek, passes to the Clearfield creek, and follows

that stream to its junction with the Beaver Dam branch, thence

ascending the Beaver Dam branch, crosses the head waters of Chest
creek, to the head waters of the Black Lick, descends the Black
Lick, crosses the Conemagh near Blairsville, and pursuing a very

direct course through Westmoreland county, strikes the Mononga-
hela river ?it the mouth of Turtle creek, whence it is carried by the

eastern shore of the river to Pittsburg.

THE MIDDLE ROUTE

will occupy the same ground as the northern route, from Harrisburg

to the mouth of the Juniata river. Thence it diverges, and follows

the valley of the Juniata river to its junction with the Little Ju-

niata. By the Little Juniata and Sugar run, it attains the summit
of the Allegany mountain, whence it passes west, throngh a depres-

sion two miles north of the Portage Kailroad, known as Sugar Run
Gap. From this point, two sub-routes have been surveyed ; one
by the Conemaugh, running nearly parallel with, and using a portion

of the Portage Railroad, the other pursuing the course of the Black
Lick ; both routes crossing the Conemaugh, and joining the Nor*
them Route near Blairsville, follow the line already described, to

Pittsburg.

THE SOUTHERN ROUTE

is that projected from Chambersburg to Pittsburg, passing through
the counties of Franklin, Bedford, Spmerset, Westmoreland, and
Allegany.

This route was surveyed by order of the Board of Canal Com-
missioners, by Hother Hage, Esq., principal engineer in the service

of the State of Pennsylvania, during the summer and fall of 1838^
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and a line of railroad located, upon which no grade exceeded sixty

feet per mile. This line, upon examination has been adopted, with

but few variations ; and the estimates, gradicr*s and curvatures,

with little alteration from Chambersburg to Lauiv! ill]i, have been
embodied in the material forming that portion of my report .which

relates to this route.

The surveys on the Southern Route, inckde the location of a

M'Adamized road from Loudon, in Franklin county, to Laughlins-

lown, in Westmoreland county, prosecuted in accordance with a
provision in the sixth section of " An Act to provide for continu-

ing the improvements of the State, etc., viz : To complete the Sur-
vey of a railroad from Harrisburg to Pittsburg, **#**
and the engineer surveying the same, in connection therewith, is

hereby authorized to make a survey to ascertain the practicability

of a M'Adamized road of an easy grade, from some point at or
n£ar Chambersburg, to a point west of Laughlinstown." The per-

fect practicability of this road, has been ascertained, and the dis-

tance by the line surveyed with no gradient exceeding two and
a-half degrees, (or two hundred and thirty feet per mile,) only ex-

ceeds that by the old turnpike, eleven miles.

The practicability of forming the road from Loudon to Cham-
bersburg, is so well known, that I did not deem it necessary to carry

the surveys farther than Loudon.
Owing to the great extent of the lines which have been surveyed,

and upon which it will be necessary to make careful estimates of the

<jost, I shall not be able to lay before you the maps, profiles, esti-

mates and comparisons upon the several routes, before April, when
you will be enabled, beyond a doubt, to ascertain the various merits

and demerits of each line, and to decide from facts which cannot
he disputed, the route which should be recommended to the atten-

tion of the citizens of Pennsylvania. Local advantages and local

interests, do not, in my opinion, properly pertain to the department

of an engineer. Holding this opinion, and having been left un-

trammelled by intermediate points, between the. place of starting

and the destination of the road, I have endeavored, as far as lay in

my power, to discover the nearest, cheapest, and best route for a
railroad between Harrisburg and Pittsburg. It remains with your
Board to decide which route would prove most beneficial to the in-

terests of the State, as it is by no means certain that the shortest

road would prove most profitable, for the resources of the country
which may be developed by the longer line, might counterbalance

and even exceed the advantages gained in distance, by the shorter,

while many other benefits might arise in the course of the inves-

tigation between the rival lines, which may place the longer route

in a position to be the most conducive to the prosperity of the Com-
monwealth.
The surveys this year were commenced early in the season, and

as it was very uncertain that a further appropriation would be made
by the Legislature, I directed the three corps of engineers, under
my charge, to commence their operations on the Middle Route, as

that route was undoubtedly the shortest, and I was desirous to lay
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before your Board, at least one continuous line from Harrisburg to

Pittsburg. As soon as it was known that a further appropriation
was made for the prosecution of the survey, I removed two corps
from the middle route, and placed one on the northern and one on
southern route. This delay was caused by the time consumed
by one corps on the middle division, prevented me from pursuing
the plan I had proposed of surveying the West Branch of the Sus-
quehanna, from the mouth of the Bald Eagle creek to its sources

in Indiana county, thence down the Two Lick and Black Lick
creeks, to Blairsville, there to join the route already described to

Pittsburg. I do nut consider the northern route as being in a fair

condition for comparison with the other routes until this portion is

carefully surveyed, for it is well known that although the distance

will be considerably increased over the ronte I have surveyed by
the Clearfield, Chest creek and Black Lick, yet the summit is much
lower, and the route will possess the advantage of less rise and
fall, and lower gradients. The number of miles which remain to

be surveyed from the mouth of the Bald Eagle creek, to join the

surveys on the Black Lick, will not exceed one hundred and fifty

miles.

On the southern route many surveys might be made connecting
with the middle route, which would develope the resources of the

country to a great extent, and the valuable and documentary evi^

dence of the practicability of making railroads, which would prove
profitable to a section of the State where so few public improve-
ments have been made. My attention was directed by committees
appointed at public meetings, to several routes which were recom-
mended as possessing great advantages. My time was so constantly

occupied in visiting the several corps engaged in field duty,

and in reconnoisances upon the main lines, that I found it im-
possible personally to inspect all the routes recommended to my
attention.

The following list exhibits the most prominent lines remaining
yet to be surveyed, appertaining to the southern and middle
routes

;

From Petersburg on the Susquehanna at the mouth of Little

Juniata creek, through Sherman's valley, passing the Tuscarora
mountain, to the big Aughwick, and by that stream to the Juniata

river. This route lies in Perry and Huntington counties, and the

distance estimated as requisite to be surveyed, so that its practica-

bili4;y can be tested, is forty miles.

The next route is from Sideling Hill to the Juniata by way of the

Big Aughwick creek ; the line to be snrveyed lying altogether in

Huntingdon county—<listance to be surveyed estimated at twenty

miles.

A route is proposed from Bedford to Johnstown, by Stony creek,

passing through Bedford, Somerset and Cambria counties—distance
lobe surveyed estimated at fifty miles.

A route between Bedford and Cumberland, to connect with

he Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, by way of Buffalo creek, was
strongly recommended to be surveyed—this distance will be forty

miles.
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The survey for a route between Somerset and the junction of
Jacobs creek with the Youghiogheny, connecting with Pittsburg by
the line located for the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, has been es-

timated at sixty miles.

The survey for the line from Ligonier to Johnstown was com-
menced, and fifteen miles instrumentally examined during the past

season. The necessity of finishing the continuous line on the mid-
dle route from Petersburg on the Juniata river, to Huntingdon,
compelled me to relinquish the survey until more time was allowed
for its prosecution. Fifteen miles is the distance estimated to com-
plete the connection between Ligonier and Johnstown. '

On the middle route there remains about seventy miles to be
surveyed for the purpose of ascertaining, if it be practicable, to shor-

ten the line in a few places. The route by which the greatest dis-

tance may be saved, is proposed to be surveyed from Petersburg,
near the mouth of the Little Juniata, Huntingdon county, to Lewis-
town, Mifflin county, by the way of Sharer's run, Belleville and the

Kishacoquillas valley. If this route should be found, upon exami-
nation, to present favorable features, a distance of ten miles may
be cut oflT from the middle route, and the wh<)le distance from
Philadelphia to Pittsburg reduced to three hundred and thirty-eight

miles.

? On the northern route many lines have to be instrumentally ex-

amined, the most important of which is that extending from the mouth
of the Bald Eagle creek, Clinton county, up the west branch of the

Susquehanna to its source in Indiana county, and thence by the

Two Lick creek to the line already surveyed on the Black Lick,

By this Hne I feel now convinced that much lower gradients can
be obtained than by the route I have examined, although the dis-

tance will be increased considerably ; how much I am not now
prepared to state, but the distance will, I think, be more than coun-
terbalanced by the saving in rise and fall, and the* obtaining of more
favorable gradients.

In my report of last year I gave you a list of routes to be sur-

veyed, and have thus described the Bald Eagle and Nittany valley

routes, projected to save distance :
—" It leaves the Susquehanna at

the mouth of White Deer creek, in Union county, and proceeding

up the valley of this stream, passes through the Nittany mountain,

at the T spring, head of Big Fishing creek, thence descending on
the slopes of the Nittany mountain and by the ridge skirting Little

Fishing creek, to the table land of Nittany valley, thence through

the Spring creek gap in the Muncy mountain to the valley of the

Bald Eagle creek, where the line will unite with the route^already

surveyed at or near Milesburg"—distance estimated to be surveyed
is forty-five miles.

The Penn's creek route is also described, in the report above al-

luded to, as leaving the Susquehanna at Selinsgrove, in Union coun-

ty, and following the valley in Penn's creek, passes through the

highly cultivated region on its borders, and by the town of Ear-

lysburg, Bolesburg, Pinegrove, Gatesburg and Warrior's Mark, to

the junction of the Little Bald Eagle and the Little Juniats
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thence by the valley of the first named stream to the vicinity

of Hanna's furnace, where it unites with the route already sur-

veyed. This route has the advantage over the route by the West
Branch and Bald Eagle, it being about twenty-five miles shorter

—

distance estimated to be surveyed is ninety miles.

The whole distance remaining to be surveyed, to establish the

routes as far as ascertained, is five hundred and sixty miles.

The above enumerated routes proposed for examination pertain

to the line of survey for a continuous railroad from Harrisburg to

Pittsburg. I would wish most earnestly to call the attention of the

Board, also to the necessity of ascertaining the practicability of
constructing a railroad from a point on the proposed line of railroad

from Harrisburg to Pittsburg, on the Conemaugh at or near Blairs-

ville, to Erie, on lake Erie. i

Previous to entering upon a detailed description of the routes, I

would wish to express the entire satisfaction I feel in the manner in

which the several surveys have been conducted by my principal

assistants, Messrs. J. C. Stocker, S. M. Fox, and J. A. Roebling,

and the corps undei- their immediate charge. Living almost entirely

in tents, and traversing for the greater part of the time occupied

by the survey, the wildest portions of our State, they pursued their

laborious occupp.tion with a steadiness and perseverance which
overcame every obstacle ; and I am happy to state, that whenevei
an opportunity has offered for testing the w ork done, (and these op-

portunities have occurred more frequently on this than upon any
survey upon which I have been engaged,) the accuracy with which
the levels and the compass lines have joined, prove the care andskil'

shown by the parties employed on the survey^

The route for a continuous railroad which will connect Har-
risburg with Pittsburg by the shortest distance, and with the least

expense, has been found to be that already noticed as the middle
route.

The results of the surveys on this route have proved so much
more favorable than I had any reason to expect, that I am inducer

to give to your board a more detailed description than I had intend

ed in this report. The importance of the discovery of a line o
railroad from the canal at Huntingdon, in Huntingdon county, U
Johnstown, in Cambria county, by which all the inclined planes oi

the Portage railroad can be avoided, with an increase of distance

oi only four miles over the route by the canal and Portage railroad

(without any inclination exceeding forty-fioe feet per mile,) also

induces me to enter more minutely into the details of the surveys

than this report would otherwise warrant ; as I had intended only
giving a general description of the manner in which the surveys

had been conducted, with their results, leaving for my last report,

when the estimates, maps, profiles, &c., should be delivered to

your board, and all the details of the line surveyed.

The report next proceeds to describe the Conemaugh route, by

which the inclined planes on the western side of the mountain can
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he avoided, and the distance from the summit of the Allegany to

Johnstown increased but one mile, which we are obliged to omit,

with the exception of the following paragraph :

—

An important discovery has been made connected with this por-

tion of the Conemaugh route, and independent of its interest to the

general survey. It is that three of the inclined planes at present

used on the western side of the mountain can be avoided. Our
line at the foot of Plane No. 4, is only twenty feet below it, and
the ground is gently sloping; a connection between the plane and
the new survey could be made at this point in a distance of six

hundred feet. From thence to Johnstown, a distance of 21.50 miles,

by making only twelve miles of new road, over ground of very fa-

vorable character, at a grade of 44.88 feet per mile, the Plane Nos.

1, 2 and 3, could be dispensed with.

The following Table exhibits the rise and fall, distance, and highest

gradient upon the three grand routes surveyed between Harrisburg
and Pittsburg.

Names of Routes.

5
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It> my final report it is my intention to notice at lengt!i wKiefe

the road may deviate fi'om its located course, in order that it may
pass through the towns and villages on the old turnpike. The
maps which will be handed to your board, with that report, will

show the course of the old turnpike and the projected M'Adamized
road, together with all the proposed intersections and points of
divergence.

The surveys this year commenced on the summit of Laurel hill,

as a line for a M'Adamized road from Laughlinstown to the summit,

had been surveyed the previous year whilst tracing experimental

lines for the railroad.

The line crosses the old turnpike at the summit of Laurel hill,

and turning south, does not again touch it until it arrives at the sum-
mit of the Allegany mountain.

The peculiar features of Somerset county, which have directed

the general course of the route lying between the two mountains,

and of which I shall take an opportunity of describing more in de-

tail in my final report, caused the general course of the line to pass

nearly parallel with the old turnpike at a distance of about two
miles.

Mr. Roebling thus describes the surveys in his communication to

me last October

:

Our line descends the eaistern slope of the Laurel hill with the

maxium grade of two and a-half degrees, (or two hundred and
thirty feet per mile,) and heads some branches of the beaver dam
run which forms a branch of the Quemahoning. The same val-

ley conducts the line to the forks of the Quemahoning. Thence a
ridge is passed which divides the waters of the Quemahoning
from those of Stoney creek. A small branch of Stoney creek,

also named Beaver run, forms a valley by which our line continues

several miles to a neck of high table land, included by the fork

which the Beaver run and Stoney creek form above Stoystown.

This high flat is crossed in a favorable manner, and the passage of
the Stoney creek effected near the mouth of Mastaller's run. Leav-
ing Stoney creek and ascending one of its branches, the Laurel
run, we pass over a summit and descend to Clear run, another
branch of ^toney creek. The valley of Clear run then offered

the best opportunity of attaining the summit of the Allegany
mountain in a course nearly straight and with no grade exceeding
two and a half degrees, without losing any distance in consequence
of grading.

The summit of the Allegany is passed about one and a-half miles

south of the present turnpike. The line then descending with the

maximum grade, intersects the old turnpike at the head of the

Breastwork run. Thence the old turnpike is left to the right,* and
the new line, taking advantage of the mountain slope, descends two
and a-half degrees to the foot of the mountain. The valley was
then followed to Bedford, in order lo avoid the Chesnut ridge

and Mill ridge near Schellsburg. From Bedford, the valley of the

Raystown Branch of the Juniata is pursued along the old turnpike

to the Crossing. Here a deviation from the course of the old turn
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pike became again necessary, to enable us to ascend Ray*s hill

without losing distance. This has been effected in a very easy
manner by turning up the main draft of that ravine by which the

turnpike is located. ,';

To convey a correct idea of the location of the line over Sideling

hill, and that most difficult ground to Scrub mountain and Scrub
ridge, would require a more minute description than would be
necessary in this report. Suffice it here to remark, that the whole
extent of country from tlie Juniata to Cove mountain, where most
difficulties are united, has been so thoroughly examined, that I be-

lieve no better line can be found than the one actually surveyed;.

We have obtained favorable lines and grades without any material

increase of distance over the present turnpike. ^

The greatest obstacle on the whole route is Cove mountain, par-

ticularly the eastern descent which amounts to fifteen hundred feet.

The western ascent has been effected without much difficulty, but

not so the eastern slope, down which the hne was graded six and
a half miles, in order to overcome the fall.

The line terminates at Loudon, at the eastern base of Cove
mountain. The whole distance from Laughlinstown is ninety-

eight miles. The present turnpike measured eighty-seven miles,

therefore eleven miles less. This increase of distance on tlie

new line is altogether owing to the reduction of grades in passing

the mountains. Between the mountains we have generally saved
distance. ; v > ^

'

In comparing the two lines, we should chiefly fix cur attention

upon the gradients. There will be a virtual saving of distance in

the new line of at least one-third for heavy wagoning, and of one-

fifth to a fourth for light conveyances. A light carriage will tra-

verse the new line from Laughlinstown to Loudon conveniently in

twenty hours running time, provided the road is kept in good or-

der. The old turnpike requires at the least thirty hours. Well
organized stages may run the whole distance from Laughlinstown
to Loudon in twelve hours with ccrtiinty, and without working the

horses harder than they are worked on the present turnpike. But
the great difference in favor of the new route becomes fully appa-

rent, when we consider the increase of load the wagons will be

capable of hauling upon the new line. The licaviest load a good
six horse team can haul over the present turnpike is seventy-

five hundred weight. Intelligent wagoners with whom I have
conversed on this subject, have assured me that they can load

one-half more at least on a road with ipclinations of two and
a half degrees, and drive over in less time than they do on the

present road.

The maps profiles, and estimates of all the routes surveyed are

now rapidly progressing under my direction. The large map
which was exhibited in the hall of the Legislature last year, and
upon which the routes, as far as they were then surveyed were de-

lineated, has been this year used from motives of economy to exhi-

bit the routes surveyed during the past season. This map will be

placed in its former position in a few days, when all the routes des-

35
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cribed in this report can be easily traced, and as the data upon
which the map was formed, has been furnished from actual sur-

veys made by engineers in the State service, it is believed that

it will furnish more correct geographical information than any
map which has been made of that portion of the State of Penn-
sylvania between the waters of the Susquehanna and the Ohia
river.

Your obedient servant,

Charles L. Schlatter, Chief Engineer.

Harri3burg,Jan. 0,1841.

APPENDIX.

The following list will exhibit the distances by railroads already

made, in progress, and contemplated, between Cleveland and Erie

(on Lake Erie,) and Boston, New York, Baltimore, and Phila-

delphia :

•

Miles.

From Boston to Albany, via the Boston and Wor-
cester, and the Western railroad, 200

" Albany to Buffalo, '>;-,. 318 ^v
" Buffalo to Cleveland, , .>-^ :;>
" Boston to Cleveland, 728 miles.*

" New York to Buffalo by the Albany railr'd, 474
" Buffalo to Cleveland, 210
" New York to Cleveland, 684 miles.

f

•* Philadelphia to Cleveland by the Pennsylva- -

nia canals and railroads, via Pittsburg and
; Beaver to Erie, and from Erie by the lake

to Cleveland, 682 miles.

** New York to Dunkirk by the New Yprk
and Erie railroad, 484 '

" Dunkirk to Cleveland, '•; 170
" New York to Cleveland, 654 miles.

J

" New York to Philadelphia, via the New Jer-

sey railroads, 85
** Philadelphia to Cleveland by the railroads

now in use, and by the projected railroads

from Harrisburg to Pittsburg, 478
** New York to Cleveland, 563 miles.lf

i, Philadelphia to Pittsburg by the Philadel-

phia and Columbia railroad, and the Lan-

On the Westera railroad the grades rise frim sixty to eighty feet per mile.
t On this route the gradients rise as high as ninety feet per mile.
t on the New York and Erie railroad the gradients are sixty feet per mile in manjr

places.
H On the railroad from Philadelphia to Pittsburg, it is now well ascertained that nw

gradient will exceed forty-five, feet per mile, and the section of country lying between
Pittsburg and Cleveland has been so thoroughly examined with a view to the formation
of canals, that no doubt can exist of the practicability of making a railroad betwe«n the
two points with still lower gradients than have been obtained between Pittsburg and
Philadelphia.
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caster and Harrisburg railroad, and by the f r

;

route as surveyed in 1839 and '40, 348
« Pittsburg to Cleveland, 130

478 miles.

<* Baltimore to Pittsburg by the Baltimore and
Ohio railroad, 340

" Pittsburg to Cleveland, 470 miles.*

*• From Philadelphia to Erie, via Reading,
Little Schuylkill, Catawissa, and Sunbury

, v:, ;. i^i

'

and Erie railroads to Erie ; Lake to Erie,
"

as reported by Edward Miller, Esq., C. E. 555 milei,.

ROUTES TO ERIE.

^ Philadelphia to Blairsville by the Middle '-
:

-

Route, -306 V :;v^
Blairsville to Freeport, 42

: ^ ii

'

v-

Freeport by Buffalo creek, via Meadville, to : :-

f •'. Erie, estimated at 130
i ,*?-' Philadelphia to Erie, 478 miles.

If the above route should not prove practicable, no doubts can
be entertained that the line of railroad could be carried by the

, canal route surveyed in 1826, by the engineers employed in the

State service, from the mouth of the Kiskiminetas to Waterford,
by the Allegany river and French creek. From Waterford a line

has been located for the Sunbury and Erie railroad by Mr. Miller.

By this route I estimate the distance from Philadelphia to Erie at

490 miles.

It will be perceived from the foregoing statements that Philadel-

phia has the advantage in distance over the city of New York by
the nearest routes from Cleveland, passing through the respective

States in which those cities are situated, of 166 miles. ,.

The advantage over Boston in point of distance is 250 miles. "

Baltimore is eight miles nearer than Philadelphia to Cleveland,

by the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, but the advantage in gradients

is decidedly in favor of the route to Philadelphia, through Ohio
and Pennsylvania.

Death of Clynthus Gregory, L. L. D: We omitted mention-

ing in our last, the decease of this distinguished man, in the 67th

year of his age. The labors of Dr. Gregory have all been of

a practical character, and have given him a high reputation.

Errata.—In the No. for March 15th, page 164, 8th line from,

top, insert Menai Bridge, in place of " Vienna Bridge. On the

same page, 14th line from top, read 32,000, Thirty-tivo thourand, in.

place of " 52,000."

* Upon the Baltimore and Ohio railroad the gradients at two points exceed eighty fee:;

per mile, and for over thirty miles are as hi^h as sixty feet per mile.
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THIRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTORft
TO THE STOCKHOLDERS OF THE BALTIMORE AND SUSQUEHANNA
RAILROAD COMPANY. (December 15th., 1840.

The president and directors of the Baltimore and Susquehanna RailroacJ

Company, submit to the stockholders a report oi their proceedings during
the year, ending on the 30lh September, 1840.

Our last annual report apprized the Stockholders of the difficulties \Yhich

had rendered the act of Assembly of December session, 1838, chap. 395,
unavailable for the relief of the company. By the provisions of that act, a
loan of seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars, was to be made by the

State, to the company, for the purpose of enabling us to complete both our
own works, and a portion of the Wrightsville, York and Gettysburg Rail-

road ;
but when the act had beeh accepted by the company, notwithstanding

the objections which many of the stockholders entertained to its provisions,

it was found that one of its restrictions, prohibiting a sale of the State five

per cent, stock for a less price than its nominal par value, deprived the

company of the benefits which it was the object of the act to afTord, as the

commissioner of loans was unable to effect sales of the stock to any great

extent at that rate. Application was made to the legislature at their last

session to remove this restriction ; and in pursuance of the resolutions adop-

ted by the stockholders in general meeting, on the 4th June, 1838, the

rpemorial presented by the board, likewise represented the views entertained

of other provisions of the act by the individual stockholders in the compa-
ny, and solicited a modification of them. By the act of December session,

1839, chap. 20, the legislature authorised a six per cent, stock, to be issued

in lieu of the five per cent, stock; but no other change in the features of

the law could be obtained. The same limitation, however, on the sale of

the new stock was again prescribed, and the stocks of the State having all

been throughout the year somewhat below par, the commissioner of loans

has only been able to dispose of the stock issued for this company, by re-

ceiving in payment for it the claims of such of the creditors of the company
as were willing to purchase the stock at par to the amount of their res-

pective claims. This, however, has been done to so g^reat an extent, that

the debts of the company, except those for interest due the State and city,

have been reduced to a comparatively small amount; and to meet them,

the stock still remains in the hands of the commissioner. The act last

mentipned, also reserved out of the stock to be issued, an amount equal

to the interest due by the company to the State, to the 1st of January,

1840.

In the month of April last, the long sought communication with the

Pennsylvania improvements, by an unbroken line of railroad from Balti-

more to Coluiiibiu was at length obtained
; by the completion of that portion

of the road of the Wiightsville, York and Gettysburg Railroad Company,
which extends from York to Wrightsville. By agreement between that

company and this, the locomotives of the Baltimore and Susquehanna Rail-

road Company run to Wrighisville ; and hitherto the whole transportation

on the road has been done by them. To the trade of Baltimore the same
facilities are thus given as if this company had succeeded in directly carrying

into effect their original design, of constructi-ng-, under the authority of the

single charter, a railroad " from the city of Baltimore to some suitable point

or points on the Susquehanna River." We have, therefore, now to congra-

tulate the stockholders on their having practically completed the enterprise

in which theytf zealously engaged, and in which they have persevered

through difficulties and embarrassments, such as it has been the lot of but
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few similar companies to encounter, and perhaps of still fewer (o sur-

mount.
Soon after the communication with the Pennsylvania canals, and the

Columbia Railroad was thus opened, the transportation line of Messrs.

D. Leech & Co., established a depot in Howard street, and made arrange-

ments for running their cars regu!:irly on tho road, carrying produce and
merchandise between Baltimore and Pittsburg, or other points on the line

of the Pennsylvania works. At a later period Messrs. IBinsham «& Bro-
thers opened a depot in the same neighborhood, and placed their line on
the road. During the fall the proprietors of the Portable Boat Line also

made preparations to use this route ; but no cars of this line have yet run on
the road, though some freight has been forwarded by its agents. Besides

these lines, Messrs. Jas. O'Conner & Co., whose portable Car Body Line
commenced business on the road as soon as it was completed to York, as
mentioned in our last annual report, have kept their line regularly in

operation throughout the season, running from their depot in North street.

The Emigrant Line of Leech & Co., has continued to forward that

class of passengers for Pittsburg to Wrightsville, in the cars of the com-
pany.

The whole amount of transportation over the road by the three lines of

Messrs. O'Conner, Leiech and Bingham, from the 1st October, 1839, to the

1st October, 1840, has been,

[ Transported Eastward, 7,078,734 lbs., equal to 3,5392^/^ tons. v

Transported Westward, 6,329,662 lbs., equal to6 ,31 4if|3_ tons. ' '
'

Total, 13,708,396 lbs., 6,854///^ tons. -:

This trade was all carried on with places beyond Columbia, and nearly,

if not quite the whole of it, with Pittsburg.

In addition to the regular transportation lines, the plan adopted by the

company, of permitting cars, owned by individuals, to pass over the road,

paying a certain rate for toll, and for the motive power furnished by the

company, has had the effect of bringing trade on the road, which otherwise

would probably not have sought this market. This being the system pur-

sued exclusively on the Philadelphia and Columbia Railroad. Many per-

sons who have occasion to transport extensively on that road, are provided

with their own cars, and these being loaded with produce, its owners have

now the option of sending them either to Philadelphia or Baltimore. With-
in the last few months, not only have cars reached Baltimore from places

situated on the State road,' at a considerable distance beyond Columbia, but

others have made repeated trips to this city from the Harrisburg Rail-

road, and from Carlisle and Chambersburg. The route taken by the latter

is by the Cumberland Valley railroad, which extends from Chambers-:
bur^ to Harrisburg, by the Harrisburg, Portsmouth, Mount Joy, and
Lancaster railroad, and the Philadelphia and Columbia railroad. This
trade has but lately commenced, but seems likelv soon lo become of au
important magnitude. Vv-

The Revenue of the Transportation Department, from, \ si October, 1839,
to the dOlh September, 1840, has been, from

Passengers, 36,162, 11^45,56123
Merchandize, 62,097,089 lbs., 74,225 98
United States Mail, 8,065 05

$127,852 26
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Of which collected from Passengers and
Merchandize,

United States Mail,

Less amount outstanding, last report,

Outstandinsr, 30th September, 1840,

Being for Merchandize,

United States Mail,
.

".•.

Total amount of Transportation, r- '

The expenses paid on account of Transpor-

tation for same period, have been , -..

Less debts of last year paid,

$118,152 14

5,876 30

$124,028 44
6,329 89

Debts outstanding,

Less value materials,

$5,372 39

3,439 87

$7,614 96
2,538 75

M0,153 71

'$92,273 aa
8,757 88

$83,515 44

1,932 52

117,698 55

$10,153 71

$127,852 20,

Office expenses for the same period,

To which add two-thirds of the gross receipts on the W. Y.
&. G. railroad, for the estimated proportion of this Com-

. pany, $10,862 91, - . , ;
' v. ./,- ;^ .

"

85,447 96

$42,404 30
5,316 27

$37,088 06

7,241 94

V'-'"
'

Nett,
..•;...- -

^-^ -:..,.>•.,•.. ..;v $44,329 97

It will be seen that we add to the nett receipts of the company, our esti-

mated proportion of the revenue received for transportation on the Wrights-
ville road. Our locomotives exclusively, have run over the road, and we
iiave received all the revenue, charging generally about the same rates as

between this and York. We are from this revenue to pay the Wrightsville

Company for tolls for the use of the road, the same tolls which were in

1838 charged on the Philadelphia and Columbia railroad. The accounts

between the two companies being not yet settled, we can only give an esti-

mate of our proportion, which, however, we believe will be found to be

less than the amount which we will be actually entitled to retain. The
amount which has actually been paid to that company on this account, is

$2,120 45. In the above statement of expenditures by the transportation

department, are included all our expenses of transportation on the Wrighls-
yille road.

"* From the foregoing statement it will be perceived, that, although there

lias been a considerable increase in the revenue of the company, as com-
pared with the preceding year, it has not yet reached the amount which haa

been anticipated, and which must be realized before the company will be

in a condition to discharge the annual demands of the State and of the

City, for interest on their respective loans. That this has been the case,

is the source of much regret, but we trust that the prominent causes which
have operated to produce this result, will prove to be but temporary in their

character, and the company will yet, ere ling, be found in a position to meet

all the engagements of every description, v^hich it has assumed. It will
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be remembered that almost simultaneously with the completion of the ;

•

ra^road to Wrirrhtsville, was opened another communication between the
.

city of Baltimore and the same point, by the Tide Water and Susquehanna
canals. Although these works may have brought to the city, trade that

would not otherwise have reached it, they have also had the tffect, during

the past summer, of diverting a part of that which would have passed over .,

the Baltimore and Susquehanna railroad. In what degree the business :,,

of the railroad has been thereby lessened, we cannot say, but it must have
;

:

been so to a considerable extent. But at the same time it may be doubted *
'

whether the effects of th,e construction of these canals will be permanently

injurious to the interest of the railroad. The amount of trade which will

be drawn to this city b}' the facilities offered by both lines of communica-
tion for its transit, may reasonably be expected to become much greater

than Baltimore has heretofore enjoyed, and perhaps will be more than ei- ,

ther line singly would have attracted. Of this new trade the road will'

have its full share and it may well happen, that both the catials and rail-

road will shortly be more fully employed than either would have been, had
but the one route existed. These works having all been completed to /

Columbia last spring,, cannot be supposd yet to have developed the results . .

which they will prodiice; while by dividing the trade which was already ,-

prepared to avail itself of the advantages of these new routes, they have C .

for the present, each rendered the other the less productive. It will be ad-
;;

mittedtoo, that the trade from the city to the interior, which pays the high-

est rate of toll and freight, has not, during the past year, been by any
means, so great as_may be calculated on in periods of ordinary activity

;

and freedom from commercial embarrassments. We believe, therefore* "'

that it is reasonable to expect that the future revenue of the company will ,;

be found constantly to increase, and that even duringthe next year, it jvill / .

greatly exceed that of the past.

The whole amount earned by the transportation department, beyond its , •.

expenseis, we have not been able to make available towards the payment oif
>

interest to the State. Several parties who made use of the road for the l •

transportation of produce and merchandize, (some of them to a great extent) '_::

were creditors of the company, and declining to purchase the State stock i

'

in satisfaction of their claims, the company were compelled to receive a ••

large amount of their own obligations in payments for freight. Again, in >
.

repeated instances, in consequence of the disappointment of the creditors^, -^

by the inability of the company to meet their demands as was anticipated '.

when the law of 1838 was passed, suits had been brought, and judgment*;'"

obtained against the company, and the whole operations of the road were
in danger of being interrupted by levies upon the property of the compa-
ny, and suspended for an indefinite period, until the termination of an ex-

pensive court of litigation. Several claims of this character the company
have had to extinguish during the year, and their only means of doing so

was by the temporary appropriation to that object, of a portion of the funds

derived from the revenue. It is not deemed necessary in this report, to

enter more particularly into a detail of these circunrstances, however embar-
rassing they have been to the operations of the company. We can, how-
ever, with confidence express our convfttion, that in ali the measures we
have pursued, the true interests of the company have been consulted,

and we feel assured that should a more particular statement of our pro-

ceedings be called for, either by the stockholders, or by the authority of
any other party, having the right to make such inquiry, we shall be found
to have discharged, with a proper regard to the interests entrusted to our
care, the duties which devolved upon us.
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On the Westminister branch, passenger cars hav« run to Owings' Mills
throughout the season, but are withdrawn in the winter, as locomotives can-

not be used on that track, and it could not consequently be kept clear of

snow, except at an expense whicH we would not be justified in incurring.

The time limited by law for the completion of the road to Westminister will

shortly expire, and an application to the legislature, to extend the period will

be necessary.

We have much pleasure in stating that the whole track of the road, from
Baltimore to York, is now in perfect order ; that part which at the date of

our last report, was constructed with the plate rail, having since been en-

tirely renewed with a heavy T rail, laid in a substantial and permanent
manner. If the means of the company would justify a further expenditure

in obtaining a passenger depot, within the city, and in improving their

present depots by additional buildings, the comfort of passengers, and the

facility of the company for carrying on its business, would be promoted
;

but without this, the company are now prepared to forward a much more
extensive trade than has yet ofTered, and we do not therefore contemplate

that any further expenditures will soon be required for those purposes The
soundness of the policy of constructing a railroad in a solid manner, with

heavy rails, hiis received further proof by the experience of the year, in the

small amormt which has been required to keep the track in repair. .This
has cost for the twelve months, $10,378 35 for the whole distance of fifty-

six miles; or on the average of $142 40 for each mile of heavy T rail,

and $543 06 for ^ach mile of the old plate rail track, which, until the

month of August last, was the only one used for a distance of nearly six

miles.

An unforeseen expenditure has been necessarily incurred this year, for

arching a part of the tunnel on the York and Maryland line road, about

five miles from York. Although this tunnel in its whole extent, passes

through a rock, apparently solid, it was found that the operation of the frost

at both ends of it, had last sprin? displaced several pieces of the rock, which
fell on the track, and it was evident that the evil would continue to increase

with each successive winter. To guafd against a danger of so serious a

character, strong arches have been constructed, extending at the northern

opening of the tunnel, one hundred feet, and at the southern, thirty-two feet.

The final returns of the cost of this necessary work have not yet been re-

ceived, but it will be about six thousand dollars.

In the depirtment of m ichinery, several improvements have been in-

troduced, calculated to diminish materiiUy the heavy annual cost of repairs.

The principal of these consists in the substitution of cast iron wheels,

with chilled tread, on the locomotives, for those with wrought iron tires

which were before used; and which were found to wear so rapidly as to

require frequent renewal, at a heavy expense. Chilled driving wheels of

four and one half feet diameter have novv been runninnron the road for six

months, and have been found to answer perfectly ; and from the success

which has attended the experiment, other railroad companies, in difTer-

ent parts of tne country, have been induced to adopt the same improve-

ment.

The regularity with which both the passenger and burthen trains

have performed their trips since they first commenced running to York,

has been such as to do the company much credit. On the occurrence of

the extraordinarj'^ fall of snow in December, 1839, they were interrupted,

as it is believed, were those on every road without exception, to which

the storm extended. On the 1st of January last the company commenced
carrying the mail, and from that day to the present, not a single trip has
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been lost, and but in a very few instances, have the passenger cars been so

detained by any cause whatever, as to fail to deliver the mail before the

contract time. The snow storm on the 4th, 5th and 6th inst., was one of

unusual severity; but the trains both from Baltimore and York were only

detained by it for a few hours on the 6ih; the trips on every day but that

being made with pnnctuality. The snow was cleared away without the

employment of any additional force, or any extra expense, except that for

the fuel and oil used by the locomotives required to drive the snow
ploughs.

The annexed financial statement will show the total receipts and disburse*

ments of the company to the 1st of October, 1840. ';".'"

By order of the Board,

Charles Howard, President.

A conrfensed financial statement of the Baltimore Sf Susquehanna Rail*
road Coinpany, to 3UiA September, 1840.

.•;•' receipts: .: 'i-'r.\ '^;-- ;.-' :^-':^*'' '.':-'.

-

From Capital Stoclf, 8450,000 00 i; ; "l}l:
From Loans of State of Maryland,* 1,829,379 55 '"^-^i

"*:'/

From Loans of City of Baltimore, 850,000 00
:^;:rit K-!' -

From nett transportation received from.. -:,•;;•:: y
'

^;
^y^''. -''

Bait, and Susq. and York and Md.
Line Railroad Co.'s 60,005 19 ; ; ;-

From gross transportation on Wrights- « . :
^.

ville, York and Gettysburg Railroad ;
- :. ;/^ >:,-.;,., - .._":/:"

less amount paid that company on . a i"

account,
"':

8.742 46—$3,198,127 20

f.

'v.:-..' \'M'- : ' :,
'^ EXPENDITURES : -r.-^^':- .^^ v--

For Old Road,
. v' $398,160 11

For Stock York & Md. Line Railroad Co. 199,265 00 '

: -
I. ;.

For Construction do do 326,563 72 :
:. ^:" | {

For Gradttat'n, Masonry & Construction, 631,328 49 ,
v [

For Damages, .-.^ - 16,787,92 V '-M-' -

For Bridges, : ' T f- 115.797 96 • ". - ;r '

'
- '

For Rail laying, '
; ''^ ^

: . v 528,127 21 ':;.:.;.
For Timonmm Division, ;.- v .. 224,528 83 • •;> •

'^ ^ i|^
: '•

For City Division, :.:^r JvK-. 69,877 01 :•:•-• 5^; •^^i^i'--.

For Water Stations,
•--•-- ••^/ t 3,855 66 ;=i > ^.:|"":

For Office Expenses to Sep. 30,1839/v - : -^^ 6,948 34 :%;:.[..
For Salaries Pres't and Sec' ry do 9,49130 '''::-s^'^J''^'-..--

For Printing and Advertising, do . 1,439 28 ;-;v'v-? ;

For Legal advice, .;";:' 6,312 45 ;
'

; 'x' .
/'^^

For Depots and Real Estate, -u.^/- :-' 52,151 49 " :^ |
v

For Locomotives, • 106,920 04 ^ ,;.'';;!,-, C"

For Passenger and Burthen Cars, 77,628 55 '

^ ' '
'

For Stock Wrightsville, York & Gettys-
;; :; : ',/^'- r

}./>< t:, -^ •

burg Railroad Company, ,;; 120,150 00 ^: :r.-K
"^j

For Interest to State, ^r i'-^-?. 107,26056
For Interest to City,

'""':
; ' "7- 57,500 00

For Discount, 'v ;>
-"^

41,226 37

For Loss on Sales City Stock* -• ' 18,421 72
3.109,742 01

-*.i

Excess of Receipts, $88,385 \^k
36 '
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Cash and Agents,

Bank Stocks,

FUNDS AVAILABLE :

-V $5,110 39
' ,,:.:(/. 3,436 43

UNAVAILABLE :

Bills Receivable and Bait and Susque-
hanna Railroad Stock,

Wrightsville, York & Gettysburg Rail-

road Company,
,

29,015 31

102,562 89

$140,125 02

1 ^t

DSBTS

;

Sundry Credits on Books, $4,47 1 03
Bills Payable, 31.439 OS
Company $100 notes, 15,300 00
Company $5 and 10 notes. 20 00
Company $1 and 2 notes, 509 00

$5t.739 83 $88,385 19

Rob. S. Hollins, Secretary.

•remarks :

Of the Loan from the State, chap. 395, 1838, there has been issued to the

1st October, 1840.

Of the 5 per cent, stock, • $88.710 97
j

, \.

Of the 6 per cent, stock, 488,668 58
$577,379 55-

Due to the State for interest to Jany. 1st, 1840, which is to ''!': ' '.•...

be taken in stock, 112,500 OCJ^

Leaving yet to be disposed of, for the uses of the Com-
pany,

;:
160,120 45

$750,000 OO

The practical character of Armstrong's work on steam boilers,

lias induced us frequently to refer to it. There is one portion, hove-

cver, which is if possible of more utility than the rest, viz. that

which refers to " priming," foul boilers, and sediment. Few works

have treated so largely upon these points, and being at the bottcto

of more mischief than is usually suspected, these accidents or de-

fects deserve more attention from Engineers than they hav3 hith-

erto received. We shall therefore endeavor to select such portions

of the work, as are most valuable upon this topic, and produce them

forthe benefit of our readers. . -
" :;•

CAUSE and effects OP PRIMIXO. ^

- If a boiler were only required to generate a certain quantity of steaii-

and thatalways at an uniform rate, it would only be necessary to supply it

uniformly with water, and by applying ^ regular heat, the desired result

Tfould be attained ;
but the case is very different to this in practice. From

the necessarily intermittent action of the valves of all steam engines, the
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supply of steam being momentarily cut off at each stroke, as well as for a
considerable period during each stroke in those engines tliat work expan-

sively, the effect is to throw the water of the boiler into an undulatory mo-
tion, as may at any time be perceived by observing its effect in the glass

tube of the wj^ter gauge* now so generally attached to boilers.

This undulatory action of which we speak, is apparently independent of

or at least in addition to, the intermittent state of alternate ebullition and
repose before described. At any rate, from one of these conditions, or from
both combined, it is certain that the agitation of the water occasionally be-

comes so violent as to cause the latter to follow the steam into the cylinder

and when in too great a quantity to escape through the steam port in the

return stroke, it infallibly breaks down the engine. |
r

We speak of the effect thus positively as regards factory engines, be-

cause they are not, and cannot be expected to be, calculated to withstand a
sudden blow, and such it is in reality. For if the water primes into the

cylinder in sufficient quantity in the down stroke, it must remain on the top

of the piston until it strikes dgainst the cylinder cover in the up stroke,

with more or less violence according to quantity. From the incompressi-

bility of water, of course the effect is the same as if a piece of iron of equal

thickness to the depth of water was suddenly inserted in its place. The
tremendous eflect sometimes produced when a large engine of 80 or 100

horse power breaks down from this cause, is a matter of notoriety in Man-
chester ; for as the vacant space left at the top of the cylinder is generally

of no greater depth in large than in small engines, the intruding body of

water strikes the cylinder cover with a proportionally greater force. Gen-
erally the accident does not end with merely straining or breaking the

crank pin, as is frequently the extent of the injury in small engines; but

the momentum of the beam is then added to that of the fly wheel, and their

combined force is exerted directly in splitting the cylinder, or tearing off

the cylinder cover, thence effectually demolishing all the rods and gearing,

in fact the main beam itself also sometimts gives vvay, leaving almost

nothing whole except the fly wheel.

In analyzing the various causes concerned in the production of the ef-

fects above described, we must not overlook the fact that the tendency of

the water to rise into the cylinder is always considerably promoted by the

very usual situation of the steam or induction pipe at the back end of the
boiler ; this seems to arise partly from the constant circulation of the water,

which causes a current at the surface, to set in the direction of the length

of the boiler from the front end to the back.

This circulation of the water in a steam engine boiler, of course, takes

place in all boilers, with a certain velocity depending upon the ratio that

the intensity of the heat in the furnace bears to the quantity of water to be

kept heated ; and it is entirely independent of the other two causes before

stated, but it is most probable that all three are combined in producing

waves which take their rise over the fire and gradually increase in height

as they pass towards the back part of the boiler; for it is a fact, although

not generally known, even to workmen, that the water line or mark which
is left by the surface of the water on the inside of„the boiler is not level,

but higher at the back end than the front, modified in some degree by the

eituation of the steam pipe.
I lu -

The jp/ass tube water gauge is an appendage to boilers of so much ubp in testing tha
evaporaiing powers of different boilers, and in ascertaining the value of different kinds of
fuel, or the merits of the various modsf of firing, that it is a matter of astonishment how
it is overlooked by anv one ; moreover, it is so well calculated to prevent accidenta from a
deficiency of water, tnat it cannot be too strongly recommended to all owners of high
pressure engines. .

HHlairii
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The peculiar tendency of the water in a steam engine boiler, to rise into

the cylinder, of which we have been treating, is well known to all expe-

rienced operative engineers, under 'he name of "priming," "flushing,"

"pumping," and other similar terms, but it has not been much adverted to

by theoretical writers, nor is it yet looked to by steam tnt^nne and boiler

makers vpith that attention which its importance deserves, although it is

well known to most of them to be the principal if not the only thing which
renders a large steam chamber necessary.

It is remarkable that when the inside of a boiler is examined immediate-

ly after the engine has primed much, marks are frequently found running
in a slanting direction up the sides of the steam chamber lowards the steam
pipe, in nearly a direct line leading from that part of the surface of the

water which is immediately over the hottest part of the furnace, just as if a
partial explosion (if we may so call it) of the water had taken place in that

part of the boiler and spent its main force in the direction stated. When
there is any considerable quantity of mud or clay in the boiler, the marks
indicating the direction of this explosion or flushing are particularl}'^ legi-

ble; and the effects of it, we have had many opportunities of observing in

its forcible removal of heavy articles which had been placed in boilers for

the purpose of preventing, if possible, the priming of the engine.

That waves are generated within the boiler when an engine is liable to

prime, is a singular but well ascertained Aict, as is shown by the frequent

great and sudden depressions of the float at such times; especially if the

latter happens to be placed at the contrary end of the boiler to that where
the steam pipe is fixed. In watching the rapidly successive alternate ele-

vations and depressions of the indicator buoy or float of a boiler in this

condition, the tendency to prime may frequently be observed to recur pe-

riodically after intervals of a certain number of strokes, provided that the

state of the fire and the load on the engine continue perfectly uniform.

Since the publication of Mr. J. Scott Russell's curious researches on the

generation of waves in canals, it has occurred to us that his theory might
possibly be applied to the illustration of the above singular phenomenon

;

and that if so, it will no doubt be found that the depth and form of the wa-
ter chamber will considerably influence the law which seems to govern the

periodical recurrence of this flushing of the water in the boiler. Those
who have leisure and inclination to pursue this subject will find it an inter-

esting field of inquiry, and far from being one of mere barren curiosity

only, inasmuch as a few well directed experiments may lead to results cal-

culated to unravel some of the still mysterious causes connected with the

explosions of steam boilers; than which, no subject is more deserving of

the aid of the funds of the British Association for the advancement of sci-

ence, on account of the immense importance to the interests of humanity
which it involves; and we know of no one half so well calculated both by
talent and experience to elucidate that very perplexing and difficult subject

than the gentleman above mentioned.

Although digressing farther than was intended, it may in order to point

out the intimate connection of the two subjects alluded; to, be just stated,

'

that, we have known an instance of a very large safety valve (5 to 6 inch-

es diameter) belonging to a high pressure engine that was liable to prime,

which would always on being suddenly opened, discharge nothing but wa-.

ter, (although the latter had not previously been higher than usual,) to the

great risk of the boiler becqming short of water and thereby creating an
explosion ; a fact which shows the inutility of very large safety valves, in^

Stead of two or three small ones of the same upited area.

Although there are many boilers working with Tredgold's proportion
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of steam room, and even with a much smaller proportion, all that we have
been able to meet with belong to high pressure or non-condensing engines^

or those in which the steam is very much throttled or wire-drawn : ihat is,

the pressure is invariably a great deal higher in the boiler than in the cyl-

inder, and in some cases nearly double, as the application of the Ind'ntor*

has invariably shown. Hence the uniform failure of a'll attempts iv intro-

duce high pressure engines for working the cotton mills in Lancashire,

where examples of the low pressure, condensing, or Bouiton and Watt en-

gines, are so numeronsas to be a ready test of their comparative economy.
From this cause mainly, we have the tampering with the safety valves,

and, consequently, accidents continually occurring where high pressure

engines are in use. In low pressure boilers, the method of metting the

difficulty of too small a steam chamber, by raising the pre.ssure of the

steam, is not practicable to any thing like the same extent, on account of

the usual method of feeding the boiler with water by means of the ordina-

ry feed pipe, which boils over when the steam is too high ; but where it

can be done at all it generally is. With marine boilers, which are sup-

plied direct from ilie force pump, in the same manner as those of high
pressure engines, it is practised to a considerable extent, and is in the

highest degree reprehensible, considering the immense destruction of hu-

man life that has sometimes taken place by the bursting of the boilers of

steam packets.

report op the. exgiiveer upon the several definite locations
for the hartford, and springfield railroad :, ^^ v

Hartford, March 2d, 1841.

Gentlemen :— In obedience to your directions I have surveyed and

located four routes for your contemplated railroad, and approximately lo-

cated two other entire lines, besides making preliminary surveys and
examinations on several experimental lines and the different proposed ter-

minations for your road to a great extent. After having made unremitted

exertions since the commencement of this survey on the 18th of December
last, it has been found impracticable to collect all of the necessary

information in relation to the costs of lands and damage, or the great

amount of local business upon the different routes, to enable you to se-

lect at this time that which shall subserve best the interests of the corpo-

ration and of the community at large; still I have the honor to present a

mass of facts fully sufficient to settle the question of the great importance

of this work, and of its entire practicability at a moderate expense within

the present year. .^ -:''. 'Ir-^fi;.,^ ?•.>•;
. ; ^ y. ;•: vi:'^, •

; ,.

.; V / "- 1. THE EAST route. :;l f • J

This is indicated on the map by the most eastern full red line on the

east side of the Connecticut river. It commences at a point on Front street

in the north-eastern section of the city of Hartford
; from thence it takes

an easterly direction, crossing first the river above mentioned, then the ex-

tensive river flats on an embankment made of the average height of twelve

feet in a direction transverse to the general direction of the stream at high

water; then after cutting moderately into the table on which East Hartford

• The steam engine indicator, as improved and rendered extremely portable by Mr. Mc
Naught, of Glasgow, is now well known in Lancashire ; and it is really of so much use to

the steam engine proprietor in enabling him to detect the effect of any alterations in the en-
gine, as well as a good (approximation to ascertaining the comparative load on engines
doing a similar kind of work, that it is only surprising not to find it a permanent appendage
to all engines.
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is situated, it finds a position on the surface of the extensive East Hartford

and East Windsor plains. Prom this point the line sweeps around to the

north, after which it may be laid on an easy grade nearly straight for about

sixteen miles, and until it arrives at the diverging point of two lines, sit-

uated as shown on the map three-fourths of a mile east of the manufacto-

ries at Thonipsonville. The only variation made in the line from its

direct course has been for the purpose of passing the Podnnk and Scanlic

rivers at their least expensive crossings. From the diverging point above
mentioned, the most eastern line, after encountering a succession of deep
cuts and corresponding embankments, arrives east of the Longmeadow
church, then turning on a radius of large dimensions, it lays its northern

tangent nearly in the direction of the contemplated depot in the south part

of Springfield ; curving more westerly from this point it unites with the

Western railroad without serious inconvenience to the valuable property

in the vicinity of which it passes. This tangent just mentioned crosses the

valley of Pecowsic brook at its most favorable point ; still it is necessary,

even on the maximum grade of thirty fett per mile, to cut into the northern

edge of the plain bounding this valley, to the depth of fifty feet: a small
portion of clay undoubtedly and perhaps (]ui:ksand will be encountered in

this excavation. From the diverging point before mentioned, the most
vvestera route passes with easy curves on the table land that projects at an
altitude of about forty feft from the west edge of ti»e plain, which forms,

the eastern boundary of the low lands of Longmeadow; finally, after

cutting its way through the projecting blufT at the mouth of Pecowsic
brook, passing over the saw-mill on that stream, laying its embankments-
above and beyond the reach of the highest floods, it curves moderateiyi and-

unitea with the line just described.

2. EAST ROUTE ON THE EAST BANK OF THE RIVER.

This line occupies the ground upon which Mr. Twining approximately-

located his eastern route with the exception of a portion of the line at

Warehouse Point, where an improvement has been made by throwing it

(easterly upon higher ground. An inspection of the map will show that

this line commences at a point on Front street in the city of Hartford, and
that after passing easterly across vhe river and the low grounds west of

East Hartford, it takes a direction northerly, coursinsf its way alternately

along on the table land that projects at intervals from the adjoining plains

and on the intervening low river meadows, until it arrives at the depot of

the Western railroad in Springfield. A large proportion of the required

embankment on this line must be made from the heterogeneous mass of~

materials composing the river meadow. This not only contains an uncer-

tain amount of vegetable matter, but being formed from the alluvial depo-

sites and sediment of the adjoining river, its gravity is specifically less-

than that of ordinary fine river sand. To ensure the requisite stability of

the roadbed on this material, asainst the combined action of frost and the

river floods, the embankments should have a width of not less than twenty

feet at the graded surface, and the bed upon which the superstructure rests

should be composed of fine sand or clean gravel, to the depth of two feet,

and laid at least three feet above the highest known rise of the river; large

spaces should also be passed over on trestle work, giving an opportunity

for the water to rise without obstruction to the same height on both sides of

the embankment. This line in passing around the bold bluff at the mouth ;

of Pecowsic brook, makes an objectionable curve, and unavoidably en-

'

croaches on the Connecticut river, so as to render a heavy slope and pro-

tection wall necessary for about -eight hundred feet in length. Abetter

location for this part of the route would most probably be obtained by
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throwing the line at Thompson ville so far east as to pass with a mode-

rate curve on the table land which forms the eastern boundary of the long
' meadows- before described. This route may be characterized, however,

as being in general very direct, curves moderate and the grades remarka-

bly easy.

3. COMBINED EAST AND WEST ROUTE.

This is one of the routes described by Prof Twining in his able report

'of the preliminary surveys. Here I may perhaps be allowed to remark
. that I have not been able to consult wiih Prof. Twining, the engineer whom
you selected for one of my counsellors ;

this is a cause of regret; his loss

has, however, been compensated in part by the valuable assistance that I

have received from consultations with Mr. Anderson now on the Western
" Railroad, and who was an engineer on your previous surveys and loca-

'tions. The line under consideration, contemplates leaving Hartford at

any point which its citizens may hereafter select in the northern and eastern

portion of the city ; it connects conveniently, though rather expensively,

with the Hartford and New Haven railroad depot : a glance at the large

map will show the different lines that have been surveyed and made the

basis of estimates for its several terminating points. On leaving the city,

the line pursues a very direct and easy northerly course until it arrives at

the foot of the falls on Connecticut river.

The location to this point has been much improved by throwing the

whole line farther west, and on higher ground, thus placing it nearly be-

.
yond the reach of the floods of the adjoining river. Although the soil,

to a considerable extent, is argillaceous and extremely retentive of mois-

ture, yet this whole distance constitutes a very cheap grade and prepara-

tion of road-bed. On the map a diverging line is exhibited at Windsor,

passing east of the main line and through nearly the centre of'Broad street
j

this was located there at the request of its inhabitants, and although it will

cost something more than the westerly route, yet as it will do less damage
to that enterprising town, I recommend that it be substituted in place of

the former location. Immediately north of Windsor street, the line must
of necessity cross the valley of the Farmington river

;
this, though short,

will unavoidably make an expensive embankment. The river itself will

require a bridge of four hundred feet in length, the foundation of the abut-

ments and piers must rest on piling prepared for its reception, at least five

feet below the bed of the stream
; the floor timbers of the bridge to be

perfectly secure from the effects of ice in times of the highest freshet must
have an elevation of thirty-five feet above average low water.

Further north this line crosses Connecticut river as indicated on the

foot of the falls, and unites after making an embankment of considerable

magnitude, with the east line on the east bank of the river before described.

This place of crossing, when examined in all of its bearings, will b*

found, in my judgment, more favorable for the construction and permanent

Scurity of a railroad bridge than any other which can be selected between

artford and Springfield. The curves though smaller than upon most

othier parts of the line are still moderate
; the embankments are necessa-

rily heavy and unfavorably placed in relation to the general direction of

the rivet; still their bases are so high above the ordinary floods that they

may be cheaply protected. The foundation for a bridge superstructure is

a consideration of the greatest importance; when your works can be
founded on the solid rock, you only require good materials, suitably put

together, to make your construction as durable as the rocks themselves; in

a work of this magnitude, when you have not such a foundation, you must
make one that shall be equal to it. There has been such a constant pass-
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ing of ice dilring the past mild winter, that it has not been possible to TCid!k€

the requisite soundinsrs, to ascertain with certainty the exact character of

the river bed at this desirable crossing; from the best knowledge that I

can obtain, however, from those who are well acquainted with the river at

this^oint, I am inclined to believe that a rock foundation exists atnoincon-.

venient depth below the bed of the stream^ If so, this will doubtless be a
consideration of great weight in favor of the final location of this road,

upon this route.
'

. 1- . «

4, WEST ROUTE ON THE WEST BANK OF THE RIVER.
This line from Hartford to the foot of the falls, forms the southern half

of the combined east and west route just described. Commencing the des-

cription therefore at a point one quarter of a mile west and south of Abbe's
tavern, the whole "approximately located" line, extending in a northerly

direction nine miles, was thrown directly wes,t so far as to pass entirely

clear of nearly the whole of the deep basins and ravines in the immediate
vicinity of the fa,lls and canal, and crossing Stoney Brook at the only

point where natural rock abutments can be obtained for the necessary

bridge sijperstruclure. This line as improved, is very direct, and instead

of being onerously expensive, as was the case with the old line, it has a

remarkably cheap and easy grade. A part of this great improvement was
Puggpstef^ by Mr. Twining in his report, the remaining portion is due to

the engineer upon that line. (See detailed report marked A.) Several

branch lines were run in this vicinity for various objects. On the line

which crosses King's Island, it was necessary to adopt a grade of forty

feet to the mile, thus exceeding the maximum grade established on every

other line by ten feet per mile, besides giving an increased length of bridge

superstructure compared with the crossing at the foot of the falls, of two

Jiundred feet. On the line which crosses the river at the head of the falls,

it is necessary to introduce curves that are considered objectionable ; in

all other resj)ects this crossing is favorable, presenting a rock foundation

for the bridge superstructure. From the State line northerly, the located

route coincides with that formerly surveyed. Towards i{s termination, it

diverges and crosses the Agawam river and valley in two distinct lines.

In both cases the embankments are extremely heavy, and placed, particu-

larly on the eastern line, in a direction transverse to the general currerit of

the Agjvwam river, which is extremely rapid in time of high freshets. I

am of the opinion, however, all things being duly considered, that the eas-

tern line crossing directly the Agawam and its meadows are preferable to

the one farther west, and have based my estimates accordingly^ ,. ,,, , .

[To be continued.)

Boston and Lowell Railroad.—Frorh the last annual report we learn

that four miles of second track have been laid during the last year mak-

ing twenty miles of this track now in use, and leaving about five miles

only to be laid, which will probably be completed in the course of the

ensuincr summer. The amount expended in construction to the present

time is''^ 1,729,242 ;
leaving of thd capital unexpended $70,557.

The receipts of the last year amounted to $231,575, of which from pas-

sengers in cars of the Boston and Lowell Railroad 85,928 ;
merchandise

in d'o 80,328, mail 1,958 ; from the Nashua and Lowell Railroads 24,347
;

merchandise from do. 18,928 ;
passengers from Boston and Pojtland Rail-

road 16,733; merchandize do. $4,358.

The expense of the year were for repairs of road $21,813; repairs of

engines and cars, 12,465; other expenses 55,933; total $91,400. Two
dividends have been paid during the yedr, of 4 per cent, each

;
on

$1,650,000, amounting to $132,000.
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RETARDING EFFECT OF MOISTURE, DUST, ETC., UPON RAILROAD TRAINS;

(
The general principle, that all foreign substances interposed

between the wheels of a train of cars and the rails, diminish the

velocity, by an increase of resistance, has long been established.

The component effect resulting from the opposite action of such

substances upon the drivers and running wheels, has not however

been made, as far as we are aware, the subject of exact experiment,

and yet no mere accidental circumstance has more influence than

what is commonly referred to as the " state of the rails." It no

doubt has frequently occurred to those of the profession who have

reflected upon this subject, that beneficial results would follow

an investigation into the law and causes of the state of surface of

rails and wheels. At the risk of appearing tedious upon so simple

a matter, we will endeavor to recapitulate the data upon which such

investigations must be founded.

The whole theory of locomotion upon railroads is founded lipon

two fundamental propositions, viz : 1 st. That a wheel carriage re^

quires less force to draw it, as the surface upon which it moves is

rendered smoother, or in other words, as the rolling friction is di-

minished. 2nd. That upon any ordinary surface, suitable for

moving carriages, this rolling friction, however diminished, is still

great enough to allow a machine, revolving its own wheels, to ad-

vance, and even to carry other carriages with it. The rolling fric-

tion in this case is called the adhesion, and in fact is the propelling

force. The truth of this last proposition, it is well known, was

strangely enough overlooked, until after railroads had been many

years in use.

Friction is, then, the cause of the propulsion of locomotives, and
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at the same time the limit of their power. Let us suppose the pos-

sibility of annihilating the friction betweon the rail and wheels.

The drivers of an engine would in this case " slip," that is, would

revolve without impelling the machine itself—on the other hand, the

wheels of the cars would offer no resistance, and the slightest force

would be sufficient to draw a train upon a level. The presence of

friction to the slightest amount, would allow the engine to move, but

would increase the resistance of the train. Experience soon taught

the makers of engines that the rolling friction, or adhesion of the

drivers, must be increased, and the most evident method of ac-

complishing this was to increase the weight of the engine, and next

followed the various contrivances for throwing the weight of the

tender upon the engine, and as much of both, as possible, upon the

drivers. ".-".;:;;"••.,;':':'.•' / [
The superiority of wrought iron over cast iron for tires or wheels

led to the adoption of that material for drivers and even for

car wheels. There was also supposed to be an advantage attend-

ant upon this practice, in accordance with the law that the friction

of like substances was greater 'than that between dissimilar sur-

faces. The truth of this law, in the particular case before us, is ren-*

dered doubtful by experiments on friction of high authority.

The next improvement in car wheels was the introduction of

what are called chilled wheels. These insure a two-fold purpose,

they wear far better than ordinary cast iron wheels, and diminish

the resistance probably from the greater regularity of their sur-

faces, and the peculiar structure given to the metal.

Let us now consider the effect of introducing a third substance.

When a locomotive has from any cause become unable to procure

sufficient adhesion to the rails, a very common practice is to throw

sand under the drivers, and an engine is thus enabled to proceed,

which would otherwise be unequal to the task. So great is the ad-

vantage supposed to be gained by this practice that a contrivance

has been attached to engines for the purpose of sprinkling sand be-

fore the wheels. We are unable to say how extensively this has

been adopted, but as it is used and has been highly recommended,

it may not be improper to point out all the bad consequences likely

to result from its adoption. The obvious reason for the employ-

ment of sand, is the increased adhesion, but this is only attained by
interposing a greater friction, which ends in injuring the rails and

finally diminishing the ease with which a load may be drawn, for

every time a grain of sand is pressed between the driver

and rail, a portion at least becomes imbedded in the rail, and at

last the friction is increased to such u degree that a resis-
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tance to the car wheels is attained which notably affects the labor of

drawing a train. A fine coating of dust upon the rails is related in

some experiments to have visibly retarded a train, and as this is the

average of the operation upon both driving and running wheels, we
have a pretty good idea of the effect of a fine layer of siliceous par-

ticles ground into the rail. In short the least examination will satis-

fy any one of the impropriety of habitually introducing sand or

any substances between the wheels and the rail.

The presence of fluid, either in a continuous coating or in drops

upon the rails is likewise supposed to retard the progress of a train.

But the amount and order of effect in this case is quite uncertain. It

is commonly asserted that a slight dew causes more delay than a

soakingkrain. That this has been proved by careful experiment is

not probable, but general observation would seem to favor the truth

of the assertion. j;- '
- t. . •'^/•f-vS *^--

Upon this point the result of direct experiment is needed to give

us any data for discussion of the subject. Theoretically speaking*

the effect of dew should be more unfavorable than that of rain

but the proportionate loss of power is wholly undetermined.

The presence of a film of rust upon either rail or wheel is un-

doubtedly productive of a retarding effect : although no means are

even provided for preventing it. A very simple and yet efficacious

protection would be found in applying small pieces of zinc to the

wheel and rail close to, but not upon, the bearing surface. The

galvanic protection of rails and wheels is impracticable in the

ordinary form of "galvanized iron," but still no attempts have been

made to introduce any preventive, and as the plan above proposed

is so exceedingly simple we cannot but recommend it earnestly to

the adoption of Engineers. - -

The consideration of this subject, leads to that of the effect of

different kinds of surface, produced by various qualities of iron or

different modes of manufacture. That a skilfuU application of

these varieties of surface, will lead to an increase of the maximum
effect of engines, cannot be doubted. We shall reserve this branch

of the question for another article. Meanwhile the hints already

thrown out, may lead those who have any information, to put it ip

form, and give some numerical data for the further discussion ofthe

subject. ":-

'

DRAINAGE BY BORING.

The French Engineers have for several years made use of a mode

of local drainage, which is almost unknown in this country and in

England—we refer to the use of artesian borings, terminating in an
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absorbent stratum. The first application of this system was for the

purpose of removing foul water from sewers and manufactories in

the vicinity of Paris, where a surface drainage was impracticable,

either from the nature of the ground or from the pestilential charac-

ter of the water. Although from the large quantity of solid matter

suspended, these borings were liable to stoppage, it was found that

the absorption from two wells could be carried to 1 57 cubic metre^s

per diem.

The disadvantanges attendant upon this first experiment, will not

occur in most cases, in which this mode of drainage will be entirely

appropriate. A recent instance in the construction of the Left Bank

Versailles railway is mentioned by the French journals, in which

boring was resorted to with considerable advantage. The acci-

dent is similar to those which have happened upon English and

American railroads, although sometimes under circumstances pre-

venting a resort to the remedy. We give the details as stated in

the Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal. ~:,^ •

" A large embankment was in progress to join the viaduct then

building, but the deposit of earth had scarcely begun when an ex-

traordinary motion was communicated to the adjoining soil. In
two places it was lifted up eight or ten yards above the surface, the

road was blocked up, and several houses on the disturbed site were
upset. It was found that this operation proceeded from a stratum
of clay, mixed with sand, and soaked with last year's rains, so as to

become fluid ; that the weight of the embankment, thirty yards
high, and that of the superincumbent strata had put this pulpy mass
in motion, and that it had disturbed the adjoining soil on the slope

of the valley, and had in several places lifted up and broken through
the upper strata. The cause was apparent that water did the mis-

chief, and though it might not have shown itself immediately if the

season had been dry, yet ultimately it would have been productive
of serious evil. To remedy this, there were no other means than
to stop the flow of water arriving from the upper levels ; to carry
which into effect it was necessary to cut the clay stratum and re-

place by stone work, which would surround the site on which the

embankment was to be formed, and divert the water. This opera-

tion was found exceedingly difficult, having to be carried on ait

a depth of from six to twenty yards in amoving soil, saturated with
water ; it was long, very dangerous, and an accident might have
wasted much valuable time, the works of the embankment being
suspended in the meanwhile, and the stone work itself being liable

to be swallowed up in a few years, and the work to be done over
again. ''

Under these circumstances, the engineers thought it advisable to

have recourse to boring for the purpose of absorbing the water, and
iapplied to the General Well-boring Company at Paris. This mode
^as also difficult, as the boring tube got plugged up in the soft stra-
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turn as fast as it was emptied, but by means of good tools thfs was
at last got over. The first boring reached twenty yards, and got

-into the upper part of the chalk, notoriously full of fissures, and
where the water was rapidly absorbed. The second and third bo-

rings were carried to thirty-five and forty yards in order to get at

the chalky fissures which communicate with the Seine, and feed the

- neighboring wells. A series of borings will • therefore be carried

round the embankment at proper distances and drains if necessary

made to carry the water into the borings, which can easily be kept

:. clear by rheans of a valve and cord. It is proposed also to apply
this method to get rid of the water in sand, but this necessarily de-

t pends on the strata, for we believe that in the Kilsby tunnel it would
not have been practicable."

It must, however, be understood that this system of drainage is

confined to a peculiar geological formation. In the first place, such

accidents are most likely to happen in basins where no external out-

let is to be found, and where none ^n be constructed, either from

the great distance or total absence <5^ regular water courses. 2nd,

There must be beneath the retentive soil an absorbent substratum,

: either of fissured rock, as in the instance cited above, or else of

,
loose sand. The extent of the basin will of course have some in-

fluence upon the adoption of boring, as the quantity of water to be

removed may be too great to find an exit through any number of

borings that can be made at any reasonable cost.

• There are, no doubt, many cases where a line of railway is made
to deviate from its course for the purpose of avoiding swampy
ground, when the perforation of a mass of hard pan or of stiff clay

. would remove all difficulties. This is a frequent occurrence in di-

luvial soil, where the absorbent stratum is close at hand. ,«»

.

..Another application of drainage by boring, attended with great

economy of time and money might be made in the common case of

marshy ground on dividing ridges. The location is necessarily con-

fined to the lowest ground, and the worst soil. The excavation is

both inconvenient and costly, and generally the road bed for some
distance becomes the outlet of the water. A judicious system of

borings previous to the excavation, would in most cases, greatly re-

duce the expense of the grading, and preserve the track both before

, and after its completion from any injury by a sudden overflow of
water. Often, perhaps, a well of no great depth would supersede

the necessity of boring, but when the porous soil is more than a few
. feet from the surface no other method than boring can be adopted.

It is hardly necessary to remark that nothing of the kind must be

attempted unless under the direction of an intelligent person who
has some acquaintance with geology, or who possesses much local

knowledge of the conformation.

i
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The great economy of such a mode of drainage deserves the at-

tention of the profession.

SUCCESSFUL RESULT OF THE GREAT ARTESIAN BORING AT OREENELLE.

It is well known that for several years an immense experiment

upon Artesian well boring, has been carried on at Greenelle, a su-

burb of the French capital. In the latter end of February this

undertaking was crowned with success and the heads of the Pari-

sians well nigh turned, by the plentiful supply of water which ap-
'

peared.

The boring has been conducted by Engineers Mulot, father and

son. More than seven years have elapsed since the commencement

of the boring, which has attained a depth of 547 metres, or 1 774^

English feet.* The entire expense of the work has been 168,000,,

francs.

The great difficulty of working the immense borer can hardly be

conceived. Four several fractures have taken place. On one oc-

casion oxerfow hundred yards of iron bars broke off, and fourteen

months were required to remove all the pieces. At another time the

bore falling an immense distance penetrated the stratum of hard

chalk for 80 feet. ,

The quantity of water thrown out after the removal of part of

the apparatus was estimated at 40 millions of litres per diem. This

discharge is, however, accompanied by a vast quantity of sand,

which would prove a serious encumbrance, were it expected to

continue.

,The entire removal of the boring apparatus gave a further in-

crease in the supply. The water appears from experiments which

have been made, to be nearly pure, at least far superior to Seine

water m use.

The most liberal rewards have been given by the municipal au-

thorities to the Messrs. Mulot, and to the workmen. The former

have been indemnified for the loss they have sustained on the con-

tract, and M. Mulot, Sen., has received the Cross of the Legion of

Honor from the King. . ,
.-

1

FIRE CAUSED BV THE COMBUSTION OF CREOSOTE.
|

A very serious fire occurred at the depot of the Great Western

Railway, by the accidental inflammation of a vat of Creosote into

which a candle had fallen.

The creosote had been used in an experiment for the purpose of

ascertaining its effects as a preservative for timber. The persona ,

* This is about 1200 fsct below the level of the sea.
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employed were in all probability not aware of the dangerously com-

bustible nature of this substance, and the impurities with which it

is apt to be mixed—the result of their ignorance or carelessness,

was the destruction of an immense quantity of timber, besides

buildings, etc., to a large amount.
r' :v;

This accident shows the necessity of guarding against the use of

inflammable or explosive substances by persons unacquainted with

their properties.

The propriety of using creosote is moreover quite doubtful, as its

cost, its combustibility, its unpleasant and even unhealthy odor,

are not counterbalanced by any redeeming properties—while equal-

ly effective preservatives are to be found which are liable to none

of these objections. »> '^vv ^')T.-<^r- -.}':;
ij^i:;

':' STEAMSHIP PRESIDENT. -

The prolonged absence of this vessel has given rise to the most

painful apprehensions. But not satisfied with the present disquiet-

ed state of the public mind, we find some persons taking advantage

of this opportunity to decry steam navigation upon the ocean, and

attempting to prove that in proportion to the size of the vessel, is

her danger of encountering disaster increased. The question should

be discussed, when all doubt in regard to the safety of the Presi-

dent is removed, and by no means under the present state of ex-

citement. A writer in the London Mechanics' Magazine, states

that the delay or disability of the President, is in a measure to be at-

tributed to a change in the form of her paddle board. Those form-^

erly used were Galloway's patent, but some difference occurring be-

tween the Company and the proprietor of the wheel, as the former

were not willing to make the proper payment, they were obliged ta

discontinue their use, and employ the old form of paddle board.

The loss of time and power, and the danger of accident, is therefore

supposed to be increased. How far the assertions of this writer

are correct we are not prepared to say. ; „

; We, however, are not inclined to believe in the loss of the Presi-

dent. In all probability, the machinery has become crippled and
her masts have been carried away. The aid to be derived from any
jury mast that could be rigged, would be exceedingly small for so

large a vessel, and consequently she has been suffered to go whither

soever the current has set. This would give her a chance to fall

upon the coast of Africa, the Cape de Verds, or even the Azores,,

as circumstances have occurred favorable or otherwise.

There is every reason to hope that a few days, or weeks, will give

us intelligence of her safe arrival in some obsure port, from which.
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vessels do not frequently find their way to great European, or*

American markets.

We are able in this number to give an original communication from

Mr. Klein, the assistant and companion of the late Chev.de Gerstner,

in his tour through the United States. It will be remembered that

we announced sometime since that an arrangement had been made
to secure the regular contribution of articles from Mr. Klein. The
great length of time which had elapsed without any intelligence

from him, had been to us a matter of surprize, but by a recent let-

ter, we learn that unavoidable causes have prevented his communi-

cating with us. Mr. K. is now making a professional tour through

Europe, and we hope to give our readers the result of his observa-

tions, in a regular series of papers. .' ^. . ,^ .-

.

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine. *

NOTES ON THE STEAM NAVIGATION UPON THE GREAT NORTHERN

LAKES

—

By L. Klein, C. E.

The means of internal communication in the United States are

furnished principally by railroads, canals, and steam navigation ; all

three are of nearly equal importance, and tend in a like manner

jointly or separately, to facilitate intercourse between remote parts

of the great American Continent, and to develope the vast resources

of the immense territory occupied by the United States. But while

railroads and canals have always received due attention, on the

part of the engineer, and while we daily have occasion to see

jiumerous reports and investigations on their con^ruction, manage-

ment, etc., the progress of steam navigation, in the interior of the

United States, appears to be regarded with much less interest, and

even with indifference. By communicating the following notes, for

which 1 have collected the data on a tour over the lakes in the sum*

mer of 1839, 1 wish therefore, to call the attention of engineers to

an interesting branch of their profession, and to occasion j^er^p*

some further inquiries into this subject.

The waters in the interior of North America, upon which steam

navigation is carried on to the greatest extent, and on the grandest

scale, are, 1st. The rivers in the west, that is, the Mississippi—justly

called the father of rivers—with its tributaries ; and, 2nd. The great

northern lakes. The entirely different character of these waters,

in regard to the facilities they offer and difficulties they oppose to

navigation, has a great influence upon the construction of the

steamboats and their engines, and consequently, upon the manage-

ment of the boats running upon them respectively. The difference

of management produces, of course, a difference in the cost of run-
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ning steamboats, which latter will be principally the object of the

present remarks, in which I will speak only of the steamboats upon
the lakes, reserving those upon the rivers for a future article.

There are six great lakes in the north of the Union, viz : Ontario^

Erie, St. Clair, Huron and Michigan, all connected together by
straits or rivers ; four of them, Erie, St. Clair, Huron and Michi-.

gan, are in nearly the same level, and elevated from 565 to 580 feet

above the Atlantic ocean ; no difficulty exists for vessels of every

sort to enter from one lake into the other. Thus nature has furnish-
' ed the north with a magnificent basin, extending over a thousand

> miles from Buffalo to Chicago. Lake Superior lies 18 feet higher

than Huron, with which it is connected by the river St. Mary. To
overcome the falls of the latter, the St. Mary's ship canal is now

^ constructing by the State of Michigan, and its completion will add

another basin of 400 miles in length to the one above mentioned*

Lake Ontario is elevated only 232 feet above the ocean, and there-

fore 333 feet lower than lake Erie. To overcome the mighty Falls

of Niagara, the construction of a ship canal has long since been

contemplated by the United States government, but will hardly be

effected. In Canada, the Welland canal has been constructed foi*

this object, it is 36 miles in length, and overcomes, by means of 34

locks, a fall of 334 feet. The dimensions of this canal being how-

ever sufficient only for vessels of 125 tons burden, steamboats can

not pass by it from one lake into the other. With reference to

lake Ontario, which is so much lower, the other great lakes are

generally called the " Upper Lakes," and as lake Superior is not yet

accessible from lake Huron—the " steam navigation upon the upper

lakes" always denotes the navigation by steamboats of lakes Eriei

St. Clair, Huron and Michigan.

The first vessel upon the lakes was the " Griffin," built at Erie,

in 1679, for the expedition of La Salle. The first steamboat upoi^

the upper lakes made its appearance in 1818, her tonnage was 338,

while the whole tonnage of all the vessels upon these lakes amount-'

ed at that time to only 1000 tons. The want of safe harbors and

of means of easy communication with the interior of the neigh-

boring States, was the reason of the slow progress of lake naviga-

tion, until the year 1832 when by the completion of the Welland

and Ohio canals and of the principal harbors on the shores of

Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan, the tonnage had increased to

about 10,000. In 1836 the upper lakes were navigated by 45

> steamboats, with a tonnage of 9,017, and in 1839, already, by 61

steamboats with a tonnage of 17,324. Most of these boats are very

large as will appear from the following list of 25 of them, giving

38
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their tonnage and dimensions, the port where, and the year when
constructed, power of engines, and their cost and value.

LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL STEAMBOATS UPON THE UPPER LAKES IN 1839.
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The steamers of the lakes are built much more strongly and du-

rable, than those upon the rivers ; they also draw much more water,

and have engines of greater power. The larger lake boats have

generally low pressure engines, while those of the western rivers

are almost exclusively provided with high pressure engines.

The steamboats are owned either by private individuals or by

companies, in the Jatter case, the owners divide the profit in pro-

portion to the capital contributed. They make regular trips be-

tween Buffalo, Detroit and Chicago, stopping at most of the inter-

mediate ports, to take in wood, or to land and receive passengers and

freight. Between the smaller ports a communication is separately

maintained by means of smaller boats.

Of the large boats, running regularly between Buffalo and De-

troit, the " Erie," is regarded as one of the finest and fastest. She

was built at Erie, received her engine from Philadelphia, and is

in use since 1838. Her principal dimensions will be seen from the

foregoing list ; the extreme width, including the wheel chambers, is

51 feet 6 inches. She has a low pressure engine with a vertical

cylinder of 52 inches diameter, and 10 feet stroke; the steam is cut

off at half stroke. The diameter of the paddle wheels is 24 feet,

their width is 11 feet, the length of the paddles is 5 1-2 feet, being

placed alternately, and divided into two compartments. The dip is

30 inches. The boat draws, empty, 5 1-2 feet, and loaded, 7 -12 ft.

The interior arrangement is not much different from that of the

other lake steamers. The gentlemen's cabin, is under the spar

deck, 50 feet in length, and contains 50 berths, in 3 tiers. Over
this cabin, upon the lower or spar deck, is the ladies' cabin, sur-

rounded by state rooms, each with three berths, and the doors of

which open outside to a gallery. The steam engine occupies the

middle part of the lower deck, between the wheel chambers, and on

both sides of the machinery are the cabins of the captain, mate,

engineer, the kitchen, bar and wash room, water closets, etc. In

front, are the boilers, 4 in number, each 15 feet long, 5 feet wide,

and 12 feet high ; they reach from the bottom of the hold to some

feet above the deck ; at the bow of the boat, is the cabin of the

fore-deck passengers, also below deck ; and between it and the

boilers, ample room is left for the firemen and part of the fuel.

There is no space in the hold for storing goods. Two stairs lead

from the lower to the upper deck, which, in fair weather, is perfer-

red by the passengers. It is about 140 feet in length, and averages

40 feet wide ; containing nothing upon it but the wheel house fof

the steersman-
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Since May, 1838, the Erie, (captain Titus,) makes regular trips

upon lake Erie, between Buffalo and Detroit. She carries princi-

pally passengers, of which she can accommodate 150 in the cabins,

and a great number on the fore deck. When required, 600 pas-

sengers in all, may be taken on board. She is not intended for

carrying freight, but takes it sometimes on deck. Usually, the

boat stops at six or eight places on the route between Buffalo and

Detroit, and performs the distance between these two ports, 360

miles, in 37 hours, includding stoppages. The average speed of the

boat, while running, is 14 miles per hour ; but once, she has per-

formed the trip from Detroit to Buffalo, in 21 hours and 23

minutes ; having touched, this time, only at t\yo or three interme-

diate poris ; the distance travelled, was 320 miles, and therefore the

average speed, 15 miles per hour. Every six days, the Erie made
(in 1839) a circular trip, from Buffalo to Detroit and back, and sup-

posing the navigation to be open during eight months in the year,

her yearly performance will be 40 trips, of 720 miles, or 28,000

miles.

The crew of the boat, consists of the following individuals, with

the annexed salaries

:

1st captain, with a salary of $1000 per annym

;

1st clerk, $50 per month

;

2 mates, one 70, the other $30 per month

;

2 engineers, the chief engineer 600, and the assistant $400 per

year;

6 firemen, each $20 per month ;
' 1 .

8 deck hands, each $20 per month ;

2 deck boys, one 10, the other $8 per month

;

2 porters, one 15, the other $5 per month

;

1 steward, $30 per month

;

;' '

3 waiters, one 18, and two with $12 each, per month ;

I chambermaid, $20 per month

;

3 cooks, 35, 20 and $15 per month ;

1 barber, without salary ; .
. ..

; ^ t ^^

1 barkeeper, do. do. ; ;-';,.?: •
. 7; •

V'^,

34 individuals in aU. ^ - ^ "^^'- ^ ^* ^'' ^ '

Although navigation is seldom open for a longer period than eight

months in the year, the greater part of the crew is engaged and

paid for nine months, and captain and engineers receive their pay

for a whole year. The amount paid annually for salaries is, there*:

fore,
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To captain and engineers, - - » . . ^^ $2000 ,,

" clerk and mates, for nine months, -, -< '• 1350
" 6 firemen, 8 deck hands, and 2 boys, '. ' a ' 2682 ,

" 2 porters, V 180 v

" steward, waiter, cooks and chambermaid, .«. • 1458
'

Total, - - . • . 7670

which, divided by 40, the number of trips made in one year, gives

.the expenses per trip, $192. ,; - ,. ; i

The whole current expenses per trip, (of 720 miles,) as

stated by captain, (1839) are, however, not less than $700 .

And consist of the following three principal items

:

t-

1st. Salary of captain and crew, amounting as above stated,

to 192

2nd. Cost of fuel for the engine, at an average of one cord

of wood consumed for every 4 miles the boat is running,

making 180 cords per trip. The price per cord varies

from 1^ to $2 ; taking the average at $1|, we have as the > .

4 cost of fuel, per trip, -\,,,../-^-y-]ml::-^-:-^*_.:^ f. - ,>»,:; 315

3d. All other current expenses, as for boarding passengers •;; ,

and crew, for bedding, washing, oil, etc., etc., must there-

fore, amount, according to the statement of the captain, to 193*

•
;'^^" f ^'^ ' Total, as above, -••'^ .'^^ "ii; ?- $700

To this sum, must be added another for the depreciation of the

boat. The cost of the « Erie" was $80,000, including $33,000 for

the steam engine, and $3000 for fixing the same, etc. It is general-

ly estimated, that a good lake boat will last from ten to twelve years.

If ten years are allowed for the " Erie," the annual depreciation

must be taken into account at $8000, which makes per trip, $200.

In this sum, we may, however, also include the cost of the ordinary

repairs ; as the boat and engine will have some value after ten years.

We then have, as total expenses for running the " Erie," per trip of

720 miles, 700 x 200 = $900, or per mile of travel =$1 25.^ -^
200

If we are going to compare the cost of running steamboats, with

the cost of running trains upon railroads, we must, from the above

i$900, deduct the expenses incident to the boarding of pas-

sengers, which cannot be estimated per trip at less than $100

;

the proper expense of running the " Erie" 720 miles, is, therefore,

*No allowance appears to be made for office expenMs, printinKi advertising, insarancer
or wharfage, the amount of which must greatly augment the sum total.—Ed.
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,

'*

. ' 800 '

'

only $800, or per mile of travel, = one dollar eleven cents; an

amount which will be often found to be the expense of running a

train of cars upon a railroad one mile.

In 1839 the fare for a cabin passage between Buffalo and De-/

troit was $8, or 2 2-9th cents per mile, including board. A deck

passenger paid only $3 for the same distance, or 5-6th cent per

mile, Without board. For smaller distances the fare was, however,

proportionately greater, as, for instance, between Buffalo and

Cleveland, (194 miles), $G, equal to 3 cents per mile.

The chai'ges for freight were, from Buffalo to Detroit (up) :

For heavy articles, 30 cents per hundred weight.

For light articles, 46 cents per hundred weight.

At an average, therefore, of 38 cents per cwt., or $7 60 per ton,

of 2,000 lbs., this is equal to 2 l-9th cents per ton per mile.

From Detroit to Buffalo (down) the charges were

:

'

.

For flour, per bbl., - - - - - . - 20 cents.

Provisions, per cwt., - - - - - 10 " '^
•

Tobacco, seeds, etc., per cwt.,
.

- • * * 15 "

Wool, deer-skins, etc., do. - - - - 25 "

The charge of 20 cents per barrel on flour, and of 10 cents per

cwt. on provisions, is equal to only f cent, per ton per mile, ( !

)

which is certainly lower than can be charged by any other mode of

conveyance in the United States, and proves, that in regard to the

rates of transportation, steamboats do not need fear competition

from canals and railroads, if they can command a sufficient traffic,

and the route they are going between two places is pretty direct.

The gross receipts of the " Erie," averaged per trip, about $1200,

($1 67 per mile). If we deduct therefrom, the expenditure of

8900, as above calculated, there remain $300 as the nett profit, per

trip, and 40 trips being made per year, the annual nett income

amounts to $12,000, or 15 per cent, on the cost of the boat. As
$8,000 for general depreciation is put under the head of expenditure

for every year, the capital invested in the second year will only be

72,000, in the third year, 64,000, in the fourth, $56,000, and so on

;

but it must be taken into consideration at the same time, that with

the increased age of the boat, her productiveness decreases ; be-

cause other steamers of later construction are coming in vogue, and

offer more attractions to the travelling community. i"

(To be continued.)

Cast Iron Rails.—The introduction of cast iron rails in this region

appears to have excited very general and deserved notice. The advanta-

ges which a railroad possesses, in every desirable quality, constructtjd of
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these rails, in place of the old fashioned wooden one, must be apparent to

all who have made the necessary inquiries on the subject. A cast iron

railroad cost but a trifle, comparatively speaking, more than one made of

wood and faced with wrought iron; and its durability and solidity is so

much greater, as to enhance its value tenfold. Let us examine jnlo ihe

respective cost of these roads:

—

Cost, per mile, of cast iron rails, sufficiently strong to permit

the transportation of a weight equal to three tons over it, $2,650
Cost of wooden rails, faced with wrought iron, for the same dis-

tance and of equal strength. 1750
"s

5? Diflference, $900
The cost of laying down the road, sleepers, etc., will be about the same

on each road. The weight of the above cast iron rails is estimated at 35 lbs.

to the yard, and tt a cost -of $50 per ton. r
As we said before, the great advantage of cast iron rails is their cheap-

ness and durability. The wooden roads used in our mines require to be

renewed every three years ; and the wrought iron with which ihey are

faced, owing to the action of the water, which is greatly impregnated with

sulphur, corrodes, to such an extent as to become almost worthless. Of
course this objection cannot be urged against cast iron rails. The rails

may occasionally break, but half of their original cost may be procured for

them in that state as pig metal.

We understand that Messrs. Marshall & Co., the proprietors of the fur-

nace in this Borough, are casting a rail weighing only 25 lbs. to the yard,

suitable for drift roads, which will cost about $1,000 per mile. They have
already received orders to a large amount from a number of our colliers,

for these lighter rails, and but a short time will elapse before they will be

in general use on this region.

Mr. Charles Lawton of this Borough, has introduced these rails in his

mines, and gives the most favorable account of their qualities. He as-

sures us that they are far superior to the wooden rails—can be laid down
much easier—and that a horse—can draw nearly double the draft he
formerly could over the wooden rails with their facings of wrought
iron.

Railroads, canals, taxes, debts, business and profits.—An east-

ern paper, in going over the fiscal situation of several of the states arising

out of their system of internal improvements, pauses, as might be expected,

over Pennsylvania, and points to the debt on one side, and the incomplete

undertakings on the other; vieived thus or viewed any way, perhaps we are

in a lamentable situation, and present to the world, if the case be unexami-
ned, a poor argument for physical improvements. But it is due to the early

and steady friends of the internal improvements of Pennsylvania to say that

it was not the measure, but the administration of the measure, that involved

the state in its present iiuonvenience. Had a set of canal commissioners been

retained at a salary suited to the services of men competent to the great

work and had the whole business of letting and reletting and employing a-

gents along the line been conducted in the way in which a man of business

habits would have conducted his own afTairs the state of Pennsylvania would
have now been in the enjoyment of a large revenue from her public works,

the lateral branches as well as the main line, and would have only half the

interest to pay which she now is called on to meet. This is a fact so ob-

vious, that we need not adduce proof. But as bad as the state of affairs
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now are, they can be worse, and they must be worse, unless a new system

of administration is adopted. What that system should be need scarcely

be mentioned, since almost any change would be for the belter. We need,

however, if possible, to have the whole business of internal improvements
removed from the influence of party action. Principles suffer, but the

effect is remote. A fiscal maladministration soon evinces itself in general

disturbances. When both go together, the evil, unless timely checked, is

irremediable.

If the subject of making canals and railroads was worthy of a conven-

tion, surely now that their advantages are evident, their proper manage-
ment is well worthy of public regard. We must remark, " in passing,"

that though hitherto the income of the canals and railroads has not met
the actual expenses and the interest of the investment, yet no argument must
thence be drawn against the public value ; because, in addition to shocking

mismanagement, which may yet, and will, we doubt nfet, be remedied,

there have resulted to individuals and the community almost incalculable

benefits from the use of those improvements. Pittsburgh and Philadel-

phia, and the towns between the northern section and the southern section,

all profit by these improvements. It is only the state, the commonwealth,
thai loses; so tliat while we collectively complain of the drafts upon the

state treasury, it is certainly only justice to say that individual advantages

have been great; and if we compare what we are now, in the way of.

business, with what we might be, nay, should have been, without

canals and railroads, we certainly have some cause for felicitation.— U.

S. Gazette.

Railroads.—Ten years ago, railroads, as a means of general transit

for passengers and goods, were almost untried. Now, they are spreading
over the country like a net-work ;

about one hundred. and fifty railroads

are already in use in Great Britain and Ireland, and upwards of sixty mil-

lions of money are invested in them. They are upsetting all our former
notions and alteriag our social condition; they are pouring the country

into London, and spreading London over the country. Northwards we are

carried as far as Lancaster, a distance of 241 miles from London, in eleven

or twelve hours, bv the London and Birmingham, Grand Junction, North
Union, and Lancaster and Preston; where, though for the present it stops,

there w^iU no doubt be a continuation by Penrith to Carlisle and Glasgow.
The same lines link with Wigan, Bolton, Manchester, Liverpool, etc. At
Rugby, 73 miles from London, on the London and Birmingham line, the

Midland counties carries us to Nottingham and Derby ^ and at Derby we
can get, by the North Midland and its junctions, to Chesterfield, Sheffield,

Leeds and York; or, instead of going on to York, we may double, like a
hunted hare, turn to Hull by Selby, or from Selby to Leeds. At York, the

great north of England railway, now in progress, will carry us to Durham
and Newcastle ; and at Newcastle we can cross the island to Carlisle. Re-
turning to London, we find the great western railway opening to us the

western coast, and by it and its western junction.s, not only enabling Lon-
don citizens to spend a day comfortably at Windsor, but joining Bristol

and Bath, Gloucester and Cheltenham, either now or shortly The south

coast again, is also free to us by the Southampton and Brighton railways,

along with the Greenwich and its adjuncts, to Croydon and Dover—all

either made or making. Again, the northeast coast is accessible, by the

eastern counties, and a railway to Ipswich and Norwich ; and all who wish
to avoid the intricacies of the London portion of the Thames, called "The
Pool," or who are in a hurry to reach a dinner of white bait, can be
whirled from the city to Blackwall.

—

London Chronicle.
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report of the engineer upon the several definite locations
for the hartford, and springfield railroad :

^ Hartford, March 2nd, 1841.

(Continued from page 288.)

6. POftUONOC AND SUFFIELD ROUTE. * '

All the lines heretofore described most naturally make their southern
terminations in the northern and eastern portion of the city of Hartford;

affording, however, a ready communication with the depot of the Hartford

and New Haven railroad company, either by passing through the city

with horse power or by curving around on its western border. The two
lines next in the order of description most naturally have their terminating

points in the western part of the city. The map will indicate different

proposed lines surveyed for forming a connection from them with the river

navigation. The detailed estimates show that the expense of connecting

the eastern lines with the Hartford and New Haven railroad depot, will

not be greater than the cost of connecting the river interests with these

western routes, unless a grade of fifty feet descent to the mile is adopted,

then the western lines will have a decided advantage in forming such con-

nection, or the main line may terminate as indicated on the map, at a lot

on the north part of Main street, from which a branch line may pass eas-

terly to the river, and another southerly to the depot of the corporation

before mentioned. This would, however, require grades of sixty feet to

the mile. I now invitf^ your attention more minutely to the particular line

under consideration. This commences at a point on the superstructure of

the Hartford and New Haven railroad, situated one thousand feet we.«t of

the depot of said road; from this point the line deflects to the north, with

a level grade, on a curve having a radius of fifteen hundred feet, and ter-

minating at a tangentisal point on the southern border of Asylum street.

It is obvious that the line may pass the street named at various places east

of its present location. This particular crossing, however, is chosen with

a view to pnss the train of cars, under that great thoroughfare, through an
arch or covered way, and to continue the same in such a manner under the

surface of the lands intervening between this point and the river, as to leave

unimpaired that lieautiful estate with its pleasing associations. For this

pi»rpose the grade of the street will require to be raised from four to five

feet. Various other plans for crossing this street, with and without loco- ;

motive power, are herewith presented (marked D.) From the termination

of the curve just mentioned, the tangent takes a northerly couise, encoun-

tering a succession of mv>derate cuts, until ii arrives at the Poquonoc fac-

tories on the Farmington river ; crossing that stream, the line, alter making
a slight curve. to the east, has, in general, a direct course along the level

ground east of Suffield ; passincr over the plains south of Agawam, it des-

cends with a moderate grade into the valley of Agawam, crossing thf Aga-
wam river, and turning on a radius oftwo thousand feet, with a level irrade,

it 'unites with th^ Western railroad, as shown on the map. This is a

cheap route in most respects, and when definitely located, will be to a small

extent, shorter than any practicable line that can be run between Hartford

and Springfield.

It is necessary to adopt two grades of forty-five feet to the mile, on a
a straight line, or to build an embankment at the Poquonoc factories of

the height of si.vtv feet. Judcrinj? from recent sujjo-estions that I have

received from gentlemen well acquainted with the country in the immediate

vicinity of this line, I think it important that some further examinations

should be made.
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6. RAINBOW ANB SUFFIELD ROUTE. *
•

,

; This line crosses Asylum street in the manner proposed for the Poqoo-
noc and Suffield line ; from this street the line is straight, bearing north 2°
7', east for about ten miles, which brings it to the Rainbow factories, on the

Farmington river, and which are situated nearly midway between the fac-

tories at Poquonoc and those at TarifTville ; from this point, after describ-

ing a curve, bearing to the east on a radius of 50U0 feet, the line continues

direct, bearing north 25^° east for about thirteen miles, and until it has
crossed the Agawam river, and commences the requisite turn to unite with

the Western railroad, as shown on the map.
This line passes the Farmington and Agawam rivers at the most desi-

,
rable points. The foundation for the bridge at the Agawam must be placed

: on piles below the bed of the stream. The crossing at the Farmington
river may have natural rock abutments to the height of forty feet; the piers

will also rest on a rock foundation. By curving the line eastwardly, as

indicated on the map, it may pass along on the eastern side of the Wind-
sor plain, and cross the river at any desirable height above the water not

less than forty feet. On the line just mentioned, the piers require to be
built to the height of sixty feet. Sufficient soundings and other examina-
tions have been made to enable me to state with confidence, that neither

clay.quicksand, hardpan, or rock, will be found on this route, unless clay

occurs to a small extent near Hartford. I ought here to remark that by
breaking those long straight lines into various lengths, and locating mode-
rate curves between thern, some fifteen or twenty thousand dollars may be
saved in the expense of grading.

7. BLOOMFIELD AND SUFFIELD ROUTE,

This line was run because the face of the country showed that it could

be graded at less expense than any other entire line ; but its increased

length forms an objection which is not compensated in the dimiuished cost

of grading.

BLOOMFIELD AND MIDN.EAG ROUTE.

I have been requested to survey another level and very feasible route,

passing through Bloomfield, Turkey Hills and West Suffield, and having

its termination on the Western railroad at Midneag. The additional length

of three or four miles which this line would have as compared with some
of the routes described above, will not form the on ly objection that can rea-

sonably be brought against it.

Having given a general description of the several routes, it now remains

to arrange in tabular form the elementary data on which a judgment, res-

pecting the character and expensiveness of your contemplated railroad^

must be formed. <;

LENGTH OF THE VARIOUS ROUTES IN MILES. 1^

East line, extending from Front street in Hartford to the depot of

the Western railroad in Springfield, 25.37

Same line, extending from* the H. & N. H. R. R. depot to the W.
R. R. depot, 26.37

East line on east bank of river, extending from from Front street in

Hartford to the depot of Western railroad, 24.8^

Same line, extending from depot to dt^ot, 25.89
Combined East and West line, crossing at the foot of the falls,

measured from its intersection with H. & N. H. R. R. to the depot

of the W. R. R. 24.95

Same line, measured from depot to depot, 25,14

West line on the west bank of river, measured from its inter-
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section with H. & N. H. R. R. to its intersection with W.
R. R., 24.27

Same line, measured from depot to depot, , 24.72
Poquonoc and Suffield line, measured from H. & N. H. R R. to

Western railroad, 23.77
Same line, measured from depot to depot, 24.68
Rainbow and Suffield line, measured from H. & N. H. R. R. to

Western railroad, 23.91

Same line, from depot to depot, 'i^-^ 24.60
Bloomfield and Suffield line, from H. & N. H. R. R. to W. R. 24.62
Same line, from depot to depot, 25.53

SUPERSTRUCTURE.

The necessary excavation upon your route, will afford, in almost every
instance, the best material for the road bed. Where this is not the case, a

"suitable bed for the superstructure must be prepared by excavating a trench,

say eight feet in width, and three feet in depth, and filling it with clean

sand or fine gravel. The following estimate for a superstructure of the

most durable kind, is based on the most approved edge rail, of the j^ pat-

tern, weighing 50 pounds to the linear yard. This is only 6^ pounds less

than the weight of the rail of the same pattern in use on the Western rail-

road, where it is required to sustain, upon curves much smaller than those

upon this road, the action of such heavy engines as may be required to

surmount the maximum grades upon that road of about 80 feet to the mile.

The Long Lsland railroad, which cannot be characterized as being more
favorable than yours in point of grades, or curvature, has a rail of the

same pattern, weighing 40 pounds to the yard; and this is heavier than

some of those in use on similar roads in Europe.

ESTIMATED COST OF ONE MILE OF SUPERSTRUCTURE, -'^'''}%..

21,120 feet (board measure,) of longitudinal ground sills, 8 inches

wide by 3 inches, at $13 per M. $274 5«

5,000 feet of bearing sills at the joints, 65 00

1,760 sleejjers, 7 feet long by 8 inches thick,
^'::^'-<;:^^^i:?;^^y:_ 492 80

78- tons of iron rails, at $50 per ton, ^j-y, '"^J^ '-Ij^y 3925 00

704 cast iron chairs, (weight 10 pounds each,) 340 00

9,152spikes. at 6 cents per pound, 274 56

J Laying rails, trenching, etc. 450 00

Distributing materials, 235 00

;
$6056 92

Proposals are here\yith presented on which the above estimate is based

m part. .,>.;

' ENGINES AND CARSk

It is a fact well established by experience, that you do not necessarily

^iouble the expense of operating a railroad when you double its length.

-

Strict economy, therefore, requires that contiguous corporations should

uaitedly operate their respective roads with the same cars and atten-

-dtnts.

The fortunate situation of your road gives a desirable position, from

which you may negotiate on either hand with your enterprising neigh- ^.^

^ors.

It may be desirable, however, under certain circumstances, that this
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corporation should operate its own road. I therefore present you with the

following estimate.

Three locomotives and tenders, - - . - - $19,000

Ten passenger cars, - - - -- - 10,000

Twenty burthen and baggage cars, - - - ' - 8,000

Convenience at Hartford, .... - 8,000

Amount, $45,000

BRANCH LINES.

The expense of short branch lines connecting some of the most essential

interests at the Hartford termination, will require an expenditure of

nearly $25,000

LAND AND DAMAGE.
We have endeavored to ascertain since the 20th of February, the amount

it would bf necesearyto pay for the land, damage and fencing, on four of

the entire lines surveyed for your road. It is but justice here to observe,

that our applications for terms have met in general with the most favora-

ble reception. Although we have not obtained a sufficient number of

bonds on all of the routes, to enable us to make an accurate estimate of

the expense of each line, it is not to be inferred from this circumstance,

that the proprietors entertain an unfriendly disposition in regard to this

enterprise.

In crossing lands of great value, it necessarily requires con^dera-
ble time, to ascertain the proper amount to be allowed for damage. This
is the main reason why we have obtained so few bonds upon the river,

routes. *
.

In a few days we shall probably have bonds from most, if not all of the

proprietors. ."

The land and damage charged in the 100 bonds obtained on the east line,

is 17,2l3 dollars. lam under great obligations for my success in this

part of your enterprise, from the assistance that I have received from
Mr. William Allen, a young engineer with whom you are favorably ac-

quainted.

By your written instructions I am required to present an estimate based

on proposals from responsible contractors, to grade and finish in the most
substantial and thorough manner, your contemplated ra'il'road in all of its

parts, by the first dny of January next. And bonds under seal, duly exe-

cuted, were to be procured in order to ascertain the requisite amount of

land and damage expenses. These duties I have performed according to

the best of my ability
; the result is before you. I cannot at this time com-

plete the estimate for the four first routes named, because the bonds for

the land and damage could not be procured in so short a time. But upon
the route last named the proper bonds duly executed have been generally
obtained, which enables me to present the estimate on the required basis,

as follort'S

:

Cost of road based on bonds for land and damage, and proposals from
responsible men for its construction, .

j

$369,657 1 1

Contingencies, 50,000 GO

Amount. < 419,657 II

ANNUAL EXPENDITURE.

The expense of repairs for the road and engines, and all contingent out-

lays for operation of this Kind, are easily calculated from experience and
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Known data, derived from different roads in this country that are in actoal

use. For the number of passengers with which this road would open,

there must be two trips and two return trips each day throughout the year,

except Sundays. An allowance must also be rriade for the salaries of

the various officers, and for the repairs of the, road, engine, cars, etc.

I eytimaie the nepessary outlay for these objects for one year, at

$20,000.

RESOtJKCES OF THE RAILROAD,

In deference to the common practice, a statement may be expected

showing the basis, in a pecuniary point of view, upon which the friends of

this laudable enterprize invite the co-operation of a discerning public. From
the certificates and documents herewith presented the following results are

obtained.

The number of passengers through between Hartford and
Springfield the past ytar in stages, has been 21,526.

Amount paid for passage, $33,289 00
Do. do. Way travel 3,400 00

f Do in the river boats, variously estimated at from 8

to 12,000, at $1—say, 8,000 00
Way freight 1 3,000 tons. Present cost of transportation about $20,000.

This will nearly all pass upon your road in the event of a particular loca-

tion, which, though not certain, is as likely as any other—say from this

source, $12,000 00
. The unoccupied water power in the immediate vicinity of this road, on
the Farmington river, and at the fall of the Connecticut, is unsurpassed,

even by Lowell itself

When your road is constructed to Springfield, the large number of pas-

sengers, who now find it for their interest and convenience to leave the val-

ley of the Connecticut river and take an easterly direction across the coun-

try to Worcester, then a southerly direction xtver the Norwich and
Worcester railroad, Avill no longer find it for their advantage to pass ovei^

the two sides of a triangle, when they can arrive at the same point, by
passing over its third side..

The amount of this travel is estimated at from ten to fifteen thou- ''^'

sand passengers—say from this source,
. $10,000

. The amount of long travel from the qast is variously estimated at from
50 to 100,000 persons. During the past season they have found it good
economy both in time and expense, to pass between New York and Boston
over either the Norwich and Worcester or the Boston and Providence rail-

road. Construct your road in the manner proposed, and the aspect of
things will be completely changed. Instead of being four or five hours

on the road between Hartford and Springfield, they will then pass this link

of the great chain in forty-five minutes. A passenger can then be carried

through from New York to Boston during the summer season, by day
light. In the winter season the increased inconvenience arising from the
navigation of Long Island Sound, is a sufficient reason why travellers will

continue to prefer the inland route. Considering that passengers will gain

nothing of moment in economy or time by taking any other route from
Boston to New York, and that the line of which your road forms a con-

necting link, passes through a densely populated country, and in the imme-
diate vicinity of some of the most flourishing colleges and other literary

institutions in New^ngland, surrounded on all sides with the most beautiful

scenery-ris it too much to estimate, that one-third of the long travel will

pass this way ? I estimate the increased income from this source by adding^

only - _ $10,000
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The amount of imports and exports that pass Hartford from the valley

of the Connecticut, is stated at 30,000 tons annually. It is believed that

the up river freight can be taken from the wharves in Hartford and deli-

vered at Springfield, as reasonably as if taken up the river and through

the canal ; especially will this be the case with articles of considerable

value.

Estimated from this source, $4,000
From the report of Mr. Twining on the preliminary surveys of the

Hartford and New Haven railroad, the following statement is made.
" There are now in Springfield and the region round about it, 60,000

spindles in operation, and these I should judge (as 28,000 of the number
are stated to consume 8,000 bales of cotton) must create a transportation to

and fro of six or seven thousand tons, and probably this same region, when
its power shall be fully taken up, will transport five times or even ten times

its present amount. A large amount of the cotton to feed these establish-

ments would pass on your railroad, as the new crop does not come in till

the river is about closing."

The transportation accounts on the Hartford and New Haven raijroad

prove the correctness of this statement in relation to winter freight.

We can, therefore, safely increase your estimate from this and contiguous

sources. 9,000

Tor transportation of mails, add 3,000

The fact is well established that business and travel are much increased

by opening a continuous line of railway. Your route cannot be an excep-

tion, because it will re-establish the broken links in the old highway be-

tween the east, south and west—because it will best accommodate the

southern business of a population of more than half a million, residing at

present in the valley of the Connecticut ; because upon the borders of this

great river and its branches, there is according to the report ofthe Windsor
Convention, a water power at present unoccupied, of sufficient magnitude

to operate during the season of greatest drought, more than 1000 cotton ma-^

nufactories, capable of driving more than 4,000,000 spindles.

I cannot close this report without acknowledging the obligations which

your corporation and the engineer corps are under for the friendly acts and

great assistance received from gentlemen residing on the line of the surveys.

1 herewith transmit to you the names and residences of those to whom you
are under especial and particular obligation. 1 have also appended a list

of those gentlemen who have given bonds to convey to your company
*he right of way without any pecuniary compensation whatever, and

recommend them to especial consideration during the future operations

<of the road.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

by your obedient servant, i
-

James. N. Palmer, Engineer.

To the Surveying Committee of the Hartford and Springfield RailroadJ:

Gbntlemen :—By the request of J. N. Palmer, your engineer, I have

examined partially in the field, but more particularly the data on which his

estimates are based, and from the peculiar adaptation of the countryfor the

purposes of a railroad, and the generally good feeling of the land owners.

Mr. Palmer has been enabled to make you a low estimate in comparison

wyth other roads of the same length.

The estimates being based as they are, on actual and responsible bids

for the construction, and the land damages on actual bonds in your pos-

cession, it appears impossible there should be any great discrepancy be-
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tween the estimated and actual cost, but in order to meet all possible

contihgencies, it was mutually agreed to add fifty thousand dollars to the

estimated cost.

The difference of estimate between Mr. Palmer and Mr. Twining, is

easily accounted for by a careful examination of their respective rej)orts.

Yours, etc.,

f^
"

P. Andeuson, W. R. R. l

PRIMING OF LOCOMOTIVES.

It will not, perhaps, be thought that we are dilating too much on this

part of the subject, when it is considered what immense sums of money
have been expended in running after that ignis faiuus steam locomotion

on common roads, and ending after all, as has been observed by some one,

in bringing us to the humiliating conclusion, that a sixteen horse power
engine will not propel a four horse coach. Now the priming or the

flushing of the boilers, which are necessarily of very small dimensions, is

acknowledged on all hands to be the principal difficulty that the various

projectors have had to encounter
;
consequently, there arises the necessity

of using steam of two or three hundred pounds per square inch, as appeared

by the evidence of Mr. Gurney and others, before the parliamentary com-
mittees a few years ago.

It must not, however, be taken for granted that we assent to the first of

the above conclusions as containing any thing in the least discouraging to

any intelligent projector of steam carriages. ' For who that really deserves

to succeed ever expected that less than a sixteen horse engine will be re-

quired to drag a four horse coach upon ordinary turnpike roads, when
probably one half of the power of the engine is required to propel itself.

The only difficulty as to the engine, is to have a sufficient power in the
smallest possible space; to effect which, there can be no doubt that the re-

ciprocating principle, with all its rods, guides, cranks, and crooked con-
trivances must be entirely thrown overboard, and a simple and efiective-

rotary engine substituted. It is, however, well known, that amongst all

the difficulties steam carriage makers have had to contend with, the boiler

has always been the grand rub. That being, as it is termed by the eccentric

Col. Maceroni, the very "soul" of a steam carriage, and as it is, indeed, of
any other sort of steam engine. --

Although the steam chambers of the boilers of railwiiy locomotives are

not so confined as those just mentioned, yet we venture to affirm, from a
general knowledge of the working of the travelling engine upon rail-

ways, from its first introduction into thecounty of Durham in 1815, and a
pretty close attention to the numerous alterations and improvements at-

tempted on the Liverpool and Manchester railway, from its opening up to

the present period, that the want of sufficient steam room has been the

cause of some of the greatest difficulties that railway engineers have yet
had to contend with, however unwilling they gerierally are to admit the'

fact. How far increasing the gauge of the railway, as is now being done
by Mr. Brunei on the Great Western line, will tend to lessen the enor-

mous* expense of railway travelling, by admitting the possibility of using
larger boilers as well as larger wheels, remain to be seen.

It is a fact of the very utmost importance, and deserves the attention of

* in this and some other statements, allowance must be made for the authors want'
of acquaintance in the railroad engineering, which we believe is not his department.

He appears, probably from this cause, somewhat bound upon these point*. [Bd. R. R. J.]
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those interested in railway speculations, that the very large item of expen-

ditore in the reports of the Liverpool and Manchester company, urider the

head of locomotive power account, varying from 30 to 40,000/. per annum,
is, in part, the result of want of sufficient boiler room. In saying this, it is

not meant that larger boilers than those at present in use by that company
are at all practicable on their line of railway; and much less is it intended

to cast the least reflection on any part of the direction, for there has been no
lack of zeal in every one concerned in the management, to adopt every pos-

sible expedient that promised any chance of abatement under this head of

disbursments; it is only mentioned to show the necessity of railway direc-

tors generally, attending more to this point. Science has-, as yet, done
little or nothing for them

;
indeed the common fault of railway directors

is too great a tendency to adopt the suggestions of mere scientific gentlemen,

or the schemesofamateur engineers, because their ideas happen to be clothed

in a scientific dress, in preference to plain, practical, and inexpensive im-

provements of a less osientitious character.

The numerous improvements of the ingenious Treasurer* of the Li-

verpool and Manchester company, apparently with a view to avoid the

alternative of very large boilrrs and a reduced speed, and the many curious

contrivances adopted from time to time to prevent the priming of the boilers,

are proofs that those who have much experience in this matter, consider

that in using larger boilers the reniedy would be as bad as the evil it is

proposed lo cure; it is, therefore, now generally admitted that the profita-

ble application of steam to rapid railway travelling, is yet surrounded with

peculiar difficulties, all of which tend to the conclusion, th;it although the

steam enyrine is an agent of ainiost unlimited capabilities, still it has, as yet,

resisted all attempts to confine it as it were in a nut shell.

If the boilers are made larger and heavier, the destruction of the tails

will be greater, besides the danger arising from the increased momentum
of the engine in case of accident; on the other hand, if we work with

smaller boilers we must have a higher pressure of steam, ;tnd then there

is the greater destruction of the grate-bars and fire boxes, by the necessarily

increased temperature of the furnace, which must render journeys of much
greater length than thirty or forty miles with the same engine to be very

uncertain and precarious, besides the danofer and delay attending the con-

tinual giving way of the tubes. Again, if we attempt to use the steam at

a moderate pressure, although fully equivalent to a reasonable speed, there

is the constant liability of the water to prime over into the cylinders,..from

whence it is forced, by successive blows of the piston, through the funnel of

the chimney, to the great detriment of the whole of the machinery, more
particularly of the cranked axles, which, on this account, require to be of

such enormous strength ;
in fact, when the engine primes, the piston is

acting for sometime like the ram of a powerful force pump or water en-

gine, and the resulting eftect must depend upon the acquired momentum or

velocity of the engine at the time, and the strength of the parts. Any one

may observe the effects of a locomotive engine priming, in a fine shower of

spray from the top of the funnel, immediately on reaching the bottom of

any considerable mclined plane, unless the speed is previously slackened

or the regulator used with extreme care. Hence we may well doubt the

• H. Booth, Esq., of Liverpool, the inventor of the present form of locomotive boiler

with numerous tubular flues, whose unremitting perseverance, combined with the united

talent of the various able engineers and mechanics of the establishment, has rendered

the locomotive engine, as adapted to their otcn line and their present arrangements, as to

soeed and passenger traffic, perhaps incapabk of further improvement.
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npplicability <»f this engine to long lines of railway; the defect seems to

lie in the principle which apparently involves the necessity of wire-drawing;

the steam, and is not to be easily removed by any mechanical arrangtj-

inent whatever. In the locomotive engine, in its most improv»d state, the

steam is in fact throttled at both ends—that is, both in the induction and

eduction pipes.
'

Notwithstanding that the boilers of the locomotive engints on the Stock-

ton and Darlington railway have been o^enerully modifications of the old,

or Treviihick plan, with a much greater capacity in proportion to the

healing surface, than the mulliflue boiler of iNlr. Booth, and therefore, ge-

nerally considered to be on d K-ss economical principle as to the applicatiotl

of heat, it is well known, that the cost to the company for dravv'ing each

ion per mile on the level, is not one half of what it is upon the Liverpool

and Manchester line, 'i'he iact is certainly not in favor of high speed add

high pressure; the speed of the Darlington locomotives being about 12 to

15 milt^s an hour, which appears to be the velocity that gives the maximuni

of useful effect, while the pressure of the steam is only about 40 pounds

on the sqiliare inch. And we have had an opportunity of ascertaining, from

a long series of very careful experiments, that even this pressure is still

higher than that which is found to produce the best possible effect in a

stationary engine, when working without either governor or throttle valvej

as is the case with locomotives.

\ The sup< rior economy of the Durham engines, is, no doubt, in partj

owin<Tf to the use of coal instead of coke, and not being compelled to burn

their smoke, (as they are obliged to do on m.ost of the Lancashire rail-

ways,) and this fact, it may he observed by the way, says nothing in favor

of smoke-burning. It may also be stated, that but for the invention of the

blast pipe, by Mr. Timothy Hackwovth, which, in conjunction with Mr.

Booth's boiler, at once doubled the efficiency of thelocomotive engine, the

preveution of smoke on railways would probably still present as great a

difficulty as it yet does in factories.

While on this subject we may just state that the original " Sanspariel,'*

of Mr. Hickworth, which all but successfully competed fdr the prize at

the opi-ning of the Manchester and Liverpool railway, may still be s.>en

regularly working on the Bolton and Lehigh railway, apparently not much
worse for Seven years constant work, the boiler never having required aty
essential repair, while its contemporary rivals that have escaped the fate of

the "scrap heap," have been re-made, and mended over and over agaiti,

since the celebr<ited race at Rainhill—r-a fact which goes far to prove that

the principle of this engine has not been so very much improved Upon,

except thflt it is not so well calculated for burning coke as coal. The Sans-

pariel may frequently be seen at the Kenyon .Junction, waiting for the Bolmn
trains from Liverpool, and plans of it may be seen in Dr. Lardner's work
Heberts' Mechanics' Encyclopaedia, Wood on railroadi Mechanics' Maga-
zine, and many other works. ;

PRIMING OF FACTORY tlNGINES.

The steam in a common factory boiler, for working an ordinary condens-

inof engine in a factory, is usually of about two pounds per square inch

greater pressure than the average pressure on the piston throughout the

stroke, and with this condition, we have never found an instance of a boiler

havintr much less than half a cubic yard for steam room* pt^r horse power,

that was able to do its work properly. This proportion may be depended

on, as th? result bf no very limited experience, being from actual perional
40
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examination and measurement of several hundred boilers, with a vieW
principally to the determination of this particular datum

; and it foitun-ateiy

happens, that the circum'*tHnce of a boiler priming into the cylinder, not

only gives visible and audible signs of its taking place, but also leaves, in

some measure, permanent traces of its having done so, sotretimes in the cy-

linder, but almost always in the boiler, 59 that the accpiacy of our experi-

ments on this head may be easily tested.

Where the engine, or-rather the boiler, is overworked, and the load or»

the engine not very regular, experiments to the foregoing eflect may be
Slid to be going on almost daily, and in many cases, even without the

owner being aware of any thing of the kind, until his engine ha» beeo
brolvPT) down a few times, and after the expenditure of a few hundred
pounds: then (as it is commonly, but expressifely, said in Lancashire)
' he finds it outy In fact, the want of sufficient capacitjof steam chamber
entails upon us the choice of two evils

;
one is the risk of breaking some

part of the engine (generally the crunk or crank pin) by a sadden flush of

the water into the cylinder, the other is the constant tear and wear, and
eventually the danger of bursting the boiler, by too great a pressure of
steam.

Instances are sometimes met with, where double the above proportiot*

of steam room is not sufficient to prevent the boiler from priming occa-

sionally, but there is in such cases always some special circumstances to»

account for it ; for instance, where there has been any neglect in cleaning-

the boiler, and a considerable portion of the load is suddenly thrown on,

when the engine is already running at a good speed, and particularly \i

there is at the time a sharp fire under the boiler capable of suddenly ge-

nerating a g-reat qnantily of stt-am. This, it will be perceived, is nearly a
parallel case to that of a locomotive at the foot of an incline, as already

mentioned. Casesof this kind frequently occur at calender houses, saw
mills, and machine shops. In- the latter it is rather disgraceful, because

the managers of such places, if not engineers, ought, at least, to be expe-

rienced mechanics; but in Lancashire there are more than two or three

such concerns which seem determined to verify the old saymg, that "shoe-

makers wives go the worst shod." Mere neglect may be sometimes ex-

cusable, but there is too often sheer ignorrnce of the worst kind. Some of

their proprietoss have for yea^rs been acKnowleoged as the first mecha-
nics in Europe, and justly as they may lay claim to be so considered, fron\

the magnitude of their establishments, it is painful to find that they have
much to learn in respect of their engines and boilers.

The presence of some kinds of dirt in the water, particularly if it be
of a mucilaginous nature, is liable tocause the engine to prime, whatever
may be the amount of steam room. A small quantity of sonp has a won-
lerful effect in this way; and generally speaking, with a dirty boiler and a
"ull load on the engine, there is a continuil

'•'

fuahing^^ of the water in the
wiler, or an attempt to " prime" at every stroke of the engine. In these

*.ases we usually find that the dirt has partially left the boiler and passed

nto the cylinder, thereby seriously injuring the packing of the pisten and
yalves, and causing an immense waste of tallow and fuel, besides reqwiriag'

perhaps two engines to do the work of one. We know of nothing that

has been so detrimental to, and so long delayed the successful introduction

of Mr. Bartons metallic packing for pistons,—decidedly the most important

improvement in the steam engine since the days of Watt.

For all such cases, however, there are various preventive remedies

which will come more properly under our consideration in another chap-

ter; the principal of which are the adoption of various mechanical me-
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thods of frequently cleanins^ out the boilers, or rather of preventing them
from becominn^ dirty. We shall now advert in particular to an apparatus,
which effects the latter purpose very completely without the necessity of
emptying the boiler, and without the least interruption of the continued
workings of the latter, or the engine to which it is attached. And we
shall endeavor to do so here, at the unavoidable risk of being thought
egotistical, the apparatus in question being partly contrived, or rather
improved, and wholly adapted to its present purpose by the author of this

work; not only because it his an important relation to the subject now ia

hand, namely, the priming of steam engines, but also because, since the
publication of our first edition, we have had reason to believe that the appa-
ratus is not so well known, ahd where known, not so well understood as

we had previously supposed.

—

Armstrong on Steam Boilers.

ANTIQUITIES OF CENTRAL AMERICA.

The New York Albion furnishes a brief account of the important dis-

coveries of Messrs. Stephens and Gatherwood, in Central America, or

Guatimala, as it was formerly called. Our readers are aware that the

attention of the learned has been much directed, of late, to the numerous
and astonishing monumental treasures that lie scattered about this vast

region. The two gentlemen above named have recently returned from

an extensive survey of these ruins, and are about presenting the result of

their explorations to the public in a printed volume. In the mean time,

in order to satisfy in some degree the public curiosity, they have delivered

several lectures on the subject, the general conclusions of which are pre-

sented in the Albion.

The travellers proceeded from New York to the bay of Honduras, and,

upon landing, their first halting place in the way of their task was Copan
the ruins in the vicinity of which were both extensive and magnificent.

Mr. Catherwood, on Wednesdiy evening, exhibited a drawing of a tem-

ple at Copan, which seems to have been upon an extensive scale, one front

of it being in length about 230 feet, and its side face about 180 feet.
^
The

interior of the temple is laid out with all the skill and regard to conve-

nience of the most practised architect, and the exterior presenting an ela-

boration of ornament as well as refinement in sculpture, which altogether

astonished the travellers, as in fact so did the drawing astonish those before

whom it was placed at the lecture. There were many single columns

most elaborately wrought, the work was deeply cut, and all in masterly

style.

From Copan the travellers proceeded to Kuirigui, where they found

many monuments, chiefly of the same character as those at Copan, only

the latter were much longer than those which were first visited. From
thence they proceeded to Saiita Cruz del Cuiche, to Guequetenango, to

Ocosingo, to Palenque, and to Uxmal. The whole forming a circuit of

nearly tiiree thousand miles in perimeter, and the greater part of which

was thickly studded with e.vtensive ruins, all of which were analogous to

«ach other, although the variations in extent, ornament, etc. were numer-

ous. They were all evidently the labors of a people of a common origin,

of apparently the same political, religious, and social principles, of the

same habits and associations of ideas, and certainly far advanced in civi-

lization and refinement. Innumerable square columns or obelisks of^stone

were found in the course of thf'ir jnvestio-ations, all of which were carved

on every side with hieroglyphics, or with figures of animals or human
beings; the former, in all probability, containing legends which, if they
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cuuld be deciphered, would go far to explain the history of the people

who had thus executed them ; and the latter executed with such regard to

the due proportion of figure as actually to astonish the travellers, who had
not the most remote expectations to find any branch of the fine arts in so

forward a state. What added to their astonishment was the fact that all

these monuments were found in the deepest recesses of forests o^f gigantic

and closely planted trees; a proof of their antiquity altogether irretraga-

ble, as it must have nxiuired centuries to bring such trees to their maturity

and enormous growth, and it must have been after those cities were ruined

an.1 gone to destruction that those forests were allowed to take root in

their precincts at all. These considerations, unaided by any other, must
cnrry the mind back to a period of the world altogether startling to

think of
,

An erroneous notion has s:ot abroad that these antiquities, in the colos-

sal magnitude of their parts, throw ihnse of Thebes, Luxor, and other

Egyptian monuments in the shade, and that the latter may now " hide

their diminished heads;" it is believed also that in architectural elegance,

as well as jn extent, these American remains far exceed those of Balhee,

Palmyra, or even ancirtit Babylon itself. These surmises receive no couu'

tenance from the accounts given by Messrs. Stephens and Catherwood.
The extent of the American monuments has rather regard to them as one
mass promiscuously and almost everywhere spread within a circumference

of three thousand miles, than to the extent or magnitude of any one speci-

men or set of ruins;, and nothing but either a complete misunderstanding

of the true details, or an intense love of the marvellous, could have brought
about those false comparisons.

But the most important point to be ascertained is that of referring these

monuments truly to any of those of the old world. At the first glance at

some of thie more colossal figures, their costumes and their groupings,

there was for the moment a similarity to those of ancient Egypt, but the

practised eyes of our travellers soon corrected the momentary error of

their thoughts. There was not one of those monstrous heads whi:h so

essentially belong to Egyptian mythology, religious rights, and occult

writings ; the proportions of the figures xyere in every respect better in

jthose before them, and nowhere did they find that inherent regard for greait

fnagnitude or peculiar position in the statuary and sculpture. The hie-

foglyphics too, though liberally scattered and everywhere homogenous,'
were altogether diflferent from those upon the Egyptian monuments. From
the intricacy of their designs, and from many grotesque subjects of their

sculpture, these monimjents might be referred to a more oriental source

than that of Egypt; and the similarity seems to increase the further they
are referred to the eastward. China and Japan present many of the images
and groups which are found on the American monuments; and although
witli much that is grotesque, in the latter there is also much that is beau-

tiful and symmetrically correct, while in China and Japan, particularly

the latter, the monstrous prevails in an exorbitant degree, there is really

much that is common to the east of Asia, and to the west of America.
With data like those before us, then the editor of the Albion asks, can

there be much difficyity in fortifying that most received hypothesis, that

America w^s first peopled from the eastern part of Asia, the passage being

made across Beh ring's straits? Where is the difficulty in assuming the

theory that mankind, continually radiating from the primitive seats of

fir.st creation, and continually advancing beyond previous confines, should

jg^radua.riy arrive at tb<^ ;;Vester^ ph.Q^c,s of the Pacific, should people the
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islands there, should cross the narrow straits—so narrow that at midway
both shores may be seen from the same position- -should travel southward^

and give a human population to this continent ?

.

J

The following extract is from a paper entitled. Brief Observations ore

the State of the Arts in Italy, etc., by Chas. H. Wilson, Architect, Edin-^

burgh; read before the SuC. of Arts in Scotland. Many good things are

to be found in this paper which is, however, too long for insertion. We
shall content ourselves with a few other extracts.

STATE OF ENGINEERING IN ITALY.

I shall now tnrn to the engineering works of Italy, a subject worthy
of much attention, but on which, I regret to say, I am able to say very
little indeed. The greatest works I saw going on were those at Tivoli,

and from the Ombrone to the Like of Castiglione in the Tuscam Ma-
remma. I shall merely offer a very brief description of these works, ne-

cessarily very imperfect, as I write entirely from memory. The Tiber or
Aniene, on reaching Tivoli, was dammed up by the architect Bernini

;

precipitating itself over the lofty barrier he raised, it disappeared under the

rocks on which the town is built, and was seen again in the celebrated

grotto of Neptune; rushing out of this remarkable cavern, it feil into ano-

ther abyss, and again vanished into the grotto of the Sirens, from urht nee

it issued in the deep valley under Tivoli, several hundred feet below its

original level. The pencils of the painters of every nation have been
employed for centuries with this, I may say, terrible scenery, this orrido

bello of tfie falls of Tivoli. They may now depict the rocks, but the. wa-
ters are gone for ever. Some years ago, Bernini's dam was carried away
in a flood: it was rebuilt by the Pope's engineers; but, if I remember
aright, the river got the better of them, and threw down their work

;
at

last they dammed up old Tiber, and m;ide the very ugliest waterfall that

ever unfortunate artist contemplated. It was discovered that the river, in

passing through Neptune's grotto, had worn away the rocks in such a
manner that the town and its temple depended on a rugged pillar, the dura-

tion of which could not be calculated upon. To prevent the town paying
a visit to the Sirens beneath, it was resolved to^turn the river, and it will be

acknowledged that this was a bold undertaking; walled in by mountains,

it sought a passage under them; and to a certain extent imitating the ope-

rations of nature, the engineers have carried the river through two paral-

lel tunnels, and tumbled it into the valley beyond the Sirens' groito, over a

bank twice or perhaps three times as high as the Calton hill. 1 have made
a plan from memory of this operation, as the best mode of explaining it.

The engineers have saved Tivoli, but its romantic beauty, as far as the river

is concerned, is gone for ever.

The other engineering work which I mentioned, namely the canal from
the Ombrone to the lake of Castiglione, has excited much interest. The
lake of Castiglione, anciently the Lacus Prilis, falling very low in sum-
mer, left much marshy ground uncovered, in which were numerous stag-

nant pools, and quifntities'of putrid herbage, making the air poisonous in

hot weather, and breeding myriads of noxious insects. To remedy these

evils, Leopold 1st ordered the architect Ximenes to make a canal from the
river Ombrone to the lake; by this means it was intended to keep the
latter constantly at the same level. This work was finally executed bvthe
present Grand Duke in the year 1830, and by means of a canal 7 miles
long and 25 feet broad, a sufficiency of water is .supplied to keep the lak©
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•at a proper level ; so sufficient indeed was the supply, that the whole sur-

rounding country was overflowed the^rst year : but this has been remedied.

The air, it is said, has been improved ; but when Ijvisited Castiglione in

1832, I found that all who could, left it in the summer months, and all who
remained had the fever. Some notice may be expected from one of the en-

gineering works in the Pontine Marshes ; but like, other British travellers,

I have only galloped through them, and have merely to state that the at-

tempts to drain them cost a million of money. "
,.

?•

The roads in the north of Italy are excellent, and indeed generaHy

throughout the peninsula. Although a small portion comparatively of

'the country is intersected by roads, I have travelled many miles over

turf, or by small tracks on the coast or on the mountains. Towns are

almost universally built on eminences ; consequently the roads are hilly,

but I think less so than would be supposed from the nature of the

country, and both in direction and in smoothness they greatly excel those

of France.

The system of road making followed, is nearly the same as that adopted

by the late Mr. Telford, that is to say, a pavement of stones is first formed,;,

upon which the metal is laid ;* but I do not think that the principles advo-

cated by our great engineer are followed out in the formation iof the pave-

ment. Excellent roads, however, are the result of the system, even although

gravel is used instead of broken metal.
,

Various principles of paving are now exciting much attention in Lon-'

-don" it is to be regretted that something like a sensible principle is not

followed in Edinburgh. In Italy various modes are adopted; in Genoa

and at Naples large flat parallelograms of lava are used; at Florence, large

irret^ular polygons caref'jlly jointed; and at Rome, a pavement resembling :

our own, except' that the stones are of regular forms, of oh^ size, and grout-

ed in with lime and pozzolana.
#

ANTHRACITE COAL FIELDS—THEIR OUTLETS, ETC.

Mr. Editor :— It may be interesting to many of your readers to know ^

the extent of the Anthracite coal measures in acres. In preparing the fol-

lowing table. I have excluded all the conglomerate ridges which surround

the different deposits of roal. Not being acquainted with the boundaries

of the third great, or Wilkesbarre basin, and some -of the small deposits

north of Hazleton, I leave them to be supplied by others.

The first great, or Schuylkill coal bisin, contains 67,000 acres, having

the outlets to market as follows: >

By the Lehigh canal, ::- Acres, 3,750

BytheUttle Shuylkill railroad to Port Clinton, thence by
'

Schuylkill canal or Reading railroad, 6,325

By Potlsville and Schuylkill ^Haven, thenae by Schuylkill '

canal of Reading railroad. \

A railroad six and a half miles in length will connect the

..Goodspring creek with the Mine Hill and Schuylkill

Haven railmad, seven miles from Schuylkill Haven, and

will make an outlet to market, either by the Schuylkill

or by the Union canal, for ^ 6,250

I have not eeen the railroad which ha8:been lately made from Naples to Castellamarei

«iiit am well acquainted with the line; a novel question m enRmeering must arise in consi-

Serins h^w I is to be protected from the lava of Vesuvius. This I believe will not be very

difficult but it has a more insidious enemy in the earthquake, and a more overwhelminR

one in the showers of scorise and ashes which accompany an eruption,
. . ., . ^

RaUways may be useful in Italy to promote her cottimercial prosperity, but I pity the

»an *-h« cauld think of iravallins^ in such a manner through any part of that country.

31,875
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By the PInegrove, and thence by the Union canal, 13,500
By the Wisconisco railroad and canal, 5,800
The second great or Shamokin and Mahonoy coal field contains 59,450

acres, having the following outlets to market :

By the Lehigh canal, or by the Schuylkill, via the little ;
"

Schuylkill, 4.700

By the Schuylkill, via the Danville and PottsvilJe rail- ••:

road, or by the same railroad to Sunbury and the Sus-
• quehanna, . 21,000
By the Danville and Pottsville railroad to Sunbury, (the -i ij

Shamokin part of the basin,) , 33,750
The Beaver Meadow coal basin, ^'x :.•': .,.:\4,\^\=;;:}:-\ 11,350

The Hazleton basin, .» % > •

'
• ^'^ 12,500

Having their outlet to market by the Lphigh canal,
.

. •'

The Broad Mountain eoal basin, north of the Mine Hill, ge-

nerally considered a part of the Schuylkill basin, -
'•'

"

8,450
The Broad Mountain Summit basin, . 2,225

Having their outlet to market by the Schuylkill, via Pottsville and
Schuylkill Haven.

i;'^' I'V'-^^'- _;..;;:' Samuel B. Fisuer. >'

Pottsville, MarcJi'2Q,\9>i\. -^
''*n'^!~ ,, '•>:.'

From this communication, it appears that the above mentioned basins

contain, in the aggregate, 155,220 acres of Anthracite coal lands, which
have their natural outlets as follows:

By the Schuylkill, including the 6,220 acres on Good
Spring creek.

By the Lehigh, ^
^.

Shamokin, via Sunbury,

Pinegrove, by Union canal, -

Wisconisc feoeder and railroad.
i'

72,225
29,950
33,750
13,500

5,800

.'h-*-
•^.%:

'^ ^' 155,22ft

Pottsville Miner's Journal.

DUTTON S MODEL OF A BRIDGE, ..

Mr. Editor:—Allow me, through the medium of your paper, to calT

the attention, particularly of the county commissioners and the beard of
control, to two models of bridges, invented by our countryman and citizen,

Mr. I. L Dutton, No. 25 Pine street. The want of a bridge at Fairmount
drew his attention to this subject, and either of these bridges is admirably

adapted to that location. One of them is an improved suspension bridgre;

the other, on the principle of the patent lever gelf-sustaining arch. Yet
both are.constructed on an entirely new combination of principle, and for

their great streaeth and economy, are worthy the attention of the contrac-

tors, and the public generally, who are also secondarily interested. These
models will b^ placed in the saloon of the Exchange on Thursday, where
the public will have an opportunitv of being gratified with a view of their

symmetry and beauty. '

There will also be exhibited, at the same time and place, an improved
plan of a safety car, the invention of the same gentleman, and well worthy
the inspection of the scientific, the railroad companies, and the public at

large, all of whom are interested in any improvement that will secure safety



to the traveller, and to the contractor economy, as it will cause at least

•one half less weur ami friction than that constrAicted on the present phn.

A Friend to Public Improvement.
"

We have seen the model to which our correspondent refers, and .trust

that those interested in the erection of a bridge at Fairniount will make
themselves acquainted with the principles of Mr. Button's invention, and

ascertain its applicability to the circumstances of the site; It struck us

that the plan vvas good, combining great strength with all convenience and

means of ornament. Still, in so important a subject, it would be well that

men skilled in mechanics should carefully examine the model, and as far

as possible, test its worth. The|model of the bridge for Fairmount is to a

scale of half an inch to a foot, and, though constructed of light materials,

is by their judicious combination, of great strength.

New Route.—The steamerjSj^rmillion arrived at Buflalo a few days
since, had among her large cargo, forty hocsheads of Ohio Tobacco des-

tined for the Baltimore market. The Buffalo Journal says "it is a long

journey, via Buffalo and the Erie Canal, yet the most speedy and eco-

nomical route that can be obtained for produce that is seeking a market."

We lay items of this description before our readers to show the impor-

tance of our works of internal improvement. Our city is now the great

shipping port for much the larffest portion of our country, but it can only

l)e so for a part of the year after the completion of the railroad from Al-

bany to Boston, unless the New York and Albany and the New York
and Erie railroads are constructed.

—

Times and Star.

A recent report to the Russian Government contains an account of the

Chinese library, which forms part of the Asiatic Museum of the Imperial

Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg. This library was founded in 1730,

Qt which period the Russian resident at the court of Pekin, sent by the

emperor Peter I, transmitted several Chinfse works. Since that period

the collection has been constantly increased by contributions, either from

envoys or by purchase; and a catalogue has been regularly, made. The
last addition was from the purchase of the rich collection of Chinese works

of Baron Schilling de Canstadt, throuirh the munificence of the Emperor.

M. Brosset, the librarian, has lately classed all the works, and composed

a new catalotrue. This library, which is second only to that of P.iris, con-

tains 1,364 volumes bound, rnd 11,510 unbound. Among them are a ge-

neral statistical account of China, in 300 unbound volumes, and a general

history of the Chinese Empire, from "the most remote period down to the

prrsehtage.

Spots on the sun.—A correspondent of the Boston Daily Mail, says

that " with one of my large divgxging telescopes five distinct clusters of

dark spots on the sun may now/be seen. May 5th, thetwo clusters near the

centre of the sun extend upwarsj^ of fifty thousand miles in length by about

twenty thousand breadth
;
they will be visible a few days longer if the

atmosphere is clear; the abve perhaps may account for the cold weather

backward spring we have had. We do not know that any body in this part

of the country has found an opportunity of looking at the sun loni: enough

to ascertain wh' ther it had spots Upon it. Nor do we know that these spots

would be a sufficient cause foa the cold weather of this spring. We remem-

ber however that in the year 1816, the sunrimer was so wet and cold that'

corn unless in particular spots did not ripen
; and then the spots on the sun

ware so large that they were, toward sundown visible to the naked eye.

17. S. Gdz.
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sure. The causes which hate delayed the action of the proper

authorities are unknown to us—but now yve hope no Afrthef im- .

pediment will interfere with the iitimediate execution of the work.

Mr. Ellet has always Jiad our b^st wishes and hopes in his efforts

to introducethis beautiful and economical style of bridge building.

"We want but one fair specimen to lead .the way for hundreds of

others,—we say hundreds, for we have nodoubt that there kre hun-

dreds of locations where circumstances would indicate the pro-,

.priety of erecting suspension bridges. The specimen we areabout

to have, will no doubt, do credit alike to the city of Philadelphia

and the contractor. .!
"• i-,| i,'* '•.

^V':^ PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT IN CANADA. •• "^ -^ »r

. '"Lord Sydenham, the new Govehior Gefieral ,of Canada, at the

opening of the United Parliament, holds the following language .in

regard to public works: ' ."^-^v ;' :;•;;/: -^f.

,

• "

• Many subjects of deep importance to the future welfare of the

Province demand your early attention, upon some of which, I have
directed bills to be prepared, which will be submitted for yourcon-
gidei'ation.

Anwng. them, first in importance at the present juncture of af-

fairs, is the adoption of measures for dfeveloping the resources of
the Province, by well considered and extensive public works^ The
rapid settlement of the country—the value of every man's property
within it—the advancement of the future fortunes, are deeply af-

fected by this question.

The improvement of the navigation from the shores of lake Erie
and lake Huron to the ocean-r-the establishment of new internal

communications in the inland districts, are works requiring a great-

outlay, but promising comnrensurate' returns. To underta;ke thems

successfully, large funds will undoubtedly be fequired, and thefinan-

•cial condition' of the Province, as it stands^ at present, would seem
to forbid the attempt.' But I have the satisfaction of informing
you,thfit I have' received the authority from her Majesty's govern-
ment to state", that they are prepared to call on the Imperial Parlia-

ment to afford their assistance towards these important underta-

kihgs. In the full belief that peace and tranquility will be happily
re-established in this Province, under the constitution settled by

. Parliament, and that nothing but a relief fr(5m its most pressing

difficulties is wanting to its rapid advancement to prosperity, they
will propose to Parlianient, by affording .the guarantee of the Im-
perial Treasury for a lojan to the extent of no less than a million

and a naif sterling, to aid the Province for the double purpose of
diminishing the pressure of the interest on the public debt, and of

. fh^bling it to proceed with those great public undertakings, whose
progress- during the last fe\v years has been arrested by the iirian-

^ eial difficalties. I shalldiirect a measure to be submitted to you em-
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bracing a plan for this purpose, and I shall lay before you, Ibr your
information, and that of the people of Canada, extracts from the

despatches which convey to me this moist gratifying assurance.

THRBE OIUBAT RAILWAY ROUTES FROM JTEW YORK CITY TO LAKE ERIE.

We resume our remarks upon the second of these rpiites, the

New York and Erie road, where the same were discontinued in a

previous number, viz. at that period in its history, when by an act

of the legislature, it was authorised to use the credit of the State in

aid of its construction to the amount, of three millions of dollars.

This act was passed during the session of 1836,' and encouraged the

company to prosecute the. work with renewed energy—according-

ly the Engineer deparlnjent was reorganized in the spring of that

year, by the ajipointment <5f.E. F. Johnson, Esq., and Capt. Talcotti

to the fortner of -whom was assigned the charge of the eastern divi-

sion of. the road, extending as far west as Painted Post, 314 miles,

and to the latter, the western division, embracing the reiiiainder of

the distance to lake Erie, 170 miles. Under this arrangement, the-

se.rvices of Judge Wright were contmued as consulting engineer.

The examinjations, which had been some time in* progress, were

continued by these gentlemen, with a view to a definitive location of

the road, and at the close of the season,- Mr. Johnson made a.rtport

in detail of so mubh of his division as lay between the Hudson river

and the .ShaWangunk ridge, a distance of about 6.0 miles. A simi-

lar report, was also made by the engineer of the vs^estern division

of the por.tion of the road nearest to lake Erie.
^

\ The views of Mr. Johnson, relative to the most suitable location

for the easteirn division, of the road, differed in many respects, from

those previously gjven by Judge Wright. The reports upon this

subject, have never beenpresented to the public! It is proper here to

state, that the opinions of the former gentleman were approved by

the then Bqard of Directors. , .

•

Mr. Johnson, in his examinations in Sullivan county, west of the

Shawangunk ridg?, became satisfied of the impropriety of attempt-

ing to carty the road through the interior of this county,.as re-

commended by Judge Wright, in preference to following the valley

of the Delaware river; thus increasing the total rise and fall full

1660 feet, without any probable saving in distance or expense.

He accordingly caused examinations to-be made upon the only

questionable portion of the route, leading from the Shawangunk

ridge tb Carpenter's Point, on the Delaware, which showed, that

by adopting that route, the advantages ibove enumerated wpuld be

attained, and in addition thereto, the tunnel at the.ridgebe avoided
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—the maximum grade of 90 feet per mile, reduced to 50 or 55 ft., and

the line placed in a position to develope much more completely the

resources of the country, and thus secure to the road, ultimately, the

greatest amount of business.

Mr. Johnson also became satisfied, from examinations made be-

tween the Delaware river and Binghamton, that the route which had

been selected ought not, under any circumstances, to be adopted,

|>eing clearly of opinion that the road should be carried by the way
of the great bend of the Susquehanna, thus lessening, very ma-

terially, the distance, the expense, and acclivity and extent of the

maximum grades, and diminishing the aggregate rise and fall, about

1100 feet.
.

Mr. Johnson also invited the attention of the company to the

subject of the best width of track for the railroad, and gave some

reasons for exceeding the width previously adopted, and with

reference to which the grading which was then in progress on the

Delaware, was being executed'. ••
.

In the spring of 1837, the great revulsion took place in the rpone-

tary affairs of the country, and the New York, and Erie Company,

like many others, deemed it necessary to suspend operations. They
accordingly disbanded their engineer corps, and effected a settle-

pient with the contractors, who were then engaged in the grading

of forty miles of the road along the Delaware river, being the only

portion of the road which, up to that time, had been under con- .

tract, and which was then abcrat two-thirds completed. '

In effecting this settlement, large advances, it is understood, were

made by tlie house to which the president of the company, Jas. G.

King, Esq., was attached—whereby the engagements of the com- •

pany were fully meet, and its credit sustained.

Although the construction of the road was thus discontinued, the

friends of the enterprise did not relax their efforts in its behalf.

The subject was discussed in the public journals, and meetings held

in various places. A general convention was also held at Elmira,

at which the present Governor of the State, was chairman of a

committee to prepare an address to the public, setting forth the

great merits and importance of the work. ,

Dtiring the session of the legislature in 1838, a report was made
by engineer Johnson, in which the general subject of railways was
fully discussed^—the principles of their operation investigated, and

applied to the case of the New York and Erie railroad. This re-

port, was published by the legislature, in" connection with one from

a committee of that body, and an act was soon after passed, alter-

ing, the conditions upon which the loan of three millions of dollars
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was to be made available to the company, the new conditions re-

quiring that the company should first put under contract ten miles

at each end of the road, after which they were to receive from the

State the loan of $3,000,000, in sums of $100,000 each, the pay-

ments to be made whenever a like amount should be raised from the

stockholders, and expended upon the rqad.

In the spring of this year, the company, in order to avail them-

selves of the provisions of this act, appointed resident engineers to

superintend the ten miles which was first to be put under contract,

at each extremity of the road. Surveys were also made during the

season on the middle or Susquehanna division, with a view to the

location of that part of the road.

By request of the commissioner, engineer Johnson visited Dun-
kirk, and after examining the ground in that vicinity, suggested a

change in the location of the road from the lake to the summit,

which, it was found, would reduce the cost of construction, and

lessen the maximum grade from 70 to 60 feet per mile. This change

he recommended from a conviction of the impolicy of exceeding 60

feet per mile, when it could possibly be avoided, with a view to en-

sure certainty and safety, and the most economical use of the loco-

motive power, and also on account of his conviction, from a full

knowledge of all the ground, that if the best route was selected for

the road, there would be no occasion for exceeding the maximum of

60 feet in the grades of any other portion of the line.

The surveys and examinatiotis were continued under the general

supervision of the agent of the company, throughout this, and the

following season, and portions of the line were put under contract.

Upon one portion, the Susquehanna division, embracing a distance

of 117 miles, the plan of founding the road upon piles, h^s been

adopted, under circumstances which will probably enhance very

much the cost of the road, beyond what it would have been, had it

been graded in the usual way.

During this period, Eleazar Lord, Esq., of Tappan, was elected

to the presidency of the company.

In the session of 1840, the legislature made a further change in the

conditions of the loan, previously authorised, by allowing the com-

pany two dollars for every dollar raised from the stockholders and

expended upon the road.
*

,

This gave anew impetus to the action of the company, and during

the year nearly the whole of the remaining portion of the road was

put under" contract, the conditions of the contracts requiring the

contractors to receive pay in the st^ck of the company, to the ex-

tent of one-third or three-eighths of the amount of their contracts.
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Toward the close of the y^ar, the company, it is said, appointed

a chief engineer. We have seetj no pubUc announcement of- this

fact, and the report of the presidentand directors of.the company, to

the stockholdet's, recently published, is silent upon thesubject. This

report, which was issued in February last, is entitled, the second

Report, and appears after an interval of more tiian five years from.

the.date of the first.

Our comments upon it will be deferred to the next number. ^. .

ISOTES ON THE STEA* NAVIGATION UPON THE GREAT NORTHEBN
LAKES.

—

By K Klein, Civil Engineer. •• -,.
; t- '•

'

; . Continued from page 302. »• •*

. The communication betwfeen the extreme ports of the upper

.lakes, between Buffalo and Chicago, is maintained by steamboats of

the largest class; of which, in 1839, the " Illinois" and " Great West- •

em," were the. most prominent and favored. Often passengers,

would prefer, to wait several days at Buffalo, Detroit, or Chicago,

in order to take passage in one of these two steamers. The " Great

Western," was^ unfortunately destroyed by fire at Detroit, on the ."

Isfof September, 1839. She vvas built differently from the other .

lake boats, and more resembl.ing. the steamers of the western rivers.

.

• The room below deck was used exclusively fof freight ; the ma-*-

chinery, ladies' cabin, and deck passengers' cabin, were upon the

lower; the gentlemen's cabin and state rooms, upon the upperdeck. .

She was of 800 tons burden, and cost ^100,000.

The "Illinois,"" is regarded as the best finished, and largest boat,

•

upon the lakes. Hei- cost was $120,000, including theengihe,for '

which $45,000 were paid. She is likewise a new boat, havingmade

in 1838, only a single trip. . The dimensions are given in page 238. '

The diameter of the cylinder of the steam .engine is 56 inches, the

stroke, 10 feet;." ' i'.' •': -. '
.

• •

The time allowed for each trip from Buffalo to Chicago, and •

back, is 16 days, and the distance between the two cities, in" the line

the boats are now running, is 1000 miles. The " Illinois," general-

ly, requires for a passage up, (to Chicago,) 5 days, and for a passage •

down,. (to Buffalo,) 4" days. This is at the rate of 250 miles per

day, or IT milles per hour, including stoppages. . If for the latter, '

12 hours are deducted, there remains for 1000 miles, only 84 hours,

corresponding to ain average speed of 12 miles per hour.

A cabin passenger, pays for a passage between Buffalo and Chi-

cago, $20 ; a deck passenger, pays only $10 ; the fare bjetween De-

troit and Chicago is, for a cabin passjtge, $16 ; for a deck passage, •

$8; The charges for freight, are : for heavy goods, 62^ cents, per* .

^
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cwt. ; for light goods, 87| cents, per cwt. A cabin passenger, pays,

therefore, 2 cents per milp, including board ; a deck passenger, 1

cent, permile ; and the charges for freight, are on an average, be-

tween heavy and light goods, at the rate of 1^ cents per ton, per

mile. .V - . ^ : .

' Up to August, 1839, (when these notes were collected,) the

" Illinois" had, made seven circular trips between BufTaloand Chica-

go, and earned, at an average per trip, (of 2000 miles,) $5000.

Two-thirds of the receipts were from passengers, and one-third for

freight. This income appears veiy great, but it may be remarked

here, that a great deal more has often been earned by a steamboat

on a single voyage to Chicago, and back. In 1836, the then largest

steamer of the lakes, the " Michigan," brought in one voyage, over

$14,000. Less popular boats, have, on the contrary, a far smaller

income than the "Illinois," and also derive the same," nearly one-

. half from passengers, and one-half from freight..

The expenses of running the "Illinois," were stated to be per

trip, (of 2000 miles,) $2,600, or rather more than one-half of the

gross 'receipts. The largest item, is the cost of fuel ; the consump-

tion being 500 cords of wood, at $2, per cjird. The salaries of

captain and crew, which latter consists of not less than 40 individ-.

uals, also constitute a heavy itein in the expense of running the

•boat. To the $2,600, we must again add the proper sum for gene-

ral depreciation, amounting, per annum, to —! = $12,000. Jf

13 tripa are made by the- boat per year, . the depreciation per trip

will be 1^95.?= $923, and this added to the above $2,600, gives
1 «j

,

$3,523, as the total expense of running the "Illinois" 2000 miles,

equal to ^^ = $1 76 per mile of travel: '•• - -^-'^=v ;^ 2000 ^ •
•

. .

The boarding of 60 passengers, (about the* average number per

tripi) during nine or ten days, may be calculated to cost about

$423 dollars, and . the actual cost of runYning the boat 2000 miles, is

therefore $3,100, being per mile of travel, = $1 55. . - /^^
. 2000 .^

. .

V The nett income per '.trip, was 5000—3523.= $1477; for the

whole year, if 13 trips were made j 1477 x 13 = $19,201, which is

16 per- cent, of the capitalinvested.
.

• u

. The smallest of the steamers, which make regular passages l)e-

tween Buffalo and Chicago, is the "United States," of 367 tons

burde.h. She has a high- pressure engine, with a 28 inch cylinder,

and 7. feet stroke, built at Pittsburg, similar to those used for the
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boats upon the Ohio and Mississippi. The " United States" travels

much slower than the other Boats, and is therefore chiefly used for

the freight business. She requires six days for a trip from Buflalo

to Chicago, and generally goes at the rate of 7 miles per hour. The
captain of this boat stated, that the average daily current expenses,

aVnount to $120, when the boat is running, and to $40, when she is

at resti This would make, for a trip to Chicago and back

:

12 days, (running) at - - - -\ $120 $1440

4 days, (resting) at - - . - - 40 160

!;..
,:

Total, per trip, - - ".-: $1600

The expenses, per mile of travel, are, therefore, only =
2000

80 cents ; comprising, however, nothing for general depreciation

:

and including the ei^penses* of boarding the cabin passengers. As
both will amount to about the same per trip, the 80 cents may be

considered as the actual cost of running the "United States" one

mile./- :.--•.'-- ... '.•'- .''! '"' ''-.v.v;:':^'* ':M' . ^/;-

'

According to the above calculation, whe have

:

.
?>

ime of steamer.

Illinois,
"

Erie,

United States,
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of them. This gave rise to a great competition, and in conse-

quence, to a reduction of prices for passage and transportation, be-

low the amount required to defray the expenses of running. Thus,

for instance, the boats took cabin passengers from Buffalo to De-

troit for $4, including board, which is at the rate 1 1-9 cent, per

mile ; and in the same proportion, the charges for freight had gone

down. In order to obviate, for the future, a similar state of things,

attended by a general loss to all the steamboat proprietors, an asso-

ciation was formed on the. 1st of June, 1839, by the owners of

thirty steamboats, the object of which was : to establish regular

lines of steamboats between Buffalo, Detroit, and Chicago ; to em-

ploy for this purpose, as many boats as may be required to accom-

date the existing travel and freight business, and to lay by the re-

mainder ; finally, to fix a regular tariff for the conveyance of pas-

sengers and freight, to which all the steamboat, proprietors, forming

the association, shall be bound, and which would be high enough to

insure a good profit.

As it may be of interest to know the principles and engagements

upon which this association was founded, I give the following brief

extract of the principal paragraphs of the agreement

:

1st. The affairs of the Association are conducted ,by a board of di-

rectors, residing at Buffalo, who superintend the whole opera-

tions, fix the number of trips, the times of departure, number of

boats to be employed, from time to time, etc. At all the other

' ports, agents are appointed, who have to watch the interest of

the association.

2d. Each steamboat represents a certain number of shares, propor-

tioned to its actual value. The steamboat " Illinois" was put

down with the largest number of shares, viz. 80; then followed

''the "Great Western,*' with 70, the "Buffalo" with 70, the

.
'•« Erie" with 68, etc., etc. With the smallest number of shares,

are noted the " Pennsylvania," (with 38,) the <' Lexington," (37,)

' * Monroe," (33,) " Charles Townsend," (27).

3d. The directors have to arrange it so that all the boats belonging

to the association, are as much as possible, equally occupied ; and

the owners have, on their part, to see that the respective boats

are ready for starting, when it is their turn. If a boat misses a

^trip, her owner has to pay ten dollars per share, (or is charged

that amount,) if the destination is Detroit, and a greater amount

in proportion to the distance, if her destination was Chicago.

4th. Each proprietor defrays all expenses of running his boat, a«

formerly. Of the gross receipts from each voyage, 15 per cent.

I.... ..48 ..

..
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are to be paid into the general fund, on the arrival of the boat at

Buffalo ; for the remainder, the owner of the boat is charged in

the books of the association ; the captain, having always to deliver

a copy of his way-bill to the directors, on finishing his trip. At

the end of every month, the accounts are settled ; the whole gross

income (after deducting the 15 per cent, paid into the general

fund for the general expenses of the association,) isdivided among

the owners of the boats, according to their respective number of

shares. Those who had a greater inabme than they are entitled

to, have to pay over the surplus, which is received by those whose

income fell short of the amount, corresponding to their number

of shares.
'^^^

'

5th. For the boats going to Chicago, a deduction of 5 per cent, of

the gross income is allowed to the owners, on account of the-

greater risk ; after paying 15 per cent, to the general fund, they

are charged only with 80 per cent, of the gross receipts.

6th. If 15 percent, of the gross income should not be found suffi*

' cient to cover all the general expenses of the association, the

steamboat proprietors have to supply the defficiency, by paying

a certain amount for each share. The directorsmay fix penalties

for non-compliance with the provisions of this agreement, and are

authorized to receive new parties, as members of the association.^

This agreement resembles, in many regards, the one which was
made in 1838, among the several transportation companies, owning
lines of canal boats upon the Erie canal ; with the difference, that

the latter divide the nett profit, according to the number of shares

assigned to each party ; while the proprietors of the steamboats

. divide the gross receipts. Both associations have attained their ob-

ject ; which is, to prevent opposition and its injurious effects, for the

pecuniary interests of the boat proprietors. The public, on the

contrary, must be losing for the same reason ; as canal and steam

navigation are thereby made a monopoly, like the transportation

upon railroads.

In the summer of 3839, in consequence of the arrangements made
'; by the board of directors of the association, two boats started daily

from Buffalo for Detroit, one in the morning, and one in the eve-

; ning ; the one being intended principally for carrying freight, the

other for passengers, although both were receiving freight and passen-

gers at the same rates. Every second evening the boat which left

Buffalo for Detroit, was also to continue its passage to Chicago.

As formerly mentioned, the time allowed for a trip to Detroit,

and back, was six,days ; and for a trip;* to Chicago and back, 16
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days; the number of boats required for the trade between Buffalo

and Detroit, was, therefore, 6x11-2 = 0; and between Buffalo

and Chicago, 16x1-2 = 8; total number, 17 ; this shows, that of

the 30 steamboats belonging to the association, only 17 were regu-

larly employed, while 13 remained in the ports ; and as the profits

were divided among all, they will hardly have amounted to more

than 8 per cent, of the cost of the steamboats.

The expenses of running a canal boat of about 60 tons burden,

are, upon the Erie canal, as well as upon the Ohio canal, very near

40 cents per mile, ea:cZzmt;e of tolls; these 40 cents comprise the

cost of traction, the salaries of captain and crew, the repairs and

depreciation, and all other incidental expenses. We have seen that

the expenses of the steamboat "Illinois," are 150 cents, of the

*• Erie," 1 1 i cents, and of the " United States," 80 cents per mile of

travel ; the cost of running a steamboat upon the lakes, is, there-

fore, according to its size, only from two to four times as great, as

that of running a canal boat. If we take into account also, the toU

paid on canals, and which amounts to about 30 cents per mile, if the

'boat be loaded with 25 to 30 tons only, we see that it will not "be

more expensive to run a steamboat of 300 tons burden upon the

lakes, than to run a canal boat upon either the Erie or the Ohio

canal. ,,

In regard to railroads, experience has shown that the expenses of

working them average about one dollar per mile per train. The
same exp«nses are increased by running a steamboat of 400 to 500

tons burden upon the lakes. Such a steamboat generally takes a

greater load than a railroad train, and at the same time, as the capi-

tal invested in steamboats is comparatively small, a small surplus of

receipts over the expenditure will suffice to pky a good interest^

while the railroads in the United States require the gross income to

be twice as great as the expenditure, in order to yield a handsome

dividend. If, therefore, railroad lines and steamboat routes, are of

the same length, the transportation by steamboats will be cheaper

than by railroads. ^^-^^

The Ohio railroad, for instance, located along the southern shore

•of lake Erie, and now in progress of construction, will, during the

season of navigation, hardly be able to compete with the steam navi-

gation upon lake Erie. But the railroads projected in Michigan

and Ohio, to connect lakes Erie and Michigan, will be at least three

times shorter than the steamboat route over lakes St. Clair, Huron,

und Michigan, and the transportation upon them, will therefore, be

tcheaper than by steamboats; the more so, as goods are nearly al-

i
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ways insured, if forwarded by the latter. Passengers will generally

prefer to travel by railroads, even at a higher fare, on account of

their being more safe and expeditious than steamboats.

V. S. ENGINEER DEPARTMENT AND PUBLIC DEFENCE.

The following extracts from the report of the Secretary of War,

will be found to contain such portions of that document as are cal-

culated to interest our readers, in professional matters : /
.

The many weighty considerations which invite the immediate attention

of Congress to the subject of the public defences generally, and particu-

larly to the works absolutely necessary to the security of our grent cora-

niercial emporiums, and the keys to our most valuable resources of every

kind, must be so generally understood and appreciated that nothing this

Department can urge could add any thing to their force and conclusive-

ness. To say nothing of the destruction of property, and our weakened
condition in a military point of view, attendant upon the carrying of any
of our most assailable points, the penetration of our territory and the

seizure of even one of our strongholds by a powerful enemy upon the

sudden outbreak of war, it would seem to be equally the dictate of patriot-

ism and wisdom to make due provision against the infliction of such insults

to the national honor and character.

It has been urged as an objection to the further progress of the works
heretofore projected for the defence of our extensive sea coast, that the re-

cent experiments in the use of steam power in ocean navigation, and the

ready application of the same powerful agent to the defence of our princi-

pal hariors, together with the late inventions in the means of increasing

the destructiveness of shells, must soon introduce an entire change in the

system of coast defence, as well as of maritime war in general. It is true

that the mental activity, characteristic of the age in every other art and

science, has not been less fruitful in suggesting improvements in the art of

war, the value'of some of which has already been tested in practice, and
doubtless others will, in time, prove equally successful. In no department

of public affairs may the natural connection and dependence between all

the sciences and inventions of art be more beneficially illustrated than in

the improvement of the means of national defence. That the cause of hu-

manity will be promoted in proportion as the existing systems and means
of defensive warfare are perfected by new improvements, in affording to all

nations greater security to the independent enjoyment of their ovyn acquisi-

tions and forms of society and government; in putting the weak upon a

more equal footing with the strong ; in rendering wars less frequent, and

allowing all the arts of peace to flourish in uninterrupted vigor, cannot be

doubted. It is a source of much gratification to observe that several gen-

tlemen of high professional distinction in the army are employing them-

selves in these appropriate studies. But while, in carrying forward the

plans devised in former years, due regard should be had to the improve-

ments already introduced in the means of defence, and, as far as practica-

ble, to such modifications as may be rendered necessary by future discove-

ries, we must take care, by the most efficient application of the means al-

ready known and approved, not to lose the advantage of present security.

The array of well-authenticated facts and results of past experience, and

the well sustained reasoning founded Open them, exhibited in the report of

the board of officers referred to in the accompanying letter of the Chief of

the Corps of Engineers, appear to be conclusive in favor of completinjf ,-
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the system of defence therein recommended, so far, at least, as to place the

country in what is denominated a ^oorf state of defensive preparation against

any sudden occurrence of war. To this extent the completion of the works
heretofore projected may be regarded »s indispensable, however defective

they may be as a perfect system of national defence. It will be seen from

the estimates stated in the report alluded to, that to effect that object will re-

guire an appropriation of $9,793,547 upon the foriifirations, S2,493,000
for the armaments ; making together the sum of $12, 186,547. The ob-

ligation of the government to apply this sum to the objects contemplated as

speedily as the nature and due permanence of the several constructions

will admit, is rendered imperative and absolute by every consideration of

public safety and public honor.

It is estimated by the chief engineer that the sum of $1,435,500 can be

judiciously and most beneficially applied upon these rssential works of de-

fence during the remainder of the present year, in addition to the appro-

priations heretofore made for the same objects. The expenditures in this

oranch of the service have been more considerable in the current quarter

than usual, and hence the additional appropriations asked for are larger

than they would have been under ordinary circumstances. How this has

happened will be explained by the fact, that soon after the accession of your

immediate and lamented predecessor, all the means at the disposal of this de-

partment were directed to be employed upon the fortifications and other

works for the protection ot the Atlantic frontier, in the manner deemed best

ealculated to produce the greatest possible efficiency in the shortest time.

This course appeared to be called for by the unsettled and threatening aspect

of our foreign relations. While the whole ofthe resources at the disposal of

thisdepartmentfor this service were thus ordered to be applied to such un-

finished works as could be made available, in whole ot in part, in a rea-

sonable time, it is proper to state, in this connection, that directions were at

the same time given to supply, without delay, the works already completed

with their appropriate armament.
The promptitude and liberality with which the Governor ofNew York

and the commissioner of public lands in that State, responded to the recent

application of the department to be put in possession of the works con-

structed on Staten Island, under the supervision and at the expense of that

State, for the defence of New York harbor, deserve the thanks ofthe coun-

try, and should be further acknowledged by the immediate appropriation of

the sum demanded as a compensation for the ground upon which they are

situated. The works are regarded as of great importance to the object for

. which they were designed, and they are now in a course of repair and im-

provement, under the direction of a competent officer of the corps of engi-

neers. The correspondence between this department and the Governor of

New York, and the rport of the chief engineer, will show the terms upon
which the title to this property will be vested in the United States. >

* * # # # * >
The subject of the expediency of completing the Cumberland road, and

of improving certain harbors, and the navigation of certain great rivers,

which may be regarded as necessary and proper, in making adequate pro-

vision for the public defence, I propose to postpone the further notice of

until the stated session of Congress, as the consideration of it will in-

volve the propriety of making appropriations for various works of internal

improvement not necessarily connected with that object, and, consequently,

will require more time than Congress, at its approaching session, may find

it convenient to give.

At the last session of Congress, the sum of $30,000 was appropriated
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to be expended, under the direction of this department, in repairing the

breach in the Potomac bridge. Soon after the adjournment, an officer of

the Corps of Topographical Engineers, distinguished alike for his science

and practical skill, was selected to make the necessary examinations, and
to report a suitable plan for the execution of the work. With what skill

and accuracy he has performed this preliminary service, will appear ifrom

his report to the chief of the corps. The highest confidence being re-

posed in the soundness of his judgment, it was determined at once to -ex-

pend no portion of the money placed at the disposal of the department for

the accomplishment of so important a work upon a plan which did not

promise to secure, what was held to be indispensable, its permanence and
durability. From the statements contained in the report of Major Turn-
bull, it is obvious that the repairs, if done upon the plan which formed
the basis of the estimate upon which the appropriation was made, could not

stand through a single season of freshet or ice. The question was then

presented, whether it was proper to commence the repairs upon the only

plan which premised the requisite strength and durability, but the cost of

which would far exceed the appropriation made by congress, and which,

it was known to the department was supposed to be ample for the object, or

wait the sanction of that body at the approaching session. The great con-

venience and importance of the bridge at this point, and the strong interest

felt by the citizens of this district that the repairs should not be delayed,

urged the immediate commencement of the work, while its questionable

propriety, under the prospect of an immediate session of congress, decided

the department to postpone further operations until that body should have
an opportunity of acting upon the subject. The utility and importance of

this bridge, not only to the citizens of this oity and district, but to the carry-

ing of the public mail, and to the southern travel at the season of tjieyear

when the river is ob.structed by ice, are so generally felt and acknowleged,

that I need say no more to recommend the additional appropriation re-

quired ; or that the sanction of congress be given in some other form, at an

•early day of the session, to the making of the necessary repairs upon the

only safe and durable plan which presents itself

Another public work of great interest committed to the care of this de-

partment, deserves some notice at this time. The sum of $75,000 was ap-

.propriated at the late session of congress for clearing out the Red river

raft. The large sums of money heretofore expended on this object, the

high expectation indulged, after the first successful experiment, of the prac-

ticability of eflfecting it, the subsequent accumulation and continuance of

partial obstructions, and the consequent disappointment ofthe public, caused

•the department to give its early and serious attention to the subject. Be-
lieving that congress, in making this appropriation, indulged the hope that

it would be all that would be required for the completion ofthe work, the

department, resolved that the highest degree of permanence and utility srt-

•tainable by the use of the means placed at its disposal should "be accom-
.

iplished, directed that an officer of the highest credit for skill and judgment
should proceed without delay to ascertain the nature, extent, and causes of

the obstructions which interrupt the navigation of that river, and to sub-

mit a plan for their removal. That officer has not yet reported to the de-

partment. It is intended that the steam and snag boats, after being re-

paired, shall ascend Red river, while it continnes in a navigable state, to

the point of obstruction ; but it is not designed to enter upon the work un-

til autumn. This policy, as will fully appear from the report of the chief,

of the Topographical Engineers, and the accompanying letter of the su-

perintendent, was dictated by a sound economy, if not by the necessity trf

Ihe coBe. ,
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REPORT OF THE ENGINEER IN CHIEF OF THE OEORGIA RAILROAD AND
BANKING COMPANY TO THE CONVENTION OF STOCKHOLDERS, MAY

T 10, 1840.

To William Dearikg. Esq., President:

Sir.—The preliminary loraiion of the extension of the Gtorgia Railroad

above Madison, in progress at the date of my last annual report, was com-
pleted during the summer anb an estimate of its cost in detail furnished to

the Board, from which the following synopsis is taken ;

, Grading and Bridging, .... $581,191 80'

Iron Rails and Fixtures, - - ... 363,900 00
Laying Superstructure and furnishing Cross Ties and Sills 16 1,000 00
Engineering, Rights of Way, Depots and unforseen contin-

gencies, - - - -
, - 109,000 00

M< $1,215,091 80

The length of this extension is 67| miles making the whole dislance from
Agusta to the terminus of the Western and Atlantic Railroad 172 miles
w.hich may probably be reduced on the final location near two miles. The
route traced after leaving Madison, follows the ridge separating the waters
of the Apalachee and Little Rivers to the Social Circle, whence it descends
to the Alcovy River, at Colley's Bridge, it at an elevation of 70 feet, and
then takes nearly a direct course to Covington, where it bends Noth West,
and intersecting Yellow River a short distance adove the Decatur Road,
it gradually rises to the ridge parting Yellow and Ocmulgee Rivers, which,
it follows leaving the Stone Mountain 1^ miles to the right until it joins the

high grounds dividing the latter from the Chatahoochee. Along these itis-

continued to the terminus of the Western and Atlantic Railroad, touching'

the South East angle of the village of Decaturi The steepest gradient upon,
the whole line is 7- 10 //per lOOfeet, and radius ofshortest curvature 1910i

feet. >

The heavy portions of the work upon this extension, to which I called'^

your attention in my report of 1839, has in the route adopted, been partailly

avoided, which will render the period necessary for its graduation less than*

then anticipated. Still however, the work is of thatcharacter and magnitude
that it can only be accomplished economically by the expenditure of rnuch^

time.. The heavy work referred to is embraced within a space of 13 miles,,

extending from one mile East of the Alcovy to three miles West of Yellow
River, and will cost for the graduation including bridges $251,000 00, leav-

ing but $330,091 80 for the graduation ofthe remaining 54j miles. About'
one fourth of the work upon these 13 miles, is comparatively light, and
might be let at a later period than the rest; which would leave $138,000 00>

as the immediate obligations, necessary to contract to prosecute the work
upon ihe plan that I have advised in previous communications.

The importance of completing this link—connecting us as it will with a:

Railroad now nearly finished, extending to the navigation of the Great
Western waters, at the earliest possible period and the disastrous con-

sequences which will follow any considerable delay in its execution, must
be so apparent to every stockholder in our enterprise, that I forbear to press

the subject again upon their attention.

The Road is now in operation to Madison, a distance of 104 miles from
Augusta. The causes which bave delayed its completion to that point it

may not b« inappropriate to refer to at tb« present time Iron sufficient for
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the whole Branch v«ras ordered at an early date but in consequence of lb<t

high price offered for labor on ther Western and Atlantic Railroad, our

heaviest sections of graduation, lying between this place and the Oconee
River (upon which white hands were chiefly employed) became almost

deserted, and all the effortsof the contractors to replenish their force to the

desired number, proved unavailing. The progress of the work beingthus

retarded, it was deemed prudent to suspend for a time the order for Iron

for that part of the Branch, beyond Greensboro. Early information of the

condition of the work, and the necessity for a renewal of the order, was given

by this department, but from causes, I believe, growing out of the deranged
state of the currency, at the time,— it was deferred until too late for the Iron

to be received at Savannah, before the fall in the river prevented its imme-
diate transportation to Augusta, and the unprecedented continuance of dry,

weather, duringthe summer and entire fallof 1839 afforded no opportunity,

for its delivery until late in December following, the work was then pushed
with a view to its completion to a point near Maison in season for the crop

of last fall. The great freshet in may however, which swept away 450 feet

ofour embankment upon the low grounds of the Oconee, averaging 24 feet

in height, and a temporary truss bridge 200 feet in lenth, interposed another

obstacle to the. accomplishment of our wishes. This c aused a delay of

near two months, and in consequence I detfrminfdto place the terminus

of the Road for the business operations of the season, at Buck Head; a place

of easy access from the various sections of the country from whence we'
derive our custom. From Buck Head the work progressed steadily,

opening in season for the spring business at Madison.

The great May freshet in the Oconee, attained a height unknown to

that river, raising 13 feet above what had been pointed out to me as high
water mark. At its greatest elevation it stood midway between the roofed

fioor and the bottom chords of the bridge, placing the structure in eminent
peril. The waters, however, finally subsided without causing other injury

to the bridge than displacing a portion of the rock work of the western

abutment, allowing that end of the supert^tructure to be moved a few feet

out of line ;
which was readily brouaht back to its place by the aid of large

screws, kindly loaned to us by the President of the South Carolina canal

and railroad company.
The grading of the Athens Branch is now finished, and the superstruc-

ture is progressing at a rate that will insure its completion during the

present year, though its execution is attended, in consequence of the

necessity of procuring the chief part of the materials from the piny

woods, (a distance of from 70 to 90 miles,) with much trouble and
vexation.

The cost of the imfinished work, and that for which estimates have

not been returned, on both branches, including depots, and additional

machinery for the whole road yet to be furnished, is estimated at

$92,000.
The length of the road now in use is over 120 miles, and in the space

of two months it will be extended to 133 miles. The Athens branch then

terminating at or near the Lexington and Athens road, where the business

will be centured during the next fall.

Concluded in next number.

Railroads in England.—A return of the passengers and receipts on
the railways in England and Scotland, 29 m number, for one week in May,
gives the number of 222,210 passengers, and an income from passengert

and transportation of merchandize of 6 1 ,850/, or $296,880.
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ABSTRACT OP A LETTER TO BARON A. HUMBOLDT, UPON THE IN-

VENTION OF THE mariner's COMPASS. LETTRE A M. LE BARON
A. DE HUMBOLDT, SUR l'iNVENTION DE OA BOUSSOLE ; PAR M. J.

KLAPROTH. PARIS, 1834, PP. 138.

Read before the Conneciiciit Academy of Arts and Sciences, by Edwabd E. Sauebcbt,
A. M., and published by permission of the Academy.

This is tlie title of a little volume, published six years ago, in which
M. Klaproth, a well known orientalist, since deceased,* has given the result

of researches made by him, respecting the invention of the mariner's

compass.

It has been long since generally admitted, that the classic writers, though
they had some idea of the attracting and propelling power of the magnet,
were ignorant of its polarity, and consequently of its applicability to navi-

gation. But the latter opinion, that the merit of this discovery is to be
attributed to an Italian of the middle age, must be also abandoned. Klap-

roth's investigations go to prove, that our knowledge pf the magnet, as

'well as of the magnetic needle and compass, has been derived, either direct-

ly or indirectly, from the east, and originally from China, where the earliest

notices of both belong.

, Should this work not have become known already in this country, a
brief abstract of its most important points may not be unentertaining or

without value.

The name magnet comes from the Greek. The most ancient Greek
name for this natural 'pxoii\xzi\on \\?isiLithosherakleia,) stone of Heraclea,

a city situated at the foot of Mt. Sipylus, in Lydia. This city was after-

wards called Magnesia, and the name of the stone, for which it was re*

markable, became changed to {Magnesias Lithos.) stone of Magnesion,

or vulgarly, (Magnes,) and (Magneles.) The same name is found in

the Latin, and its origin from the Greek is confirmed by Lucretius,

who says

:

"Quern magneta vocant patrio de nomine Graiis
Magnetum, qua sit patris in montibus onus."

Other languages into which the name magnet has been incorporated,

are the modern Greek, {Magnetes,) the German, {magnet,) the Holland-
ish, {magneet-stein,) the Danish, {magneet,) the Swedish, {magnet,) the

language of the Grisons, in the dialect of Surselva, {magnet,) the Hunga-
rian, {magnel-ko,) the Russian, {magnet,) the Polish, {magnes, magnet,
and magnel-kamien.) and the Vendish of Siyria, {magnet,) where, except-

ing in the modern Greek, the Latin has unquestionably been the medium of

transporting the word from the ancient Greek.

Another name in use in several European idioms, as in the Greek, Ita-

lian, French, the romance language of Surset, the Bosnian, Croatian, and
the Vendish of Styria, is calamita. This word appears to be of Greek
oriirin, and is given by Pliny as the name of a small green frog. The
application of the term to the magnet is explained by a fancied resemblance

to that animal in the magnetic needle, when poised on water by means of

small reeds, projecting beneath it like the legs of a frog in motion, accord-

ing to the usual mode in early times, in Europe, of adapting it to the ma-
riner's use. But that the idea of such a resemblance was not original in

Europe, one might be led to suspect, from the analogy of the Birman name
for the compasss anghmyaoung, which signifies lizard, and will be ren-

dered still more probable by evidence, hereafter to be given, that this mode
of using the magnetic needle in navigation, was adopted in China about

• M. Klaproth was a Prussian, bom at Berlin in 1783, snd died at Pans m 183S.

43
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eig'hty year* previous to the earliest mention of the needle jtsi'It in any
European writer.

iVlany of the terms applied to the magnet, both in Europpan and Asiatic

languages, allude to one or another of its characteristic properties. Among"
these, the French taimant, the lover, and the Spanish and Portuguese
iman, with the same signification, is particularly worthy of notice, as hav-

ing its precise correspondent in the Chinese thsuchy, of which a celebrated

Chinese naturalist who fiourished in 158U, o|bserve3 : "if this stone had
a love, for the iron, it woyld not make it come to it," and a writer of an age
eight centuries earlier: ' The magnet draws the iron like a tender mother,

who causes her children to come to her, and it is for this reason, that it ha*

received its name." In India also, the magnet was of old personified as

capable of tender attachment, in the Sanscrit name ihounbaka, the kisser,

from which are derived several appellations now in use in that country,

as tchoumbok in the Bengalee, and ichambak in the Hindostanee. Ano-
ther Sanscrit term for the magnet is ayaskanta, the loved stone, or ayas-

kanta-mani, the stone loved by iron, which also the Bengalee retains;

«nd in the Cingalese the. magnet bears the name of kandako-golah, the

\tone that loves, which is apparently composed of the Sinscrit kanta,

loving, and the Cingalese galah, stone.

The language of Mussulman Asia derive the names which they give

to the magnet, mostly, from the Greek {Magnetes:) thus in Arabic we
^nd al-maghnathis ; in Persian sang i-maghnathis—the stone maghnathis,

§.U^ 10 'i'urkish milknathis.

Of the names given to the magnetic needle and compass, one which is

to pe «a«t in many European languages, is the Italian boussola, the Portu-

guese bussola, the Spanish brujula, the French boussole, etc. Some Italian

authors have claimed this term as original in their own language, and have

sought to argue, from its having been so widely adopted in other languages,

in favor of their national assumption of the honor of having invented the

compass. The word cannot, however, be deduced from an Italian origin

any more reasonably than from an assumed English diminutive boxel, no
such diminutive existing, which some writers have attempted; nor does

x\\t Qxe&\i. Mfonsonlas bear the appearance of being original with that

language. The derivation of both the GreekifcTpowso^Zas and the liaa

boussola, and so of the corresponding words in other languages of Europe,

is to -be found in the Arabic mouassala—arrow, an initial m of Arabic
woidd, having been very commonly changed, in the middle age, to

b. Mouassala is itself one of the names given to the magnetic needle

in Arabic.
^

Among the Turks and Persians, the terms for the compass, in most qq^

neral use, is kibleh-nameh, or kibleh-numa— indicator of Ihekibleh, which

is the direction to be faced in pra3'er, and, consequently, as Mecca lies to

the south of most of the Mohammedan countries, the south. With this is

erfeclAy synonymous the Chinese appellation ichi nan—indicator of the

o«M and the Mandchow cirAoztZesi dchorikou, for the magnetic needle.

The Persians undoubtedly derived their name for the compass, kibleh-

nameh, from the Chinese, for it is a peculiarity limited to the Chinese and

those who have adopted their civilization, that they make the south their

principal pole, segarding this as the anterior, and the north as the posterior

side of the world ; according to which they also place the throne of their

Emperor, and the principal facade of their edifices, so as to front the

Mitb.

As the Hindoos ha*e never been addicted to navigation, the knowledge

of the compass seems to have been introduced but very Ute among them
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and the names ihey ffive to it nre for the most part foreign. In the English
provinces of India it is called compass, from the English ; and in the
Cingalese of Ceylon, kompasouwa, a corruption of compass. The Hin-
dostanee has abopted the Persian terra \kibUhnuma—indicator of tht

In these comparisons of the most current terms for the magnet and the

magnetic needle and coinpiss, in the eastern and western world, there is

not a liiile to lead one to believe that the discovery of the wonderful pro-

perties of the magnr't originated in the remote Orient, and was gradually
communicated to the nation^ of the west. But there are historic notices

of the magnetic needle and cempnss, which also point to the east as the field

of the first discovery of the polarity of the magnet and its applicability to

navigation.

Theeariiest explicit mention of the magnetic needle, by any European wri-

ter, is in a political work of Guyot de Provins, dating about the year 1 190.

The next as to date is found in the ///s/oria Orie?ifa/is of Jacques de Vitry,

referring to the year 1204: " Adii'mas in Iniia reperitur—ferrum occulta

qnadam natiira ad se trahit. Acus fei rt-a, postquani hdauiantem contigerit,

ad stellam septentrionalem, quae velut axis fermamenti, aliis vergentibus,

non movetur, semper convertitur, unde valde necessarius est navigantibus

in mari." It would be difficult to give any authority to this passage, and
not recognise the east as the source of knowledge, among Europeans, of

the polarity of the magnet. Not long before the year 1260, Brunetto La-

tini, " maitre du divin Dante." being on a journey in England, saw the

magnet nnd the magnetic needle for the first tune, in visiting Roger Bacon,

ani a fragment of a letter of his, written on the occasion, which has been

preserved, describes t!iem thus: " He shew me the magnet, a disagreeably

looking black stone, it rwadily unites with iron; a small needle (s taken

into the hand and fasteni;d in a bit of reed, then it is put upon a surface of

water, and one stands over it, and the point turns towards the star, (the polar

star;) in case the night is obscure, and neither star nor moon is seen, the

mariner may keep to his right course."

Albertus Magnus, of Swabia, who flourished about the middle of the

thirteenth century, quotes in a work of his, *' Z)e Miaeralibus,'^ a passage

from a "treatise concerning stones," attributed to Aristotle, of which the

following portioi> merits particular attention: " Angulus magneiis ciijus-

dam est, cujus virtus apprehendi ferruiu est ad zoron, hoc est sepientrion-a-

lem, et hoc utuntur nautae. Angulus veto alius niagnetis illi opposims

trahit ad ajfiiron, id est meridionalem : et si approximes ferr;jm vtrsas

angiilum zoron, convertit se ferrum ad zoron, et si ad oppositum angulnin

approximes, convectit se direciead aphron." Vincent de Beauvais, a co-

temporary of Albertus Mignus, has left a similar passage, likewise quot-

ing Aristotle, in his ''-Speciilum NuCurale:" "Angulus quidem ejus cui

virtus est attrahendi ferrum, es-t ad zaron, i. e. soptentrionalem, angulus
auium oppositus, ad aphron, i. e. meridiem. Itaque pioprietatem habet

magnes, quod si approximes ei ferrum ad angulum ipsius qui zaron, i. *,

septentrionpm respicit. ad septentrionem ^e convertit, si vero ad nngulum
oppositum ferrum admoveris, ad apron, i. e. rneridem se movebit." The
names given in these two passages to the north and south pole, zoron or

zuroa, and apkron, are the Arabic, north and south. As to the work here

attributed to Aristotle, under the title of a " treatise concern ing' ^tones,"

we have no such Greek text of this autjaor, and k i» doubtfoj if ever he
wrote such a book. There is aji >^j|jjc lieatisp €yati'tle4,<^ Ragji Qf
Stones, composed by a certain Luc^s, jpu 0f 6«a|i<i^.'bui' p^n^p^rting fe b«

a transl-ifion from Ari!?toti'^. vvhl-fe Riircn Dc'S-Vy hnS/*^^!!?^ to b9 th«
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true source of citations under the name of Aristotle, in the writings of

Teifachi and Beilak Kibdj.iki; and very probably Albert and Vincent have

quoted this same work in the account ofthe polarity of the magnet. How-
ever, the names zorora and aphron, applied by these authois to the two
magnetic poles, are sufficient to prove that they derived their knowledge of

the magnet's polaiity from an oriental source.

But there is no evidence that the Arabs were the inventors of the mag-
netic needle. It may, indeed, have been in use among the Arabian navi-

gators, before it was noticed by men of science; but we have in no Arabic

work any mention of it which goes back beyond the year 1242. In this

year, Beilak Kibdjaki made a voyage from Tripoli to Alexandria, and in

his treatise entitled the Treasure of Merchants, touching the knowledge

of stones, he has recorded his observations on that occasion, respecting the

magnetic needle. "As to the properties of the magnetic needle," he

writes, " it is to be observed, that the captains who navigate thfe sea of Sy-

ria, when the night is so obscure that they can see no star by which to

steer their course according to the four cardinal points, place a pitcher full

of water in the interior of the vessel, to be sheltered from the wind, and
then take a needle and pass it through a piece of wood or reed, forming a
cross, which they throw into the water in the pitcher prepared for the pur-

pose, and it floats. They then take a magnet large enough to fill the palm of

the hand, or smaller, and bring it near the sur.'ace of the water, giving
their hands a rotary movement towards the right, so that the 'needle turns

about on the surface of the water. Then they withdraw their hands all

of a sudden, and truly the needle points north and south. I myself saw
this done on my voyage from Tripoli in Syria to Alexandria, in the year
640," (or 1242 of our era.) "They say," he continues. " that the captains

who navigate the Indian ocean supply the needle, and piece of wood by a
sort of fish, of thin iron, hollow, and so made with 'them, that, when thrown
into the water it floats, and shows by its head and tail the two points of

north and south.'' So early, then, as the year 1242, the water compass
was in general use on the Syrian waters, and was known, it is to be pre-

:

sumed, as well to Arabian as to European navigators. But what this au-

;

thor, Beilak, says of the peculiar form, according to report, of the magnetic

^needle which was used in the Indian ocean, indicates an independent

knowledge of it in that quarter of the globe; and recalling the significa-

tion of calamita, little green frog, and the Burman appellation for the

compass, meaning lizard, leads one to look further to the east than any of

the Mohammedan countries for the original discovery of the polaric pro-

perties ofthe magnet. We shall presently see that between 1111 and

U 17, the Chinese made a water compass exactly such as Beilak describes

that which he s'aw in 1242, in the Syrian waters, and aljo like that which
Jacques de Vitry saw within the first half of the thirteenth century, in the

possession of Roger Bacon.

The Chinese have been acquainted with the magnet and its attractive

fotce and polarity from the highest antiquity. In a Chinese dictionary,

composed in 121, by Hiu-tchin, the magnet is mentioned, as a "stone

with which one can give direction to the needle." About a hundred
years later, as we learn from P. Gaubil, in his history of the dynasty of

the Thang, there is found a distinct notice of thecompass as an instru-

ment by which to ascertain the points of north and south. Under the

dynasty of the Tsin, (i. e. between 265 and 419,) Chinese vessels were

already steered to the south by means of the magnet. But the Chinese

were acquainted with the declination of the needle, also, a long while

before it was Supposed to be first discovered by Columbus. In a medical
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natural history, composed between the years 1111 and 1117, the author

gives the following notice of the magnet and of its properties. This is the

most ancient description of the magnet found as yet in any Chinese book:
" The mafjnel is covered over with little bristles slightly red, and its superfi-

cies is rough. It attracts iron, and unites itself with it ; and for this reason

itis commonly called "the stone which licks up iron." When an iron

point is rubbed upon the magnet, it acquires the property of pointing

to the south; yet it always declines eastward, and is not perfectly true to

the south. On this account, a thread of new cotton is taken and attached

by a particle of wax as large as a mustard-seed, exactly to the middle of
the iron, which is thus suspended in some place where there is no wind.

The needle then points, without variation, to the south. If the needle is

passed through a little tube of thin reed, which is nfterwards placed on
water, it directs to the south, but always with a declination to the point

^i/t^^, that is to say, east I south." The accuracy of this observation, re-

ferring it to the capital city of the empire, is confirmed by P. Amiot,
who, after taking magnetic observations at Peking for several years,

found the variation of the needle there to be constantly from 2° to

2= 30'. :-:.-,^:.,

Upon a due consideration of all these historic data, in connection with

the coinparison of the European and Oriental n^mes of the magnet, the

magnetic needle, and the compass, it cannot appear to any one to be a
rash conclusion, that the knowledge of the natural production, as well as

of its wonderful applicability in navigation, existed first in China, and
was comrnunicated by the intervention of the Arabs to the nations of Eu-
rope, probably on occasion of the more frequent intercourse between Europe
and the east, to which the crusades gave rise.

But before the Chinese had applied the magnet to use in navigation, it

was employed among them in the construction of magnetic cars bv which
travellers on land directed their course. Not to cite those stories of the

Chinese relative to these cars which lose themselves in a fabulousantiquiiy,

the earliest historic allusion to them dates in the first half of the second

ccntur}', when the Emperor Tcheou Koung, as it is related, gave to some
ambassadors from Tonkin and Cochin-China " five travelling cars, so
constructed as always to indicate the direction of the south. The cars

which showed the south," it is added, "always werit in front, to show the

way to those who were behind, and to make known the four cardinal

points." In the year 235, a Chinese Emperor ordered one Maldun to

construct a "car which would show the south," to be deposited in a sort

of Museum ; and we are informed that the invention had then, for some
time, been lost, and was recovered by the ingenuity of Makiun. In a book
of annals of the dynasty of the Tsin, the magnetic car of a previous

age is thus described: "The figure sculptured in wood, standing upon
the magnetic car, represented a genius dressed in feathers. In whatever
direction the car inclined or turned, the hand of the genius pointed inva-

riably to the south. When the emperor went out in form, in hiscarriige,

this car led the van, and served to show the four cardinal points." From
the year 236, the construction of a magnetic car seems to have been a
puzzle which difTerent Chinese Emperors proposed to the ingenious men of
their courts, and the knowledsfe of the invention appears to have been con-

fined within very narrow limits.

Between 806 and 820, under the Thang dynasty, were first constructed

cars called Kin koung yuan. These were magnetic cars to which had
been added a sort of drum called Ki li kou, a piece of mechanism which
may remind one of some curious public time-pieces still to be seen in old
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cities of Kuiope. A drum car is ilujs described by a Chinese author:
*' It had two stories, in each of which was a wood«Mi man holding erect a

mallet of wood. As soon as the car had run one ly* the wooden man of the

lower story struck a blow upon a drum, and a wheel placed atxhe middle of

his heijjht made one revolution. After the car had run ten lys, the wooden
man of the upper story struck a little bell."

Tke magnetic car cannot be traced later than 1609. In that year was
published a celebrated Encyclopedia, which contains the followinjr pas-

sage, accompanying a design of the human figure which was placed upon
the magnetic car: "This i.s a car ornament, of which the dimensions are

OS follMws: It is one foot and four inches in height, and in breadth at the

bottom seven inches and four lines. At the extremity of the axle-tree of

the car is pierced a round hole of three inches and seven lines in diameter.

In this hole moves a peg of the same size, on which is placed the figure of

a man sculptured in jade,\ whose hand always points to the south. This
figure had motion in the hole, and turned. In the years Yan Yeou, (from

1314 to 1320,) it was an object to determine the position of the monastery
of Yao mou ngan, and the figure on the magnetic car was made use of for

this purpose.

—

Hilliman^s Journal.

ON THE FIRST, OK SOUTHERN COAL FIELD OF PENNSVI.VAXIA j by M.
Carey L-^a.

Among the numerous sources of wealth possessed by Pennsylvania, are

her inexhaustible iron mines and coal beds. It must be acknowledged by

all. that they constitute her true wealth, and they will contribute great'y to

elevate her in the scale of national prosperity.

Her coal beds are peculiarly valuable, possessing as she does, every va-

riety of this fuel, from the hardest anihracile, to the most highly charged

bituminous coal. She can supply those kinds most suitable for economical

purposes, for generating jjas, for makinsr and working iron, in a word, for

fill the many uses to which this substance is applied. It is chiefly to her

mines that the steam navigation of the Atlantic coast must look for its sup-

plies, and the quantity thus consumed, though at present'it may appear in-

considerable, will probably be soon enormously increased.

It has bf^en the opinion of my father for many years, that the hard or

highly carbonized anthracite of the eastern end of the southern coal field,

changes to the bituminous in the western end, by nearly regular grada-

tions, the veins probably being continuous from the one point to the other.

A case analogous to this is presented to the anthracite and bituminous coal

of South Wales.
With a view of testing this opinion, and for other purposes, a laborious

set of analyses was undertakfn, from specimens known to be authentic, in

the laboratorv of Prof. Booth. The method of analysis pursued was the

following. One jrramme of the coal, reduced to a fine powder in an agate

mortar, was carefully and gradually heated, in a platina crucible having

hut one small aperture, in order to drive off the volatile matter. When
this was effected, the residuum was weighed, and the volatile matter thus

ascertained. The crucible was then exposed to the highest heat of an al-

cohol blowpipe for some hours, until the carbon was thoroughly burnt out,

find the ash was then weighed. The ash and volatile matter substracted

from 1.000 gave, of course, the carbon.

• A measu'eof dijtaiice variously estimated. .To'^n Franc's DaTis, in hi? HlslQ'y n/
China, computes*ttiiny fyt'in one English mile.

i A hard sione, of v»riei»atcH huo.
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It inuatbe borne in mind thai the analyses of the various coals from the

Dauphin and Susquehanna coal cornponv's lands, were made Iroin speci-

n^ens taken from explorations of veins, near the surface, and should there-

fore be considered in a great measure as crop coals. •• ;^

Analyses* ;; ;.

No. 1. Lehigh.—The farthest eastern point at which coal is worlced,

is that owned by the Lehigh or Mauch Chunk co il company. The spe-

cimen of this coal examined was very pure, and of very conchoids 1 frac-

ture; it was broken with difficulty and flew very much under the strokes

of the pestle. Its color was a deep, brilliant black, with very narrow pa-

rallel lines of a still deeper color. It was along time in burning and left a
light fleecy ash of a very white color.

No. 2. Tamaqua. Little Schuylkill coal Co.'s mines.—This is the

next important mining station, west of the Lehigh. The specimen was
very brilliant with a somewhatconchoidal fracture, and so hard that white

paper rubbed on a fresh fracture was scarcely marked by it. Its ash was
greyish, white, and flocculent.

No. 3. Pottsville. Black Mine vein.- -Next in order is the Pottsville

coal. The specimen examined was of a fine brilliant appearance and
very refractory. It came from the Black Mine vein, two hundred feet be-

low water level, and contained layers of a darker and softer sub-

stance without any splendor, and by these it usually fractured. Ash
deep red.

No. 4. Pinegrove. A specimen of this coal, from the " North Seam."
three-fourths of a mile north of Sharp Mounlain, was submitted to exami-
nation. It was brilliant, exhibited a conchoidal fracture, and was refractory

under the hammer. Ash reddish yellow.

No. 5. Black Spring Gap, 26 miles from the Susquehanna. Fish-bac!c

back vein.—This is the next western point at which coal is w^orked, and
from it, specimens of two veins were examined, this and the following.

This one is devoid of lustre, and after burning, leaves a yellowish red

ash.

No. 6. Black Spring Gap. Peacock vein.—The coal from this vein

was brilliant, with a conchoidal fracture, and leaves a yellowish red, very
light ash.

No. 7. Gold Mine Gap, 25 miles from the Susquehanna. Peacock
vein.—This coal is brilliant, pos^ssing a conchoidal fracture. Its ash was
yellowish red, very bulky and light.

No. 8. Rausch Gap, 21 miles from the Susquehanna. Pitch vein,

west side.—The specimen from this vein mas rather friable. Its frac-

ture was somewhat conchoidal, and generally brilliant. Ash yellowish

red.

No. 9. Rausch Gap.—Pitch vein, east side.—This coal is hard and ra-

ther brilliant, leaving a deep red ash, which changes to yellowish brown
by a day's exposure to the air.

It will be seen that the portions of volatile matter in the two last are very

early equal. The diflTerence in the hardness and in the ash, probably

esults from the one specimen having been taken from nearer the crop

than the other.

No. 10. Yellow Springs Gap, 16 miles from the Susquehanna. Back-
bone vein.—This specimen possessed but little lustre and left a dark
red ash.

• The analynes have been condensed into a tabular form for greater economy of room
and pcrspecuity ; the numbers will be found to correspond with thf tabie.—Krfs.
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No. 11. Yellow Springs Gap. Vein next north of Central Ridge.

—

This is a dense, hlack coal, which cokes. Its ash is pale and salmon
color.

No. 12. Rattling Run Gap, 13 miles from the Susquehanna. Perse-

verance vein.—The specimen analyzed was brilliant, with a clear, bright

fracture, and burned with a bright flame. Its ash was dark red.

This terminates our series, being the last important coal station

where n vein fit for working has been discovered, so far as exploration

has gone pn.

It would appear from these results, that the bituminous qualities of the

coal increase with considerable regularity from Tamaqua to Rattling Run,
that from IVIauch Chunk being an exception, although its excess of vola-

tile matter may probably be attributed to its containing a large proportion

of water.

Specimens of two other American coals, were examined for comparison
with the preceding. These were from the Blossburg or Tioga mines,

and from Cumberland, Md.
No. 13. Tioga.—The Tioga oal field is a detached, portion of the

eastern extremity of the great Allegany coal basin. The specimen exa-

mined was of a medium hardness, and its fractures were sometimes bril-

liant, sometimes altogether devoid of lustre. Its ash was cream-colored,

inclining to grey.

No. 14. Cumberland, Md.—This coal is brilliant, with an even fracture,-

and cream-colored ash, passing to prey.

No. 15. Blach Spring Gap. Grey vein.—This remarkable vein, as

mentioned by R. C. Taylor, Esq.. in his "Report of the Stoney Creek
Coal Estate," is about seventeen ft-et thick, containing much fine coal,

with a vein near the centre, two or three feet thick, of coal of a greyish

color, which has given the name to the whole. The specimen of this in-

cluded vein, in my possession, closely resembles plumbago in appearance.

It burns with little flame, leaving a yellowish red ash.

Table of analyses of coals from Pennsylvania. The numbers refer to

those prefixed to the paragraphs.

No. Locality.

1. Lehigh,
•'

Another analysis of the same gave,

2. Tamaqua, '' -^

3. Pottsville,

4. Pinefrrove,

5. Black Spring Gap. Fish-back vein,

6. Black Sprin? Gap. Peacock vein,

7. Gold Mine Gap. Peacock vein,

8. Rausch Gap. Pitch vein, west side,

9. Rausch Gap. Pitch vein, east side,

10. Yellow Springs Gap. Back-bone vpin,

11.. Yellow Springs Gap. Vein next N. of
^

Central Ridge,

12. Rattling Run Gap,

13. Tioga,

14. Cumberland, Md.,

15. Black Spring Gap. Grey vein,

A comparison between the coals of Cumberland, Md., Blossburg.

Penn., Dauphin Co., Penn., and South Wales, shows a remarkable simi-

Carbon.
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larity of composition as respects volatile matter. The greatest difference,

in fact, scarcely exceeds one half of one per cent., as will be seen by, the

following; table. .
.?"

,
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a theory of ascending columns in the atmosphere, founded on the sup-

posed influence of caloriflc expansion accompanying the condensation o(

vapor.
"*

It is remarkable that previous to this period the evidences of the rotation

or other characteristic action of tornadoes appear not to have been duly
examined and recorded, not even to have received the distinct consideration

of scientific observers. We are, therefore, left to seek out the peculiarities

of their action, by examining the direction of the prostrations and other ef-

fects of the wind
;
and from a careful induction from the effects which are

thus registered as by the finger of the tornado, we may hope to arrive at sa- .

tisfactory conclusions.

If the numerous prostrations of trees and other objects, which may be
observed in the path of a tornado, be the effects of a violent whirlwind, it

appears most reasonable to infer that this whirl had the common proper-

ties which may be observed in all narrow and violent vortices, viz. « spi-

rally descending and involuted motion of the exterior and lower portion*

of the vortex, rapidly quickened in its gyrations as it approaches toward
the centre or axis of the whirl, and thence continued (in the case of tfie

whirlwind) spirally upward, but gradually expanding in its spiral course

by an evolute motion in ascending towards the extreme height of the re-

volving mass.

If we now contemplate the action of this whirling body, while ia a state

of rapid progression, on the several objects found in distinct portions of its

path, we may expect to witness effects of much'eomplexity. particularly a»- '.

regards direction; and, also, that amid this apparent complexity, some clue ,

may be obtained that will serve to indicate or establish the true character of
its action. Some of the effects which may be expected, or observed, will

be here considered.

1. We may expect to find, in the path of the whirlwind, strong evidence

of the inward or vorticular course of the wind at the earth's surface; the
violence of which inward motion is clearly indicated by the force with-

which various objects, often of much weight, are carried spirally upward
about theaxisof the revolving body.

Now the effects of this inward vorticular motion at the surface of the

ground, are clearly manifested in the cases before us; and are also well il-

lustrated by Prof Bache, in his paper on this tornado, although referred '

^

by him to a different action.* ,

2. As the effects which may be observed at various points in the track .
v

were produced at different moments of time, and by forces acting in differ-
"*

ent directions, as well as of various intensities, we may expect to find great

diversities in the several directions of the fallen trees and other prostrated

bodies ; and further, as all the forces, in addition to their inward tendency^

have likewise a common tendency in the direction pursued by the tornado^

we may expect to find, also, full evidence of this progressive force in the-

direction of the fallen bodies.

These effects, I need hardly stale, are distinctly observed in the case he-

fore us ; and appear likewise from the observations of Professor Bache.

The results already noticed have been observed also in the tracks of other

tornadoes : so that a general inclination, both inward and onward, amid the

various and confused directions of the fallen bodies, isdistittctly recognized

by all parlies tathis inquiry. •
. ^

» Transactions of American Pbilusupliical Society, vol. v. '
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3. It ha<s been often noticed, that where two fallen trees are found lying;

across each other, the uppermost or last fallen points most nearly to the

course pursued by the tornado.

In view of the facts above stated, much pains have been taken to esta-

blish, by induction, a central and non-whirling course in the wind of the

tornado
; first inward and then upward, like that resulting from a common

fire in the open air, I do not propose to notice the insuperable difficulties

which appear to attend this hypothesis. It is important to state, however,
that all the above mentioned effects, when theoretically considered, are, at

least, equally consistent with the involute whirling action of an advancing
vortex. This important consideration I have not seen recognized by the

advocates of the nDn-whirling theory ; and it seems proper, therefore, to

point out, as we proceed, other and more distinguishing effects ol the whirl-

ing action. ;

4. It has been noticed, also, that the directions given to broken limbs

and other bodies, by the successive changes in the direction of the wind as

the tornado passed over, have been found in opposite courses of change, on
the two opposite sides of the track.

This fact, too, has been strongly urged as disproving a rotary motion.

Bi^t, unfortunately for the objection, this effect accords fully with the rotary

action of a progressive mass of atmosphere; as is well known to all who
clearly understand the theory of rotary stofms.

In all such whirling masses the successive changes in the direction of

the wind result solely from their progressive motion, and necessarily take

place in opposite directions or courses of change on the two opposite sides

of the advancing axis. This indication fails, therefore, as a theoretic test
;

and I now proceed to notice others, which are peculiar to a progressive

whirling action.

5. In considering further the effects of such action, we may expect to

find that the greatly increased activity of gyration which is always observed

near the centre of a vortex, will be indicated by a more violent and irregular

action in and near the path pursued by the axis of the whirlwind, than is

iound under its more outward portions.

This effect is often strikingly exhibited in the path of tornadoes
;

while, in the supposed ascent of a non-whirling column, it would seem
that no part of the surface would be so much exempted from its ac-

tion, and particularly from its power of prostration, as that lying near its

centre.

6. As the effect of rotation must be to produce, on one side of the ad-

vancing axis, a reverse motion which is contrary to the course of the tor-

nado, it is evident that on this side the prostrating power will be much les-

sened
; that the cases of prostration, therefore, will be here less numerous;

and that some of these, at least, will be produced in a backward direction,

more or less opposite to the course of the tornado. By this criterion, not

only the whirling movement, but the direction of the rotation also, may be
cleirly ascertained.

This effect is best observed by comparing the two opposite margins of
the track, and is strongly exemplified in the case before us. Here we find,

that most of the trees prostrated within five chains (110 yards) from the

northern or left-hand margin of the track, lie in directions which are more
or less backward from the course of the tornado. The prostrations in

this part of the track are also for the most part less general than on the

opposite side of the axis,* a greater portion of the trees being left standing.

There was a vacant space in the belt of wooH, immediately to the right of the line
c c or axis of the tornado, owing to which the effect mentioned does not appear so ob-
vious in the figure-
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It sometimes happens, owingr perhaps to the inward or involute motion
having' exceeded the progressive motion at a particular point, that some in-

clination backward will be found in the prostrations on the progressive
side of the whirl, as seen on the sketch, Nos. 77 to 80. But these infre-

quent cases by no means compare with the numerous backward and some-
times outward prostrations, found on the reverse side of the whirl, as il-

lustrated by Nos. 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, etc., on the left side of the

track. Thus we find here a satisfactory indication that this tornada
was a whirlwind; and that the course of its rotation was to the left ia

front. .- •

7. It is also apparent, that the prostrating power of a whirlwind onr

the side of its reverse motion as just considered, will be limited to

a shorter distance than on the opposite or progressive side of its axis.

This is seen in the more limited extent of the prostrations on the north

or left margin of the track, as compared with the extent of those which
incline inward on the right side of the apparent axis. There were many
trees standing beyond the northern border of the track, but none had ; ;

fallen.

8. It follows, in like manner, that on that side of a whirlwind in which
the rotary motion coincides with the progressive movement, the prostrating

power will not only be increased in its intensity, but will also be effective ;

over a wider space ; and that few, if any, of the prostrated bodies will be -

found to have been thrown backward.
In the case before us, 'as may be seen in the sketch, the prostrations are

found to extend on the southern or right side of the apparent axis to a dis-

tance nearly twice as great as on the left side. The same general re- ,/

suit has also been noticed in the tracks of other tornadoes which I have
examined. .

The facts here considered are too important to be overlooked, and .

seem fully to establish both the whirling action and the course of ro-

tation, . • -

9. If a rotative action be exhibited, the mean directions of all the pros- .,\

trations, on each of the two opposite sides, will differ greatly in their res-
_;.

pective inclinations to the line of progress, and the mean direction of those -.

^

on the reverse side will be found more backward than on the opposite -^r , J

side, where the rotative course coincides with the progressive action.

In th« case before us, the mean direction of all the prostrations on the r C '

right side of the track is found to incline 52 degrees inward from the line

of progress. The course of the tornado is here taken to be east ; although

for the last half mile its course had been a little north of east. On the

left side, the mean direction is found to be S. 3° W., or 93 degrees inward

and backward; a difference in the mean inclination from the course on

the two sides of 41 degrees.*

If we now take,ihe indications afforded by the two exterior 'portions of

the track, to the width of five chains on each side, where the effects are

more distinctive in their character, we find on the light side a mean inward

inclination of 4G degrees, the mean direction being N. 44° E. ; while on

the left side of the track the mean inclination is not only inward but 48

degrees backward, the mean direction on this side being S. 48"^ W. We
have thus a mean difference in the inclination of the fallen trees, on the two

exterior portions of the track, of no less than 92 degrees.

The inclination of the fallen trees from the course, on both sides the axis, are reckoned

inward and backward.
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These indications seem conclusive, also, in favor of the whirling action

in the direction from right lo left.

10. Ahhough of less importance, it should be mentioned that the dimin-

ished action of the tornado which is commonly observed on the hillsides

and summits over which it passes, and the greatly increased action in the

bottoms of the valleys, and even in deep ravines, afford a strong argument
against ascribing the effects to the ascent of a non-whirling rarefied co-

lumn ;
as the latter, it wonld seem, must act with greater force on the hill-

sides and summits than in the bottoms of valleys. The general correctness

of the observation above stated cannot justly be questioned.

11. The sudden and extraordinary diminution of the atmospheric pres-

sure which is said to take place at the points successively passed over by
a tornado, causing the doors and windows of buildings to burst outwards,

seems to afford strong confirmation of a violent whirling .motion; for an
effect of this kind is necessarily due to the centrifugal and upward force

of the vorticular action in the interior portion of the whirlwind. There
are no other means known by which such an abstraction of pressure can
be effected in the open air. An increase of calorific elasticity, if such
were produced, either generally or locally, would not greatly disturb the

equillibrium of pressure, being resisted by the surrounding and incum-
bent weight of the entire atmosphere. Besides, the immediate effect of
such increased elasticity might rather be to burst inward the windows and
doors of buildings exposed to its action.

Some of the more important indications mentioned above appear also

from an examination of Prof Bache's observations; although the latter

be not definitely located by him, as regards the extreme borders of the

track. Thus, in Fig. 7, of Professor Bache's paper, assuming the course
as the tornado to be east, and rejecting a few observations near the centre,

to avoid error, we find in twenty observations on the right side of the
track, a mean inward inclination of 64 degrees, and for nine observations

on the left side, a mean inclination, reckoned inward and backward from the

course, of 104 degrees, being 14 degrees backward.

It is stated by Prof Bache, "that the trees lying perpendicular to the

track of the storm, are not those furthest from the centre of that track."

This generalization accords with my own observations; but can hardly be

reconciled with an inward non-whirling motion in the tornado.

It may appear to some, that in the case of a whirlwind the greater por-

tion of the prostrations on the reverse side of the axis should be found in

backward direction: and so they would undoubtedly be found, were it not

for the inward and the progressive action. But the force is here so far

lessened by the reverse action above noticed, that in most cases only a

small portion of the trees exposed will be thus prostrated
;
while the great-

est force of the whirlwind, on this side, is felt near its last or closing por-

tion and towards the apparent axis, where the inward, together with the

rotative and progressive forces, seem to combine their influence in the

closing rush towards the heart of the receding vortex. This appears to

account for the nearly opposite directions of prostration found on this side,

and it is apparently by this more violent closing action, that many trees

which were first overthrown in a direction nearly across the centre of the

path, were again moved from their position, or swept onward nearly in the

course of the tornado. It is proper to remark here, that an attentive exa-

mination of these effects has served to convince me that on the right and
more central portions of the track the prostrations for the most part take

place either at the outset or under the middle portions of the whirlwind ;

while on the left or reverse side, up to the line of the apparent axis, and
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even across the latter, they occur chiefly under the closing action of the

whirl, as above described. The violent eflfects of this central and closing.;-

action are more clearly seen as we advance from the left-hand margin tow-

ards the centre or apparent axis of the path.

From the causes to which 1 have just alluded, the effects are usually ,;

more violent on and near the line passed over by the axis, than in other

portions of the track. This line of greatest violence is found to coincide

nearly with the line which separates the inwardly inclined prostrations

of the twe opposite sides of the track.* The latter line or apparent axis

of the track is sometimes called the line of convergence, and is indicated

•on the figure by the line and arrow c c. Along this line, from the causes

just mentioned, aided also by the elevating forces aliout the axis, many of

"the trees are swept onward, and left vvith their tops in a direction nearly
parallel to the course of the tornado

; forming an apparent, but not a just

exception, to the moie lateral direction which pertains to most of the trees
' prostrated by the onset of the whirlwind, near the central portions of the

track. Indeed, the central or closing violence of the advancing whirl is

here so great, that the trees are not unfrequently torn out of the ground and
carried onward to considerable distances.

It is proper to state here, that in the tracks of all the tornadoes which I

ihave had opportunity to examine, and in some, at least, of those examined
by others, the course of rotation has been found the same as in the case

before us.f

In order to make a just and satisfactory examination of the effects of a

^tornado, it appears necessary to select portions of the track where the ex-

tension of wood pr single trees, on each side, is found sufficient to mark
clearly the exterior limits of the prostrating power, and where the eflJects

-on both sides of the axis are also clearly developed. Our next care should

be to ascertain, as near as may be practicable, the line which separates

ithe opposite convergence of the two sides, noticed above as the axis or

iine of convergence. We should tif'en determine the general (i^ection of

ithis lineandof the track at the place examined ; which being done, we may
proceed to measure the distance to which the prostrations are extended on

each aide, and then carefully to take the position and direction of pros-

tration of each and of all of the fallen bodies, nothing with care, also, any
other phenomena which may serve to aid our inquiries. We may thus

obtain valuable materials for future analysis; and this course of inves-

tigation, if faithfully pursued, will, it is believed, remove all reasonable

doubt of the rotative action of these tornadoes. An examination of their

probable origin, and the causes of their enduring actiyity and violence, be-

longs not to the present occasion.
New York, 6th February, 1841.

'

,

The line of greatest violence, for the most part, is found somewhat to the right of the
line of convergence.

t As in the tornado which passed through Allegany county, New York, July 25eh,

/1638 ; described ty Mr. Gaylord in the American Journal of Science, vol. xxxvii, p. 92.

V
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SCHEDULE OF THE PROSTRATIONS
Observed on a Section of the Track of Uie Neic-Brunsieicli Tornado, of June 19tlt, 1835.

Na.
I

Pirwlion of Prft^lrnuon.
I
luchii'iti'^n. NiK j

15
}6
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

35

21
22
34

36
37
• •

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

TAKI.E I.
I

Left side of the track to the line,

h b—o chains-

a Tree lies S. 2iJ" VV. . .

* .... S. 80 VV. . .

1 .. .. N.67 W. . .

2 .. .. S
3 .. .. VV
4 .. .. S. 80 W. . .

5 .. .. S.40 VV. . .

6 .. .. 8.40 VV. . .

7 .. .. S. 80 VV. . .

8 .. .. S. 10 E. . .

9 .. .. S. 50 VV. . .

10 .. .. S. 50 W. . .

11 .. .. S. 26 VV. . .

12 .. .. S. 50 VV. . .

13 .. .. S. 65 VV. . .

14 .. .. South .

Mean direction, IC case*, S.48uW.
Mean inclination from coiirsp, in-

ward aud huckwurd,13(j dejjrees.

TABTbl 11.

Left side of the axix, from the lino

bb ta c c—

1

1 chains.

Treelie.sS. 2o' E. .

S. 12 \V. .

.. S 35 E. .

.. .. S. Hi E. .

.. .. S. 2.3 E. .

.. .. N.HO VV. .

.. .. S. 20 E. .

.. .. S. 80 E.

.. .. S. 45 E. .

.. .. S. 10 E. .

.. S. 45 E. .

.. .. S. 20 E. .

.. .. S. 60 E. .

.. .. S 60 E. .

. . . . Jtz^SLdl. • •

. . • . o. 7o Lj. •

.... S. 56 E. [lnrli.d«| R«
belimginf by its inclinntion to this table. J

• . « . i2jHSt • • .

Mean direction, 13 cases, S. 37<> E.
Mean inclination inward, 5.') deg.

TABLE IlL
Right side of apparent axis from

line c c to VV E—3 chaiu«.

Tree lies N. 56° E. . .

.. .. N. 60 E. . .

.. .. N. 80 E. [Inrliid«lan
btJonging by it!« inclination to this table, j

.. N. 85 E. . .

. . East (two) •

• • £<aSI- • • •

.. East

.. N. 30 E. . .

.. N. 70 E. . .

.. N. 55 E. . .

.. N. 50 E. . .

.. N. 78 E. . .

.. N. 45 E. . .

.. N. 45 E. . .

.. N. 25 E. . .

• • m ' «jo c«* • •

.. N. 40 E. . .

Mean dircrtinii, IVcascs, N.r>0^ C*
Mean LnclmatiuD inward, 3*) dcg.

Inwarii nn<

backward.

110»

170
S03
90
180

170
1.'.0

130
170
80
140
140
J 16
140

. 155
yo

88
402
55
28
65

}'.)0

70
10

45
80
45
70
30
30
00
15
34

00

34
30
10

5

60
20
35
40
12
45
45
65
55
50

Drrrrtum of Proplrntiofl. tlnclinfitioBj

49
50
51
52
53

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
6-2

64
6;5

66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

82

63
83
84
e

85
86
87

90
91
92
93
94
95

TABLE IV.
Right side of axis, from lineW B

to line a a—4^ chains.

Tree liesN. 67° E.

.. .. N. 45 E.

.. .. N. 22 E.

.. .. N. 3 E.

.. .. N. 30 E.

.. .. N. 10 E.

.. .. N. 35 E.

.. North .

.. .. N. 10

.. .. N. 3

.. .. N. 45

.. .. N. 10

.. .. N. 35

.. .. N. 60

.. .. N. 40

.. .. N. 20

.. .. N. 10

.. .. N. 20

.. .. N. 40

.. .. N. 70

.. .. N. 50
• • • • i\ . •fO

.. .. N. 30

.. .. N. 50

E. .

E. .

E. .

E^ .

E. .

E. .

E. .

E. .

E. .

E. .

E. .'.

E. .

E. .

E. .

E. .

E. .

North (two)
North
North "

N. 20 W.(ciuiiip

N. '.\5 VV. .

VV. .

VV. .

E. .

E. .

fS)

.. .. N. 30

.. .. N. 10

.. .. N. 65

.. .. N. 70
Moan direction, 33 cases, N. 24° E.
Meaji iucliuatiou, 66 degrees.

TABLE V.
Ri^ht side oftrack, fi-om line aa to
outward limit of prostration—5eh,

Tree lies N. <)5° E.

.. .. N. 45 E.

.. .. N. 40 E.

.. .. N. 55 E.

.. .. N. 70 E.

.. .. N. 23 E.

.. .. N. 31 E.

.. .. N. 20 E.

.. .. N. 22 E.

.. .. N. 10 t.

.. .. N. 55 E.

.. . . N. 70 E.

.. .. N. 55 E.

.. .. N. 68 E.

.. .. N. 25 E.

Mean direction, 15 cases, N. 44" E.

nation inward from course of tornad

Inward and
backward.

23^

45
68
87
60
80
55
90
80
87
45
80
55
30
50
70
80
70
50
20
40
55
60
40
90
90
90
110
125
120
lOO
25
20

25
45
50
35
20
67
59
70
68
80
35
20
35
22
65

Mean incli-

o, 46o.

Mean direction of all the prostrations on
Irft of Mxis, 31 cases, 3. 3» VV.—being 3»

biickwiinl, or if.]" inward and backward.
Mean dir«ction on rtg'Atofaxis, 65 cases,

N. 3S° E.—bciiig .'/i" inward from course.

Diffrrence, of mean inclination on the

two sides, 41 degrees.

Difference ofoppositc oirtrgiital sections

(Tables I and V) 92 degrees.
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suspending the contracts. Nor is the extravagant price demanded
for mail transportation upon railroads the only manner in which
these incorporations affect the revenue of this department. The
facilities secured by this mode of conveyance for sending letters by

.

,

private hands, very seriously diminish the receipts of the office* «'

upon these routes. A single illustration will establish this asser- .

tion.
" Boston is one of the most important points of railroad concen-

tration in the Union. Its business prosperity is proverbial ; and yet

in that city, the quarter ending 31st March last, shows, as compared
with the corresponding quarter of the year before, a decrease in -

E
©stage receipts of three thousand one hundred ninety-Jive dollars—
eing double the amount of diminution to be found, within the same

time, in any other post office in the nation, with the single except

lion of Philadelphia, which is another great terminus of railroad
,

communication.
^

" These facts are presented in no spirit of unkindness towards
.

those to whose management these incorporations are intrusted, but

that I have considered it due to our whole people to refer to this

subject, as one which will ere long call for National and State legis

—

lation, unless a corrective be sooner applied by public opinion."

The grounds of complaiht against raih'oads are two in number^

and these are so distinct in their nature, that we shall take them up

separately.

In regard to " the extravagant price demanded for transportation

upon raih'oads,'* the charge is founded upon a comparison between

the charge of railroads and stages upon the same main route

—

'•

" and that too when the night service upon the railroad is less than that

performed in coaches." We have in the Post Master General's own
words, a proof that the subject is either imperfectly understood or

unfairly expressed. It is certainly cheaper to run a stage coach, at

night particularly, over a short route than to run a railroad train*

In fact, this is the whole secret of the difficulty with railroad com-

panies—the mail service, in most cases, requires thera to staj't at in-

convenient hours—viz. at such hours as do not suit the majority of

the travelling community. Such companies are not disposed to go
out of their usual course unless for an adequate remuneration

; their

business, particularly upon great routes, is very good, and they need

no assistance ; stage proprietors are, under the same character of
routes, very well disposed to run an opposition to railroads, theip-

passengers would be insufficient for a support, while a moderate

compensation for mail service would be enough to pay a small pro-

fit, while without it, there would be none at all.

But throughout his report, the Post Master General has no i-efer-

ence to the superior speed of railroads, and the consequent increase

in the facility of intercourse. Is it not worth paying even t^wo-
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hundred per cent, more for the privilege of sending a letter from

,
New York to Philadelphia and receiving an answer the same day,

instead of writing , one day and receiving the answer the next ?

, And even this could not be accomplished in coaches without very

great expense. This great oversight has brought out a number of

anecdotes of the primitive mode of carrying the mail, which Mr.

Granger seems to have had in mind when he made his tariff of

charges. We have been told, that within fifty years, the great

western mail from Albany was carried by a postman on foot, at

what number of <miles per hour we are not informed—when busi-

ness increased the mail was carried on horseback, and soon, in a one

horse wagon, and then passengers were taken. Suph primitive

methods of transport might probably be reintroduced with great

saving to the Post Office department. We have seen a notice by

Mr. Benjamin Franklin, informing the public that arrangements for

facilitating the intercourse between Boston and Washington had

been made, by which a letter might be written and an answer re-

ceived in the short space of three weeks! ! instead of six weeks as

formerly !

' There are cases, no doubt, in which exorbitant demands have

been made ; railroad companies are not immaculate, neither are

stage proprietors, and on reference to former lettings it will be found

that the words " too high," are marked opposite many bids for stage

service.

The second complaint against railroads is quite as singular as the

first. The Post Master tells us that " the facilities secured by this

mode of conveyancefor sending letters by private hands very serious-

ly diminish the receipts of the office upon these routes." We should

like to know what the facilities are which enable passengers upon

railroads to carry private letters more readily than when travelling

in stages. The Post Master should have said that there was more

travelling by this than any other conveyance, that between two

cities, for important business, the expense of time was trifling, and

that of money not to be compared to the advantage of attending

in person to business of any consequence. He should have said,

that as the expense of travelling decreases, postage remaining the

^ame, there will be a constant diminution of the post office revenue

upon such routes.

With equal justice might the Secretary of the Treasury complain

of clergymen, that their influence diminished the revenue derived

from the importation of indecent books and prints.

If the Post Master General wishes to keep up with the times, let

him bring about a reduction in postage, and he will soon see that
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such a course will answer far better than national or State legisla-

tion, to say nothing about the propriety of his appeal to public

opinion. ,->

Fpr the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine. i

TOLLS ON CANALS AND RAILWAYS LOW FARES.

I beg leave to call your attention to an article in the Civil Engi-

neer and Architect's Journal of November, 1840, on ]V|f. Ellet's

"Remarks on Railway and Canal Traffic," (published in this Jour--

nal some lime since, in which the writer undertakes to show that

the principles there advocated, are " fallacious and unjust," and to

suggest the propriety of your publishing this article, either wholly

or in part, as you may think proper. It is not my intention to offer

any remarks or opinions on these objections to Mr. Ellet's theory,

but, " while up," will take the opportunity of giving my views on

the at present, very popular theor^'^ of low fares on railways.

This theory may be said to rest on the following proposition

—

that by reducing the fare, the business will be increased. Now
this argument is virtually an assertion, that a large amount of trade

?ilready in existence, is kept from the railway by the too great cost

of transportation, or that by diminishing the jirice of haulage, a

large additional business could be created. Both these positions

are undoubtedly true, in some cases, but that they are generally

true, more especially injthe United States, is what we have not been

convinced of, from our own experience or observation, by the pe-

rusal of any remarks which have fallen under our notice. The

rates of fare are established by the proprietors of public works

—

generally men of business, consequently cautious—and, to induce

them to lessen existing rates, it is necessary to show, that, by a given

diminution of fare on certain articles oftransportation, a correspond-

ing increase in the quantity of these articles may be confidently anti-

cipated. This can only be done by means of an intimate acquaint-,

ance with all the details of the trade in these particular articles—

a

knowledge to be acquired only by attentively studying all the cir-

cumstances which influence the production or consumption of the

articles under consideration, in other words, local knowledge. The
objection ife not to the principle—which may bie applicable to all

works, varying, however, immensely in the extent of its applica-

tion—but that no general ra^s can be given, by which the most ad-

vantageous rates for the proprietors and the community, can be de-

termined. Perhaps every reader of this journal can refer to some

public work, on which a diminution of even 50 per cent, in the fare,

would add little to the business, and to others, where he is convinced

.--.V'
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that a very considerable reduction in the cost of transportation

would not only increase the trade in a much greater ratio, but

would even swell the dividends, and in some extreme cases, render

investments productive which are now profitless. Among the first,

will be found works whose principal income is from the " through"-

busin^ss, forming a link in some great thoroughfares, such as the

Providence and Stonington, and most of the railways in this State

;

also works of a local character, such as the Boston and Lowell and

Paterson, N. J., railways, which derive their revenue almost ex-

clusively from the manufactories. Now the cost of transportation,

is of course, an element in the cost of the fabrics of Lowell and
Paterson, but so small a one, that it is difficult to believe it capable

of influencing the construction of new, or the extension of exist-

ing establishments. On the other hand, the consumption of coal

is limited to its present extent by its exorbitant price, and that price

is principally owing to the great cost of transportation, hence a

vast increase in the consumption would be the immediate conse-

quence of the production of that necessary of life at a reasonable

cost. It will be urged that all the links of a thoroughfare should

belong to the same company or State ; but these chains of commu-

nication extend in many instances over several States, and even

when in the same State, as in the case of the seven distinct railways

which will in a few years unite the Hudson and lake Erie, it will

be found impracticable to condense the seven corporations into one,

owing to the vast difference in the value of the several links, un-

less the State step in and " assume the mantle" of Engineer-General

of railways as well as of canals. This policy was strongly advo-

cated by a prominent member of the assembly of New York, du-

ring the last session, and at the same time he very candidly admit-

ted he did not see where the State was to halt in this career, if

once entered on. This appears to be the only mode of introducing

a regular system of rates of transportation throughout the State,

though whether this would be eventually to the advantage of the

public, is a very different position, and much more important than

any discussion on rates of toll.

Supposing it to be ascertained that a decrease of toll will lead to

an increase of traffic, on a certain railway, the great difficulty is to

determine the charge which will command the greatest amount of

business, and still yield a reasonable profit to the stockholders. In

endeavoring to draw additional business to a railway by reducing

the tolls, it is absolutely necessary that the reduction should be suffi-

cient to effect that object, and a diminution of 10 per cent, may be
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as injurious as a diminution of 30 or 40 per cent, may be advanta-

geous to the proprietors. Experience shows that when the passage
,

from Albany to New York is less than $2, there is no correspond-

ing, increase in the number of passengers. The fare is now only •

$1, with the best and*hiost extensive accommodations ever known,

and there can be little risk in asserting that the number of passen- :

gers now is not nearly twice that when the fare was $3, several

years since, including the natural increase on this great thorough- -

fare. The general impression appears to be, that $2 is sufficiently

low to command very nearly all the travel, and thus afford the pub-

lic all reasonable accommodation, and the proprietors a fair return .-

for their investment. No one, however, supposes that one or even =

two dollars, would yield any profit on lake Champlain for carrying

passerigers 150 miles, from Whitehall to St. John's, though boats -

may be run much more cheaply on that lake than on the Hudson.

Railways differ from each other in their objects, as widely as do .

these steamboat routes—the latter are rendered profitable by atten-

tively studying all the peculiarities of their field of action and re-

gulating the charges accordingly, and it appears impossible that the

same principle should not apply equally well to regulating the tolls

on the former. But how are all these local peculiarities to be al-

lowed for in a general law ? The community have a right to ex-

pect the lowest charges which will yield a fair remuneration to the

proprietors for their capital and risk, and this object, we believe

will be attained when the charges on any particular railway are so

arranged as to conform to the present wants of the particular com-
munity on which that railway depends for its present business, and

to vary those charges whenever any change in the business of that

community justifies and requires such a measure. As already ob-

served, tariffs of freight are made out by men of business, who are

notoriously averse to generalities and abstract propositions, and
any system or theory of tolls which is expected to produce any

"

useful effect, must be such as they can clearly see through, tracing •

effects to causes without any othier'aid than that derived from their

ordinary habits of investigation. In this view, we concur, and
consider the difficulties in the way of arranging the most advan-

tageous charges so great, as t6 render inoperative a complete in-

vestigation of the kind and extent of the traffic which the railway

is to accommodate, increase or create, what its future capabilities

and prospects may be, what risk of rival lines, etc., etc., and if the

conclusions thence deduced, agree with any proposed theory',

confidence in them may be somewhat increased ; if they differ, it
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is needless to say which will be unhesitatingly adopted. Thu very

object of railways is to facilitate intercourse and diminish the cost

of transportation, and their very existence requires that the in-

come should clear expenses, repairs, and renewals, besides yielding

a liberal return for the capital invested, as w^ll as for the trouble

and risk incurred by those to whose energy and enterprise the pub- :

lie is indebted for their unrivalled facilities ; and though believing

it to be the interest as well as duty of the proprietors to afford these

facilities at the lowest charges, we should still hesitate to assert that-

the charges on anj' particular railway were too high, until we knew
the cost of its construction, and management, and had studied the na-

ture and extent of the particular trade it was destined to accom-

modate. - '';'r-' y'- '::/':,;. -^r-py^^^ W. R. C.

June, 1841,.;.; ''^:;: .."•';-'
..
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The subject of finance, although not strictly speaking profession-

al, has attained such importance in the eyes of the community, that

no excuse is necessary in offering the following project, furnished

bya friend: - .v. "'

;;

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine. -'.... >.-//.

As an American citizen, I view with a peculiar interest, the pre-

sent anomalous situation of our monetary affairs in this country,

and look with intense anxiety towards the efforts now everywhere

manifested among our commercial and productive circles, to direct

'

the eyes of National legislators to this or that plan, having for it»

object, the creation of a Fiscal Agent of the General government,

which may be so constituted as to equelize the exchanges, and re-

store harmony, reinvigorate enterprise, cherish prudent industry,

and by the establishment of a wise system of checks restrain the

tendency to wild, erratic, or improvident management of local

banking facilities—which has grown up among us within a few

years, engendering a spirit of speculation, which, like an epidemic,

has spread itself aver every part of our once prosperous and happy

country—and left scarcely anything but wrecks of former pros- •

perity—to serve as beacons, warning those who come after us,

against the danger of pursuing a like hazardous course.

Numerous, indeed, are the projects which have been already pro-

posed to meet our trying emergency. But as a free discussion of

their respective merit is to be expected, most of them have been

found wanting in essential qualities—in passing through this'brdeal

of public opinion, and thus opponents spring up on every side.

Many citizens entertain an idea that it is not within the powers

which the constitution confers upon congress, to create a joint stock
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corporation at all. Others, that it is impolitic, if they have really

the power, to create one with a large capital, fearing that it will be

impossible for the whole to be filled up by citizen capitalists with-

out creating new difficullies by the sudden withdrawal of monies

from other pursuits of industry or enterprise, and deeming it im-

proper and hostile to the true interests of our own countrymen, to

permit the majority of such a cai)ital stock, to be taken by foreign

capitalists, who, having no other interests in view than the realiza-

tion of profits expected for the investment of their monies, might

thus gain the possession of an immense power, capable of being

used to subvert our democratic institutions in case such a wish ex-

ists among them. Many knotty points are disclosed to view in a

free discussion of these questions, yet the subject itself is of such

vital importance to future prosperity, as seems to demand from all

experienced, enlightened, patriotic and practical minds, a thorough,

careful, and minute examination of the subject, and by free inter-

changes of opinion, let us endeavor now to perfect a system which

shall be consistent with the constitutional principles of our repub-

lic, and at the same time afford ample protection against losses to the

industry, enterprise, and prosperity of all classes of our citizens.

The experience of past years, has demonstrated the fact, that a

check Qonnected with the jiscal operations of the government, can

(as a National concern,) exercise a very salutary influence in regu-

lation of local banks and bankers, and if free discussions of suita-

ble plans, to attain so desirable an end as the equalization of domes-

tic exchanges, and protection against sudden expansions and con-

tractions of the circulating medium, shall have the effect of bring-

ing our National legislators to a right conclusion, that true political

sagacity imperatively requires their early action upon this all im-

portant business, then I trust they will weigh well the suggestions

of practical business men, whose active pursuits, and daily routine

of life, affbrd to them an immense fund of knowledge of essential

details, and their experience of whatis wanted will enable them, per-

haps, to advance views and plans more susceptible of being reduced

to practice, than might be those of professional theorists in political

economy.

Allow me to propose a plan of a Fiscal Agent to be created by
congress as a guarantee to bill holders, a regulator of local banks,

and to be furnished with such powers as may equalize the domestic

exchanges.

First. Let congress enact that the paper circulating medium
shall only be issued by an institution to be created by the United
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States, which institution shall be Restricted from any other business \',

than merely the reception of deposites and the emission of billd

in exchange therefor, which bills alone shall form the paper cur-

rency of the whole of the United States.

Let congress require that every banking incorporation, or pri-

vate banker, who design to make discounts, to deposite their specie,-

or equivalent securities, which forms their banking basis, in the cus-

tody of the officers of the United States Institution, before they

can exercise the right of discounting.

These Fiscal Agencies to be supported by a prorata tax, to be'

paid by the different local banks throughout the country.

Let the legislature of each State, as well as the congress of the
,

United States, enact that these bills shall be a lawful tender for the

payment of all taxes, imposts, duties, and dues of whatsoever kind

or nature, established, or to be established hereafter, under their re-

spective legislations; which would introduce a currency in paper,

, that would be current funds all over the nation, and from the char-

acter of the guaranty, confidence in its stability would be unquestion-

able, and specie seldom asked for, except for foreign commercial '

purposes. ...

nEMARKS ON THE MORTAR USED IN ANCIENT BUILDINGS WITH OB-

SERVATIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR PREPARING MORTAR IN A MORS
PERFECT MANNER THAN THAT NOW IN PRACTICE.

J The great perfection to which the arts have attained cannot be
denied ;

yet on examining the monuments of former ages, of which
many are still to be seen in this country, it does appear that the

ancients had some manner of miking and using mortar for theii* .

buildings, of which our modern artists seem either to be ignorant^

or do not choose to put in practice. Although the grand edifices

raised under the direction of the artists of the present age, is a
proof that our modern masters, by the study of the monuments left

us by ,the ancients, have been enabled to construct buildings vying

with their patterns; yet the moderns are still behind the ancients

in the constructionof buildings with small or promiscuous materiafs*

with that decree of solidity which seems almost to set time itself

at defiance.

There is no doubt little difficulty in raising laslingedifices by build-

-; ing immense blocks of splid stone, one upon another—but if we say

. nothing of the enormous expense of this mode of construction,

'
.. even where the materials are to be found in the vicinity, there is

some consideration necessary when works which require durability.^

: arc to he constructed, where no large materials can be readily,

found. Hence the erection of buildings which may be^of the ut-

most importance in a national point of view, as well as to individ-
,

uals, has to be abandoned, on account of the expense attending the

modern plan of construction.

46
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On a careful examination of many of the old castles in thiscoun«-

try, it will be seen that the materials which have been used are of the

most ordinary kind : and from the manner in which they have
stood for such a long period of time, it does most readily occur, that

the mortar used in these buildings, has been prepared in a different

manner from that practised by modern builders. In fact it will be
found that many of these old buildings have been put together with
almost every description of stones down to the smallest pebble col-

lected from the bed of the brook, and where no heavy carriages or

complicated machinery have been required to construct the most
extensive works.
Our ancient bridges and aqueducts all exhibit specimens of the

same kind of construction with very small stones ; depending there-

fore on the superior manner of preparing the mortar by which
these small materials have been cemented together.

Thus there seems to be an art lost, and in place of endeavoring
to recover this art by a series of well conducted experiments, men
of genius, and particularly our modern philosophers, seem to have
principally in view to bestow their labors in pushing into the world
books filled with abstract calculations which they understand only
on paper. These calculations are, however, by far too nice, and it

is much to be feared that few of the writers could be found to re-

duce them to practice—and as practical men do not understand
them, they are useless to the woild. It may be very well for the

physician to write a learned prescription intermixed with hiero-

glyphics, to the apothecary who understands it ; but alas ! the car-

penter and builder have neither time nor inclination to enter into

the abstruse analysis of the philosopher. Bred to labor from their early

youth, it is only from experience they are accustomed to learn ; and
it is therefore only from a course of well regulated experiments, de-

scribed in plain language and simple figures, that the laboring artist's

attention can be arrested.

It would, therefore, in almost all cases, be the means of more
rapidly diffusing a knowledge of the useful arts, were our semina-
ries furnished with the means of exhibiting in some degree of ex-
periment, specimens of the various useful arts. For without ex-
perience, what is the young engineer who is sent forth to direct the

operations of a siege, to raise fortifications, form aqueducts, orcon-
struct bridges ? It is clear he has yet to learn from the laboring

artificer, the essential parts of his business ; and thus he is sent forth

only with the name, to learn from those of inferior station, who are
here found capable of giving instructions from experience, where
fine theories and abstruse analysis can be of little avail.

To return, however, to our ancient buildings, where it appears
neither time nor labor was lost in the execution. Many of them
seem constructed of little els§ than rubbish thrown together with
an outer coating of small stones, or pebbles from the brook, but
built with a kind ofmortar which appears to have been thin enough
to penetrate the smallest crevices, and to form a solid, compact, nay
ahnost an impenetrable body. And if the ruins arc considered
with the smallest degree of attention, it will coujince us that alt

ft
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the secret of this mode of construction, consists in the preparing

and using the mortar which has bid defiance to time, and to the tools

of the quarrier to remove, after the lapse of ages. Every work-
man who has been engaged in taking down any of our old castles,

will testify that he has always been able to remove the stone with
greater facility than he could disengage the mortar. ^

" " '
'

How differently then must this mortar have been prepared from
the very best which is now prepared by our modern builders ; for

the latter only dries to fall to dust again when broken into. Anoth-
er of the grand qualities of the ancient mortar is its being impene-
trable to water ; and, in fact, the aqueducts for retaining and con-

veying water which are still to be seen, exhibit no marks of clay or
other kind of puddle having been used for retaining the water.

Therefore, it does appear that aquatic as well as other works, were
frequently constructed of very small stones, by the builders of former
ages, and that they were in tlie practice of forming parts of their

buildings into cases or caissons of planking, by which means the

mortar when run in among the interstices of the small stones, was
prevented from escaping. /

'

It can therefore be most readily conceived how easily a building

of great magnitude may be constructed at a small expense, and
that of the most durable and lasting kind, of matez"ials with which
almost every part of our country abounds, if we are only careful

in, the preparation of the mortar with which these materials are to

be cemented together.

It does not appear that the ancients used any other ingredients in

their mortar than lime, sand, or calcined earth, such as brick dust,

when proper sand could not be procured ; and therefore, as already

mentioned, the whole secret seems to be the manner of preparation,

of which some explanation will now be attempted.

It is presumed the fact is well known, that in the burning of lime-

stone, the fixed air which it contains escapes, and the stone by this

means loses it weight. It has indeed long been the practice to grind

or slack the lime immediately after being burned, and by means of

mortar mills, where the extent of the works can afford them, to pre-

pare the hot mortar for immediate use for building or bedding large

materials ; but, it is a fact well known that this kind of mortar (to

say nothing of the great expense of procuring it,) would be use-

less in ordinary buildings, as the weight of the substance in thin

walls composed of small materials, would not prevent the burstings,

«racks, and sets, which would take place ; nor, from the conse-

quence of blistering, which always happens when mortar prepared

in this way, is used ; rendering it unfit for plastering either to with-

stand the action of the weather, or for lining water courses ; be-

cause it suddenly dries by the evaporation of its moisture, and con-

sequently, immediately gives way to cracks and shrinking.

On the other hand lime-mortar after lying a considerable time in

a sowered state, imbibes again the fixed air which was discharged

in the process of burning, and when carefully examined in this state,

presents a kind of transparent, or rather icicle, appearance, which
destroys in a great measure the binding quality, andwhich^ in our
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changeable climate, rarely or ever has the effect of cementing the

building. The latter, however, is the manner in which almost all

the lime-mortar is most commonly prepared for building, both from

a regard to economy as requiring less time, and also with regard to

labor ; and, it is more than probable it was by hand labor also, that

the builders of former ages prepared their mortar. It is therefore

to this principle that observations have been directed, of which the

following notice is submitted, and which it is hoped, if properly at-

tended to, will enable those who wish to do so, to prepare and use

lime-mortar not inferior to that of the ancients.

Sower together a quantity of lime and clean sharp sand for two
or three weeks before being used ; work this well and turn it aside,

?ind as the proportion of the lime to the sand, will always depend on
the quality of the former, all that is necessary is, to take care (in

sowering.) if the lime is of a rich quality, to put one-third less lime

into the heap, than it is intended to be built with ; and, if the lime

is of pocjr quality, say only one-fourth less. (It may here be ob-

served that in general lime of the poorer quality is best for cement-

ing building). When the lime which has been previously sowered,
,

as before directed, is to be used in the building, or otherwise, it is

to be again carefully worked over, and one-fourth of quick lime

added in proportions, taking care never to have more in prepara-

tion than can be used in a short time ; and this quick lime should

be most completely beaten and incorporated with the sowered
lime, and it will be found to have the effect of causing the old Hme f

to set and bind in the most complete manner. It will become per- '

Meetly solid without the least evaporation to occasion cracks, which
can only ensue in consequence of evaporation ; and this can only

happen from the want of proper union between the two bodies.

But by mixing and beating the quick lime with the sowered mortar,

immediately before it is applied to use, the component parts brought

so near to each other, that it is impossible either crack or flaw, cdj^

take place. In short, beating has the effect of closing the intersti-, ,'j;

ces of the sand, and a smah quantity of lime paste is effectual, in, "iS

fitting and holding the grains together, so as to form a plastic mass, M
by uniting the grains of sand which otherwise would not fit each. ^

other. This system will apply to lime-mortar for all descriptions of >

work, w^hether for building, plastering in the inside* or outside of^

houses, water cisterns, ground vaults, rough casting, etc., etc. /
It may not be improper to mention that whenever there is any! .

difficulty in procuring proper sand for building, clay is an excellent

substitute ; and all that is necessary is, to make it into balls, and, • -^

burn it, and then pound it like brick-dust, or pozzolano earth. There, .
'\

is no doubt, in addition to the superior scheme of making mortar. '-.<

informer ages, that, when they used only the small, which we see, '

in the ruins of their buildings, they were in the practice of using^

temporary casings of boarding which they could move from place

to place as the building advanced, and which would enable them
to grout or fill up with their quick mortar, all the interstices in the

successive layers of stones. A nd, moreover, by having the board-

ing of their centering for arche s and conduits quite close, they
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were enabled to lay on, along with their stone, almost an impene-

trable coating of plaster. 'v .
;v

From the foregoing observations, it is hoped, it will be most
clearly seen that an easy mode of erecting substantial and durable

building is generally within our reach, and that the most inferior

kind of stones may be used, providing proper care is taken in the

preparation of the lime-mortar with which they are t^) be cemented
together.

,

John Gibb, M, Inst. C. E.
Aberdeen, January 2, 1841.

- HIWASSEE RAILROAD IRON.

J. {Edgar Thompson has forwarded to us the report of S. D. Ja-

cobs, President of the Hiwassee Railroad, on the subject of the
manufacture by the company of the railroad iron. The report is a
document of considerable interest, .and shows satisfactorily to our
mind, the propriety of the enterprise by the company. Gen. Ja-

cobs has, in obedience to a resolution of the board of directors,

visited the iron district in Pennsylvania, and after an inspection of
the works at Pittsburg and the adjacent country, and the most* un-
reserved and intimate intercourse with the most intelligent iron

manufacturers of that district, has been convinced of the impor-
tance to the Hiwassee company of making their own iron, and
hence he has purchased two steam engines, and other machinery,
for commencing the work. The estimated cost to put the entire

establishment in successful operation, is $55,000, the whole to be
propelled by steam with the use of stone-coal, which the report re-

presents as abundant in the immediate vicinity. We are gratified

to see the work of manufacturing iron commenced by this enter-

prising company, and it is by no means visionary to anticipate, that

at no distant day, the eastern district in Tennessee will become as

distinguished for its iron manufactories as western Pennsylvania,

and in the language of Mr. Thompson, " a Southern Pittsburg"

may grow up along the line of the Hiwassee Railroad. We take

the liberty, without the consent of Mr. Thompson, of giving his en-

tire letter accompanying the report, which affords a theme worthy
of much reflection to all who feel an interest in our own great im-
provements.

—

Augusta Chronicle.

Greensboro, June 7, 1841.

Dear sir—1 send you a copy of the report of (Jen. S. D. Jacobs,
President of the Hiwassee Railroad company, in relation to the man-
ufacture by that company of their railroad iron. The scheme is

shown Xo be entirely practicable, and when carried into effect, will

enable the company to procure their iron at one-half the cost it could
be delivered in that region from England. And instead of drain-

ing the country of its capital, their funds will be disbursed at home,
furnishing active employment to the industry of East Tennessee.

This matter is worthy the attention of those having charge of
our great State work. If no other object than its ultimate effects

upon the prosperity of the region at the northern terminus of their

enterprise was considered, it should meet with all the encourage-
ment they are authorised to give it. I look, however, upon the sue-
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cessful accomplishment by this company of their new undertaking,

connected with our system of internal improvements, as des-

tined to produce more beneficial results upon the prosperity of this

section of the Union, than any scheme that has yet been subj;nitted

to the consideration of the southern people, and will go farther to-

wards the consummation of their commercial independence.
From the facts stated in the report, it is evident that the estabHsTi-

ment about to be erected by the company, will be the nucleus of a >

southern Pittsburg, the manufacture of which will be distributed by
our railroads now in progress over Alabama, Georgia, and Caroli-

na, from the mountains to the sea board. The abundance of coal,

iron, and limestone, and the cheapness of bread stuffs in this region,

together with the facilities of communication which will shortly be

opened to it, must render the success of the enterprise beyond a

doubt, producing in its train results with a rapidity as astonishing

to those who have not reflected on the subject, as they will be bene-

ficial to the whole country. Yours, etc., J. E. Thompson.

The Crotox Aquedcct.—by Oliver Smith.—The citj' of New
York is soon to be supplied with water from the Croton river, a mill stream

that rises amonfj the highlands of Westchester and Putnam counties, in the

State ot New York, and, winding its way in a southwestwardjy direction,

discharges from thirty to fifty millions of gallons daily into the Hudson, a

few milt's north of Sing Sing, a village in the same county of Westchester,

that has just been spoken of Across the''first mentioned river, and about six

miles from its month, and nine miles by the road, in a northeastwardly direc-

tion from Sing Sing above named, a dam is- now being constructed, the top

or lip of which is to be 166 feet above the high tide water at New York ; and

from the pond thus to be formed, the water is to be conducted upon an inclined

plane, (and of course it must be so conducted, if conducted at all, for no

locks are admissible in such a case) commencing at an elavation of 153 feet

above the tide water aforesaid, and descending generally about fourteen

inch«8 in a mil€ for the distance, including the windings, and its course is

very serpentine, of about 33 miles, to the Harlem river, where it will be

120 feet above the same tide water of which we have already spoken ; and

furthermore, it is still to be continued in various modes, across that river

about 9 miles, first to a receiving reservoir which is to hold 158,000,000

gallons, and thence through iron pipes to a distributing one which is to
"

hold 19,000,000 gallons^ the latter being something like three miles to

the north of the City Hall of the same city above mentioned
;
and thence it is

to be sent again through iron pipes to the houses and other places where it

mav be required for use. And of this work which is now nearly complete

*t"he expense is likely to be, according to the recent message" of the Mayor,
about $12,000,000.

The region of country through which this aqueduct passes is very uneven,

and notwithstanding every practicable effort was made to avoid hills and
valleys in locating it, still many of both were found in its way, so that in

constructing it, as may be supposed, several tunnels and many deep cuts

were made, and many low places were raised, with earth and masonrv,

to its level.

The aqueduct proper, or the channel in which the water in this case -^

passes, is constructed thus:— Two walls are erected of common stone ^..

masonry, and lined upon their inside with one course of bricks, which rest

upon other bricks that are placed edgewise in the form of an inverted arch
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of 9 inches in depression ; and these walls, thtis constucted of stone masonry
and brick lining, are 6 feet and 9 in. apart from the inside of the one to that

of the other, and 2 feet 8 inches thick at the bottom
;
and slope upward 4 in. .

upon each side to the height of 4 ft., so as to be 7 feet 9 in. apart from inside

to inside and 2 feet thick at the top ; and upon them is a semi-circular arch

that is 8 inches thick ; and above the whole, when completed, the loose earth

isthrown^to the depth, or rather altitude, of about 4 feet, to prevent the water^

which is to run below it from freezing during the winter season. It is not

intended that the water shall rise in this case above the spring of the arch
above, or top of the side walls of which we have spoken, and which, as we
have already said, are 4 feet high ; and adding 6 inches as an average for

the 9 inches in the depression of the inverted arch that has just been men-
tioned, we shall have 4^ feet for the height of the water in this aqueduct;

and its width being 6f feet at the bottom, and 7 5-12 feet at the top, will be

equivalent to 7 feet; and thus we shall have 31 1-2 or 32 feet at the most
for the area of the end of the stream.

Had this aqueduct been constructed wholly of bricks, its form should

have been cylindric like that of an ordinary sewer, and the ring or zone
should have been one foot thick; but such a structure would have been

much more expensive, and no better than might have been the present one
with a little variation, which we shall now point out.

In the 2d volume of Hutton's Mathematics, it is shown how piers and
walls should be constructed, in order that they may support a given arch;

and calculations made pursuant to this demonstration will indicate that the

walls of which we have spoken above should have had about eight inches

more of leverage at the bottom ;
that is, had their base extended twelve in- .

stead of /owr inches outwardly beyond their top, their exterior sides thus .:

sloping upward, and their other parts remaining as the same^ now are, they

would have supported the arch and the earth above them ; while, as the

case actually is, they do not do so, but are pressed with considerable force

upon the earth which is thrown up against them. And no harm, it is true, -

will result from this circumstance where the aqueduct jn question is whol- ;

ly beneath the surface of the ground, for there its walls may, and doubtless,

have been, actually prevented from spreading in the least, by having the »)

earth that is thrown in between them and the bank beyond trodden and
beaten down firmly and compactly

; but where there is an embankment the

same is not so easily eflfected. The loose earth that is in this latter case !

thrown up against the walls, yields more or less as they are pressed upon
it; and contractors and overseers upon this work have told me, that in

consequence of the spreading of these walls, many wide openings appear ,

occasionally in the arches above and below, and that they have been obliged

to stop the same, and sotnetimes more than once, with mortar, in order that

their work might bear inspection.

This, however, should not be so. A little science, aided by what would
have probably been no additional expense at all, would have built those
walls so that they would not have spread in any place, whether in case of

an embankment or deep cut; while, for the want of that science, the work /

in question may give way, and nobody knows how soon ;
and its engineers •".

have no excuse for such ignorance, and especially among the many school-

masters who are every where abroad, and gladto instruct for a respectable

living.

We perceive that from the bottom of the aqueduct to the top or lip of the

dam is 13 feet; and that from the highest point to which it can ever be
desired to have the water rise in the aqueduct, to the lip of the dam, is 8 feet,

if the engineers state correctly ; and hence we can readily imagine how a
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sluice may be constructed that will throw the water into this aqueduct with
considerable velocitj'.

A mile of this aqueduct will contain about 1,250,000 gallons
; and it is

supposed that the present population of ih« city will require 7,000,000
gallons of water a day

;
and hence, if the waier fills the aqueduct, and moves

at the rate of about six miles a day, it will be sufficient in quantity for the
piesent.

The Croton river is calculated to yield, when rather full than other-

wise, about 50,000,000 gallons of water a day ; and this, with a velocity

of something less than two miles an hour, would all run through the aque-
duct ; so that as to the dimesions of this channel I have no criticism to

ofTer at present.

Of the structure in question, some of the arches that occur over roads,

ravines, etc., are elliptic, while the rest are circular ones ; and those for the

bridge which is now being erected in the same structure over the Harlem
river, are intended, accordins: to the plan which the engineers publicly

exhibit, to be semi-circular. These arches are to be 15 in number; eight of

them are to be over the river, and the other seven will be over the low
ground which happens to be found upon the north-east or Westchester side

of this river. Of the arches over the river, the piers fiom centre to centre

are to be 94 feet apart, and of the other, the piers measured in the same
way will be 57 feet apart; maUing a distance of 1,151 feet for the whole
bridge, and the same is estimated to cost about $9,000,000. • ' ^ i-f/- = : \f:\.

A B, the span of the large arches, is to be 80 feet, and of the small ones

50 feet ; and C h, the elevation in the one case, is to be 25 feet, and in the

other 40 feet of course, as we are to have semicircles ; and consequently, of

the large arches the piers will be 14 feet thick, or in the direction of the

bridge at the top, while those of the small ones will be only 7 feet there in

that direction.

In order that vessels may pass conveniently upon the Harlem river be-

neath this bridge, the Legislature of the State have directed that the soffit

beneath the crown of the large arches at h, shall be at least 100 feet above

the surface of the water below it ; and this altitude, it will be borne m mind

'%
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is about ^0 feel below the level of the aqueduct ; and to avoid the expense
as well as the weight of this 20 feet of structure, it is proposed to conduct
the water across this bridge in iron pipes, to be laid in the form of an
inverted siphon; that is, the water will descend into them upon the We<tr
Chester side, and rise again to its proper level upon the New York side of

this river, and tl)us pass on to the city ; and in the same manner too, though
the circumstance may not be exactly in our way just now, it is to be con-

ducted across a wide and deep valley a little further downward at Man-
hattiinvilie.

These pipes are to be three feet in diameter within ; and of course four of

them, the number proposed in this case, will present an area at their end of

only about 28^ feet, which is something less than the terminal area of the

previous portion of the aqueduct, which we have just shown to be about

32 feet. However, in a recent report of the chief engineer of this work, I

perceive he proposes to give the water a fall of two feet in passing through

these pipes, a circumstance that will doubtless fully compensate for their

deficiency in dimensions. But still, if this work were mine, I should increase

their diameter, and thus reserve the two feet of descent for the distributing

reservoir.

If these pipes were laid close together, they would cover a space of only

about 12 feet in width; but in order that one piece may be conveniently

and properly joined with another, it will be necessary to spread them so

that they will occupy a space about 15 feet wide ; and to prevent the watet

that will pass through them during the winter season from freezing, it is

proposed to have about four feet of earth upon every side of them ; so that

on the whole, this bridge must be 26 feet wide, and have an extrade of 13

feet in altitude above the crown at h. The spandrel walls, which are to be
two feet thick, are to be carried up to the height of sixteen feet above the

same point at h. Here, then, we have two walls, 2 feet thick, 4 feet high^

and 1151 feet long, equal to 18.41G feet of solid masonry, ^or which a

light cast iron railing should be substituted; and it will be readily perceived

that this latter guard would be proper, in order to prevent accidents to per-

sons who will naturally visit this work from time to time^ and oflen in

crowds.

I observe that the foundation of the piers for the large arches is 26 feet

thick, or in the direction of the bridge, and 36 feet wide; but this is suddenly

contracted to 20 by 30 feet, which may be considered as their real base ; and
their height from the bottom of the river, which we shall suppose to average

20 feet in depth, is 80 feet
;
so that it will be sufficiently obvious without

any calculations just now, that none of these arches will be able to stand

alone. Should either of them fall, the whole 15, including all the piers,

would follow it and thus constitute a dam across the river, whose navi-

gation so much expense is now incurred to preserve. But this should not

be so. Such a wo^fkAV'ill be a disgrace to the lOth century. The scfentific

observer, associating the idea of top-heaviness and tendency to fall will

almost shudder to look at it.

The hiinces above d are intended to be fillrd up with masonry that will

be two-fifths cavernous; and of course its specific gravity will be about the

same as that of the earth and the water including the pipes above it ; and

hence, we have the simplest case for equilibrating, according to the well

known formula to which many contributed, but which seems to have been

generalized and completed by Hutton. It is true we have two extrades here.

Upon the edges of the arch we are to have one of 16 feet in altitude; and
in the centre, another of 12 feet from the crown A; but from actual calcu-

lation I find that 13 feet may be taken as an average extrade in this case,

46
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without any sensible error ; and besides, the intended parapet walls above
a a should not be made.

A.pplying the formula above alluded to, we find that if the space Be kd
' B is filled up like the rest above it, the line of pressure or thrust h dB com-
mencing at the crown, will be so situated below the circular curve, that if

the line i rfisdrawn perpendiculary downward from the top of the extrade

a ai to the line of pressure in question, and through the place where the

same is the farthest in a perpendicular direction from the circular curve
just mentioned, the distance i d will be 100, when that of i e to the semi-

circle already referred to is 80.

Now let us suppose the piers to be raised about 20 feet higher, to Dand
E, and then we shall have an elevation j h, of 20 feet ; and in this case, the,

space E A » E being filled up like the rest above it, and the line i ©drawn
as before to the line of pressure, the same i o will be 100, when i ii to the

circular curve is 93 ; and this arch would be as good for the purpose in

question as the other will be ;
for any concussion that would throw it down

would be likely to destroy one of double its elevation and of the same span
;

and thus we get rid of a large mass of masonry between the curves Bdh
and E A, which for all the arches in question would be worth many thou-

sands of dollars.

If the large arches are semicircles, and if the top of all the piers both of

the large and the small ones are brought, as good taste will require, to the

same level, it will follow that a large amount of masonry & filling will be ne-
cessary upon the small arches, to the amount of 15 ft. in altitude, more than
will be needed upon the large ones ;

and hence, by adopting fgr the latter an
elevation of only 20 feet, we shall be making a great improvement, besides

dispensing with the wall upon each side, of which we have already spoken.

Along the line of pressure B d h'm the one case, or E e A in the other

should be placed the vousoirs or arch stones; and thus we should have the

arch of equilibration, which would be pressed in all places alike, and have
no tendency to rise up or sink down at one point more than at another.

If the vousoirs are placed along the circular curve B e h, the space B e h
d B not being filled up like the rest above it, then the line of thrust will

pass above B e o, in the direction he c etc., which is represented by the
dotted curve on the left, but which is not intended, be it remembered, as a
continuation of the circular curve E » A.

The equation or locus of the curve A c c etc. is probably no where given,

though it may be readily obtained as follows:— Call rc'=ah=\'i in this

case, and a' c'=a c—w=53, and the angle at r a right one, and t c'

r

being also a right angle, that o{ p c' t will be found to be 73*^, the natural

tangent of which, radius being 40, will be 173. Now call hp=x, and
dx

P c=i/, and the tangent in question will h^-j-; and in the second volume or

Hutton's mathematics, page 501 of the edition before me, it is shown that

this tangent increases as the weight w=i' c'—a c does in passing from the

crown at A to c' c' etc., and thus to the spring ; hence we shall have dw=Cd '

I J- 1 ,• but j/5= 13 in this case, when x and y both equal ; and therefore,

40 . . .40^2:
53_13=40=C 173; or C = yy-3,

53dw
(40)"—(53— w>)>

]
or dy

and thusw-

icdw

f
66wdw — w^dw— 689dw

v/106w—jf2_i20U

13

or

173 rfy
,-;buty- =

v/106m;—to=— 1200

40x

its'

./'<:.
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Of this equation, the left-hand side may be integrated in three

distinct series ; but the numerical calculation thus indicated are

formidable enough, and may not be soon made. By taking y=l,2,
3, etc., successively, and thence obtaining the corresponding values

of w however, we can ascertain the respective angles x c' t", b c' t,

pc't etc.
; p c' being an ordinate and eta. tangent to the curve.

JBut however short we may take y, as long as it has any assignable

length at all we shall always bring the curve h c c etc. too lowdown
or too near the circular one h c c, etc. : and unless y is taken very
short indeed, the circular curve w^ill })rove to be the upper one of the

two. However, in an arch of almost any given curvature, whether
circular, elliptic, cycloidal, parabolic, or hyperbolic, whose extrade

is of a uniform specific, gravity, and raised much above the crown
and level upon the top, the line of thrust will pass above the curve

;

and if a row of vousoirs is placed along this curve, another one
should be placed above it in the line h c c etc. of thrust ; and
hence we perceive that it is merely by accident that such arches

stand. If the masonry along the curve h c' c' etc. is strong enough
to be a substitute for vousoirs, very well, the arch will stand ; but

if it yields, as it always does more or less, the crown of the arch

will settle down, and the hanches will rise up ; and if the whole
arch dees not fall, no thanks are due to the architect or the design.

The elliptic curve A m £ is obviously as far from equilibration as

the circular one is ; and in all semi-peripheries, whether of a circle,

an ellipse, etc., the tangent of the angle x c' t" h c' tp c t etc. be-

comes infinite at the spring or top of the piers, and therefore the

weight or w will be so there too ; but in the flat arch it never be-

comes anything, and consequently the thrust in such cases is always
horizontal like that of a wedge ; and even in the proper arch the

principle is the same ; for a' c must eflfect a pressure in the direc-

tion r c toward the curvature, equal to that of a A at the crown,
and this is analogous to a blow upon the head of a wedge ; and the

remaining force of a' c'=a c^ is in the direction t c' upon the pier

and similar to the horizontal thrust of a wedge ; so simple is

this subject, and even dynamics generally, when properly under-
stood.

f Persons who ought to know better tell us about equilibrating an
arch by giving a certain form to the vousoirs. Let us look at this

a Tittle. The line d 1 being drawn at right angles to B j, the vou-

soirs B d 1 and^' d 1 will have no tendency to slide upon each oth-

er ; and so in all cases the junctures of the vousoirs should tend to-

ward the centre of the curvature of the line of thrust in an arch,

or so as to fall at right angles to a line drawn from one juncture to

another, when straight bars are put together end to end, as Bddj,
j A. If the vousoirs are in the form, however, B d 2 and j d 2,

they will have a tendency to slide upon each other, though their mu-
tual friction may prevent actual sliding.

Now draw B p perpendicular to d 2, continued to *, and then al-

ter the intrade or line of thrust to B 2,2 p,p A, and the vousoirs B
2 * and p2 s will have no tendency to slide upon each other ; but

this and all other variations of the intrade will require a corres-
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ponding variation of the extrade ; and those who tell us about ma-
king the same extrade suitable for any intrade whatever, merely by
giving what they call the ^^ properform to the vousoirs" talk very
foolishly, to say the best of them ; and Hutton and Gregory speak
of them with much contempt.

It is equally foolish to attempt to equilibrate an arch in an experi-

mental manner, by hanging weights upon a chain that is attached

at both ends so as to hang loosely, and thus to form a curve. The
thing is wholly impracticable ; for there is only one chance among
an infinite number that the experimenter will succeed in his efforts.

In short, as Hutton and Gregory, and many others assure us, there

is but one practicable method of equilibrating an arch ; and that is,

first, to know the extrade, span and eleuation, and frorh thence to

calculate the line of thrust, and there to place the vousoirs. The
operation is simple and easily effected ; and it is surprising to me,
at least that so few understand it. Many who pass for good dy-
namicians will preach a long lecture about a certain

*^
friction"

which none, as they contend, but the practical builder can possibly

appreciate. As to this ^^friction" however, I have just said all sub-

stantially that is to be said about it ; and if those who pretend to be
able to think cannot understand it, how can those do so who never
think at all? i

Again, we are lectured about cutting the vousoirs properly.

Upon this point, too, I have just stated all that the practical

builder or any one else understands or knows, and all that ex-

ists ; and if those who call themselves dynamicians do not compre-
hend it, I should like to know what they do comprehend.

But I am reminded that circular and elliptic arches are found to

stand. True, they do so generally, though they sometimes fail ; and
I have just given the reason why they do either. How foolish it is

to place the vousoirs where they will be of no use whatever, and
then to substitute loose masonry for them where the true ones
should be ? But the peasant would persist in putting a stone at the.

mouth of his bag, to balance the grain at the bottom of it, when-
ever he had occasion to carry that grain at all, because his ancestors

had done so before him ; and equally bigoted, ignorant and fooHsh
are mechanics now in erecting any arch but the one that is calcu-

lated from the span, elevation and extrade.

If it is true that a circular or elliptic arch over a door or window
in the side of a building, is just as good as the calculated one ; and
that, too, because the masonry, where the line of thrust actually

passes, in such a case is equally firm as is that which consists

of vousoirs ; but the same is not generally true in the arch of a
bridge.

Let the large arches under consideration be divested of the pa-

rapet walls of which we have already spoken ; let them have a
moderate elevation, and be equilibrated ; and let the piers upon
which they are to stand be extended to 40 feet at their base, and
be contracted to 6 feet at the top, in the direction of the bridge, and
let them be three-fifths cavernous ; and any two of them will sup-

port the arch that is to rest upon them. Thus constructed, their
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thickness would be equivalent to 23 feet ; while that of those which
are now being erected is 17 feet. Three-fifths of the latter is lOi,

and two-fifths of the former is 9i. Thus my piers would contain

less masonry than will those which are now intended. Making
mine one-half cavernous, their solid contents would be to that of
the intended ones as IH to lOj. But I should have 1524 feet of
solid masonry for each pier from the parapet walls, for which I

have proposed above, to substitute an iron railing, and this would
enable me to make my piers about as solid as the intended ones are

to l)e.

Again, placing the vousoirs where they should be, along the line

of thrust in these arches, I would obviate the necessity of all that

masonry which is intended to be put upon the hances and top of the
piers as a substitute for vousoirs ; and thus by putting loose earth,

or nothing at all in its place, I would save in each of those arches

about 10,000 cubic feet of solid masonry," which would be equal to

about one-half of one of the intended piers ! Look at this ! What
pains are taken to make the piers in this case slender, and the

arches heavy—uselessly, ridiculously, nay even frightfully heavy !

"But again, have one pipe of about 6^ feet in diameter, instead of
four that are each 3 feet in diameter, for conducting the water
across this bridge ; and then the arches in question, and consequent-

ly the whole structure, piers and all, may be reduced from 26 to

about 15 feet in width—nearly one-half! and even this pipe would
have as much earth and stone at its sides as will the exterior' onesin

the plan proposed. But this is not all. Instead of surrounding

this pipe with earth to the thickness of 4 or 5 feet : inclose it in an
airtight case : and then it will not be necessary to make this bridge

more than ten feet wide for one foot in thickness, if confined air

will prevent the water in question from freezing. We all know
this to be so and it is criminal to pretend that we do not. We
ought to raise our voices in defence of science, which is treated

with so much contempt in this case. Any fluid, whether liquid or
gaseous, will take caloric very readily from any substance with
which it comes in actual contact, and will yield the same again with
equal readiness to any substance with which it happens to meet

;

though it radiates or emits caloric very slowly, if at all. It is a
good transporter, in case it has its liberty, but a bad radiator of
caloric ; and hence, if properly confined, it becomes a better insu-

lator of caloric than is anything else.

No other use can ever be made of this bridge than to conduct
the water in question across it, and for this purpose solely should it

be erected. T^'he piers should have a large base and a small top,

and be very cavernous. Upon them light arches should be placed

about ten feet wide, and upon these arches should be laid an iron

pipe about 6^ feet in diameter within ; and this pipe should be in-

closed in an air-tight brick case, whose walls should be only eight

inches thick ; and one foot isdistance enough for their inside to be
from the pipe. And the water thus protected could never freeze

Ayhile passing across this bridge. But as a further precaution, I

would build an oven in the chamber which is to contain the influ-
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ent water upon the Westchester side of this river, and in this oven
a lire could be made during cold weather, and thus communicate all

its caloric to the water ; but no such fire would ever be required,

c And thus we could have a bridge with equilibrated arches that

would stand alone, for less than one-half of what it will now cost

for one with arches that will not be equilibrated and will not stand

alane ! But in case of an earthquake, or a small failure in its ma-
terials, it will dam the river, and cease to bear water to this city.

And why should we pay $900,000 for a bridge in this case, when
we can have so much better for about $300,000 ?

Stones of all kinds, it is well known, are subject more or less to

disintegration and decomposition ; and that it is within the sphere
of possibilities that some one of these arches may fall, and that too

within a few hundred years ; and every one will readily imagine
that if such a catastrophe, should occur while human inhabitants re-

main upon this island, they will look back and wish that the work •

in question had been differently constructed.

We should not now, in the nineteenth century, put up such a
bridge, and especially when the proper one can be made for less

than half the money. To do so is an outrage upon the science '

of the day. Future generations will think we were crazy, for they
will be certainly aware that we ought to have known better.

Mr. Frost, a very ingenious mechanic of Brooklyn, N. Y., has
suggested another method for building this bridge; "Have no
arches or pipes ; but instead of them, lay from pier to pier a trough
made of cast iron plates. These plates should be 10 feet long, 6
feet wide, and 1^ inches thick ; and they might be put together

very firmly, end to end, without any wrought iron fastenings ; and
the side plates thus fastened ; and standing as they would be, edge-

wise, would support the stream of water that would pass between
them. But this trough might be braced with cast iron bars run-

ning to the piers ; and let it be inclosed in another one made air

tight ; and this would add its own strength to the first, and prevent
the water in the same from freezing. In this case the piers should

be just wide enough apart so that any vessel might pass conven-
iently between them, and should be raised 120 feet, to the level of
the aqueduct. They should be hollow and light, like a shot tower,

though their base should be large enough to enable them to stand
'

firmly, and especially in the direction with the river : and they
might be bound together with bars of iron, running up endwise in

tneir sides, so that they would never break off; for we would not
have their crust or rind more than two feet thick."

This would be certainly a very cheap and permanent method of
conducting the water across the river in question.

INVENTION OF THE SELF-ACTING CLEANSING MACHINE FOR THE PRE-
^ VENTION OF PRIMING.

In a very favorable review of this work in the Civil Engineer and
Architect's Journal for December, 1837, it is properly stated, as a well

known fact, "that the engine primes in proportion as the water is dirty.
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and the remedy is to empty the boiler and clean it out."* So perfectly

true is this with respect to boilers under ordinary circumstances, and so

great are the evil consequences generally arising from having foul water

in boilers, that the great cause of complaint among all who have been con-

cerned with the management of engines, has always been the difficulty of

resorting sufficiently Irequent to the operation of cleaning out. Persons

who have only a superficial acquaintance with the steam engine, and who
treat the boiler merely like a large culinary utensil, are apt to conclude

that, provided the boiler is occasionally swept out, so as to prevent any ad-

hesion and consequent burning out of the iron, nothing more is needed
;

but the experienced operative knows very well, that, if his engine be heav-

ily loaded, and his boiler supplied with the ordinary water to be found in

large tovi'ns, which usually contains a greasy or slimy kii.d of dirt, then,

instead of the boiler bottom being in any danger of burning out from this

cause, he will seldom find much dirt upon the boiler bottom itself, but by
far the greater portion will be found sticking up against the roof, or inside

of the top of the boiler, and against the back end, but always above the

surface of the water. We frequently find that the dirt in this manner
spread over a very considerable area tothe thickness ofa couple of inches,

and ranch thicker in some particular places, such as in the anglea and
about the straps to which the stays are attached.

Being impressed with the importance of attending to the above conside-

rations, as regarding obstacles which seemed to lie at the root of aU further

improvement in the steam engine, and besides being convinced by repeated

experiments, that in all cases there is a great saving in fuel and tallow by
cleaning out the boiler once a week instead of once a month ;t we became
of opinion that if means could be devised for cleaning out a boiler daily,

or oftener if needed, without wasting much hot water, a great desideratum

would be accomplished. With these views we commenced, nearly a dozen
years ago, the solution of the following problem, namely :—How to

clean out a boiler without having it emptied and without stopping the en-

gine, and thereby to supersede as far as possible the disagreeable neces-

sity of sendingfmen inside for that purpose? Now this was not a question

to be easily answered off hand, neither was its direct solution to be evaded
by some lucky thought, such as contriving a particular shape of boiler for

the purpose, hut the invention, to be useful, must be applicable to all sorts

of boilers. Consequently there appeared to be no method of procedure
so likely to be successful as the old one of the mathematicians in all cases

of difficulty, namely, that of trial and error ; accordingly that was the

method resorted to on this occasion ; and as might be expected, although

success was eventually sure, it came slowly, and in August, 1829, the first

complete cleansing machine was applied to a 20 horse boiler belonging tc

Thomas Marsland, Esq., M. P. for Stockport.

Of course the first machine made, as' we expected at the time, only par-

tially answered the purpose of keeping the boiler clean, but it did so suffi-

ciently well to completely prevent the priming of the engine, and was so

far effective in other respects that the boiler was found to be cleaner at the

expiration of thirteen weeks continued working than it had been before at

the end of two. From the continual and gradual improvement upon al-

most every new machine that was made during the succeeding seven years,

•The Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal, Vol. 1. pages 37, 121, and 178. London,
1838.

t A penod of three days was recently found to be the utmost limit that could be allowed,
and at a factory near Stockport, without the engine priming, although there were twosc
horse boilers to one 70 horse engine.
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accompanied, as may be supposed, by not a little labor and many disap-

pointments, the apparatus was at last rendered perfect. Indeed for the

last three years, so frir as it is required to free a boiler from mud, sand,

clay, salt, or loose sediment of any kind whatever, we can pronounce the

cleansing machine to be quite perfect and admitting of no further improv^^
ment. There are at this lime, 1839, nearly one thousand of these rjil^

chines in use. principally in Lancaghire. Yorkshire, Durham, and Nor—"'
thumberland, so that any considerations in the construction of a boiler, with
a view to the necessity of a man going inside to sweep it out, may be safe-

ly discarded. ,

Mr. Marsland of course deserves the credit of being the first amoDsrthe
very few manufacturers who were wilUng to allow the apparatus to be tried

at all, and he has, or rather the firms with which he is connected have,

now, at their extensive cotton and print works, no fewer than sixteen of

these machines at work, which have been made at various times durinof

the progress of the improvements. This gentleman was also the first ma-
.

nufacturer in the district to try Mr. Samuel Hall's patent method of con-

densing without injection, which by enabling the boiler to be supplied with,

distilled water, also oflfered apparently the only plausible means of pre-

serving the boiler. The plan, however, as is well known here, totally
" failed, sas it was givt-n up, after long and very expensive experiments at

Messrs. Marsl;\nd's Portwood mill, in Stockport.*

The first cleansing machine for a locomotive boiler was made for Messrs." .

Galloway, Bowman and Glasgow's engine, the Caledonian, belonging to

the Liverpool and Manchester railway company, in 1833. This engine

was the first locomotive that was made with the boiler oval in section, and
was worked with fjreat success for some years as a bank engine on the

above railway. The first complete machine for a marine boiler was made
in 1835. and the apparatus was fully proved to act well in the city of Dub-
lin company's steam packet the Shamrock, in the summer of 1835; this

vessel we believe being the first which h^d the cylindrical marine boilers

with numerous tubular flues, which boilers, we may here remark, are the

only kind that are capable of bearing any considerable pressure of steam,

without which the advantage of working steam expansively is, at the best,

question;)ble in commercial steamers.

We are thus particular in stating the above facts, because since the pub-

lication of the first edition of this essay we have had sundry applications

from various quarters, both in this country and the continent, respecting

the cleansing machine; and it may have some trouble to parties at a dis-

tance in being informed, that the cost of the machine in Manchester is from -

\2l. to 15/. It has been entirely uphill work to bring this invention to its

present state of perfection, while the author acknowledges that his perse-

verance was not a little stimulated by many first-rate scientific mechanics
; :

pronouncing his task to be hopeless. He would advise his brother mecha-

nics who may have similar obstacles to encounter, to pursue the object they
' may have in view, and equally avoid having any connection with either

patents or patrons, unless the latter make their first appearance in the shape

of customers. Many of our applicants have expressed great surprise at

not having heard of the apparatus previously through some of the scienti-

fic publications , we can assure them, that if they delay the adoption of im-

provements until they are sanctioned by the approval of the editors of sci-

entific journals, they may safely calculate on being at least ten years be-

hind their brother manufacturers in this country. The most successful-

* This was Mr. Hall's second patent for the saaie object; his first had beBti previously

tried at Mr. Shcrratt's foundry, in Manchester. _
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hianufacturers in Lancashire do not generally look into books for improve-

nienti in machinery, and still less do they consult the advertisements of itt-^^

ventors and patentees for that purpose.

No doubt the best policy of the mechanical eng^ineer in regpard to the

propriety of adopting improvements in any kind of steam engine appara-

tus, is that ascribed to Mr. Field in his fitting up of the Great Western
steani-ship, who, it seems, preserved " a prudent mean between the rejec-

tion of all untried expedients on the one hand, and the rash adoption of

crude projects on the other."* But it is no very easy matter, for even the

best informed engineer, to hit this happy medium :—very great talent, as

well as much labor and research, must be necessary to enable hire to avoid

being fre<juently egregiously deceived by some of the immense multitude

of inventions that are constantly offered to his notice
;
among which it

may also happen to be far from being an untried scheme that is entitled to

be considered a crude project. The most crude and clumsy of projects^

and those which have been irieH and laid aside scores of times, are con-

stantly being revived and re-patented ; and when brought out in connection

with a long pnrse, are almost sure to take at first ; while the real mechanic
who makes useful practical improvements, may struggle in obscority for

B lifetime; unless he resort to that advertising quackery which gives to the

worthless inventions of his rich competitor nearly all their eclat. It is

surprising what a progress a clever monopolising patentee will make, in

a very short space of time, with a railway or steam navigation company^
as compared with his almost uniform want of success with the enterprising

cotton spinner, who rarely deputes any subordinate agent to think for hint

oatho I'.xpediency of adopting nny new plans, however well such agents

may be able to manage the old ones.

A Yankke Boring iRorij.—From some source, which that papei*

Says "authentic," the Philadelphia Chronicle learns thai a person in Mar-

blehead Mass., has invented and put into practice a machine by which he

can descend to the bottom of the deepest water. Attached td^this sub-ma«'

line article are several augers, by which the person in attendance dan in a'

ftiw minutes bore a hole through the bottom of the strongest copper-fasten-

ed Vessel, and in a short time sink her. One man with such a machine'

caA successfully contend against whole fleets at anchor.

REPORT OF THE ENGINEER IN CHIEF OF THE GEORGIA RAILROAD

AND BANKING COMPANY, TO THE STOCKHOLDERS, May 10, 1840.

(Continued from page 336.)

At this stage of our operations, it is proper that I should present to the .
-/

board a consolidated statement, of the various estimates heretofore sub-

mjued by me, and upon which they have authorized their expenditures.

Estimated cost of the Union road including depots and machinery, sub-

mitted Ma v, 1836, $1,051.209 00 '

Estimate of Madison branch, May, 1838, 007,874 00
Athens 398,936 00 -
Machinery, etc. for both branches, 160,000 00 i

Warrenton brunch, 32.000 00

Total, <^2,250.019 00
48 .,
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This sum is inclusive of real estate, right of way, and interest (ra ad-

vances by the bank to the road, amounting to $172,654, items for which I

could not then venture even an approximate estimate. To these might also

be added no inconsiderable sum paid for exchanges in consequence of the

depreciation of the currency since the first suspension of the banks. The
estimates lor the first and largest item in the above statement were made
before the great rise in the price of nearly every element which enters into

the cost of Railroads
;

yet notwithstanding this and other disadvantageous

circumstances, the actual cost of the whole work, embracing a distance of

147 miles—a large portion of the route passing over ground of unusual
difficulty, will not be found to differ $25,000 from the estimates.

The business of the Road during the year ending on the 31st of March,
has not been as flattering as the previous years, owing chiefly to the failure

of the cotton crop, which probably occured to a greater extent, in the coun-

ties tributary to our Road than in any other portions of the South.

A decrease in the travel, a necessary consequence of a short crop, will

also be observed by the returns. The .'same influence would likewise have

extended itself to the up freight, had not the former prudence of the mei-
ohants of the interior suffered their stocks of goods to become unusually

light, and in consequence, the Spring business up has been under all the

circumstances, very fair. It is also satisfactory to observe from the destination

of the merchandize passing over our Road, that the circle of our customers

is continually extending' and now embraces a large portion of the States of

Alabama and Tennessee.

The following statement exhibits a general view of the receipts and
disbursements for the year, on the Road in use, averaging 105 miles in

length. It will be recollected in comparing it with last years statement, that

the latter was for 11 months, nnd that although the Road was extended on
one Branch 14 miles and on the other 6 to 12 miles, the charges for the up
freight remained the same, and on cotton it was reduced from $1 50, the

price chartjed from Greensboro, to $1 25 per bale from Buck Head. For
more detai'ed statements of the buisness and expenses of the Road, I refer

you to the accompanying documents marked Nos. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8, 9,

10. 11, and 12.

Business of the Georgia Railroad for \2 months ending March 3l5/,

1841.

ReceipU for Freight Up, $37,463 61 v.
" •' " Down, 28,963 71 j

" Passengers Up, 33,329 02
Down, 32,933 02

•• " Mails, 22,373 52
:w; : .

" " Miscellaneous, 3,162 23

Total, 158,225 11

Expenses of Conducting Transportation, 17,869 60
'• Motive Power, 22,652 58

' •• Maintenance of Way, 21,836 61
" Cars, 4,924 25

Total, 67,283 34

Leaving net profit, $90,941 77
Equal to six per cent, on the cost of the road in use, notwithstanding

the short crop and reduced rales.

In addition to the regular business above enumerated, there was con-
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veyed on the road materials for the superstructure, etc. of both branches,

as follows :

912,000 feet, B. M. of string pieces, cross ties, and mud sills, which,
at $1 per M. per 10 miles, is $6,384 00

65,000 feet, B. M. for bridges, at $5 per M., , 325 00
24,000" " "Depots, at $6 " * '.-V 144 00
1,650 tons of Iron and spikes, at $9 " ton, 14,850 00

Total, $21,703 00

During the preceding 1 1 months a large amount of similar transportation

was done of which no account was taken, and I now only refer to it to

exhibit the true amount of business compared with the expenses, which is

the customary, though delusive method of ascertaining the economy of rail-

road management. If we follow out this mode of comparison, it will be
seen that our expenses are but 30 per cent of the income supposing the

business to have oeen the same.

To accomplish the years business our trains have traversed a distance of

110,540 miles,—dividing the expenses ($67,283 34) by this, will give the

average cost of working the road per mile run 60 8-10 cents. The expenses

for the last eleven m.9nths were over 63 4-10 cents per mile.

The item for maintenance of way, it will be recollected embraces the

damages sustained by the finished road from the freshets of May 1840 and
March l841,sofar as the latter has ad vaced on the first instant. The injury

sustained from the May freshet by the road in use,was principal confined to

that part overflowed by the Savannah river, and from tne March freshet, to

two breaks in the embankments 16 miles from Augusta, and several slips in

the cuts along the line, of more or less extent, only one of which, in a cut

30 feet in depth, adjoining the Oconee, was of sufficient extent to interrupt

the travel. At both periods the transponation of freight was stopped for

about a week, but from the fonunate position of our trains atjthe time the

travel was not materially interrupted.

In conducting the business of the company, 1 have the pleasure testate

that 1 have received from all the Officers and Agents in the several depart-

ments under my control cordial co-operation in the discharge ofthe various

duties devolving on them, and whenever extraordinary services were
required, they have been cheerfully rendered. The duties of Super-

intendant of Transportation and Assistant General Agent, are still performed

by Richard Peters, Jr., with unabated ardor and devotion to the interest

of the Company. ^
I would recommend a renewal of the application to the Legislature for

the privilege ofincreasing our rates for passage to at least 61 cents per mile.

If the Railroad Companies North of us, and the Stage proprietors

South, could be induced to reduce their rates to our scale, the additional

travel which would thereby be diverted from the Mississippi to this route

would no doubt fully compensate all for the decrease of rates, but as that

object has hitherto been opposed by these companies in a manner which
leaves but little expectation of its being soon carried out, I can see no suffi-

cient reason why we who have to incur the additional expense and risk of a

night line in both directions, should be compelled to receive at least 20 per

cent less than other companies, especially when it is recollected that the

additional charges would fall chiefly upon non-residents of the State.

Respectfully submitted by
Your obedient servant,

J. Edgar Thomson,
Chief Engineer ami Qeneral AgeuL
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rCondensed statement of the aggregate amount
Georgia Railroad, from April \st, 1840 to

No. Passengers.

1,8851

1.7811

1.752^

1.832

1,816

1,650

April,

May,
June,
July.

August,

September,

October,

November,
December,
January,

February,
March,

Total, 2 „„,

Way*" passengers, Warrenton Branch,

Way passengers, Athens Branch,

Passengers by freight trains.

Extra trips,

Extra baggage and specie, ..

Freight between stations,
'"

Premium on post office warrants,

Interest on freight notes,

2,1651

1,8441

2,3961

1,981

1,9341

1,921

Amount.

$5,689 18

5,101

5,033

4,640

4,514

4,340

6,494

5,742

7,031

5,751

5,895

6.026

75
40
99
88

50
31

87
09

08
18

81

Freight.

$7,098 55

5,084 81

2,391

2.144

2,327

3,398
-5,940

5,559

§,179

6,901

7,848

9.552

56
50
56
56
36
36

30

36
36
36

2^,9T0i 66,262^04 66,427 32 22,373 52

58
97
71

44
90
36
03
28
57

12

of business

April 1st,

Mail.

$1,713 56

1,713 56
1,713

1,713

1,713

1,713

2,015

2,015

2,015

2,015

2,015

2.015

done on

1841.

Totnl.

$14,501
1 1.900

9.138

8.499

9,452
14,450

13,317

1 7.225

14,607

1 5,759

17,594

the

2i>

12

54

52
15

50
57

59
48
72
11

20

155,062

48
83
108

383
232
93

1,275

936

75
36
17

56
40

9f

57
42

04

67
45

78

43

11

39

Statement of expenses incurred for working the Georgia

...t.
April 1st, 1840, to April 1st, 1841.

TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT.
Stationery, Printing, etc., 475
Loss and damage, - .,: ..-.\>> .; 738
Incidentals, ' - ,. v^--'

^^^
Oil and tallow for cars, • 182
Provisions, clothing, doctors bills, and other expen-

ses of negroes, 2,593 98
Expense of mules and pay of conductors Warren-

ton Branch, 799
Wages of laborers, 2,355
Agents and clerks, 7,356
Conductors, 2,484

MAINTENANCE OF CARS.

Repairs, etc., . 4,735

Car factory, lumber swept away and spoiled by fre-

shet in 1840, 189
MOTIVE POWER.

Stationery, printing, etc., 16

Expense of water stations,
. 2,480

Incidentals, / 27
Fuel, 5,402
Oil, packing, etc., for engines, 1,177

Ordinary and extraordinary repairs of engines, 6,792
Engine and firemen, 4,715
Provisions, clothing, doctors bills and other expen-

ses of negroes, 2,039

$158,225 11

railroad, from

75-17,869 6a

20

15—4,924 35

25
98
95
87

54
19

13

97-22,652 88
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MAINTENANCE OF WAY.
Mens wages,

Provisions, clothing^, doctors bill and other expen-
ses of uegToes,-- -,--

, - :»

Incidentals,

Tools, ^;::- .:...w-:-
Wooden rails, cross-ties, etc.,

Supervisors,

Work done and materials furnished by car factory

for repairs of road chiefly in consequence of fre-

shets in May, 1840, and March, 1841,

12,103
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non-periodic terms of the order which he considered would mutually de-

stroy each other—a most important conclusion, which removed the princi-

pal objection that existed to the validity of the demonstration of Lagrange.

This brilliant success of Poisson in one of the most difficu-lt problems of

physical astronomy, would appear to have influenced him devoting himself

thenceforward almost exclusively to the application &{ mathematics to

physical science; and the vastnmnberof memoirs and worUs (amounting
to more than 300 in n-umber,) vi'hich he published during the last thirty

years of his life, made this depafrtment of mathematical science, and more
particularly whatever related to the action of molecular forces, pre-emi-

nently his own. They comprehend the theory of vvaves and oi the vibra-

tions of elastic substrnces, the laws of the distribution of electricity and
magnetism, the propogation of heat, the theory of capillary attraction, the

attraction of spheroids, the local magnetic attraction of ships, important

problems on chance and a multitude of other subbjects. His •Well known
treatise on mechanics is incomparably superior to every similar publica-

tion in the clear and decided exposition of principles and methods, and io

the happy, luminous combination of the most general theories with their

particular and most instructive applications. Poisson was not a philosopher

who courted the credit of propounding original views which did not arise

naturally out of the immediate subjects of his researches- and be was more
disposed to extend and perfect the application of known methods of analy-

sis to important physical problems, than to indulge in speculation on the in-

vention or transformation of formulae, which, however new and elegant,

appeared to give him no obvious increase of mathematical power in the

prosecution of his inquiries. His delight was to grapple with difficuhies

which had embarrassed the greatest of his predecessors, and to bring to

bear upon those vast resources of analysis and those clear views of me-
chanical and physical principles in their most refined and difficult applica-

tions, which have secured him the most brilliant triumphs in nearly every

department of physical science. The confidence which he was accustom-

ed to feel in the results of his analysis—the natural result of his own clear

perception of the necessary dependence of the several steps by which they

were deduced—led him sometimes to accept conclusions of a somewhat
startling character ; such were his views of the constitution and finite ex-

tent of the earth's atmosphere, which some distinguished philosophers have
ventured to defend. It is not in mathematical reasonings only that we are

sometimes disposed to forget that the conclusions which we make general

are not dependent upon our assumed premises alone, but are modified by
concurrent or collateral causes, which neither our analysis nor our reason-

ings are competent to comprehend. The habits of life of this great mathe-
matician were of the most simple and laborious kind

;
though he never

missed a meeting of the Institute, or a lecture, or an examination, or any
other public engagement, yet on all other occasions, at least in later years,

he denied access to all visitors, and remained in his study from an early

hour in the morning until six o'clock at night, when he joined his family

at dinner, and spent the evening in social converse, or in amusements of
the lightest and least absorbing character, carefiilly avoiding every topic

which might recall the severity of his morning occupations. The wera
and tear, however, of a life devoted to such constant study, and the total

neglect of exercise and healthy recreations, finally urKlermined his natural-

ly vigorous constitution, and in the autumn of 1838 the alarming dis-

covery was made that he was laboring under the fatal disease of water in

the chest. TheefTorts oP his physician contributed for a long time to iri-

tigate the more serious symptoms of his malady; but every relaxation of bis
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sufferings led to the resumption of his labors
; and to the earnest remon-

strances of his friends, and the entreaties of his family, he was accustomed
to reply, thatto him lavie c'eiait le travail; nav, he even undertook to

conduct the usual examinations of the Ecole Polytechnique, which
occupied him for nearly ten hours a day for the greatest part of a
month. This last imprudent effort ended in an attack of paralysis, attend-

ed by loss of memory and the rapid obscuration of all his faculties; he con-

tinued to struggle, amidst alternations of hope and despondency, for a con-

siderable period, and died on the 25th of April last, in the 59th year of his

age. Poisson w^as eminently a deductive philosopher, and one of the most
illustrious of his class; his profound knowledge of the labors of his pre-

decessors, his perfect command of analysis, and his extraordinary sagacity

and tact in applying it, his clearness and precision in the enunciation of his

problems, and the general eleganae of form which pervaded his investiga-

tions, must long continue to give to his works that classical character,

which has hitherto been almost exclusively appropriated to the productions

o{ Lagrange, Laplaee, and Euler. If he was inferior to Fourier or to

Fresnel in the largeness and pregnancy of his philosophical views, he was
incomparably superior to them in mathematical power; if some of his con-

temporaries rivalled or surpassed him in particular departments of his own -

favorite studies, he has left no one to equal him, either in France or iii

Europe at large, in the extent, variety, and intrinsic value of his labors.

The last work on which he was engaged was a treatise on the theory <^
light, with particular reference to the recent researches of Cauchy; nearly

two hundred prges of this work are printed, which are altogether confined

to generalities, whose applications were destined to form the subject of a

second and concluding section : those who are acquainted with the other ;•-

works of Poisson will be best able to appreciate the irreparable loss which .'

optical science has sustained in the non-completion of such a work from the

hands of such a master.

Richardson's Accelerated Steamboat.—We have before us a
drawing and description of a new kind of steamboat, invented by Col. J. S.

Richardson. Its leading peculiarity is that by means of a huge balloon, or
gas, holder, shaped like a cucumber, and extended lengthwise over the boat

(or rather boats, for there are two hulls connected by a deck and saloon

above,) the latter is raised out of the vvater, except the keels and paddles or

the water wheels, thus reducing the resistance of the water to almost nothing
and yet using it for the purposes of propulsion and steering. The plan is

ingenious, but how it will succeed in practice, we shall know better when
the experiment is made. Col. Richardson and his associates have announced
their intention to build and put in operation, one of these boats on the north

river. The balloon is to be made of duck and divided into sections so that

in being perforated by a vessel's boom, or other cause, only a small part of

the gas would escape. Supposing the plan to operate in practice as it presents

itself in theory, a rate of speed, would be attained that would distance all oth-

er, traveling expedients. It is easy enough to see, that with steam power
applied to the water as in other steamboats, and with little resistance from
the water, the boat must go ahead with astonishing rapidity.

—

Jour. Com.

Discovery of Tin Ore.—Extract of a letter, dated Walpole, N. H., 15
June :—Dr. Jackson, the State geologist, states the certain existence of tin

ore on the eastern slope of the White Mountains, in the town of Jackson,

county of Coos, N. H. Dr. Jackson appears to be of the opinion^that the

ore will prove to be abundant—if so, this is the first discovery of tin in

quantity in the United States.
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